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2.02 Industrial Experience-II: General

3.01 Present Technology

4.03 Interim Storage

5.01 Development of Waste 
Management Solutions

6.01 Special Session: R&D 
Direction of Innovative Fuel 

Cycle Technology

6.03 Fission Product 
Extraction in Aqueous Medium

7.01 Progress in Water-cooled 
Reactors-I

7.02 FBR Fuel Behaviour

8.01 Transmutation Potential in 
Reactors and ADS-I

8.02 Material Science of 
Transmutation Targets-I

9.03 Material Control and 
Accounting (MC&A) Systems

10.01 Fuel Cycle Simulation 
Mode-I

12.01 Nuclear Deployment 
: Technico-Economical and 
Financial Issues

«A new start for European nuclear energy: the forum and the 
sustainable nuclear energy platform.»

Chaired by Mr Philippe Pradel, CEA/DEN

16:00 pm - 18:00 pm
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With the participation of:
Mr Joe Belechak, WESTINGHOUSE - Mr Louis-François 
Durret,  AREVA - Mr Kang Rixin, CNNC - Mr Steve 
Kuczynski, EXELON - Mr Youry Sokolov, IAEA - Mrs Rosa 
Yang, EPRI 

Keynote Address: Mrs Anne Lauvergeon
Chief Executive Offi cer of AREVA

President Panel 2: Mr Bruno Lescoeur
Senior Executive Vice President, EDF

Industrial Challenges of Fuel and Fuel Cycle
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R&D Programs to Support the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Keynote Address: Mr Bernard Bigot
Chairman of the French Atomic Energy Commission

President Panel 1: Mr François-Michel Gonnot
Member of Parliament and President of ANDRA

With the participation of:
Mr Luis E. Echavarri,  NEA - Dr Phillip Finck, INL - Dr 
Shunsuke Kondo, JAEC - Mr Nikolai Ponomarev-Stepnoi, 
Kurchatov Institute - Dr Baldev Raj, IGCAR 

8:30 am: Welcome by Mr Bernard Bigot, General 
Chair of  the Conference with IAEA, ANS, ENS, 
OECD/NEA and SFEN Representatives

With the participation of:
Mr Ralf Güldner (EON), Mr Mats Ladeborn (Vattenfall), Mr Frantisek 
Pazdera (CEZ), Mr Jean Pol Poncelet (AREVA), Mr Dominique Ristori 
(European Commission)
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14:00 pm -15:30 pm

Monday, September 7, 2009M
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*English/French Translation

*

By track
Break

Break

Break

Preliminary Program as of June, 2009



«A new start for European nuclear energy: the forum and the 
sustainable nuclear energy platform.»

*English/French Translation

2.02 Industrial Experience-I: 
Rokkasho

3.02 Future Technology (vitrif)

4.02 Transportation

5.03 Low-level Waste Disposal

6.02 Program Overviews-I

6.09 Pyroprocessing 
Technology and Materials

7.01 Progress in Water-cooled 
Reactors-II

7.03 FBR Fuel Fabrication

8.01 Transmutation Potential in 
Reactors and ADS-II

8.02 Material Science of 
Transmutation Targets-II

9.01 Geopolitical Aspects and 
International Initiatives and 
Programs-I

10.01 Fuel Cycle Simulation 
Model-II

12.02 Nuclear Deployment : 
Non-electrical Applications of 
Nuclear Energy-I

Shared with WRFPM/TOP FUEL: «Advanced nuclear fuel cycles: 
which options, which strategies?»

«The non proliferation stakes in the frame of the nuclear 
renaissance.»

1.01 Front End of the Fuel Cycle

2.01 Process Development-IV: 
Miscellaneous

3.04 Waste Strategy

4.01 Strategies and 
Communication

4.06 Models and Codes

5.02 Geological Disposal 
Methods and Technologies 

6.02 Program Overviews-II

6.10 Fuel Preparation

7.01 Progress in Water-cooled 
Reactors-III

7.05 LMFBR Technology

8.01 Transmutation Potential in 
Reactors and ADS-III

9.01 Geopolitical Aspects and 
International Initiatives and 
Programs-II

10.02 Sustainability and 
Nuclear Energy-I

11.01 DD&R Project 
Feedback and Experience

12.02 Nuclear Deployment : 
Non-electrical Applications of 
Nuclear Energy-II

10:30 am - 12:30 pm

Chaired by Mr Olivier Caron, CEA/DRI

14:00 pm -15:30 pm

16:00 pm -18:00 pm

8:30 am -10:00 am

With the participation of:
Mr Sylvain Granger (EDF), Mr Frank Carre (CEA), Mr Hans Forsström 
(IAEA), Mr Denis Hugelmann (AREVA), Mr Isami Kojima (JNFL), Mr 
Paul Lisowski (US DOE)
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Chaired by Mr Daniel Leroy, EDF
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With the participation of: 
Mr Osamu Amano (CRIEPI), Mr Melvyn Draper (UK), Mr Mark 
Goodman (US Science Attache IAEA), Mr Frederic Mondolini 
(French Ministry of Defense), Mr Santiago Mourao (Brazil)
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Tuesday, September 8, 2009
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Break



«Enhancing public acceptance of nuclear: safety and waste 
management issues.»

«Strengthening education and training in nuclear energy : 
an urgent need.»

Co-chaired by Mrs Marie-Claude Dupuis,  ANDRA 
& Mr Franck Deconinck, SCK.CEN

8:30 am -10:00 am

2.01 Process Development-I: 
General

3.03 Future Technology 
(others)-I

4.04 Packing Design and Testing

4.05 R&D

5.04 Geological Disposal 
Management and Strategies

6.04 An & Ln Extraction in 
Aqueous Medium

6.07 Pyroreprocessing in 
Chloride Medium-I

7.04 Fast Breeder Core 
Optimization-I

8.02 Material Science of 
Transmutation Targets-III

9.02 Design and Implementation 
of Safeguards-I

10.02 Sustainability and 
Nuclear Energy-II

12.05 Nuclear Deployment 
: National and International 
Policies; Sustainability of 
Nuclear Energy; Safeguards; 
Environmental Issues-I

Chaired by Mr  Laurent Turpin, CEA/INSTN

14:00 pm -15:30 pm

2.01 Process Development-II: MOX

2.03 Materials and Chemistry-II: 
Materials and Modeling

3.03 Future Technology (others)-II

5.05 Assessment of Geological 
Disposal

6.05 An / Ln Sorting in 
Aqueous Medium-I

6.07 Pyroreprocessing in 
Chloride Medium-II

7.04 Fast Breeder Core 
Optimization-II

8.01 Transmutation Potential in 
Reactors and ADS-IV

9.02 Design and 
Implementation of Safeguards-II

9.06 Proliferation Resistance 
and Physical Protection 
(PR&PP) Assessment Methods-I

10.02 Sustainability and 
Nuclear Energy-III

11.02 DD&R Process 
Characterization and 
Decontamination

12.05 Nuclear Deployment 
: National and International 
Policies; Sustainability of 
Nuclear Energy; Safeguards; 
Environmental Issues-II

With the participation of:
Mrs Ute Blohm-Hieber (European Commission), Mrs Marie-Claude 
Dupuis (ANDRA), Mr Eric Laes (SCK-CEN), Mr Claes Thegerström 
(SKB)

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
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With the participation of:
Mr Vladimir Artisyuk (Obninsk), Mr Min Byung Joo (KAERI), Mrs 
Josseline de Clausade (AREVA),  Mr Sekazi Mtingwa (MIT), Mr 
Georges Serviere (EDF), Mr Ram Shivpuri (Delhi Univ.) 
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By track

By track

16:00 pm -18:00 pmBreak

Break

Break



2.04 Technology: General

6.05 An / Ln Sorting in 
Aqueous Medium-III

6.06 Pyroreprocessing in 
Fluoride Medium

7.06 High Conversion Water-
cooled Cores

7.07 VHTR, AHTR and SCWR Design

8.01 Transmutation Potential in 
Reactors and ADS-V

9.04 Denaturing Plutonium to 
Reduce its Attractiveness-II

9.06 Proliferation Resistance 
and Physical Protection 
(PR&PP) Assessment 
Methods-III

10.03 Sustainability and 
Nuclear Energy - Regional 
Approach

10.04 Thorium Cycle-II

11.04 DD&R Waste

12.04 Nuclear Deployment: 
Social, and Educational Issues

CLOSING SESSION

«Gen-IV International Forum (GIF): 
  10 years of achievements and the pathforward.»
Chaired by Mr Jacques Bouchard, GIF Chairman

8:30 am -10:30 am
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2.01 Process Development-III: 
Voloxidation

2.03 Materials and Chemistry-I: 
Chemistry

3.05 Minimizing Waste 
Quantities & Characterization

6.05 An / Ln Sorting in 
Aqueous Medium-II

6.08 Pyroreprocessing  
Conceptual and Design Studies

6.11 Measurement Techniques

7.04 Fast Breeder Core 
Optimization-III

8.02 Material Science of 
Transmutation Targets-IV

9.04 Denaturing Plutonium to 
Reduce its Attractiveness-I

9.05 New Fuels and Advanced 
Core Design to Reduce 
Proliferation Risk

9.06 Proliferation Resistance 
and Physical Protection (PR&PP) 
Assessment Methods-II

10.04 Thorium Cycle-I

11.03 DD&R Robotics 
Simulation

12.03 Nuclear Deployment 
: Licensing and Institutional 
Issues
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11:00 am - 13:00 pm

14:00 pm -16:00 pm

8 30 am -10:30 am

Thursday, September 10, 2009

16:15 pm -17:00 pm

With a Keynote Address of Dr Fuji-ie (Japan) and the participation of Mr Dominique 
Greneche (AREVA), Mr Bernard Jolly (SFEN) & Mr Bertrand Vieillard-Baron (SFEN)

Conference working language: English

Panel Chaired by Mr Edward Mc Ginnis, US DOE 

By track

With the participation of: Mr Frank Carre (CEA), Mr Yutaka 
Sagayama (JAEA), Mr Roland Schenkel (EURATOM) 

«Towards industrial implementation: public and private 
initiatives interconnections». 
With Mr Pierre-Franck Chevet (MEEDDAT), Mr John Goosen 
(WESTINGHOUSE), Mr Georges Serviere (EDF),  Mr Taizo Takahashi 
(METI), Mr Peter Wakefi eld (BRITISH ENERGY)

By track
Break

Break

Break



Friday, September 11, 2009 - You can choose one technical visit - 
Book early but not later than July 15, 2009.

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 - All participants & accompanying persons 
can buy tickets for he Night Cruise Dinner on the Seine River along 
Paris famous monuments (95 €/person - 20:00-23:00 pm).

Located on the Place of Porte Maillot, near the Arc de Triomphe and the 
Champs-Elysees Avenue, the Palais des Congrès de Paris is connected to the 

entire highway system, train stations, subway and Roissy Charles-de-Gaulle/ 
Orly Airports. Practical Information at:  www.viparis.com

Conference Offi ce - SFEN Paris - Contact: Sylvie Delaplace
global2009@sfen.fr - www.sfen.fr

ocated on the Place of Porte Maillot, near the Arc de Triomphe

General Information

REGISTER oN-LINE AT: www.sfen.fr
Two main registration periods:

We propose three kinds of delegate registration: 
Separate registration fees per conference or common registration 
fees if you wish to participate in the GLOBAL and WRFPM 2009 / 
TOP FUEL two conferences:

 1.  WRFPM /TOP FUEL conference or

 2.  GLOBAL conference or 

 3.  GLOBAL & WRFPM /TOP FUEL 2 conferences

Hotel Booking - Hotels of various price categories have easy 
access to the congress centre by local transport or walking.

Sunday, September 6, 2009 -The Registration Desk will be open 
from 16:00 to 19:00 pm.  All participants are invited to the Welcome 
Reception located at the Palais des Congres (19:00-21:00 pm).

GLOBAL & WRFPM / TOP FUEL 2009 Opening Session: 
Monday, Sept. 7, 2009 - 8:30 am / 12:45 pm (Bordeaux room).

6 Plenary Sessions scheduled during the week (Havane room).

100 Technical Sessions organized in parallel along specifi c areas of 
technical interests (17 rooms, 3rd level of the congress center).
4 days of Exhibition to share and discuss ideas and visions on the 
Nuclear Fuel Cycle with many exhibitors: Andra,  Ant International 
Ab,  Areva, Cea, Edf, Geovariances, Idaho National Laboratory, 
International Nuclear Services, Korea Nuclear Fuel Co., Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries, National Nuclear Laboratory, Netzsch, Nuvia, 
Oecd/NEA, Onet Technologies, Robatel Industries, Spie Nucleaire, 
Stäubli, Westinghouse Electric Company...

More than 600 visitors are expected to attend THE EVENT!

Further Information on-line at: www.sfen.fr
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February 1-May 31, 2009  June 1-September 1, 2009

  980 €   800 € 1100 €  1130  950 € 1250 € 

1150 €  960 € 1310 € 1300 €1110 € 1390 € 

ANS, ENS, SFEN Members,Co-sponsoring Organizations, 
Chairs, Speakers, Committee Members
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Non members  - Standard participation



 

September 6-11, 2009 - Paris (France) 

GLOBAL 2009 
"The Nuclear Fuel Cycle: Sustainable Options & Industrial Perspectives"  
  

 
 
GLOBAL 2009 is the international event not to be missed, Paris (France) September 6-11, 2009!  
 
 
OVERVIEW & PRELIMINARY PROGRAM 
June, 2009  
 
PLENARY SESSIONS 

Six plenary sessions will be organized from Monday, September 7 to Thursday, September 10, 2009.  
Plenary 1 - Monday afternoon - September 7, 2009 
A new start for European nuclear energy: the Forum and the Sustainable Nuclear Energy Platform  
Plenary 2 - Tuesday morning - September 8, 2009 
Advanced nuclear fuel cycles: which options, which strategy? "shared with the WRFPM / Top Fuel"  
Plenary 3 - Tuesday afternoon - September 8, 2009 
The non proliferation stakes in the frame of nuclear energy renaissance  
Plenary 4 - Wednesday morning - September 9, 2009 
The public acceptance of nuclear energy: safety and waste management issues  
Plenary 5 - Wednesday afternoon - September 9, 2009 
Strengthening education and training in nuclear energy: an urgent need  
Plenary 6 - Thursday morning - September 10, 2009 
Generation IV International Forum (GIF): 10 years of achievements and the path forward  
 
 



 

 

 

GENERAL SCOPE 

 
GLOBAL 2009 will be the ninth bi-annual scientific world meeting on the Nuclear Fuel Cycle (NFC) that started in 1993 in 
Seattle. This meeting has established itself as a dedicated international forum for experts, to provide an overall review of 
the status and new trends of research applications and policies related to the fuel cycle. 
The international nuclear community is actively developing advanced processes and innovative technologies that enhance 
economic competitiveness of nuclear energy and ensure its sustainability, through optimized utilization of natural resources, 
minimization of nuclear wastes, resistance to proliferation and compliance with safety requirements. In this context, and under the 
profound evolutions concerning energy supply, GLOBAL 2009 will be a great opportunity for sharing ideas and visions on the NFC. 
Special emphasis will be placed on the results of the international studies for developing next generation systems.  
GLOBAL 2009 will highlight the technical challenges and successes involved in closing the NFC and recycling long lived 
nuclear waste. It will be also an excellent occasion to review and discuss social and regulatory aspects as well as national 
plans and international policies and decision affecting the future of nuclear energy. This meeting will provide a forum for 
the exchange of the newest ideas and developments related to the initiatives at of establishing an acceptable, reliable and 
universal international non proliferation regime.  
The congress, organized by the French Nuclear Energy Society (SFEN), under the aegis of the IAEA, NEA of the OECD and the 
UE Commission with the basic sponsorships of ANS, ENS and AESJ, will combine plenary sessions, general panel sessions, 
parallel sessions and technical visits. The program will have full length technical papers, which will be peer reviewed and published 
in conference proceedings. A large industrial exhibition will take place to complement the congress.  
The GLOBAL 2009 Conference will be organized in coordination with the 2009 TOP FUEL / Water Reactor Fuel 
Performance which will share some common technical sessions. The exhibition will be the same for the two meetings. 
Intended participants and audiences include personnel working on all aspects of the NFC, such as scientific and technical topics, 
design challenges, industrial implementation, societal and institutional issues (including regulatory framework), and policy 
questions.  
 
 
 



 Technical Program   

Technical Program 
GLOBAL 2009 Topical Areas 

1.00: Front End of the Fuel Cycle 
2.00: Current Spent Nuclear Fuel Recycling 
3.00: Waste Management Technologies And Strategies 
4.00: Concepts for Transportation and Interim Storage of Spent Fuels and Conditioned Waste or Other Radioactive 
Materials 
5.00: Nuclear Waste Repository Developments  
6.00: Advanced Technologies for Fuel Recycling Including Partitioning of Specific Radionuclides 
7.00: Advances in Reactor Cores Design and In-core Fuel Management 
8.00: Transmutation Systems for Long Lived Radio Nuclides 
9.00: Developments in Nuclear Non-Proliferation Technology, Policy and Implementation 
10.00: Sustainable Fuel Cycle Options and Nuclear Material Management 
11.00: Dismantling, Decommissioning and Material Management 
12.00: Crosscutting Issues, Policies and Programs 

 
  

 

13.00: Plenary Sessions  
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 1.00#Track 1.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 2.00#Track 2.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 3.00#Track 3.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 4.00#Track 4.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 4.00#Track 4.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 5.00#Track 5.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 6.00#Track 6.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 7.00#Track 7.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 8.00#Track 8.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 9.00#Track 9.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 10.00#Track 10.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 11.00#Track 11.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 12.00#Track 12.00
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/index.html#Track 13.00#Track 13.00


1.00: Front End of the Fuel Cycle 
Georges Capus, AREVA NC, (georges.capus@areva.com) 
Kazuhiro Suzuki, TEPCO, Japan (kazu.suzuki@tepco.co.jp) 
Kyu Tae Kim, KNF, Korea (ktkim@knfc.co.kr) 
James Tulenko, Univ of Florida, USA (tulenko@ufl.edu) 
Stephen L. Turner, Consultant, USA (stephen.l.turner@saic.com) 
 
1.01 Front End of the Fuel Cycle 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
James S. Tulenko, Univ of Florida, USA (tulenko@ufl.edu) 
Georges Capus, AREVA NC, (georges.capus@areva.com) 
9463 Final The Economics of Re-enrichment of Depleted Uranium Tails in the US Versus Deconversion and Disposal  1   2    
9399 Final Specific Engineering Methods for the Construction of Plant W ECP: Plant for the Defluorination of UF6 

Tails Located in Zelenogorsk, Krasnoïarsk Area, Russia  
1      

9306 Final A Low Temperature Sintering Technique for Uranium Pellets  1      
9271 Final What’s New – Guidelines, Networks and Approaches for Modern ISR Uranium Recovery  1   10    
9221 Final Recycling of Reprocessed Uranium from High Burnup Fuel  1   2    
9053 Final Uranium Resources and Supply - Demand to 2030  1      
 
 
2.00: Current Spent Nuclear Fuel Recycling 
François Drain, AREVA SGN, France (francois.drain@areva.com) 
Jean-Pierre Bariteau, MELOX, France (jpbariteau@melox.fr) 
Dominique Warin, CEA, France (dominique.warin@cea.fr) 
Susumu Mukohara, JNFL, Japan (susumu.mukohara@jnfl.co.jp) 
Kee Chan Song, KAERI, Korea (kcsong@kaeri.re.kr) 
James Laidler, ANL, USA (laidler@cmt.anl.gov) 

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9463.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9399.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9399.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9306.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9271.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9221.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9053.html


 
2.01 Process Development-I: General 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Chris Phillips, EnergySolutions, USA (cjphillips@energysolutions.com) 
Jérôme Brueziere, AREVA, France (jerome.brueziere@areva.com ) 
9100 Final Current Status on Reprocessing Technology of Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle Technology Development (FaCT) 

Project in Japan -Overview of Reprocessing Technology Development  
6   2    

9509 Final Use of Pilot Plants for Developing Used Nuclear Fuel Recycling Facilities  6   10    
9344 Final COEX (TM) Recycling Plant : A New Standard for an Integrated Plant  2      
9075 Final Experimental Demonstration Center at MCC as a Prototype of 3-rd Generation Plant for Thermal Reactor 

SNF Reprocessing  
move to 2 (from 10) 
     

9092 Final Mid-Term Direction of JAEA Nuclear Fuel Cycle Engineering Laboratories  2   10    
9422 Final Recycle Fuel Fabrication for Closed Fuel Cycle in India  2   1    
 
2.01 Process Development-II: MOX 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
George (Todd) Wright, Sellafield, UK (todd.wright@sellafieldsites.com ) 
Jean-Pierre Bariteau, MELOX, France (jean-pierre.bariteau@melox.fr ) 
9441 Final The Oxalic Process for the Conversion of Pu into PuO2 and the Coconversion of U and Pu into (U,Pu)O2  2      
9181 Final Innovative Powder Production and Granulation for Advanced MOX Fuel Forming  6      
9435 Final COEX™ Pellet Fabrications In MELOX Test Chain  2   3    
9219 Final Development of Highly Effective Dissolution Technolgy for FBR MOX Fuels  6   2    
 
2.01 Process Development-III: Voloxidation 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Joonhong Ahn, Univ of California at Berkeley, USA (ahn@nuc.berkeley.edu ) 
Dominique Warin, CEA, France (dominique.warin@cea.fr) 
9103 Final A Study on High Throughput Vol-oxidizer for a Decladding and Vol-oxidation of a Spent Fuel  6   2    

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9100.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9100.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9509.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9344.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9075.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9075.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9092.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9422.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9441.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9181.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9435.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9219.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9103.pdf


9055 Final Thermo-Chemical Destruction of Zirconium Cladding of the Spent Fuel Assembly and Oxidation of the 
Fuel Composition using Technology of Spent Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing at the Experimental-
Demonstration  

6   2    

9161 Final An Advanced Voloxidation Process at KAERI  6   3    
9264 Final AFCI Fuel Reprocessing R&D: Performance of the Coupled End-to-End: Integrated Voloxidation and 

Dissolver Off-gas Treatment Systems  
6   2    

9430 Final Effect of Spent PWR Fuel Burn-up on Oxidative Decladding Efficiency  6   2    
 
2.01 Process Development-IV: Miscellaneous 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Hideyuki Funasaka, JAEA, Japan (funasaka.hideyuki@jaea.go.jp) 
Catherine Veyer, Consultant, France (veyer.consultant@orange.fr ) 
9093 Final Research and Development of Crystal Purification for Product of Uranium Crystallization Process  6   2    
9154 Final Current Status on Research and Development of Uranium Crystallization System in Advanced Aqueous 

Reprocessing of FaCT Project  
6   10    

9222 Final Development of the Solvent Extraction Technique for U-Pu-Np Co-recovery in the NEXT Process  6      
9385 Final Development of Nuclear Fuel Recycle System by Using Supercritical Fluid Carbon Dioxide for the 

Transition Period from LWR to FBR  
6      

9126 Final Operating Experience of Fast Reactor Spent Fuel Reprocessing Facility, CORAL  6   2    
 
2.02 Industrial Experience-I: Rokkasho 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Kazushi Oogaki, JNFL, Japan (kazushi.oogaki@jnfl.co.jp) 
Dominque Ochem, CEA, France (dominique.ochem@cea.fr ) 
9190 Final Summary of Active Test at Rokkasho Rrprocessing Plant  2      
9025 Final Rokkasho Reprocessing Project - From Design to the End of Active Tests : 21 Years of Fruitful French-

Japanese Cooperation  
2      

9200 Final Active Test of Head-End Facility at Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant  2      

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9055.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9055.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9055.html
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9213 Final Summary of Active Test at Seperation Facility in Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant  2      
9214 Final Active Test of Purification Facility at Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant  2      
9216 Final Summary of Active Test of Uranium Denitration Facility at Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant  2      
 
2.02 Industrial Experience-II: General 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Chris Phillips, EnergySolutions, USA (cjphillips@energysolutions.com) 
François Drain, AREVA SGN, France (francois.drain@areva.com) 
9130 Final Nitric Acid Purification from Admixtures of Volatile Acids by Rectification during NPP Spent Fuel Waste 

Evaporation  
3   2    

9230 Final MFFF in Savannah River: An International Major Project for AREVA  move to 2 (from 10) 
     

9024 Final AREVA NC Experience of Industrial Scale MOX Treatment in UP2-800  2      
9279 Final MOX Fuel Recycling: Present Status and Prospects  2      
9343 Final Highly Active Liquid Waste Concentration Using the Formaldehyde Denitration Process in the French 

Reprocessing Plants  
2   3    

9223 Final Monitoring of Released Radioactive Effluent, Environment and Occupational Dose at Rokkasho 
Reprocessing Plant (RRP)  

2      

 
2.03 Materials and Chemistry-I: Chemistry 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Masaki Ozawa, JAEA, Japan (ozawa.masaki@jaea.go.jp) 
Binh Dinh, CEA, France (binh.dinh@cea.fr) 
9122 Final Reduction of Tetravalent Plutonium in the Presence of Acetohydroxamic Acid  6      
9145 Final Radiolysis and Extraction Properties of Branched N,N-dialkylamides in n-dodecane for U(VI) Separation  6   2    
9523 Final Synthesis of Dihydroxyurea and its Application to the U/Pu Split in the PUREX Process  2   6    
9215 Final Analysis of Sludge in the Dissolver and Survey of the Behavior of Zirconium Molybdate  2   6    
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9394 Final Red Oil: Defense in Depth in the AREVA Plant Design  2      
9220 Final Characteristics of Insoluble Residues in High Active Liquid Wastes at RRP  2      
 
2.03 Materials and Chemistry-II: Materials and Modeling 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Cetin Unal, LANL, USA (cu@lanl.gov) 
Laurent Junod, AREVA, France (laurent.junod@areva.com) 
9360 Final Influence of Oxide Film to Stress Corrosion Cracking of Zirconium in Boiling Nitric Acid Solution  2   10    
9091 Final Stress Corrosion Cracking Behavior of Zirconium in Boiling Nitric Acid Solution at Nobler Potential 

Region  
2   10    

9372 Final Modeling of Oxide Fuel Dissolution Kinetics  2      
9040 Final Transient Extraction Behavior Analysis in Reprocessing Plant with SAFE Code  2   6    
9175 Final Discussion on Artificial Geyser Affecting Vessel Design for Innovative De-nitration  6      
 
2.04 Technology 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Terry Todd, INL, USA (terry.todd@inl.gov) 
Pascal Baron, CEA, France (baron.pascal@cea.fr) 
9081 Final Characterization and Modelling of the Dispersed Phase in Liquid-liquid Extraction Columns  6   2    
9080 Final Development of a ƒÖ50 mm Centrifugal Contactor  6      
9381 Final Temperature Control in a 30 stage, 5-cm Centrifugal Contactor Pilot Plant  6      
9077 Final A New Co Conversion Technology Based on Liquid/liquid Extraction Column  6      
9245 Final Development of Mechanical Disassembly and Shearing Systems for FBR Spent Fuel in FaCT Project  6   2    
9437 Final The First Maintenance Operations in Active Cells with an Innovative Robotic System at AREVA NC 

Recycling Plant  
2      
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3.00: Waste Management Technologies And Strategies 
Jean-Guy Devezeaux, CEA, (jean-guy.devezeaux@cea.fr) 
Reiko Fujita, TOSHIBA, Japan (reiko2.fujita@toshiba.co.jp) 
Joo Sang Lee, NETEC, Korea (joosang@khnp.co.kr) 
Stewart Leroy, DOE, USA (leroy.stewart@rw.doe.gov) 
 
3.01 Present Technology 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Reiko Fujita, TOSHIBA, Japan (reiko2.fujita@toshiba.co.jp) 
Jean-Guy Devezeaux, CEA, (jean-guy.devezeaux@cea.fr) 
9398 Final Conditioning Hulls and End Fittings of Recycled Used Fuel: the La Hague ACC Facility  3   4    
9288 Final Study of Molybdenum Incorporation in Nuclear Waste Glasses: Effect of Compositional Variations in 

Borosilicate Glasses Rich in MoO3  
3   4    

9076 Final French Industrial Vitrification Plant: 30 Years old, Robust and Still Innovating  move to 3 (from 2)   
   

9034 Final Experimental Use of Cobalt Sulfide to Trap Hydrogen in Bituminized Waste Packages to Prevent the 
Matrix Swelling  

3      

 
3.02 Future Technology (vitrif) 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
K.V. Govindan Kutty, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, India (kvg@igcar.gov.in) 
Philippe Pierrard, CEA, France (philippe.pierrard@cea.fr) 
9338 Final Vitrification in a Cold Crucible Melter of HLLW Surrogate Solution Containing Sulfates: Demonstration of 

a Continuous Process at Semi-Industrial Scale  
3   6    

9512 Final Cooling Time Requirements of High Level Waste Forms Based on Repository Thermal Criteria  move to 3 (from10)   
   

9369 Final Demonstrations of the Vitrification of Savannah River Site HLW Sludge Simulants at CEA Marcoule 
Industrial-Scale Cold Crucible Induction Melter  

3      

9260 Final Laboratory-scale Development and Technical Demonstration of Borosilicate Glass Tailored for Vitrification 3   -    
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of High Sulfur Bearing HLLW  
9048 Final Development of Glass and Ceramic Matrices for the Immobilization of High-level Radioactive Waste from 

Fast Reactors  
3      

 
3.03 Future Technology (others)-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Thierry Flament, AREVA, France (thierry.flament@areva.com) 
Catherine Fillet, CEA, France (catherine.fillet@cea.fr) 
9284 Final Thermochemistry of New Fission Product Waste Forms  3   6    
9295 Final Investigations of High-level Radioactive Waste Conditioning and Immobilization by a Self-propagating 

High-temperature Synthesis  
     

9032 Final Novel Crystalline Actinide Waste Forms: Fabrication, Leaching Behavior, and Radiation Stability  3      
9472 Final Treatment of High Activity Liquid Radioactive Waste (LRW) by Electrodialysis Method  3   2    
9072 Final Treatment of Radioactive Waste at Necsa Prior to Final Disposal  3   2    
 
3.03 Future Technology (others)-II 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Kun Jai Lee, KAIST, Korea (kunjailee@kaist.ac.kr) 
Pierre Chambrette, AREVA, France (pierre.chambrette@areva.com) 
9465 Final Immobilization of Liquid Nitrate Waste Containing Cesium and Strontium in Sintered Bentonite Ceramics  3   10    
9282 Final Novel Bismuth–based Inorganic Oxide Waste Forms for Iodine Storage  3   6    
9250 Final Sulphate in Liquid Nuclear Waste: from Production to Containment  3      
9049 Final Study on Immobilization Technology of Radioactive Krypton Gas by Ion-Implantation and Sputtering 

Process  
3   2    

9010 Final Mass Transfers through Electromagnetically Stirred Interfaces – Nuclear Wastes Application  3   10    
 
3.04 Waste Strategy 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
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M.V. Kormilitsyn, RIAR, Russia (kormilitsyn@niiar.ru) 
Jean-Guy Devezeaux, CEA, (jean-guy.devezeaux@cea.fr) 
9321 Final A Systemic Evaluation of the Sensitivity of Fuel Cycle Performance Metrics to Separation Efficiency 

Variation  
6   2    

9477 Final Using Systems Analysis to Guide Fuel Cycle Development  3   6    
9514 Final The New French Act on Radioactive Waste Management: The AREVA’S Accountability System for 

Foreign Ultimate Waste Shipment  
3      

9259 Final An Efficient and Comprehensive Model for Fuel Cycle System Performance Evaluation  3   9    
9159 Final Recent Research and Development on Partitioning and Transmutation by “Double-strata Fuel Cycle 

Concept” in JAEA  
3   10    

9500 Final Comparative Assessment of Long-term Waste Management Options for High-level and/or Long-lived 
Radioactive Waste in Belgium  

3   10    

 
3.05 Minimizing Waste Quantities & Characterization 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Jacoba Badenhorst, Necsa, South Africa (Jacoba.Badenhorst@necsa.co.za) 
Thierry Lieven, CEA, France (thierry.lieven@cea.fr) 
9112 Final CANBERRA Capabilities in Waste Characterization: Design Principles to Quantify Radioactive Materials 

from Very Low Level to Very High Level Waste Activities  
3   11    

9099 Final Destruction of Ion Exchange Resins by a Supercritical Water Oxidation Process: Optimization of Operating 
Parameters for Nuclear Application  

3      

9114 Final Management of High Level Radioactive Aqueous Effluents in Advanced Partitioning Processes  3      
9192 Final Development of Helium Separation Technique using Cascade Connection of Pd-Ag Membrane for Tritium 

Handling System  
3      

9269 Final Efficient Treatment of Liquid Radioactive Wastes by Modified Zeolites  3   5    
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4.00: Concepts for Transportation and Interim Storage of Spent Fuels and Conditioned Waste or Other Radioactive 
Materials (Shared with Top Fuel) 
Michel Hartenstein, TN International, AREVA, (michel.hartenstein@areva.com) 
Michel Debes, EDF, France (michel.debes@edf.fr) 
Yukihide Mori, MHI, Japan ( yukihide_mori@mhi.co.jp) 
Kwon Hoie Koo, KHNP, Korea (koo@khnp.co.kr) 
Jung-Won Lee, KAERI, Korea (jwlee3@kaeri.re.kr) 
Jong-Won Choi, KAERI, Korea (njwchoi@kaeri.re.kr) 
Chang Lak Kim, KHNP-NETEC, Korea (clkim@khnp.co.kr) 
Gail H. Marcus, , USA (ghmarcus@aol.com) 
Todd Allen, INL, USA (todd.allen@inl.gov) 
Alan Walter, PNL, USA (walter@charter.net) 
 
4.01 Strategies and Communication 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Betty Bonnardel-Azzarelli, WNTI, UK () 
Michel Hartenstein, TN International, AREVA, (michel.hartenstein@areva.com) 
9409 Final Thinking Outside the Box  4   from TopFuel    
9484 Final Sustaining Shipments  4      
9496 Final Global Acceptance Programs Towards Coastal States  4   from TopFuel    
9495 Final Overall Communication in Radioactive Transportation  4   from TopFuel    
 
4.02 Transportation 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Lorne Green, WNTI, UK () 
Santiago San Antonio, Foratom, Belgium () 
9405 Final Transport of MOX Fuel: A Continuous Challenge  4      
9498 Final Transportation Activities for BWR Fuels at NFI  4   from TopFuel    
9262 Final Waste Transportation from Production Sites to Deep Geological Repository  4   5    
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9155 Final Transportation of PWR Spent Nuclear Fuel in Korea  4      
9497 Final Inter-Unit Spent Fuel Transportation with a Modified Storage Cask System  4   from TopFuel    
9479 Final Preparing and Transporting of Spent Nuclear Fuel of VVR-2 Research Reactor, RRC “Kurchatov Institute” 4   11    
 
4.03 Interim Storage 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Guy Demazy, Synatom, Belgium () 
Mark Whitwill, KKG, () 
9406 Final Two Innovative Solutions for Dry Storage of Spent Fuel  4      
9125 Final Heat Transfer Performance in Accordance with the Direction with the Inlet and Outlet  4   4    
9546 Final Experience of Using Metal-Concrete Cask TUK-108/1 For Storage and Transportation of Spent Nuclear 

Fuel of Decommissioned Submarines  
     

9493 Final Transportation, Aging and Disposal (TAD) Nuhoms Canisters for Use at the US Repository  4   from TopFuel    
9517 Final Inactive Experiments Investigating the Cold Vacuum Drying of Wetted Magnox Fuel  4      
 
4.04 Packing Design and Testing 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Alain Roulet, ANDRA, France (alain.roulet@andra.fr) 
Stéphane Nallet, TN International, AREVA, France (stephane.nallet@areva.com) 
9402 Final Testing Packages : With or without Transport Frame?  4      
9407 Final TN International’s New Casks: Designing For The Environment  4      
9105 Final Drop Test of the CANDU Spent Fuel Storage Basket in MACSTOR/KN-400  4   4    
9447 Final BUC Implementation for a Transport Cask Application Using Penalty Terms from French Experiments  4      
9403 Final Specific Transport and Storage Solutions for Residues Return Programs  4      
 
4.05 R&D (Cask and Conveyances) 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
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Michel Debes, EDF, France (michel.debes@edf.fr) 
Hervé Issard, TN International, AREVA, France (herve.issard@areva.com) 
9425 Final Long-term Confinement Test using Two Full-Scale Lid Models of Cask with Metal Gaskets for Interim 

Storage  
4   3    

9511 Final Conditioning and Unloading of A Canister of Corroded Uranium Fuel  4   11    
9257 Final Research on HLW and ILW Interim Storage Complementary to Deep Geological Disposal  4   3    
9552 Final A New Generation of INF Vessels  4.05      
 
4.06 Models and Codes 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Jean Desquines, IRSN, France () 
Aravinda Zeachandirin, TN International, AREVA, France (Aravinda.Zeachandirin@areva.com) 
9459 Final Operational Model for the Safety of Defective Spent Fuel Rods in Dry Storage  4   5    
9536 Final Review and Adaptation FRAPCON-3 Creep Model under Dry Storage Conditions  4.06      
9039 Final Validation of Decay Heat For Spent Fuel Storage, Transport and Conditioning Using JEF-2.2 And JEFF-

3.1.  
4   10    

9534 Final PHWR Fuel Rod Behaviour during Dry Storage  4.06      
 
 
5.00: Nuclear Waste Repository Developments 
Gérald Ouzounian, ANDRA, FRANCE (gerald.ouzounian@andra.fr) 
Tetsuo Fukasawa, HITACHI-GE, Japan (tetsuo.fukasawa.gx@hitachi.com) 
Jong Won Choi, KAERI, Korea (njwchoi@kaeri.re.kr) 
James Bresee, DOE, USA (james.bresee@hq.doe.gov) 
 
5.01 Development of Waste Management Solutions 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Thibaud Labalette, Andra, France () 
Alvaro Beceiro, ENRESA, Spain () 
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9391 Final International Co-operation in Planning for the Implementation of Geological Disposal  5      
9268 Final Progress of the Graphite and Radium-bearing Waste Disposal Project in France  5   3    
9046 Final Influence of Parameters on Disintegration of Graphite from Simulative HTGR Fuel Elements by 

Electrochemical Method  
move to 5 (from 2)   
   

 
5.02 Geological Disposal Methods and Technologies 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Michel Dutzer, Andra, France () 
Young Kwon Koh, KAERI, Korea () 
9225 Final Assessing the Spatial Continuity of Low Permeability Media for Deep Waste Disposal: the Boom Clay Case  move to 3 (from 5)   

   
9313 Final Deep Geologic Disposal of Transuranic Waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant  5   3    
9265 Final Waste Package Transfer, Emplacement and Retrievability in the French Deep Geological Repository  5      
9084 Final Architecture Design Issues of a Reversible Deep Geological Repository for HL and IL-LL Waste  5      
9038 Final Long-term Behavior of Vitrified Waste Packages  5      
9003 Final Applicability Study on Design Method for the Buffer Material of a HLW Repository  5      
 
5.03 Low-level Waste Disposal 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Odile Ozanam, Andra, France () 
Veronica Andrei, ANDRAD, Romania () 
9386 Final Technical factors in the Site Selection Studies for Surface Disposal of Radioactive Waste in Mexico  5   3    
9364 Final 40 Years of Operation of Surface Disposal Facilities  5   3    
9296 Final Repository Development Status in Spain  5   3    
9293 Final Status for the Development of a New Near Surface Repository in Romania  5      
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5.04 Geological Disposal Management and Strategies 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Louis Londe, Andra, France () 
Byungil Choi, KRMC, Korea () 
9431 Final SCFR Fuel Cycles and Their Impact on the Performance of High-Level Waste Disposal  3   8    
9506 Final Effects of Conditions on Recycling and Repository for Environmental-Impact Reduction  5      
9455 Final From Research to The Construction of Repository - Development before and after Construction License  5      
9301 Final The Site Selection for a Reversible Deep Repository for HL and IL-LL Radioactive Waste  5   12    
9043 Final Step-Wise Approach over the Post Closure Radiological Safety of a Potential HLW Repository for the 

KIEP-21 Option  
5   3    

 
5.05 Assessment of Geological Disposal 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Alain Roulet, Andra, France () 
Bruce McKirdy, Nuclear Decommissioning Authority , UK (bruce.mckirdy@nda.gov.uk) 
9286 Final Performance Assessment of Radioactive Waste Repository with Two-Dimensional Panel Layout: (1) Effect 

of Variability in Radionuclide Release from the EBS  
5   3    

9254 Final Irradiation Stability of R7T7-Type Borosilicate Glass  5      
9097 Final Analysis of High Level Waste Geological Disposal with the Finite Element and Radiosity Thermal Code 

SYRTHES  
5   10    

9061 Final Semi-Analytical Solutions of the Pseudo-Colloid Migrations in a Fractured Porous Medium  5   3    
9044 Final A Finite Elements Based Thermal Model for the High Level Waste Geological Disposal  5   10    
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6.00: Advanced Technologies for Fuel Recycling Including Partitioning of Specific Radionuclides 
Bertrand Carlier, AREVA, France (bertrand.carlier@areva.com) 
Thierry Duquesnoy, AREVA NC, France (thierry.duquesnoy@areva.com) 
Dominique Ochem, CEA, France (Dominique.Ochem@cea.fr) 
Hideyuki Funasaka, JAEA, Japan (funasaka.hideyuki@jaea.go.jp) 
Han Soo Lee, KAERI, Korea (hslee5@kaeri.re.kr) 
Terry A. Todd, INL, USA (terry.todd@inl.gov) 
Robert W. Benedict, INL, USA (robert.benedict@inl.gov) 
Michael J. Lineberry, Idaho State Univ, USA (mjl@isu.edu) 
Buzz Savage, , USA (buzz.savage@nuclear.energy.gov) 
 
6.01 Special Session : R&D Direction of Innovative Fuel Cycle Technology 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Tadashi Inoue, CRIEPI, Japan (inouet@criepi.denken.or.jp) 
Bernard Boullis, CEA, France (Bernard.BOULLIS@cea.fr) 
9555 Final New Perspectives and Advanced Technologies for Fuel Recycling through French Operational Experience  6      
9111 Final The Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative Separations and Waste Campaign: Accomplishments and Strategy  6   3    
9144 Final Development of Pyroprocessing Technology at KAERI  6   2    
9030 Final Develop Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycle in China  6      
9545 Final Perspective on the Japanese Next Reprocessing for the Future Transitional Period from LWR to FBR  6      
9547 Final Current Status of the Development of the Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle in India  6.01      
 
6.02 Program Overviews-I 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Dominique Warin, CEA, France (dominique.warin@cea.fr) 
Terry A. Todd, INL, USA (terry.todd@inl.gov) 
9173 Final Development of Hybrid Reprocessing Technology Based on Solvent Extraction and Pyrochemical 

Electrolysis  
6   2    

9185 Final ACSEPT, Toward the Future Demonstration of Advanced Fuel Treatments  6      
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9531 Final Advanced Processes for Actinide Partitioning: Recent Experiments and Results  6   3    
9359 Final Advanced Reactor Fuel Cycles: Electrochemical Processing  6      
9529 Final RIAR Experimental Base Development Concept: Multi-purpose Pyrochemical Complex for Experimental 

Justification of Innovative Closed Fuel Cycle Technologies  
6      

 
6.02 Program Overviews-II 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Dominique Ochem, CEA, France (Dominique.Ochem@cea.fr) 
Alexander V. Bychkov, RIAR, Russia (bav@niiar.ru) 
9440 Final Partitioning and Transmutation System Leaving No High Level Waste Behind: PEACER-PARK  move to 6, 7 (from 

10)      
9370 Final Dissolution of Uranium(IV) Oxide in Solutions of Ammonium Carbonate and Hydrogen Peroxide  6   2    
9096 Final The Thermal Stability of Tertiary Pyridine Resin for the Application to Multi-functional Reprocessing 

Process - Adv.-ORIENT Cycle Development  
6      

9532 Final The CEA Atalante Facility: a Laboratory for Fuel Cycle R&D  6   2    
9516 Final Dry Processing of Used Nuclear Fuel  6   3    
 
6.03 Fission Product Extraction in Aqueous Medium 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Christine Rostaing, CEA, France (christine.rostaing@cea.fr) 
Andreas Geist, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany (andreas.geist@ine.fzk.de) 
9326 Final Lanthanide and Am Extraction by a Modified UNEX Extraction Mixture  6      
9458 Final Thermodynamics Features of Cesium and Strontium Extraction by Mixtures of H+CCD- and PEG-400 in 

FS-13  
6      

9330 Final Application of Ionic Liquids for Tc Recovery from Aqueous Solutions  6      
9351 Final Selective Separation of Heat-Generating Nuclide by Silica Gels Loaded with Ammonium 

Molybdophosphate: Adv.-ORIENT Cycle Development  
6   3    

9017 Final Coextraction of Strontium and Cesium by Dicyclohexano-18 Crown-6/25, 27-Bis(2-Propyloxy)Calix[4]-26, 6      
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28-Crown-6–n-Octanol  
 
6.04 An & Ln Extraction in Aqueous Medium 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Bertrand Carlier, AREVA, France (bertrand.carlier@areva.com) 
9193 Final TODGA Process Development: an Improved Solvent Formulation  6      
9033 Final Extraction and Stripping of Actinides in TBP and TOGDA/TBP Systems for Advanced Fuels Processing  6      
9377 Final HA Demonstration in the Atalante Facility of the Ganex 1st Cycle for the Selective Extraction of Uranium 

from HLW  
6   2    

9378 Final HA Demonstration in the Atalante Facility of the Ganex 2nd Cycle for the Grouped TRU Extraction  6   2    
9429 Final An Oxidative Leaching of Uranium in a H2O2-CO32- System for a Recovery of U alone from Spent Fuel 

without TRU  
6   3    

 
6.05 An / Ln Sorting in Aqueous Medium-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Pascal Baron, CEA, France (baron.pascal@cea.fr) 
Emory Collins, ORNL, USA (collinsed@ornl.gov) 
9336 Final Selective Separation of Americium(III) from Curium(III), Californium(III), and Lanthanides(III) by the 

LUCA Process  
6   10    

9069 Final Extraction Behavior of REE and TPE in the CMPO – TBP – Formal N-2 System  6      
9325 Final Adsorbents Development for Extraction Chromatography on Am and Cm Separation  6   3    
9199 Final Counter-Current Tests to Demonstrate the Feasibility of Extractant Separation in DIAMEX-SANEX 

Process  
6      

9187 Final Separation of Minor Actinides and Lanthanides with Carbon Nano-materials  6   2    
 
6.05 An / Ln Sorting in Aqueous Medium-II 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Clement Hill, CEA, France (clement.hill@cea.fr) 
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Robin Taylor, NNL, UK (robin.j.taylor@nnl.co.uk) 
9380 Final Advanced Processes for Minor Actinides Recycling: Studies Towards Potential Industrialization  6   2    
9347 Final Recovery of MA Using a CyMe4-BTBP Based SANEX Solvent  6   2    
9212 Final Development of Advanced Reprocessing System Using Highly Selective and Controllable Precipitants - 

Precipitation Behavior of Plutonium from U-Pu Solution  
6      

9390 Final Separation of Am and Cm from HLLW by Extraction Chromatography Using Novel R-BTP Extraction 
Resins  

6      

9113 Final Actinides and Lanthanides Separation with Extraction Systems on the Base of Chlorinated Cobalt 
Dicarbollide  

6   3    

 
6.05 An / Ln Sorting in Aqueous Medium-III 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Christophe Poinssot, CEA, France (christophe.poinssot@cea.fr) 
Kenneth L. Nash, Washington State Univ, USA (knash@wsu.edu) 
9457 Final Fundamental Studies of TALSPEAK Chemistry for Trivalent Actinide – Lanthanide Separations in 

Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles  
6      

9323 Final N,N,N', N' -tetrakis((5-alkoxypyridin-2-yl)methyl)ethylenediamine, TRPEN, Effective Ligands for the 
Separation of Trivalent Minor Actinides from Lanthanides  

6   8    

9415 Final Am-lanthanides Separation Using New Solvents Based on 2,2’-Dipyridyl-6,6’-Dicarboxylic Acid Diamides 6   3    
9320 Final Adv.-ORIENT Cycle, Its Scientific Progress and the Engineering Feasibility  6   10    
9384 Final Results of Recent Counter-current Tests on An(III)/Ln(III) Separation Using TODGA Extractant  6      
9148 Final Selective Extractants for Actinide Ions Designed for Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycle  6      
 
6.06 Pyroreprocessing in Fluoride Medium 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Jerome Lacquement, CEA, France (jerome.lacquement@cea.fr) 
Jan Uhlir, Nuclear Research Institute Rez plc, Czech Republic (uhl@ujv.cz) 
9206 Final Current Progress in R&D on Fluoride Volatility Reprocessing Technology  6   10    
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9134 Final Development of Electrochemical Separation Methods in Molten Fluoride Salts FLINAK and FLIBE  6   2    
9376 Final Status on the Development of an Electrolytic Device Based on Liquid Metallic Drops in Molten Salt Media 6      
9021 Final New Aluminum-Molten Salt Contactor for Pyrochemical Reprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel  6      
9452 Final An Analytical approach to optimize a pyrochemical liquid-liquid extraction process  6   7    
 
6.07 Pyroreprocessing in Chloride Medium-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Dominique Warin, CEA, France (dominique.warin@cea.fr) 
Hansoo Lee, KAERI, Korea (hslee5@kaeri.re.kr) 
9237 Final Study of Thermodynamic Properties of Pu-Al Alloys in Eutectic LiCl-KCl  6   2    
9217 Final Recovery of Actinides from Spent Nuclear Fuel by Pyrochemical Reprocessing  6   2    
9180 Final Experimental Study on Behavior of Americium in Pyrochemical Process of Spent Nitride Fuels  6      
9058 Final Experimental Investigations into U/TRU Recovery using a Liquid Cadmium Cathode and Salt Containing 

High Rare Earth Concentrations  
6   2    

9382 Final Mass Transport Effects in Actinide and Lanthanide Molten Salt Electrochemistry  6   10    
9210 Final Evaporation Behaviors of Rare Earth Chlorides in LiCl-KCl Eutectic Salt  move to 6 (from 2)   

   
 
6.07 Pyroreprocessing in Chloride Medium-II 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Dominique Ochem, CEA, France (Dominique.Ochem@cea.fr) 
Kenneth M. Goff, INL, USA (mike.goff@inl.gov) 
9176 Final Development of Oxide Reduction Process to Bridge Oxide Fuel Cycle and Metal Fuel Cycle  6      
9059 Final Observations of Oxygen Ion Behavior in the Lithium-Based Electrolytic Reduction of Uranium Oxide  6      
9179 Final Effects of CdCl2 on the Residual Actinides Recovery (RAR) System of a Spent LiCl-KCl Salt  6   3    
9356 Final Separation of Uranium from Uranium-Aluminum Alloys by Chlorination Process  6   2    
9426 Final Closed-Chamber Distillation for a Salt Removal from Rare Earth Precipitates  6      
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9086 Final Demonstration of Pyropartitioning Process to Recover TRUs from Genuine High-level Liquid Waste  6   3    
 
6.08 Pyroreprocessing Conceptual and Design Studies 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Jerome Lacquement, CEA, France (jerome.lacquement@cea.fr) 
Tadafumi Koyama, CRIEPI, Japan (koyama@criepi.denken.or.jp) 
9195 Final Conceptual Design of an Integrated Pyroprocess Facility at KAERI  6   8    
9333 Final Safety Evaluation of the PyRoprocess Integrated Inactive Demonstration Facility  6   12    
9071 Final Computational Multi-physics Analysis of a Molten-salt Electrolytic Process for a Nuclear Waste Treatment 6   2    
9124 Final Investigation of Continuous Electrochemical Processing of Spent Nuclear Fuel  6   2    
9374 Final Rare Earth Oxide Reactions during the Electrochemical Treatment of Spent Oxide Fuel  6   10    
9247 Final Pyroprocess and Metal Fuel Development for Closing Actinide Fuel Cycle with Reduced Waste Burden  6   10    
 
6.09 Pyroprocessing Technology and Materials 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Frederic Bailly, AREVA, France (frederic.bailly@areva.com) 
Terry A. Todd, INL, USA (terry.todd@inl.gov) 
9525 Final Application of Pyrochemical Method for Am-241 Production  6      
9177 Final Recent Progress of JAEA-CRIEPI Joint Study for Metal Pyroreprocessing at CPF  6   10    
9160 Final Operation Results from a High Throughput Electrorefiner for a Spent Metallic Nuclear Fuel  6      
9164 Final Nitridation of U and Pu Recovered in Liquid Cd Cathode by Molten Salt Electrorefining of (U,Pu)N  6      
9361 Final Production of Metallic Uranium by an Electrochemical Reduction of U3O8 in a LiCl-Li2O Molten Salt  6      
9309 Final Fate of Noble Metals during the Pyroprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel  6      
 
6.10 Fuel Preparation 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Vincent Royet, CEA, France (vincent.royet@cea.fr) 
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Kemal Pasamehmetoglu, INL, USA (kemal.pasamehmetoglu@inl.gov) 
9057 Final New Routes to Lanthanide and Actinide Nitrides  6   2    
9446 Final TRU Recycling: Recent Experiments and Results for the Conversion of Minor Actinides into Oxide  6      
9488 Final Induction Heating Processing of Ceramic Nuclear Fuel Materials  6      
9189 Final ALFA : Atalante Laboratory For Actinides Bearing Fuel Manufacturing  6   8    
9526 Final Experimental Check and Justification of Application of Pyrochemical Origin Plutonium Dioxide for 

Fabrication Pellet Fuel  
6      

 
6.11 Technology, Material and Measurement Techniques 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Emmanuel Delisle, AREVA, France (emmanuel.delisle@areva.com) 
Mikhail V. Kormilitsyn, RIAR, Russia (kormilitsyn@niiar.ru) 
9548 Final Study on the Corrosion Behavior of 316L Stainless Steel Immersed in Molten LiCl-KCl  6.07, 6.01      
9045 Final Determination of Exchange Current Density of U3+/U Couple in LiCl-KCl Eutectic Mixture  move to 6 (from 2)   

   
9249 Final Real Time Measurement of Fission Products Released from Spent Nuclear Oxide Fuel by Thermal 

Treatment  
6   2    

 
 
7.00: Advances in Reactor Cores Design and In-core Fuel Management 
Claude Renault, CEA, (claude.renault@cea.fr) 
David Le Carpentier, EDF, France (david-n.lecarpentier@edf.fr) 
Yutaka Sagayama, JAEA, Japan (sagayama.yutaka@jaea.go.jp) 
Hyun Soo Park, KAERI, Korea (hsopark72@kaeri.re.kr) 
Kyun S. Zee, KAERI, Korea (zee@kaeri.re.kr) 
Arkal Shenoy, General Atomics, USA (arkal.shenoy@gat.com) 
 
7.01 Progress in Water-cooled Reactors-I 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
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Samuel Skidmore, Westinghouse, USA (skidmosa@westinghouse.com) 
9487 Final Analysis of the Importance of Macro Patameter Perturbation in CMM Perturbation Theory for Fuel Lattice 

Design & Optimization  
7   1    

9448 Final CPACT - a Quick and Precise Physics Analysis Code for In-core Fuel Management  7      
9274 Final 3D Coupling of Monte Carlo Neutronics and Thermal-hydraulics Calculations as a Simulation Tool for 

Innovative Reactor Concepts  
7   12    

9240 Final A Burned Full-core Modeling for a Characterization of Decommissioning Wastes from a CANDU Reactor  move to 7 (from 12) 
  7    

9564 Abs.a Advanced Interatomic Potentials to Model Radiation Effects in Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels and Internal 
Components  

7.01      

 
7.01 Progress in Water-cooled Reactors-II 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Andrew Worrall, NNL, UK (andrew.worrall@nnl.co.uk) 
Claude Garzenne, EDF, France (claude.garzenne@edf.fr) 
9530 Final BEACON(TM) Core Monitoring and Surveillance for Operations of the Westinghouse AP1000  7      
9280 Final MOX in Reactors: Present and Future  7      
9238 Final Accuracy Improving of the Active Core Power Distribution Monitoring by Using CFD Code for Coolant 

Flow Modeling in VVER-440 Reactor Type  
7   -    

9123 Final Thorium and Other Fuel Cycle Flexibility of ACR-1000  7   10    
9101 Final ONUS: ON-line Fuel Performance Surveillance – Linking Studsvik’s CMS with UK NNL’s ENIGMA-B  7   10    
 
7.01 Progress in Water-cooled Reactors-III 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Bernard Guesdon, AREVA, France (bernard.guesdon@areva.com) 
9433 Final Engineering Application of In-core Fuel Management Optimization Code with CSA Algorithm  7      
9485 Final Band Width of Acoustic Resonance Frequency Relatively Natural Frequency of Fuel Rod Vibration  7   11    
9349 Final JASPER and ECLIPSE Systems for RCCA and CRGT Inspection: Feedback from Experience  7   10    
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9337 Final CANBERRA-AREVA Silicon Technology as a Future Avenue to Distributed Gamma Sensors for Non 
Proliferation Applications, Nuclear Fuel and Power Plants Control  

7   11    

9172 Final The Reactivity Measurement in the Subcritical OPR1000 Cores in Korea  7      
 
7.02 FBR Fuel Behaviour 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Joseph Somers, EC, Germany (joseph.somers@ec.europa.eu) 
Danièle Verwaerde, EDF, France (daniele.verwaerde@edf.fr) 
9462 Final Assessment of Low Zr Metallic Fuel Alloys  7   8    
9300 Final Review of Transient Fuel Test Results at Sandia National Laboratories and the Potential for Future Fast 

Reactor Fuel Transient Testing in the Annular Core Research Reactor  
move to 6,10 (from 
1)      

9135 Final Directions of Metal Fuel Development for Fast Reactors  7   8    
9041 Final The Fuel Performance Code Celaeno, Conception and Simulation of Fuel Elements for Gas-cooled Fast 

Reactor  
7      

9020 Final Study of Oxygen Getter Materials for the Restraining of FCCI in High Burn-up FBR MOX Fuels  move to 7 (from 10) 
     

 
7.03 FBR Fuel Fabrication 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Kazuo Minato, JAEA, Japan (minato.kazuo@jaea.go.jp) 
9318 Final Casting Technology Development for SFR Metallic Fuel  6   1    
9163 Final Fabrication of Metal Fuel Slug for an Irradiation Test in JOYO  6      
9131 Final Experimental Thermal Analysis of Uranium Carbide Powder Ignition  move to 6 (from 10) 

     
9035 Final New Concept of Designing Combined Fuel for Fast Reactors with Closing Fuel Cycle  7   6    
9138 Final Hetero-Structured Fuel for Direct Breeding and Partitioning  move to 8 (from 10) 
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7.04 Fast Breeder Core Optimization-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Stefano Monti, ENEA, Italy (stefano.monti@bologna.enea.it) 
Simone Massara, EDF, France (simone.massara@edf.fr) 
9528 Final A Break Even Oxide Fuel Core for an Innovative French Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor: Neutronic Studies 

Results  
7      

9445 Final Fast Reactor Fuel Type and Reactor Safety Performance  7   no suitable 
alternative    

9395 Final Fast Reactor Subassembly Design Modifications for Increasing Electricity Generation Efficiency  7      
9316 Final Study on FBR Core Concepts for the LWR-to-FBR Transition Period  7      
9235 Final Optimization of Parameters of MOX Fuel Core of Sodium Cooled Large Size Fast Reactor  7   8    
9563 Abs.a Optimisation of Decay Heat Removal for the Generation-IV Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor  7.041      
 
7.04 Fast Breeder Core Optimization-II 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Gérald Rimpault, CEA, France (gerald.rimpault@cea.fr) 
9438 Final Comparative Analysis on Different Driver Fuel and Plutonium Production of Long-life Small Fast Reactor  7   10    
9236 Final Fuel Cycle of Reactor SVBR-100  7   7    
9196 Final Maximum Fuel Utilization in Fast Reactors without Chemical Reprocessing  7   2    
9186 Final Flexible Modified Candle Burnup Scheme Based Long Life Pb-Bi Cooled Fast Reactor with Natural 

Uranium as Fuel Cycle Input Employing Coupled Core  
7   10    

9456 Final Safe Fast Reactor Based on the Self-Sustained Regime of Nuclear Burning Wave  7   8    
 
7.04 Fast Breeder Core Optimization-III 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Hamid Ait Abderrahim, SCK CEN, Belgium (haitabde@sckcen.be) 
Dennis Verrier, AREVA, France (denis.verrier@areva.com) 
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9453 Final Neutronic Assessment of Liquid-metal Cooled Fast Reactors Using Thorium Fuel  7      
9294 Final Extending the Nuclear Fuel Cycle with Traveling-Wave Reactors  7   10    
9255 Final A Search for Improved SFR Cores Using Carbide Fuel  move to 7 (from 10) 

     
9207 Final Numerical Tools for Molten Salt Reactor Simulation  7   8    
9050 Final Principal Physical and Technical Advantages from the Use of Radiogenic Lead as a Coolant of Power 

Nuclear Reactors  
7   9    

 
7.05 LMFBR Technology 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
James J. Sienicki, ANL, USA (sienicki@anl.gov) 
Joël Guidez, CEA, France (joel.guidez@cea.fr) 
9542 Final 35 Years of Phénix Operation: Acquired Scientific Knowledge and Operating Feedback for the Systems of 

the Future  
7.04      

9515 Final Operating and Test Experience for the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II)  7   10    
9416 Final Sodium Fast Reactor Power Monitoring Using 20F Tagging Agent  7   8    
9150 Final A Low Power Fast Reactor Cooled by Natural Circulation of LBE  7   8    
9073 Final Code Validation for Decay Heat Removal Using PRACS or DRACS in a Sodium Loop  7      
 
7.06 High Conversion Water-cooled Cores 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Eugene Shwageraus, Ben Gurion Univ, Israel (eush@bgu.ac.il) 
David Le Carpentier, EDF, France (david-n.lecarpentier@edf.fr) 
9513 Final Comparative Analysis on Breeding and Void Reactivity of Light and Heavy Water-cooled Reactor for 

Different Fuels  
move to 7 (from 10) 
     

9486 Final Numerical Simulation on Thermal-Hydraulic Characteristics in Fuel Assemblies of Supercritical Water 
Cooled Reactors Using Two-Fluid Model Analysis Code ACE-3D  

7      

9373 Final SCWR (Super-critical Water Cooled Reactor) Fuel and Core Design Study  7      
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9346 Final Early Introduction Core Design for Advanced LWR Concept of FLWR to Recycle Pu or TRU  7      
9248 Final Thermal Design Feasibility of Th-U233 PWR Breeder  move to 7 (from 10) 

     
 
7.07 VHTR, AHTR and SCWR Design 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Thomas Schulenberg, FZK, Germany (thomas.schulenberg@iket.fzk.de) 
Claude Renault, CEA, (claude.renault@cea.fr) 
9527 Final Innovation Technology for Regional Power Industry Based on HTGR  12      
9478 Final Decay Heat Analysis of a VHTR Core by Monte Carlo Core Depletion Calculation  7   7    
9345 Final Reheater Design Concept for the High Performance Light Water Reactor  7      
9339 Final Plant Control of the High Performance Light Water Reactor  7      
9329 Final Progress in the Development of the Modular Pebble-Bed Advanced High Temperature Reactor  7   10    
9319 Final The Next Generation Nuclear Plant/Advanced Gas Reactor Fuel Irradiation Experiments in the Advanced 

Test Reactor  
7      

 
 
8.00: Transmutation Systems for Long Lived Radionuclides 
Hubert Flocard, CNRS, (flocard@csnsm.in2p3.fr) 
Marc Delpech, CEA, France (Marc.delpech@cea.fr) 
Claude Garzenne, EDF, France (claude.garzenne@edf.fr) 
Tadafumi Koyama, CRIEPI, Japan (koyama@criepi.denken.or.jp) 
Dohee Hahn, KAERI, Korea (hahn@kaeri.re.kr) 
Emory Collins, ORNL, USA (collinsed@ornl.gov) 
Dyck Gary, AECL, Canada (dyckg@aecl.ca) 
 
8.01 Transmutation Potential in Reactors-I (in ADS-Part A) 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
E. Gonzales Romero, CIEMAT, Spain (enrique.gonzalez@ciemat.es) 
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E. Merle-Lucotte, LPSC-IN2P3-CNRS / UJF / Grenoble INP, France (merle@lpsc.in2p3.fr) 
9019 Final Lead, Lead-bismuth Eutectic Technologies and Materials Studies for Transmutation Systems  8      
9157 Final Recent Activities for Accelerator Driven System in JAEA  8      
9234 Final Evaluation of Reactivity Measurement Techniques Applied to a Pulsed Subcritical Booster in Support of 

Accelerator-Driven Systems for High-Level Waste Incineration  
8   7    

9261 Final First Reactivity Determination of a Subcritical Reactor using a Single Beam-trip and Fission Chambers 
Operating in Current Mode  

8   10    

9414 Final The GUINEVERE Project for Accelerator Driven System Physics  8   3    
 
8.01 Transmutation Potential in Reactors-II (in ADS-Part B) 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Stefano Monti, ENEA, Italy (stefano.monti@bologna.enea.it) 
J. Wilson, Institut de Physique Nucléaire d’Orsay (IPNO), France (wilson@ipno.in2p3.fr) 
9139 Final Novel Spallation Neutron Generator Based On Micro-Nano-Hetero Structures  8      
9016 Final The Behaviors of Fe-Cr Oxide Spinel during the Oxidation Process of Stainless Steel in Flowing LBE 

Environments at a Mesoscopic Level  
8   2    

9156 Final Exploitation of a Breakthrough in Magnetic Confinement Fusion to Improve Transuranic Incineration  8   10    
9292 Final Comparative Study of the Reactor Burner Efficiency for Transmutation of Minor Actinides  8      
 
8.01 Transmutation Potential in Reactors-III (in Various Systems) 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Hamid Ait Abderrahim, SCK CEN, Belgium (haitabde@sckcen.be) 
A. Billebaud, CNRS/LPSC, France (billebaud@lpsc.in2p3.fr) 
9011 Final Outstanding Potential of CANDU Reactors for the Transmutation of Minor Actinides  8   7    
9102 Final Irradiation of Thorium - Plutonium Mixed Oxide Fuel to 37.7 GWd/tonne in the Obrigheim Pressurised 

Water Reactor (KWO)  
8   9    

9149 Final Optimization of the Burning Efficiency and of the Deployment Capacities of the Molten Salt Reactor  8   7    
9244 Final Transmutation of Americium in Light and Heavy Water Reactors  8   10    
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9471 Final Utilization of Transuranics as Fuel Component in VHTR Systems: The Back-end Considerations  move to 8 (From 10) 
     

 
8.01 Transmutation Potential in Reactors-IV (in Fast Reactors-Part A) 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
E. d'Agata, JRC-IE, The Netherlands (elio.dagata@ec.europa.eu) 
F. Balbaud, CEA, France (francois.balbaud@cea.fr)) 
9031 Final Strategy of Minor Actinide Burning for Closed Fuel Cycle  8   7    
9060 Final New Target Concepts for Increase in Transmutation Rate of LLFP in FBR Recycle System  8   7    
9239 Final Possibilities of Minor Actinides Utilization in Advanced Large Power Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor  8      
9371 Final Advanced Recycling Reactor with Minor Actinide Fuel  7   8    
9464 Final A Comparison of Actinide Transmutation Using Inert Matrix Fuels, MOX and Recycle in a Low 

Conversion Fast Burner Reactor  
8   9    

 
8.01 Transmutation Potential in Reactors-V (in Fast Reactors-Part B) 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
G. Dyck, AECL, Canada (dyckg@aecl.ca) 
S. Massara, EDF R&D, France (simone.massara@edf.fr) 
9026 Final Upper Limits to Americium Concentration in Medium Size Sodium Cooled Fast Reactors  8   10    
9098 Final Exploratory Calculations of Sodium Fast Reactor Performances as a Minor Actinide Transmuter  8   7    
9109 Final Heterogeneous Minor Actinide Transmutation on a UO2 Blanket and on (U,Pu)O2 Fuel in a Sodium-cooled 

Fast Reactor – Assessment of Core Performances  
8   8    

9205 Final Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors : Void Coefficient and Waste Minimization: Neutronics Studies Using 
MURE  

8   7    

9428 Final P-DEMO for Demonstration of PEACER Concept  8   10    
 
8.02 Material Science of Transmutation-I (Metal Fuel) 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
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Jan Uhlir, Nuclear Research Institute Rez plc, Czech Republic (uhl@ujv.cz) 
S. Delpech, L' École Nationale Supérieure de Chimie de Paris, France (sylvie-delpech@enscp.fr) 
9162 Final Status of Metallic Fuel Development for Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor  8   6    
9241 Final Post-irradiation Examinations on Fast Reactor Metal Fuels Containing Minor Actinides - Fission Gas 

Release and Metallography of ~2.5at.% Burnup Fuels  
8      

9468 Final Advances in Modeling of Constituent Redistribution in Fast Reactor U-Pu-Zr Fuel  8      
9475 Final Status of Transuranic Bearing Metallic Fuel Development  8   10    
 
8.02 Material Science of Transmutation-II (Inert Matrices) 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
E.D. Collins, ORNL, USA (collinsed@ornl.gov) 
F. Varaine, CEA, France (frederic.varaine@cea.fr) 
9052 Final HELIOS: The New Design of the Irradiation of U-free Fuels for Americium Transmutation  8   2    
9095 Final Fast Neutron Irradiation Impact on Thermophysical Properties of Inert Materials Intended as Support 

Matrix for Transmutation Targets Bearing Minor Actinides  
3   8    

9201 Final Structural Investigation on Americium and Plutonium Mixed Oxides / Inert Matrices Systems  8   3    
9334 Final Results of Post-irradiation Examination of Inert Matrix Fuel Compositions Irradiated in the BOR-60 

Reactor up to a Burnup of 19% h.a. under the Russian-French Experiment BORA-BORA  
move to 8 (from 10) 
     

9029 Final The Advancement of Work on Inert Matrix Fuel  move to 6 (From 1)   
   

 
8.02 Material Science of Transmutation-III (Oxide Fuel) 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Tadafumi Koyama, CRIEPI, Japan (koyama@criepi.denken.or.jp) 
S. Pillon, CEA, France (sylvie.pillon@cea.fr) 
9023 Final Development and Verification of a Migration Model for Minor Actinide Redistribution  7      
9064 Final Evaluation of MA Recycling Concept with High Am-Containing MOX (Am-MOX) Fuel and Development 

of its Fuel Fabrication Process  
6   10    
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9169 Final Development of an Advanced Fabrication Process for Fast Reactor MOX Fuel Pellets  6      
9252 Final Fabrication and Characterization of Minor Actinides Bearing Materials by Conventional Powder Metallurgy 

Process  
move to 8 (from 10) 
     

9400 Final Preparation of Minor Actinides Targets or Blankets by the Mean of Ionic Exchange Resin  6   3    
9420 Final Characterization of Uranium Oxide and Ln-bearing Uranium Oxide during Sintering  8   2    
 
8.02 Material Science of Transmutation-IV (Targets and ADS Fuel) 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
C. Fazio, FZK, Germany (concetta.fazio@nuklear.fzk.de) 
F. Laugier, EDF, France (frédéric.laugier@edf.fr) 
9068 Final Advanced Fuel Developments for an Industrial Accelerator Driven System Prototype  8      
9141 Final Nano-Clustered Recoil Based Transmutation Structure  6      
9158 Final Study on Target Fabrication for LLFP Transmutation by Fast Reactors  8   10    
9355 Final Heterogeneous Minor Actinide Transmutation on UO2 Blanket and on (U,Pu)O2 Fuel in a Sodium Fast 

Reactor – Preliminary Design of Pin & Subassembly  
8      

9357 Final ECRIX-H Experiment: First Post-Irradiation Examinations and Simulations  8   3    
 
 
9.00: Developments in Nuclear Non-Proliferation Technology, Policy and Implementation 
Michel Masson, CEA, France (michel.masson@cea.fr) 
Dominique Grenêche, AREVA, France (dominique.greneche@areva.com) 
Tadashi Inoue, CRIEPI, Japan (inouet@criepi.denken.or.jp) 
Jung Won Lee, KAERI, Korea (jwlee3@kaeri.re.kr) 
William Charlton, Texas A&M Univ, USA (wcharlton@tamu.edu) 
Benjamin J. Cross, SRNL, USA (ben.cross@srnl.doe.gov) 
Thomas Sanders, Sandia National Lab, USA (tlsande@sandia.gov) 
Ned A. Wogman, PNNL, USA (ned.wogman@pnl.gov) 
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9.01 Geopolitical Aspects and International Initiatives and Programs-I 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Lawrence J. Satkowiak, ORNL, USA (satkowiaklj@ornl.gov) 
Bruno Jouniaux, CEA, France (bruno.jouniaux@cea.fr) 
9476 Final A Nonproliferation Impact Assessment of the GNEP Alternatives  9   12    
9302 Final The Iran Nonproliferation Act of 2000: Issues and Options since March 2005  9      
9171 Final Nuclear Nonproliferation Technology Development Program for Future Nuclear Energy System in Japan  9      
9085 Final Role of the International Fuel Centers with Fast Reactors in Minimization of Proliferation Risk  9      
9015 Final Nuclear Symbiosis - A Means to Achieve Sustainable Nuclear Growth While Limiting the Spread of 

Sensitive Nuclear Technology  
move to 9 (from 10) 
     

 
9.01 Geopolitical Aspects and International Initiatives and Programs-II 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Jor Shan Choi, , Japan (choi@nuclear.jp) 
Caroline Jorant, AREVA, France (caroline.jorant@areva.com) 
9466 Final Supply Security in Nuclear Matters: Could the International Nuclear Fuel Market’s Political Structure 

Prevent Fuel Supply Disruptions?  
9   12    

9480 Final India’s Global Nuclear Energy Quest: Impact on the Non-Proliferation Regime  9   12    
9142 Final The Role of Non-Proliferation in Nuclear Energy Expansion: An Asia Pacific Cooperative Framework  12   13.03    
9136 Final The Nuclear Progress And The Non-Proliferation Policies  9   12    
9074 Final Experience of Cooperation between the U.S. National Academies of Sciences and Russian Academy of 

Sciences in Studying Urgent Problems of Nuclear Non-proliferation  
9   12    

 
9.02 Design and Implementation of Safeguards-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Masao Senzaki, JAEA, Japan (senzaki.masao@jaea.go.jp) 
Jean Claude Gauthier, AREVA, France (jean-claude.gauthier@areva.com) 
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9358 Final Open-Source Information Acquisition and Analysis in the IAEA Department of Safeguards  9      
9278 Final A Monte Carlo Based Spent Fuel Analysis Safeguards Strategy Assessment  9   5    
9272 Final Nuclear Reactor Simulations for Unveiling Diversion Scenarios: Capabilities of the Antineutrino Probe  9   7    
9270 Final The Nucifer Experiment: Reactor Monitoring with Antineutrinos for Non Proliferation Purpose  9   7    
9170 Final Optimization of Safeguards for Future Aqueous Reprocessing  9      
9088 Final Development of LSDT Spectrometer for Nuclear Fissile Assay  move to 9 (from 2, 

10)      
 
9.02 Design and Implementation of Safeguards-II 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Naoko Inoue, JAEA, Japan (inoue.naoko@jaea.go.jp) 
Jean Claude Gauthier, AREVA, France (jean-claude.gauthier@areva.com) 
9518 Final Safeguards-by-Design: Early Integration of Physical Protection and Safeguardability into Design of Nuclear 

Facilities  
9.      

9413 Final Increasing Proliferation Resistance through the Early Consideration of Safeguards Concepts       
9412 Final International Safeguards in Nuclear Weapon States: Status and Look into the Future       
9314 Final Implications for Advanced Safeguards Derived from PR&PP Case Study Results  9   10    
9307 Final Safety, Security, and Safeguards by Design – An Industrial Approach  9      
 
9.03 Material Control and Accounting (MC&A) Systems 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Kuno Yusuke, JAEA, Japan (kuno.yusuke@jaea.go.jp) 
Michel Masson, CEA, France (michel.masson@cea.fr) 
9499 Final Toward an Evolutive and Tightly Integrated Information System for Nuclear Materials Management  9      
9303 Final Determining Plutonium Mass in Spent Fuel with Nondestructive Assay Techniques - Preliminary Modeling 

Results Emphasizing Integration among Techniques  
9   4    

9299 Final Evaluation of a Novel Hybrid Spectroscopic System Developed at Canberra-AREVA  9   10    
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9290 Final Experimental Validation of the Multi-Isotope Process Monitor Concept  9   10    
9014 Final Analysis of Spent Fuel Assay With a Lead Slowing Down Spectrometer  9   11    
 
9.04 Denaturing Plutonium to Reduce its Attractiveness-I 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Mazaki Saito, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan (saito.masaki@nr.titech.ac.jp) 
Joseph Pilat, LANL, USA (jpilat@lanl.gov) 
9544 Final The Attractiveness of Materials in Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles for Various Proliferation and Theft 

Scenarios  
9      

9082 Final Minor Actinide Loading Optimization in Proliferation Resistance Fuel Design - BWR  9   10    
9063 Final Effects of MA doping in Fast Breeder Reactor  9      
9062 Final Pu Denaturing by Transmutation of MA in FBR Multi-cycle  9      
9012 Final Calculational Models for Quantitative Evaluation of Proliferation Protection for Fissionable Materials  9      
 
9.04 Denaturing Plutonium to Reduce its Attractiveness-II 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Jeremy Whitlock, AECL, Canada (whitlockj@aecl.ca) 
Bruno Jouniaux, CEA, France (bruno.jouniaux@cea.fr) 
9419 Final Resolution of Proliferation Issues for a SFR Blanket with a Specific Application  move to 9 (from 10) 

     
9417 Final Proliferation Resistant Fuel Cycles Based on Reprocessed Uranium-Plutonium Mix  move to 9 (from 10) 

     
9410 Final Protected Plutonium Production by Transmutation of Minor Actinides for Peace and Sustainable Prosperity 9   9    
9397 Final Protected Plutonium Production by Transmutation of Minor Actinides for Peace and Sustainable Prosperity-

Fundamentals of P3 Mechanism and Methdology Development for Plutonium Categorization  
9      

9174 Final Plutonium Proliferation Analysis on MA Doped of Actinides Closed Water-Cooled Thorium Reactor  9   10    
9143 Final Degrading the Plutonium Produced in Fast Breeder Reactor Blankets  9   10    
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9.05 New Fuels and Advanced Core Design to Reduce Proliferation Risk 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Alexander Chebeskov, IPPE, Russia (chebes@ippe.ru) 
Michel Masson, CEA, France (michel.masson@cea.fr) 
9473 Final Trans-Uranium Doping Utilization for Increasing Protected Plutonium Proliferation of Small Long Life 

Reactor  
9   (old 9432)    

9363 Final Progress in the Development of Very High Density Research and Test Reactor Fuels  9   7    
9283 Final Results of Electron Microscopy Examinations of Irradiated LEU U-Mo Fuels  9   10    
9133 Final Physical Principle of Manufacturing Light Water Reactor Fuel with Inherent Proliferation Resistance 

Properties  
9   10    

 
9.06 Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Assessment Methods-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Robert Bari, BNL, USA (bari@bnl.gov) 
Michel Richard, CEA, France (michel.richard@cea.fr) 
9368 Final A Qualitative Assessment of Diversion Scenarios for a Example Sodium Fast Reactor Using the GEN IV 

PR&PP Methodology  
9      

9315 Final Proliferation Resistance of a Hypothetical Sodium Fast Reactor Under an Assumed Breakout Scenario  9   12    
9298 Final Elements of the Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Evaluation Methodology  9   12    
9243 Final Applying the PR&PP Methodology for a Qualitative Assessment of a Misuse Scenario in a National 

Generation IV Example Sodium Fast Reactor: Assessing Design Variations  
9      

9013 Final Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Evaluation Methodology: Objectives, 
Accomplishments, and Future Directions  

9      

9335 Final Lessons Learned from PR&PP Case Study  9   12    
 
9.06 Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Assessment Methods-II 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
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Per F. Peterson, Univ of California at Berkeley, USA (peterson@nuc.berkeley.edu) 
Michel Richard, CEA, France (michel.richard@cea.fr) 
9522 Final Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection in the Generation IV International Forum System Design 

Concepts  
9   10    

9461 Final Guidelines and Recommendations for Performing Structured Proliferation Resistance Evaluations Using the 
Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Methodology  

9   12    

9396 Final Integration of Safety and Reliability with Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection for Generation IV 
Nuclear Energy Systems  

9   12    

9367 Final Interpretation and Use of the Results of Proliferation Resistance Studies  9      
9018 Final Proliferation Resistance: Issues, Initiatives and Evaluations  9   9    
 
9.06 Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Assessment Methods-III 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Ike Therios, ANL, USA (itherios@anl.gov) 
Jung Won Lee, KAERI, Korea (jwlee3@kaeri.re.kr) 
9424 Final Proliferation Resistance Assessment of the Sodium Fast Reactor Energy System Using a Risk-informed and 

Performance Based Regulatory Framework  
9   2    

9322 Final Evaluating Proliferation Resistance and Safeguards in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle through a Fuzzy Logic 
Barrier Framework  

move to 9 (from 10) 
     

9191 Final PR&PP in INPRO Studies for DUPIC Fuel Cycle  9   12    
9183 Final Evaluating the Aspect of Nuclear Material in Fuel Cycles  9   3    
9036 Final A Status of Methodology Developments in France for Assessing Proliferation Resistance of Nuclear Energy 

Systems  
9      
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10.00: Sustainable Fuel Cycle Options and Nuclear Material Management 
Jean-Paul Grouiller, CEA, France (jean-paul.grouiller@cea.fr) 
Jean-Michel Delbecq, EDF, France (jean-michel.delbecq@edf.fr) 
Massimo Salvatores, CEA, France (massimo.salvatores@cea.fr) 
Toru Ogawa, JAEA, Japan (ogawa.toru90@jaea.go.jp) 
Il Soon Hwang, SNU, Korea (hisline@snu.ac.kr) 
Mike Goff, INL, USA (Mike.Goff@inl.gov) 
Andrew Kadak, MIT, USA (kadak@mit.edu) 
Rob Versluis, DOE, USA (rob.versluis@hq.doe.gov) 
 
10.01 Fuel Cycle Simulation Model-I 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
F. Vettraino, ENEA, Italy () 
M. Caron-Charles, AREVA, France () 
9042 Final Analysis of Options for a Decision Process Towards P&T Implementation  10   8    
9312 Final VISION: Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation Model  10   2    
9501 Final DANESS v4.2 : Overview of Capabilities and Developments  10   8    
 
10.01 Fuel Cycle Simulation Model-II 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Massimo Salvatores, CEA, France (massimo.salvatores@cea.fr) 
L. Van Den Durpel, AREVA, France () 
9442 Final A Numerical Method for the Calculation of the Equilibrium Isotopic Composition of a Transmutation 

System in an Advanced Fuel Cycle  
10.00   8.00    

9166 Final Studying International Fuel Cycle Robustness with the GENIUSv2 Discrete Facilities/Materials Fuel Cycle 
Systems Analysis Tool  

10   9    

9203 Final New Developments on COSI6, the Simulation Software for Fuel Cycle Analysis  10      
9332 Final Methodology and Knowledge Database in the field of Nuclear Energy System Strategy Evaluation  10   12    
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10.02 Sustainability and Nuclear Energy-I 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
S. Monti, ENEA, Italy () 
S. David, CNRS, France () 
9089 Final Dynamic Analysis of Deployment Scenarios of Fast Burner Reactors in the U.S. Nuclear Fleet  10   3    
9087 Final A Strategy on Minimizing High-Level Waste Burden for Sustainable Energy System  8   11    
9066 Final Integration of Fast Reactor to the Fuel Cycle in Slovakia  10   8    
9054 Final Multiple Recycle of Uranium-Plutonium Fuel in Thermal Reactors WWER -1000  10   2    
9022 Final Advanced Fuel Cycle Treatment, Recycling, and Disposal of Nuclear Waste  8      
 
10.02 Sustainability and Nuclear Energy-II 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
A. Machiels, EPRI, USA () 
C. Garzenne, EDF, France () 
9308 Final Mexican Uranium Resources to Support a National Nuclear Program       
9276 Final Dynamic Analysis of Fuel Cycle Transitioning  10      
9218 Final Comparison of Different Options for Transmutation Scenarios Studied in the Frame of the French Law for 

Waste Management  
10      

9129 Final Transition Period Fuel Cycle from LWR to FBR  10   6    
 
10.02 Sustainability and Nuclear Energy-III 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
K.A. McCarthy, INL, USA () 
M. Delpech, CEA, France () 
9454 Final Evolution of Multi-recycled Uranium Isotope Composition in Closed Fuel Cycle of Light Water Reactors  move to 10 (from 2) 

     
9434 Final Preliminary Approach to Sustainable Nuclear Scenario Definition. Case Study: Italy  10   3    
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9311 Final Lessons Learned from Dynamic Simulations of Advanced Fuel Cycles  10   2    
9421 Final Transition Costs to the Closed Nuclear Fuel Cycle with Fast Reactors and Their Impact on the Strategies of 

Its Introduction  
10   12    

9436 Final Fuel Sustainability and Plutonium Characterization Analysis on Water-Cooled Reactors for Some Actinide 
Closed-Cycle Schemes  

10   7    

 
10.03 Sustainability and Nuclear Energy - Regional Approach 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
V. Romanello, FZK, Germany () 
S. Massara, EDF, France () 
9341 Final Long Term Prospective on the Electronuclear Fleet: from GEN II to GEN IV  10      
9331 Final A Regional Advanced Fuel Cycle Partnership in Southeast Asia  10   3    
9231 Final Closed Nuclear Fuel Cycles with Fast Reactors: Scenarios of Worldwide Nuclear Power Expansion  10   10    
9258 Final Effects of Plant Capital Costs on Market Introduction of Advanced Reactors  10   12    
9503 Final Multi-Regional Nuclear Energy Deployment Scenarios for a Sustainable Energy Future  10      
 
10.04 Thorium Cycle-I 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
T. Lefvert, Vattenfall, Sweden () 
Dominique Grenêche, AREVA, France (dominique.greneche@areva.com) 
9291 Final TRU Recycling in Thorium Fuel Cycle of PWR with Various Moderator-to-Fuel Volume Ratio  10   2    
9251 Final Application of MSR MA Burner for Multi-Component NP with Various Nuclear Fuel Cycles  8   10    
9242 Final Homogeneous Thorium Fuel Cycles in CANDU Reactors  10   8    
9208 Final Feasible Ways to Achieve High Conversion in Thorium-Fueled CANDU and PWR Reactors  10   7    
9090 Final Thorium Fuel Cycle - an Alternative Options for LWRs  10   8    
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10.04 Thorium Cycle-II 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
O. Asphjell, SCATEC, Norway () 
Dominique Grenêche, AREVA, France (dominique.greneche@areva.com) 
9449 Final Comparison of Thorium-Plutonium Fuel and MOX Fuel for PWRs  10   2    
9520 Final Thorium Reactor Based Transmutation Scenario of Minor Actinides Generated in LWR and FBR  10   8    
9505 Final Feasibility Study for Thorium Fuel  10      
9392 Final Suggestions on Development of the Thorium Fuel Cycle in China  10   7    
9551 Final Loss of Power to Recirculation Pumps in the VVER-1000 Reactor with Thorium Power, Ltd. Thorium Seed 

and Blanket Fuel Assemblies  
10.042      

 
 
11.00: Dismantling, Decommissioning and Material Management 
Jean-Guy Nokhamzon, CEA, France (jean-guy.nokhamzon@cea.fr) 
Jerry M. Hopwood, AECL, Canada (hopwoodj@aecl.ca) 
Hajimu Yamana, Kyoto Univ, Japan (yamana@HL.rri.kyoto-u.ac.jp) 
Jin Ho Park, KAERI, Korea (jhpark1@kaeri.re.kr) 
Brian K. Hajek, Ohio State Univ, USA (hajek.1@osu.edu) 
 
11.01 DD&R Project Feedback and Experience 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Victor Volkov, Russian Research Center , Russia (vvg@kiae.ru) 
Jean-Guy Nokhamzon, CEA, France (jean-guy.nokhamzon@cea.fr) 
9401 Final The United States Department of Energy 's Environmental Management Program  3   11    
9365 Final Decommissioning of the Nuclear Licensed Facilities at the Fontenay aux Roses CEA Center; Cleanup of 

Nuclear Licensed Facility 57 and Monitoring of Operations and Operating Feedback  
11      

9197 Final Decommissioning Program of FUGEN and Current Activities  11      
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9211 Final Decommissioning of a Vitrification Facility: Rinsing Phase  11      
9533 Final Delicensing of HARMONIE Reactor  11      
 
11.02 DD&R Process Characterization and Decontamination 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Yoshitsugu Morishita, JAEA, Japan (morishita.yoshitsugu@jaea.go.jp) 
Michel Jeanjacques, CEA/DEN/DANS/DRSN, France (michel.jeanjacques@cea.fr) 
9198 Final Data Accumulation and Analysis for Development of Dismantling Project of Uranium Production Objects 

of Kirovo-Chepetsky Chemical Plant  
11   3    

9147 Final Geostatistical Sampling Optimization and Waste Characterization of Contaminated Premises  11   12    
9277 Final Principles of a Fission Product Storage Tank Decontamination Using a Foam Process  11   3    
9151 Final NITROJET: Decontamination, Cutting and Concrete Scabbling by Pressurized Cryogenic Nitrogen 

Technology  
11      

9070 Final Effectiveness of Decontamination of Fabrics in Perchloroethylene and Compressed Carbon Dioxide or 
Ozone-Friendly Freon HFC-134a  

11      

 
11.03 DD&R Robotics Simulation and Characterization 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Markus Wagner, GRS, Germany (markus.wagner@grs.de) 
Didier Dubot, CEA, France (Didier.dubot@cea.fr) 
9508 Final Using Simulation for Intervention Design in Radiating Environment : First Evaluation of NARVEOS  11      
9275 Final New Developments in Telerobotics for the Nuclear Fuel Cycle  11      
9540 Final System Maestro: A Solution for Dismantling of Nuclear Plants  11      
9539 Final Dismantling Nuclear Power Plant with New Industrial cw ND:YAG High Power Lasers  11      
9541 Final Assessment of Radiation Impact on the Population from MR Reactor Dismantling in the RRC Kurchatov 

Institute  
11      

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9211.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9533.html
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http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9070.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9508.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9275.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9540.pdf
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11.04 DD&R Waste 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
Steven L. Krahn, US DOE, USA (steve.krahn@em.doe.gov) 
Michel Dutzer, ANDRA, France (michel.dutzer@andra.fr) 
9550 Final Measurement of Activity in Large Packages of Radioactive Waste, Taking into Account Heterogeneities in 

Mass and Activity  
11.04      

9549 Final Decommissioning of the UF6 Sphere - AREVA NC Pierrelatte (France)  11.04      
9418 Final Decay Storage of Large Components from Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants  11   4    
9362 Final New Trends on Liquid Effluent Treatments: Coprecipitation, Adsorption, Filtration, Photocatalysis, a 

Complementary Association of Innovative Tools  
11   3    

9267 Final Addressing Waste Management Issues for D&D of Excess Facilities at Oak Ridge National Laboratory  11      
9492 Final Interim Storage Facility for LLW of Decommissioning Nuclear Research Facilities  4   from TopFuel    
9538 Final The Tracking System CARAÏBES : Control of the Constraints Required by the Repository Operator for the 

Storage Surface and Time  
12      

 
 
12.00: Crosscutting Issues, Policies and Programs 
Bernard Bonin, CEA, (bernard.bonin@cea.fr) 
Osamu Amano, CRIEPI, Japan (amanosam@criepi.denken.or.jp) 
Jae Joo Ha, KAERI, Korea (jjha@kaeri.re.kr) 
Samim Anghaie, Univ of Florida, USA (anghaie@ufl.edu) 
Phillip Finck, INL, USA (phillip.finck@inl.gov) 
Charles Forsberg, MIT, USA (cforsber@mit.edu) 
James Lake, , USA (Lakeja@inel.gov) 
 
12.01 Nuclear Deployment : Technico Economical and Financial Issues 
Monday, September 7, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Kent Williams, ORNL, USA (williamska@ornl.gov ) 

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9550.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9550.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9549.pdf
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http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9362.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9267.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9492.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9538.html
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Evelyne Bertel, Consultant, France (l.bennett@libertysurf.fr) 
9246 Final The Analysis of Nuclear Power Development Due to Own Investment Potentials of Power-Companies  move to 12 from 11   

   
9297 Final The Case of Nuclear Power: an Economical Analysis  move to 12 (from 

10)      
9228 Final Forecasting Light Water Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Costs  move to 12 (from 2) 

  12    
9153 Final Top-down Life-cycle Costing for Nuclear Processes and Facilities  12   10    
9152 Final Economic Analysis of Symbiotic Light Water Reactor/Fast Burner Reactor Fuel Cycles Proposed as Part of 

the U.S. Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI)  
12   10    

9056 Final Energy Profit Ratio on LWR by MOX FUEL  12      
 
12.02 Nuclear Deployment : Non-electrical Applications of Nuclear Energy-I 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Dominique Hittner, AREVA NP, France (dominique.hittner@areva.com) 
9451 Final Dynamic Complexity Study of Nuclear Reactor and Process Heat Application Integration  10   12    
9474 Final Energy Analysis of Bayonet Heat Exchanger and Decomposer for Hydrogen Production  7   4    
9226 Final Advanced Applications of Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants  12      
9118 Final Energy Scenario after Oil Peak for Automobiles, Food System... Is hydrogen by Nuclear Power Plant Good 

Candidate from View of Energy Profit Ratio?  
12      

 
12.02 Nuclear Deployment : Non-electrical Applications of Nuclear Energy-II 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Raymond V. Furstenau, U.S. Department of Energy-Idaho Operations Office, USA (FURSTERV@ID.DOE.GOV) 
Dominique Hittner, AREVA NP, France (dominique.hittner@areva.com) 
9469 Final MaRIE: a Proposed Materials Facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory  move to 8 (from 10) 

     
9354 Final Advanced Burnup Method using Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry  12      

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9246.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9297.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9228.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9153.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9152.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9152.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9056.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9451.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9474.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9226.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9118.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9118.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9469.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9354.pdf


9120 Final The Advanced Test Reactor as a National Scientific User Facility  12      
9108 Final PALLAS, the New Research & Isotope Reactor in Petten  12   10    
 
12.03 Nuclear Deployment : Licensing and Institutional Issues 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 11:00 – 13:00  
Alain Regent, CEA, France (alain.regent@cea.fr) 
9393 Final Introduction of KRMC’s R&D Program for Spent Nuclear Fuel Management  move to 4 (from 12) 

     
9273 Final GIF Quality Plan Checklist for Universities and Organizations without Formal QA Programs  12   12    
9110 Final A National Radioactive Waste Management Infrastructure – a Must for a Nuclear Energy Programme  move to 12, 3 (from 

10)      
 
12.04 Nuclear Deployment : Social and Educational Issues 
Thursday, September 10, 2009 • 14:00 – 16:00  
9427 Final A First Course for National Planning of the First Nuclear Power Plant  12   9    
9224 Final IAEA Activities in Nuclear Reactor Simulation for Educational Purposes  12      
9204 Final The Reversibility/Retrievability Demand for the Deep Geological Repository: Dialogue Tools and the Role 

of Social Sciences  
12      

 
12.05 Nuclear Deployment : National and International Policies. Sustainability of Nuclear Energy. Proliferation issues. 
Safeguards. Environmental Issues-I 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 10:30 – 12:30  
Lev Tocheny, ISTC, Russia (tocheny@istc.ru) 
9037 Final Research on Sustainable Fast Neutron Nuclear Reactors  10   12    
9470 Final Overcoming Obstacles to Sustainable Nuclear Energy Through Integrated System Approaches  move to 12 ( from 

10)      
9375 Final Nuclear Research and Development Capabilities Needed to Support Future Growth  12   10    
9281 Final Grounding of Novel Concepts through International Collaboration (Survey of the ISTC Research Programs)  12   12    
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9079 Final Fast Breeder Reactor Development : EDF's Point of View  move to 12, TF 
(from 10)      

 
12.05 Nuclear Deployment : National and International Policies. Sustainability of Nuclear Energy. Proliferation issues. 
Safeguards. Environmental Issues-II 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 • 16:00 – 18:00  
Steven Short, PNNL, USA (steve.short@pnl.gov) 
Frank Carre, CEA, France (franck.carre@cea.fr ) 
9439 Final Overview on the French Nuclear Fuel Cycle Strategy and Transition Scenarios Studies  13.02   12    
9389 Final Fuel Cycle Associated Activities of the OECD/NEA/NSC Working Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety  move to 12 (from 4, 

10)      
9263 Final Reassessing the Long-term Radioprotection Criteria for the Deep Geological Disposal of Long-lived 

Radioactive Waste  
12   5    

9350 Final Nuclear Fuel Leasing – An Assessment of Economic and Nonproliferation Benefits  12   9    
 
 
13.00: Plenary Sessions 
9560 Final Industrial Challenges of Fuel and Fuel Cycle  opening      
9561 Final Technical Issues for US Fuel Operation  opening      
 
13.01 A new start for European nuclear energy: the Forum and the Sustainable Nuclear Energy Platform (Monday, Sept 
7, 2009 • 14:00 – 15:30) 
9559 Final A New Start for European Nuclear Energy: The Forum and the Sustainable Nuclear Energy Platform  p1      
 
13.02 Advanced nuclear fuel cycles: which options, which strategy? Shared with the WRFPM/Top Fuel (Tuesday, Sept 8, 
2009 • 8:30 – 10:00) 
9557 Final Toward Generation IV Systems: Choosing the Right Challenges  P2      
9562 Final Research and Development Strategy of France towards Sustainable Nuclear Fuel Cycles  p2      

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9079.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9439.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9389.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9263.html
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9263.html
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13.03 The non proliferation stakes in the frame of nuclear energy renaissance (Tuesday, Sept 8, 2009 • 14:00 – 15:30) 
 
13.04 The public acceptance of nuclear energy: Safety and waste management issues (Wednesday, Sept 9, 2009 • 8:30 – 
10:00) 
 
13.05 Strengthening education and training in nuclear energy: an urgent need (Wednesday, Sept 9, 2009 • 14:00 – 15:30) 
9558 Final Strengthening Education and Training in Nuclear Energy: An Urgent Need  p5      
9556 Final U.S. Workforce and Educational Facilities’ Readiness to Meet the Future Challenges of Nuclear Energy  P5      
 
13.06 The Gen-IV International Forum (GIF): 10 years of achievements and the path forward (Thursday, Sept 10, 2009 • 
8:30 – 10:30) 
 

http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9558.pdf
http://www.inspi.ufl.edu/global2009/program/abstracts/9556.pdf
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The re-enrichment of depleted uranium tails in the US
versus deconversion and disposal

M.R. Deinert, E.A. Schneider ()

Abstract. International consumption of uranium currently outpaces production by nearly a factor of two. Secondary
supplies from dismantled nuclear weapons, along with civilian and governmental stockpiles, are being used to make up
the difference but supplies are limited. However, large amounts of 235U are contained in the depleted uranium tails
left over from past uranium enrichment. The usability of these inhomogeneous uranium supplies depends on their
isotopics and the cost of SWU. In the US the current plan is to deconvert depleted uranium tails and to dispose of them
in a low level nuclear repository [1]. We present data on cost of re-enriching depleted uranium tails in the US
inventory and compare its cost to the disposal option currently under consideration.

Historically, the majority of commercial nuclear power has been generated using light-water reactors (LWRs) burning
low enriched uranium. While research into technologies that could close the nuclear fuel cycle continues in the US and
elsewhere, the maturity and economic competitiveness of LWRs will make them a major presence for decades to
come. Because of this, global demand for uranium is likely to remain strong and its future price uncertain, with
acceptable alternatives to mined natural uranium being of significant interest as a result. At present, substitutes include
down-blending of highly enriched uranium, uranium released from government or utility stockpiles, enrichable
depleted uranium (DU) and reprocessable uranium (RU) from spent LWR fuel (SF) [2].

The decision of whether to mine fresh uranium or exploit alternative sources is largely a matter of economics. Depleted
uranium stockpiles have a variable 235U composition and would typically require additional enrichment beyond what
is needed for manufacturing LWR fuel from natural uranium. As a result, the price of using DU depends on the costs
of enrichment, DU cylinder transport from storage to the enrichment plant, UF6 tails storage, deconversion of the
remaining UF6 tails to U3O8 and its subsequent disposal.

Inventories of DU, in the form of uranium hexafluoride (UF6), have been accumulating since the beginning of the
nuclear age and the US currently holds 708,189 tonnes of UF6 in 58,890 cylinders stockpiled at Paducah, Kentucky
and Portsmouth, Ohio. We outline a costing model that shows that a portion of these stockpiles would be more cost
effectly reneriched than disposed of under the current US plan.

References 1. United States Department of Energy, “Proposed Long-Term Uranium Sales Strategy,” DOE Offices of
Nuclear Energy, Environmental Management and Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation,
http://www.ne.doe.gov/pdfFiles/proposedDoeLtUraniumSalesStrategyIndustryPresentationAug%204th2006.pdf,
August 4, 2006, Web page accessed May 15, 2007. 2. Diehl, P. “Re-enrichment of West European depleted uranium
tails in Russia”. WISE Uranium Project.
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Engineering specifics for the construction of plant W
ECP: Plant for the defluorination of UF6 tails located in

Zelenogorsk, Krasnoïarsk area, Russia
M.P. Brossard (AREVA-SGN-France), J. Herenstein (AREVA-NC-BUC-France), N. Demidov (JCP TENEX-

Moscow, Russia), S. Andreev (JSC P.A. ECP-Zelenorgorsk, Krai Area, Russia)

Large quantities of depleted uranium hexafluoride (UF6) are generated as a by-product of uranium enrichment in
countries enriching Uranium such as France, Russia, England and the United States. Storing the product in metallic
containers requires a great deal of ground surface and is a source of chemical hazards insofar as the product is in a
fluoride form. The W Plants of AREVA located on Pierrelate site (France) are an appropriate solution to this problem.
These plants are in operation since the eighties and are subject to permanent improvement. The depleted uranium
hexafluoride is defluorinated and converted (“deconverted”) into uranium sesquioxide (U3O8), a stable insoluble oxide
suitable for long-term storage that presents no environmental hazard. Re-usable hydrofluoric acid (HF) is also
generated during the deconversion process. The Joint Stock Company “Production Association “Electrochemical
Plant” “ECP”, the Joint Stock Company Techsnabexport “TENEX” , AREVA NC and SGN signed a contract in
March 2005 for the design, delivery, construction, test and assistance to build a defluorination facility called “W ECP”
to be located inside the existing enrichment plant of Zelenogorsk, Krai Area in Siberia (RUSSIA). This W ECP plant
is the sister copy of the plant W2 located on the AREVA site of Pierrelatte. ECP is responsible for the construction of
buildings and provides the support utilities. AREVA-NC and SGN, its engineering subsidiary, are responsible for
providing the process equipment. To design, deliver, assemble and test the equipments of this facility, SGN had to
implement specific engineering methods adapted from its usual methods to build nuclear plants in France to meet local
requirements and specifications. After design, the equipment was manufactured mostly in Western Europe. After
delivery under TENEX responsibility, it has been assembled and tested by Russian workers under the supervision and
responsibility of an SGN on-site team. Due to the fact that the plant is located 6000 Km from France, in a town with a
limited access due to specific Russian laws concerning this type of plant, several difficulties had to be overcome by
the Russian and the French teams to work together according to the contract schedule. This paper describes how SGN
Engineering methodology framework has been adapted including the communication methods, the SGN on-site team
competences and organization. Indications are given on the resulting methods of work that have allowed to design,
construct and deliver the equipment and its associated documentation, how it has been assembled on schedule, test and
help given to prepare the commissioning of the W-ECP Defluorination Facility in Zelenogorsk.
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A Low Temperature Sintering Technique for Uranium
Pellets

R.Baney (UF), J. Wang (WEstinghouse)

A Low Temperature Sintering Technique for Uranium Pellets The University of Florida is working on a dual
atmosphere sintering approach that will allow the high density sintering of U-SiC at temperatures below 1300oC.
Silicon Carbide reacts with UO2 at a measurable rate above 1377oC, evolving CO and SiO and forming USi1.67,
U3C3Si2, SiC, and uranium carbide. The possible reaction sequence is as follows: UO2 + 2SiC ¡ê USi2 + 2CO UO2
+ 2SiC ¡ê UC2 + 2SiO USi2 ¡ê USi1.67 + 0.33Si 5Si + 3UC2 ¡ê U3C3Si2 + 3SiC UO2 + 3UC2 ¡ê 4UC + 2CO The
reaction between SiC and UO2 at relatively low temperature made it a challenge for the University of Florida (UF) to
successfully sinter the SiC coated UO2 , because the sintering of UO2 or SiC at temperatures below 1300 oC is not
currently practiced. UF has recently run a unique two stage low temperature (1200oC) sintering of UO2 that produced
a 95% dense pellet. Development of a practical low temperature scheme would be important for retaining volatile
actinides such as americium or neptunium for in pellet destruction, in addition to avoiding the SiC-UO2 reactions.
Additionally, development of a low temperature sintering technique that requires less time in the sintering process will
reduce both energy and maintenance costs for the sintering furnaces. 
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With the worldwide growth of demand for nuclear power, the uranium extraction industry has responded 
by producing more uranium to fuel the new nuclear power fleet.  In doing so, the industry is facing 
challenges and opportunities not seen 30 years ago – and chief among these is demonstrating that the 
industry has incorporated lessons learned in the past 30 years to develop uranium recovery methods that are 
cleaner, greener, safer and more sustainable than ever before.  This approach is not only prudent, but 
essential to demonstrating to stakeholders that the industry has matured and will meet current 
environmental and worker protection standards.   
 
Just as people no longer drive cars with 30-year old technologies, the uranium recovery industry has 
developed new standards for safe, environmentally protective uranium recovery.  Of particular interest is 
the advent and expansion of the use of in-situ uranium recovery (of, in current terms, ISR). As this method 
is the newest means of extracting uranium and has been adopted worldwide, this paper with particularly 
focus on issues associated with use of ISR; and the agencies and networks that are focusing on ensuring 
that this method of uranium recovery will result in safe, sustainable uranium recovery operations.   
 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has taken an active role in ensuring that it is properly 
positioned to regulate the new generation of ISR facilities in the U.S.  For example, in February 2007, the  
NRC announced that it was considering the preparation of a generic environmental impact statement 
(GEIS) in anticipation of receiving up to fourteen1 potential license applications for new in situ uranium 
recovery (ISR) facilities (hereinafter “ISR GEIS”).   
 
As the U.S. operators of research and development (R&D) and full-scale commercial production operations 
over a thirty plus year period, the ISR uranium recovery industry in the U.S. possesses relevant technical 
and environmental database, as well as associated extensive site and regional-specific analyses of the 
geological, hydrological, geochemical, and other relevant conditions at sites where uranium resources 
amenable to the ISR uranium recovery technique are found within the country.  At the time of the NRC 
announcement that a GEIS would be prepared, this array of data and analyses was spread throughout a 
variety of NRC and Agreement State licenses and license amendment applications and their accompanying 
technical and environmental reports.  The industry worked together to provide these data and analyses in 
the form of a Generic Environmental Report (GER) to the NRC--expending considerable effort to compile 
and consolidate, to the extent reasonably achievable, such data within the allotted comment period 
timeframe.   
 
In addition, the industry’s general comments focused on a broad overview of the statutory and regulatory 
programs associated with the preparation of an ISR GEIS and licensing of ISR uranium recovery projects.   
These were identified as issues which are frequently mischaracterized or misunderstood by interested 
stakeholders and, therefore, were considered to be of primary importance that all such stakeholders 
understand these issues so that the risks associated with ISR uranium recovery can be gauged properly.   
                                                 
1 Since the announcement of the GEIS, the number of anticipated applications has expanded to more than 28, including letters of intent 
to license expanded or new conventional uranium recovery operations, significantly increasing the NRC’s anticipated licensing 
workload. 



 
One issue of concern is the potential that uranium mining, milling and ISR operations may result in 
degradation of drinking water.  This issue is aggressively addressed in the U.S. regulatory regime in several 
ways before and during ISR operations.  Furthermore, in U.S. ISR operations, after uranium recovery 
ceases the groundwater in the recovery zone is restored consistent with baseline or other water quality 
standards that are approved by NRC prior to the commencement of active production operations.  Upon 
completion of groundwater restoration, wells are sealed or capped below the soil surface using approved 
plugging methods.  Surface process facilities are decontaminated, if necessary, and removed, and any 
necessary reclamation and re-vegetation of surface soils is completed.  As a result, after site closure is 
completed and approved, there is no visual evidence of an ISR uranium recovery site, and the 
decommissioned site will be available for unrestricted (i.e., any future) use. 
 
In over three decades of ISR, there have been no significant, adverse impacts to adjacent, non-exempt 
USDWs outside the recovery zone and into the related area of review (AOR) 2  from ISR uranium recovery 
operations in the United States.  Wellfield balancing, including the process “bleed,” monitoring, and pump 
tests at ISR uranium recovery sites have been highly successful in assuring that recovery solutions are 
contained within the ore (recovery) zone.  Before monitoring ceases, restoration is completed to minimize 
or eliminate the potential risk of post-operation excursions that could result in the migration of 
contaminants from the exempted recovery zone portion of the aquifer to adjacent, non-exempt portions of 
the aquifer.   
 
At present, further standards being developed by the IAEA and the U.S. NRC—coupled with voluntary 
participation in networks such as the International Forum on Sustainable Options for Uranium 
Production—are providing guidance, support and exchanges necessary to support safe, sustainable modern 
uranium recovery. 
 
This paper will present an overview of 2008-09’s major initiatives in standards and guidance development, 
network growth and technology advances in the area of modern ISR uranium recovery.  These will include: 
 

• Overview of the IAEA’s Center of Excellence and leadership it can provide to Member States 
• Progress in completing, implementing and applying NRC’s Generic Environmental Impact 

Statement for ISR 
• Establishment, mission, accomplishments and plans of the International Forum on Sustainable 

Options for Uranium Production 
 

                                                 
2 The “area of review” is essentially a “buffer zone” prescribed by EPA’s underground injection control (UIC) program to provide 
additional protection for USDWs during ISR uranium recovery.  40 CFR § 146.6 requires that all ISR uranium recovery licensees 
must establish a fixed radius of not less than ¼ mile for the area surrounding the recovery zone.  The regulation also states:  

“In determining the fixed radius, the following factors shall be taken into consideration: Chemistry of injected and 
formation fluids; hydrogeology; population and ground-water use and dependence; and historical practices in the area.”   

40 CFR § 146.6(b)(2). 
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Reprocessed uranium (RU) recovered from spent uranium oxide (UOX) fuel from light water reactors (LWRs) 

contains useful fissile 235U. However, it differs from natural uranium (NU) especially in parasitic neutron absorber 
236U and high-energy gamma ray emitter 232U. Higher burnup results in more depleted 235U and higher 

concentration of both isotopes in addition to increased yields of fission products and trans-uranium (TRU) isotopes 

in spent fuel (SF). 

 

The objective of this paper is to analyze the effects of high burnup of LWR-SF on recycling of RU in LWRs. The 

major recycling mode of RU is re-enrichment of RU. It requires over-enrichment in order to maintain an equal 

energy output per unit of uranium in order to compensate the reactivity penalty due to 236U. Re-enrichment of RU 

is most effective in its utilization. Another minor mode may be to blend down HEU (high enriched uranium) with 

RU to make low enriched uranium. 

 

We have performed burnup calculations using a neutronics calculation code of reactor design for each UOX-LWR 

fuel with discharge burnups 33, 45, 55, and 70 GWd/t, respectively. Each enrichment of 235U in UOX fuel is 

determined respectively for 12, 15, 18 and 23 effective-full-power-month operation of a current BWR/5 of 1100 

MWe gross capacity. The initial enrichment for enriched NU fuel is calculated to be 3.0, 3.8, 4.6 and 6.0 %, 

respectively. We have also used the ORIGEN2 coupled with the above design code, by which the neutron 

spectrum-corrected cross-sections are obtained at each time step. This procedure improves the reliability of 

calculated fission product yields and trans-uranium (TRU) isotopes in higher burnups. We assume a fixed value for 

SF cooling period Tc =5 years before the reprocessing UOX-SF and equality of burnups between original and 

recycled fuels. Enrichment of enriched RU is calculated by three components cascade theory. 

 

We have compared respective NU and separative work saving of fresh fuels made of enriched NU and RU and heat 

and radioactive performances of SFs of the same fuels corresponding to the above four burnups. A similar 

comparison is also done for the fresh fuels made of HEU recovered from dismantled weapon (assumed enrichment 

93 %) blended with RU. The RU credit is also calculated as an economic analysis. 
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Uranium Resources and Supply - Demand to 2030
()

Recent fluctuations in the market price for uranium have resulted in more activity in this sector over the past few years
than in the preceding 20 years. Amidst this background, uranium demand is increasing. Construction of nuclear
reactors is proceeding in some countries, ambitious expansion plans have been announced in others and the
development of nuclear power programs to meet electricity demand and minimize greenhouse emissions in a cost
effective manner is under consideration in many others. This paper reviews projections of nuclear growth and uranium
demand and assesses the challenges faced by the uranium mining sector in meeting rising demand.

Since the mid-1960s, an international expert committee (the “Uranium Group”) formed by the OECD Nuclear Energy
Agency and the International Atomic Energy Agency has published biennially comprehensive updates on global
uranium resources, production and demand (the “Red Book”). The most recent in this series, based on 2007 data and
published in June 2008, includes a supply/demand projection to 2030. However, much has changed since the data were
collected for this projection and an assessment of these changes and their impact on uranium production is included in
this presentation.

It is concluded that world identified uranium resources (5.45 million tU recoverable at costs up to US$130/kg U, or
US$50/lb U3O8) are adequate to meet projected future high case nuclear power requirements. However, recent
financial market turmoil and lower uranium prices, the opaque nature of the uranium market itself, increased
regulatory requirements, a scarcity of the required specialized labour and the fluctuating costs of raw materials makes
the process of turning uranium resources in the ground into yellowcake in the can increasingly more challenging,
particularly for new entrants. Considerable investment and expertise will be required to bring about the substantial
increase in mine production required to meet future demand. 
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Current Status on Reprocessing Technology of Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle Technology Development (FaCT) Project in
Japan |Overview of Reprocessing Technology Development | Tomozo KOYAMA, Hiroki NAKABAYASHI, Hideyuki
FUNASAKA Advanced Nuclear System Research and Development Directorate Japan Atomic Energy Agency
(JAEA) 4-33 Muramatsu, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-1194, Japan Tel:+81-29-282-1111, Fax :+81-29-
282-1517, E-mail :koyama.tomozo@jaea.go.jp Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) launched the gFast Reactor (FR)
Fuel Cycle Technology Development (FaCT)h Project in cooperation with the Japanese electric utilities in 2006. In the
FaCT project, the decision of the adoption of innovative technologies would be made until 2010, and the conceptual
design of demonstration and/or commercial facilities based on the results of research and development of innovative
technologies until 2015, which would be possible to achieve the development target, such as Safety and Reliability,
Sustainability (Environment Protection, Waste management, and Efficient Utilization of Nuclear Fuel resources),
Economic Competitiveness and Nuclear Non-proliferation. The future program toward the commercialization would be
also proposed until 2015. Pertaining to reprocessing technologies, the advanced aqueous reprocessing system (NEXT:
New Extraction System for TRU Recovery) has been developed, which was selected as the most promising concept for
commercialization. The Next process is composed of several processes and technologies, and six issues;
(1)Disassembly & Shearing, (2)Highly effective Dissolution, (3)Effective uranium pre-recovery by crystallization,
(4)Uranium-Plutonium-Neptunium co-extraction & co-stripping, (5)Minor Actinide recovery by extraction
chromatography, (6)Salt-free process for waste reduction; have been identified as the innovative technologies to be
developed corresponding to each process step. Currently, the development of these issues has been conducted, focusing
on the identification of the technological prospect toward the decision of the adoption of innovative technologies in
2010. Also, the design study of commercial facility would be conducted based on the results of research and
development, considering the plant optimization such as safety design, maintenance & repair of equipment, remote
cell/plant concept, etc. In addition, it is very important to consider the transition from LWR cycle to FBR cycle,
because the FBRs will be deployed by replacing LWR with FBR from around 2050. Especially, it is necessary to
reprocess the both LWR spent fuels including MOX and FBR spent fuels reasonably from the viewpoint of supply-
demand balance of plutonium and to supply the plutonium product to FBR fuel. In Japan, the discussion of the next
reprocessing plant will be started in the Japan Atomic Energy Commission from around 2010. So, the study and
examination for transition from LWR cycle to FBR cycle, such as mass balance of plutonium considering also isotopic
composition, reprocessing plant concept especially on to what extent LWR line and FBR line should share with,
investigation and evaluation of candidate process performance and technical issues, etc., would be conducted in
cooperation with the related parties in Japan. 
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Use of Pilot Plants for Developing Used Nuclear Fuel Recycling Facilities 
 

Chris Phillips, Stuart Arm, EnergySolutions LLC, USA 
Zara Banfield, Andrew Jeapes, Richard Taylor, National Nuclear Laboratory, UK 

 
 
EnergySolutions and its teaming partners are working with the US Department of Energy (DOE) 
to develop processes, equipment and facilities for recycling used nuclear fuel (UNF). Recycling 
significantly reduces the volume of wastes that ultimately will be consigned to the National 
Geologic Repository, enables the re-use in new fuel of the valuable uranium and plutonium in 
the UNF, and allows the long-lived minor actinides to be treated separately so they do not 
become long term heat emitters in the Repository. A major requirement of any new UNF 
recycling facility is that pure plutonium is not separated anywhere in the process, so as to reduce 
the nuclear proliferation attractiveness of the facility. EnergySolutions and its team partner the 
UK National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL) have developed the NUEX process to achieve this and 
to handle appropriately the treatment of other species such as krypton, tritium, neptunium and 
technetium. 
 
NUEX is based on existing successful commercial UNF recycling processes deployed in the UK, 
France and imminently in Japan, but with a range of modifications to the flowsheet to keep some 
uranium with the plutonium at all times and to minimize aerial and liquid radioactive discharges.  
NNL’s long-term experience in developing the recycling and associated facilities at the Sellafield 
site in the UK, and its current duties to support technically the operation of the Thermal Oxide 
Reprocessing Plant (THORP) at Sellafield provides essential input to the design of the US 
NUEX-based facility. 
 
Development work for THORP and other first-of-kind nuclear plants employed miniature scale 
fully radioactive through large scale inactive pilot plants. The sequence of development work 
that we have found most successful is to (i) perform initial process development at small 
(typically 1/5000) scale in gloveboxes using trace active materials, (ii) demonstrate the processes 
at the same small scale with actual irradiated fuel in hot cells and (iii) demonstrate and develop 
the process equipment with inactive surrogates and/or uranium at large or full scale. 
 
The paper will describe the use of these pilot plants in the successful development of THORP 
and will proceed to describe our plans to use a similar range of pilot plants to demonstrate the US 
NUEX-based facility. 
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COEXtm* Recycling Plant : A New Standard for an
Integrated Plant

G. Senentz, F. Drain (AREVA-SGN), C. Baganz (AREVA-NC-BUR)

Recycling used nuclear fuel has been an industrial reality for over 40 years. Since its creation in 1976, AREVA
(formerly COGEMA) has designed and built two used nuclear fuel recycling plants on its La Hague site, France, UP3
in the late ‘80s and UP2-800 in the mid ‘90s. Plutonium oxide purified in those plants is sent to the MELOX plant to
produce MOX fuels. Over 1,300 metric tons of MOX fuels have been produced by MELOX since its commissioning in
1995. Consistent with its continuous improvement policy, AREVA has developed in partnership with CEA a new,
evolutionary process, COEXtm. The COEXtm process implemented in an integrated plant is a new standard for a
reprocessing and recycling plant proposed by AREVA. Entirely based on existing technologies, the main principle
behind COEXtm is to avoid plutonium separation. Compared with the existing reprocessing and recycling plants, this
new evolutionary standard aims at: • Using the same well demonstrated La Hague and Melox technologies, •
Enhancing proliferation resistance and nuclear material security, in order to reduce the risk of nuclear material
diversion, • Reducing the global cost of reprocessing and recycling. To achieve these goals, the COEXtm process
features proven liquid-liquid extraction cycles tuned to keep some uranium mixed with plutonium. Another key aspect
is the implementation of a co-conversion process. This co-conversion process draws heavily on AREVA and the
French Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA) experience with the oxalic conversion. It allows keeping plutonium
blended with other materials (uranium in the case of COEXtm), consistent with non proliferation and security
international trends. An additional expected benefit is an enhanced solubility and product characteristics, due to the
perfect homogeneity of the co-converted powder. The COEXtm process has been designed bearing in mind future
nuclear power developments. COEXtm is well adapted to the production of nuclear fuel for fast neutron reactors and is
compatible with future scenarios involving homogeneous or heterogeneous recycling of minor actinides. Another
major requirement during the definition of this new standard was for it to provide cost benefits from an investment and
operational point of view. The COEXtm process implemented in an integrated reprocessing and recycling site,
provides several cost saving opportunities, by reducing the size of interim storage, simplifying recycling operations,
suppressing unnecessary intermediate operations, and reducing waste. After a short description of the COEXtm process
main steps, this paper describes improvements and benefits made possible thanks to the COEXtm process and an
integrated plant (colocated fuel treatment and recycling facilities). Then, it discusses further evolutions to address
future needs for fast reactors and possible recycling of some minor actinides. *COEX is a trademark of AREVA
Group
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Experimental Demonstration Center at Mining
Chemical Combine as a prototype of Third Generation

Plant for Thermal Reactor SNF Reprocessing
E.G. Kudryavtsev, A.V. Haperskaya (GC Rosatom), P.M. Gavrilov, Yu.A. Revenko, V.V. Bondin (MCC,

Zeleznogorsk), Yu.S. Fedorov, A.Yu. Shadrin (Khlopin Radium Institute), N.P. Shafrova, Yu.V. Smirnov (GI
VNIPIET, St. Petersburg)

Development of reprocessing and balanced use of the products of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) regeneration in the
nuclear fuel cycle is a primary trend of the SNF management in Russia. In future, the program of extensive building of
the nuclear power plants (NPP), presented in the General Scheme of arrangement of the power industry objects up to
2020 and approved by the Government of the Russian Federation, will lead to the additional accumulation of
significant volumes of SNF. The problem of SNF accumulated both from previous activity and at operation of new
NPP blocks can be solved by building of the large-scale reprocessing plant RT-2 based on perspective efficient
processes of SNF reprocessing and radioactive waste management, which would provide the best economical and
ecological characteristics as compared to the modern radiochemical plants. The Experimental Demonstration Center is
now designed to check the key points of the perspective technologies and to obtain practical experience on operation to
reduce the volumes of the technological and non-technological liquid radioactive wastes (LRW). Few technological
flowsheet, including Simplified PUREX-process as a basic one, are being developed within the program "Development
of the Experimental Demonstration Center for SNF reprocessing based on innovation technologies". Development of
new flowsheet will allow to decrease the LRW volume and to reduce the cost of SNF reprocessing. Sharp reduce in the
volume of technological LRW is due to tritium release from SNF in the head of the process, would provide
development of the closed water cycle. Improvement of the economical characteristics is related with innovation
procedures of the SNF decladding, dissolution, processing and LWR management, which would intensify and improve
key processes and, thus, reduce the number of technological operations. For this purpose a series of novel and unique
equipment (such as a unit for thermo-chemical destruction of the fuel element cladding, unit for fuel oxidation to
release gaseous fission nuclides, compact oven for HLW vitrification, etc.) is being developed. After implementation
of the above approaches, the Experimental Demonstration Center will become a prototype of the third generation
radiochemical plant in Russia. This Experimental Demonstration Center will be arranged at the Mining Chemical
Combine near the «wet» storage of the spent WWER-1000 fuel assemblies not far from dry repository. Modern
approaches providing remote control of the equipment will be taken into account in this project. 
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Mid-Term Direction of JAEA Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Engineering Laboratories

H. Ojima, T. Sugiyama, K. Tanaka, S. Takeda, S. Nomura (Japan)

1. Introduction

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Engineering Laboratories (NCL) of Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has sufficient
experience and ability through its 50 year operation to establish the next generation closed cycle. It strives to become a
world-class Center Of Excellence.

2. Current activity in NCL

1j Recycling of MOX fuel

The Tokai Reprocessing Plant has reprocessed 29 tons of MOX fuel from the ATR gFugenh as a part of 1140 tons of
cumulative spent fuel reprocessed. JAEA has supported the pre-operation of the Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant. An
innovative MOX pellet fabrication process has been developed in the Plutonium Fuel Development Center, and a part
of products obtained by the development are used as a fuel for core confirmation test for re-startup of the FBR
gMonjuh. Characterization of MOX containing Am and Np has been studied and a new data such as melting point and
thermal conductivity were reported. In the Chemical Processing Facility, a hot lab., an advanced aqueous reprocessing
technology has been tested for TRU recovery, economical improvement, etc., using irradiated MOX fuel from the FR
gJoyoh.

2j Supporting Activity

JAEA has improved the effectiveness and efficiency of existing safeguards activities. The Integrated Safeguards
approach for all facilities in NCL has been implemented since August, 2008, as a pioneer and a good example in the
world. To reduce anxiety among local residents, NCL has explained its operation plans and exchanged information and
opinions with them concerning potential risks to health and environment. Recently, stake-holder participation in the
management of NCL was started from the view point of Corporate Social Responsibility. In April, 2008, the agreement
was signed with Idaho National Laboratory for cooperation of personnel training in fuel cycle area.

3. Mid-Term Direction

In Japan, feasibility and direction of the transition period from the LWR era to the FBR era should be discussed for the
next several years. Study on the application of centrifugal contactor has been carried out already to reprocess both
spent fuels. When considering the multi-recycle of Pu, its fissile ratio and Am accumulation in it should be the critical
issues. NCL will be able to provide facilities and human resource for conducting R&Ds required for the transition.
Urgent problems for NCL are to keep seismic safety of facilities and to treat the rad-waste in accordance with the
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disposal scenario. The Tokai Waste Treatment Facility for low level waste is planned to start its operation from around
2017. Technology development of waste characterization will be accelerated. 
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Recycle Fuel Fabrication for Closed Fuel Cycle in India
()

Recycle Fuel Fabrication for Closed Fuel Cycle in India. H.S. KAMATH Nuclear Fuels Group Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre Trombay, Mumbai – 400 085. INDIA. Abstract The three stage Indian nuclear power programme
envisages efficient use of its modest uranium resources and full exploitation of its vast Thorium resources. Indian
economy is on a fast growth track in spite of current global economic crisis. The growth in population and economy is
creating huge demand for energy which has to be met with environmentally benign technologies. Nuclear Energy is
best suited to meet this demand without causing undue environmental impact. In view of limited resources of Uranium
and vast resources of Thorium, a closed fuel cycle to fully exploit the potential of the two resources is considered
essential. In conformity with such a strategy, Recycle fuel fabrication technologies have been under development in
India for over three decades. Some of the activities such as (i) Fabrication and performance of Mox fuels for
LWRs/PHWRS (ii)Fabrication of mixed carbide and mixed oxide fuels for Fast Reactors (iii) Research and
development in Metallic Fuels for Fast Reactors and (iv) Fuel Development for Thorium utilization - are briefly
discussed in the paper. 



The oxalic process for the conversion of Pu into PuO2 and the coconversion of U and Pu 
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Dealing with the recycling of plutonium contained in the used fuel, the oxalic conversion of plutonium into 
oxide at the end of the PUREX process is one of the most important steps of the present fuel cycle [1]. This 
operation, which includes two steps, i.e. oxalic precipitation and then air calcination, permits to elaborate the 
main starting material for the MOX fuel fabrication.  
R&D work on oxalic conversion of Pu(IV) into oxide has been oriented to process modeling since 12 years in 
strong collaboration with AREVA NC [2-4]. 
 
For future fuel cycles, innovative concepts focus on mixed Uranium-Plutonium materials. For their synthesis, 
wet methods fulfill very useful requirements such as flexibility, compatibility with a hydrometallurgical fuel 
processing, less dissemination of radioactive dusts during processing, and above all a better accessibility to very 
homogeneous compounds (e.g. the COEXTM process). When dealing with uranium and plutonium coprocessing, 
this last characteristic is of great importance in order to optimize the fuel material for extended needs. Moreover, 
this chemical mixing between uranium and plutonium strengthens the resistance against proliferation. 
Main research work which was led in CEA-Marcoule ATALANTE facility in collaboration with AREVA NC 
[5], leans on the industrial experience of the plutonium conversion, but above all consists in mastering the 
physical chemistry of U-Pu mixtures throughout every co-conversion steps [6-8]. Objectives have been in 
parallel orientated to process development, strongly linked to process modeling. 
 
[1] F.-J. Poncelet et al., WM’01 Conference, 2001, Tucson, AZ. 
[2] Y. Sommer de Gélicourt, S. Grandjean, E. Plasari, CRISTAL 2, Toulouse, France, 2003. 
[3] M. Bertrand., B. Zoppé, E. Plasari, O. Lebaigue, F. Ducros, 17th ISIC, Maastricht, The Netherlands, 2008.  
[4] N. Vigier, S. Grandjean, B. Arab-Chapelet, F. Abraham, Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 444-445, 594-597, (2007). 
[5] S. Grandjean et al., GLOBAL 2007 Advanced Fuel Cycles and Systems, Boise (US – Idaho 2007). 
[6] S. Grandjean et al., MRS. Symp. Proc. Vol. 893., Materials Research Society (2006).  
[7] B. Arab-Chapelet, S. Grandjean, G. Nowogrocki, F. Abraham, Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 444-445, 387-390, (2007). 
[8] P. Martin et al., Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 444-445, 410-414, (2007). 
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Innovative powder production and granulation for
advanced MOX fuel forming

Tsutomu. KURITA, Yoshiyuki. KATO, Katsunobu. YOSHIMOTO, Masahiro. SUZUKI, Yoshiyuki. KIHARA, Kan-
ichi. FUJII (JAEA)

In accordance with a long ranged research and development plan on the MOX fuel production for future FBR, we have
been investigating the innovative MOX processing. Along with this plan, a new idea for realizing the serial processing,
(1) crushing the solidified solute, and (2) granulation, in one vessel, are being proposed. An innovative design of a
new system and the granulation examination were attempted. In order to establish the granulation technology, JAEA
selected a candidate of machine, which has a rotating three lobes impeller (the crusher) driven from top outside of the
casing, so as to fit our new system. This machine is mounted on a circular pan which sustains the evaporation dish,
forming a vessel. The evaporation dish filled by solidified solute is moved from the Microwave oven into this vessel
after the de-nitration. The rotary impeller is inserted on the solidified solute and crushes it until a reasonable powder
state is obtained. The impeller is also utilized as the granulator after completion of the crushing. Namely, giving a slow
rotation under showering, those powder changes into particles. Thus, the crushing and granulation are combined
through the rotary impeller. As a result, the air flow assisted transfer of powder from the crusher to the granulator
becomes unnecessary. According to the cold testing employing WO3 powder, the practical granulation was
successfully carried out. The size of formed particle was larger than 100 m, and the flow-ability was ranged 80-90,
being better than averaged value of conventional MOX particles produced by microwave direct heating method. The
merits of the new granulation system are, (1) dispersion, scatter, and deposit of MOX powder which appear in the
conventional transfer route are easy to prevent, and (2) running and control of job are easy. Due to the establishment of
granulation technology by the system, it contributes the improvement of processing efficiency, lowering the
construction and maintenance cost, and promotion of safety running. In particular, the meaning of prevention of the
dispersion, scatter, and deposit of the MOX powder into the process is so important for the MOX fabrication plant. 
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COEX™ Pellet Fabrications In MELOX Test Chain
J. Blancher (AREVA NC MELOX), T. Gervais (AREVA NC MELOX), D. Favet (AREVA NC), B. Ytournel

(AREVA NC), R. Vinoche (AREVA NC)

AREVA and the CEA have developed the COEX™ process, based on the co-extraction and co-conversion of Pu with
some U, leaving a pure U stream and a HALW stream with fission products and the other MAs. The co-extraction is
followed by a co-conversion which includes two steps (oxalic co-precipitation and then co-calcination) that allow the
elaboration of the main starting material for the MOX fuel fabrication: a (U, Pu)O2 solid solution powder.

This process utilizes only technologies which are similar to those implemented currently on commercial recycling
plants in the world (e.g. La Hague and MELOX).

The MELOX test chain used (U, Pu)O2 powder to fabricate LWR MOX pellets that fully comply with current
commercial LWR MOX specifications.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
DISSOLUTION TECHNOLOGY FOR FBR MOX

FUELS
K.Ohyama, K.Katsurai, Y.Kondo, K.Nomura, M.Takeuchi, T.Washiya, M.Myochin (JAEA-Japan)

Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has been developing an efficient dissolution technology for irradiated MOX
fuel in Fast Reactor Cycle Technology Development Project (FaCT). In the fuel dissolution process for advanced
aqueous reprocessing system named NEXT (New Extraction System for TRU Recovery), highly concentrated
dissolution is required to adapt to the crystallization process. Optimum dissolution condition including short-length
shearing or as powderizing of the irradiated fuel has been discussed for this process. We have been developing rotary
drum type compact continuous dissolver for increasing dissolution rate, compared with conventional dissolver.

Some fundamental experiments were carried out to improve the dissolution rate by using MOX fuel irradiated in the
fast reactor JOYO, as parameters of nitric acid concentration, fuel form and dissolution temperature. As a result, it was
confirmed that the grain size of 2 mm or less had an equal dissolution rate with the powder fuel and the dissolution rate
could be increased by shortening the shear length of pin to 10 mm. In addition, we will evaluate an agitation effect on
the dissolution rate.

Engineering-scale component tests were carried out to investigate the erosion of the rotary drum dissolver. Mock-up
test under dynamic rocking motion condition was performed in the simulated dissolver liquor at 95 Ž to evaluate the
erosion of the candidate drum materials (Ti-5Ta, Zr and SUS310Nb) and select the desirable dissolver materials. The
results show that the erosion resistances of Ti-5Ta and SUS310Nb were higher than Zr. In order to evaluate the
suitable driving unit in high-load and low rocking speed, endurance tests of mechanical bearings which support the
heavy rotary drum has been started. In the near future, we will evaluate the fuel feed, transfer discharge performances
by using simulated short-length pins with wire in the engineering scale equipments and the effect of the rocking speed
on simulated fuel dissolution rate by the bench-scale drum.
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ABSTRACT: A high-capacity vol-oxidizer which can handle a several hundred kgs of HM/batch is being developed to supply 
U3O8 powders to an electrolytic reduction reactor. In this paper we deal with the development of a high throughput vol-oxidizer 
for a decladding and vol-oxidation of rod-cuts (cladding + pellets) that can convert UO2 pellets to U3O8 powder. In order to 
design this new vol-oxidizer, we proposed a design process for the vol-oxidizer and developed it with a capacity of a several 
hundred kgs of HM/batch of spent fuel. The design process consisted of 4 steps such as a mechanism device design, an 
engineering design, a thermal analysis and a verification. To design the main mechanisms of the 1st step, we evaluated various 
mechanical (slitting, ball mill, roller straightening) and chemical methods (muffle furnace, rotary kiln). In the engineering design 
of the 2nd step, we calculated the volume with various weights and lengths of the rod-cuts to design the reactor size. In the 3rd step, 
with the selected analysis program tools (Solid Works, COSMOS Motion®), we performed a 3D-modeling and an analysis of the 
main mechanisms for the safety design. To verify the vol-oxidizer capacity (the 4th step), the new vol-oxidizer and a simulation 
fuel were manufactured and a capacity test of the new vol-oxidizer was conducted.  

Through the analysis results, we selected the ball drop and rotation methods for a rotary drum for a decladding increment of the 
rod-cuts. Thus we devised the main mechanisms such as a recovery device and an oxidation device for a decladding and 
oxidation of the rod-cuts. For an enhancement of the oxidation rate, we devised the blades for the reactor as a mesh type. Also, for 
an enhancement of the decladding rate, we also designed the ball size and the rotation of the reactor as a mesh type. `These 
devices have characteristics in that they can recover hulls and powders, independently. 

We produced a theoretical equation that can estimate the volume of rod-cuts according to a variation of their weights (spent 
fuel: 5kg, 20kg, 50kg, 100kg) and lengths (3cm, 5cm, 7cm, 10cm). Also, the reactor size was calculated by using the following 
theoretical equation; 

)1(
4

2DNLfV iiit
π

= In order to verify this 

theoretical equation, acryl reactors with a scale of centimeters were manufactured and the volumes of the rod-cuts were measured 
by using these acryl reactors. From the results of the verification test, the theoretical equation revealed an accuracy within a 
0.03% error. (Vi: theory volume, fi: bulk factor, D: out-diameter of hull, Ni: the number of rod- cuts)  

 
Also, by using a design program tool (SOLID Works) and analysis program (COSMOS Works), a thermal and mechanical 

analysis of the new vol-oxidizer were conducted. We measured the variation of the temperature in the reactor according to 
various gap sizes of the heater and the reactor (10cm, 20cm, 30cm, 50cm). In the results, internal temperature revealed a range of 
804~1065� regardless of gaps because of a heat transfer on the bottom of the reactor and a rotation shaft.  

The new vol-oxidizer was manufactured by referring to a 3 dimension design model. Also, simulation fuels (W 90%+SiO2 
10%) were manufactured for a test of the recovery rate and the oxidation time of the newly developed vol-oxidizer. We tested the 
recovery rate for the hulls and powders with various fuel rod lengths (3, 7cm), and verified the capacity of the new vol-oxidizer. 
In this study, we obtained the following results; Recovery rate of the hulls: 100%, powders’ recovery rate: 97.6%, oxidation time: 
13 hrs. From the test results of the new vol-oxidizer for its capacity, the reactor with the mesh was rotated at a speed of 3~5rpm 
(rotation per minute) without any difficulty. Also the powders’ collector which can be rotated up to 180º was operated easily by a 
manual lever. In the blank test, the internal temperature took 100 minutes during an increase to 1000�. At 1000�, the vacuum 
system with a vacuum degree of 1 torr (-760 mmHg) was operated easily for a separation of the fission gas products. 
Consequently, the test results of these devices can help in the design of a novel and efficient vol-oxidizer with a higher 
throughput in the near future. 

KEYWORDS: UO2 pellet, Oxidation, Design, Vol-oxidizer, U3O8, Decladding, Rod-cuts, Spent, Fuel, High-throughput. 
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Thermo-Chemical Destruction of the Fuel Element
Zirconium Cladding and Fuel Oxidation in the SNF

Reprocessing Technology at the Experimental
Demonstration Center

Yu. Fedorov, V. Saprikin, V. Beznosuk, A. Koljadin (Khlopin Radium Institute)

Thermo-chemical destruction (decladding) of the fuel assembly zirconium cladding and subsequent oxidation of
uranium composition allow to simplify the reprocessing of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of the thermal rectors and to
extract and localize tritium before the fuel dissolution, which would provide drastic decrease in the volume of liquid
radioactive wastes. This approach to the primary stage of radiochemical reprocessing was used for the Experimental
Demonstration Center (EDC) at the Mining Chemical Combine (MCC), which is designed as a prototype of the SNF
reprocessing radiochemical next generation plant. In the hot cells at the Khlopin Radium Institute the pilot setup was
installed for studying head operations of the SNF reprocessing. This setup was tested first using the model non-
irradiated fuel and then using the samples of SNF WWER-1000 with burning out of 50GWt*day/ton U. The fragments
of the fuel element with the length of 25 cm were placed in the setup and thermo-chemical destruction of zirconium
cladding with subsequent oxidation of uranium composition was carried out. During the experiments the release of the
volatile and gaseous fission products (tritium, krypton, iodine, cesium, etc.) was controlled. The thermo-chemical
decladding was carried out in the 900-1100°C temperature range in the nitrogen atmosphere and in presence of some
amounts of oxygen. After treatment for 1 h at fixed temperature the sections of zirconium cladding lost their plasticity
(typical for metals) and became brittle. Then, the oxidation of uranium composition was performed at 400-600°Ñ. In
the course of oxidation of uranium dioxide in U3O8, which is accompanied by significant increase in the fuel volume
and by release of some volatile nuclides, the cladding was broken. After cooling the sample was dissolved in nitric
acid. During the experiment, significant release of tritium (more than 99%) was observed. No other gaseous fission
elements were completely removed and the fraction of released nuclides decreases with the following order: 3H > Kr
= Xe > I. The volatility of cesium was negligible. Due to rather small size of the setup for decladding and absence of
movable parts in it, the technology proposed exhibit certain advantages as compared to the common cutting of the fuel
elements.
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R & D on a Voloxidation Process at KAERI
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KAERI has been developing an advanced voloxidation process so called the PRESENT(Particle size control, REmoval
of fission product, SElective gaseous Nuclide Trapping) process as a head-end process for pyroprocessing technology
with INL(Idaho National Laboratory). The PRESENT process has many functions such as a particle size control for
the electro-reduction process, a fission product removal for the downstream processes, and a selective gaseous nuclides
trapping to minimize the high level waste. This PRESENT process consists of multiple-steps. The first step is an
oxidative decladding step at ~500 ¡É. During this step, a very fine powder can be produced and detached from the
cladding. The next step is a volatilization step for the gaseous nuclides at a vacuum and ~1200 ¡É conditions. During
this step, volatile and semi-volatile nuclides can be released from a spent fuel material, and simultaneously the particle
size of U3O8 can be controlled to have a properly aggregated structure(what is called, a rice ball structure) and size
distribution. Finally, the U3O8 aggregates can be converted to UO2 aggregates for an ease of their reduction to
uranium metal. This PRESENT process has many potential merits over a standard voloxidation process, which has
been carried out at ~500 ¡É. It can remove most of the volitile nuclides such as Kr, Xe, C-14, H-3. It can also remove
semi-volatile nuclides such as Cs, I, Tc, Ru, Mo, Rh, etc. Among these nuclides, Cs is a highly radioactive and decay
heat eminent nuclide. I-129 and Tc-99, etc. are long-lived fission products. These are very troublesome nuclides from
their handling and disposal points of view. These nuclides can be selectively trapped on different filters. Considerable
amount of such semi-volatile nuclides are removed during the PRESENT process, but most of these nuclides cannot be
removed in a standard voloxidation process. KAERI has designed and fabricated a rotary kiln type voloxidizer and off-
gas treatment apparatus in order to experimentally verify a particle size control, a fission product removal and a
selective nuclide trapping using inactive materials. Its design base is a capacity of 200 gHM/batch. KAERI trapping
system consists of a fly-ash filter unit for trapping Cs, a calcium based filter unit for Tc and a Ag-X filter unit for I.
This apparatus is made of 600-type Ni-Cr alloy. Detailed designs and photos of them will be given in the text.
Experimental results of the particle size controllability using the Bi2O3 powder indicated that the Bi2O3 particle size
was increased from 209 ¥ìm to 326 ¥ìm after a treatment in a rotary kiln at 750¡É. Tap density at 765 ¡É was also
increased from 2.45 to 4.01. SEM photos showed that porous aggregates with tightly connected grains, that is, a rice
ball structure were formed. 
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ORNL is conducting a complete, coupled end-to-end (CETE) demonstration of advanced nuclear 

fuel reprocessing to support the DOE Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI).  These multi-

kilogram scale reprocessing operations provide a unique opportunity to test integrated off-gas 

treatment systems designed to recover the primary volatile fission and activation products (3H, 
14C, 85Kr, and 129I) released from the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) during the head-end operations.  

The CETE project is demonstrating an advanced dry head-end process referred to as 

Voloxidation designed to condition the spent nuclear fuel (SNF), separate the SNF from the 

cladding, and release of tritium contained in the fuel matrix.  The off-gas from this process as 

well as from the more traditional fuel dissolution process will be treated separately and the 

volatile components recovered.  The CETE has recently completed the voloxidation of three 

batches of SNF.  This paper will provide descriptions of the head end operations and the off-gas 

treatment systems for both the Voloxidation process and for the fuel dissolution process, and 

provide preliminary results from the CETE processing runs using two different spent fuels.  

Impacts of processing parameters on the relative quantities of volatile components released and 

recovery efficiencies will be discussed. 
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Abstract – Influence of spent PWR fuel burn-ups on oxidative decladding efficiency from fuel 
rods was investigated. Decladding efficiency for recovering spent fuel material was evaluated with  
fuel burn-up ranging from 35 GWd/tU to 65 GWd/tU and the rod-cut length, oxidation 
temperature and time. Recovery performance of fuel material by simple oxidation treatment at 
same fuel rod length decreased with increasing fuel burn-up. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Decladding step in an advanced head-end process for 
recycling a spent nuclear fuel would be essential in 
determining the efficiency of a whole process. Recent 
issues in developing decladding technology are an 
effective fuel material recovery and an increased fission 
products removal which would affect down-stream process. 
Decladding process by voloxidation treatment of spent fuel 
is common technology in a head-end process for 
reprocessing of spent fuel. Objectives of conventional 
oxidative decladding technology were an effective removal 
of fission gases, especially tritium gas, and easy recovery 
efficiency from low burn-up spent fuel below 35 GWd/tU 
at 500 oC.   

When considering a recent trend for extending the 
burn-up in LWR fuel, the effect of spent fuel burn-up on 
oxidative decladding efficiency is necessary.  This study 
provides recent experimental data on the oxidative 
decladding performance with variation in fuel burn-up and 
rod-cut length, oxidation temperature and time. 

 
 II. EXPERIMENTAL 

The spent PWR fuel with an average burn-up of the 
fuel rods ranging from 35 to 60 GWd/tU was used, as 
shown in Table 1. The spent fuel burn-up was determined 
by the PIE test after its transportation to KAERI. 
 
TABLE 1. Spent fuel characteristics used in this study 

J502 Assembly Rod No. Q43-F16 
R13 C16 

K23-B16 

Enrichment 3.8  % 4.49 % 4.2 % 
Burn-up 35 52 58 60 

NPP Gori #1 YoungKwang # 4 Uljin # 2 
  
In the oxidative decladding experiments, the length of 

the spent fuel rod-cut ranged from 2.5 cm to 10cm. These 
specimens were vertically placed on a specially designed 
container, and oxidized at 500 oC to 700 oC in an air 
atmosphere without an agitation. Recovery efficiency of 
the fuel material was obtained by a comparison of the 

initial fuel rod weight with the final one’s weight after a 
vibration. 

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Influence of fuel rod length and burn-up on oxidative 
decladding efficiency at 500 oC ~ 700 oC under air 
atmosphere was investigated.  
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(b) Burn-up effect 

Fig. 1. Influence of length and burn-up on the decladding 
efficiency of fuel rod. 

   As represented in Fig. 1 (a), low burn-up spent fuel 
of Q43-F16 (35 GWd/tU) represents about 100 % 
decladding efficiency at 25 mm of fuel length, 500 oC for 
10 hrs. But as fuel rod length increases, decladding 
efficiency decreased to 20 % ~ 30 % over 50 mm length. 
Compared to a low burn-up spent fuel, high burn-up spent 
fuel over 50 Gwd/tU needs a longer oxidation time to 
completely recover the fuel material at 700oC.  
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Title: 

Research and Development of Crystal Purification for Product of Uranium Crystallization Process 

 

Abstract: ( 400 words) 

Uranium crystallization has been developed as a part of advanced aqueous  reprocessing  for FBR 

spent fuel. Although the purity of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate (UNH) crystal from the crystallization 

process is supposed to meet a specification of FBR blanket fuel, an improvement of its purity is able 

to reduce the cost of fuel fabrication and storage (in case  interim storage of recovered uranium  is 

required).  In  this  work,  UNH  crystal  purification  was  developed  as  additional  process  after 

crystallization. 

Contamination  of  the  crystal  is  caused  by mother  solution  and  solid  state  impurities.  They  are 

inseparable by washing and filtration. Mother solution on the surface of UNH crystals is removable 

by washing, but it is difficult to remove that in an obstructed part of crystalline aggregate by washing. 

Major elements of solid state impurities are cesium and barium. Cesium precipitates with tetravalent 

plutonium  as  a  double  nitrate,  Cs2Pu(NO3)6.  Barium  crystallizes  as  Ba(NO3)2  because  of  its  low 

solubility  in  nitric  acid  solution.  It  is  difficult  to  separate  their  particle  from  UNH  crystal  by 

solid‐liquid separation such as simple filtration. 

As  a  kind  of  crystal  purification,  there  are  some  methods  using  sweating.  Sweating  is  a 

phenomenon  that a crystal melts partly below  its melting point and  it  is caused by depression of 

freezing point due to impurity. It is considerably applicable for removal of mother solution.   

Concerning the solid state impurities, which has higher melting point than that of UNH crystal, it is 

supposed that they are separable by melting UNH crystal and filtration. 

The behaviors of  impurities and applicability of sweating and melting‐filtration operations to  the 

purification for UNH crystal were investigated experimentally on a beaker and an engineering scale. 

With  regard  to behaviors of  impurities,  the  conditions of  cesium  and barium precipitation were 

surveyed and  it was clarified that there were most impurities on the outside of UNH single crystal 

and that they make no eutectoid with UNH. On the other hand,  it  is confirmed that sweating and 

melting‐filtration  operations  were  effective  in  principle  by  the  experiment  with  uranium  and 

simulated FP  system. After  that,  its effects verified by beaker  scale experiments with  the  system 

including plutonium and irradiated fuel. Additionally, engineering scale tests were carried out with a 

Kureha Crystal Purifier (KCP) type testing device to evaluate that  its performance was suitable for 

UNH purification. 

  This work was supported by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of 

Japan (MEXT). 
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Title: 

Current Status on Research and Development of Uranium Crystallization System in Advanced Aqueous 

Reprocessing of FaCT Project 

 

Abstract: 
As a part of Fast Reactor Cycle Technology Development (FaCT) project, Japan Atomic Energy 

Agency (JAEA) has been developing a uranium (U) crystallization process for FBR fuel reprocessing in 
collaboration with Mitsubishi Materials Corporation. This process is based on the difference between 
solubilities of U and other elements under controlled temperature and acidity. The most part of U in 
dissolver solution is to be recovered as uranyl nitrate hexahydrate (UNH) crystal by lowering the 
temperature of the solution. 

Fundamental process experiment results show that U crystallization is applicable to FBR fuel 
reprocessing as a U pre-recovery process. Although Cs was precipitated and accompanied with U 
crystals in some cases, methods to avoid the formation of Cs precipitation or to remove the precipitation 
are not investigated yet. 

An annular type continuous crystallizer was selected as the most promising equipment, and 
continuous operation tests were carried out by an engineering scale crystallizer. During the tests, UNH 
crystals and mother solution were smoothly discharged from their respective outlet. 

In this report, the current status on research and development of uranium crystallization process and 
equipments will be described. 

Beaker-scale experiments with dissolver solution of irradiated FR fuel were successfully carried out 
at the Chemical Processing Facility (CPF) of JAEA. The behavior of FPs in U crystallization process will 
be discussed. 

On crystallizer development, solid accumulation, blockade of mother solution outlet and blockade of 
crystal outlet are serious phenomena of non-steady state. For investigation of the operational condition, 
mal-operation tests were carried out by the engineering scale crystallizer. As a result, non-steady state 
phenomena can be detected by torque of the screw and other instruments. The instrumentation and 
control system are also important issues to maintain the stable condition. 
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Development of the solvent extraction technique for U-
Pu-Np co-recovery in the NEXT process

Yuchi Sano, Hideki Ogino, Tadahiro Washiya, Munetaka Myochin (JAEA-Japan)

In the framework of the Fast Reactor Cycle System Technology Development Project (FaCT Project), Japan Atomic
Energy Agency (JAEA) has been keeping on the improvement of solvent extraction for U-Pu-Np co-recovery as a part
of the advanced aqueous reprocessing process (NEXT process) development. The solvent extraction for U-Pu-Np co-
recovery in the NEXT process has the following process characteristics compared with the conventional PUREX
process; - Co-extraction of U, Pu and Np by TBP, - Elimination of the Pu partitioning section, - Co-stripping of U, Pu
and Np by diluted HNO3 without any reductants nor complexants. We have confirmed experimentally that high HNO3
concentration in the feed solution brought the sufficient Np co-extraction with U and Pu, and they could be co-
stripped efficiently under the appropriate flowsheet condition taking account of some parameters, i.e. temperature,
stripping flowrate, and acidity of stripping solution. The optimization of these process conditions is now under
progress. For the equipment in the solvent extraction, we have been developing centrifugal contactor which has some
advantages of more compact, smaller holdup volume, and higher separation performance than conventional contactor
such as mixer-settler or pulse column. The engineering-scale contactor system for the fuel reprocessing of 10kg-HM/h
was designed and its performance in extraction and stripping conditions was assessed by the experiments using U
solution. The stage efficiency in these experiments reached almost 100%, and high extraction and stripping
performances were confirmed. In addition, several advanced contactors, such as with magnetic-bearing system for
higher endurance performance, have being demonstrated. The latest experimental results of these process and
equipment developments will be presented. 
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Development of Nuclear Fuel Recycle System by using
Supercritical Fluid Carbon Dioxide for the Transition
Period from LWR to Next-generation Reactor (FBR)

K. Suyama, T. Shimada, N. shihara, K. Kuroda, Y. Mori (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.), Y. Ishida (ADVACED
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD)

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) proposed Super-DIREX (Supercritical fluid Direct Extraction) as one of the
innovative next generation nuclear fuel recycle technologies (for FBR fuel production by the reprocessing of FBR and
LWR spent fuel). In Super-DIREX, supercritical fluid carbon dioxide (scf-CO2) with a complex which is made of tri-
n-butyl phosphate and concentrated nitric acid (TBP-HNO3) extracts directly uranium (U) and plutonium (Pu) from
the spent nuclear fuel. Super-DIREX can reduce system cost considerably compared to PUREX because one direct
extraction process in Super-DIREX corresponds to several processes in PUREX, such as dissolution, clarification and
extraction. On the other hand, in the transition period from LWR to next generation reactors, various fuels types such
as LWR-UO2, LWR-MOX, and FBR will be needed. Therefore, an economical and environmental reprocessing
system of all various fuels is required. MHI proposes Super-DIREX+ (Plus) as a new system which is suitable for the
transition period from LWR to FBR. Super-DIREX+ (Plus) is made by adding FP stripping and U/Pu stripping (Pu
distribution) to current Super-DIREX (extraction and U stripping). Super-DIREX + enables recovery of Fission
product and rationalization of system by adding the U/Pu stripping column and by replacing crystallization process
with the DF stripping column. In the Super-DIREX+, scf-CO2 is working fluid of Extraction, FP stripping, U/P
stripping (Pu distribution), and U stripping systems. MHI report about the concept and the future tasks of the Super-
DIREX+. 
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Operating Experience of Fast Reactor Spent Fuel
Reprocessing Facility, CORAL

R.V.Subbarao, M.Venkataraman, R.Natarajan, Baldev Raj (RpG, IGCAR-India)

The Fast Breeder Test Reactor, FBTR, uses advanced fuels of unique composition such as (Pu0.7, U0.3)C,
(Pu0.55,U0.45)C. Reprocessing of the spent fuels from this reactor is carried out in CORAL facility at the Indira
Gandhi Center for Atomic Research. Spent fuels of increasing burnups such as 25, 50, 100 and 155 GWd/t have
already been reprocessed which has provided lot of information on the flowsheet optimisation and the design of critical
equipment such as chopper, dissolver, centrifugal extractors etc., These are vital inputs to close the fuel cycle of
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) which is currently under construction. Modified PUREX flowsheet is used for
reprocessing these fuels. Since the fuel is mixed carbide rich in Pu, various dissolution parameters were experimented
to reduce the interference from dissolved organics. Laboratory experimental extraction and stripping studies were
carried from feed solution prepared using dissolver solution obtained from the CORAL dissolver during un-irradiated
fuel pins campaign. The carbon present in the dissolver solution is destroyed in presence of (Ce(IV)/Ce(III) to get a
feed for solvent extraction studies in laboratory scale. The result of this indicates that plutonium is extractable
quantitatively with out additional carbon destruction step without formation of emulsions or crud during extraction.
The laboratory striping studies of plutonium were carried out with nitric acid from the loaded organic phase. The
results of this study indicate that the plutonium can be stripped with co-current extraction stages. The losses for both
the cases are within acceptable limits. Partitioning by oxalate precipitation was employed to obtain Pu with U
contamination within allowable limits. The parameters were finalised based on laboratory experiments which indicated
that the plutonium oxide product had less than 1 % uranium contamination with additional decontamination factors for
fission products such as Ru. The plutonium oxide thus obtained was analyzed for fission product activity, Am and Cm
and found to meet the required specifications. Laboratory scales studies were carried out for partitioning of plutonium
and uranium by converting all plutonium to Pu(III) with uranous in 4 M nitric acid medium followed by solvent
extraction, scrubbing of loaded organic phase with uranous in 4 M nitric acid and stripping of uranium from the
organic phase. The result of this study indicates that plutonium is refluxed to aqueous without much contamination of
uranium. Also the plutonium contamination of uranium product is well within allowable limits. The results indicated
that uranous requirement for partitioning uranium and plutonium is closer to stochiometric values and can be adopted
to plant scale operations. The fast reactor reprocessing plant uses high acid, high plutonium bearing flow sheet. Under
these conditions Plutonium retention in lean organic was higher than acceptable limits. Extensive lean organic
treatment studies were carried out for the recovery of plutonium from lean organic streams of the plant. The results of
these studies indicate that uranous, ammonium carbonate and hydrazine carbonate process reduces the retention levels
of Plutonium in organic. This also reduced the organic waste generation. The interfacial cruds are not formed with
these reagents as compared to sodium carbonate runs in a mixer settler. The results obtained in this facility are
employed as the design inputs for reprocessing plants for Fast Reactor Reprocessing Plants. 
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Abstract 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant (RRP), the first commercial reprocessing plant in Japan, has adopted Purex Process like the 
Tokai plant in Japan, the La Hague plant in France and the Selafield plant in England. Its annual reprocessing capacity is 800 tU, 
while the daily reprocessing capacity is 4.8 tU. Spent fuels contained in casks are transported to RRP from nuclear power plants 
in Japan. Spent fuels are cooled down and stored in spent fuels storage pools. When the radioactivity is weakened to 
predetermined level, spent fuels are sheared in pieces of 3 to 4 centimeters long. After fuels are dissolved with nitric acid, 
uranium, plutonium and fission products are separated from each other. Both uranium solution and plutonium solution are 
purified and denitrated. They turn into two types of powder products: uranium oxide and uranium-plutonium mixed oxide, and 
are then stored. Liquid waste generated in the reprocessing processes contains most of fission products and TRU and has a high 
radioactivity. It is mixed and solidified together with special glass, is poured into a stainless container (canister), and is cooled 
down. 
 
OUTLINE OF ACTIVE TEST 

The test operation at RRP has been carried out step by step with “Water Test”, “Chemical Test”, “Uranium Test” and 
“Active Test”, toward the planned start of the commercial operation.  

Active Test started since 31 March 2006 has been performed with spent fuels for the verification of safety functions and 
performance of equipment and facilities. Active Test is divided into 5 steps, and Step 1, Step 2, Step 3 and Step 4 were already 
completed. 

 
RESULTS 

It has been confirmed that the safety functions and the target performance of equipment and facilities of shearing, 
dissolution, separation, purification and denitration process had been obtained. 

It has been confirmed that the total release activities to atmosphere and sea were well below the control target value and 
effective dose by external exposure and internal exposure of the public was well below the dose limit. 
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Rokkasho reprocessing project. From design to the end
of active tests : 21 years of fruitful French-Japanese

cooperation
H. Aoyagi, K. Fujita (JNFL-Japon), T. Dubanet, J.P. Griffon (AREVA-NC-France), F. Drain, P. Bretault, L. Fagot

(AREVA-SGN-France)

The first Japanese commercial reprocessing plant has successfully completed active test operation of its main process
part in October, 2008. The main part of the plant is based on AREVA process used in French reprocessing plants UP3
and UP2-800 at La Hague. The main process choices have been established in 1985 and 1986, based on an overall
review of existing processes. The basis of the design were fixed in 1987, and a technology transfer agreement (TTA)
was signed between JNFL and SGN, representative of CEA (French atomic energy commission) and COGEMA
(which became now AREVA NC). The paper will describe the process, and then will focus on the main design,
construction and tests steps, including a general schedule. It will emphasize the strong relationship between design
teams of SGN and Japanese Makers during the design phases and between AREVA NC and JNFL during test
operations. For the most sensitive part of the process, pilot facilities has been set up in Japan to allow a smooth
knowledge transfer. One of the highlights during design phases was the rationalization study performed in mid-90. It
allowed to incorporate in the design of Rokkasho reprocessing plant the lessons learned from UP3 start-up and to
simplify the process. At the end of the design phase, in 2001, JNFL and AREVA NC decided to deeply strengthen
their cooperation, in particular in the fields of the test operation such as chemical, uranium and active tests. This global
assistance to be performed by AREVA NC to JNFL was very innovative, and included training session for Japanese
operators in UP3 plant at La Hague. The main steps of the tests, water tests, chemical tests, uranium tests and active
tests, will then be described. The TTA included a number of guarantee values which have been checked during the
tests. The most important ones will be given with the actual results achieved in the Rokkasho plant. The success of this
project could be an example of international cooperation for similar recycling project in other countries. 
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Abstract 
Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited (hereafter JNFL) started Active Test of Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant (hereafter 
RRP) on the March 31st 2006. Shearing of spent fuel bundles was started on the 1st April 2006 and shearing 
of final spent fuel bundle at active test had been finished on 2nd October 2008. 
There are two main process lines, which are called “Line A and B”, at head-end facility. Active test of head-
end facility had been performed step by step, divided into fifth steps, at both Line A and B. The first and 
second steps were performed in Line A, the third step was Line B, the fourth step was both Line A and B, the 
fifth step was Line B. 
 
PWR (total throuput: about 210tUpr*, burn-up: 12,000-47,000MWD/tUpr*, cooling time: 6-20years) and 
BWR (total throuput: about 230tUpr*, burn-up: 18,000-40,000MWD/tUpr*, cooling time: 8-20years) fuel 
bundles had been sheared during active test at head-end facility. Shearing these fuel bundles was success 
without a significant trouble. 
*: tUpr means metallic uranium weight before irradiation.  
 
For head-end facility, which including shearing, dissolution, clarification, accountability and dealing with 
active wastes, the good performances of safety and capability listed below had been confirmed. 
(1) The expected value on daily throughput was reached. 
(2) It was confirmed that current mechanical parameters allow a satisfactory performance of shearing. 
(3) Acidity of dissolution solution in dissolver satisfied the criticality safety requirement value. U and Pu 

concentrations in dissolution solution satisfied the expected value. 
 
Detail information will be presented at GLOBAL 2009, Paris France. 
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Abstract 
 

INTRODUCTION 
“Active Test (AT)” at the Separation Facility had been performed since March of 2006 leading to the start of commercial 

operation in Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant. The test results during the first step of the AT were presented in the 2006 15th 
Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference (PBNC), and then the test results of the second and third steps were presented in the Global 
2007. The test results until the forth step that was the last of main test were presented in the 2008 16th PBNC. The whole test 
results of the AT including the fifth step will be presented in the Global 2009. 

 
OUTLINE OF SEPARATION FACILITY  

PUREX process has been selected for the Separation Facility that has 6 pulsed columns (PC) and 6 mixer-settlers (MS). 
Dissolution solution is fed to the extraction PC where U and Pu are extracted into solvent. Loaded solvent is washed with nitric 
acid in the FP scrubbing PC and the T/Tc scrubbing PC and then aqueous raffinate from the T/Tc scrubbing PC flows to the 
complementary extraction MS to recover slightly remained U and Pu into solvent. Loaded solvent flows to the Pu stripping PC 
where U remains in solvent and Pu is stripped into aqueous phase. And slightly remained U in Pu stream is extracted into 
solvent. Also, Pu decontamination of uranium loaded solvent is carried out in the Pu barrier MS. U is stripped from solvent with 
low acidified water at slightly higher temperature in the U stripping MS. The outlet aqueous phases are washed with 
n-dodecane to remove the tri-butyl phosphate (TBP). 

 
RESULTS 

The contents of this presentation will be 4 main test results and other technical knowledge that had been obtained during 
the AT. (a) Diluent Washing Efficiency : TBP concentrations in aqueous phase after the diluent washing PC/MS were lower 
than the expected values. (b) Plutonium Extraction and Stripping Efficiency : Pu concentrations in the Pu barrier MS (uranium 
loaded solvent) and in the raffinates vessels (raffinate) were lower than the expected values. (c) Decontamination Factors of 
Fission Products : The decontamination factors of some fission products in both U and Pu flows were higher than the expected 
values. (d) Uranium and Plutonium Losses into Wastes : Pu and U losses into raffinate and spent solvent were lower than the 
expected values. (e) Other techinical knowledge : Behavior of some fission products in each flow was researched. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
At RRP, following the completion of Water Test, 

Chemical Test (CT) and Uranium Test (UT), the Active 
Test (AT) with actual spent fuel assemblies has been 
performed since March of 2006. This paper deals with the 
AT of the plutonium purification unit at RRP. 

 
II. OUTLINE OF PLUTONIUM PURIFICATION 

UNIT 
 
The plutonium purification unit purifies plutonium 

nitrate sent from the Separation Facility, and it has 5 pulsed 
columns and 4 mixer-settlers. Plutonium valence is 
adjusted to Pu4+ in plutonium nitrate sent from the 
Separation Facility, and then plutonium is extracted into 
organic phase (tri-butyl phosphate: TBP) in the extraction 
column. At this time, most of fission products remain in 
aqueous phase (nitric acid solution), which is discharged as 
raffinate through the diluent washing column. The fission 
products still contained in loaded organic solvent are 
removed in the FP scrubbing column, and then plutonium 
is stripped with nitric acid solution including 
hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) as reducer. After TBP 
contained in purified plutonium nitrate solution is removed 
in the diluent washing bank with n-dodecane, it is sent to 
the plutonium concentration unit. Organic solvent used in 
the stripping column is sent to the plutonium barrier bank 
in order to remove remaining plutonium with uranous 
nitrate and hydrazine nitrate solution, and organic solvent 
is sent to the solvent regeneration unit. 

 
 

III. ACTIVE TEST RESULTS 
 

The main purpose of the AT on the plutonium 
purification unit is (1) checking the performance of 

plutonium extraction and stripping, (2) checking the 
efficiency of diluent washing. 

 
III.A. Plutonium Extraction and Stripping performances 

 
As a result of the neutron monitor profile on the 

extraction column during the representative operation, 
extraction was completed at the upper part of the column. 
As for the neutron monitor profile on the stripping column, 
stripping was performed at the lower part of the column.  

Plutonium concentration in raffinate and in organic 
phase outlet of the plutonium barrier bank was lower than 
the expected value.  

 
III.B. Diluent Washing Efficiency 

 
TBP concentration in raffinate and purified plutonium 

nitrate solution were lower than the expected value. The 
result was as the same as CT and UT phases. 

 
III.C. Other test results 

 
Other tests have been performed in the AT. As a result, 

the performances of the plutonium purification unit were 
confirmed. 
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Abstract 

 Purpose: The aim of this presentation is to explain and discuss the active test results of the 
uranium denitration facility. We performed uranium tests with depleted uranium from February of 
2005 to January of 2006. Then, the active test has been performed since March of 2006. We set to 
start of commercial operation. 
 Outline of uranium denitration facility: The Uranium denitration facility mainly consists of the 
uranium nitrate hexahydrate (UNH) storage vessels, an evaporator, a concentrated UNH receipt 
vessel, an uranium denitrator (2 lines), a product storage line and an UO3 dissolver. Purified 
uranium nitrate solution is received in the UNH storage vessels, and then fed to evaporator. Then 
the solution is fed to the uranium denitrator through the twin fluid-atomizing nozzle. The uranium 
denitrator is a fluidized bed type reactor, in which the solution is thermally decomposed and 
converted to the UO3 powder. Concentrated solution is sprayed to the heated denitrator that contains 
seed UO3 powder called “seeds”. Produced powder overflows from the denitrator. In the overflow 
line, the sieve is installed. Standard-size powder is fed to product line, and oversize powder is 
sieved to oversize product line. Product powder is temporarily stored in UO3 receiving vessel twice, 
and then the powder is filled into uranium storage canister. Four uranium storage canisters are 
stored in a basket and transferred to storage in the uranium oxide storage building. In contrast, 
oversize powder is resolved and returned to UNH tank.  
 Purpose of Active Test: To confirm the denitration performance of the denitrator and 
characteristics of denitrated powder: (1) Continuous and stable operation, (2) Percentage of 
moisture content in product powder, (3) Percentage of generated oversize powder, (4) Impurities in 
product powder.  
 Results: The results of the last steps of active test of the uranium denitration facility confirmed 
that; (1) Continuous and stable operation is performed at the normal operation and the designed 
maximum capacity, (2) Percentage of moisture contents in product powder is less than the limitation, 
(3) Oversize powder production is sufficiently controlled, (4) Impurity content is less than the 
limitation. 
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Utilization of liquid wastes from NPP spent fuel treatment by Purex-process is aimed at their con-
centrating by evaporation followed by immobilization and burial and also at nitric acid regeneration by 
rectification producing 12 mol/L HNO3 and low acid distillate (<0.05 mol/L HNO3). 

It was presented earlier that traditional 3-stage process has been running at “Mayak” for these pur-
poses. From 1992 additional HNO3 purification from radionuclides has been achieved at the third stage 
(HNO3 fractionation) by its scrubbing in the separate section in the bottom part of the column at reflux 
flow to the bottoms through by-pass. The main goal of this work was improvement of the procedure 
concerning HNO3 purification from admixtures of volatile acids, produced by decomposition of aqueous 
and organic reagents (HCl, CH3COOH, HN3) or added at dissolving of various spent fuel (HF). 

The main method of investigation was computer simulation of distillation process in the columns of 
complex structure, based on equilibrium distribution of components between liquid and vapor phase. 
Equilibrium data for HNO3 in the range <3 mol/L HNO3 was unavailable. We obtained it by continuous 
evaporation of HNO3 solution with predefined composition without reflux formation, analyzing the bot-
tom solution up to achieving constant acidity. HF and HAc distribution between aqueous and vapor 
phase was also checked. Their distribution coefficients were slightly higher than that of HNO3, giving a 
chance to separate them by rectification at HNO3 regeneration stage. Results of computer simulation 
were confirmed by rig trials with the use of 400 mm diameter columns. 

HCl distribution between liquid and vapor phase according to acid type of distribution was ob-
served at the pressure <200 mm Hg, while at higher pressure it was attributed to heterophase reaction 
3HCl + HNO3 = Cl2 + NOCl + 2H2O. Equilibrium distribution was found only in the bottom of the column, 
while at the plates of the column equilibrium was not achieved. The rig trials demonstrated that this ef-
fect could refine HNO3 purification from HCl by ten times in the column as compared to the simulation 
results. HN3 was completely oxidized in the vapor phase during HNO3 rectification. 

Obtained results of the research made possible to develop and to take out a patent for the procedure 
of HNO3 purification from admixtures of volatile acids. The main differences of the new procedure from 
the previous one were the change of the reflux output to the bottoms from the plate above the vapor col-
umn feed to lower plate within the limits of technical possibility and additional input of water to the bot-
toms, keeping the same reflux ratio. It made possible to increase the product of distribution coefficient 
and the ratio of the steam - to - reflux flowrate up to 1.5-2.3. Implementation of the process at RT-1 plant 
resulted in increase of HNO3 purification factor from HF from 1.5 to 10 and from HCl from 3 to 12.  
Further increase of purification  factors  could be achieved  after the planned replacement  of the col-
umn. 
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Abstract - Within the framework of a bilateral agreement between the USA and the Russian 
federation during the 90s (Start agreement), both parties decided to eliminate 34 metric tons of 
surplus weapon-grade plutonium each. On the American side, the Department of Energy (DOE) is 
in charge of implementing the agreement.  
 
In 1999, the DOE signed a contract with DCS (Duke, Cogema, Stone and Webster), to design, 
build and operate a facility, MFFF, that would transform the American weapon-grade plutonium in 
MOX fuel. This plant, located in Savannah River in South Carolina, will fabricate civil fuel to be 
loaded in existing US commercial reactors. AREVA signed technology transfer with the DOE, 
allowing MFFF to be an US copy of AREVA’s fuel recycling facilities (La Hague for material 
purification and MELOX for fuel fabrication).  
 
10 years after the signing of the initial agreement, project is now a reality. Shaw AREVA MOX 
services, that succeeded to the former DCS, undertook building the MFFF plant the 1st of August 
2007. Process equipments are being achieved and testing has begun.  
 
From the beginning of the project, AREVA mobilized the best of its expertise to ensure its success. 
Engineering and operating teams integrate their experience of recycling technologies in the SA 
MOX Project to carry out the technology transfer.  
 
The presentation will trace history of the project and set various stages from its beginning. It will 
focus on the progress of construction and develop the last prospects of the project. A first feedback 
of the execution of the technology transfer from France to the USA will be presented.  
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AREVA NC experience of industrial scale MOX
teratment in UP2-800 Plant

J.L. Emin, A. Tribout, C. Pechard (AREVA-France), J.P. Dancausse (CEA-France)

In November/December 2004, AREVA NC succeeded in reprocessing for the first time MOX spent fuels in UP2-800
plant in La Hague. Ten tons of Grafenreinfeld MOX were dissolved on R1 facility. Although MOX reprocessability
was industrially demonstrated since 1992 and the first campaign realised on the former plant UP2-400, it was the first
time that MOX were reprocessed on a third generation plant with a continuous dissolution process. This first MOX
treatment campaign is described in a previous paper in Global 2005 conference. During the last four years, about 50
tons of MOX, with various burn-up and Pu contents, were treated in UP2-800 plant. It demonstrates that MOX
treatment at industrial scale is a reality. The goal of this paper is to present the feed back and the experience acquired
by Areva NC with these four years of MOX treatment. The main specificity of MOX fuels treatment compared to
UOX occurs at the dissolution step. Due to the presence of PuO2 rich clusters resulting from fuels fabrication process,
a small amount of plutonium remains under solid form in nitric acid. Dissolution operating conditions had to be
adapted to minimise Pu content of refractory particles (acidity and residence time increase for example). A lot of R&D
studies were realised in the nineties to understand and optimise irradiated MOX dissolution. Most of them were done
applying batch dissolution conditions of UP2-400 plant. Later on the UP2-800 operating parameters (continuous
dissolution in a rotary dissolver) were studied more extensively. A significant R&D program was realised in CEA
facilities to provide required data on dissolution step, both for process optimisation and safety demonstration. In the
first part of the paper, the differences between MOX and UOX from treatment point of view will be reminded. Then, a
brief historical background of MOX treatment in La Hague will be presented, with the two campaigns on UP2-400 in
the nineties. In a third part, the R&D studies which were necessary to allow reprocessing on UP2-800 will be shortly
described. Experiments on irradiated fuels were carried out on CEA Atalante facility in Marcoule. Main results will be
presented. In a fourth part, 2004 to 2008 treatment campaign will be presented: -fuels characteristics, -main industrial
process parameters used for dissolution step and purification will be presented. These parameters show the best
compromise between process efficiency and technological constraints, -operating feed back main results. A significant
feedback effort is done to collect and analyse data to prepare treatment at high capacity. This feedback effort is done
with a close collaboration between CEA R&D and SGN engineering teams, and AREVA NC.



EPR is a trademark of AREVA Group. 
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Abstract - Recycling of the energy from the used fuel is compulsory for a sustainable development 
of nuclear renaissance. By 2030 the total amount of used fuel on our planet will have reached 
about 400 000 t. The potential amount of energy to recycle from this deposit represents about 8 
billions of equivalent tons of petrol. Indeed, the recycling of the plutonium and uranium recovered 
from the used fuels represents important savings of natural uranium and avoid costs of 
enrichment. The global rate of recycling is about 20 %. 
  
The advantages of recycling have been demonstrated by the successful policy of recycling, for 
more than 30 years, in Europe: 
  
• in the first phase which lasts more than 18 years, the utility's number of spent assemblies is 

reduced by a factor of 8 (one MOX assembly requires the quantity of plutonium generated by 8 
UOx assemblies) 

• in the final phase the final wastes volume is reduced by a factor of 5, after conditioning 
(vitrified fission products in stable matrix designed for final repository and compacted hulls 
and skulls)  

• the radio toxicity of these final wastes, is reduced by a factor of 10 : the delay for radioactive 
decay is tremendously decreased and the level of natural radioactivity is reached within 
historic memory delays 

• recycling is a non proliferation policy : the overall quantity of available plutonium is mastered, 
the plutonium isotopy in the MOX is inappropriate for non civil purposes. Recycling excess 
weapon grade plutonium into MOX is the only solution chosen by the US administration in 
order to eliminate the stockpile of excess WG plutonium in the US. 

  
 Recycling of MOX is an industrial reality in Europe with 35 reactors using MOX, with a 
satisfactory return of experience. Nowadays, MELOX, AREVA high throughput MOX 
manufacturing plant (licensed for 195 tHM/year) ensures the world's international demand for 
MOX with the highest level of quality of the products. The AREVA industrial treatment plant in La 
Hague (with a capacity of 1700 t/year) masters all the activities of treatment since the start up, in 
the seventies. La Hague and MELOX are now considered as technological reference for all the 
international projects of recycling (in the US with the MFFF plant, in Japan with JMOX plant and 
other countries). 
  
The return of experience of MOX in Europe (burn up and reliability) will also be presented. 
MELOX in addition to the European needs, is being fabricating the first MOX for Japan, 
contributing to the Pu thermal program expressing the recycling policy in Japan as a priority. 
  
For the mid term, the GEN3 AREVA reactors (EPR™, ATMEA™1) are designed taking into 
account all the needs for recycling. Together with the UO2, ERU, and MOX fuels, and GEN3 
reactors able to recycle at the level wished by the utility, AREVA offers the utilities all the 
possibilities for recycling the energy without any worry about the fuel, either fresh or used. 
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Highly Active Liquid Waste concentration using the
formaldehyde denitration process in the French

reprocessing plants
P. Bretault, J. Schneider (AREVA-SGN), C. Huel, E. Bosse (AREVA-NC), A. Juvenelle, M. Masson (CEA)

The Highly Active Liquid Waste generated by a spent nuclear fuel reprocessing plant is mainly composed of the
raffinate from the first stage of the uranium/plutonium extraction process. This stream contains the vast majority of the
fission products and minor actinides which are finally vitrified. The HALW stream is concentrated in order to limit the
volume of the interim storage between the extraction process and the vitrification and also to reduce the required
evaporation duty of the vitrification process itself. The potential difficulties of this concentration step are the corrosion
risk associated to the handling of acidic solution and the possible troubles linked to the formation and precipitation of
solid particles. In addition, a highly robust design is a key demand for such high active processes since absolutely no
direct maintenance operation will ever be possible after the active commissioning. In La Hague plant operated by
AREVA NC the HALW are concentrated using the formaldehyde denitration process that was first used at the end of
the 50’s in the former Marcoule plant. The principle of the process is as follows: • The HALW are concentrated in a
kettle type evaporator operated at constant level in a semi-continuous mode, • All along the evaporation sequence, the
nitric acid contained in the waste is reduced into nitrous fumes by reaction with formaldehyde. This maintains the free
acidity of the concentrate close to 2.5 N, a sufficiently low value to reduce the corrosion risk while minimizing the
precipitation of solid compounds, • The nitrous fumes are recombined into nitric which is further purified, concentrated
and eventually recycled into the highly active part of the main process. This paper describes with more details the
chemical reactions involved, the equipment used and the operating mode of the denitration process. It also gives an
overview of the 50-years-long operating experience in terms of equipment lifetime, process efficiency and chemical
safety.
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Abstract 

 
RRP started active test with spent fuels on the 31st March 2006. In the active test, we verify the performance of reprocessing, 
removal of radioactive nuclides from gaseous and liquid effluent, and so on. 
 
In this presentation, we will report the outline of monitoring of released radioactive effluent, environment and occupational 
dose and also the results of them during active test. 
 
Concerning the radioactive gaseous and liquid effluent to be released into the environment, the target values of annual release 
have been defined in the Safety Rule based on the estimated annual release evaluated at the safety review of RRP. Monitoring of 
radioactive material in gaseous and liquid effluent are carried out not to exceed the target values. 
 
Environmental monitoring around RRP is carried out in order to check that the public dose around RRP is much lower than the 
annual dose limit. 
Based on the result of the environmental monitoring, internal exposure through agricultural/ livestock products and 
marine-products ingestion, external exposure of radioactive Plume, and so on are estimated. 
 
For the workers in RRP, external exposure is managed for the purpose of keeping dose as low as reasonably achievable, and 
internal exposure is managed for the purpose of preventing. 
 
In the period of active test, it it confirmed that JNFL can operate RRP not to exceed the dose limit to the public, because; 
 - Removal performance of radioactive materials exceeds that in design. 
 - JNFL can make operation plan of RRP not to exceed target values of released radioactivity by estimation of released 
radioactivity. 
 - By the results of environment monitoring around RRP, it's confirmed that the public dose was considerably lower than the 
dose limit. 
 

And  the occupational dose was also kept lower than the dose limit and our own lower management value enough during 
active test. 
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Acetohydroxamic acid (AHA) has been proposed as a salt-free stripping reagent in the modified 
PUREX process for the spent nuclear fuel re-processing.  AHA is a capable reductant of Np(VI) 
and Pu(VI) and a strong complexant for tetravalent neptunium and plutonium; hence, its 
behavior must be studied in detail. For better characterization of the all relevant chemical 
processes and successful design of the future separation flowsheets it is important to predict the 
speciation and partitioning of Pu between the organic and aqueous phases in the proposed 
extraction systems containing acetohydroxamic acid. The hydrolytic instability of hydroxamic 
group under acidic conditions causes a slow degradation of AHA followed by formation of acetic 
acid and hydroxylamine which also acts as a reductant of Pu(IV). The complexes of Pu(IV) with 
AHA are very strong; however, under acidic conditions, the chelate ring prevents the acidic 
hydrolysis only temporarily. The decomposition of Pu-acetohydroxamate complex and reduction 
of Pu(IV) to Pu(III) observed for these systems was investigated in the present paper.  

Reduction of Pu(IV) in the presence of AHA was monitored by Vis-NIR spectroscopy in 
the range of 400-700 nm. All complexes between Pu(IV) and AHA have a very intense 
absorption in this region; therefore, for  a better resolution of spectra, all experiments were 
performed under low AHA:Pu ratios, where only two species, non-complexed Pu(IV) and 
Pu(IV)-monoacetohydroxamate complex, are initially present in relevant concentrations. To 
characterize the rate and the reaction mechanism, spectra were collected as a function of time for 
different initial concentrations of reactants and analyzed at several wavelengths using the data on 
extinction coefficients for all absorbing species.  

The extinction coefficient for Pu(IV)-AHA complex was resolved by fitting the 
absorption spectra with the chemical equilibrium modeling software FITEQL 4.0. The analysis 
of the experimental data obtained in this work confirms that the reaction mechanism responsible 
for the decomposition of Pu-monoacetohydroxamate species and reduction of Pu(IV) is more 
complex, and cannot be described by a simple reaction order mechanism. In the beginning, the 
tetravalent plutonium is stabilized against reduction to trivalent by the formation of a chelate 
complex with AHA. After some reaction period, Pu(III) can be re-oxidized back to Pu(IV). 
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Radiolysis and extraction properties of branched N,N-
dialkylamides in n-dodecane for U(VI) separation

Y. Ban (JAEA Tokai - Japan), F. Burdet, B. Cames, B. Caniffi, C. Hill (CEA Marcoule - France), Y. Morita (JAEA
Tokai - Japan)

N,N-dialkylamides (monoamides) have been investigated as alternative for TBP extractant in the field of nuclear spent
fuel reprocessing. It has been reported that extraction properties of monoamides towards actinides depend on the
structure of the alkyl groups attached to the nitrogen atom[1,2] and the results of former investigations indicate that
N,N-di(2-ethylhexyl)-2,2-dimethylpropanamide (DEHDMPA), N,N-di(2-ethylhexyl)-isobutanamide (DEHiBA), and
N,N-di(2-ethylhexyl)-butanamide (DEHBA) have potential for mutual separation of U(VI) and Pu(IV) by properly
adjusting nitric acid concentration without using Pu(IV) reductant such as U(IV). This specific property contributes to
simplification of reprocessing process.

In the present work, each monoamide (i.e., DEHDMPA, DEHiBA, and DEHBA) diluted to 2 mol/dm3 with n-
dodecane was irradiated by a Cs gamma source after pre-equilibrating with 5 mol/dm3 nitric acid. The gamma
irradiation was continued until the cumulative dose reached ca. 1040 kGy. The degraded products of each monoamide
were then identified by GC-MS. The remaining monoamide and the degradation products were quantified by GC-FID
and potentiometric titration. Extraction properties of the degraded monoamides towards simulated fission products,
such as Sr, Ba, Mo, Zr, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Nd, were studied by a batch method.

The degradation ratios of the monoamides were ca. 27 mol% for DEHDMPA and DEHiBA, and ca. 22 mol% for
DEHBA at the maximum cumulated dose. The results of GC-MS analyses indicate that 2-ethylhexanoic acid and di(2-
ethylhexyl)amine are the main degradation products. Other products, low molecular weight compounds, such as
alcohol, amide, and nitroso derivatives, were also detected. These degradation products do not have detrimental effects
on liquid-liquid extraction of the simulated fission products. Distribution ratios of Sr, Ba, Mo, Zr, Ru, Rh, and Nd
were in the order of 10^-4 – 10^-2 at the maximum cumulative dose for each monoamide. Although Pd showed
relatively high distribution ratios as compared to other simulated fission products, the distribution ratios were 10^-1
order when the cumulative dose reached ca. 600 kGy for DEHDMPA and DEHiBA, and ca. 300 kGy for DEHBA.
These results support the applicability of DEHDMPA, DEHiBA, and DEHBA to reprocessing processes from the
viewpoint of radiolysis.

[1] S. Suzuki, Y. Sasaki, T. Yaita, and T. Kimura, ATALANTE 2004, P1-63(2004)

[2] S. Suzuki, T. Yaita, Y. Sugo, and T. Kimura, Global 2007, 1137(2007)
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Dihydroxyurea-a Promising Reducing Reagent for the
U/Pu split in the PUREX process

Yan Taihong, Zheng Weifang, Ye Guoan, Zhang Yu, Xian Liang, Di Ying, Bian Xiaoyan (CIAE-China)

In the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel by the Purex process, the separation of U and Pu is a major stage. This is
commonly achieved by a redox process, in which a reducing agent (e.g. U(IV) or (FeII)) and a stabiliser (e.g. N2H4 or
NH2SO3H) are added to reduce extractable Pu4+ to inextractable Pu3+. The stabiliser prevents the nitrous acid
catalysed re-oxidation of Pu(III) back to Pu(IV).

One of the key objectives is to reduce both the number of solvent extraction cycles and the waste stream volumes [1].
One option for Advanced Purex flowsheets is to adopt a new salt-free reductant in the U/Pu split.
Dihydroxyurea(DHU)-a new Reducing reagent was synthesized with tri-associated solid phosgene
(Bis(trichloromethy1)Carbonate) solved in dioxane and hydroxylamine hydrochloride solved in potassium acetate
solution. The Reduction of Pu(IV) by DHU was investigated using UV-Vis spectrophotometer . The reduction back-
extraction behavior of Pu(IV) in 30%TBP /OK was firstly investigated under conditions of different
temperature,different concention of DHU and HNO3 and various phase contract time respectively.The results showed
that Pu(IV) in organic phase can be stripped rapidly to aqueous phase by DHU. Simulating the 1B contactor of the
Purex process by DHU with nitric acid solution as the stripping agent,the separation factors of uranium/plutonium can
reach 2.1¡Á104. This indicates that DHU is a promising salt free agent for uranium/plutonium separation. 
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ANALYSIS OF SLUDGE IN THE DISSOLVER AND
SURVEY OF THE BEHAVIOR OF ZIRCONIUM

MOLYBDATE
Y.Kondo, N.Uchida, H.Terunuma, K.Tanaka, K.Ohyama, K.Katsurai, T.Washiya (JAEA-Japan)

In the aspects of reliable operation of spent nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, it is important to investigate the behavior
of sludge generated in a dissolving process. In this paper we report on the analytical results of sludge obtained from
the dissolver at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) at first, and then the experimental results using simulated solutions
to clarify the formation behavior of sludge.

The composition of sludge in the dissolver after dissolution of PWR and ATR fuels at TRP was analyzed. The
presence of zirconium molybdate was confirmed by the analysis of X-ray diffraction (XRD). This result indicate the
compounds of Mo and Zr precipitates during the dissolution process.

On the other hand, to clarify the formation behavior of the precipitates of zirconium molybdate, investigated the
dependence of HNO3 concentration on the precipitation with Mo and Zr solution. The concentration of HNO3 was
adjusted in the range of 3-6 M, and added about 0.02-0.05 M of Mo and Zr compounds at the temperature of about
100 Ž. Time dependence of the Mo and Zr concentration in the solution after the reagent had been turned on was
analyzed by the ICP analytical method for ten hours. The generation of precipitation was admitted with the time
passage in the flask. The formation amounts of the precipitates were increased for the case of low concentration of
HNO3. NOx purging in the solution was little affect on the formation of the precipitates. From the reduction ratio of
Zr and Mo in the solution and the analysis of XRD of precipitates, it was identified the precipitates as zirconium
molybdate (ZrMo2O7(OH)2E2H2O).

To evaluate the behavior of adhesion on the metal surface ( stainless steel and Ti metal), the deposition amounts of the
precipitates of zirconium molybdate on the metal were also examined at the temperatures of 40 -100 Ž. In addition, it
reports on the comparative result of executing a chemical dissolutions of the precipitates by using the solutions of
NaOH, C2H2O4-HNO3 and H2O2-HNO3.

...
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Red Oil : Defense in Depth in the AREVA NC plant
design

G. Senentz, H. Delvallez (AREVA-SGN), P. Paviet-Hartmann (UNLV), S.O. Bader (AREVA-NP)

Since the TNX evaporator accident on the Savannah River Site in 1953, red oil has been a safety concern in every
plant contacting nitric acid with TBP, and each new accident has revived the scientific interest for that topic, up to and
including the Tomsk accident in 1993. The renewed interest in the US for a closed fuel cycle has seen new activities
and debates on this topic. A review of previous red oil accidents demonstrates the need for a defense in depth
approach. In this context, this paper presents the defense in depth main features used in AREVA recycling plants to
prevent the risk of red oil. Those features are centered on limitation of TBP quantities in hot equipment and
temperature controls on ventilated equipment. Additional controls in different parts of the process where deemed
necessary include: •Settlers •Periodic flush out of solvent •Diluent washing •Control of temperature •Control of
solution volume •Ventilation Due to this multi-layer defense in depth, AREVA has had more than 40 years of safe
operation without any red oil related incidents.
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 At Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant (RRP), High active liquid wastes concentrate (HALW), Fines suspension (FINE) 
and Alkaline liquid wastes concentrate (ALW) are generated. Before vitrification, HALW is mixed with FINE and ALW, 
and fed to the glass melter continuously with glass beads. In this paper, characteristics of insoluble residues in HALW 
and FINE is described.  
 
1. OUTLINE AND PURPOSE 

HALW, FINE and ALW are generated in the RRP. HALW includes fission products and actinides except iodine, inert 
gas, uranium and plutonium, and is a concentrate of the raffineates from co-extraction unit. FINE comes from 
clarification unit.  
  The aim of this investigation is to obtain the characteristics of insoluble residues that have the possibility to give big 
impact for glass melter operation based on the analysis of HALW and FINE. 
 
2. ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
a. Distribution of particle size 
 Particle size of insoluble residues were measured with membrane filter (Mesh size:40μm, 25μm, 10μm and 5μm). 
The major particle size is between 25 and 10μm for HALW as well as for FINE. Distribution of particle size is almost 
the same for HALW and FINE. 
b. Settling time 

Settling time of insoluble residues of HALW and FINE were measured. Settling time of FINE is faster than that for 
HALW. 
c. Elemental composition 
  Elemental composition of insoluble residues of HALW and FINE were measured by inductive coupled plasma atomic 
emission spectrometry. Zr, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd were the major elements for FINE and small amounts of Fe were also 
found. Zr and Mo were dominant element for HALW and small amounts of Ru, Pd, Ba and Fe were also contained. 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
  Characteristics of insoluble residues in HALW and FINE are different. Insoluble residues in FINE consist of mainly 
noble metal element and that in HALW are dominantly chemical compound of Zr and Mo.  
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Influence of Oxide Film to Stress Corrosion Cracking of Zirconium in Boiling Nitric Acid Solution 
 

� Abstract 
 

JAEA:, Chiaki KATO, Yasuhiro ISHIJIMA, Takafumi MOTOOKA , Masahiro YAMAMOTO 
 

Nuclear fuel reprocessing process acts an important role of nuclear energy cycle.  In Japan, a 
commercial reprocessing plant has been operating at the Rokkasho reprocessing plant.  Purex process that is 
used nitric acid and dodecane with tri-buthyl phosphate for solvent has been adopted in the plant.  Boling 
nitric acid is applied to dissolve oxide spent nuclear fuel.  In the boiling nitric acid solution, plant material 
corrodes severely and intergranular corrosion is observed in stainless steels.  In order to avoid corrosion in 
such severe environment, some equipment in the plants has been made of zirconium, which has excellent 
corrosion resistance in nitric acid solutions.  However, it has been known that zirconium has stress corrosion 
cracking (SCC) susceptibility in concentrated HNO3 with nobler corrosion potential.   Nobler corrosion 
potential causes breakdowns of passive film having excellent protective performance and raises SCC 
susceptibility of zirconium in nitric acid solutions.  Therefore, it is important to clarify the relationship 
among potential, growth and the breakdown of oxide film for the SCC initiation mechanism.  In this study, 
we investigated the oxide film growth of zirconium with various potentials in boiling nitric acid solutions. 

Electrochemical tests and immersion tests with various applied potentials conducted in boiling 3. 6 
and 9 mol•dm-3 HNO3.  The potentials in the immersion tests were set at 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5V vs. sat. 
KCl-Ag/AgCl electrode (SSE).  These were in the region of transpassive state of zirconium in boiling nitric 
acid solution.  The test durations were 10, 100 and 500h.  After the corrosion tests, cross-sectional 
observations of oxide films were conducted. 

From the results of anodic polarization curves of zirconium in boiling nitric acid, passivity region 
was observed through rest potential to about 1.5 V in boiling 6 mol•dm-3 HNO3.  Rapid increase of 
current density was observed at the potential attributed to transition from passivity to transpassive 
region.  The transition potential in boiling 3, 6 and 9 mol•dm-3 HNO3 was 1.57, 1.5 and 1.35 V vs. SSE, 
respectively.  The potential was shifted to nobler with decreasing nitric acid concentration.  The 
immersion tests with various applied potentials indicated that the surfaces of the samples in transpassive 
region covered with thick black oxide films.  The existence of these oxide films coincided to SCC 
occurrence.  Besides, the oxide film was extremely thin and hardly grew in the passive state potential with 
no SCC.   

These results show that SCC of zirconium was initiated by thick oxide film formation.  Thus SCC 
occurrence of zirconium is considerably little in extremely slow oxide film growth rate if the nuclear fuel 
reprocessing plant operates in the passivity potential . 
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 Nuclear fuel reprocessing process acts an important role of nuclear energy cycle.  In Japan, a commercial 

reprocessing plant has been operating at the Rokkasho reprocessing plant.  Purex process, which is, used nitric 

acid and dodecane with tributhyl phosphate for solvent has been adopted in the plant.  In some cases, stainless 

steels have severely corroded appearing intergranular corrosion in those solutions.  In order to avoid corrosion in 

such severe environment, some equipment in the plant has been made of zirconium (Zr).  It has been known that 

Zr had stress corrosion cracking (SCC) susceptibility in concentrated boiling HNO3.  Many studies on the SCC 

have been carried out by slow strain rate test (SSRT) method.  However, it is difficult to evaluate SCC behavior of 

Zr because SSRT results are influenced by creep deformation.  In this study, we conducted constant load test 

method controlling applied potential of Zr in boiling HNO3 to clarify the SCC behavior.   

The constant load test was carried out in boiling 5 and 9 mol/L HNO3.  During the tests, the applied 

potentials of specimens were kept at 1.35, 1.40, 1.45, 1.50 and 1.60 V vs. Sat. KCl-Ag/AgCl electrode (SSE), 

respectively.  The applied stresses for specimens were 100, 150 and 200 MPa, respectively.  The 200 MPa was 

equal to the 0.2 % proof stress of Zr sample.  We regarded No-SCC initiation when specimen was not ruptured 

over 500 hours.  After constant load test, appearance, ruptured surface and cross-sectional observations of 

specimens were carried out.   

 In the case of 5 mol/L HNO3, specimens were not ruptured less noble potential than 1.40 V at all stress 

conditions and ruptured nobler potential than 1.5V vs. SSE at all stress conditions.  In 9 mol/L, specimens were 

not ruptured less noble potential than 1.35 V at all stress conditions and ruptured nobler potential than 1.5V at all 

stress conditions.  The rupture was occurred at transpassive region.  Specimens were broken at the oxide film 

that grew up locally.  Fracture morphology showed brittle nature.  Many micro cracks initiated under the oxide 

film.   

 These results show that SCC of Zr in boiling HNO3 occurs at transpassive region, and the SCC was 

caused by the growth of micro crack under oxide film.  This behavior shows that SCC will not occur if the 

corrosion potential of nuclear reprocessing plant environment remains passive state.   
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Modeling of oxide fuel dissolution kinetics 
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Abstract – Since the 1970s, CEA [1] has carried on research on the head-end steps of PWR and FBR-Na spent fuel 
reprocessing and more specifically the fuel dissolution step. It consists to convert the irradiated solid oxide into a nitrate 
solution by a hot nitric acid attack. As complementary approach of the usual experiments performed in specific hot cells 
facilities, the issue of modeling the kinetics of the oxide fuel dissolution has been developed. In a first phase, numerous 
experimental results have allowed a simple kinetic law to be established (in which the oxide dissolution rate is normalized to 
the surface unit), based on the theoretical concepts of heterogeneous kinetics and on some chemical considerations in an 
extended temperature range (70°C to boiling point), acidity (2-9 M), and uranyl concentration (0-250 g/L), defining the 
effects of these three main parameters as in the following equation: 
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The same corresponding significant factors kapp, a, Eapp of this law were determined for various tests involving either single 
or mixed oxide or irradiated or non-irradiated fuel. It appears that the kinetic control of the heterogeneous reactions recovers 
an important complexity: physical phenomena of transfer at the interface and autocatalytic chemical phenomena by nitrogen 
compounds. Therefore, the macrostructure of the fuel has to be taken into account like the cracks networks [2] caused by the 
irradiation of the fuel in its cladding either the dislodged fuel powder fraction resulting from the cladding shearing. Some 
mathematical development is expected to consider hydrodynamics effects in the model. Furthermore, different burn-up spent 
fuel kinetic behaviors have indicated that the microstructure is another influent factor and demonstrate how important is to 
understand irradiation effects on the oxide from the crystal to the grain scale. In the same topics, plutonium-uranium oxide 
fuels have been considered in a kinetics point of view [3, 4]. 

The modeling methodology can be taking advantage within the framework of the support of the actual industrial 
implementation for example in safety demonstrations or laboratory-plant extrapolation but also in the design of future 
facilities to process advanced microstructure fuel in milder chemical conditions. 
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Transient Extraction Behavior Analysis in Reprocessing
plants with SAFE Code

UCHIYAMA, ABE (JAPAN)

The simulation code, SAFE (Simulation code of anticipated transients formed extraction process) has been developed
in JAEA (Formerly JAERI) to obtain a highly functional tool based on a refined model that allows reliable safety
assessment with reasonable safety margin of anticipated transient extraction behavior in reprocessing. Anticipated
transient extraction behaviors of uranium and plutonium were analyzed with the SAFE code to understand the effect of
process parameters in the Pu purification cycle at the following operating conditions. The extraction contactors in the
Pu purification cycle with steady-state concentration profiles of uranium, plutonium and nitric acid were operated at
the normal process conditions for 3 hours. Then the flow rate of one of the nitric acid solutions (AP1,AP2 and AP3)
fed to the contactors in the Pu purification cycle and the concentration of U4+ as a reductant of Pu4+ in nitric acid
solution (AP1) were decreased suddenly in the range of 0% to 100%. The time dependency of concentration profiles
of uranium, plutonium and nitric acid in the Pu purification cycle were calculated for 48 hours.

The following analytical results were obtained: ¥The concentration of Pu in the Pu strip and Pu scrub steps increased
with decreasing of the flow rate of nitric acid solution(AP1), which caused a plutonium leak to the Pu scrub. ¥In the
case of 100% cut of flow rate (feed rate:0 L/h) of nitric acid solution (AP1 ), the plutonium concentration in the Pu
scrub step was almost the same as at the normal process condition for about 3 hours from the change of the feed rate of
nitric acid solution (AP1) and then rapidly increased. A significant amount of plutonium was leaked to Pu scrub step
and the concentration of plutonium in the Pu scrub step was reached to about 8 g/l. ¥Also the concentration of
plutonium in the Pu strip and the Pu scrub step increased with decreasing of the flow rate of nitric acid solutions (AP2
and Ap3). ¥Concerning the effect of concentration of U4+ in nitric acid solution (AP2), the concentration of Pu in the
Pu strip and Pu scrub steps increased with decreasing of concentration of U4+ which caused a plutonium leak to the Pu
scrub.

This paper includes a part of the research results entrusted by Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (JNES). 



Discussion on artificial geyser affecting vessel design for innovative de-nitration 
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We are investigating on the solidification of Pu/U mixed nitric acid solution by the Microwave heating (MH).  
With an intent realizing a high speed mass-production of PuO2/UO2 (MOX) solid bulk, two types of ceramic 
vessel, dish and cylinder, are under examinations.  In case of long cylinder, however, spouting the hot solution 
occurs after violent boiling, resulting in overflow from the top of the cylinder.  We definitely need to suppress 
such over flow from the view point of the safety processing.  So, in order to clarify the mechanism of the 
spouting, we have been carrying out the analytical experiments employing water and glass vessels so as to 
enable the visual observation of the boiling state and spouting of boiling water, i.e., the artificial geyser. 
 
  In case of dish type vessel, mild boiling is obtainable stably and continuously through the whole part of the 
dish.  Whereas in the case of cylindrical vessel, following sequence is observed; (1) tiny single bubble appears 
at a mid height of the cylinder, (2) flows up, accompanying the increase of the diameter, (3) breaks when it 
reaches the surface, then (4) spouting up of hot water, i.e., the geyser appears.  We will show photographs of 
each step which were first obtained with high speed video camera. 
 
  We propose a physical model of this sequence and assemble a theory to calculate the height of the geyser.  
The idea starts from the phase transfer from liquid to steam generated in a tiny water ball by MH, and combines 
with Boyle-Charles’ law as well as Laplace’s equation on the pressure balance of a steam bubble in the hot water.  
As a result, it is clarified that the height of geyser depends on the strength of the entrainment following the 
breakdown of the steam bubble. 

 
As a summary, the sequence on the geyser generated by MH has been demonstrated based on the visualized 

observation and a thermal hydraulic model.  As far as we know, this observation is the first success in this 
research field through the world.  From this result, we knew the essential property of the geyser that the longer 
the water column, the larger is the bubble size, resulting in taller geyser.  Thus, the dish type vessel which has a 
short height exhibits the merit free from the geyser, whereas the cylinder type vessel which has a long enough 
height could not escape from the violent geyser. 



Characterization and modelling of the dispersed phase in liquid-liquid extraction 
columns 
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According to the new French Waste Management Law voted in June 2006, research in the 
field of advanced separation processes is performed in the prospect of industrial 
implementation. This requires the study of both processes and equipments at a larger scale 
than the laboratory’s one. 
 
Considering the good performance observed on the equipments of La Hague plant, their 
efficiency still remains to be evaluated in different physicochemical conditions than those 
encountered in the PUREX process. 
 
In this field, research is conducted at the CEA on the modelling of the dispersed phase in 
liquid-liquid extraction columns. Dimensioning liquid-liquid extractor, whatever their scale, 
requires a good knowledge of both physical and chemical phenomena occurring during the 
process. Among those phenomena, drops break-up and coalescence directly trigger the 
evolution of interfacial area of exchange, one of the major parameters for the extraction 
performance. Numerous models have been developped to simulate these mechanisms. The 
first ones simulated drops populations classifying them by sizes whose behaviour was 
traduced by a set of equations. The numerical cost of this approach led researchers to use 
an overall perspective requiring less computer resources (Eulerian models). The whole 
droplets population is considered as “pseudo-continuous” phase whose properties are 
averaged by the volume fraction reducing the number of equations to solve. 
 
Our approach follows the same way but with the specificity of introducing an equation that 
represents the evolution of interfacial area density. This parameter is taken into account as a 
macroscopic variable transported by the flow and evolving according to its changes. The 
process includes an experimental side aiming at providing constants in the equations and 
physical validations of the model. A pulsed column has been specially designed on the basis 
of bibliography research in the field of break-up and coalescence studies. The leading idea is 
to isolate as much as possible the basic mechanisms involved in the interfacial area 
evolution. The column is expected to create various controlled flows depending on the 
internal plates' geometry. Non-intrusive techniques (PIV) are to be used in order to 
characterize those flows. Emulsion characterisation techniques (optical techniques, image 
processing) used in the free volume at the exit of the packing will reveal gradual changes of 
the drops population crossing it. The entering dispersed phase is injected through a diffuser 
which creates drops of millimetric sizes. 
 
These experiments will permit to quantify the model's parameters in order to be applied to 
industrial configurations with a high degree of confidence. 
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Development of a φ50 mm Centrifugal Contactor  
Wuhua DUAN, Xiuzhu ZHOU, Jiazhen ZHOU 
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Centrifugal contactors are efficient extraction devices for phase mixing and separation in extraction processes. 

Compared with conventional contactors such as mixer-settlers and pulsed columns, centrifugal contactors offer 

some advantages including low hold-up volume, short residence time (therefore less solvent degradation), 

excellent phase separation, high efficiency, great safety with respect to nuclear criticality, compactness 

(therefore low capital costs), rapid start-up and shut-down, etc., which are particularly beneficial to 

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and partitioning of high level waste. In order to meet requirments of the 

semi-industrial scale tests in nuclear industry, a φ50 mm centrifugal contactor with 50 mm of the rotor 

diameter has been successfully developed recently. The φ50 mm centrifugal contactor is made up of three 

modules that are the motor module, the rotor module and the housing module. Modules are installed each other 

by simply inserting on the other one, and are fitted by mating cone without screws and nuts or pins, so the 

remote maintenance of the φ50 mm centrifugal contactor is easy and reliable. The ceramic bearings are used to 

replace metal bearings for corrosion-proof to acid mist. In addition, when the centrifugal contactor runs, its 

temperature rise is not high, and the vibration is little, and the noise is low. The single-stage hydraulic 

performance has been studied by a series of tests with the H2O-kerosene system. The total throughput of two 

phases can reach 160 L/h when diameter of the heavy phase weir was 26 mm, 28 mm, or 30 mm, and the rotor 

speed was changed from 2100 r/min to 3000 r/min, and the flow ratio (A/O) ranged from 1/10 to 10/1. The 

liquid inventory of the φ50 mm centrifugal contactor was measured within 310 mL to 340 mL.  
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Temperature control in a 30 stage, 5-cm Centrifugal
Contactor Pilot Plant

J. D. Law, D. H. Meikrantz, T. G. Garn (Idaho National Laboratory)

An annular centrifugal contactor pilot plant incorporating 30 stages of commercial 5 cm CINC V-02 units has been
built and operated at Idaho National Laboratory (INL). The pilot plant includes an automated process control and data
acquisitioning system. The primary purpose of the pilot plant is to evaluate the performance of a large number of inter-
connected centrifugal contactors and to evaluate the ability to control process temperature by controlling the
temperature of the process solutions. Additionally, the pilot plant supports solvent extraction flowsheet testing for
development of advanced nuclear fuel recycling processes.

Temperature profile testing was performed using the 30 stage pilot plant. These tests were performed to evaluate the
ability to control process temperature by adjusting feed solution temperatures. This would eliminate the need for
complex heat exchanger installation on the centrifugal contactors. Thermocouples were installed on the inlet and
outlets of each stage, as well as directly in the mixing zone of several of the contactor stages. Lamp oil, a
commercially available alkane mixture of C14 to C18 chains, and tap water adjusted to pH 2 with nitric acid were the
solution feeds for the temperature profile testing. Temperature data profiles for an array of total throughputs and
contactor rpm values for both single-phase and two-phase systems were collected with selected profiles. The total
throughput ranged from 0.5-1.4 L/min with rotor speeds from 3500-4000 rpm. Inlet solution temperatures ranging
from ambient up to 50° C were tested. Results of this temperature profile testing will be described. In addition,
temperature control for flowsheet testing of the TRUEX process, as part of an advanced flowsheet for the recycle of
spent nuclear fuel, will be detailed.
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A new co conversion technology based on liquid/liquid extraction column 
Gilles Borda, Denis Ode, Jean Duhamet, Emmanuelle Brackx 

CEA Valrho – Marcoule – BP 17171 – 30207 Bagnols sur Cèze Cedex – FRANCE 

 
The current objective of implementing “direct” coprecipitation of uranium, plutonium and minor 
actinides for nuclear fuel refabrication leads to reconsider the (co)precipitation step, and more 
precisely its adaptability to new flowrates’ specifications. Indeed, coprecipitation of a uranium 
fraction together with plutonium results in an appreciable increase in the process flow rates for 
this step. The technological impact of the increase in capacity could require the development of a 
different concept for a continuous device capable of ensuring the proposed process. 

A new type of device designed and patented by the CEA has been tested since 2007. The patent 
is for organic confinement in a pulsed column (PC) or Couette column (CC). The precipitation 
reaction between the oxalate complexing agent and a surrogate nitrate—cerium(II) or 
neodymium(III) alone, or coprecipitated uranium(IV) and cerium(III)—occurs within an emulsion 
created in the device by these two phases flowing with a counter-current chemically inert organic 
phase (for example TPH) produced by the stirring action of the pulsator (PC) or the central rotor 
(CC). The precipitate is confined and thus does not form deposits on the vessel walls (which are 
also water-repellent); it flows downward by gravity and exits the column continuously into a 
settling tank. 

This paper describes the recent results obtained with this new technology for precipicipation of Ce 
and Nd and coprécipitation of U + Ce in pulsed column and Couette column. It describes a first 
modeling allowing further extrapolation of this device to high capacities. 
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Current Status on Mechanical Disassembly and
Shearing System Development in FaCT Project

T.WASHIYA, M.TASAKA, T.KITAGAKI, H.HIGUTI, K.KOIZUMI (JAEA-Japan), T.KOBAYASHI (JAPC-Japan),
M.MYOUCHIN, T.KOYAMA (JAEA-Japan)

Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has been carried out the Fast Reactor Cycle Technology Development (FaCT)
project in cooperation with the Japanese electric utilities. As for the development of the advanced aqueous reprocessing
in the FaCT project, JAEA and Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC) have been developing a reliable disassembly
and shearing system for FBR fuel reprocessing. As configuration of FBR fuel assembly, fuel pins are covered with a
hexagonal shaped wrapper tube, which must be separated from the fuel pins prior to the shear process. We proposed
new disassembly procedures combined two mechanical cutting operations and one pulling operation. The cutting
operation has two modes, such as the slit-cutting mode for the wrapper tube cutting and the crop-cutting mode for the
pin bundle cutting to separate the entrance nozzle. After the slit-cut operations, the wrapper tube will be pulled and
removed from the fuel pins bundle. Some fundamental experiments were carried out to select the cutting tool by using
FMS and ODS steals nominated as the material of the commercial FBR fuel, and CBN wheel shown the highest
durability and selected as the promising tool. With reflecting of these technologies, an engineering-scale system testing
device was designed and fabricated. And to confirm the system performance, some demonstration tests by using a
simulated fuel assembly of prototype reactor gMONJUh has been stared. In the fuel shearing process, we proposed the
short-length shearing to obtain highly fragmented fuel to provide efficient fuel dissolution, which required adapting to
the uranium crystallization process. The fragment rate is affected by the shear-length and the layout of fuel pins in the
shear magazine. In order to optimize the shear conditions, parametric tests by using shear machine and simulated fuel
pins was carried out. As the results, optimum shear length is selected to be 10 mm. In this paper, we will report the
latest experimental results for these systems. This work was supported by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology of Japan (MEXT). 
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The first maintenance operations in active cells with an
innovative telerobotic system at AREVA NC recycling

plant
A. Coudray (AREVA-MECACHIMIE-France), G. Piolain (AREVA-NC-France), F. Geffard (CEA-France)

A few years ago, AREVA NC, started an ambitious Research and Development program in robotics and remote
technologies applied to its spent fuel management facilities in France in order to cover the requirements of the
different plant life cycles. This program has been carried out in collaboration with the CEA in charge of the conceptual
design, as well as of the development of the prototypes, and with MECACHIMIE, a subsidiary of AREVA NC, in
charge of the industrial integration. The innovative remote device has been designed and qualified to use a standard
industrial robot which has been transformed into a slave telemanipulator. This publication presents two applications in
a high level activity area of the nuclear facility that used the innovative remote handling system in maintenance
operations, located at the shearing and dissolution T1 and R1 facilities of the La Hague recycling plant. The purpose of
these maintenance operations is to remove the rollers of the dissolver and to clean the inter bucket spaces of the wheel
of the dissolver in the high level activity area of the La Hague nuclear facility. The first application imposes the use of
a power slave arm system. AREVA NC has realized this operation, at the end of 2005 on T1 facility and in the
beginning of 2008 on R1 facility, with the same equipment. This operation requires a remote handling mode with a
force feedback in order to get enough dexterity. In 2009, the same equipment will be used to realize the cleaning of the
inter bucket spaces of the wheel dissolver with high pressure water. The main challenges to face are the following
ones: •access to the area is not allowed due to high radiation level •access to the inter bucket is very difficult with the
conventional master/slave telemanipulators •the use of the camera is not possible during the cleaning operation •the
generated quantity of effluents has to be optimized Thus, this operation has to be realized from automated trajectories.
For that purpose, the system has been modified with the integration of an accurate robotic device to realize operations
in an automatic mode. This operation will point out all the features of the system combining remote handling actions
with automatic cycles. Such an adaptable and innovative system using teleoperation with force feed back or working in
an automatic mode is also an efficient tool in order to optimize dismantling activities. Robotic systems also could be
taken into account for the design of future high activity nuclear installations. Thanks to the proven system the
operators training is drastically reduced compared to usual solutions.



Conditioning hulls and end fittings of recycled used fuel: the La 
Hague ACC facility 

 
G.Tanguy, F.Cochin (AREVA France) 
 
In the early 1990s, an objective was established to significantly reduce the volume of 
residual waste spent fuel, via the process of compaction, combined with the idea of 
achieving a standard canister CSD-C as its "brother", the so called CSD-V 
(Conteneur Standard de Déchets Vitrifiés in French or Universal Canister of Vitrified 
Waste), the concept of the Hulls and Ends Compaction Facility (ACC Atelier de 
Compactage des Coques in French) was born. It took ten years to design, build and 
develop this facility before hot start up in May 2002, at the AREVA NC La Hague site.  
 
In this paper, we explain the solutions devised to reduce waste volume by a factor of 
4 through compaction and without the addition of a matrix such as concrete. 
Moreover the external shape of the CSD-C, identical to the CSD-V one, allows 
optimized handling and transfer operations of the canisters throughout all stages from 
production to disposal. Each step of the process will be presented: reception of hulls 
and ends fittings, separation and filling of casings, drying, compaction, welding. 
 
Operating results achieved from 2002 to 2008 will also be presented from both the 
perspective of the number of canisters produced and the volume reduction factor. 
During these years, improvements have been made to increase the performance of 
equipment and to optimize the structure of running and automation. So more than 
7500 CSD C have been produced during this time. 
 
Thanks to the original design of ACC the production line can process technological 
waste devoted to intermediate level waste disposal. In this way, melters issued from 
vitrification facilities may be compacted in order to benefit from this volume reduction.  
 
Finally we present the extension of ACC’s operating capabilities to include other kind 
of waste, such as technological waste containing a small quantity of organic, or future 
fuels currently in development (new types of cladding) or. with increased burn – up. 
 
Thus, the ACC facility meets its objectives, both in terms of production capacity, 
quality, adaptability, and in terms of compaction achievement and waste volume 
reduction. The ACC facility produces standardized canisters, providing a final waste 
volume well below 0.5 m3 per ton of used fuel (Heavy Metal). This result is about 5 
times less than in the models incorporating direct disposal of used fuels 
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Study of molybdenum incorporation in nuclear waste
glasses: effect of compositional variations in borosilicate

glasses rich in MoO3
M. Magnin ,  S. Schuller, F. Angeli (CEA-France), D. Caurant,, O. Majérus (CNRS 7574-France), D. de Ligny (CNRS

5620-France)

The incorporation of molybdenum is one of the major challenges in the nuclear glass formulation issues, since its
relatively low incorporation rate could induce the cristallization of Mo-rich soluble phases during the cooling down of
quenched glass. This incorporation limit leading to a homogeneous microstructure regarding Mo-rich phases is about
some molar percents of MoO3 and is very dependent of the operating and quenching conditions of the glass melt. In
the scope of the reprocessing of high burn up rate UO2 spent fuels, a new glassy material with high level waste
(HLW) content is in development. The design of the final material is based to meet the expected increase of Mo
regarding both microstructural and leaching properties. The aim of this paper is to present the experimental methods
used and the main results obtained on the molybdenum oxide behaviour in a simplified soda-lime borosilicate
composition derived from that of HLW glass. In situ Raman spectroscopy of the melt (from 1300°C to room
temperature) enabled to determine the appearance temperature of phase separation and crystallisation phenomena
(CaMoO4 and Na2MoO4 crystallization) during the melt cooling. Further studies performed on glass series with 5.6
wt% MoO3 and with variable contents of boron and calcium oxides show the strong impact of these elements on the
molybdates crystallization tendency (XRD, SEM and TEM experiments). Indeed, increasing calcium and boron oxide
contents promote the crystallization of the durable phase CaMoO4 at the expense of the poorly durable phase
Na2MoO4. From a structural point of view, molybdenum is present in these glasses in the form of [MoO4]2-
tetrahedral units that are gradually surrounded by Ca2+ cations when boron and calcium oxide contents increase
according to Raman and 95Mo MAS NMR results. The proportion of [BO4]- units decrease when the calcium and
boron contents increase (11B MAS NMR spectroscopy). Assuming that [BO4]- units are preferentially compensated by
Na+ cations, the number of free Na+ cations remaining in the glassy network after full compensation of [BO4]- units
can be calculated. This quantity of free Na+ cations controls the tendency to the crystallization of molybdates.
Increasing contents of boron and calcium oxides tend to a decrease of the number of free Na+ cations which promotes
CaMoO4 crystallization. Therefore CaMoO4 crystallization can be easily understood and controlled. 
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FRENCH INDUSTRIAL VITRIFICATION PLANT:  
30 YEARS OLD, ROBUST AND STILL INNOVATING 
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In 2008, AREVA NC Industrial Vitrification of High-Level Liquid Waste blows out its 30th 
candle, with always two main objectives during all the time: containment of the long lived 
fission products and reduction of the final volume of waste.  
 
Research performed by the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) in the 1950's led to the 
selection of borosilicate glass as the most suitable containment matrix for waste from spent 
nuclear fuel and to the commissioning of the Marcoule Vitrification Facility (AVM) in 1978. 
In this plant, vitrified waste is obtained by first evaporating and calcining the nitric acid feed 
solution-containing fission products. The calcinate is then fed together with glass frit into an 
induction-heated metal melter to have a glass throughput of 15 kg/h. Based on the industrial 
experience gained in the Marcoule Vitrification Facility, the process was implemented at an 
even larger scale in the late 1980's in the R7 and T7 facilities of the La Hague reprocessing 
plant. Both facilities are equipped with three processing lines having each a glass production 
capacity of 25 kg/h.  
 
Consistent and long-term R&D programs associated to industrial feed back from operation 
have enabled continuous improvement of the process. For instance for R7/T7, the average 
melter lifetime now exceeds the design basis value by more than a factor of two (5000 hours 
instead of 2000 hours) and the flow in the calciner increased from 60 l/h to 90 l/h. 
 
Moreover, AREVA NC has decided to stop one of the R7 vitrification lines for the 
implementation of the Cold Crucible Induction Melter (CCIM) to obtain greater operating 
flexibility, increased plant availability and further reduction of secondary waste generated 
during operations. The cold crucible was selected for the vitrification of particularly hard-to-
process fission product solution resulting from reprocessed spent U-Mo-Sn-Al fuel and legacy 
wastes.  
 
So far, AREVA NC’s AVM (at Marcoule), R7 and T7 facilities (at la Hague) have produced 
more than 14000 high-level glass canisters with high records of safety, reliability and product 
quality. More than a technical success, in-line Vitrification of HLW produced by operating 
reprocessing plants has become a commercial reality that led, in 1995, to the first return of 
glass canisters to AREVA NC customers. Moreover AVM is now playing an important role 
by vitrifying HLW solutions coming from the decommissioning of AREVA NC UP1 
reprocessing facility. 
 
In this paper, the Vitrification process currently operated in the AREVA NC facilities will be 
described as well as the major milestones of French industrial HLW Vitrification. 
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Cobalt sulfide can trap hydrogen arising from radiolysis of organic matter in nuclear wastes, especially in the 

bitumen matrix used to immobilize aqueous effluent decontamination residues. This now well-attested 

irreversible hydrogen absorber is prepared by aqueous precipitation using Na2S and a Co(II) salt. The 

primary CoS precipitate is oxidized with atmospheric oxygen to produce a mixture of two solid phases: a 

partially crystallized cobalt hydroxide Co(OH)2 and an amorphous cobalt sulfide CoS2 with a 

Co(OH)2/CoS2 molar ratio of 1 as predicted by thermodynamics. This product traps molecular hydrogen 

with a H2/Co molar ratio of about 0.5 whereas unoxidized CoS precipitate traps much less hydrogen. The 

hydrogen trapping reaction mechanism implies H2S as an intermediate species. Indeed, treating the 

product in moderate acidic media at room temperature leads to the selective dissolution of Co(OH)2. The 

remaining cobalt sulfide has CoS2 stoichiometry and reacts with hydrogen to form H2S gas and CoS. Next, 

H2S is reactive towards Co(OH)2 to form CoS and water. Further reduction of CoS by hydrogen is also 

possible and produces Co9S8 nanoparticles with pentlandite structure. Like CoS2, cobalt polysulfides with a 

higher S/Co ratio (CoSn with n ≈ 5) are also reactive towards hydrogen at room temperature and low pressure. 

Gamma irradiations performed on non-active and small scale bituminous coats showed that the use of the 

hydrogen absorber based on cobalt sulfide can prevent the swelling of the matrix up to cumulated doses of 

several MGy. Full scale use of cobalt sulfide was demonstrated in 2006 and 2007 in the reprocessing plant of La 

Hague in France where it was added to active slurries before bituminization. Efficiency of hydrogen trapping 

was evaluated in experiments where pure hydrogen is in contact with real samples of bituminized waste. 

Extrapolation calculation of these experiments indicates that the bituminized products should trap radiolysis 

hydrogen during decades and thus no important swelling of the matrix would occur. Various kinds of impurities 

were also identified in the residues and are suspected to influence the efficiency of the hydrogen absorber. For 

example, sodium nitrate or sodium thiosulfate significantly increase the hydrogen absorption capacity. Without 

hydrogen absorber, these inorganic compounds are not noticeably reduced by H2 suggesting synergetic effects 

that imply the hydrogen absorber. 
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Vitrification of HLLW Surrogate Solutions comparable
to those of The People's Republic of China in a Direct

Induction Cold Crucible Melter
E. Tronche, J. Lacombe, A. Ledoux, R. Boen, C. Ladirat (CEA)

Efforts were made in the People’s Republic of China to solidify high level liquid waste (HLLW) by the Liquid-Fed
Ceramic Melter process (LFCM) in the 1990s. This process was to be a continuous process with high throughput as in
the French AVM or the LFCM. In this context, the CEA suggests the Cold Crucible Induction Melter (CCIM)
technology that has been developed by the CEA since the 1980s to improve the performance of the vitrification
process.

In this context a series of vitrification tests has been carried out in a CCIM. CEA and AREVA have designed an
integrated platform based on the CCIM technology on a sufficient scale to be used for demonstration programs of the
one-step process. In 2003 a test was carried out at Marcoule in southern France on simulated HLLW with high sulfur
content. In order to ensure the tests performed at Marcoule were perfectly consistent with the Chinese wasteforms, the
glass frit was supplied by China Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation (CNEIC).

The CCIM facility is described in detail, including process instrumentation. The test run is also described, including
how the solution was directly fed on the surface of the molten glass. A maximum capacity was determined according
to the applied process parameters including the high operating temperature. The electrical power supply characteristics
are detailed and a glass mass balance is also presented covering more than seven hundred kilograms of glass produced
in a sixty-hour test run.
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GE Hitachi is proposing the deployment of the Advanced Recycling Center (ARC) to 
close the nuclear fuel cycle.  The ARC consists of two major components; the PRISM 
fast reactor used to fission transuranic elements (TRU) to produce power and the Nuclear 
Fuel Recycling Center (NFRC), which processes used fuel using electrometallurgical 
separations technology and fabricates fresh fuel for the PRISM reactor.  PRISM is a pool-
type, sodium-cooled fast reactor that uses metal fuel.  The NFRC has the ability to 
process used light water reactor (LWR) and/or PRISM fuel.  After separations, the fission 
products from the recycled fuel will be incorporated into a High Level Waste (HLW) 
ceramic or metallic waste form and packaged for disposal in a repository.  If the HLW’s 
fission product concentrations are higher than those that were present in the used fuel 
bundles, cooling is required before the waste packages can be emplaced in a repository 
because of thermal loading limits imposed by proposed license limits.  This study 
investigates how recycling used fuel and concentrating fission products for disposal 
would impact the NFRC’s on-site waste storage requirements.   
 
For this study, the proposed maximum allowable thermal operating limits at emplacement 
were used, as reviewed by the NWTRB.[1]  We assume that waste packages cannot be 
shipped from the NFRC until the thermal loading guidelines are met.  The NFRC feed 
fuel considered for recycling in this study is LWR fuel at multiple burnups and cooling 
times.   
 
When fuel is recycled, the fission products that are separated can be concentrated before 
being repackaged for disposal in a repository.  The factor by which these fission products 
are concentrated may vary depending on the recycling scheme used.  A higher 
concentration of fission products would result in the need for more cooling time before 
the waste packages meet the existing thermal loading limits for emplacement.  
 
Recycling facilities that concentrate and repackage fission product waste would need the 
ability to store recycled waste for many years before the waste package thermal limit and 
linear heat rate requirements are satisfied.  A parametric study considering incoming 
fuels with different burnups and recycling schemes that utilize higher concentration 
factors of fission products will help to establish a basis for on-site storage requirements.  



The results of such a study needs to be considered in the design of a recycling facility.  
The degree to which fission products are concentrated will have an impact on the entire 
integrated system of recycling fuel, from the transportation and receipt scheme for 
incoming fuel assemblies and the operating characteristics of the NFRC, to the 
packaging, storage and transportation of the fission product waste after processing. 
 
This parametric study helps to provide a basis for selecting an HLW management 
strategy for the NFRC. 
 
 
REFERENCES: 
1. U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, Report to the U.S. Congress and the 

Secretary of Energy, 2002.  
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Vitrification of Savannah River Site HLW Sludge
Simulants at CEA Marcoule Industrial-Scale Cold
Crucible Induction Melter Demonstration Platform

M. Delaunay, A. Ledoux, J.L. Dussossoy, P. Boussier, J. Lacombe, C. Girold (CEA), C. Veyer (Consultante), E.
Tchemitcheff (AREVA AFS)

The Cold Crucible Induction Melter technology (CCIM) is considered worldwide for industrial implementation to
overcome the current limits of high level waste vitrification technologies and to answer future challenges such as: new
or difficult effluent compositions, need for improving waste loading, need for high temperatures, and corrosive
effluents. This technology is under consideration for waste glass melting at the US Department of Energy’s (DOE)
Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF), located at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina, USA. Studies have
concluded that adapting CCIM technology to the existing DWPF plant can increase the rate of waste processing while
reducing the number of HLW canisters required to be produced over the life of the facility. These significant process
improvements are achievable by increasing waste loading in the glass product and improving waste throughput, as
compared to the plant’s existing Joule-heated Melter technology. In order to validate the advantages of replacing the
current DWPF Joule-heated melter with a CCIM, two demonstration runs were performed in 2007 and two
demonstration runs will be performed in 2009 by CEA-Marcoule on their existing “Creuset Froid Avancé” (CFA), an
industrial-scale demonstration platform equipped with a 650-mm diameter CCIM.

The presentation describes the CFA large size platform. It’s self-contained and comprises all the systems and
components necessary to perform large-scale demonstration runs: a melter feed system, a 650-mm diameter CCIM, a
glass pouring station, a canister filling station, a complete off-gas treatment system, and related auxiliary equipment,
including the control system.

Two demonstration runs have been completed on the CFA platform at Marcoule in 2007 with a liquid feed: an SB3
surrogate representing a low solids, iron-rich SRS sludge in the alkaline form, and with waste loadings of up to
52wt%.The presentation provides the very encouraging results obtained from the demonstration performed at
temperatures, specific throughputs and waste loadings that overcome current DWPF limits. The main conclusion was
that the CCIM vitrification technology is a credible mature technology that could accelerate DWPF glass production.

Finally, the last part of the presentation describes the two runs planned in 2009, with a liquid feed representing the
current DWPF flow-sheet (SB4-type waste composition): - Initial run (run #1 – Exploratory run), will be performed
primarily to demonstrate safe operation of the platform. During the run, a preliminary estimation of the maximum
throughput at 1,250°C will be obtained. The expected duration for this run would be about 72 hours. Several
modifications performed on the platform for improved safety and/or improved operation will be demonstrated and
validated. - Second run (run #2 – Baseline pilot demonstration), is aimed at demonstrating steady state operation on an
extended duration (about 9 days of operation), obtaining consolidated throughput data, determining a reliable cesium
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decontamination factor for the melter, evaluating the crystallization pattern and evolution in the melter, evaluate the
impact on the cesium balance of operating with a recycle from the dust-scrubber and providing data inputs for future
engineering design work.

...
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Abstract 
 

High sulfur bearing High Level Liquid Waste (HLLW) may limit the waste oxide loading when 
vitrified into borosilicate glass due to the generally low sulfur solubility of this type of glass. 
Typical sulfur solubilities are around 0.5 wt% in terms of SO4. Oversaturation of the glass with 
sulfur leads to undesired phase separations (e.g. Yellow phase with Na2SO4 as a major con-
stituent). The achievable sulfur loading can therefore directly impact the overall economics of 
the waste vitrification plant including HLLW throughput, glass production rate, operation time, 
amount of glass to be produced and, hence, size of the glass canister storage facility.  
An extensive study has been performed to develop a borosilicate glass with enhanced sulfur 
incorporation capacity of at least 0.9 to 1.0 wt% SO4. The oxide residue of the HLLW under 
consideration is mainly composed of 44 wt% Na2O, 20 wt% Fe2O3, 12 wt% UO2, 8 wt% Al2O3, 
5.6 wt% SO4 and a rest of other oxides (10.4 wt%). The work covered two phases being (1) 
laboratory-scale work to develop a suitable waste glass composition (2) demonstration of the 
sulfur incorporation capacity of the selected glass composition under technical conditions. The 
most important criterion of the technical test was that no accumulation of yellow phase should 
take place in the melter and that the poured glass should not contain any yellow phase as in-
clusion or covering the glass surfaces. 
Among other measures a solution of the problem was achieved by significantly reducing the 
portion of the glass formers (SiO2, B2O3 mainly) and by adding more alkali- and earthalkali ox-
ides to increase the basicity of the glass as well as by applying specific additives like Sb2O5 
and V2O5.  
The final glass formulation of the lab-scale work has been tested in a technical test using FzK-
INE’s inactive prototype test facility PVA with a liquid-fed ceramic melter by which 8.7 m3 of in-
active HLLW simulant were converted to 5.8 t of simulated waste glass. The results show that 
the developed waste glass can incorporate 0.9-1.0 wt% sulfur in terms of sulfate SO4 without 
indicating an undesired phase separation. EXFAS study of the glass has shown that the sulfur 
is incorporated in the glass structure as SO4

2- anions. 
The paper will present the lab-scale work for enhancing sulfur incorporation into borosilicate 
glass in detail as well as present results gained from the technical test. The 11 glass canisters 
produced in the technical test were free of yellow phase separation. The results have shown 
that the lab-scale data for prediction of sulfur incorporation are very indicative and further de-
velopment appears possible to increase the sulfur incorporation capacity of borosilicate 
glasses. However, although the glass composition is the most important factor for sulfur incor-
poration, process conditions and mixing of the glass beneath the cold-cap in a liquid-fed ce-
ramic-lined glass melter may also be of significant importance. 
 
 
 

______________________ 
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Development of Glass and Ceramic Matrices for the
Immobilization of High-level Radioactive Waste from

Fast Reactors
K.V. Govindan Kutty, Kitheri Joseph, R. Asuvathraman, R. Raja Madhavan, P.R. Vasudeva Rao, Baldev Raj (IGCAR

- India)

Borosilicate glass is a favoured matrix worldwide for the immobilization of high-level waste (HLW). The HLW from
the reprocessing of fast reactor fuels contains higher concentrations of actinide elements and noble metals than that
from thermal reactors. These elements have poor solubility in borosilicate glass, leading to phase segregation and
consequent loss of chemical durability. Alternate glass and crystalline ceramic matrices thus need to be developed for
the long-term disposal of fast reactor HLW. In this context, we have undertaken work on simulated waste forms based
on three different systems, viz., iron phosphate glass (IPG), synroc, and monazites. IPG is known to be a versatile host
matrix for radioactive wastes. An IPG waste form with 20 wt% simulated HLW expected from the FBTR after a
burnup of 150 GWD/T, was found to form readily at 1323 K in air. The glass transition temperature of the waste-
loaded glass was found to be similar to that of bare IPG. The ease of glass formation and favourable physico-chemical
properties make IPG a candidate matrix for fixing radioactive wastes of fast reactor origin. Among the crystalline
ceramic matrices for HLW immobilization, synroc is a well known system. The flexibility of the conventional titanate
phase assemblage to incorporate fast reactor wastes was investigated. Synroc precursor powders were synthesized
using an inexpensive nanoanatase reagent as the main ingredient. High-density simulated waste forms were then
fabricated by hot pressing or hot isostatic pressing at 1373-1473 K. Monoliths of near-theoretical density were
obtained, and thermophysical and chemical durability measurements were carried out on them. In contrast to the
polyphase synroc, monazite is known to be a single-phase orthophosphate waste form. Monazite (CePO4) can
accommodate widely different elements in its crystal structure due to the irregular oxygen coordination around the
metal ions. The phase can be formed at low temperatures, and can be sintered to high density at 1473 K in air. A
CePO4 based waste form was synthesized employing a simulated HLW composition. The crystal structure of the
waste-loaded monazite was found to be unaltered. Thermal expansion behaviour of the CePO4 with and without the
simulated HLW was studied by the lattice expansion method, and was found to be similar. These studies point to the
potential of the three matrices to emerge as viable waste forms for fast reactor HLW, and further experiments are
planned. 
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Thermochemistry of New Fission Product Waste Forms
T.-J. Park, A. Navrotsky (University of California, Davis), M. A. Davis (Schott North America), J. L. Krumhansl, T.

M. Nenoff (Sandia National Laboratories)

To reduce the costs and minimize the risk of contamination to the environment during waste processing and storage,
disposal of nuclides with relatively short half lives (e.g., 137Cs and 90Sr) needs fundamental understanding and
correlation of a variety of issues related to thermally consolidated Cs, Sr-loaded waste forms. In addition, since Cs and
Sr form new elements (e.g., Ba, Y, Zr) by radioactive decay, the behavior and thermodynamics of waste forms
containing different proportions of Cs, Sr and their decay products merits study. We present new information on the
durability and thermodynamic stability of Cs- and Ba-loaded ceramic waste forms and those containing their decay
products using non-radioactive analogues. Enthalpies of formation of the synthesized phases from the constituent
oxides and from the elements have been determined by drop solution calorimetry into molten 2PbO•B2O3 solvent at
974 K. The variation of formation enthalpies when Ba2+ substitutes for Cs+ is related to the concomitant occurrence of
O2- vacancies, which compensate the charge imbalance between Ba2+ and Cs+ in the structure. *Sandia is a
multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, Lockheed Martin Company, for US DOE’s NNSA, Contract
DE-AC04-94-AL85000. 
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Currently and in the nearest future a long-term isolation of solidified long-lived high-
level radioactive waste (HLW) resulting from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel (SNF) 
might be put in practices via its multibarrier disposal into geological formations. 
As a rule, all processes of immobilization individual fractions HLW long-lived 
radionuclides consist of two stages that is why productions of a reprocessing  
intermediate product is a problem because of  which many developed processes did 
not find a practical application. The authors work deals with the resolution of this  
problem. The process of liquid HLW analogues sorption was experimentally studied 
using  inorganic sorbents of “Thermoxide” type to  produce a granular product and its 
subsequent solidified caution to stable mineral-like matrices. Conditions of sorption 
were under which the maximal saturation of sorbents with long-lived radionuclides 
analogues is reached. The saturated sorbent was produced on the basis of cubic 
zirconium dioxide and titanium dioxide as a  granulated matrix with the accumulated 
actinides analogues. The application of this method makes it feasible to increase the 
degree of proceeding reactions and to improve the final product quality. 
As a base solidification method used was made of resource saving method of self-
propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS). SHS process belongs to novel 
resource-saving technologies and features high technical economic parameters. 
The technologic parameters were mastered of the process used to immobilize  
resultant calcinate into mineral-like matrix compositions of the pyrochlore type under 
SHS conditions. Synthesized matrices containing incorporated analogues HLW – 
REE (Nd), U and Zr were investigated analytically. 
It has been established that components of model HLW (Nd, U, Zr)  isomorphously 
enter the matrix pyrochlore in total amount of 30-35 wt.%.  
It is shown that it is feasible to apply SHS to produce matrices of an An-REE fraction 
of HLW and fission products using a sorbent-carrier. 
The obtained results allow SHS to be considered as a competitive process of   HLW 
solidification. 
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Abstract 
 
Complex oxides with pyrochlore (Fd3m, ideally [8]A2

[6]B2O7) and garnet (Ia3d, [8]A3
[6]B2

[4]T3O12) 
structures, where A = Ca2+, Ln3+/4+, An3+/4+; B = (Ti, Sn, Hf, Zr)4+ and (Al, Ga, Fe)3+ - for garnet 
only; T =  (Al, Ga, Fe)3+ and Si 4+ are promising forms for actinide enriched waste immobilization. 
The latest data on isomorphic capacity of the compounds in respect of actinides and lanthanides are 
summarized. Response of the actinide loaded pyrochlores and garnets to accelerated ions irradiation 
and their behavior at short-lived Cm-244 decay are examined. Leaching of the pyrochlore- and 
garnet-composed ceramics in a hot water is analyzed, including influence of amorphization of the 
waste forms on rate of their corrosion. Optimal formulations of the pyrochlore- and garnet-structure 
phases provided for high actinide waste loading and enhanced radiation and leaching stability are 
suggested. Possibility of application of the confinement matrices for safe immobilization of some 
long-lived fission products (Zr-93, Tc-99, Sn-126) is discussed. The results on synthesis of the 
waste forms by different methods (cold pressing – sintering, melting – crystallization) are analyzed 
and the most appropriate routes for their possible large-scale industrial fabrication are suggested. 
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Treatment of high activity Liquid radioactive waste
(LRW)

G.A. Martoyan, S.G. Intsheyan, S.G. Tonikyan, G.G.Karamyan, G.G.Nalbandyan, L.H.Gagiyan, V. Nikoghosyan
(AREV SI CJSC - Armenia)

Treatment of high activity Liquid radioactive waste (LRW) by electrodialysis method G.Martoyan, S.Intsheyan,
S.Tonikyan, G.Karamyan, G.Nalbandyan, L.Gagiyan, V.Nikoghosyan The goal of this paper is to propose a new
method for high activity LRW processing having some advantages compared with other existing ones. We propose a
new method, based on electrodialysis principle, to treat high activity LRW. The suggested method is perspective as it
allows considerably decrease the volume of LRW generated by Nuclear Power Plants, Nuclear Industry Services
including fuel manufacturing, decontamination and decommissioning, etc. The other main advantage of this method is
the possibility of selective extraction of isotopes during the process of LRW treatment. Meanwhile the suggested
method provides all necessary conditions for membranes normal and long term exploitation which is important from
the environmental point of view. The proposed method solves this problem supporting automatic process control. 
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TYPNUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUEL RECYCLING RECOVERY
OF URANIUM FROM PTFE FILTER MATERIAL BY CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY Authors: JJ Badenhorst, Dr. W
Meyer. Email: JacobaBadenhorst@necsa.co.za Nuclear Waste Research, South African Nuclear Energy Corporation
(Necsa), PO Box 582, Pretoria, South Africa. Radioactive waste, generated at the South Africa Nuclear Energy
Corporation (Necsa), was previously not seen as a problem due to, what was referred to as low level, small quantity
waste. The treatment and disposal of such waste were of low priority and therefore it was stored in containers (metal
drums). These waste typically included solvents and diluents from research and analytical laboratories, waste from fuel
reprocessing plants and enrichment operations. In 2005, the policy on the management of radioactive waste in South
Africa (DME, 2005) change, and since then, a long term solution for stored waste is required. Options such as
minimization, treatment, recovery must be considered with the long-term onsite storage or disposal in a geological
repository as a final solution. Research results presented at the conference will be on the evaluation of different
chemical methodologies to recover and purify uranium from used PTFE filters for re-use in the nuclear industry. E OR
PASTE PARAGRAPH 1 HERE

TYPE OR PASTE PARAGRAPH 2 HERE

TYPE OR PASTE PARAGRAPH 3 HERE
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Abstract 
 

Fuel cycle designers propose the removal of high activity fission products from used nuclear fuel.  Two primary heat 
sources in the first 300 years of the used fuel’s decay are cesium and strontium isotopes Cs-137 and Sr-90. Various 
schemes to remove these isotopes have been developed; we have focused on nitric acid based liquid waste. The 
simulated waste was prepared from nitrate salts of stable ions. Ions were limited to cesium, strontium, barium and 
rubidium. The ratios of these ions in the waste simulant were based on fission product extraction (FPEX) process 
under development by the U.S. Department of Energy. The waste liquid was added to natural bentonite clay 
incrementally with drying steps between each addition. The dry powder was pressed then sintered at 1400, 1200, 
1100 °C (currently assessing 1000, 800, and 700 °C). The maximum loading tested is 31 wt. percent waste, which 
refers to 12.6 wt. percent cesium, 11.5 wt. percent barium, 4.4 wt. percent strontium, and 2 wt. percent rubidium. 
Lower loadings of 18, 21, 24, and 28 wt. percent waste were also tested. The final solid product is a hard dense 
ceramic with a density that varied from 2.12 g/cm3 for a 60% waste loading with a 1200 °C sintering temperature to 
3.03 g/cm3 with a 90% loading and sintered at 1100 °C. DSC-TGA analyses of the loaded clay displayed mass loss 
steps which are consistent with water losses in pure bentonite. Higher waste loadings inhibit the 500-600 °C 
endothermic peak which has been attributed to dehydroxylation. Higher loadings also reduce exothermic behavior 
when heating at temperatures greater than 600°C. Melting occurs at temperatures greater than 1300°C. 
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Novel Bismuth–based Inorganic Oxide Waste Forms for
Iodine Storage

J. L. Krumhansl (Sandia National Laboratories), D. Haefner (Idaho National Laboratory), R. Jubin (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory), Tina M Nenoff (Sandia National Laboratories)

Iodine waste forms are being developed from the leading ceramic components found in the DOE and open literature.
Criteria of the waste forms include low cost fabrication, ease of fabrication, high loading levels and durability of waste
form. The waste form development is directed toward integration with the Yucca Mountain acceptance criteria.
Specialized material science synthesis and state of the art characterization techniques are employed for rapid materials
development and optimization. In particular, our program is focused on Bismuth-based inorganic oxides compounds
(including ceramics, clays and glasses) that have high loadings of iodine, plus have high mechanical, chemical and
thermal stability with time. An integrated study has been established between the Iodine capture projects at INL and
ORNL and the Iodine waste form development. Waste form matrices are, in part, determined by the capture material
utilized. For example, Iodine loaded onto commercial Ag-Zeolite is encapsulated as a crushed oxide into low
temperature glasses, while aqueous caustic waste streams containing Iodine allows for in-situ precipitation of novel
Bismuth-Iodine layered oxide waste forms. A number of characterization techniques have been employed to better
understand the relationship between waste forms and their abilities to encapsulate Iodine, and their stability under
possible repository conditions. They include leach testing with elevated levels of common ground water anions
(choride; bicarbonate; sulfate), thermal stability testing, elemental analysis, X-ray diffraction, SEM/TEM and FTIR
studies. Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the US
DOE’s NNSA under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. 
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Sulphate in Liquid Nuclear Waste: from Production to
Containment

M. Lenoir, A. Grandjean, A. Ledieu, J.L. Dussossoy, C. Cau Dit Coumes, Y. Barré, E. Tronche (CEA, France)

Nuclear industry produces a wide range of low and intermediate level liquid radioactive wastes which can include
different radionuclides such as 90Sr. In La Hague reprocessing plant and in the nuclear research centers of CEA
(Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique), the coprecipitation of strontium with barium sulphate is the technique used to
treat selectively these contaminated streams with the best efficiency. After the decontamination process, low and
intermediate level activity wastes incorporating significant quantities of sulphate are obtained. The challenge is to find
a matrix easy to form and with a good chemical durability which is able to confine this kind of nuclear waste. The
current process used to contain sulphate-rich nuclear wastes is bituminization. However, in order to improve properties
of containment matrices and simplify the process, CEA has chosen to supervise researches on other materials such as
cements or glasses. Indeed, cements are widely used for the immobilization of a variety of wastes (low and
intermediate level wastes) and they may be an alternative matrix to bitumen. Even if Portland cement, which is
extensively used in the nuclear industry, presents some disadvantages for the containment of sulphate-rich nuclear
wastes (risk of swelling and cracking due to delayed ettringite formation), other cement systems, such as calcium
sulfoaluminate binders, may be valuable candidates. Another matrix to confine sulphate-rich waste could be the glass.
One of the advantages of this material is that it could also immobilize sulphate containing high level nuclear waste
which is present in some countries. This waste comes from the use of ferrous sulfamate as a reducing agent for the
conversion of Pu4+ to Pu3+ in the partitoning stage of the actinides during reprocessing. Sulphate solubility in
borosilicate glasses has already been studied in CEA at laboratory and pilot scales. At a pilot scale, low level liquid
waste has been vitrified. A test was performed on hundreds of kilograms of glass and showed that 50% of the sulphate
initially introduced could be confined in the glass melt. Two alternative ways are possible to confine sulphate-rich
wastes in glasses: one should either maximize sulphate incorporation into the glass matrix or let it decompose and free
up consequently the generated sulphur-containing gases through the gas-treating apparatus melter. It is thus essential to
determine at a laboratory scale the kinetics of sulphate removal from the glass melt for different compositions of
glasses (silicate, vanadate or phosphate glasses). 
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Study on Immobilization Technology of Radioactive
Krypton Gas by Ion-Implantation and Sputtering

Process
Hirotaka Samoto, Norimichi Kimura, Takehisa Ohtani, Shinichiro Hayashi (Japan Atomic Energy Agency)

JAEA has been developing technology to immobilize radioactive krypton gas to metal alloy by ion-implantation
method as a stable storage technique of krypton gas recovered from a reprocessing plant. By the cold test carried out
so far, the metal alloy obtained by ion-implantation method showed gas retention property to be suitable for the long-
term storage that is required because of the decay of recovered Kr-85. In this paper, we report the results of the hot
immobilization test conducted at the Krypton Recovery development Facility (hereafter called KRF) which is attached
to the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (hereafter called TRP). In this test, we used the radioactive krypton gas which was
recovered by cryogenic distillation process of KRF.

In KRF, more than 90% of the krypton gas that is included in the off-gas from the spent fuel sharing and dissolution
process of TRP is recovered by cryogenic distillation process and it is stored in the high-pressure gas cylinders.
However, in order to supplement a risk of using high-pressure cylinders for long-term storage, various kinds of
managements, such as measures against the leak of radioactive gas, are required continuously. Therefore an efficient
storage management is realized economically by the immobilizing technology which can retain krypton gas in metal
alloy stably.

At first, as for ion-implantation method, the airtight chamber which is equipped with a pair of opposed target and
substrate electrodes is used for sputtering process. The target electrode is sputtered by plasma of krypton gas within the
chamber and sputtered atoms deposit on inner surface of the substrate electrode involving with krypton ions which are
accelerated to the substrate electrode. In this way, krypton gas is immobilized in the sputter/deposit metals (hereafter
called implanted alloy). It is thought that the airtight chamber including implanted alloy can be a final storage product.

In hot immobilization test, we used the airtight chamber whose size was 180mm in diameter and 200mm in length and
the target electrode consisted of Nickel and Yttrium. The target electrode was biased from - 1500 to - 3000 DC volts,
and the substrate electrode was biased from - 200 to - 350 DC volts by DC power supply during the operation. The
results of the hot test were almost similar to the results of the cold test. The amount of immobilized krypton gas was
about 0.3m3, the activity was about 300TBq, and the operation period was about 1,100 hours. We got a gratifying
result for a design value. At present, we are developing enlarged chamber whose capacity is 4 times larger than
previous one. And immobilization test using the enlarged chamber and inactive krypton gas is under way.
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Molten salts are good heat conductors. They are identified for future applications such as the 
implementation of a GEN IV nuclear reactor, heat transportation between 650 ° and 850 °C 
for the hydrogen generation purpose, and electrolysis of aluminum between 850 ° and 950 °C. 
 
Generally speaking, these salts are aggressive for materials that maintain them such as 
transportation, mixing and chemical composition. That is why we want to study and 
implement induction devices to replace the functions of these materials by electromagnetic 
forces. This will allow a dual benefit : improving the longevity and reduce secondary wastes. 
 
In the present work, we use a specific electromagnetic device for accelerating mass transfers 
through liquid / liquid interface. To reduce barriers to transfer, the interface is shacked at a 
frequency near of one of its natural frequencies. To achieve this, we use an adapted dual-
frequency electromagnetic field. 
 
A pyrometallurgy pre-industrial graded facility, based on cold crucible technique, is used to 
carry out numerous experiments on the extraction of actinides and other elements from a 
fluorinated salt into a liquid metal phase containing a reducing agent such as magnesium, 
aluminium or lithium. At time t = 0, the metallic alloy is poured under the molten salt. 
Metallic samples are taken from the bulk at known time intervals. Later, the samples are 
analysed using optical ICP. Transfer rate and kinetics are deduced from obtained experimental 
data. Compare to other treatment, the present one is found to lead faster to a higher rate of 
transfer. 



 

 

A Systemic Evaluation of the Sensitivity of Fuel Cycle Performance Metrics to 
Separation Efficiency Variation 
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There are many possible pathways to close the nuclear fuel cycle.  One of these methods uses sodium‐
cooled fast burner reactors (FR) to recycle transuranics from standard  light water reactor (LWR) spent 
nuclear  fuel  (SNF).     The  reprocessing partitioning strategy determines which  transuranics are used  in 
the FR and which  fission products  (FP),  if any, are  separated  from  the main waste stream and stored 
outside  the  repository.   Furthermore, each  chemical element has a unique  separation efficiency  (SE).  
Variation of  partitioning  strategies  and  separation  efficiencies  leads  to  consequences  that propagate 
through  the  rest of  the  fuel  cycle.   Affected  items  include  the FR  support  ratio,  the high  level waste 
generation rate, the toxicity  loading of the deep geologic repository, the repository post‐closure dose, 
the capacity of the repository as quantified by thermal limits, etc.  Knowing these dependencies confers 
the  ability  to make  informed  decisions  tied  to  the  approach  that  best  balances  system  costs  with 
repository performance and other not easily monetized consequences. 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the sensitivity of fuel cycle metrics to the changes in separation 
efficiency. The authors have previously described a physics‐based fuel cycle systems analysis model that 
quickly allows for the calculation of the effects of changing these degrees of freedom [in review].   The 
model calculates FR burnup and  isotopic material balances  for  transient and equilibrium multi‐recycle 
scenarios; it couples to modules that compute the performance metrics mentioned above. 

In this study, separation efficiencies of U, Pu, Np, Am, Cm, Cs, and Sr were varied as random variables 
(log‐uniform between 0.9 and 0.9999), and  the  resulting  changes  in FR  support  ratio,  fuel  cycle  cost, 
HLW generation  rate and  toxicity,  repository decay heat  inventory,  repository post‐closure dose, and 
proliferation  resistance were observed. Results are examined  in detail  to  identify desirable  ranges of 
separation  efficiency  for  each  radionuclide  of  concern  and  to  reveal  further  insights  for  fuel  cycle 
development.   The model produces maps that show the parent isotopes contributing most strongly to 
dose, heat  load and other metrics as  functions of partitioning strategy and separation efficiency.   For 
instance, these results show that the point where fission product heat load to the drift wall dominates 
that  of  the  transuranics  lies  between  TRU  SE  of  0.99  and  0.999 with  the  exact  point  of  transition 
depending on the relative value of the Pu and Am separation efficiencies.  Moreover, given five years of 
between‐pass cooling, it is shown that at high Cs/Sr SEs to minimize drift wall heating the Pu and Am SEs 
should be comparable. 



Using Systems Analysis to Guide Fuel Cycle Development 
 
Systems Analysis is an important tool for guiding the development of an advanced fuel 
cycle.  The process of nuclear research, development, and demonstration takes a 
relatively long time, and can require a significant amount of expensive testing.  It is 
beneficial to minimize the amount of testing required, and systems analysis should be 
used as one of the first steps in down-selecting technologies.   
 
This paper discusses the application of systems analysis to advanced fuel cycle 
development, including using it is a tool for initial investigation of sets of technology 
options, as well for planning timelines for testing and down-selection amongst sets of 
technology options.  The use of Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) in combination 
with timelines developed with systems analysis tools is presented, with particular focus 
on the development of transmutation fuels.  Transmutation fuel development, including 
testing and qualification, is generally considered to be the lengthiest process, from a 
technical point of view, in fuel cycle development, and can be the deciding factor in 
determining the shortest time possible for implementing an advanced fuel cycle. 
 
Using systems analysis together with the application of technology readiness levels 
provides a disciplined and informed process for advanced fuel cycle development. 
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THE NEW FRENCH BILL ON RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT:

Devezeaux JG, Pinson Ph, Chambrette P, Varescon M, Jeannette JP ()

A new bill on radioactive waste management has been issued in France on June, 28th, 2007. This bill institutes a
national radioactive materials and waste management plan and defines a programme and calendar for research and
work leading to implementation of this plan, which will comprise three major points: - with a view to looking to
reduce the quantity of waste, spent nuclear fuels taken from the nuclear power plants will be reprocessed for recycling
in the plants; - waste which cannot be recycled will be packaged in a robust matrix and then temporarily stored on the
surface; - after interim storage, waste which cannot be finally disposed of in a surface facility, will be placed in a deep
geological reversible repository. The obligations about the shipment of waste coming from “foreign” spent fuel, after
treatment, have been established on new basis. This paper describes the way AREVA is accounting each spent fuel
assembly and each waste packages (vitrified and compacted standard canisters). It shows how new accounting units
are defined for activity, on the first hand, and mass, on the second hand. In addition, the law is very precise concerning
information to give to the public. AREVA is also always in favour of a high level of information. Thus, this double
interest resulted in a new report entitled “Treatment of foreign used fuel in AREVA NC’s La Hague facilities”. The
first issue was published by AREVA in June 2008. Among others, this report includes the following information: – An
inventory of the quantities of used fuel, radioactive waste and radioactive materials, particularly uranium and
plutonium, stored in the operator’s treatment facilities, indicating for each of them the share attributable to each
country, including France. – For each foreign country, a schedule indicating the planned treatment dates for used fuel
and waste already received but not yet treated, an estimate and description of the quantities and type of radioactive
waste that will be shipped, a schedule of planned shipment operations, and a presentation of the main steps required to
proceed with shipment, including technical and regulatory requirements. – An analysis of events and changes since the
previous report and an analysis of operations carried out as compared with the forecast submitted the previous year. –
Actual data as of December 31 from the system used to track used fuel received and the quantities of radioactive waste
to be shipped 
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A Comprehensive, Versatile, and Efficient Model for
Advanced Fuel Cycle Performance Evaluation

Jun Li (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - USA), Man-sung Yim (North Carolina State University - USA),
David McNelis (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - USA)

As the U.S. embraces development of advanced fuel cycles, various strategies of fuel cycles have been proposed.
These include different choice of reactor designs, different reprocessing technologies, different recycling strategies for
both nuclear fuel and waste/byproducts, and even consideration of alternative waste repository sites. To compare
different advanced fuel cycle strategies, evaluation models are required with respect to system characteristics and fuel
cycle performances.

In this paper, a comprehensive evaluation model for advanced fuel cycles is presented. The evaluation model is
computationally very efficient and thus is suited for computation-intensive nuclear fuel cycle studies Fuel cycle cost,
proliferation resistance, repository performance assessment, and repository capacity impact are the four major metrics
evaluated in the model. The levelized fuel cycle cost is calculated from the cost model. The fuzzy logic-based
proliferation resistance evaluation model quantifies the proliferation resistance of the system without relying on
sensitive information. Repository performance assessment model is capable of quantifying the radionuclide release
source term for both spent nuclear fuel and vitrified high level waste and allows the projection of human dose through
the groundwater migration pathway. The repository capacity analysis model is capable of performing repository
thermal analysis for alternative types of rocks. Benchmarking of each model is also described. These models can be
integrated to any fuel cycle mass balance model to provide an integrated fuel cycle systems analysis tool.

An integrated performance index is also proposed to combine the effects from fuel cycle cost, proliferation resistance,
repository dose, and repository capacity impact, to help decision makers make informed decisions. For a test case,
three different fuel cycle scenarios (a PWR once-through fuel cycle , MOX, DUPIC (Direct Use of Spent PWR Fuel in
CANDU reactors) fuel cycle) were analyzed to demonstrate the methodology.

...



Recent Research and Development on Partitioning and Transmutation  
by “Double-strata fuel cycle concept” in JAEA 

 
Kazuo Minato, Yasuji Morita and Hiroyuki Oigawa 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency 
 
In JAEA, Research and Development (R&D) activities for partitioning and transmutation (P-T) 
have been promoted under the OMEGA program for almost 20 years. The first review of these 
activities was performed by the Atomic Energy Commission in Japan in 2000. In accordance with 
the results of the review, JAEA is continuing the R&D on the P-T technology based on the 

“Double-strata Fuel Cycle concept” consisting of the partitioning process of the high-level waste 
(HLW) and the dedicated transmutation cycle using the accelerator driven system (ADS) fuelled 
with the minor actinide (MA) nitride fuel. In the “double-strata” concept, high-level liquid waste 
after the recovery of uranium and plutonium in the reprocessing plant in the first stratum is treated 

at the partitioning process and separated into four groups: transuranic elements (TRU), Tc and 
noble metal, Sr-Cs, and the other elements. The effectiveness of P-T to minimize glass wastes and 
prolonging service period of geological disposal site based on this separation scheme and 
dedicated transmutation cycle is discussed. The second national review of P-T research has been 

started since September, 2008 and now is underway. The review results of current state of the art 
and recommendations for future R&D are introduced. 
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Comparative Assessment of long‐term waste management options for high‐level 
and/or long‐lived radioactive waste in Belgium 
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The  Belgian  radioactive waste management  agency NIRAS/ONDRAF  has  undertaken  a 
comparative assessment  study on  long‐term waste management options  for  the high‐
level and/or  long‐lived radioactive waste that should be managed as a result of the use 
of  nuclear  energy  in  Belgium.  This  study  is  one  of  the  supportive  documents  to  a 
Strategic  Environmental  Assessment  (SEA)  process  initiated  end  of  2008  and  geared 
towards  a  decision  in  principle  by  the  Belgian Government  in  2010  on  the  long‐term 
management of such radioactive waste. 

NIRAS/ONDRAF,  together  with  Belgian  and  international  research  organisations,  has 
developed a reference option for such high‐level and long‐lived radioactive waste, called 
Category B  and C Waste,  consisting of  the disposal of  such waste  in  a  clay  formation 
[SAFIR‐2]. More than 30 years of R&D have been undertaken resulting, among others, in 
the  underground  research  facility  HADES,  though  the  decision  in  principle  by 
government, supported by society via stakeholder  involvement  in the decision‐making, 
has not yet been taken. Such a decision would allow NIRAS/ONDRAF to transition to an 
engineering  phase  in  realising  such  geological  disposal  of  Category  B  and  C waste  in 
Belgium. 

The  CA‐Waste  study,  i.e.  Comparative  Assessment  of  Long‐Term Waste Management 
options for High‐Level and/or Long‐Lived Radioactive Waste  in Belgium, started  in 2006 
and was finalised end of 2008 with publication of the report early 2009. This study brings 
an overview of  short‐  to  long‐term  radioactive waste management aspects next  to an 
international  review of nuclear  energy  system options  that may  contribute  towards  a 
better long‐term radioactive waste management. Assessment criteria and indicators are 
reported  in  the  study  allowing  to  comparatively  assess  various nuclear energy  system 
options, focusing on waste management, for Belgium.  

Despite  the  nuclear  phase‐out  policy  in  Belgium,  the  CA‐Waste  study  also  addresses 
scenarios involving the continued use of nuclear energy in order to provide stakeholders 
a  more  complete  view  on  the  what‐if’s  when  new  nuclear  technologies,  such  as 
Partitioning  and  Transmutation  (P&T),  would  be  considered  for  the  Belgian  nuclear 
programme. Seven nuclear energy system scenarios for Belgium were considered by the 
CA‐Waste  study  as  summarised  in  Table  1.  These  scenarios  address  possible  future 
avenues to reduce the waste arising and/or  long‐term  impact from the disposed waste 
through  fission  and  activation  product  management  and/or  through  actinide 
management demanding varying advanced nuclear technologies to be put in place. 

The  paper  and  presentation  will  bring  an  overview  of  the  comparative  assessment 
methodology and main results of this CA‐Waste study. 



 

 

Table 1. Overview of nuclear energy systems scenarios for Belgium considered in 
CA‐Waste study. 

  Phase‐out scenarios  Zero growth nuclear energy demand scenarios 

Shorter‐term scenarios 
LWRs with today’s   
reprocessing only 

Scenario A 
Belgian Business‐as‐

Usual 

Phase‐out after 40 yrs 

Reprocessing till 2001 
and mono Pu recycle 

60 yrs of cooling  
for SF and HLW 

Scenario B 
Long cooling time 

 

As Scenario A, but 
200 yrs of cooling 

Scenario C 
No repro moratorium 

As Scenario A, but without 
reprocessing moratorium 
(continuation of UOX 
reprocessing, no  

MOX reprocessing) 

If the phase‐out is 
delayed, this scenario can 

evolve  
to Scenario D. 

Scenario D 

Pu burning in LWRs 

Mono Pu recycling in existing LWRs,  
multiple Pu recycling in EPRs 

Reference concept with MOX‐EU fuel 

Scenario D can evolve to any of the scenarios below. 

Longer‐term scenarios 
LWRs and/or Gen‐IV 

reactors 
with advanced 
reprocessing 

  Scenario E 
Pu‐Am burning in 

LWRs 

Addition of Am to  
the MOX‐EU‐Am fuel 

Requires advanced 
PUREX reprocessing 

and Am‐Cm 
separation 

Scenario G 
Double Strata  
fuel cycle 

Addition of  
MA burners 

Requires 
advanced 

reprocessing 

Minor Actinides 
burners could be 
located outside 

Belgium 

Scenario F 
LWR‐FR‐based 

scenarios 

Addition of 
Gen‐IV reactors 

(FRs) 
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to quantify radioactive materials from very low level to very high 
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Abstract 

For over 20 years CANBERRA has developed systems for waste characterization. Now as AREVA 
nuclear measurement Business Unit, CANBERRA offers a large range of products and systems to 
measure and characterize all types of waste, from very low level to very high level waste activities. 
The aim of this paper is to describe the design principles of such systems depending on process data 
available, constraints on installation, and type of waste to be characterized. 

In the first part, the different techniques of waste characterization are listed from gamma and neutron 
counting to gamma spectrometry, and the different active interrogation. In the second part, we address 
the problems which are associated to different situations depending on the type of waste (geometry of 
the waste, matrix, type of radionuclide present) and the hypothesis that can be carried out with regards 
to the waste (homogeneity, ratio between radionuclides…) 

In the third part, we synthesise the adequacy between the real needs and the methodology according 
to the hypotheses and the constraints for each type of waste. 
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Destruction of Ion Exchange Resins by a Supercritical
Water Oxidation process: optimization of operating

parameters for nuclear application
A. Leybros, A. Roubaud (CEA Marcoule, DEN/DTCD/SPDE/LFSM-France), P. Guichardon, O. Boutin (Aix Marseille

Universités, UMR-CNRS 6181-France)

Ion exchange is widely used in the nuclear industry for the radioactive wastewater. Spent ion exchange resins (IER)
are radioactive process wastes for which there is no satisfactory industrial treatment with enough waste volume and
radioactivity reduction. In the particular case of IER, supercritical water oxidation could offer a viable treatment
alternative to destroy the organic structure of resins and contain the radioactivity. Under supercritical water conditions,
water, organic compounds and gases are completely miscible and a fast oxidation reaction is achieved. Radionuclides
would stay in the liquid effluent and could be recovered by means of precipitation and separation. Moreover, the
operating conditions (P = 30MPa and T > 673 K) lead to two problems: corrosion and salt precipitation. The stirred
double shell reactor has been developed by the CEA Marcoule to overcome these problems. A stainless steel vessel
withstands pressure and a titanium inner tube confines the aggressive medium. Moreover, a stirrer keeps salts in
suspension and improves heat transfer. With this experimental set-up, a co-fuel, isopropanol, has been used in order to
improve degradation rates by initiating the oxidation reaction and increasing the reaction medium temperature. High
efficiency were obtained with a treatment capacity of 200 g/h for pure liquid organic and also for suspensions of solid
organic materials like ion exchange resins up to 20 wt%. Total Organic Carbon reduction rates higher than 99% were
obtained thanks to this process, without using any catalyst. In this case, for degradation of resins suspensions in
isopropanol, IERs functional groups are converted into sulfates ions (cationic IERs) or nitrates, nitrites ions (anionic
IERs). The influence of parameters such as IERs feed concentration, IERs nature, counter ion (alkali ions) or stirring
velocity is discussed. CFD calculations with Fluent of the reactive fluid flow in the reactor are used as a design tool.
They allow to optimize operating parameters, such as flow rates, stirring velocity or stirrer geometry, with the
intention of increasing particles residence time in reactive zone, and consequently improving degradation rates.
Numerical modeling will thus validate the reactor design before its nuclearization and use for radioactive contaminated
wastes treatment. 
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Management of high level radioactive aqueous effluents
in advanced partitioning processes

Patrick POCHON, Danièle SANS, Cathy LARTIGAUD, Isabelle BISEL

The context of this study is the development of management strategies for the high level radioactive aqueous effluents
generated by advanced minor actinides partitioning processes.

In the present nuclear reprocessing plants, high level liquid wastes are concentrated via successive evaporations, with
or without denitration, to reach the inlet specifications of the downstream processing steps.

In contrast to the PUREX process, effluents from advanced actinides partitioning processes contain large amounts of
organic compounds (complexing agents, buffers or reducing reagents), which could disrupt concentration operations.

Thus, in parallel with new partitioning process development, the compatibility of usual concentration operations with
the high level liquid waste issued from them are investigated , and, if necessary, additional treatments to eliminate
remaining organic compounds are reviewed.

The behaviour of each reagent and related identified by-products is studied in laboratory-scale devices representative
of industrial operating conditions. Final concentrated solutions (actinide or fission solutions) and the resulting
distillates (ie. decontaminated effluents) are checked in terms of compatibility with the downstream specifications.
Process implementation and safety aspects are also evaluated. Kinetic and thermodynamic constants are measured.

After the collection of these data, the effectiveness of the overall continuous process of the effluent treatment
(combination of elementary operations) is evaluated through semi-empirical models which are also able to optimize
the conditions for implementation. First results indicate that nitric acid streams containing complexing agents (oxalic
acid, HEDTA, DTPA) will be managed by usual concentration processes, while buffered solutions ( containing
glycolic, citric or malonic acid) will require additional treatments to lower organic carbon concentration.

Oxidation process by hydrogen peroxide at boiling temperature has been shown to be very efficient as additional
treatment in most cases.
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Development of Helium Separation Technique using
Cascade Connection of Pd-Ag Membrane for Tritium

Handling System
Sang Chul Lee, Dae Sik Yook, Kun Jai Lee (KAIST-Korea), Kyu Min Song, Soon hwan Shon (KEPRI-Korea)

Recently, in Korea, a study on the tritium handling system for recovery which is collected by Wolsong Tritium
Removal Facility (WTRF) was initiated. The tritium will be one valuable energy resource in managed tritium storage
tank for ITER, but the tritium changes to the helium because of decay. For supply of tritium having a high degree of
purity, the helium should be separated from the tritium. Actually, the separation of helium is executed by the
separation of tritium because helium is an inert gas. Generally, a low degree of tritium is separated using Pd-Ag
membrane. But in case of a high degree of tritium, a large amount of the tritium which is not separated, is exhausted
through bleed line. The tritium discharged means the loss of energy source and the radioactive contamination. In this
study, the technique using the cascade connection of membrane is experimented for the reduction of the amount of
tritium in the bleed gas. The tritium in bleed gas can be reduced through the cascade connection of membrane.
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Efficient treatment of liquid radioactive wastes by
modified zeolites

A. Poghosyan (IPR, Armenia), R. Gevorkyan, P. Voskanyan, L. Bchemyan, R. Kazaryan (YSU, Armenia)

The effective technology of liquid radioactive waste absorption with the help of chemically and thermally modified
zeolites has been developed and studied. We used natural adsorbents – clinoptilolite and other types of aluminum
silicates from zeolites for the development of absorption technology for liquid radioactive waste stored on Armenian
Nuclear Power Plant.

As the result the optimum regimes for extraction of radioactive nuclides (ions Cs and Sr) from radioactive waters in
static and dynamic conditions with the significant reduction of liquid radioactive waste volumes were developed. The
clinoptilolite, which big resources are available in Armenia, was selected as a best zeolite for radionuclide removal.

The study of thermal-chemical treatment and modification of clinoptilolite was performed for revealing of optimal
conditions for obtaining the ion-exchange absorbents. It is found that thermal treatment must be performed below
700C for maintaining crystalline structure of zeolite. The best results were obtained with chemical modification by
hypochloride solutions. The treated clinoptilolite powder was mixed with organic binders and granules were prepared
for further applications.

The studies of electro-physical and optical properties allowed to define clinoptilolite structural and ion-exchange
characteristics. Different installations for radioactive water treatment were designed and tested. The optimal design
consists from four column filled by granulated and modified by different methods clinoptilolite and perlite filters for
extraction of oil compounds. The results of testing showed the radioactivity level of initial water is reduced over 3000
times during 6 cycles of water circulation. 
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Thinking Outside the Box - Abstract 
 

Lorne Green 
World Nuclear Transport Institute 

 
 
The World Nuclear Transport Institute was formed to fill a need – to provide a 
dedicated vehicle for the radioactive transport and packaging industry sectors 
worldwide, to exchange information and ideas, all with a view to working toward 
consolidated industry positions on the key issues affecting safe, efficient and reliable 
transport. WNTI was also intended to be a strong voice for industry in those 
international and national bodies where deliberations on such transport safety issues 
take place.  
 
The very fact that companies, sometimes in competition with each other, were 
prepared to come together in this way, reflects two important points: firstly, it 
represents an acknowledgement on industry’s part that safe, effective and reliable 
transport is the sine qua non, the absolute essential.  And second, it is a recognition 
that it is enhanced to the extent that industry is able to collaborate to this end.  This is 
thinking outside the box. 
 
Another important attribute of safety is “stability”.  Everyone likes to know where he 
or she stands.  The radioactive materials packaging and transport industry thrives 
within a stable regulatory framework for safety.  For a stable regulatory regime allows 
operators to be properly trained; it allows operators to become familiar with safety 
requirements, and to be at ease with them.   Stability is conducive to safety and 
efficiency.  Stability is good for business too – for stability in package and transport 
requirements allows sufficient time for a fair return on investment in expensive 
package design, manufacture, licensing and use over time. 
 
Stability should not, however, be opposed to creativity. From experience we can 
develop new thinking to improve efficiency as illustrated in examples of work related 
to the packaging and transport of Uranium Concentrates for instance.. Another 
example is work within WNTI on the thermal test requirements for the packaging of 
uranium hexafluoride.   
 
The robustness of packages is based on the risk factors associated with the 
radioactive materials they contain. Packages for fissile materials are the most robust 
ones. However, very low quantities of fissile material, relative to the overall volume of 
material in which it is contained, do not pose a realistic criticality hazard.  More 
realistic provisions for these fissile-excepted materials would improve safety, reduce 
dose uptake, and provide significant financial benefits to both industry and the 
regulator.  
 
It is a basic principle of transport safety regulation that safety is vested primarily in 
the package, and not the mode of conveyance.  Safety standards for packages are 
set internationally by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Packages 
designs are subject to a rigorous internationally-established test regime; a test 
regime that takes account both of normal and conceivable realistic accident 
conditions to demonstrate conclusively that the package will provide adequate 
protection.  Packages will only be licensed for use by national competent authorities 
on the basis of a convincing safety case.  Looking outside the box – when confronted 
by uncertainty about the safety of radioactive materials transports, it is suggested 
industry not limit itself to reassuring words about the undeniably excellent safety 
record of transport over decades but, it should present the safety features of the 
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packages, the rigorous international safety test criteria to ensure the package would 
survive realistic regulate and accident conditions of transport, and the need to 
present a convincing safety case to competent authorities before a licence would be 
issued. While the very low statistical possibility of transport accident cannot be 
denied attention also should be paid to the consequences of accidents.   
 
The communications theme will also be addressed as the “new media” push the 
bounds of possibility of how best to increase understanding about nuclear packaging 
and transport.  The world has evolved in a more sceptical age, a permanent full time 
communications age when people increasingly rely on very short key messages for 
their information.  Busy people often do not seem to have the patience to follow a 
lengthy reasoned argument. Several questions will be reflected upon: How good is 
our mature industry at monitoring and employing the new media to understand what 
the emerging generation are thinking and saying?  How good is our communication 
at crafting messages in ways that are convincing to this new media audience? 
 
The nuclear industry and its packaging and transport sectors are at the forefront of 
leading edge technology – offering enormous hope in response to one of the greatest 
challenges of the 21st century – the provision of abundant, reliable, and clean, base 
load energy.  Therefore, in a spirit of embracing the 21st century, and not being 
bound by past practices and ways of communicating what the radioactive materials 
transport industry does, this paper will try to stimulate new ideas to enhance even 
further the safe, efficient and reliable transport of radioactive materials in a forward 
looking way.      
(End Text) 
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Sustaining Shipments
()

Transport plays an essential role in bringing the benefits of the atom to people the world over. Each day thousands of
shipments of radioactive materials are transported on national and international routes. These consignments are
essential to many aspects of modern life, from the generation of electricity, to medicine and health, scientific research
and agriculture. Maintaining safe, cost-effective transport is essential to support them. Despite an outstanding safety
record spanning over 45 years, the transport of radioactive materials cannot and must not be taken for granted. In an
era of nuclear expansion, with increased transports required to more destinations, a worrisome trend for global supply
is that some shipping companies, air carriers, ports and terminals, have instituted policies of not accepting radioactive
materials. Experience has shown that the reasons for delays and denials of shipments are manifold and often have their
origin in misperceptions about the nature of the materials and the requirements for their safe handling and carriage.
There is growing recognition internationally of the problems created by shipment delays and denials and they now are
being addressed in a more proactive way by such organisations as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
The rapidly changing supply-demand equation for fuel cycle services: substantial new nuclear build planned or
underway in several countries, twenty-first century “gold rush” fever in uranium exploration and mining, proposed
new mechanisms to assure fuel supply to more countries while minimising proliferation risks. But, can supply to meet
demand be assured, unless and until transport can be assured? And is it reasonable to expect that transport can be
assured to meet the emerging demand-side of the fuel cycle equation when industry already is facing increased
instances of shipment delays and denials? It is a worrisome trend for global supply of Class 7 radioactive materials that
some shipping companies, air carriers, ports and terminals, have instituted policies of not accepting radioactive
materials. Let’s define our terms here, when we talk about denial or delay of shipment. The World Nuclear Transport
Institute (WNTI) understand shipment denials and delays as those impediments to transport occasioned in particular by
the radioactive properties of the materials for transport, and outside the normal regulatory and operational processes
and requirements. For this purpose those impediments than can and do arise for a host of other reasons, and which
could apply equally to any other consignment are excluded. Experience has shown that many things can affect the
willingness of carriers to accept Class 7 consignments- maybe the potential service providers are unsure about
insurance implications. Perhaps they worry about the perception of other customers whose goods they want to carry.
Maybe they think special handling procedures or reporting requirements are too complicated, or too onerous. Perhaps
they are put off by problems with ports, or terminals, which themselves are not prepared to accept Class 7 cargoes, or
raise seemingly complex issues. In short, the decisions taken by shipping companies are based in considerable part on
maximising profit; if the return from carrying Class 7 materials does not seem substantial enough, then why bother?
Our member companies tell us that in some regions service availability and acceptance levels have rapidly declined in
recent years. Consignors increasingly confront departure, transit, trans-shipment, and discharge port limitations or
restrictions. It is difficult sometimes to get a clear understanding, and, therefore, consistent interpretation of the
regulations, within and between jurisdictions. Shipping companies fear that the carriage of Class 7 cargo will result in
unexpected delays with port clearance processes or, at worst, refusal to dock. And, in some instances this is becoming
a reality. Producer shippers accordingly are being denied options for competitive choice of services. Shippers too often
are met by a lack of standardisation in documentation. And, of course, worst of all, is when shipping lines deny, or
withdraw from services. This situation inevitably can drive consignors to consider charter options; but this is not a
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panacea. Charters can mean reduced shipping schedules, and a lack of delivery flexibility. This, in turn, results in
increased overall inventory holdings, and increased total shipping and other related business costs. And of course, use
of slower, smaller charter vessels increases the potential risk of security breaches by potentially diverting cargoes away
from mainstream access terminals to small ports or terminals, and the potential for piracy. This paper examines reasons
for increasing delays and denials of shipments. It examines the impact delays and denials are having on industry, and
describes the various international initiatives to address the problem including industry efforts through the World
Nuclear Transport Institute (WNTI). Just as the problems of denial and delay are varied and mulit-layered, so too are
the possibilities for responding to them at all levels – international, regional, national and local. A number of
suggestions for further action are advanced. These include the need to cast the training net to a wider cross section of
stakeholders; moves towards a more harmonised approach by the various authorities within a national jurisdiction; and
the need for more regular, collective exchanges within countries between those whose job it is to develop and enforce
the regulations and standards for Class 7 transport, and those whose job it is to operate within them. If denials and
delays of shipments are to be overcome, then all stakeholders, intergovernmental organisations, national governments
and industry must work together, without let up, to exchange experiences, and ideas to develop positive reponses. 
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Global Acceptance Programs towards Coastal States 

 
Herve Dreano, AREVA Logistics Business Unit 

 
 
 

The transport by sea of highly radioactive materials such as used fuel and vitrified waste has 
elicited concerns in some States along the shipping routes. In order to alleviate those 
concerns, three industry members from Japan, the United Kingdom and France have 
introduced Global Acceptance programs towards these "Coastal States". 

 
These partners had the mission to manage nuclear transports through Japan under the 
strictest safety and security measures and with the acceptance of the coastal states alongside 
the maritime routes used between Europe and Japan. During these transports they have to 
face some strong opposition from states, anti nuclear NGOs acting during the transports or 
inside the local and international fora. 
 
The Global Acceptance team has developed a unique approach to allow these transports to 
be performed normally all around the world. 
 
Organizing missions in the relevant countries to explain our transports and our safety and 
security measures, inviting top authorities to visit our ships and facilities in Europe, 
dispatching up to date files and communication documents, lobbying the top organizations 
and executives of these countries,  developing a long time relationship with local authorities, 
looking for relevant relay inside the educational world… were part of the business dedicated 
to “keep our routes open” for the benefit of our industries. 
 
During these mission we have discovered that ignorance, misinformation, lack of 
knowledge in a difficult environment can lead countries, NGOs, political bodies, 
international fora to take irrelevant positions about transports which all comply with the 
strongest international requirements in term of safety and security. 
 
It was a unique experience for the benefit of our companies and  we  have now to check 
again with an on going program in the future where we will get the experience gained 
during the past 17 years to complete these contracts. 
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OVERALL COMMUNICATION IN RADIOACTIVE TRANSPORTATION 
 
Bernard Monot External Relations VP AREVA Logistics Business Unit  
 
 
This paper will elaborate in detail on the difficulties and stakes of communication in 
transporting nuclear materials in general.  
 
Due to its image, the communication about nuclear is not really easy, generally speaking. But 
the plants and installations in what can be called a “static environment” have deployed since 
many years a large network of relationship, with most of their stakeholders located where 
there are sited. 
 
It is the privilege to be part of a local environment where influence is huge and could be 
measured. Even when you have to deal with opponents, the message could be constituent with 
your activities and reliable. 
 
All these advantages disappear when you are transporting radioactive materials all around the 
world what can be termed a “dynamic environment”. 
 
You are totally out of the scope of the people you eventually met. You’re supposed to bring 
only drawbacks and problems because of your activities on the public domain. You are to deal 
with a deficit of knowledge and awareness. And more over the time is running against you in 
case of emergency. You have to create on the spot all the networks and links which in a static 
environment took years to establish. And finally you are the perfect target to all sorts of 
opponents as it is easier to stop a transport than a plant. 
 
Areva's Logistics Business Unit which has to take care of the radioactive transports performed 
for the Areva Group and its customers has established an efficient process to deal with this 
situation.  
 
In a normal process we have developed a very strong policy of corporate communication and 
global acceptance program. In the same time we act to treat the medias as professional 
partners. On the main routes we use we want to establish long tem relationship with the 
maximum of stakeholders. 
 
Training our teams to be familiar with the media and the public opinion is a very efficient way 
to communicate softly out of pressures. 
 
We have also developed a panel of tools able to help us to react promptly in case of 
emergency. Since 45 years our safety and security ratio have demonstrated how efficient these 
measures could be. 

  
Our motto in that respect is transparency and dialogue. We are deeply convinced these are 
the ways to lead us through the best respect of our customer and the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
For now 45 years TN International has been involved in the radioactive materials transportation field. Since the 
beginning the used nuclear fuel transportation has been its core business. During all these years TN International, 
now part of AREVA, has been able to anticipate and fulfil the needs for new transport or storage casks design to fit 
the nuclear industry evolutions. A whole fleet of casks able to transport all the materials of the nuclear fuel cycle 
has been developed. In this presentation we will focus on the casks used to transport the fresh and used MOX fuel. 
 
 
To transport fresh MOX BWR and PWR fuel, TN International has developed two designs of casks: the MX 6 and 
the MX 8. These casks are and have been used to transport MOX fuel for French, German, Swiss and Japanese 
nuclear power plants. A complete set of baskets have been developed to optimise the loading in terms of 
integrated dose and also of course capacity. 
 
Used MOX fuel has now its dedicated cask: the TNTM112 which certificate of approval has been obtained in July 
2008. This cask is able to transport 12 MOX fuel elements with a short cooling time. The first loading of the cask 
has been performed in September 2008 in the EDF nuclear power plant of Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux. 
 
 
By its continuous involvement in the nuclear transportation field, TN International has been able to face the many 
challenges linked to radioactive materials transportation especially MOX fuel. TN International is already evolving 
to face the increasing demand linked to the nuclear renaissance. 
 
 

 
 The TN 112 cask 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Nuclear Fuel Industries, LTD. (NFI) supplies fuel assemblies for both PWR and BWR in Japan. We can also manage 
transportation of the fuel assemblies from our fabrication facilities to the nuclear power plants of Japanese utilities. For the 
transportation of fuel assembly, we designed and fabricated the transportation containers to meet the requirements of the 
IAEA regulations, and licensed in Japan. 

This paper introduced the recent activity and R & D of NFI concerning transportation of BWR fuel assembly. 
 
NT-XII transportation container was developed for fresh BWR fuel assemblies. NT-XII container consists of inner 

container and outer container. Two BWR fuel assemblies with up to 5 wt.-% 235-U enriched are enclosed in an inner 
container. 

In the concept of NT-XII container design, we made the best priority to transportation efficiency, as well as ensuring fuel 
integrity during transportation.  

NT-XII has been used since 2002 in Japan. Thanks to the lightening weight of containers, the number of containers to be 
loaded to one transportation truck was increased up to 9 containers (equivalent to 18 fuel assemblies) compared with former 
type container (NT-IV transportation container) which can be loaded up to 6 containers (equivalent to 12 fuel assemblies). 

In addition to the design of brand-new container, we promote the improvement of the packaging methods. In Japan, in 
order to reduce the damage to the fuel rod and fuel spacer while transporting, polyethylene sleeves which are called “packing 
separators” are inserted in the rod-to-rod gap of fuel assembly.  

However, packing separators requires time and cost for the installation at fuel fabrication facility. In the same way, huge 
time and cost are needed for removal of packing separators at nuclear power plant. For the improvement of preparation 
efficiency before and after transportation, we investigated the influence of vibration to fuel integrity in case of transportation 
without packing separators. 

Based on the above investigation, the transportation test was performed by using dummy fuel assemblies. Two types of 
dummy assemblies, with and without packing separators were put into one container, and then the container was loaded on 
transportation truck to obtain the quantitative data to evaluate the influence of vibration to fuel assemblies.  

Normal vibration and the maximum acceleration occurred at fuel rods during transportation were observed. Normal 
vibration data were evaluated by frequency analysis. In addition to data analysis, we carried out the disassemble inspection 
after the test. The fretting wear on the surface of fuel rods were measured. And spacer spring force degradations were also 
measured. 

Results from these evaluations, there was hardly a difference in the influence of vibration to fuel integrity between the 
packaging methods with and without packing separators. 

 
The flexibility of transportation is also important. NFI developed the new packaging method which enables to transport 

the fuel rods from fuel fabrication facility to another facility. The key point of this packaging method is tightening the fuel 
rods as same pitch as fuel assembly. The arrangement of fuel rods is the same as fuel assembly to ensure the same 
non-criticality and the same geometrical stability of nuclear material under the hypothetical accident condition. This concept 
enables to use a fuel assembly container as it is, therefore, it makes it possible to transport the fuel rods without changing the 
design of container.  

 
Square box packaging which are called “fuel holder” has been used for the transportation of the fresh MOX fuel. The Fuel 

holder is used for tightening the MOX fuel assembly in the transport cask, and protects the fuel damage during transportation. 
NFI developed the fuel holder which can keep integrity of fresh MOX fuel during transportation. NFI has  activities in the 
field of fuel recycling also. 

 



 
 
 

Paper 1:  
Waste transportation from production sites to deep geological repository 

Topic 4 Transportation and interim storage of spent fuels and conditioned waste 
 

Authors:  
Alain Roulet 
Nuclear Engineering Project Manager – Technical Department  ANDRA 
Thibaut Labalette 
Project Division Director – ANDRA 

 
In France, the 2006 Programme Act (N°2006-739 June 28th) on the Sustainable 
Management of Radioactive Materials and Wastes has set a goal for a start of deep 
geological repository operations in 2025, with an application in 2015, and a 
Parliament decision in 2016 on reversibility requirements. This objective requires 
reviewing the feasibility of waste transportation from production sites to the 
repository.  
The paper will firstly examine the transportation requirements for ILW-LL and HLW 
wastes, and show the need for IAEA Type B transport casks for those wastes. HLW 
wastes have already been transported, but ILW-LL wastes have seldom been 
transported.  Some transportation casks are already under development by waste 
producers because some wastes have to be returned from Areva’s reprocessing 
facility to their home countries. However a number of these wastes will need a 
specific development in order to ensure their transport to the repository. The large 
variety of these wastes will require either to develop specific casks model, either to 
develop some multipurpose casks models. 
Then, the repository operations will create some new nuclear routes and waste flows. 
Some annual flows may require new capacities for road or railway transports on 
some production sites. On the repository site, it is also important to examine how and 
where those transport might go. This might require creating new roads or railways 
infrastructures. A transport terminal will also be needed on site. Discussion on these 
topics will be part of a dialogue with local stakeholders. One other concern for Andra 
is to promote a sustainable development approach on these transports, which leads 
to favour as much as possible railroad transport. 
A last, but not least, concern is to optimize the investment in transport casks and in 
the other transport means such as trucks, trailers and wagons, and to ensure a fluent 
operation of the repository. This leads to analyze how a surface interim storage built 
on the repository site could help, and to set the requirements for such a facility. 
As usual, transport is a key factor in nuclear operations. Anticipation of the needs is 
compulsory in order to avoid difficulties in the future and provide the community with 
a reliable solution for waste transfer when the repository will be authorised. 
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Transportation of PWR Spent Nuclear Fuel in Korea
Sunghwan Chung, Keecheol Park (KHNP-Korea)

Korea now has 20 commercially operating nuclear power units of 16 PWRs and 4 PHWRs, and 8 more PWRs are
under constructing. With the rapid development of nuclear power program in Korea, the accumulated amount of spent
nuclear fuel has been inevitably increased year by year. For PWRs, more than 10,000 spent nuclear fuel assemblies are
being stored in on-site fuel storage pools. Because the current storage capacity of spent nuclear fuel is insufficient, the
expansion of at-reactor storage capacity has been implementing at each site and spent nuclear fuel is currently being
transported between neighboring reactors to secure the storage capacity. Since 1990 more than 1,000 PWR spent
nuclear fuel assemblies have been on-site transported from one unit to nearby another unit in the same site using KN-
12 transport casks, which were developed and licensed in compliance with Korea and IAEA¡¯s transport regulations.
Strict quality assurance program through the whole transport progress has been established and the transport inspection
of Korea regulatory body in accordance with Korea Atomic Energy Act has been carried out to achieve safety and
reliability for each transport. No accident of any kind has occurred up to the present and spent nuclear fuel has been
safely transported. This paper describes transport system and operational experiences for on-site transport of PWR
spent nuclear fuel in Korea.
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Inter-Unit Spent Fuel Transportation with a Modified
Storage Cask System

Shih-Chung Cheng (Institute of Nuclear Energy Research), Nan-Chang Chang (Institute of Nuclear Energy Research),
Yu-Tang Yang (Institute of Nuclear Energy Research), Ding-I Lee (Institute of Nuclear Energy Research)

Most of the nuclear power plants built in 70¡¦s and 80¡¦s do not have enough capacity for spent fuel storage even
though their spent fuel pool has been replaced by high-density rack. The dry storage of spent fuels is an interim
method to solve this before the final disposal has been determined. However, many non-technical issues caused the dry
storage project (ISFSI) obstructed such as Environmental Impact assessment (EIA). The NPP is in a predicament of
losing its full core discharge capacity.

The object of the IUSFT project is to build the inter-unit spent fuel transportation ability such that the spent fuel pool
(SFP) capacity could be sheared among those units in one NPP site. The exceed fuel assemblies could be transported
to the other units when one of the units have to face a full core discharge condition.

It is proposed to modify a licensed storage canister (TSC) design to a bolted seal instead of the weld seal so as to a
multiple opened lid. A flange was added on the top of the TSC for bolts fastening. The upper lid was united the
structure lid and the shield lid of the original design for the operation sake. Double O-rings were designed between the
flange and the lid for the canister seal. BORAL neutron absorber is replaced by BORTEC for its good thermal fatigue
properties. Spent fuel assemblies were loaded into the TSC and transported with the transfer cask (TFR), which is the
same one using in the ISFSI. An impact limiter was designed to protect the TFR in a hypothesis tip-over event. A TFR
restraint system was to preventing the tip-over occurs.

The IUSFT doesn¡¦t follow the radioactivity material transport regulations, e.g. 10CFR71. The transport route of the
IUSFT is restrained within the site boundary and superimposed to the route of the dry storage project. Although the
dry storage project followed the dry storage regulation, e.g. 10CFR72, many safety analysis cases were the same as
those of IUSFT. The long-term storage concerns should be excluded. Some accident events, such as typhoon, missile,
fire, flood¡K, can also be excluded by the administration control.

The operation procedures could follow those had been established for ISFSI with slight modification. The spent fuel
assemblies will be loaded into the TSC first. The TSC with the TFR are then lifted from the SPF and sit on the board.
After lid sealed, water drained, vacuumed and helium filled, the cask will be decontaminated and transferred to the
other unit. Being followed the fuel retrieval procedure, the spent fuel assemblies will return to the SPF.

The safety analysis report is being reviewed by the administration. The canister manufacture and functional test shall
be completed by March. 2010.



Preparing and transporting of spent nuclear fuel of VVR-2 research reactor, 
RRC “Kurchatov institute” 

V.G. Volkov, A.A. Drozdov. V.P. Evstigneev, S.G. Semenov 
 
 
VVR-2 - a research reactor for experiments in a horizontal traveling case - was the 
first Soviet Union’s water-water reactor using enriched uranium.  
 
VVR-2 used fuel assemblies (FAs) containing fuel elements in form of rods with 
external diameter of 10 mm and active part of 500 mm. Fuel elements were clad in 
aluminum alloy and had kernels made of UO2Mg ceramics enriched by 10% of U-
235 and of U-Al alloy with 36% enrichment. Elements containing different types 
of fuel were identical in form and size.  
 
Spent fuel assemblies (SFAs) are stored in several on-site repositories arranged in 
form of buried tanks filled with water. Size and form of some SFAs and fuel 
elements stored there can be changed, and fuel claddings can be defective. 
 
Conditions of SFA transportation to reprocessing site are set by OST 95 10297-95 
regulations, which prescribe delivery in leaktight canisters for fuel elements with 
cladding defects resulting in fuel contact with repository water.  
 
The rules of SFA shipping also require the types of fuel contained in fuel elements 
to be identified. To this end, several fuel elements’ identification methods were 
developed, on the basis of fuel element weight, U-235 enrichment, kernel 
materials’ spectra, etc. The method of weighing fuel elements removed from SFAs 
in repositories and comparing their weights with that of non-irradiated elements 
made of the known fuel turned out to be the promptest.  
 
Besides, several optional processes were developed as concerns SFA loading into 
shipping casks (TUK-19 and TUK-128). Finally, the best (in our opinion) option of 
SFA loading into TUK-19 under a layer of water was selected and carried out. To 
this effect, a special “loading pool” was arranged in the SFA repository building. 
 
In 2007 and 2008, eighty SFAs have been sent for reprocessing to PA “Mayak” on 
the basis of this technology, and these works are still in progress.    
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TWO INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR DRY STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL 
 
 
Author: Camille OTTON, Justo GARCIA, Perrine RUSSIAS TN International (AREVA group) Saint-Quentin-en-
Yvelines, France 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
 
The TN 24 family corresponds to more than 20 different types of casks, whose dual-purpose (storage and 
transport) design is based on a forged steel vessel. They have mainly been sold in Europe: Belgium, Switzerland, 
Germany, Italy, but also in the US and in Japan. The PWR or BWR fuel characteristics may have various 
enrichment value up to 5%, various cooling time down to 2 years and various burn-ups up to 60 000 MWd/tU.  
 
In the past few years, the demand for massive forged pieces has drastically increased for oil, chemistry and new 
nuclear power plant markets. This led to uncertainties on the availability and price on the TN 24 forged body. 
 
A study to avoid using forged bodies was the purpose of an extensive innovation process launched to create the 
new generation of transport and storage casks. Two ways have been found to circumvent the forged body issue: 

- use a multilayer body 
- separate the transport and storage functionalities of the cask 

 
These two solutions have been named TN-DUO and TN-NOVA and are the results of several months of intensive 
work for a dedicated team. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to present the innovation process, and the main advantages of these two types of 
solutions for our customers. This paper focuses on the following topics: 

- - A technical solution for the transport and storage of spent fuel, 
- - A technical solution in terms of manufacturing process, 
- - An economical solution in terms of manufacturing, licensing etc. 
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Heat Transfer Performance in accordance with the
direction of the inlet and outlet

K.S. Bang, J.C. Lee, K.S. Seo (KAERI)

Spent nuclear fuel generated at nuclear power plants must be safely stored during interim storage periods. A horizontal
storage module to safely store the spent nuclear fuel should be able to adequately emit the decay heat from the spent
nuclear fuel. The horizontal storage module must ensure that the temperatures of the spent nuclear fuel assemblies are
maintained within the allowable values for normal, off-normal, and accident conditions. Therefore, the horizontal
storage module must be designed including heat removal capabilities with an appropriate reliability. However, the
thermal conductivity of concrete is not good and the allowable temperature of concrete is lower than that of steel. This
paper discusses the experimental approach used to evaluate the heat transfer performance in accordance with the
direction of the inlet and outlet of the air in the horizontal storage module.
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Experience Of Using Metal-and-Concrete Cask TUK-108/1 For Storage And 
Transportation Of Spent Nuclear Fuel Of Decommissioned NPS 

 
E. Barnes, R. Dyer  

Environmental Protection Agency 
 Ronald Reagan Bldg. 3rd Floor 1200 Pennsylvania Av., NW Washington, D.C. 20024 

 
R. Snipes 

Oak Ridge National Laboratories 
VA, USA  

 
V.G. Dolbenkov, V.D. Guskov, G.V. Korotkov 

Joint Stock Company “KBSM” 
64 Lesnoy Av., St.Petersburg 194100, Russia 

 
T.F. Makarchuk 

Joint Stock Company “Atomstroyexport” 
Potapovskiy str. 5, bld. 4, Moscow, 101990, Russia 

 
A.A. Zakharchev 

State Corporation “Rosatom” 
24-26 Ordinka St., Moscow, 100000, Russia 

 
Abstract 
In past 10 years in Russia an intensive development of a new technology of management of 
spent nuclear fuel (SNF) has taken place. This technology is based on the concept of using a 
shielded cask which provides safety of its content (SNF) and meeting all other safety 
requirements to storage and transportation of SNF. Radiation protection against emission and 
non-propagation of activity outside the cask is ensured by the physical barriers such as all-metal 
or composite body, face work, inner structures to accommodate spent fuel assemblies (SFA), lids 
with sealing systems. Residual heat buildup is off-taken to the environment by natural way: 
emission and convection of surrounding air. 
 
The necessity in development of the cask technology of SNF management was conditioned by 
the situation at hand with defueling of Russian decommissioned nuclear-powered submarines 
(NPS) as the existed transport infrastructure and enterprises involved in fuel processing could not 
meet the demand for transportation and processing of SNF neither from reactors of all 
dismantled NPS, nor from reactors of NPS waiting for decommissioning.  
 
The US and Norway actively participated in the trilateral joint project with the Russian 
Federation aimed at creation of a cask prototype for interim storage and transportation of SNF of 
dismantled NPS. The 1.1 Project is a part of the Arctic Military Environmental Cooperation 
(AMEC) Program. In December 2000 the project was successfully completed by issuance of the 
certificate-permit for design and transportation of NP Submarine SNF. It was a first certified 
dual-purpose TUK from the MMC family. 
 
In these years 106 TUK-108/1 casks have been manufactured and supplied to PO Mayak, JSC 
CS Zvezda, JSC CS Zvezdochka and FSUE DalRAO. 
 
The storage pads for interim storage of TUK-108/1 have been built and currently are in operation 
on sites of SNF unloading from submarine reactors and SNF cask-loading such as JSC CS 
Zvezda, JSC CS Zvezdochka and FSUE DalRAO. In accordance with the certificates in force, 
the period of technological storage of SNF in ТУК-108/1 on storage pads is limited by two 
years.  To provide safety during a longer period of storage of SNF in TUK-108/1 in March 2007 
there was developed and introduced a technology of TUK-108/1 drying and filling its inner 
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cavity by an inert gas in the coastal SNF retrieval facility at JSC CS Zvezda. Development of the 
technology of preparation of the cask for long-term storage of SNF in TUK-108/1, design of the 
mobile unit for TUK-108/1 drying, fabrication of a pilot unit have been carried out within the 
framework of the AMEC 1.1-2 Project financed by the US Government. Currently the allowed 
period of storing SNF in TUK-108/1 is 5 years. 
 
The report describes the experience of consideration, introduction and operation of TUK-108/1 
for the purposes of long-term dry storage and transportation of spent fuel from decommissioning 
submarines.  
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Transportation, Aging and Disposal (TAD) NUHOMS® Canisters for Use at the US 
Repository 

 
Jack K. Boshoven, Marlin L. Stoltz, Sr. Transnuclear, Inc. (AREVA Group)  
  
In 2007, the US Department of Energy (DOE) announced the release of final 
performance requirements for the Transportation, Aging and Disposal (TAD) canister for 
disposal of used nuclear fuel at a repository to be located at Yucca Mountain in Nye 
County, Nevada.  This canister approach will minimize the need for repetitive handling of 
used nuclear fuel by using the same canister from the time it leaves a nuclear power 
plant to its placement in a waste disposal package at Yucca Mountain. 

Transnuclear, Inc. (TN) delivered to the Department of Energy (DOE) the intermediate 
design of its Transportation, Aging and Disposal (TAD) Canister System for commercial 
used nuclear fuel.  The TAD canisters are the latest NUHOMS® canister designs that TN 
has developed that directly support DOE’s mission to Transport, Age and Dispose of US 
used fuel at the Monitored Geologic Repository (MGR) and to support US Utilities’ need 
to store the used fuel on-site prior to DOE acceptance. 

The TAD Canister system developed is fully compliant with the U. S. DOE Performance 
Specification and includes the following major components: 

• The TN44B canister for commercial Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) fuel is designed to 
be loaded, sealed, handled and deployed in dry storage at commercial reactor sites, 
transported to the MGR as approved contents under the provisions of 10CFR71, 
handled in a transfer cask and/or aged at the MGR, and then disposed of in a waste 
package.  The TN44B canister holds 44 BWR fuel assemblies including associated 
flow channels and channel clips. 

• The TN21P canister for commercial Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) fuel is 
designed for the same functions as the TN44B canister except that it holds 21 PWR 
fuel assemblies including all types of associated non-fuel bearing hardware. 

• The TN44B and TN21P canisters will be licensed for dry storage in a NUHOMS® 
Horizontal Storage Module and transferred in a NUHOMS® Transfer Cask (TC).  
Similar NUHOMS® Storage Systems are currently deployed at 27 sites in the US 
storing over 6000 MTUs of BWR and PWR used fuel in more than 400 canisters. 

• The TN TAD Transport Overpack (TO) is designed for transporting both the TN44B 
and TN21P canisters as authorized contents under the provisions of 10CFR71.  The 
TN TAD TO is a lengthened version of its licensed Model No. NUHOMS® MP197 
Transportation Packaging (US NRC Certificate of Compliance 9302). 

• The TAD Aging Overpack (AO) safely contains loaded TN44B and TN21P canisters 
on the MGR aging pad until the repository thermal limits are met.  The AO is 
designed to meet all the requirements imposed by the DOE Specification at the MGR 
aging pad. 

The design for the NUHOMS® Transportation, Aging and Disposal (TAD) Canister 
System is complete and the analyses are being finalized.  Applications will be submitted 
to the US NRC for review and approval with the TN44B canister in September 2009. 
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Inactive experiments investigating the vacuum drying of
wetted Magnox fuel

M. Clough, D. Willey, Z. Banfield (UK NNL), J. Eldridge (Sellafield Ltd.), P. Gilchrist (UK NDA)

The UK Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) and Sellafield Ltd. are considering contingency plans for the
management of irradiated Magnox fuel at the Sellafield site in the UK. One potential contingency is the drying of
wetted Magnox fuel elements prior to sealing in inerted containers for interim storage. The UK National Nuclear
Laboratory (NNL) has been asked to consider the suitability of the Cold Vacuum Drying process. It is proposed that,
to store the fuel, the volume of water carried over with the elements should be minimised. Water carryover can result
in the generation of pressure in the container, either through evaporation driven by the decay heat of the fuel or
through radiolysis. To support the understanding of the quantity of water carryover, a series of inactive experiments
has been performed to prove the principle and to confirm the vacuum drying performance for wetted Magnox fuel
elements. Two designs of fuel elements are considered, namely polyzonal and lugged herringbone. In summary, the
experiments comprised: • completely drying a fuel can, • recording its dry mass, • immersing the can in water, •
vacuum drying the can, • recording the reduction in mass achieved. In addition, the effect of different heat inputs to the
vacuum vessel during drying was investigated. The experiments focussed on the rate and extent of water removal from
the fuel elements, indicating how much water remains at the end of the drying process. The data will feed into
subsequent process design stages and safety case preparation. The paper reviews the approach taken to the Magnox
element vacuum drying trials and procedures. It presents and discusses the findings, conclusions and recommendations
for further experimental work.
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Testing packages : with or without transport frames? 

Pierre Malesys, AREVA TN International 

 

Industry has noted that Competent Authorities of different countries do not have the 
same approach about how the transport and/or handling frames, where they exist, 
should be taken into account in the safety analysis. This subject is critical when 
having to comply with the requirements of paragraph 611 in the 2005 Edition of the 
IAEA Transport Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (TS-R-1): 
“Any features added to the package at the time of transport which are not part of the 
package shall not reduce its safety”. 

This topic was considered in IAEA during the fifteenth meeting of the TRANsport 
Safety Standards Committee (TRANSSC 15) in October 2007 and subsequent 
meetings under the aegis of IAEA. It was further discussed in industry fora such as 
the World Nuclear Transport Institute (WNTI), in order to refine their common 
position. 

This paper will consider the following questions, with an industry perspective. 
 

- What are the technical and administrative difficulties when dealing with the 
requirements of paragraph 611 in TS-R-1? 

 
- What are the boundaries of the package? What is a feature added to the 

package at the time of transport? 
 

- How to assure safety of transports when considering the added features?  
 
- What is the current position of the various parties after their meetings? 
 
- How to go further? 
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Designing environment friendly casks  
 
Author : T. Lallemant TN International 
 
Environmental protection has become an integral part of the entire cask life cycle: 

� Design and Fabrication 
� Transportation 
� Loading, Unloading and Operation 
� Maintenance, End of Life Cycle and Dismantling 

 
Three new environmentally-friendly cask concepts were developed: the MX6, the TN112 and the multipurpose Shell. 
Eco design approach was used to reduce their environmental impacts and address environmental issues such as 
waste generation and management, greenhouse gases linked to transportation, and scarcity of raw materials, all while 
improving operating performance. The result is greater responsiveness to the customer and a more comprehensive 
approach to potential regulatory changes. 
 
  
The cask design optimizes all of the impacting factors, such as raw materials quantity, radiological protection capacity, 
and the use of more environmentally-friendly materials and fabrication processes.  
To illustrate, the new MX6 concept may be compared to the standard FS65 concept. 
In the area of Design and Fabrication, the MX6 requires fewer raw materials and can lower the cask 
weight/transported assembly weight ratio. An adjustable basket concept was developed.  
. The new cask is also more effective in terms of radiation protection as a result of improved materials performance.  
. In the area of fabrication, all waste is transferred to suitable processing systems that promote recycling. 
In the area of Transportation, shipments are reduced by 33%, thus reducing diesel fuel consumption and greenhouse 
gas emissions. 
Also, in the area of Operations, the amount of waste generated per assembly shipped is minimized, as are the 
number of operations and the time spent on them by the operators. 
In the area of Maintenance and Dismantling, extensive, time-consuming maintenance operations are minimized, as is 
the waste generated by them.  
 
The TN112 cask reduces exposure by 15%, uses fewer raw materials, and has a faster turnaround time due to 
optimized tooling.  
 
For waste subject to radiolysis, irradiators and discontinued casks, attention focused on limiting the use of 
complicated materials and rare woods.  Keeping the cask simple reduces the number of maintenance, 
decontamination and dismantling operations to be performed later.  This concept can be applied to a variety of 
contents. 
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Drop Test of the CANDU Spent Fuel Storage Basket in
MACSTOR/KN-400

W.S. Choi, J.Y. Jeon, K.S. Seo (KAERI), J.E. Park, G.S. Yoo, W.G. Park (KHNP)

The MACSTOR/KN-400 of Wolsung power plant in Korea is a dry interim storage facilities. There are 400 long
slender cylinders in MACSTOR/KN-400. In one cylinder, ten baskets where CANDU spent fuels are loaded are
stacked and stored. For this MACSTOR/KN-400 facilities, analyses and tests for the hypothetical accident conditions
that might happen during moving and storing baskets into a cylinder were performed. The hypothetical accident
conditions to be considered are two cases. One is the case of basket dropping onto the bottom plate of a cylinder. The
other is the case of basket dropping onto the other basket top plate stored in the cylinder. For the drop analyses, the
case of hanging cylinder and the case of cylinder on the unyielding target surface were considered. Based on the
dropping analysis, testing condition was determined as the latter case that is for the cylinder on the target surface. In a
basket, 60 dummy fuel bundles are loaded which have the same weight of real spent fuel bundles. On the external
surface of the basket, 8 strain gauges and 4 accelerometers were attached for the data acquisition. In order to measure
the velocity when a basket impacts, three different devices were utilized. And the impact velocity results were
compared and cross-checked. After the dropping tests, helium leak tests were conducted to evaluate the leakage rate.



Full-BUC implementation for a transport cask application using penalty factors from 
French experiments 

 
L. San Felicea, A. Santamarinaa, C. Riffarda, F. Rioub, M. Leinb, M. Tardyb 
a CEA, DEN, DER, SPRC, Cycle Studies Laboratory, Cadarache Center, 13108 Saint Paul lez Durance 
b AREVA-TN International, 78180 Montigny-le-Bretonneux. 
 

Abstract 
 

The concept of taking credit for the reduction in the reactivity of nuclear fuel due to burnup of the fuel, is 
referred to as « Burnup Credit » (BUC). Allowing reactivity credit for spent fuel offers many economic 
incentives. Our design studies pointed out that a load increase in several fuel cycle devices (casks, storage pools, 
dissolvers) is possible when FPs are accounted for in criticality studies. In order to allow for Fission Products 
and Actinides in Criticality-Safety analyses, a BUC programme has been developed at Cadarache Center in the 
framework of the CEA-AREVA collaboration1. This programme involves two kinds of experiments : 
- Chemical analyses and microprobe measurements of PWR pins to obtain the fuel inventory (Actinides and 
FPs). 
- Reactivity worth measurements of the various BUC nuclides by oscillation of specific samples in the 
MINERVE reactor. 
 
Full-BUC implementation for a transport cask application including actinides and six fission products has been 
recently studied, carrying out the French BUC calculation route based on the codes systems DARWIN2 and 
CRISTAL V1 with their associated libraries based on JEF2.2. The BUC methodology2 includes some important 
preliminary steps (listed bellow), ahead of the generation of the burnup credit loading curves and of the loading 
criteria assessment:  

- validation of the code systems dedicated to the calculation of the spent fuel inventory and the prediction 
of the subcritical multiplication factor keff, 

- establishment of bounding conditions for the isotopic concentration and criticality calculations. 
The later one includes the application of a set of penalty factors to the isotopes concentrations in the SNF. These 
so-called ‘isotopic correction factors’ allow the conservativeness of the isotopic concentrations with regards to 
the (C-E)/E biases of the codes, carried out from the from the French experimental programs 3,4. The trends of 
the (C-E)/E values of the SNF calculation in function of the burnup in one part, and of the reactivity worth in an 
other part, both penalized by the whole experimental uncertainties, lead to the definition of reliable and 
conservative penalty factors in the burnup range of interest. Therefore, the exhaustiveness of the French P.I.E. 
program and reactivity worth measurements in MINERVE, constitutes one of the key for the implementation of 
the burnup credit in transport cask applications. 
 
References 
1 N. Thiollay, et al., «  Burnup Credit for Fission Products nuclides in PWR (UO2) spent fuels », ICNC’99, 
Versailles (France). 
2 A. Santamarina, «  Burnup Credit implementation in spent fuel management », FISS’98, Cadarache (France). 
3 B. Roque, et al., « Experimental validation of the code system DARWIN for spent fuel isotopic predictions in 
fuel cycle applications », PHYSOR 2002, Seoul (Korea). 
4 A. Santamarina, et al., « Experimental validation of the Burnup Credit calculations by reactivity worth 
measurements in the MINERVE reactor », ICNC’95, Albuquerque (USA). 
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Specific transport & storage solutions for residues return programs  
 

Françoise GENDREAU – Florian DARRAS – Hélène SONNENMOSER 
 

TN International (AREVA Group) 
 

 
France, like other countries including Japan, UK, Russia and China, has chosen the closed 
fuel cycle, where Spent Fuel is recycled at 96% of its content. This treatment, performed in 
France at AREVA’s La Hague plant allows recovering uranium 95% and plutonium 1% for 
recycling, the remaining 4% being considered as ultimate waste.  
Most of the ultimate waste can be sorted into two categories:  

• High level activity waste (HLW) composed of fission products and minor actinides, 
which account for the largest share of radioactivity; this type of waste is vitrified. 

• Long-lived intermediate level waste (ILW) composed of structural elements of used 
nuclear fuel (hulls and end pieces); this type of waste is compacted. 

 
Whether vitrified or compacted, the waste is conditioned in the same universal and 
multipurpose container, named the Universal Canister. The resulting residue is named CSD-V 
for vitrified waste and CSD-C for compacted waste, they both remain property of the utilities 
and must be returned to countries of origin. 
In order to transport Universal Canisters in the best technical and economical conditions, TN 
International designs two cask solutions for its customers, either for transport only or for dual 
purpose, storage and transport, depending on the facility receiving the canisters. 
 
Since the mid-1990s, TN International has transported CSD-V waste to Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany and Japan.  As most of these CSD-V return programs are 
nearing completion, TN International is now preparing the CSD-C return program which is 
scheduled to begin in 2009 for the first three countries and within several years for Germany 
and Japan. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to explain how the experience gained during the return program 
of CSD-V has been used to optimize the CSD-C return organization, in terms of design and 
licensing of casks and of transport organization, suited to the specific constraints of each 
country. In some cases, casks developed for CSD-V transports will be adapted and used for 
the CSD-C transports, in other cases, new casks are being designed specifically for CSD-C 
transport in order to increase the capacity of the casks and therefore reduce the number of 
shipments. 
 
TN International’s experience in designing packages and transporting nuclear materials is part 
of the AREVA waste management policy, which aims to reduce waste volume, while 
maintaining a high level of nuclear and occupational safety and of environmental protection 
during transportations.   
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The typical containment system of the lid of the metal cask consists of primary and secondary parts. The containment 

function is secured by inserting gaskets between the cask body and the lids, and then bolting them together. Metal gaskets 

are used for long-term durability. Therefore, it is very important to clarify the influence of the stress relaxation of the 

gaskets on the containment performance of the metallic gaskets for a long-term usage. 

Two kinds of cask lid structure models are being tasted for more than 17 years. In the I-type model, the cask body and lid 

are made of forged carbon steel. The sealing surface is overlaid with stainless steel welding, and a double metal gasket 

(enveloped with aluminum) is installed. 

In the �-type model, the cask body is made of ductile cast iron, and the lid is made of stainless steel. The sealing surface 

of the body is plated with nickel. In this model, an inner metal gasket (enveloped with silver), and an outer rubber gasket 

(silicone rubber) were installed. 

In both models, the test temperature was maintained with the electrical heats installed in the cask cavities. Containment 

of the secondary lid has been tested using a helium leak detector about twice a month. The very reliable containment 

performance has been demonstrated. Moreover, by applying the Larson-Miller Parameter, the results indicate the 

containment performance taking account of the decay heat of the spent nuclear fuel. 
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Conditioning and Unloading of A Canister of Corroded
Uranium Fuel

D.I. Hambley, D.M. Willey (NNL-UK), H. Stridsman (AB SVAFO-Sweden)

During 2006/7 the UK National Nuclear Laboratory provided technical assistance to SVAFO on the recovery of a
canister containing corroded metallic uranium fuel from the R1 reactor. The canister contained 7 natural uranium fuel
rods, which had been stored in pond at Studvik within a sealed container since the 1960s. In the early 1980s the
canister had leaked and was overpacked within a second canister for continued storage. In 2006 work was initiated to
prepare all the fuel for shipment to Sellafield, UK, for reprocessing. NNL provided advice on the pre- treatment and
processing of the canister containing the corroded uranium, to allow safe on-site transport, recovery of the fuel from
the canister into an air-filled hot cell, separation of the fuel from corrosion product and on interim storage conditions
for the corrosion products.

The main concerns with treatment of the fuel arose from the risk posed by formation of uranium hydride during
corrosion of the fuel inside a sealed container. There was evidence of extensive fuel corrosion inside the canister from
observations during overpacking operations, and X-rays which identified a large mass of corrosion product together
with a bulge on the inner container.

Advice included: a) interpretation of the X-rays and gas anaysis data; b) obtained by SVAFO during pressure cycling
of the canister; c)assessment of the level of risk posed by uranium hydride based on the container’s history,; d) options
for adequately passivating the uranium hydride to ensure risks were minimised during preparations for transport,
during transport operations and subsequent opening of the canister in a hot cell; e) potential hazards arising from
hydride oxidation during hot cell operations, along with options for controlling both the risk of ignition and the
consequences of a fire, if one occurred.

The content of two published reports from the US which apparently indicated that the proposed process would be
inappropriate were reviewed and shown not to be in conflict. Options for storage of the corrosion product were
discussed and recommendations for vented storage were made, and subsequently implemented.

Can opening operations were undertaken successfully and safely, with no indication of pyrophoric hydride oxidation at
any stage. The extent of corrosion was confirmed and, as expected, was densely packed causing the fuel to become
trapped in the can. Unexpectedly however sections of highly coherent oxide extending above peak water level were
also uncovered which were initially confused with sections of fuel rod with oxidised surfaces. 
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Research on HLW and ILW Interim Storage
Complementary to Deep Geological Disposal

B. Félix (Andra - France), J. M. Hoorelbeke (Andra - France)

Global 2009, September 6 – 11, Paris. Research on HLW and ILW Interim Storage Complementary to Deep
Geological Disposal B. Félix, J.M. Hoorelbeke, Andra France According to the Act (28 June 2006), interim storage is
a research route for the sustainable management of HLW and intermediate level long lived radioactive waste (ILW) in
France, along with partitioning/transmutation and reversible disposal in a deep geological formation. Interim storage is
intended to play a complementary role to the geological reversible repository. Andra is responsible for defining and
coordinating the research on both interim storage and reversible disposal of HLW/ILW. A long storage duration as
considered before 2006 (up to 300 years) is no more an objective for the research. The paper details the role of interim
storage complementary to the reversible repository, with respect to the origin and characteristics of various HLW and
ILW to be considered. In particular, it will make it possible for HLW to benefit of thermal decay. Andra cooperates
with the operators of existing storage facilities at production sites. Working groups have been created. The objectives
are the following: - to learn from the experience gained at designing, building and operating the facilities, - to check
the capability of existing and projected facilities to meet with the requirements of the National plan for the
management of the radioactive matters and waste. In 2008, French waste producers updated the National inventory of
radioactive waste and matters. According to the Act, they have incorporated an inventory of their storage facilities.
Andra has made a review of these inventories to provide the Government with an evaluation of needs for new
facilities. Andra has also investigated new design options of storage facilities on both production and disposal sites. On
the repository site, interim storage above ground and in shallow geological formation have been studied. The waste
packages are stored as produced, eventually secured in handling cask, or overpacked for disposal in steel (HLW) or
concrete containers (ILW). A service life as long as one hundred years may be required. A selection of storage options
has been proposed to the French governement for extended studies. It is based on their versatility regarding the waste
package characteristics and the constraints arising from the transportation and the disposal operations. Special attention
has been drawn to waste package monitoring i.e. the eventual release of gas, ageing phenomena, etc. The robustness
facing internal or external aggressions and costs have been equally taken into account. Andra has also initiated an
analysis of the physicochemical phenomena which may affect the durability of storage facilities and stored waste
packages. It evidenced thermal, mechanical, chemical and radiological couplings which rule ageing processes. A
research program has been launched including laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, consistent with this
analysis. 
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Operational model for the safety of defective spent fuel
rods in dry storage

C. Ferry, J. Radwan, A. Poulesquen, L. Desgranges (CEA-France)

In dry storage, the breach of the container and cladding will expose the spent fuel to oxygen. This incidental scenario
could be detrimental for the integrity of the spent fuel rod. Indeed, UO2 is not thermodynamically stable in air. The
oxidation of UO2 up to U3O8 leads to crystalline swelling and sample bulking that may increase the initial defect in
the cladding and enhance the release of fission products. Oxidation experiments with in-situ characterisation of
structural phases have been performed on unirradiated UO2 powders and led to propose an oxidation model for the
first step of oxidation, i.e. from UO2 to U3O7 (Poulesquen et al., 2007). This model has been up-graded in order to
describe the oxidation of spent fuel fragments. It takes into account the stoechiometric phases, which have observed
during spent fuel oxidation, and the role of grain boundaries. The oxidation model is able to reproduce the different
weight gain curves provided in literature and obtained as part of the French PRECCI program. Moreover, the diffusion
coefficients of oxygen in the intermediate structural phases, which have been derived from the fitting of the model to
experimental data, are consistent with literature data. Furthermore in-situ SEM investigations during oxidation of UO2
grain have evidenced sample bulking, due to grain cracking, as soon as a critical thickness of U3O7 is achieved in the
grain. It has led to propose a new criterion for spent fuel degradation. The time to achieve this criterion is calculated by
using the oxidation model. A duration of safety, or time before consequent fracturing of spent fuel in air, is thus
deduced. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses allow us to express the duration of safety as a simplified analytical
formula of the input parameters of the oxidation model, such as temperature of storage and spent fuel characteristics.
The duration of safety can be qualitatively linked to irradiation parameters such as the burn up, the linear power or else
the Fission Gas Release in reactor (FGR). This operational model will be presented. This work is performed in the
framework of the CEA research program PRECCI, with the financial support of EDF. Poulesquen et al. (2007).
Journal of Nuclear Material, 362, 402-410 
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Critical review of creep FRAPCON-3 model under dry
storage conditions

F. Feria, L.E. Herranz (CIEMAT)

There is a general agreement that cladding creep rupture is the most likely and limiting failure mechanism of spent fuel
in dry storage compared to other potential mechanisms, like stress corrosion cracking and/or delayed hydride cracking.
Nevertheless, occurrence of creep rupture is very improbable since both decay heat and hoop stress tend to decrease
throughout dry storage. In spite of this, the current trend to higher burn up levels needs further attention that ensures
safe storage of spent fuel irradiated over 45 GWd/MTU.

An extensive work has been carried out during the last four decades in the area of in-reactor creep modelling.
Unfortunately, the in-reactor conditions are so different from those prevailing under dry storage, that all the experience
gained cannot be extrapolated in a straightforward manner. On the other side, as creep tests simulating conditions
throughout a 20-40 year dry storage are impractical, post-irradiation cladding creep behaviour has been modelled by
means of time-temperature dependent laws developed on the basis of currently available zirconium alloys data.
Additionally, some tests have been exploring the effect of irradiation, hydrogen distribution and material composition
on the materials creep behaviour.

Adaptation of fuel performance codes initially developed for normal and off-normal reactor operation is not an easy
task either. Creep modelling is usually dependent of host codes because a good part of its validation and update has
been carried out in an integral way, and as a consequence its independent performance assessment is not an easy task.

This work examines the current capability of FRAPCON-3 to model creep behaviour under dry storage conditions. To
do so, a review of its major fundamentals has been done and its range of applicability discussed. Once its main
approximations and drawbacks have been identified, an attempt to overcome some of them has been intended by
implementing an alternative expression for creep under dry storage conditions within the FRAPCON-3 structure. The
performance of this adapted version has been checked by analyzing a postulated but real scenario of a Zry-4 fuel rod
irradiated to 45 GWd/MTU. The entire sequence of phases (i.e., in-reactor irradiation, subsequent in-pool cooling,
heating-up during dry-out and final cooling in the dry storage) has been simulated and the results obtained compared
to default FRAPCON-3 estimates. As expected, significant discrepancies have been found in terms of hoop strain, the
new adaptation predicting cladding creep-out whereas the default FRAPCON-3 hardly shows any effect on clad
dimensions during the whole dry storage period.

This work has been sponsored by ENRESA.
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Validation Of Decay Heat For Spent Fuel Storage,
Transport And Conditioning Using JEF-2.2 And JEFF-

3.1.
R. W. Mills (UK National Nuclear Laboratory)

The decay heat produced by spent nuclear fuel is an important parameter of safety analyses for its storage, transport,
reprocessing and waste management. Current decay heat validation using the UK inventory code FISPIN10 for PWR
fuel is based upon 12 calorimetric measurements reported by Schmitroth [1]. Reported results using JEF-2.2 and JEFF-
3.1.1 decay and fission yield libraries using the FISPIN code [2] give good agreement; the mean calculated over
experimental (C/E) values from calculations being 1.01+/-0.03 and 1.00+/-0.03 respectively. However, the data has a
limited range of irradiation (25.6 to 39.4 GWd/t), cooling (2.3 to 5.7 years) and enrichment (2.5 to 3.4%) [3].

This paper considers recent BWR and PWR measurements carried out at the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Company (SKB) where calorimetric measurements of decay heat from BWR and PWR assemblies have
been performed at the Swedish Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility, CLAB, at Oskarshamn [4]. These include 43
measurements of decay heat from PWR spent fuel and 66 of BWR. The PWR measurements range in enrichment from
2.1 to 3.4%, irradiations from 19.7 to 51.0 GWd/t and cooling from 13 to 23 years. The BWR measurements range in
enrichment from 2.1 to 3.15%, irradiations from 19.4 to 46.6 GWd/t and cooling from 14 to 29 years. This
considerably extends the current FISPIN decay heat validation in irradiation and cooling. Some preliminary
calculations with generic libraries for the PWR assemblies gave C/E values of 0.995+/-0.013 and 0.985+/-0.012 for
JEF-2.2 and JEFF-3.1.1 data respectively [5].

This paper describes the results of new calculations of the SKB PWR and BWR assembly decay heat using FISPIN10
with the WIMS and TRAIL codes being used to generate reactor specific cross-sections [6]. These new validation
results are compared to an independent method of determining uncertainties and possible improvements in uncertainty
estimation are discussed.

References:

[1] F. Schmittroth "ORIGEN2 Calculations of PWR spent fuel decay heat compared with calorimetric data" HEDL-
TME 83-32 UC-85 (1984).

[2] The FISPIN10 spent fuel inventory code is developed by the UK National Nuclear Laboratory (www.nnl.co.uk)
and available through Serco Assurance (www.sercoassurance.com).

[3] R.W. Mills and C. Shearer, “Testing of the JEFF-3.1.1 radioactive decay data file for consistency and comparison
with JEFF-3.1 results.”, JEF/DOC-1220 (2007).
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[5] R.W. Mills, C.H.Zimmerman, C.Shearer, “Validation of PWR spent fuel decay heat considering new SKB
measurements”, Proc. of NEMEA-5, to be published.

[6] The WIMS and TRAILS codes are developed by Serco Assurance and can be licensed from this company
(www.sercoassurance.com).
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PHWR fuel rod behaviour during dry storage
A. C. Marino, J. E. Bergallo (CNEA-Argentina)

At present the Atomic Energy National Commission of Argentina (CNEA) and Nucleoeléctrica Argentina (NASA) are
evaluating the best solution for the intermediate storage of the irradiated fuels produced for the nuclear power plants
(NPP) of our country.

Argentina has two NPPs in operation (Atucha I –PHWR, pressure vessel type– and Embalse –CANDU type–) and one
under construction (Atucha II –PHWR, pressure vessel type–).

It is mandatory to guarantee the integrity of the fuels in these temporary systems of storage, to determine the main
characteristics of design of that system and to assess the behaviour of the fuels during the entire time of storage
without fuel failures and free of fission gas release to the environment.

The normal rules of fuel design are not taking into account the behaviour and integrity after the commercial irradiation
in the NPP. The as fabricated tolerance of the fuel elements are defined in order to improve the economy, to reduce the
procedures and to guarantee a success commercial irradiation.

Due to these reasons we need to overview the fuel behaviour evolution at different temperatures of dry storage and to
determine if the fuels are enable to resist the new conditions without any failure.

The BaCo code was developed for the analysis of the behaviour and the design of nuclear fuel rods. BaCo is used for
the simulation of the fuel rod behaviour at these new conditions, in particular taking into account the range of
temperatures of the system of storage in order to determine the most plausible temperature for the system.

We determine that the main change of behaviour between the irradiation in the NPP and the dry storage system is due
to the change of the stress-strain state of the cladding. Usually the cladding is working at a compression state (for the
presence of the coolant pressure), but at the storage conditions (at approximately normal conditions of pressure) the
cladding is working at a traction state. Simultaneously the release of fission gas continues without the production of
fission gases but enough to increase the inner fuel rod pressure and we have enough I and Cs in order to induce a
stress corrosion cracking (SCC) failure in the fuel rod if we reach a proper value of hoop stress at the cladding. This
behaviour depends of the temperature of the system and a high (but technically valuable) temperature could produce
this mechanism of failure. This effect was find in experimental WWER fuels stored in this conditions.

In this paper we present the BaCo code, the basic of the dry system of storage, the evaluation of the PHWR fuel
behaviour before and after commercial irradiation, the estimation of the most plausible temperature for the dry storage
and the probabilistic evaluation of the fuel rod tolerance in these analyses. 



 
 

International Co-operation in Planning for the 
 Implementation of Geological Disposal 

 
  Presented by: Bruce McKirdy, Repository Technical Director, NDA 

                        Claes Thegerström, President, SKB 
                                                Ann McCall, Vice President UK, SKB IC 
 
 
The UK Government has recently published the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely 
White Paper1 that sets out a framework for implementation of geological disposal.   
That policy gives the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority responsibility as the 
implementing body.  The White Paper states that UK policy is aligned with countries 
such as Finland, France, Sweden and the USA who have already made good 
progress towards implementing geological disposal.  It notes that the UK is therefore 
well-placed to benefit from international experience in this field.   
 
In order to realise such benefits, the NDA has established bi-lateral agreements with a 
number of overseas radioactive waste management organisations.  In particular, the 
NDA has already benefited significantly from co-operation with SKB – the waste 
management organisation responsible for implementing geological disposal in 
Sweden.  To date this co-operation has focussed on development of a viable concept 
for disposal of HLW and SNF in the UK. 
 
More recently, co-operation has continued with a review by SKB of the NDA’s plans 
for implementing geological disposal in the UK.  The review had two objectives :- 
 

(i) peer review by a well-respected and successful implementing body  
(ii) identification of opportunities for technology and knowledge transfer between 

the Swedish and UK programmes.   
 
This paper will provide an overview of the co-operation between SKB and NDA, 
focussing on the recent review.  It will summarise the results of the review and 
describe the benefits obtained by both organisations from such 
co-operation.  

                                                 
1 Managing Radioactive Waste Safely – A Framework for Implementing Geological Disposal, June 2006.  A 
White Paper by Defra, BERR and the devolved administrations for Wales and Northern Ireland.  Cm 7386. 
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Progress of the Graphite and Radium-bearing Waste Disposal Project in France 

O.OZANAM,  

Agence nationale pour la gestion des déchets radioactifs (Andra) 
Parc de la Croix Blanche – 1/7 rue Jean-Monnet – 92298 Chatenay-Malabry Cedex – France 

Phone : (33) 1 46 11 82 81 – Fax : (33) 1 46 11 83 38 – E-mail : odile.ozanam@andra.fr 

Andra has been studying the possibilities of disposing of graphite and radium-bearing waste 
for several years. Following the appearance of the French Planning Act of June 28 2006, a 
new research and studies programme for these low-level long-lived wastes was compiled to 
develop disposal solutions.  

The waste inventory of irradiated graphite waste - some 23,000 tons– has been generated by 
9 nuclear gas reactors. During the decommissioning operation the graphite waste will be 
placed and blocked in concrete waste packages, for a total of approximately 100,000m3 of 
packages to be disposed of. The radium-bearing waste has been produced mainly by 
chemical industry. They represent around 60,000 tons and 70,000 m3 to dispose of. 

The low specific activity of these wastes means shallow disposal options (i.e. under 200 
metres) implanted in a geological layer with a low permeability. Two design options were 
studied and compared. The first option, known as an 'undisturbed cover repository', consists 
in using an underground excavation technique; access is gained through longitudinal drifts 
which are backfilled after the waste has been disposed. The second option, known as a 
'disturbed cover repository', consists in using an open-air excavation technique to reach the 
disposal level; after the disposal of the waste, the repository zone is backfilled. According to 
the current state of knowledge, the undisturbed cover repository option will be preferred for 
graphite waste while the study of the two design options is pursued for radium-bearing 
waste. 

As stated in the French National plan for the management of radioactive materials and 
waste, the progress of the works makes it now necessary for a site to be found. A 
bibliographical study has identified in France geological formations which could meet the 
safety criteria required (thickness, depth, homogeneity,…). Andra has offered the 
Government an open and transparent process to search for a site in consultation with the 
parties concerned. This process is based on a wide-spread call for applications along the 
perimeter of the districts identified in the bibliographical study.  

This call for applications started on June 2008. In 2009, Andra teams are being installed on 
selected sites to prepare and then carry out geological research. On the basis of the 
outcome of this research and consultations held at a local level, as well as the design and 
simulation studies carried out in parallel, Andra will put forward to the Government in 2010, 
following the deliberation of the parishes concerned, one or more sites for the continuation of 
the project.  
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Studies on the Disintegration of Graphite from
Simulative HTGR Fuel Element by Improved

Electrochemical Method
Mingfen Wen, Jing Chen, Lifang Tian (tsinghua University)

The fuel elements for high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR), either hexagonal ones or spherical ones, contain
large amount of graphite matrix, which covers about 95% weight of the fuel element. In order to reduce the volume of
the geological disposal waste and recycle the nuclear resource, it is considerably profitable to separate the graphite
matrix as medium or low level radioactive waste and recover U and Pu from the HTGR spent fuel. Accordingly, it is
very important to disintegrate the graphite matrix and separate the graphite fragments from the coated fuel particles
effectively without unexpected damage to the coated particles and additional radioactive contamination to the graphite
fragments. The general methods, for example, mechanical separation by grinding and chemical separation by burning
could not satisfy the above requirement. The electrochemical method with strong acids such as concentrated sulfuric
acid or nitric acid as electrolyte was reported to disintegrate the graphite matrix. However, the strong acids could
corrode the vessel, and also lead to the unexpected dissolution of UO2 kernel. In order to solve these problems, an
improved electrochemical method with salts as electrolyte has been presented to disintegrate graphite matrix from
HTGR spent fuel in this work. The simulative HTGR fuel element without coated fuel particles was employed.
Ammonium nitrate was experimentally chosen as the appropriate electrolyte. The influence of process parameters
including salt concentration, temperature and current density on the disintegration of graphite matrix were studied. The
experimental results show that the current density is the main factor and the rate of graphite disintegration is in direct
proportion to it. The disintegration rate depends slightly on the temperature and salt concentration. Compared with the
original element, the weight of graphite fragments was found to increase probably because of the partial oxidation of
graphite during the disintegration process. The result of elemental analysis indicates that the content of introduced
oxygen element (about 15wt% of graphite fragments) is independent of the current density and the concentration of
electrolyte. The spectra of X-ray diffusion show that the graphite fragments exist in the form of partial oxidation
graphite. 
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Assessing the spatial continuity of low permeability
media for deep waste disposal: the Boom Clay case

N. Jeannée (GEOVARIANCES - France), A. Berckmans, L. Wouters (ONDRAF/NIRAS - Belgium), J. Deraisme
(GEOVARIANCES - France), J.P. Chilès (Ecole des Mines de Paris - France)

The Boom Clay is currently investigated as potential host formation for the deep disposal of high-level and/or long-
lived radioactive waste in Belgium. Deep disposal safety relies on multiple barriers: the “supercontainer” containing
the vitrified waste, the repository itself and the host formation in which the disposal could be constructed. The latter is
the most important as it is the one that has to slow the migration of radionuclides towards the biosphere for a
sufficiently long time when the man-made barriers are no longer effective. So it is the site's geology that must ensure
that the long-term radiological impact of the waste in the repository stays below the nationally and internationally
allowable limits and is therefore significantly lower than natural radioactivity.

The Boom Clay is a marine Oligocene clay of approximately 100m thick deposited in the North Sea basin. It is known
in Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium as a continuous layer gently dipping (~1°) towards the north-north-east but
also gaining thickness in this direction. One of the most remarkable characteristics of the Boom Clay is its structure of
bands that are several tens of centimeters thick, reflecting mainly cyclical variations in grain size (silt and clay
content).

The Boom Clay aquitard requires to be precisely characterized in terms of hydrogeological parameters, to confirm its
role of geological barrier between its surrounding aquifers. Therefore, hydraulic conductivity and diffusion parameters
have been intensively measured at only a few boreholes in Belgium, mainly located in the Mol-Dessel area, assuming
a good lateral continuity of the geology. Combining these measurements with more densely acquired geophysical
information allows quantifying their spatial variability and consolidating the continuity assumption.

From a methodological point of view, the 3D modeling of hydrogeological parameters requires to solve several issues.
First, it is required to find a consistent geo-reference system allowing to laterally correlate thin observations derived
from boreholes separated by several tens of kilometers. Then, in order to provide a reliable 3D model, it is compulsory
to integrate the correlation between the scarcely sampled target parameters (core measurements) and numerous
geophysical logs (gamma ray, resistivity). Geostatistics provides a suitable framework to solve these issues.

Finally, a 3D model of the target parameters is proposed and stochastic simulations are performed to quantify their
local variability. This uncertainty quantification is of significant added value to assess the efficiency of the geological
barrier.
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PROGRESS AND SUCCESS OF DEEP GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF TRANSURANIC WASTE AT THE  

WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT 
 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for the management and disposal 
of defense transuranic (TRU) waste—a by-product of nuclear weapons research and 
production. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is the United States’ first permitted 
deep geologic repository for the permanent disposal of defense generated radioactive 
waste. The repository is located near Carlsbad, New Mexico, 2,150 feet below ground in 
a 250 million year old salt formation. It is the world’s only operating deep geologic 
repository.  
 
The TRU waste program manages the characterization, transportation, and disposal of 
TRU waste from around the DOE complex. After nearly 20 years of testing, scientific 
research, engineering and design, and regulatory permitting, WIPP began receiving 
contact-handled (CH) TRU waste in 1999.  
 
TRU waste is shipped by truck to WIPP. In 2001, WIPP was receiving and disposing an 
average of seven shipments per week of CH-TRU. Shipments have since accelerated to a 
maximum of more than 30 per week. In nearly 10 years of operations, WIPP has gained 
superior technical expertise, and the regulatory framework has become more streamlined. 
As a result, operations have become more efficient and routine each year.  
 
To date, DOE has safely removed more than 56,000 cubic meters of CH-and remote-
handled (RH) TRU waste from generator sites throughout the country, disposing the 
waste at WIPP, greatly reducing the environmental risk of continued long-term storage at 
the generator sites. An estimated 150,000 cubic meters of CH-TRU and 7,000 cubic 
meters of RH-TRU resulting from the Cold War will ultimately be disposed at WIPP. 
 
DOE will continue to generate TRU waste through at least 2050 from ongoing missions, 
as well as from deactivation and decontamination of radioactive waste treatment 
facilities. DOE is evaluating alternative strategies to sustain the most efficient operation 
of WIPP as TRU legacy waste disposal winds down after 2020. 
 
DOE’s TRU waste program has maintained an excellent safety transportation record 
since 1999—over 8 million miles transporting TRU waste without a major incident or 
release. WIPP has achieved 22 consecutive years of New Mexico "Mine Operator of the 
Year," with zero releases to the environment, and zero contaminated personnel. 
 
WIPP is among the disposal locations being analyzed in the Department’s Environmental 
Impact Statement for Disposal of Greater Than Class C Low Level Radioactive Waste, 
which would expand its current statutory mission. 
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Safe, reliable and reversible handling of waste is a significant issue related to the 
design and safety assessment of deep geological repository in France. The first step 
taken was to study various waste handling solutions. Andra also decided to fabricate 
and demonstrate industrial scale handling equipment for HLW (since 2003) and for 
ILW-LL wastes (since 2008).  
We will review the main equipment developed for the transfer process in the 
repository, for both types of waste, and underline the benefits of developing industrial 
demonstrators within the framework of international cooperation agreements. Waste 
retrieval capability will be simultaneously examined. 
Two types of waste have to be handled underground in Andra’s repository. The HLW 
disposal package for vitrified waste is a 2 ton carbon steel cylindrical canister with a 
diameter of 600 mm. The weight of ILW-LL concrete disposal packages range from a 
minimum of 6 tonnes to over 20 tonnes, and their volume from approximately 5 to 10 
m3. 
The underground transfer to the disposal drift requires moving the disposal package 
within a shielded transfer cask placed on a trailer. Transfer cask design has evolved 
since 2005, due to optimisation studies and as a result of industrial feedback from 
SKB. 
For HLW handling equipment two design options have been studied. In the first 
solution (Andra’s Dossier 2005), the waste package are emplaced, one at a time, in 
the disposal drift by a pushing robot. Successive steps in design and prototyping have 
lead to improve the design of the equipment and to gain confidence. Recently a fully 
integrated process has been successfully demonstrated, at full scale, (in a 100 m long 
mock up drift) as part of the EC funded ESDRED Project. This demonstrator is now on 
display in Andra’s Technology Centre at Saudron, near the Bure Underground 
Laboratory. The second disposal option which has been investigated is based on a 
concept of utilising an external apparatus to push a row of waste canisters each 
outfitted with ceramic sliding runners. A demonstrator of the selected design is 
currently under construction and testing.   
ILW-LL waste packages are stacked in wide (up to 12 m) and long (at least 250 m) 
irradiating disposal drifts. Two emplacement equipment design options have been 
studied in detail. In the first solution (Dossier 2005), a forklift handles individual 
package within the irradiating drift and ensures proper stacking of these packages. 
The process is not well adapted for handling large and heavy ILW-LL disposal 
packages (acceptability of drop hazard consequences). In a new approach, well suited 
for large disposal packages, a pre-stacking of the disposal packages at the front end 
of the disposal drift is being considered. The building of a prototype has been 
launched in 2009 in order to confirm the technical feasibility and the overall safety, and 
to check the process integration underground.  
Successful demonstration of the complete transfer process is a key step in assessing 
the feasibility and reliability of emplacement operations in a repository. It brings a 
precious consciousness of operational constraints to the project teams who will keep 
studying waste emplacement equipment and procedures for many more years before 



moving to the industrial step. Moreover, developing such demonstrators is an asset for 
the future public debate.                                                                                                                       
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Architecture Design Issues of a Reversible Deep Geological Repository for HL and IL/LL Waste 

C. Bauer, L. Londe, J.‐B. Poisson 

Andra 

In  accordance  with  the  Planning  Act  of  28 June  2006,  the  French  National  Radioactive  Waste 
Management Agency (Agence nationale pour  la gestion des déchets radioactifs – Andra)  is currently 
investigating  the possibility of disposing of high‐level  (HL)  and  intermediate‐level  long‐lived  (IL/LL) 
radioactive  waste  in  a  deep  geological  formation.  The  waste  inventory  intended  for  geological 
disposal  is significant and represents approximately 80,000 m3 of primary waste. The required drifts 
and cells for such disposal are developing in a long and complex network, with plans calling for a total 
of about 300 km of drifts to be opened over the next century. 

This  paper  describes  various  issues  relating  to  the  architecture  design  and  the  way  they  are 
integrated. 

Long‐term  safety  is  at  the  basis  of  the major  principles  not  only  for  dividing  the  different waste 
categories into separate disposal areas, but also for identifying the relevant constraints involving the 
topology of the network (fragmentation of disposal areas  into modules, dead‐end architecture) and 
the orientation of  certain  structures.  In  the  case of  exothermal waste,  since  the  control over  the 
phenomenological  evolution  also  leads  to  selecting  a  thermal  criterion  in  the  geological  layer  in 
contact with the waste, there is an impact on the density of the repository and, consequently, on its 
architecture. 

Operational security and safety issues are reflected in ventilation needs and in personnel‐evacuation 
requirements in case of fire, both of which require additional intersections and drifts. The section of 
drifts  is  also  conditioned  often  by  those  security  aspects.  Nuclear  zoning  may  also  induce 
requirements for special structures having a potential impact on the architecture. 

Operation, taken into its broader sense encompassing construction and nuclear activities, imposes its 
own share of constraints quite  independently  from any security or safety considerations.  Impacted 
areas  include  structure  slopes,  the  radius  of  curvature  of  turns,  the  number  and  geometry  of 
intersections, etc. 

Reversibility  is a major  issue  in  the French programme. This  includes provisions  for waste package 
retrievability and a modular architecture. The  latter comes with a stepwise decision‐making process 
for the development or the closure of a repository and for the evolution of the design. 

Last but not least, the overall system has to be optimised with regard to cost. 
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Long-term behavior of vitrified waste packages
I. Ribet (CEA-France), S. Bétremieux (AREVA-France), S. Gin (CEA-France), C. Jégou (CEA-France)

The VESTALE project (from the French acronym for “long-term alteration of glass in interim storage and in a waste
repository) was undertaken to develop long-term behavior models of vitrified waste packages. The first stage of the
project was completed in 2005, meeting the deadline set by the 1991 French nuclear waste management act, with the
submission of long-term behavior models taking into account the current state of knowledge at that time. The
subsequent waste management act of 2006 selected a clay medium (in the Meuse-Haute Marne area of northeastern
France) as the reference option for a geological repository site. The second stage of the VESTALE project (2006–
2012) is therefore devoted to consolidating long-term behavior models of vitrified waste packages, by taking into
account more precisely defined repository environmental conditions. The project addresses two main areas of
investigation: first, a study of intrinsic glass behavior under the responsibility of the waste producers, which is the
subject of this article; and second, a study of environmental coupling, especially as applied to the conditions prevailing
in the Bure underground laboratory, under the responsibility of the French radioactive waste management agency,
ANDRA, and which is not detailed here. The work now in progress on intrinsic glass behavior seeks not only to
strengthen the hypotheses adopted in the existing models developed for the glass formulations currently in production,
but also to acquire data for characterizing the long-term behavior of future glass packages. The following topics are
covered: 1. Self-irradiation effects: effects on the glass structure, consequences on macroscopic properties, helium
behavior at high alpha doses. 2. Alteration kinetics, especially over the long term: mechanisms controlling the residual
glass alteration rate, modeling the alteration kinetics. 3. Estimation of the reactive surface area: thermomechanical
modeling of the initial crack density, development of cracking under the effect of external mechanical stresses,
coupling with the alteration kinetics to determine the quantities of altered glass in full-scale blocks. 4. Assessment of
composition effects: characterization of the industrial glass composition range, data on the effects of particular
elements such as zirconium or calcium. 5. Natural and archaeological analogs: this topic addresses the issues involved
with long-term validation of the results obtained from the above experimental and modeling work. 
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Applicability study on design method for the buffer
material of HLW repository

Kenji Tanai (JAEA-Japan)

The basic design flow for the EBS and disposal facility is presented in the H12 report. According to this, the
prerequisites for the design (such as disposal depth) are determined first; design requirements for both the surface and
underground facilities are then specified, the design procedure is determined for each component of the facilities and a
design analysis is conducted to define the specifications of these components. The basic design flow in the H12 report
has some problem issues. It was unclear how to design the buffer and overpack, and interaction of each design such as
buffer and overpack design, buffer and backfill design. The design flow for the buffer on the vertical emplacement
disposal system was constructed based on the study of interaction between buffer, overpack and backfill design. And,
the trial design of the buffer was carried out to apply the design methods of the buffer to actual geological conditions
obtained from the surface-based investigations in Horonobe underground research laboratory project as an example of
actual geological environment. Some of the design requirements for the buffer do not require information from the
overpack design. In this study, therefore, design requirements for the buffer were divided into two categories: those
which require information on overpack design and those which do not. The tentative specifications of the buffer were
defined based on the latter, which are then reviewed from the perspective of other requirements after the overpack
specifications have been defined. The procedure used in this study are as follows; (a) design considering, inter alia, the
low permeability, self-sealing and colloid filtration properties, as well as manufacturability, to determine the range of
specifications that satisfy these requirements, (b) defining the tentative specifications within the range defined in step
(a), (c) after the specifications for the overpack and backfill have been defined, the validity of the tentative
specifications defined in step (b) is checked in terms of stress buffering capability, support of the vitrified waste and
self-sealing properties. The principles of the design procedure for the buffer was formulated and individual design flow
was developed. The design flows was applied to the case study design for the buffer under the geological conditions at
Horonobe. As a result, the specifications in the H12 Report (dry density of 1.6 g/cm3, sand mixing ratio of 30 wt% and
effective clay density of 1.37 g/cm3) were confirmed as being appropriate.
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An important issue related to the generation of radioactive waste in nuclear power plants, 
hospitals and industry is its long term management. Currently, in Mexico several studies 
are being performed to deal with this topic, in particular, near surface disposal option for 
low and intermediate level waste is an issue of national interest. There is the possibility to 
have a bigger participation of nuclear power and consequently there will be an increase of 
radioactive waste. Therefore, a site selection is a must in such program. Characterisations 
of several sites have been realized in Mexico during the past few decades, covering some of 
the various technical factors involved in the site selection process for these repositories. 
This report provides a review of the technical factors that were considered in three states of 
Mexican Republic, consisting of geological, hydrogeological and other relevant 
characteristics of available candidate sites. These sites, allocated in the northern part of 
Mexico, were selected because their geological formation. 



40 years of operation of surface disposal facilities 
M Dutzer, F Chastagner 

ANDRA/Industrial Branch – France 
 
ANDRA, the French radioactive waste management agency, is responsible for the industrial 
operation of waste disposal facilities. It presently operates three surface radioactive waste 
disposal facilities: Centre de la Manche that entered its institutional control in January 2003, 
Centre de l’Aube that started up in January 1992 and Centre de Morvilliers for very low level 
waste where first waste packages were delivered in October 2003. 
 
First disposal operations were performed in Centre de la Manche in 1969, according to the 
creation order of June 1969, the 19th. During the operational lifetime of the Centre de la 
Manche, the “safety conceptual design” of the facility has been progressively established. It 
was formalised in 1984 and 1985 in Fundamental Safety Rules Nos. I.2 and III.2e, the first 
describing the general principles for the design of a disposal facility and the latter defining the 
acceptance process and specifying certain waste or waste package characteristics. These rules 
are still valid. Therefore waste acceptance criteria and the design of disposal structures have 
significantly evolved till the delivery of last packages in 1994. A total of 520,000 m3 of waste 
packages have been disposed in Centre de la Manche between 1969 and 1994. During this 
period a formal acceptance process for waste packages has been implemented.  
 
The capping works of the facilities were performed between 1991 and 1997. However the 
official entrance in the institutional control period occurred in January 2003, after a long 
procedure that included two public inquiries and an assessment by a specific commission 
created by the French government in 1996. Since 2003 ANDRA has taken provisions to 
organise the long term memory of the disposal facility. The ministerial order that authorized 
in 2003 the institutional control period also required that ANDRA issues in 2009 an update of 
the safety report and proposals for improvements of the capping system, in order to have a 
more and more passive monitoring of the facility. This will be the next issue for Centre de la 
Manche that has presently an impact less than 1 µSv/year for a hypothetical critical group. 
 
Centre de l’Aube disposal facility superseded to Centre de la Manche in 1992. It has a 
capacity of 1,000,000 m3 of waste packages. Its design takes benefit from Centre de la 
Manche experience: protection of waste packages from rainwater by mobile handling shelters, 
remote systems to reduce external exposure of workers. According to Centre de la Manche 
experience, ANDRA also performs a cautious management of tritiated wastes.  
 
Since the last years of operations of Centre de la Manche the waste packages deliveries have 
significantly decreased, thanks to the efforts of waste generators and thanks to the 
improvement of conditioning processes : from 35,000 m3 in 1988 to 10,000-15,000 m3 since 
1999. At the end of 2008, about 220,000 m3 of waste packages have been disposed. The 
decrease of deliveries will enable to deal with the new flux of waste that should be generated 
by the decommissioning program of the first generation nuclear facilities in France. The 



flexibility of the facility, enabling the disposal of large components, should facilitate an 
overall optimization of decommissioning waste management. 
 
The French regulation requires that a waste zoning has to be implemented within nuclear 
facilities in order to segregate nuclear wastes (with possible activation or contamination) and 
conventional wastes. It requires that nuclear wastes cannot follow a clearance procedure, 
whatever their radioactivity is, but have to be managed in a reinforced traceability route. 
Therefore the planned decommissioning program motivated the creation of a dedicated 
disposal facility for very low level wastes: Centre de Morvilliers disposal facility. Its design 
complies with the regulation for the disposal of hazardous non radioactive wastes: trenches 
are dug in clay and wastes are disposed in a membrane. Due to the needs of waste generators 
the design delivery flow was increased in 2008 from 26,000 m3 per year to 30,000 m3 per 
year. At the end of 2008, about 115,000 m3 of wastes have been disposed. However, in order 
to save use of the 650,000 m3 capacity of the facility, studies are performed, in relationship 
with waste generator, to improve the densification of disposed waste and to promote the 
recycling of metallic nuclear wastes within the nuclear industry. 
 
During 40 years of industrial operation of radioactive waste disposal facilities, a continuous 
improvement has been sought in the overall waste management process. This improvement is 
intended to ensure safety of the repositories. It is also condition to maintain confidence by the 
people who live in the neighbourhood of the facilities and who accepted them. Disposal 
facilities should be considered as rare resources and should therefore be operated in the best 
effective way. 



Repository development status is Spain 
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Abstract 
 
The paper describes the status of repository development for the different waste 
categories. Low and Intermediate Waste Disposal facility of El Cabril was 
commissioned in 1992 and is in normal operation. The major modifications and 
activities during the last years are the adaptation to waste streams not initially foreseen 
such as some decommissioning waste or waste from steel industry, and the 
improvement of its performance assessment, supported by a R&D and refined models. 
As part of this facility, a new disposal facility specifically intended for very low activity 
waste has been constructed and commissioned in July 2008. Its design is based on the 
European Directive for hazardous waste disposal. National policy for Nuclear Spent 
Fuel and High-Level waste is focused on the development of a centralized storage 
facility of the vault type, whose site location would be selected through a volunteering 
process. Meanwhile, with the aim of solving specific problems, three individual storage 
facilities are in different status at reactor sites.  Research on final solution, including 
some repository aspects as well as separation and transmutation are being carried out in 
accordance to ENRESA’s R&D program. ENRESA has developed conceptual designs 
for non site specific repositories, both in granite and clay, and has carried out their 
corresponding performance assessment exercises.  
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Abstract 
In Romania, roles and responsibilities in radioactive waste management were clearer 

allocated since 2004, within a national system which would follow proven experience of “the 
triangle of responsibilities” from most EU countries with nuclear power programmes: the waste 
producers, the nuclear regulatory body (National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control-
CNCAN) and ANDRAD which is the organization responsible for disposal of the radioactive 
waste.  A national repository dedicated for non-fuel cycle LILW waste constructed in an old 
uranium mine has been in operation since 1985. The current nuclear power program in Romania 
includes: 2 CANDU-6 Canadian PHWR type reactors in operation since 1996, respectively 2007 
and another 2 similar units projected on same Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant site to be 
commissioned in 2014, respectively 2015. For waste generated by Cernavoda NPP, the national 
radioactive waste management strategy includes a new near surface type repository to be 
commissioned in 2014. The repository will accommodate the LILW with short lived 
radionuclides and certain quantities of long lived as accepted according to the results of the 
safety assessment for long term behavior of waste and repository system. 

The siting process of the new repository started in 1992 and has been developed 
following IAEA guidelines and standards. Within its evolution, the siting process was reviewed 
several times by different IAEA expert missions that mentioned that the selected sites along with 
a proper design has a good perspective. In 1997, the Saligny site located inside the exclusion 
zone of Cernavoda NPP was preferred taking into consideration both technical and non-technical 
factors, including further acceptance of the project implementation by the local communities. 

In 2008, the present owner of the new near surface repository project ANDRAD obtained 
a partial siting license, which represent a license issued by CNCAN with a conformance program 
in order to obtain the siting license. In order to issue that license, CNCAN reviewed all process 
and conclusive safety documentation prepared by the main organizations that supported the R&D 
process for the new repository between 1992 and 2007. ANDRAD coordinated the actions of 
that conclusive work and mainly completed it asking an IAEA WATRP expert mission, acting 
for addressing experts’s observations and recommendations and obtaining the acceptance of the 
local authorities and local communities that agreed for further work on the repository project. 
2009 is a very important year in the project development and the preparation of the new 
investment. ANDRAD is the beneficiary of 2 contracts that represent 2 Phare projects approved 
by the European Commission to support ANDRAD to strengthen the development of the 
repository project. According to the scopes of work, the two contracts provide ANDRAD all 
relevant safety and design documentation supporting ANDRAD for obtaining Saligny siting and 
later construction license for the repository.   

                                                 
1 Corresponding author’s e-mail address : veronica.andrei@andrad.ro  
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Abstract 
 

 The concept of supercritical-pressure light water cooled fast reactor (SCFR) is developed and studied at the 
University of Tokyo. † The impact of disposal of the waste generated in a fuel cycle with SCFR is also investigated in 
the project. It is of great interest how a fuel cycle with SCFR compares to the other fuel cycles from the backend view 
point. With its various neutron spectrum, SCFR may be used to transmute both actinides and fission products. The 
objective of the present study is to evaluate and compare multiple fuel cycle designs in order to investigate the effects of 
SCFR and its transmutation capability upon the backend risks.  
 Three designs of fuel cycle  are considered for evaluation in the present study. First, a simple fuel cycle with PWR 
and recycling is considered. The spent fuel from the PWR is reprocessed to recover uranium and plutonium, and the rest 
of the radioactive nuclides are vitrified and disposed of in a geologic repository. In the second design, the recovered 
uranium and plutonium in the reprocessing of PWR spent fuel is fabricated into a MOX fuel and irradiated in SCFR. 
The spent fuel from the SCFR is reprocessed to recover uranium and plutonium. In the third design, actinide elements 
are also separated from the PWR spent fuel and is loaded as the blanket fuel in SCFR core together with the MOX fuel 
fabricated from the recovered uranium and plutonium. In the same way as in the second design, the spent fuel from the 
SCFR is reprocessed to recover uranium and plutonium. In the second and the third designs, there are two streams of 
highly radioactive waste; one from the reprocessing (separation process) of the PWR spent fuel, and the other from the 
reprocessing of the SCFR spent fuel. Numerical codes Origen2.1 and SWAT is used for fuel irradiation calculation.  
 The performance of the high-level radioactive waste repository is evaluated for each design of fuel cycle. It is 
assumed that the repository is located in a water-saturated geologic formation, and that the groundwater flows parallel 
to the array of waste forms. Compartment model1 is adopted for radionuclide migration analysis. Two performance 
measures were selected for the evaluation: the radiotoxicity that has been released into the environment and the 
exposure dose rate to human. The measures are normalized with power generation for comparison.  
  
 
 
1. D. Kawasaki, J. Ahn, and P. L. Chambré, “Congruent Release of Long-Lived Radionuclides from Multiple Canister 

Arrays,” Nuclear Technology, Vol. 148, pp. 181-193 (2004).  

                                                            
† The present study is a part of the research program of a supercritical-pressure light water cooled fast reactor (super 

fast reactor) entrusted by MEXT. 
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Effects of Conditions on Recycling and Repository for
Environmental-Impact Reduction

J. Ahn (UC Berkeley)

The objectives of this study are to evaluate the environmental impact of high-level wastes (HLW) disposed of in a
geologic repository for various fuel cycle cases, and to observe difference in the recycling effects for differing
repository conditions, based on the previous studies for waste conditioning, radionuclide transport, and their joint
application for fuel-cycle evaluations. This study compares (1) a water-saturated repository with (2) the Yucca
Mountain Repository (YMR).

For each case, the computation has been done as follows. First, the spent fuel composition after irradiation,
reprocessing and cooling before vitrification is determined by ORIGEN 2.1. Second, the composition and the number
of canisters for vitrified HLW are determined. Third, the environmental impact of radionuclides existing in the
environment, released after package failure as a function of time is evaluated. For the water-saturated repository, the
environmental impact resulting from disposal of (1) PWR-UO2 spent fuel, (2) HLW from PWR-UO2 fuel, (3) HLW
from PWR-MOX fuel, and (4) HLW from Fast Reactor fuels have been evaluated. For YMR, (5) light-water reactor
(LWR) spent fuel, and (6) HLW from LWR-UO2 fuel by UREX+ with various different separation efficiencies are
evaluated.

For the water-saturated repository case, because the UO2 solubility is assumed four orders of magnitude smaller than
that of silica, the environmental impact for case (1) is significantly smaller than the other three cases. For case (2), the
impact is smaller than for case (3) due to the smaller amount of Pu and Am in HLW. The impact for case (4) is smaller
than cases (2) and (3) because Am and Np are also recovered and transmuted. For the YMR, the impact for the direct
disposal case (5) is the largest. By UREX+, the impact becomes smaller than case (5), and decreases as the separation
efficiency increases.

For the assumed water-saturated repository, reprocessing and vitrification could make the environmental impact
significantly greater because thermodynamically stable UO2 matrix is replaced with unstable borosilicate glass while
keeping toxic minor actinides in HLW. On the other hand, UREX+ processing and vitrification could make impact of
YMR reduced because both UO2 and borosilicate glass are unstable in the oxidizing environment, and because toxic
minor actinides are assumed to be removed together. Thus, effects of fuel cycle application on environmental impact
reduction are significantly different for differing repository conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The disposal of spent nuclear fuel from the Finnish nuclear power plants will be implemented by 
Posiva Oy, a company jointly owned by the two nuclear power companies Fortum Oyj and 
Teollisuuden Voima Oy. Posiva Oy coordinates, manages and prepares the research, development and 
construction activities within time frames set already in beginning of 1980 by The Finnish 
Government. After extensive site investigations the Olkiluoto site in Eurajoki municipality was 
selected for further investigations in spring 2001. To construct a KBS-3 type repository at the depth of 
400-500 metres of crystalline bedrock the construction license application will be submitted in 2012. 
After the construction licence, the next major milestone is the operating licence, scheduled for 2020. 
The operational phase will be rather long. Taking into account the current plans for the operation of 
the nuclear power plants, the disposal facility will be closed sometime in the 2100's. 

In preparation for the construction licence Posiva is constructing the underground rock 
characterisation facility ONKALO.  It aims to confirm the results from site investigations, allows 
practicing the underground characterisation and construction methods during the construction.  It also 
serves as an opportunity to develop quality management practices and investigate, test and 
demonstrate the functioning of the engineered barrier system. When ONKALO will reach the target 
depth 420 meters it also helps to design the repository layout and characterise the repository panels 
further in detail.  ONKALO will also be part of the repository serving as an access to the repository. 
ONKALO access tunnel has been excavated with the conventional drill and blast method with 
inclination 1:10, which means that the length of the access tunnel will be approximately 5 km. . 
Concurrently with the tunnel excavation three raise bored vertical shafts are under construction for 
taking care the ventilation and personnel access to the ONKALO. The construction methods and 
materials have been selected in order not to jeopardise the long-term safety of the repository site. 

The engineered barrier system consisting of copper canister with cast iron insert; buffer bentonite in 
deposition holes and backfill in tunnels combined with sealing structures create the KBS-3 system in 
crystalline bedrock. The design of the system is needed before the submittal of the construction 
licence. Most of the development work now takes place in cooperation with SKB, in particular in the 
Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory and in the Oskarshamn Canister Laboratory. The Olkiluoto specific 
requirements for the subsystem components like canister, buffer, backfill and facility in the KBS-3 
system have been compiled during 2008 and guide to develop the system components to the needed 
level for the license application. The expected performance of each subsystem component in 
repository conditions will be analysed. The ongoing work regarding long term safety will produce 
material for the preliminary safety case reporting, which will be part of the licensing material in 2012.  
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To reach the target an intensive three year period for tests and investigations has been implemented. 
Demonstrations for characterisation and construction of disposal area according to the requirements 
will be one of the key issues in ONKALO. The tests and investigations of the EBS system 
components both small scale and large scale tests in simulated conditions with theoretical 
considerations are ongoing in several research facilities and laboratories. Fabrication and 
emplacement of subsystem components has been preliminary tested and proper methods will be 
selected for construction licence application.  

The activities will gradually change from small scale into the large scale testing and ONKALO will 
be the final demonstration place for the whole system behaviour in order to prepare for the disposal 
operations.  

 

 

 

 

  



The site selection for a reversible deep repository for HL and IL-LL waste 
T. Labalette, P. Landais, S. Farin (Andra – France) 

 
In France, a reversible deep repository within a deep clay formation located in the East of France and 
investigated through an Underground Research Laboratory, is now considered as the reference solution 
for the long-term management of high level and intermediate level long-lived radioactive waste. The 28 
June 2006 Planning Act prescribes relevant investigations and studies with regard to these types of waste. 
 
Andra, the French national agency for radioactive waste management, is carrying out research and studies 
to site and design the repository. This includes the preparation of a dedicated report addressing the 
different aspects of the project, that will constitute an input for the public debate scheduled in 2013. 
Following that debate, the government will choose the implementation site and Andra will submit a 
license application to be reviewed by relevant authorities in 2015. Subject to the authorization, the 
repository should be commissioned in 2025. 
 
In 2005, Andra delineated a 250 km² transposition zone located around the Andra’s URL, where the data 
obtained in the URL can be transposed on a geological basis. An additional survey based on geophysical 
investigations and drillings was performed in 2007 and 2008 to support the updating of the detailed 
geological model of the entire transposition zone. 
 
The results of this program, associated with other scientific investigations, will provide information to 
establish relevant geological criteria. Those will be used by the end of 2009 to propose to the Government 
a restricted area (circa 30 km²) within the transposition zone. A more detailed survey will be carried out 
in this area out from 2010 to 2012. 
 
In addition, Andra has decided to deeply involve local stakeholders in the siting process. In fact, some 
socioeconomic criteria can be examined besides the scientific ones and the various industrial constraints. 
To identify these criteria, Andra has proposed to organize exchanges or working groups. Such 
partnerships are in preparation with the county councilors and the consular chambers of the two 
concerned Departments (Meuse and Haute-Marne) as well as with the Local Information and Oversight 
Committee of the URL. The objective of Andra’s innovative initiative is to make a comprehensive 
proposal to the government by the end of 2009, and to work with these partners throughout the definition 
of the implementation scenarios that will be discussed during the public debate of 2013.  
 
This approach and its first results will be detailed in the presentation. 
 
Contact: 
Mr Sébastien Farin, sebastien.farin@andra.fr 
P:01 46 11 80 00, F:01 46 11 82 50 
Parc de la Croix Blanche - 1-7 rue Jean-Monnet 
Châtenay-Malabry Cedex, 92 298 - France 
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Step-Wise Approach over the Post Closure Radiological
Safety of a Potential HLW Repository for the KIEP-21

Option
Y Hwang (KAERI)

KAERI has developed the KIEP-21, an advanced nuclear fuel cycle option with environmental friendliness,
economics, and proliferation resistance. To compare its advantages over the permanent disposal of SNF(Spent Nuclear
Fuel) and a conventional reprocessing technology PUREX, the systematic step-wise approach is proposed. In addition,
two distinctive processes in the KIEP-21 option are separately evaluated. If the electrolytic reduction process is applied
alone, it generates two streams of wastes, metals and solidified fission products. The combination of it with the electro-
refining and winning, produces at least five different wastes. Two streams come from the first phase, reduction, two
others come from the second phase, refining and winning, and the remaining one comes from the pre-phase,
voloxidation. KAERI estimates the mass balance through the entire KIEP-21 option assuming 45,000 MWDt burn-up.
Results show that the environmental impact of the KIEP-21 option depends on the waste form dissolution rate. If the
solubility of a waste form is similar to that of uranium dioxide matrix of SNF, the annual individual dose from the
electrolytic process only, decreases significantly. However, if the dissolution rate is high, there is no real merit of the
electrolytic reduction in terms of protecting an environment after disposal. KAERI calculates the annual individual
doses for the case when the solubility limit of a solid waste is identical to that of SNF and the other for the higher
dissolution rate case. This suggests the importance of developing a waste form more carefully in the future. In
addition, the environmental impact of CANDU SNF should not be neglected in the Korean case. If it is not properly
treated, the environmental benefit of the implementation of the KIEP-21 option for the PWR SNF will be disappeared.
Acknowledgement: This work is financially supported by Ministry of Education and Science & Technology. 
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Abstract 
 

 Layout of the high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repository is one of the factors that significantly affect the 
performance of the repository. For example, Kawasaki et al.1 found that the peak concentration of a congruently 
released radionuclide at downstream end of a repository will not always be proportional to the number of canisters in 
the groundwater stream, and that it becomes constant at a theoretical upper bound when the canister array is sufficiently 
long. The performance of a repository is thus affected by the array configuration of waste canisters. Kagiyama et al.2 
modeled radionuclide transport in the HLW repository containing multiple canisters. It was considered that individual 
waste packages would fail at different times and the vitrified wastes would have different surface areas due to unique 
cracking  under local stresses, resulting in different release rates of radionuclides. Concentration of a radionuclide at the 
near-field/far-field interface (NFI) was calculated considering uncertainties and variabilities in the radionuclide release 
from the engineered barrier system (EBS) of individual canisters. As the result, it was found that the expectation of the 
peak concentration at NFI can become higher than the previously observed upper bound if the variability in duration 
and starting time of release was considered. In the both of the previous studies, analyses were done with one-
dimensional models assuming that groundwater would flow parallel to an array of waste canisters in equidistant 
spacing. In an actual repository, however, groundwater may flow at various angles to the canister array. In the present 
study, the effects of variability in radionuclide release from the EBS on the repository performance is examined for a 
canister array in two-dimensional panel. One-dimensional radionuclide transport model is adopted for the radionuclide 
plumes from individual waste forms. Latin hypercube sampling method is used for statistical analysis with variability in 
waste form parameters. Hypothetical water-conducting fault is placed at a distance from the downstream end of the 
repository and the discharge rate of a radionuclide into the fault is observed. Various configurations of the canister array 
are compared. Analyses are done with various angles between the canister array and the groundwater flow. The present 
study aims to show the fundamental observation of repository performance with various panel layouts considering 
uncertainties and variabilities.  
 
1. D. KAWASAKI, J. AHN, and P. L. CHAMBRÉ, “Congruent Release of Long-Lived Radionuclides from Multiple 

Canister Arrays,” Nucl. Technol., 148, 2, 181 (2004) 
2. R. KAGIYAMA, D. KAWASAKI, and S. NAGASAKI, “Effect of the High-Level Radioactive Waste Repository 

Layout on the Radionuclide Concentration in Groundwater with Uncertainty Originating in Glass Waste Leach 
Time,” Proc. The 16th Pacific Basin Nuclear Conf., Aomori, japan, October13-18, 2008. 
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Abstract 

High-level nuclear waste containment glass is subjected to irradiation-induced stresses. In order to 

guarantee the material behavior over time, the consequences of these stresses must be assessed. 

Increase of minor actinide concentrations in the glass are under consideration for future vitrification 

scenarios. Because alpha decay from the minor actinides confined in the glass structure is responsible 

of atomic displacements in the glass structure, as well as helium accumulation in the material, a 

research program was developed to evaluate the glass behavior under important accumulation of alpha 

decay events.  

This research program is based on three axes. The first one relies on the characterization of nuclear 

borosilicate glass samples doped with 244Cm, which enable to simulate in a few years the alpha decay 

doses that will be sustained by the containment glass under disposal conditions. The second one uses 

external irradiations of non radioactive borosilicate glasses to reproduce either the damage induced by 

alpha decay or the helium generation in the glass structure. The third one consists in modeling the 

consequences of the recoil of the alpha emitter in simplified borosilicate glass structures by using a 

molecular dynamic approach. 

The combination of the three methods has enabled to measure the macroscopic and structural 

behavior of the nuclear borosilicate glass under irradiation. A small evolution of macroscopic 

properties (density, hardness,…) are observed during the accumulation of alpha disintegrations. After 

2.1018 α/g of glass, a plateau is reached and the properties do not evolve any more.  The glass 

microstructure does not show any measurable modification. Linked to these macroscopic evolutions, 



some structural characteristic features are observed, the essential ones being: a decrease of the mean 

boron coordination, a slight increase of the non bridging oxygen concentration and a global increase of 

the glass disorder. These new structure seems to be imposed only by the glass reconstruction after the 

ballistic event, which could explain why the glass structure and so the macroscopic properties 

evolution stabilizes once the whole glass has been damaged by ballistic events.  
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The handling of high level long lived (HLLL) radioactive waste is one of the generation IV 
reactors goal. The usage of deep geological disposal is under study. Among other criteria, the 
repository design has to meet some thermal requirements to prevent any damage on the 
French clay medium.  
 
We want to simulate accurately the thermal transient taking place in the vitrified waste 
packages and dummy glass packages put in the tunnels of the clay repository design issued 
from ANDRA studies. On the other hand, even if the thermal transients last very long (up to 
hundreds of years), we want the simulation to be performed very quickly. Indeed, it is planned 
to calculate a very large number of calculations corresponding to numerous scenarii and 
optimisation studies.  
 
This paper is devoted to present the general purpose thermal code SYRTHES, used for these 
thermal studies. This code, developed at EDF, takes into account the conduction (thanks to a 
finite element approach) and radiation phenomena (thanks to a radiosity approach) present 
simultaneously in these studies.  The need to achieve both accurate but also much faster 
calculations is pushing us to rely on a new version of the SYRTHES code being presently 
developed by the authors. The new version SYRTHES 4.0 relies on parallelism for the 
conduction part, moreover more efficient radiation algorithms have been implemented.  
 
The complete nuclear fuel cycle simulations performed by TIRELIRE-STRATEGIE (see 
companion paper in the same conference) will require hundreds of such simulations. To cope 
with these computations in a reasonable time, it has been decided to take advantage of a 
reduced domain approximation, where only half of the vitrified waste package and half of the 
dummy glass buffer are accounted for. Moreover, the generally tedious step of adapting the 
grid in a mesh generator to handle some geometric changes (size of the dummy glass buffer, 
width between tunnels,…) will be treated automatically. 
 
Finally, a refined study including a complete tunnel with several waste package is still 
necessary to validate the reduced domain approach and quantify how conservative is the 
reduced approach. Numerical details of the thermal code, as well as the thermal studies will 
be presented and discussed in the paper. 
 
 
Proposed tracks : 5 and 10 
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Semi-Analytical Solutions of the Pseudo-Colloid
migration in a Fractured Porous Medium

Mi-Seon Jeong, Yongsoo Hwang (KAERI)

Typically a radionuclide migration through a barrier is in the form of a solute, even though a particle in an engineered
barrier can create a pseudo-colloid. The pseudo-colloid can be generated in a fractured porous medium when a solute
is adsorbed on a moving natural humic or fulvic colloid. The velocity of a colloid in a fracture is higher than that of a
solute due to the hydrochromatic effect. Also, a colloid cannot diffuse easily into a surrounding rock. These two
mechanisms enhance the migration of a radionuclide so that we need a more precise model to assess the impact of a
pseudo-colloid to the biosphere. We considered a mathematical model for a decay chain to observe the effects of
actinides and under the existence of a more realistic inlet boundary condition at the interface between an engineered
barrier and a fracture. Finally, we have to integrate the new model for a pseudo-colloid into the total system
performance assessment code to really assess the impact of a pseudo-colloid. In this analysis, the Laplace transformed
solution is derived for a pseudo-colloid in a fracture and a solute in a fracture and a surrounding rock with a realistic
inlet boundary condition.
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Claude GARZENNE, Christophe PENIGUEL, Isabelle RUPP (EDF ), Sabrina RIH ()

“A finite elements based thermal model for the high level waste geological disposal” C. GARZENNE, C. PENIGUEL ,
I. RUPP , S. RIH Electricité de France R&D, 1 Avenue du Général de Gaulle, F-92141 Clamart, France Corresponding
author: claude.garzenne@edf.fr , Tel.+33(0)1-47-65-38-75, Fax. +33(0)1-47-65-34-99 The minimization of high level
long lived radioactive waste is one of the two GENERATION IV objectives for ensuring a sustainable development
for nuclear industry, together with an optimal use of uranium resource. Fast breeder reactors have the potential to
achieve these goals, the fast spectrum favouring the transmutation of minor actinides, but the management in these
systems of highly active elements such as americium or curium would undoubtedly come up against important
technical difficulties and drawbacks. On the other hand, the elimination of curium and above all of americium from the
waste packages could allow to significantly reduce the glass canisters thermal load, resulting in a reduction of the deep
geological disposal size. Thus the complete evaluation of the minor actinides transmutation options in fast reactors
requires to be able to assess their impact on the final repository. The first step consists in calculating the yearly
production of waste canisters , and their thermal load with respect to the cooling time, for the prospective scenarios of
evolution of the French nuclear fleet with the deployment of GEN IV fast reactors and implementation of various
partioning and transmutation options. For doing so, we dispose of the TIRELIRE-STRATEGIE nuclear fuel cycle
simulation code developed by EDF R&D Division. In this paper, we will focus on the high level waste disposal
thermal model we have developed for exploiting TIRELIRE-STRATEGIE results and optimising the glass canisters
repository size, taking into account the thermal load of the glass and the thermal criterion used for dimensioning the
disposal. This model is based on the finite elements thermal code SYRTHES, also developed by EDF R&D Division,
applied to the 3D accurate calculation of the vitrified waste packages and separators put in the tunnels of the clay
repository design issued from ANDRA (the French National Agency for Radioactive Waste Management) studies. We
will also present the perspectives of utilization of this model for assessing the benefit/drawback balance of minor
actinides transmutation in the framework of French studies on the deployment of GEN IV fast reactors throughout the
21st century. 
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New perspectives and advanced technologies for fuel
recycling through French operational experience

B. BOULLIS (CEA - France), M.F. DEBREUILLE (AREVA - France)

Nuclear energy, it’s day after day more and more obvious, will play an outstanding role in the future. Many facts
(economics, fossil resource possible rarefaction, fears about climate change…) lead us today to consider that nuclear
energy should bring a significant, reliable and sustainable contribution to meet the drastically increasing energy needs
of the global community. Nuclear energy, it’s both nuclear power plants and the associated fuel cycle. And the fuel
cycle policy, the management we decide for nuclear materials, is a key-point when we address either near-term
development or long-term sustainability issues. It appears clearly that long- lasting nuclear options will be recycling
options. On one hand, saving uranium resource lead to recycle uranium and plutonium into reactors able to take full
advantage of these elements; and on the other hand, decreasing waste amount, waste long-term toxicity, waste residual
heat appear as important stakes which call for actinide(s) recycle too. The general direction appears rather clear, but
still many options are open: - Recycle which actinide? Only major ones? Or all actinides? - Recycle actinides, how?
Diluted in the fuel, in a homogeneous mode? Or for some of them in dedicated devices? In dedicated fuels, in
dedicated strata? - And which technologies to recover actinides from spent fuel? It’s rather difficult to answer this last
question, as far as, for the next generation of nuclear systems, both cycle policies and fuels are still open. And many
routes will probably be explored. But solvent extraction, as operated today in modern spent fuel processing plants, will
surely hold a great role, maybe the main role! It has proven for decades its ability to recover very efficiently diverse
elements from spent fuel, at commercial plants scale, in a very reliable way and with a low amount of technological
waste. And this can be seen as key-points when thinking to future processes... However new strategies, probably new
recycling needs, innovative fuels, new constraints, will obviously need an important work in order to adapt, to
improve, to complete, these already efficient current technologies. And these are the main guidelines of the research
program, launched by CEA and AREVA. 
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The Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative Separations and
Waste Campaign: Accomplishments and Strategy

T. A. Todd (Idaho National Laboratory -USA), L. K. Felker (Oak Ridge National Laboratory -USA), J. D. Vienna
(Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), J. Bresee, S. Lesica (US Department of Energy)

The Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative Separations and Waste Campaign: Accomplishments and Strategy T. A. Todd1, L.
K. Felker2, J. D. Vienna3, J. Bresee4, and S. Lesica4 1Idaho National Laboratory Box 1625 Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415
USA Phone (208) 526-3365 Fax (208) 526-2930 Email: terry.todd@inl.gov 2Oak Ridge National Laboratory 3Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory 4U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy The United States Department
of Energy’s Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI) is performing research and development activities to enable future
recycle of used nuclear fuel. Critical elements of this program include development and demonstration of used fuel
separation technologies and suitable waste forms. The AFCI program is currently developing aqueous and
electrochemical separation technologies, to provide technical options for recycle of used fuel into LWR and fast
reactors. Waste forms are being developed to immobilize the waste fractions resulting from the separations processes.
Program emphasis has recently focused on development of technologies that are cost effective and implementable at
large-scale. An overview of the evolution of the separations and waste form program strategy will be discussed, as
well as recent technical accomplishments in the program 
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Development of Pyroprocessing Technology at KAERI
Hansoo Lee, Jin-Mok Hur, Jong-Hyun Lee, Do-Hee Ahn, In-Tae Kim (KAERI-Korea)

KAERI has developed pyroprocessing technologies for a decade in order to resolve a rising spent fuel issue. The
process includes voloxidation, electroreduction, electrorefining, electrowinning, and waste salt treatment. One of
challenges for the pyroprocessing technologies is handling a massive amount of spent fuel. The voloxidation process
removes volatile elements from the U oxides. Further this process sinters the oxide powder to be porous at high
temperature for easy adoption of oxides into cathode baskets in electroreduction. The electroreduction reactor is
designed to have peripheral baskets in which oxides are loaded. After reduction, it is treated by salt distillation and
moved to electrorefining process. Electrorefining reactor is operated continuously by employing graphite cathodes and
deposit conveying system. The remaining salt is transferred to electrowinning process where TRU mixture is recovered
in a liquid Cd cathode. The impurities in the salts from electroreduction and electrorefining system are treated by
various methods to purify and recover the salt. The process with 2 tons/yr capacity is designed and will be tested in
2009.
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Nuclear energy is developing in a large scale in China. More than 1000 tons 

spent fuel will discharged every year after 2020 in China. How to manage the spent 
fuel is an urgent problem. Colsed fuel cycle policy has been chosen by Chinese 
government. The colsed fuel cycle technology must meet the reauirement to realize 
the maximal utility of nuclear (U, Pu and MA) resource and the minimal geological 
disposal of nuclear waste.  

So, a feasible advanced nuclear fuel cycle is presented based on the spent fuel 
reprocessing and high level waste partitioning. Based on the PUREX process, TRPO 
process and An/Ln separation process, a conceptual process has been proposed for 
Chinese advanced nuclear fuel cycle. After the combined process, the quantity of MA 
for geological disposal can be reduced to about one-fifth of the original HLW even 
without MA transmutation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1  the conceptual process for advanced nuclear fuel cycle 
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Abstract 

In Japan, the first commercial MOX loading to LWR will start shortly, and commissioning of 
Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant (RRP) is expected soon.  Through these significant steps, Japan will 
enter the commercial stage of closed fuel cycle.  During this first stage of commercial fuel recycling, 
which is the period from this year to around 2050, about 60 GW capacity of LWR will be achieved 
and most of the generated spent fuels will be reprocessed by RRP.  Even though we are just about to 
start this first stage, we need to start considering the vision of the future reprocessing that follows the 
RRP, because it significantly influences the development plan for the future reprocessing technologies.  
The purpose of this paper is to draw up a realistic vision of the next reprocessing plant in Japan.  

Japanese nuclear energy policy assumes the start of the FBR implementation to be around 2050, but 
on a realistic assumption that the replacement of retiring LWR with FBR proceeds slowly, there will 
be several decades, during which LWR and FBR coexist.  This transitional period from LWR to FBR 
may extend over 60 years or longer, and this period will give particular condition to the design of the 
next reprocessing plant.  As a result of numerical simulation on the flow and inventory of the fuels, it 
was shown that about 1200 t/y capacity of LWR fuel reprocessing will be necessary at 2047, and that 
this is common for wide range of different scenarios.  On the other hand, the first demand of FBR fuel 
reprocessing will be in the range from 100 to 200 t/y at 10 or 20 years after the implementation, and 
the following demand increase will be rather slow and gradual.  This means that the necessity of a 
rapid and large implementation of exclusive FBR fuel reprocessing plant is not so high.   

This result suggested that, for this transitional period, unification of the studies on LWR and FBR 
reprocessing is necessary rather than considering them independently.  More specifically, rational 
consolidation of LWR fuel reprocessing and FBR fuel reprocessing is desired for the beginning of the  
transitional period.  Due to their different design conditions and requisites, such as criticality safety 
and decontamination factor target etc., consolidation of two reprocessing systems requires more 
specific and deeper investigation.  However, our rough comparison study on several candidate 
reprocessing techniques showed preference to the advanced aqueous process, because of its 
technological maturity and adaptability to both systems. 

In this paper, the result of the above analysis and consideration on the next reprocessing for the 
Japanese transitional period will be thoroughly described.  

 



Current Status Of The Development Of The Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle In India 
K.V. Govindan Kutty, P.R. Vasudeva Rao and Baldev Raj 

Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam 603102, India 
 
Fast breeder reactors with closed fuel cycle constitute the second stage of the three-stage 

nuclear power programme in India. Presently, the Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic 

Research (IGCAR) and BHAVINI, a special unit of the Department of Atomic Energy 

(DAE), are actively engaged in the design and construction of a 500 MWe Prototype Fast 

Breeder Reactor (PFBR) at Kalpakkam. This reactor, fuelled by a mixed (U, Pu) oxide, is 

expected to be commissioned next year.  Subsequently, four more such reactors are 

planned by 2020. The irradiated fuel from these reactors will be reprocessed by the 

aqueous route. Beyond 2020, metallic fuels will be used in the fast breeder reactors, and 

these will be reprocessed by the pyrochemical route. 

In support of the vigorous fast reactor programme, a Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle Facility 

(FRFCF) with co-located reprocessing, fuel fabrication, and waste management plants, is 

being set up at Kalpakkam. The fuel cycle technologies under development would target 

processing of short cooled fuel at burnups as high as 200 GWd/t in order to reduce the 

out-of-pile inventory of fissile material, and high availability factors of the plants. In 

order to ensure long term safety, sustainability and economical use of resources, novel 

and environment – friendly methods are being explored in different areas of the fuel cycle 

operations. Studies on the supercritical fluid extraction of fissile elements, the application 

of room temperature ionic liquids in reprocessing and waste management, and recovery 

of minor actinides and long lived fission products from the high level waste, are typical 

examples of efforts in that direction. A variety of systems including glass and ceramics 

are being investigated for the immobilization of the high level waste generated in fuel 

reprocessing, and this forms the subject matter of a separate presentation in this 

Conference. Pyrometallurgical methods are being developed for reprocessing metallic 

fuels in future. Experiments are under way to generate the necessary expertise to safely 

manage the halide waste generated in non-aqueous reprocessing. These aspects will be 

highlighted in the paper. 
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Development of hybrid reprocessing technology with
solvent extraction and pyro-chemical electrolysis

Reiko Fujita, Shohei Kanamura, Kouki Fuse, Takashi Oomori, Kazuhiro Utsunomiya (TOSHIBA-Japan)

Toshiba has been proposing a new fuel cycle concept for a transition period from LWR to FBR. This concept has
better economical process of the LWR spent fuel reprocessing than the present Purex Process and the proliferation
resistance for FBR cycle of plutonium with minor actinides.

Toshiba has been developing a new Advanced Hybrid Process technology with solvent extraction and pyro-chemical
electrolysis of spent fuel reprocessing for a transition period from LWR to FBR. The Advanced Hybrid Process
combines the solvent extraction process of the LWR spent fuel in nitric acid with the recovery of high pure uranium
and the pyro-chemical process in molten salts of impure plutonium recovery with minor actinides. High pure uranium
is used for LWR fuel and impure plutonium with minor actinides, for metallic FBR fuel. The pyro-chemical process
for the FBR spent fuel recycle system is based on the research of electrorefining process in molten salts since 1988 in
Toshiba. The new Advanced Hybrid Process can reduce the amount of the high-level waste and the secondary waste
from the spent fuel reprocessing plants.

Electrolytic reduction test using LWR spent fuel and oxalate precipitation test were carried out to confirm the
feasibility of the New Advanced Hybrid process. The purpose of electrolytic reduction test was to investigate a
uranium recovery and the oxalate precipitation test was to evaluate the recovery yield of plutonium with minor
actinides. The results suggested that the purity of recovered uranium (U) and the recovery yield of plutonium with
minor actinides (Pu+MA) were achieved the target value (U purity : 99.97%, Pu+MA recovery yield:99.9%).



ACSEPT, Toward the Future Demonstration of Advanced Fuel 
Treatments  

Stéphane Bourg1, Concha Caravaca2, Christian Ekberg3, Clément Hill1, Chris Rhodes4 
1 CEA/DEN/MAR/DRCP, Marcoule, BP17171, 30207 Bagnols/cèze, France 

2 CIEMAT, Spain; 3 CHALMERS University, Sweden, 4 Nuclear National Laboratory, UK 

Abstract 

Actinide recycling by separation and transmutation is considered worldwide and particularly in several 
European countries as one of the most promising strategies to reduce the inventory of radioactive waste and to 
optimize the use of natural resources, thus contributing to making nuclear energy sustainable. In accordance 
with the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) of the Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform (SNE-TP), 
the timelines of the FP7-EURATOM project ACSEPT (2008-2012) should allow the offering of technical 
solutions in terms of advanced closed fuel cycle technologies including the recycling of actinides and that may 
be reviewed by Governments, European utilities as well as Technology Providers at the time horizon 2012.  

By joining in its consortium 34 partners from 12 European countries plus Australia and Japan, ACSEPT is thus 
an essential contribution to the demonstration, in the long term, of the potential benefits of actinide recycling. To 
succeed, ACSEPT is organized into three technical domains:  

(i) Considering technically mature aqueous separation processes, ACSEPT works to optimize and select the 
most promising ones dedicated either to actinide partitioning or to grouped actinide separation. A substantial 
review was undertaken either to be sure that the right molecule families are being studied, or, on the contrary, to 
identify new candidates. After 18 months, results of the first hot tests should allow the validation of some 
process options. In addition, the first results on dissolution studies will be available as well as the progress in 
conversion techniques. 

(ii) Concerning pyrochemical separation processes, ACSEPT is focused on the enhancement of the two 
reference cores of process selected within EUROPART with specific attention to the exhaustive electrolysis in 
molten chloride (quantitative recovery of the actinides with the lowest amount of fission products) and to 
actinide back-extraction from an An-Al alloy. R&D efforts are also brought to key scientific and technical issues 
compulsory for building a complete separation process (head-end steps, salt treatment for recycling and waste 
management). 

(iii) By integrating all the experimental results within engineering and systems studies, both in hydro and pyro 
domains, ACSEPT will therefore deliver relevant flowsheets and recommendations to prepare for future 
demonstration at a pilot level, in relation with strategies developed through the SNE-TP.  

In addition, a training and education programme is implemented to share the knowledge among the partitioning 
community, and present and future generations of researchers. Specific attention is given to the funding of post-
doctorate fellowships, the first one having been appointed at the end of 2008. 

 



Advanced processes for Actinide partitioning: recent experiments and results
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Advanced processes for Actinide partitioning: recent
experiments and results

D. Warin, Ph. Poinssot, P. Baron, B. Lorrain (CEA - Nuclear Energy Directorate - Radiochemistry and Processes
Department)

The global energy context pleads in favour of a sustainable development of nuclear energy since the demand for
energy will likely increase, whereas resources will tend to get scarcer and the prospect of global warming will drive
down the consumption of fossil fuel. Nuclear energy is both nuclear power plants and associated fuel cycle which
allows the managements of both nuclear valuable materials and ultimate nuclear wastes. Saving uranium natural
resource needs to recycle uranium and plutonium into reactors able to take full advantage of these elements; decreasing
volume, long-term toxicity and residual heat of nuclear wastes to be ultimately stored in a geological disposal appear
also as important stakes which call for minor actinide recycle too. It appears clearly that long-lasting nuclear options
will include actinide recycling. Many actinide recycling options are today still open: - to recycle which actinide? Only
major ones? Or all-actinide? - to recycle actinide, how? Diluted in the fuel, in a homogeneous mode? Or, for some of
them in dedicated devices in the so-called heterogeneous way? In dedicated fuels, in dedicated strata of reactors? - and
which processes to recover actinides from spent fuel? It is still difficult to answer this last question, as far as, for the
next generation of nuclear systems, neither the cycle policies nor the fuel itself are definitely defined. But solvent
extraction will surely hold a great role: it has proven for decades its ability to recover very efficiently uranium and
plutonium from spent fuel, at commercial scale such as the La Hague plant, in a very reliable way and with a low
amount of technological wastes. And this can be seen as key-points when thinking to future processes. Within this
framework, this paper presents recent R and D results obtained at the CEA Atalante facility on innovative actinide
partitioning hydrometallurgical processes. These results concern major improvements and possible simplifications of
the Diamex-Sanex process, whose technical feasibility was already demonstrated in 2005 for americium and curium
partitioning. Results on the first tests of the Ganex process (grouped actinide separation connected to homogeneous
recycling) are also discussed. In the coming years, next steps will involve both better in-depth understanding of the
basis of these actinide partitioning processes, and for the new promising concepts, the studies necessary prior to
industrial implementation of these processes. 



Advanced Reactor Fuel Cycles: Electrochemical Processing 
 

M.A. Williamson, J.L. Willit, L.A. Barnes, R.J. Blaskovitz and J. Figueroa 
Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division 

Argonne National Laboratory 
Tel: 630-252-9627, Email: williamson@anl.gov 

 
 
 Argonne National Laboratory is developing next-generation fuel treatment 
processes that use electrochemical techniques to affect the desired separation of actinides 
from the fission products contained in spent nuclear fuel.  In these fuel cycles, actinides 
are recovered from the spent fuel and prepared for recycle, as fuel, in fast neutron 
spectrum reactors while the fission products are encapsulated in durable, leach resistant 
waste forms destined for storage.  This development work supports the US Department of 
Energy Advanced Fuel Cycle and Generation IV Initiatives, which are developing 
efficient, sustainable and environmentally responsible nuclear energy systems. 
 
 Fuel cycles are being developed to treat both oxide and metallic fuel discharged 
from advanced reactor systems.  The main treatment processes consist of electrolytic 
reduction for conversion of the oxide fuel to its metallic form, electrorefining to separate 
and recover uranium and the transuranic elements from the fission product elements and 
a suite of electrolytic processes to recover the fission products from the process molten 
salt.  Important to the development of the fuel cycles is definition of the waste streams 
produced during the treatment process and identification of waste forms for fission 
product storage.  Several waste forms have been identified for storage of the fission 
products for example, metal for noble metal fission products, glass for lanthanide fission 
products and ceramic for alkali and alkaline earth fission products. 
 
 A discussion of the fuel cycles for treating spent oxide and metallic fuel 
discharged from advanced reactor systems will be presented.  Specifically, the process 
flowsheets for treating each fuel type will be discussed including key features of the 
process chemistry based on results from experimental studies, material balance data for 
each flowsheet, composition of waste streams and constitution of the waste forms.  
Throughout the presentation process options will be described and the effect of those 
options on the overall fuel cycle will be discussed. 
 
 
 
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, 
under Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357. 
 
 



RIAR EXPERIMENTAL BASE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT 
1. Multi-purpose pyrochemical complex for experimental justification of 

innovative closed fuel cycle technologies 
 

Bychkov А.V., Kormilitsyn М.V. 
 
 

Research Institute of Atomic Reactors, Dimitrovgrad-10, Ulyanovsk region, Russia, 433510 
 
 
The principles of closed FC arrangement on the basis of non-aqueous methods allow the 

development of production addressing two tasks simultaneously: production of fresh fuel and 
reprocessing of irradiated fuel, that makes it possible to achieve the industrial level of 
implementation of closed FC of fast reactors of new generation in a series variant of 
standardized process modules on the basis of innovative pyrochemical high-effective compact 
technologies. 

For the purpose of experimental justification of innovative closed FC technologies at the 
RIAR site, the existing experimental base is being updated and a multi-purpose pyrochemical 
complex is developed: 

• Experimental complex of pyrochemical molten salt facilities to reprocess all types 
of spent fuel (MOX, nitride, metallic, IMF) of fast reactors of new generation 
(BN-800, MBIR, BREST). 

• Experimental complex of facilities to master a gas-fluoride technology of 
reprocessing intractable fuel, research reactors fuel and thermal SNF.  

• Transition of the existing facility of pyroelectrochemical production of MOX fuel 
into the mode of reprocessing of the BN-800 MOX SNF. 

• Renovation of the facilities for production of fuel elements from experimental, 
refabricated, innovative and high-active fuel - a complex of heavy and glove boxes 
– to produce experimental fuel elements and targets with MAs on the basis of 
oxides (vibro and pellets), mixed nitrides, metal alloys and inert matrices in heavy 
boxes. 

• Upgrading of the complex for mastering and demonstration of the processes for 
radioactive waste management and spent fuel pyrochemical reprocessing. 

 
The report covers main concept and design solutions, plans and schedule of the program 

for development of pyrochemical complex for experimental justification of innovative closed 
FC technologies. 
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All the Spent Nuclear Wastes to Low and Intermediate Level Wastes: 
PyroGreen 

 

Hyo On Nam, Sung Yeol Choi, and Il Soon Hwang 
Nuclear Transmutation Energy Research Center of Korea (NUTRECK), Seoul National University 

Gwanak_599, Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul 151-742, Republic of Korea 

Tel:+82-2-880-7200 , Fax:+82-2-3285-9600 , Email : hyon99@snu.ac.kr 

 
Abstract 

Spent nuclear wastes are inevitable issues to use nuclear power as a sustainable energy. 
Therefore, every country has their fuel cycles which are best for their environmental and/or 
political circumstances for the use of nuclear energy. These days agreements are made that spent 
nuclear fuels should be recycled to minimize waste volume and its toxicity all around the world. 
Republic of Korea also has a plan to recycle the spent nuclear fuels by using Gen-IV concept 
burner reactors and pyroprcess plants. Not many options of national nuclear strategies are exist 
because Korea has too many people for its limited land space. KAERI already has been 
proposing a national fuel cycle concept called “KIEP-21” that encompasses all the requirements 
of the advanced nuclear fuel cycle such as reduction of volume, toxicity, HLW heat load and so 
on.  

Authors suggest non-national fuel cycle concept called “PyroGreen” for the sustainable 
nuclear energy system. PyroGreen is also comprised of transmutation reactor and pyroprocess 
plant such as typical advanced fuel cycle system. However, to make all the spent nuclear fuels 
to low and intermediate level wastes several strategies are provided. 

Radioactive nuclear wastes are classified into HLW and LILW considering its heat load, 
concentration, and its migration capabilities into environments. If the concentration limit is 
satisfied heat load limit is not important. However, migration of radioactive elements from 
disposed waste forms is not negligible. Therefore, PyroGreen considers deep geological 
disposal of nuclear wastes to mitigate the effect of concentration limits based on the human 
intrusion scenario. Ceramic waste forms which has extremely low leach rate of loaded elements 
can be used as a waste form to solve the migration issues and decrease exclusion area of 
disposal site.  

To decrease waste toxicity, decontamination factor of TRUs through whole pyroprocess 
should be as high as possible. To maximize the decontamination factor of TRUs, all the TRUs in 
waste streams should be minimized. Molten salt electrorefining and/or electropolishing can be 
used for the solid waste stream. Additional TRU drawdown process such as well developed 
counter-current reductive extraction after electrorefining/electrowinning process can extract 
extremely small amount of TRUs remaining in spent molten salt. 

For now, this integrated system is not realizable and cannot be an option as a national 
strategy for fuel cycle. However, authors insist that fuel cycles for all the spent nuclear fuels to 
LILW is not a dream and PyroGreen should be an long-term goal for R&D of nuclear fuel cycle 
to sustainable use of nuclear energy. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Sustainable, Transmutation, Pyroprocess, Decontamination factor 
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Dissolution of Uranium Oxides Under Alkaline
Oxidizing Conditions

S.C. Smith, S.M. Peper, M. Douglas, K.L. Ziegelgruber (PNNL)

Understanding the dissolution of uranium oxides is critical for designing and optimizing next-generation spent nuclear
fuel (SNF) reprocessing methods. Bench scale experiments were conducted to determine the optimal dissolution
parameters for size-fractionated aliquots of UO2, UO3, and U3O8 powders in aqueous peroxide-carbonate solutions.
Experimental parameters included; peroxide and carbonate concentrations, and temperature. Solution pH was varied
with ammonium hydroxide. We will present details of the dissolution experiment set-up as well as information on the
kinetics of dissolution of the various U-oxides as a function of the above variables. We will also discuss efforts to
characterize solution and solid-state complexes in peroxide-carbonate systems. This study will demonstrate the
applicability of peroxide-containing alkaline solutions for effectively dissolving SNF, and will enhance the current
level of understanding of actinide behavior in peroxide-containing alkaline solutions.
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The Thermal Stability of Tertiary Pyridine Resin for
the Application to Multi-functional Reprocessing

Process - Adv.-ORIENT Cycle Development -
Y. Sato, K. Okada, M. Akiyoshi, T. Matsunaga (AIST-Japan), T. Suzuki (Tokyo Tech-Japan), S. Koyama, M. Ozawa

(JAEA-Japan)

As part of "Adv.-ORIENT" (Advanced Optimization by Recycling Instructive Elements) cycle technologies which aim
to develop new fuel cycle based on FBR (Fast Breeder Reactor), the fundamental thermochemical properties of tertiary
pyridine resin (TPR) and its mixtures with methanol/HCl and HNO3 were investigated and heating tests on gram scale
with TPR/methanol/HNO3 were carried out in order to evaluate the thermal stability of TPR and to determine the
conditions necessary to avoid runaway reactions.

It was found that TPR with HCl was thermally stable.

Evident thermal decomposition peaks were identified with TPR in the presence of concentrated HNO3.

No specific effect was observed for methanol involving.

However, it was considered that the rapidly exothermic reaction can be controlled by heating temperature.



The CEA Atalante facility: a laboratory for fuel cycle R and D
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The CEA Atalante facility: a laboratory for fuel cycle R
and D

D. Warin, Ch. Poinssot, P. Marty (CEA - Nuclear Energy Directorate - Radiochemistry and Processes Department)

The design and the construction of the Atalante complex at Marcoule was initiated by the CEA in 1980 to consolidate
on a single site all its research facilities devoted to the back end of the nuclear power cycle - spent nuclear fuel
recycling and ultimate waste management – and, more recently, the development of the fuel cycle for future nuclear
systems. Atalante was designed as a modular facility and progressively commissioned: the first hot lab of Atalante was
operated in 1992, the process shielded cell (CBP) in 2003 and the last LN1 lab in 2005. In June 2007, the final
operating license has been delivered to Atalante by the board of commissioners of the French nuclear regulatory
authority ANS. No other site in the world provides today comparable resources for fundamental and applied research
ranging from laboratory studies (on very small quantities of radioactive materials) to technological demonstrations
experiments (on several kilograms of actual spent fuel) Atalante is now a complete set of 18 hot labs and 9 shielded
cells in which the main activities correspond to three major sectors of nuclear research: - to improve the operation of
actual reprocessing plants with the aim of adapting the head of the process to the increase of the spend fuel burn-up
and to different types of new burnt fuels to be reprocessed (including MOX, USi or UMo fuels), - to prepare the
recycling of minor actinides (MA) by partitioning (Diamex-Sanex process) or by grouped actinide extraction (Ganex
process), and by MA bearing fuel fabrication, - to study the long term behavior of high level waste conditioning
matrices and especially self irradiation and leaching of vitrified waste. For the future, some important improvements of
Atalante will be related to safety assessment and operating flexibility, while new scientific goals and research
programs will involve further necessary evolutions of the facility. As a good example, minor actinides materials
irradiation tests in fast reactors will be prepared in the framework of a large international cooperation and need the
production of significant amounts of MA bearing mixed U-Pu oxide compounds in new hot labs and shielded cells
equipments. These major new research tool projects are presented and we highlight how Atalante is a unique facility
which brings a real opportunity to reinforce the European and international scientific cooperation in order to improve
the existing fuel cycle and to prepare the next Gen IV fuel cycle. 



Dry Processing of Used Nuclear Fuel 
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Dry (non-aqueous) separations technologies have been used for treatment of used nuclear 
fuel since the 1960s, and they are still being developed and demonstrated in many 
countries. Dry technologies offer potential advantages compared to traditional aqueous 
separations including: compactness (co-location with reactor), resistance to radiation 
effects (short-cooled fuel can be processed), criticality control benefits, compatibility 
with advanced fuel types, and ability to produce low purity products. 
 
Classes of dry processes include:  volatilization, halide volatility, partial oxidation, and 
electrochemical.  In the United States, work on non-aqueous technologies, specifically an 
electrochemical technology, is being pursued as part of the Global Nuclear Energy 
Partnership/Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI). 
 
Within AFCI, electrochemical processes employing molten salts are being developed for 
recycle of fast reactor fuel and treatment of light water reactor oxide fuel to produce a 
feed for fast reactors.  Much of the development of this technology is based on treatment 
of used Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) fuel, which is metallic. 
Electrochemical treatment of the EBR-II fuel has been ongoing in the Fuel Conditioning 
Facility, located at the Materials and Fuel Complex of Idaho National Laboratory since 
1996.  More than 3.5 MTHM of metallic fast reactor fuel has been treated using this 
technology.   This same facility was also used in the 1960s to demonstrate earlier dry 
processes for treatment of metallic fuels.  
 
Activities within AFCI are currently focused on research and development aimed at 
resolving technical uncertainties and scaling the technology.  Areas of research include 
demonstrating a high degree of dissolution for used fuel, efficient group recovery of 
actinides, and performance of advanced materials for high-temperature operations. The 
application of this technology to treatment of fuel types other than metallic fuel is also 
being assessed with used fuel. Limited process testing with oxide-based fuels has been 
ongoing since 2003.  Integral to development and demonstration of the electrochemical 
flowsheet are production and qualification of resulting high-level wastes.     
 
This paper will summarize the status of electrochemical development and demonstration 
activities with used nuclear fuel, including high-level waste work.  A historic perspective 
on the background of dry processing will also be provided. 
 
  



Extraction of Actinides and Fission Products with a Modified UNEX Group 
Separation Process 
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Recently there has been an effort towards developing a closed nuclear fuel cycle by 

recycling uranium from spent fuel, and disposing of fission products and minor actinides by 
vitrification or transmutation.  The Universal Extraction (UNEX) method is a group separation 
process that has been developed in order to simultaneously extract cesium, strontium, and 
actinides from acidic solutions.  UNEX employs a single extraction mixture which allows for the 
same organic phase composition to be used throughout the process.  By changing the aqueous 
phase conditions, radionuclides are selectively stripped.1 The organic phase consists of CCD 
(chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide), PEG-400 (polyethylenglycol), CMPO (diphenyl-N,N-di-n-
butyl-carbamoylmethylphosphine oxide) diluted in FS-13 (phenyltrifluoromethyl sulfone, 
C6H5SO2CF3).   This combination provides simultaneous extraction of Cs, Sr, actinides and 
lanthanides from aqueous nitric acid solutions up to 2 М HNO3 and 4 М total nitrates.  Currently,  
usage of the UNEX process for high level waste is limited due to the low solubility of CMPO in 
the organic phase.  As a result, new possible extractants are being investigated as possible 
substitutes for a UNEX group separation process.   

Diamide derivatives have shown a large synergistic effect in the extraction of trivalent 
metals in solutions containing CCD.2 As a result, dipicolinamides have been proposed as 
possible substitutes for CMPO as an extractant component in a modified UNEX solvent.   Three 
diamide derivatives of dipicolinic acid were studied: ortho, meta and para isomers of N,N’-
diethyl-N,N’-ditolyl-diamide of dipicolinic acid (EtTDPA),3  as well as  their analogous diethyl-
di(fluoro-phenyl) derivates.  Extractions of selected actinides (An) and lanthanides (Ln) with the 
studied diamides of dipicolinic acid and the mixture of diamides with CCD were investigated as 
a function of the ligand’s structure and nitric acid concentration.  A synergistic effect with 
chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide (CCD) on the extraction of Am and Ln with EtTDPA was 
observed.  By developing a stripping protocol, the modified diamide-UNEX process can be used 
for the extraction of Cs, Sr, An and Ln followed by selective separation.   

 
References: 
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[2] M. Yu. Alyapyshev, V. A. Babain, I. V. Smirnov; Radiochemistry, Engl. Ed. 46 (2004) 270 
[3] V. A. Babain, M. Yu. Alyapyshev, R.N. Kisileva; Radiochim. Acta, 95, 217, 2007  
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Derivatives of the cobalt bis(dicarbollide) anion, a polyhedral metallocarborane, have proven to be 
unique phase transfer reagents for solvent extraction. It has been shown that a variety of cations may be 
partitioned into dicarbollide-containing polar organic media. The electronic delocalization of the cobalt 
bis(dicarbollide) anion enhances its inert characteristics, shielding its core structure from the main 
chemical processes that could cause degradation. It is highly resistant to radiation damage, heat, 
hydrolysis and redox-driven decomposition. The substantial selectivity exhibited by chlorinated cobalt 
dicarbollide anions in polar organic media for cesium over other members of the alkali metal family is of 
particular interest for nuclear fuel processing. The attractive properties of this anion have led to 
significant efforts to implement dicarbollides in strategies for radioactive waste management. For 
example, a process for the selective removal of cesium, strontium and actinides from a variety of acidic 
radioactive wastes using mixtures of chlorinated derivative of dicarbollide, CCD-, polyethylene glycol 
(PEG-400), and octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethyl phosphine oxide (CMPO) has been 
developed as the UNEX process. Mixtures of H+CCD- and PEG-400 also have received attention as a 
possible component of the UREX+ processes, a framework for advanced aqueous reprocessing of 
irradiated nuclear fuel in the U.S. As part of the EUROPART project, a substantial effort focused on the 
synthesis and evaluation of a variety of dicarbollide derivatives attempting to blend metal-coordinating 
functionalities with the CCD structure. To gain a deeper understanding of selected thermodynamic 
features of the CCD-PEG-400 system and thereby improve the prospects for its application, the 
thermochemistry of cesium and strontium partitioning in liquid-liquid systems containing chlorinated 
cobalt bis(dicarbollide) anion (CCD-) and polyethylene glycol (PEG-400) has been studied using two-
phase calorimetry complemented by radiotracer distribution studies. Thermochemical characterization of 
the partitioning of cesium and strontium from nitric acid solutions into mixtures of the acid form of 
chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide (H+CCD-) and polyethylene glycol (PEG-400) in FS-13 diluent has been 
completed employing an isothermal titration microcalorimetry technique used in earlier studies at WSU. 
The phase transfer reaction for Cs+ is a straight-forward (H+ for Cs+) cation exchange reaction. In 
contrast, extraction of Sr2+ does not proceed without the presence of the co-solvent molecule, PEG-400, 
which is believed to facilitate the dehydration of the Sr2+ aquo cation to overcome its resistance to 
partitioning. The phase transfer reactions for both Cs+ and Sr2+ are enthalpy driven (exothermic), but 
compensated to different degrees by unfavorable phase-transfer entropy. The results of the calorimetry 
studies suggest that the PEG-400 functions as a stoichiometric reagent rather than acting simply as a 
phase transfer catalyst or phase modifier. The calorimetry results also demonstrate that the extraction of 
Sr2+ is complex, including evidence for both the partitioning of Sr(NO3)+ and endothermic ion pairing 
interactions in the organic phase that contribute to the net enthalpic effect. The thermodynamics of the 
liquid-liquid distribution equilibria are discussed mainly considering basic features of ion solvation 
thermochemistry. 

Work at Washington State University was supported under subcontract number 11W-2452-0742 with 
the Idaho National Laboratory, Laboratory Director’s Research and Development program.  
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Application of Ionic Liquids for Tc Recovery from
Aqueous Solutions

Dominique C. Stepinski, Ilya A. Shkrob, George F. Vandegrift (Argonne National Laboratory - USA), James F.
Wishart (Brookhaven National Laboratory - USA), Mark L. Dietz (University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee - USA)

Removal of technetium (Tc) from spent fuel waste is important because of its high mobility and long half-life. Current
method of removal of Tc(VII) from the Tc product stream of the UREX process is a lengthy and complicated process
which involves a multi-step chemical reduction of Tc from aqueous solution. Ionic liquids (ILs) have a potential to
simplify separation and reduction of Tc from spent fuel streams. Studies of the extraction of actinides and fission
products into ILs have demonstrated that these solvents can yield metal ion extraction efficiencies far exceeding those
obtained in conventional liquid-liquid systems. Furthermore, ionic liquids are finding an increasing number of
applications in electrodeposition of metals as their electrochemical window can reach more than 4 V and thus gives
access to a number of elements that can not be electrodeposited from aqueous solutions. These finding suggest that
ionic liquids can be used for separation of pertechnetate and subsequent electrodeposition on an electrode, to produce a
metallic waste form. In this presentation we will present our progress on examining ionic liquids based extraction
media for the separation of Tc(VII) from aqueous ammonia solutions.
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SELECTIVE SEPARATION OF HEAT-
GENERATING NUCLIDE BY SILICA GELS

LOADED WITH AMMONIUM
MOLYBDOPHOSPHATE - Adv.-ORIENT Cycle

Development-
H. Mimura, Y. Endo, W. Yan, Y. Niibori (Tohoku Univ.), I. Yamagishi, M. Osaka, S. Koyama (JAEA)

The selective separation and recovery of heat-generating nuclide (Cs) from high-level liquid wastes (HLLWs)
containing highly concentrated HNO3 and NaNO3 are very important in relation to the volume reduction of
radioactive wastes and partitioning of nuclides. The present paper deals with the preparation of Cs-selective ion-
exchanger (silica gels loaded with ammonium molybdophosphate, AMP-SG), uptake properties, characterization,
chromatographic separation of Cs+ and Rb+ and the synthesis of AMP.

Three kinds of AMP-SG were prepared by successive loading of PMA (H3Mo12O40P) and NH4NO3 into the silica
gels with different pore volumes. The synthetic reaction of AMP in silica gels was expressed by the precipitation of
H3Mo12O40P + 3NH4NO3  (NH4)3PO4E12MoO3 + 3HNO3, and the X-ray diffraction intensities of AMP were
almost constant after second loading.

The uptake of Cs+, Rb+, Ag+, and K+ for AMP-SG from HNO3 solution was examined by batch method. The uptake
of Cs+ for AMP-SG in the presence of 2.5 M HNO3 was attained equilibrium within 1 h, and relatively large uptake
percentage above 99% was obtained. The AMP-SG exchangers exhibited relatively large distribution coefficient (Kd)
above 103 cm3/g for Cs+ even in the presence of 2-3 M HNO3 and 1 M NaNO3, which close to the concentrations in
HLLWs. The order of Kd value was Cs+ > Rb+ >> K+, Ag+; large difference in Kd value for Cs+ and Rb+ was
observed and the separation factor of Cs+ and Rb+ (Kd,Cs/Kd,Rb) was estimated to be above 10. These results suggest
that AMP-SG exchanger has high selectivity towards Cs+. The uptake isotherm of Cs+ for AMP-SG followed a
Langmuir-type adsorption equation, and the maximum adsorption capacity was estimated to be 0.24 mmol/g.

The breakthrough and elution curves were obtained by column method. The breakthrough curves of Cs+ had S-shaped
profile, and the elution percentage was estimated to be 94% was obtained by using 5 M NH4NO3–1 M HNO3 eluent.
The eluent of ammonium salt solution is effective for the recovery of purified Cs salt (CsNO3) and the regeneration of
AMP-SG exchanger. Further, the precise separation of Cs+ and Rb+ was accomplished by using the columns packed
with AMP-SG; Rb+ and Cs+ ions adsorbed on the top of the column were chromatographically eluted with 1 M
NH4NO3-0.1 M HNO3 and 5 M NH4NO3-1 M HNO3, respectively.

Thus, the AMP-SG exchangers are found to be effective for the selective separation and recovery of Cs+ from
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Coextraction of Strontium and Cesium by
Dicyclohexano-18 Crown-6/25, 27-Bis(2-
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1021,Beijing 102201, China)

Coextraction of Strontium and Cesium by Dicyclohexano-18 Crown-6/25, 27-Bis(2-Propyloxy)Calix[4]-26, 28-
Crown-6¨Cn-Octanol YE Weiling, WANG Jianchen, HE Qiange Institute of Nuclear and New Energy Technology,
Tsinghua University, P. O. Box 1021, Beijing 102201, China Abstract: The partitioning of 90Sr and 137Cs from high-
level liquid waste(HLLW) is one of the important problems for the high-level waste volume reduction and the
management of HLLW. The crown ether and calixcrown have the good extracting ability and selectivity to strontium
and cesium respectively. Dicyclohexano-18Crown-6 (DCH18C-6) and 25, 27-Bis(2-propyloxy) Calix[4] -26, 28-
Crown-6(IPR-C[4]C-6) were selected as extractants and n-octanol was selected as the common diluent to separate
strontium and cesium from high-level liquid waste respectively in INET£¬Tsinghua University, China. But DCH18C-
6 and IPR-C[4]C-6 were used respectively in their processes to separate strontium and cesium. The strontium and
cesium processes could be simplified if DCH18C-6 and IPR-C[4]C-6 processes are combined into one process to
separate strontium and cesium together. In this paper, the coextraction performance of strontium and cesium from
nitric acid medium was studied by DCH18C-6 /IPR-C[4]C-6 and n-octanol as an diluent. Effects of extractant
concentration, nitric concentration and temperature etc. on the extraction performance of strontium and cesium were
studied. The results show that DCH18C-6 and IRP-C[4]C-6 in n-octanol has no synergistic extraction ability each
other to strontium and cesium. Strontium and cesium were extracted independently by above two extractants. 0.1mol/L
DCH18C-6 and 0.025mol/L /IPR-C[4]C-6 as extractants and n-octanol as a diluent were selected to separate
strontium and cesium from HLLW. The cascade test in which was 10 stages for extraction, 2 stages for scrubbing and
8 stages for stripping was carried out on the miniature centrifugal contactor set. The results are the following: the
removing ratios for strontium and cesium in the simulated HLLW were 98.93% and 99.93%, respectively; the
stripping ratios of them were 99.80% and 99.79%, respectively. So the mixing extractants could be used to coextract
strontium and cesium from HLLW and satisfied the required removing ratios of strontium and cesium in HLLW.
Comparing with the original extracting processes of strontium and cesium, this process is simplified. Key words:
DCH18C-6; IPR-C[4]C-6; strontium; cesium; extraction ...
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Introduction 
TODGA (N,N,N’,N’-tetra-n-octyl diglycolamide) is studied in the European ACSEPT project 
as a promising extractant for actinide separations. A mixture of TODGA and TBP in TPH (a 
kerosene) [1] was successfully used for spiked and hot continuous counter-current tests for 
the separation of actinides(III) and lanthanides(III) from PUREX raffinate [2, 3]. Furthermore 
this solvent composition is used for GANEX (group actinide extraction) process development, 
i.e., co-extraction of Np, Pu, Am, Cm, and Ln from PUREX raffinate with selective stripping 
of the actinides [4, 5].  

We address two of this solvent’s drawbacks by replacing TBP (which acts as phase modifier 
to prevent third phase formation) with 1-octanol:  

(1) The presence of a non-CHON compound (TBP);  

(2) The pronounced co-extraction of nitric acid (e.g., 0.2 M TODGA + 0.5 M TBP in TPH 
extracts approx. 0.6 M HNO3 from 4 M HNO3).  

Results 
When contacting 0.2 M TODGA in TPH with 0.1 M Nd(NO3)3 in 5 M HNO3, as little as 3 % 
vol. 1-octanol suppresses the formation of a third phase. Thus, the following solvent 
composition is used for further studies: 0.2 M TODGA + 5 % vol. 1-octanol in TPH.  

Due to the absence of TBP, the amount of HNO3 extraction is reduced to approx. 50 % as 
compared to the solvent consisting of 0.2 M TODGA + 0.5 M TBP in TPH. Am(III) and 
Eu(III) distribution ratios are similar to those with the TODGA + TBP solvent [1]. Loading 
the solvent by extracting from solutions of up to 0.2 M Nd(NO3)3 in 3 M or 4 M HNO3 
confirms a 1:3 stoichiometry of the extracted complex. Further investigations are under way.  

Conclusion 
The improved solvent formulation reduces the HNO3 co-extraction which may be 
advantageous especially for GANEX process development. Furthermore, the solvent complies 
with the CHON principle.  
                                             
1  G. Modolo, H. Asp, C. Schreinemachers, H. Vijgen, Development of a TODGA based process for 

partitioning of actinides from a PUREX raffinate, part I: batch extraction optimisation studies and stability 
tests. Solvent Extr. Ion Exch. 2007, 25, 703–721.  

2  G. Modolo, H. Asp, H. Vijgen, R. Malmbeck, D. Magnusson, C. Sorel, Demonstration of a TODGA based 
continuous counter-current extraction process for the partitioning of actinides from a simulated PUREX 
raffinate, part II: centrifugal contactor runs. Solvent Extr. Ion Exch. 2008, 26, 62–76.  

3  D. Magnusson, B. Christiansen, J.-P. Glatz, R. Malmbeck, G. Modolo, D. Serrano-Purroy, C. Sorel, 
Demonstration of a TODGA based extraction process for the partitioning of minor actinides from a PUREX 
raffinate, part III: centrifugal contactor run using genuine fuel solution. Solvent Extr. Ion Exch. (in print).  

4  X. Hérès, C. Sorel, M. Miguirditchian, B. Camès, C. Hill, I. Bisel, D. Espinoux, C. Viallesoubranne, P. 
Baron, B. Lorrain, Experimental studies and tests on An(III)/Ln(III) separation using the TODGA 
extractant. Abstract submitted for GLOBAL 2009.  

5  M. Carrott, D. Fox, C. Maher, G. Modolo, F. McLachlan, M. Sarsfield, R. Taylor, D. Woodhead, Extraction 
and stripping of actinides in TBP and TOGDA/TBP systems for advanced fuels processing. Abstract 
submitted for GLOBAL 2009. 
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Extraction and stripping of actinides in TBP and
TOGDA/TBP systems for advanced fuels processing

Mike Carrott (National Nuclear Laboratory), Danny Fox (Nuclear Decommissioning Authority), Chris Maher (National
Nuclear Laboratory), Giuseppe Modolo (Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH), Fiona McLachlan, Mark Sarsfield, Robin

Taylor, Dave Woodhead (National Nuclear Laboratory)

The processing of spent advanced fuels, such as from Generation IV reactors, will need to manage much higher levels
of plutonium, minor actinides and fission products than current experience with LWR UOx fuel reprocessing. It also
seems likely that processes will need to be adapted to recover a wider range of products, potentially including the
minor actinides (Np, Am, Cm), and to avoid pure separated plutonium at any point within the process. Within
European projects such as EUROPART and ACSEPT, hydrometallurgical based processes, including GANEX (Group
Actinide Extraction) are being developed to meet these objectives. This paper describes progress towards defining a
suitable candidate solvent extraction system for a GANEX process. The extractions of actinides (U, Pu, Np, Am),
lanthanides and Tc into a mixture of TOGDA/TBP extractants diluted in a paraffinic diluent have been assessed under
process conditions by measuring distribution ratios, third phase boundaries and kinetics. Stripping of actinides from
TBP and TOGDA/TBP solutions at low acidities and using complexants has also been investigated. Process models are
being developed to design GANEX flowsheets for spiked tests in centrifugal contactor rigs. A preliminary flowsheet
using a U, Np, Eu feed to test the hydrodynamic performance of the TOGDA/TBP solvent and routing of U and Np
within the flowsheet has been conducted within our miniature centrifugal contactor rig prior to Pu-active glove box
trials later in 2009-10.
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Abstract 

The selective separation of uranium(VI) in the GANEX process (Group ActiNide EXtraction) 
is operated by a hydrometallurgical process using a monoamide extractant DEHiBA (N,N-di-
(ethyl-2-hexyl)isobutyramide) diluted in an industrial aliphatic solvent HTP. Based on batch 
experimental results, a physicochemical model was developed to describe the extraction of 
uranium, neptunium, plutonium, and technetium by DEHiBA. With the help of this model, a 
flowsheet was designed and tested first in a counter-current process on a surrogate 
uranium/nitric acid feed in order to validate the computer code calculations and the effective 
recovery of uranium. After this successful “cold” demonstration, the flowsheet was tested in 
28 mixer-settlers (laboratory scale) on a genuine High Liquid Waste (HLW) in the CBP hot 
cell (Atalante facility) in June 2008. The HLW was obtained from the dissolution of an 
irradiated uranium oxide fuel (70 GWd/t). After running 60 hours, high recovery of uranium 
was achieved with a good purity versus transuranium elements and fission products. The 
decontamination factors obtained versus the other actinides and the major fission products 
were around 6000 for Pu, 300 for Np, 104 for Cs and Ru, and 40 for Tc. The organic and 
aqueous profiles of uranium concentration in the different stages were measured and 
compared to the calculated data. 
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Abstract 

The GANEX process (Group ActiNide EXtraction), developed by the CEA for the 
reprocessing of Generation IV spent nuclear fuel, is composed of two extraction cycles 
following the dissolution of the spent fuel. Once the uranium is selectively extracted from the 
dissolution solution, the transuranium elements (Np, Pu, Am, and Cm) are separated from 
the fission products in a second cycle, prior to their co-conversion step and their 
homogeneous recycling. 

 
The DIAMEX-SANEX process, initially developed for the partitioning of trivalent minor 

actinides (Am and Cm), was adapted to handle neptunium and plutonium along with 
americium and curium and selected as the reference route for the GANEX 2nd cycle process. 
In the first step, actinides, lanthanides and other extractible fission products are coextracted 
at high acidity by a mixture of a malonamide (DMDOHEMA) and an organophosphorous acid 
(HDEHP) diluted in HTP. In a second step, molybdenum, ruthenium and technetium are 
stripped from the solvent, before the selective recovery of all actinides by a mixture of 
HEDTA and citric acid at pH 3. The last step consists in stripping the remaining cations using 
specific aqueous complexing agents. 

 
Distribution ratios of actinides and major fission products were acquired at each step of the 
process and showed the possibility to adapt the DIAMEX-SANEX process to the group 
actinide extraction after adjusting experimental conditions (selection of complexing agents, 
optimization of reagent concentrations). From these batch experiments and from cold and 
hot counter-current tests, previously performed when studying minor actinide partitioning, a 
model was developed to describe the behaviour of the target elements. This model was 
implemented into our liquid-liquid process simulation code in order to design a flowsheet, 
which was tested in 48 mixer-settlers (laboratory scale) in the CBP hot cell (Atalante facility) 
on the high active raffinate issued from the GANEX 1st cycle test. 
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Abstract – The oxidative leaching characteristics of U and TRU elements in a carbonate solution 
mixed with hydrogen peroxide were studied to evaluate a possibility of a recovery of U alone from 
spent nuclear fuel in a process using a high alkaline carbonate media. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

A recovery of uranium from the spent nuclear fuel will 
become more important in the near future because of 
rapidly growing demand for uranium for the many nuclear 
power plants being built all over the world to cope with 
energy and environmental problems, and because of the 
volume reduction of the high level waste for a geological 
disposal.    

A great deal of interest has been recently attracted on 
using alkaline carbonate media for the treatment of spent 
nuclear fuel instead of using acid media, because a process 
using carbonate media has several advantages such as 
enhanced safety, economic competitiveness, and minimal 
generation of waste as well as more proliferation-
resistance. We have suggested a conceptual process called 
COL (Carbonate-based Oxidative Leaching) for a recovery 
of uranium alone from the spent nuclear fuel by using a 
high alkaline carbonate solution with H2O2, where the 
TRU elements are undissolved and precipitated together 
with most of other fission products and all the inorganic 
chemical salts including carbonate salt used in the system 
are recycled [1], as shown in Fig.1. Such a process is 
considered to have a high proliferation resistance and 
environmental friendliness. 
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Fig.1 A process using a carbonate solution to recover U 

from spent nuclear fuel.     
 
There are very scant data on the actual dissolution of 

the elements included in spent nuclear fuel in the carbonate 
solutions of high concentrations at a high pH mixed with 
H2O2, although many studies on the solubilities of TRU 
elements in low carbonate concentrations of underground 
water have been carried out to understand the behaviors of 
the TRU elements in underground disposal of spent 
nuclear fuel.    

In this work, the oxidative leaching of uranium in a 
0.5 M Na2CO3 with H2O2 by using a UO2 powder and a 
SIMFUEL powder with 16 elements that were chosen as 
major elements in a spent nuclear fuel were studied with 
several variables, and the solubilities of TRU elements in 
that solution were estimated by a geochemistry simulation 
code to evaluate the feasibility of the process in Fig.1.     

The U leaching was very fast and increased with the 
H2O2 concentration, and the leaching ratio of U and TRU 
in the carbonate solution was estimated to be able to be 
about 109 (see Fig. 2 and Fig.3), which means that the 
recovery of only U among actinide elements of spent 
nuclear fuel is possible.  
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Fig.2 Dissolved U concentration in a carbonate solution. 
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Fig.3 Simulated solubilities of TRU in a carbonate solution. 
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Abstract: 
 
During the last decade a large amount of research has been conducted in several countries on the 
separation and recovery of Am and Cm from the high-level liquid waste (HLLW) fraction of the 
PUREX process. 
Most partitioning strategies rely on the following separation processes. 
 
1. Separation of uranium and/or plutonium from spent fuel dissolution liquors (e.g. PUREX, 

UREX) 
2. Co-extraction of the trivalent actinides and lanthanides (e.g. DIAMEX, TODGA) 
3. Separation of trivalent actinides from lanthanides (e.g. TALSPEAK, SANEX) 
 
The last step is important because it is essential to separate americium and curium from trivalent 
lanthanides to avoid the strong absorption of thermalized neutrons by the lanthanides, particularly if 
the trivalent actinides are to be recycled as fuel (or targets for transmutation) in a current generation 
reactor. The separation of adjacent trivalent actinides represents an even more challenging task than 
the An(III)/Ln(III) separation. It is known that the separation of americium from curium is a very 
difficult operation, due to the very similar properties of these elements. The LUCA process was 
developed at Forschungszentrum Jülich for the selective separation of Am(III) from an acidic solution 
containing the trivalent actinides Am(III), Cm(III), and Cf(III) as well as lanthanides. A mixture of 0.4 
mol/L bis(chlorophenyl)dithiophosphinic acid and 0.15 mol/L tris(2-ethylhexyl)phosphate dissolved in 
20 % isooctane / 80 % tert.-butyl benzene was used as the extractant. The process was carried out in 
centrifugal contactors using an optimized flowsheet involving 7 stages for extraction, 9 stages for 
scrubbing and 8 stages for back-extraction. Very encouraging results were obtained. A high feed 
decontamination factor was obtained for Am(III) (> 1000), and recovery in the product after stripping 
was higher than 99.8 %. The Am(III) product was contaminated with 0.47 % Cm(III). More than 99.9 
% Cf(III), Eu(III) and > 99.5 % Cm(III) inventories were directed to the raffinate and the 
contamination with Am(III) (< 0.08%) was low. The experimental results of the spiked test were in 
good agreement with the predictions of a computer code. The LUCA process can be used after a co-
extraction process (e.g. after DIAMEX) for the selective extraction of Am(III), leaving Cm(III) 
together with the lanthanides in the raffinate fraction. Alternatively, the process can also be run after a 
SANEX process (e.g. BTBP) for mutual Am/Cm separation. 
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Various procedures of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) reprocessing leave Am in 
the raffinate of the PUREX-process, where Am occurs jointly with noticeable 
amounts of rare-earth elements (REE), Mo, Zr, etc. Modern technologies for 
SNF reprocessing suppose the fractional recovery of REE and transplutonium 
elements (TPE). 
At present, several modes are known of fractionation of highly acidic high-level 
raffinates from the PUREX-process such as the variants of the TRUEX- and 
SETFICS-processes based on carbamoylmethylphophine oxides (CMPO). 
Kerosene or metanitrobenzotrifluoride are used as the diluents in the TRUEX- 
and SETFICS-processes. However, these diluents have some disadvantages, 
because kerosene is rather combustible and is characterized by poor solubility 
of the solvates, whereas fluorinated polar diluent is very toxic. In this work 
Formal ([H(CF2)4CH2OCH2]2O) diluent was proposed and the possibility of its 
use in the extraction system based on CMPO was evaluated.  
The extraction of REE, TPE, and some other elements using the CMPO – TBP 
– Formal extraction system was studied. In the course of the extraction 
experiments no formation of the third phase or unstratified mixtures were 
observed. On average, the distribution coefficients for REE and TPE are 
slightly higher than that, for example, in the similar system with fluorinated 
diluent, which allows profound recovery of REE and TPE from raffinates in the 
wide range of nitric acid concentrations. The joint recovery of REE and TPE in 
this case is similar to that in the SETFICS-process.   
The behavior of Mo and Zr in this extraction system was studied and the 
possibility of using acetohydroxamic and oxalic acids as the masking agent for 
these elements was also analysed. 
Hence, the possibility of using new diluent in the SETFICS-process and, taking 
in account the requirement of complete salts decomposition, the possibility of 
sodium nitrate replacement for ammonium nitrate was demonstrated. The effect 
of ammonium nitrate on the recovery of REE and TPE at different stages of the 
SETFICS-process based on the new CMPO – TBP – Formal extraction system 
was studied.  

 



Adsorbents development for extraction chromatography on Am and Cm separation 
 
 
Separation of Am and Cm from an acidic solution is an important study for future nuclear 
fuel cycle aimed at incineration or transmutation of those elements.  Extraction 
chromatography technique has been utilized for analysis and radioisotope production, 
although its engineering scale application has not realized.  Japan atomic energy agency 
is conducting research and development on it as a part of the future reprocessing 
technology. 
 
A porous silica particle is employed as a support to impregnate an extractant so that a 
uniform bed, rapid elution and less organic material will be realized.  Besides 
elucidating engineering issues such as heat and gas generation, process chemistry should 
be developed to choose a suitable extractant and to establish an elution sequence. 
 
As inferred by the knowledge of solvent extraction, some combination of extractants 
should be investigated for a practical separation and recovery of Am and Cm from an 
acidic raffinate from PUREX type extraction.  Basic data including adsorption behavior, 
durability relating to acid and radiation exposure and thermal decomposition was 
collected for several extractants; CMPO 
(n-octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide), TODGA 
(N,N,N’,N’-tetraoctyl-3-oxapentane-1,5-diamide), HDEHP (bis(2-ethylhexyl)hydrogen 
phosphate) and i-Hex-BTP (2,6-bis(5,6-dialkyl-1,2,4-triazine-3-yl-pyridine).  In this 
paper, the collected data will be reviewed and some important features for 
chromatographic application will be discussed. 
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Abstract 

The DIAMEX-SANEX process, studied at the CEA Marcoule, aims at recovering trivalent minor 
actinides selectively from PUREX raffinates, by solvent extraction. The objective is to decrease the 
inventory of radioactive waste. This route has the particularity to use different organic phase 
compositions during the process. For instance, at the actinide extraction step, the DMDOHEMA 
malonamide is used alone as the extractant, whereas it is mixed with HDHP, an acidic extractant, in 
the other parts of the process. Since the DIAMEX-SANEX process presents a single partition cycle, a 
complementary extractant separation step is implemented in order to recycle the DMDOHEMA alone 
with TPH in the front end of the process. Thanks to suitable DMDOHEMA flow rates, it is possible to 
monitor the HDHP concentration in the organic phase to fulfill the required compositions to allow the 
targeted performances to be achieved. Once the aqueous and organic solutions of the extraction system 
were optimized, a basic counter-current test was performed, without any cation, to study the 
hydrodynamics of the system during the extractant separation step (stripping and re-extraction of the 
HDHP). Suitable choice of implementation conditions allowed the extractant separation step to be 
mastered experimentally and further validated by carrying out some batch extraction experiments with 
organic samples taken during the counter current test. The second step of this concept demonstration 
consisted in implementing the whole flowsheet using a surrogate feed solution containing every 
fission products capable of being extracted by the organic phase. The cold test gave a lot of data about 
the recovery yields of these fission products and a comparison with computed ones was made. This 
paper gives the results obtained for these two cold tests, in preparation for the high level active test 
planned in the Atalante hot cells using a genuine PUREX raffinate  
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Separation of Minor Actinides and Lanthanides with
Carbon Nano-mterials

M. Watanabe, M. Arisaka, T. Kimura (JAEA-Japan)

Recently we have found that carbon nano-materials have ability to recognize softer actinides(III). In this presentation,
separation of americium(III) from lanthanides(III) by chromatography with carbon nano-materials, such as carbon
nanotubes and graphite, has been investigated by batch adsorption experiments and chromatography.

The separation factor(SF) between americium(III) and lanthanide(III) was about 2 in the range of pH from 1 to 4 by
using carbon nanotube, graphite and activated charcoal. The separation factor depended on the diameter of
carbon@nanotubes. Smaller one, 3-20nm diameter, showed the best selectivity for americium(III), which separation
factor was about 2.0, although larger one, 40-70nm, showed almost no selectivity.

The same behavior has been observed by using graphite powder and activated charcoal although acid- or alkali pre-
treated activated charcoal which generally has acidic functional group on the edge of carbon exhibited insignificant
separation. These results showed that lacking of functional group would be required for the separation of actinides(III)
from lanthanides(III) with carbon nano-materials. 
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Advanced processes for minor actinides recycling:
studies towards potential industrialization

C. Rostaing, P. Baron, D. Warin, J. Duhamet, D. Ochem (CEA-France)

In June 2006, a new act on sustainable management of radioactive waste was voted by the French parliament with a
national plan on radioactive materials and radioactive waste management (PNG-MDR). Concerning partitioning and
transmutation, the program is connected to 4th generation reactors, in which transmutation of minor actinides could be
operated. In this frame, the next important milestone is 2012, with the assessment of the possible transmutation roads,
which are either homogeneous recycling of the minor actinides in the whole reactor fleet, with a low content of M.A
(~ 3%) in all fuel assemblies, or heterogeneous recycling of the minor actinides in about one third of the reactor park,
with a higher content of M.A. (~20%) in dedicated targets dispatched in the periphery of the reactor. Advanced
processes for the recycling of minor actinides are being developed to address the challenges of these various
management options. An important part of the program consists in getting closer to process implementation conditions.
The processes based on liquid-liquid extraction benefit from the experience gained by operating the PUREX process at
the La Hague plant. In the field of extracting apparatus, a large experience is available. In the field of extracting
apparatus, a large experience is already available. Nevertheless, the processes present specificities which have to be
considered more precisely. They have been classified in the following fields: • Evolution of the simulation codes,
including phenomenological representations: with such a simulation tool, it will be possible to assess operating
tolerances, lead sensitivity studies and calculate transient states; • Definition of the implementation conditions in
continuous contactors (such as pulse columns), according to the extractant physico-chemical characteristics; • Scale-up
of new extractants, such as malonamides used in the DIAMEX process, facing purity specifications and costs
estimation; • Solvent clean-up studies to assess long term behavior of the separation systems towards radiolysis and
hydrolysis: the first question is to assess basic scrubbing efficiency to remove acidic degradation products (coming
from radiolysis and hydrolysis). The irradiation loop settled in Marcoule since 2004 will be helpful for that. In
addition, the need for complementary treatments such as soft or flash distillations will be considered. • Liquid waste
management: the question is to assess the impact of organic reagents introduced in the various steps of the flowsheet
(especially downstream steps). If necessary, complementary treatments will be developed. • Transitional operations:
the recovered actinide flow must be compatible with downstream co-conversion processes. This paper describes the
studies already started or planned till 2012 in each field, to move toward potential industrialization 



Recovery of MA using a CyMe4-BTBP based SANEX solvent   
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Abstract 

Efficient recovery of minor actinides from a genuine spent fuel solution has been successfully 
demonstrated by the CyMe4-BTBP/DMDOHEMA extractant mixture dissolved in octanol. 
The continuous counter current process, in which actinides(III) were separated from 
lanthanides(III), was carried out in laboratory centrifugal contactors using an optimised flow-
sheet involving a total of 16 stages. The process was divided into 9 stages for extraction from 
a 2 M nitric acid feed solution, 3 stages for lanthanide scrubbing and 4 stages for actinide 
back-extraction. Excellent feed decontamination factors for Am (7000) and Cm (1000) were 
obtained and the recoveries of these elements were higher than 99.9 %. More than 99.9 % of 
the lanthanides were directed to the raffinate except Gd for which 0.32 % was recovered in 
the product.  
In addition the the radiolytic degradation of the CyMe4-BTBP based SANEX solvent has been 
investigated. As the solvent used in the extraction process is designed to separate trivalent 
actinides from lanthanides, the radiolytic degradation is mainly due to alpha decay of 
extracted minor actinide isotopes. A calculation of dose-rates was done by estimating the 
concentration of minor actinides in the solvent by fuel burn-up calculations and assumptions 
on dilutions in the subsequent reprocessing steps. Several radiolysis experiments were carried 
out in order to compare the effect of low LET external gamma radiation (0.2 kGy/h) 
and internal alpha radiation with different dose-rates (0.05, 0.2 and 1.0 kGy/h). Significant 
radiolytic degradation was shown in the gamma radiolysis and in the alpha radiolysis 
experiment at a dose-rate of 1 kGy/h. These experiments were continued up to an absorbed 
dose ~ 1200 kGy and >300 kGy, respectively. Comparing the alpha radiolysis results for 0.2 
kGy/h and 1.0 kGy/h, up to an absorbed dose of ~120 kGy, no significant difference in the 
degradation for the different dose rates could be seen.   
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We have been developing an advanced reprocessing system for spent FBR fuels based on precipitation 

method using pyrrolidone derivatives.  In this system, U and Pu are separated by two precipitation steps.  

At the first step, only U(VI) is precipitated, and residual U(VI) and Pu are precipitated simultaneously at the 

second precipitation step.  In previous investigation, N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (NCP) was used as the 

precipitant for both first and second steps, and the feasibility of the process was confirmed by experiments 

carried out using U(VI)-fission product (FP) elements and U(VI)-Pu(IV or VI) solutions [1]. 

In order to make the process more effective and more economical, we are now studying precipitation 

reactions of U and Pu with other pyrrolidone derivatives, i.e., pyrrolidone derivatives with low 

hydrophobicity and donicity for the first precipitation step and pyrrolidone derivatives with high 

precipitation ability for the second step.  As the former pyrrolidone derivatives, N-propyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NProP), N-butyl-2-pyrrolidone (NBP) and N-iso-butyl-2-pyrrolidone (NiBP) having lower hydrophobicity 

than NCP were selected and their precipitation behavior with Pu(IV or VI) was examined [2]. 

In the present study, the precipitation behavior of Pu with pyrrolidone derivatives with high precipitation 

ability of N-(1,2-dimethyl)propyl-2-pyrrolidone (NDMProP), N-neopenthyl-2-pyrrolidone (NNpP), and 

NCP has been examined using solutions of U-Pu mixtures to evaluate their applicability to the second step.  

It was found that U(VI) was precipitated in a high yield with any of the three precipitants and that the 

precipitation yield of Pu(IV) was increased with an increase in the amount of added precipitants.  When 

NNpP was added with the ratio of [NNpP]/[U+Pu]=2.5, 99.5% of Pu was precipitated. Since NNpP showed 

the highest precipitation ability for Pu(IV) and the best physical property as precipitate, NNpP would be the 

most appropriate precipitant for the U-Pu co-precipitation process. Preciptation behavior of Np(IV, V, VI) 

with NNpP was also examined, and Np(VI) was found to be quantitatively co-precipitated with U(VI) and 

Pu(IV).   

Additionally, a total test for a series of processes consisting of the first precipitation step, the concentration 

step for the filtrate and washing solution, and the second precipitation step was carried out using the mixed 

solutions of U, Pu and simulated FP, NBP as the precipitant for the first step, and NNpP as the precipitant for 

the second step. As a result, it was suggested that a part of oxidation of Pu(IV) to Pu(VI) in the concentration 

step would influence the precipitation behavior of Pu at the second precipitation step. 
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Abstract 
 

To separate the long-lived minor actinides (MA=Am, Cm) from high level liquid waste (HLLW), 
we have been studying an advanced process by extraction chromatography which uses minimal 
organic solvent and compact equipment.  Generally, the process consists of two separation columns 
packed with CMPO extraction resin for elemental group separation and R-BTP 
(2,6-bis-(5,6-dialkyl-1,2,4-triazine-3-yl) pyridine, R=alkyl group) extraction resin for the isolation of 
MA from lanthanides (Ln), respectively.  We prepared the novel silica-based extraction resins by 
impregnating CMPO or R-BTP into a styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer (SiO2-P), which was 
immobilized in porous silica particles.  In our previous work, it was found that MA together with Ln 
can be successfully separated from other FPs contained in a genuine HLLW solution by using a 
CMPO/SiO2-P packed column.  In this work, a hot test for the separation of MA from fission product 
Ln in a MA containing effluent from the irradiated MOX-fuel treatment process was carried out using 
a column packed with n-butyl-BTP extraction resin. As the results, Am and Cm were strongly 
adsorbed by the n-butyl-BTP extraction resin, while the Ln showed almost no adsorption.  A 
complete separation of Am and Cm from Ln was achieved. 

 R-BTP is a family of nitrogen-donor ligand which has been verified to have stronger adsorption 
affinity for trivalent MA over Ln(III).  A number of R-BTP compounds can be synthesized by 
changing the alkyl group.  As an extractant or adsorbent, it is generally considered that R-BTP 
compounds shall be used in a weakly acidic medium, since the compounds show less stability in acidic 
medium due to the protonation of nitrogen atoms.  However, we have found that the adsorption 
selectivity for Am(III) and Cm(III) and chemical stability of R-BTP adsorbents strongly depend on the 
length and structure of the alkyl group.  The R-BTP containing a branched alkyl group such as 
iso-butyl and iso-hexyl exhibited a significantly high adsorbability for Am(III) and Cm(III) over 
Ln(III) and other FP elements in a broad range of HNO3 concentration from 1 to 4 M.  Moreover, the 
leaked amount of the R-BTP from adsorebent into aqueous phase was less than 30 ppm at 3-4 M HNO3.  
Therefore, it would be possible to separate the MA directly from HLLW by means of a revolutionary 
one-cycle process using the improved novel R-BTP extraction resins. The experimental evaluation 
including stability against irradiation of these R-BTP extraction resins for the one-cycle MA 
separation process will also be reported.  
 
 



Actinides and lanthanides separation with extraction systems on the base of chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide
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Actinides and lanthanides separation with extraction
systems on the base of chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide

M. Alyapyshev, V.Babain, I.Eliseev, R.Kiseleva, V.Romanovsky (Khlopin Radium Institute)

The separation of trivalent actinides from lanthanides is one of the most important and difficult task of nuclear waste
treatment. The residual high level liquid waste (HLW) contains highly radiotoxic and long-lived minor actinides
(mainly Am and Cm) along with a large amount of relatively harmless lanthanides and other fission products. The
radiotoxicity of HLW can be reduced by transmutation of the minor actinides into short-lived nuclides. For this
purpose minor actinides should be separated from the chemically similar lanthanides. Such approach would allow to
minimize the serious environmental and economical problems concerning with storing of HLW. The most powerful
agents for separation of trivalent actinides are nowadays “soft donors” complexants, which possess several nitrogen or
sulfur atoms. Some polynitrogen compounds extract americium many times better, than europium. However the main
drawback of such ligands is that the effective Am/Eu separation is possible only from solutions with low concentration
of nitric acid (pH 2–4). It should be mentioned that compounds such as TPEN (N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis-(2-pyridylmethyl)-
ethylenediamine), tris-piridyl-triazine, bis(benzimid-azolyl)piridines, tripiridine. Bis(triazinyl)piridines have good
separation factor for Am – Eu pair up to 1 M of nitric acid, but they are not stable enough in nitric acid medium. On
the other hand it is known that the presence of the bulky hydrophobic anion like chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide (CCD)
can increase the extraction of metals by neutral ligands. Many ligands were studied as synergistic additives to CCD.
Usually actinides and lanthanides have similar distribution ratios, but some polynitrogen ligands show the good Am/Eu
separation factors. The present paper describes the developments in the area of actinides and lanthanides separation
using the mixtures on the base of CCD and neutral “soft” or “hard donors” ligands. New CCD-based system with such
additives as phenantroline, dipicolyldiamides, dipiridyldiamides, di-tetrazolylpiridines were observed. 
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Fundamental Studies of TALSPEAK Chemistry for Trivalent Actinide – Lanthanide Separations 
in Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles 
 
The Trivalent Actinide-Lanthanide Separation by Phosphorus Extractants and Aqueous Complexants 
(TALSPEAK) process was developed in the late 1960s at Oak Ridge National Laboratory as a 
potential replacement for the TRAMEX process. Conventional TALSPEAK combines bis-(2-
ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) with an aqueous medium composed of the water-soluble 
polyaminopolycarboxylic acid complexing agent diethylenetriamine-N,N,N’-N”,N”-pentaacetic acid 
(DTPA) in a concentrated lactic acid buffer medium. While TRAMEX derives its effectiveness from 
the greater strength of An(III) interactions with Cl-, selective retention of actinides in the 
TALSPEAK aqueous phase derives primarily from the stronger interaction of An(III) with DTPA. 
As research and development on closing of the nuclear fuel cycle via the suite of UREX processes 
(under development in the U.S.) progresses, TALSPEAK has been selected as the currently-favored 
system for partition of trivalent actinides away from fission product lanthanides. A recent review of 
the TALSPEAK process summarized previous research characterizing the performance of this 
system. Attempts were made in that report to develop correlations between the previous separations 
data and the thermodynamic data that describes interactions among the components of the separation 
system. However, the diversity of observations and the breadth of conditions employed in the many 
studies from the literature make comparisons between TALSPEAK system performance and existing 
thermodynamic data challenging. To better test the adequacy of the available thermodynamic 
database for modeling this system, an internally consistent set of observations of lanthanide 
extraction under TALSPEAK conditions has been completed. The extraction of the lanthanides from 
La through Lu (excluding Pm) plus Y, and that of Am3+ from buffered lactic acid solutions 
containing DTPA into organic solutions of HDEHP solutions in 1,4-diisopropylbenzene or n-
dodecane has been investigated as a function of temperature, pH and ionic strength. Extraction of 
both lanthanides and Am3+ decreases with increasing pH and with temperature. At the same time, 
separation factors remain approximately constant. Calculations based on an internally consistent 
thermodynamic data set confirm the prior conclusion that the existing thermodynamic data do not 
predict the observed decline in partitioning with increased pH, though the data do support constancy 
of separation factors. There are also indications that the heavy lanthanides are very slow to reach 
biphasic equilibrium. In this presentation, the thermodynamic and kinetic features of the 
TALSPEAK process will be discussed. The emphasis will be on identifying the contributions of 
reactions occurring in both the aqueous and organic phases on the net separation efficiency.  
 
Work supported by the University – Nuclear Energy Research Initiative (U-NERI) program of the 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Energy and Technology at Washington State 
University, project number DE-FC07-05ID14643. 



N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis((5-alkoxypyridin-2-yl)methyl)ethylenediamine, TRPEN, effective 
ligands for the separation of trivalent minor actinides from lanthanides 
 
We are developing a new MA/Ln separation process with TPEN (N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(2- 
pyridylmethyl)ethylenediamine) and its derivatives for P&T technology of HLLW from 
spent nuclear fuel reprocessing plants.  TPEN is a hexadentate soft-donor ligand that has 
six soft-donor sites as a kind of podand type molecule and can encapsulate a metal ion.  
TPEN has good selectivity of Am(III) from Ln(III) and has potential to establish 
partitioning of MA.  We elucidated extraction behavior of Am(III) and Eu(III) using 
several organic solvents and found that the maximum SFAm/Eu was over 250.  From the 
viewpoint of practical application, the hydrophobicity of TPEN must be improved.  
Because the dissolution of a slight amount of TPEN (about 10-4 mol/l) to water will 
restrict decontamination of Ln in extraction process.  In this study, the hydrophobicity of 
TPEN was improved by introducing alkyl groups and the effect of the introduction of 
alkyl groups on the separation of Am(III) and Eu(III) was examined.  We synthesized 
various types of derivatives of TPEN.  A series of the derivatives, N,N,N’,N’- 
tetrakis((5-alkoxypyridin-2-yl)methyl)ethylenediamine, TRPEN, showed good 
selectivity. One of them, N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis((5-dodecyloxypyridin-2-yl)methyl) 
ethylenediamine, TDdPEN, has excellent performance of Am/Eu separation.  The 
maximum separation factor, SFAm/Eu, was over 800 at pH 4.50, and significant separation 
factor at pH2.0. 

Solvent extraction and extraction chromatography technique using the new ligands for 
the separation of trivalent actinides from lanthanides are investigating. Screening tests 
and optimization of the formulation of the solvent and impregnate resin for the 
chromatography using radiotracers are carried out in order to assess the properties of the 
new ligands and to fulfil process requirements. In this paper, the collected data will be 
reviewed and some important features for process application will be discussed. 
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Separation of minor actinides (particularly americium and curium) from rare earth elements is 

very important for reducing of actinide waste volume. New synergistic extraction mixtures – 

chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide (CCD) and diamides of 2,2’-dipyridyl-6,6’-dicarboxylic acid 

were proposed [1]. It was shown, that high enough americium-europium separation factors (~20) 

in acidic media can be reached. 

Extraction of Am and lanthanides depending on diamide structure, ratio CCD – diamide, type of 

diluent was studied. Optimal conditions for Am/ REE separation were determined. 

 

1. M.Yu. Alyapyshev et al., Mendeleev Commun., 2008, 18, 336-337 
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ABSTRACT 

 

For the ultimate minimization of the ecological risks originated in nuclear fuel recycling, a new fuel 

cycle paradigm was proposed and the basic researches have been carried out under the Adv.-ORIENT 

(Advanced Optimization by Recycling Instructive Elements) cycle strategy.  

In this paradigm, effective transmutation of An and LLFP and utilization of rare metals were the 

main directions, and soft and salt-free was principle concept to regulate the process decision in order to 

compose a multi-functional reprocessing system. In such directions, tertiary pyridine resin (TPR) 

enabled to separate MA/Ln and then Am/Cm precisely from the irradiated nuclear fuel, provided 

permitting to use hydrochloric acid as well as nitric acid. Very pure Am and Cm products were 

successfully recovered. In hydrochloric media, very high recovery ratios of rare metals (RMFP; Ru, 

Rh, Pd, Tc, Se, etc) were also achieved utilizing more distinct under potential deposition (UPD) effects 

brought by Pdadatom or Rhadatom. Mixed deposit, Ru/Rh/Pd/Tc(Re)-Pt electrodes showed the highest 

catalytic reactivity on electrolytic production of hydrogen in an alkali solution. In basic engineering 

research efforts, hastelloy B (Ni-28Mo) and Ta, etc were newly identified as anti-corrosive candidate 

equipment materials for highly concentrated hydrochloric acid media. Basic thermo-chemical stability 

of TPR and TBP (as a reference) was experimentally studied, and process safety conditions specified 

for TPR were evaluated for its practical use.  

The separation and utilization of RMFP (including Cs and Sr) in spent fuel would not only open a 

new direction in fuel cycle mission, but also improve the existing process performance of reprocessing, 

vitrification and the repository tasks. 
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Abstract 
Minor actinide recycling by separation and transmutation is worldwide considered as one of the most promising 
strategies to reduce the inventory of radioactive waste, thus contributing to make nuclear energy more 
sustainable. One of the different options investigated at the CEA Marcoule and within the ACSEPT project (a 
European collaborative project partly funded by the 7th EURATOM Framework Program) to separate trivalent 
minor actinide (Am(III)-Cf(III)) from the fission and activation products contained in PUREX raffinates is the 
TODGA process, which consists in: 

1. Co-extracting trivalent 4f and 5f elements from highly acidic PUREX raffinates by a mixture of 
TODGA (tetraoctyl-diglycolamide) and TBP (tributyl-phosphate), dissolved in HTP (hydrogenated 
tetrapropene). 

2. Selectively stripping the trivalent minor actinides by a hydrophilic polyaminocarboxylic acid used as a 
complexing agent in a buffered aqueous solution, while the trivalent lanthanides are kept in the organic 
solvent thanks to a sodium nitrate salting-out effect. 

3. Stripping the lanthanides in a diluted nitric acid solution. 
The major difficulty of this TODGA separation process is to tune the pH in a very narrow range of operating 
conditions in the second step, because of the high sensitivity of the performances of the flow-sheet vs pH. This 
difficulty was however overcome. 
This paper describes the development of the TODGA process from experimental studies to hot test 
implementation in shielded cells of the ATALANTE facility, including (i) the optimization of the extraction 
system (both the formulation of the organic solvent and those of the aqueous scrubbing and stripping solutions), 
(ii) the implementation of a cold test in small scale mixer-settlers in the G1 facility (MARCEL loop), using a 
surrogate feed composed of major fission products, (iii) the validation of some steps of the process, using a 
surrogate feed, spiked with Am-241 and Eu-152, and similar laboratory contactors (medium activity test 
performed in the glove boxes of the ATALANTE facility), (iv) and finally the validation of the whole optimized 
flowsheet on a genuine PUREX raffinate in the shielded cells of the ATALANTE facility. 
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A closed nuclear fuel cycle that is environmentally-benign and proliferation-resistant is 
urgently needed for the advanced nuclear energy system. Based on the results of a series 
of thermodynamic and structural studies, an acidic amide ligand, N,N-di-2-ethyl-hexyl-3-
oxa-glutaramic acid has been developed and found to have the potential for separating 
actinides for the closed nuclear fuel cycle in the future. Extraction experiments show that 
N, N-di-2-ethyl-hexyl-3-oxa-glutaramic acid has good extractability for actinides in all 
oxidation states (III, IV, V, and VI). It could form neutral complexes with actinides that 
have great solubility in conventional organic solvents such as kerosene, significantly 
reducing the problem of third phase formation that complicates many processes 
developed for fuel reprocessing. After being extracted into the organic phase, Pu and Np 
are not separated from U, which significantly improves the anti-proliferation ability of 
the process. Besides, because the extractant contains only C, H, O, and N elements, no 
secondary solid wastes will be generated from the extractant after combustion. The 
separation process using this extractant is more environmentally-benign. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy 
Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences of US Department of Energy under Contract 
No. DE-AC02-05CH11231 at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). 
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Fluoride Volatility Method (FVM) is regarded to be a promising advanced pyrochemical 
reprocessing technology, which can be used for reprocessing mainly of oxide spent fuels 
coming from current LWRs or future GEN IV fast reactors. The technology should be chiefly 
suitable for the reprocessing of advanced oxide fuels with inert matrixes of very high burn-up 
and short cooling time, which can be hardly reprocessed by hydrometallurgical technologies.  
 
Fluoride Volatility Method is based on direct fluorination of powdered spent fuel with 
fluorine gas in a flame fluorination reactor, where the volatile fluorides (mostly UF6) are 
separated from the non-volatile ones (trivalent minor actinides and majority of fission 
products). The subsequent unit operations necessary for partitioning of volatile fluorides are 
successive condensation, evaporation of volatile fluorides, thermal decomposition of PuF6 and 
finally distillation and sorption, which are used for the purification of uranium product. 
 
Fluoride Volatility Method is under experimental development in the Nuclear Research 
Institute Řež plc. The current research work in the area of Fluoride Volatility Method is 
focused to the experimental program carried out at the semi-technological line called FERDA. 
The experimental test program has been focused mainly to the study of flame fluorination 
process. The first fluorination experiments were realized with pure uranium oxide fuel, now 
the technology is tested with simulated spent oxide fuel. Finally the studies of purification of 
uranium hexafluoride by rectification were opened. 
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 The presented work is focused on research of basic electrochemical properties of 

several actinides and lanthanides representing the fissile material and fission products in 

suitable molten fluoride melt. The general framework of this work is to study the 

electrochemical behaviour of systems relevant for possible future use in the Generation IV 

reactor concepts.  

 

Results of cyclic voltammetry, chronopotentiometric and electrolytic experiments with 

uranium, europium and samarium in the LiF-NaF-KF (acronym FLINAK) are presented. 

Mechanisms of electrochemical reduction were investigated as well as temperature 

dependence of diffusion coefficients. Recorded reduction steps were investigated and 

described in terms of reversibility, number of exchanged electrons, diffusion coefficients etc. 

For the investigated lanthanides, it seems impossible to reach solid deposit of studied 

lanthanide on the electrode. For uranium, deposition depending on electrode material and 

shape was studied with special attention given to its deposition on reactive (Ni) working 

electrode. 

 

Beryllium based molten salts 
7
LiF-BeF2-ZrF4 and 

7
LiF-BeF2 were used as a carrier 

melts during Molten Salt Reactor Experiment and Molten Salt Breeder Reactor projects [1] 

and are considered as a key systems also for the future use. In the LiF-BeF2 melt (acronym 

FLIBE), the work was focused on research of uranium behaviour in the melt and the influence 

of its composition between two eutectic points of FLIBE (eutectic compositions of FLIBE 

melt are defined by molar ratio of BeF2 x=0.328 and x=0.531). 

 

Also the general consequences of obtained data for the development of separation 

process are concluded. 

 

[1] C. F. Baes, Journal of Nuclear Materials 51:149 (1974). 
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       Among the proposed pyrometallurgical reprocessing processes, only a couple of methods based 

on electrolytic separations have been investigated intensively and developed up to a pilot scale. 

These processes are mainly focused on molten chloride media, with very few works in molten 

fluoride, whereas thermodynamic predictions are more promising in such media. Beyond the basic 

knowledge of molten fluoride systems (choice of salt, materials, set-up and methods), the ultimate 

aim of this work is to evaluate the performance of an electrolytic process for the An-Ln separation in 

molten fluorides, in terms of actinide recovery yield and separation efficiency. Furthermore, this 

work represents a breakthrough in the electrolytic methods as far as the electrolysis will be carried 

out onto a liquid dropping electrode. The concept, inspired from analytical polarographic techniques, 

presents the advantage to lead to reproducible phenomena, due to the constant renewal of the 

deposition surface of the cathode and therefore to a more precise control over the voltage, which is 

not the case with metallic pool electrodes. 

       The objectives of this study are ambitious, both because of its novelty and its extent. The first 

step consists in selecting the adequate operating conditions according to a thermodynamical 

approach. The next step consists in designing and manufacturing a lab-scale electrolyser adapted to 

molten fluorides and able to fit with the problematic. In such a system, interfacial phenomena are of 

primary meaning and they impact the choice of the materials and the design of the different 

components.  

       This work is supported by the FP7 ACSEPT project. 
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Abstract – The demonstration of a new pyrometallurgical reprocessing route requires a technological 
breakthrough in the design of a new type of device compatible with temperatures up to 1000°C. The 
authors discuss a pyroprocessing device in which actinides are recovered by reductive extraction of 
actinide fluorides from molten fluoride salt contacted with a liquid aluminum phase. The liquid contactor 
must separate two liquid phases of the same density in a compact device of simple design with maximum 
efficiency at each chemical treatment stage, compatible with the thermal constraints and suitable for 
handling, assembly and disassembly in a hot cell. The liquid-liquid contactor ensures molten Al / molten 
salt separation using an openwork wall. The principle, patented in 2007, consists in using the surface 
tension and the interfacial tension properties of aluminum in contact with graphite or boron nitride. The 
Young-Laplace equation is used to calculate the openwork vessel dimensions. The satisfactory 
performance of this system was validated at laboratory scale by measuring the aluminum holdup in the 
openwork vessel with or without molten salt hydrostatic pressure. Mass transfer through the openwork 
material was also observed and verified by reductive extraction under inactive conditions (NdF3 recovery) 
and active conditions (UF4 recovery). 
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The liquid-liquid extraction technique is largely considered to selectively and quantitatively 
extract lanthanides and actinides in pyrochemical fuel processing schemes. In this kind of 
method, the extraction is realized by contacting two liquid phases: 
- a molten salt (MS), either fluoride or chloride, which contains - in their ionic states - the 

elements to be extracted (e.g. solvated LnF3 or LnCl3). 
- a liquid metal (LM = Bi, Sb, Pb, Al…) in which a metallic reducing agent (R = Li or Th) is 

introduced. 
 

The global reaction (for example in the case of lanthanide fluorides) is then given by: 
 

LnF3 (MS) + 3R (LM)   →  Ln (LM) + 3RF (MS) 
 

The amounts of extracted lanthanides are calculated from the Gibbs energy of the reaction 
involved (which depends on the thermochemical data and solvation or activity coefficients of 
the elements in the two phases) and the efficiency relation. Then, the molar flux of each 
element can be known as a function of experimental parameters. 

 
The analysis of this process has shown that the efficiency and selectivity of extraction 
(defined as the difference of the efficiencies between two elements) depends mainly on two 
experimental parameters: the concentration of reducing agent in liquid metal and the volume 
ratio of the two liquid phases (see figure below). This analytical approach allows a previous 
screening for the best choice of the solvent metal and the reducing agent as well as the 
optimization of the process parameters. 

 
Examples of the efficiency dependence on the experimental extraction’s parameters 
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Abstract 

Pyrochemical separation processes are considered as a promising alternative to the 
hydrometallurgical methods. A technique developed in ITU is based on electrochemical 
reduction of actinides on an Al cathode in molten salts. 

This work is focused on chemical characterisation and determination of thermodynamic 
properties of Pu-Al alloys. The alloys are formed on a solid Al electrode during Pu 
electrodeposition in molten LiCl-KCl Eutectic. 

A carbo-chlorination was applied to convert PuO2 added to the molten salt in order to 
produce a LiCl-KCl-PuCl3 (~2 wt.%). It was proven, by electrochemical measurements, that 
the salt contained pure PuCl3 without impurities. Pu-Al alloy properties were studied in the 
temperature range of 400 – 550 °C by electrochemical techniques. Cyclic voltammetry 
showed one reduction step of Pu3+ on inert W electrode (Pu3+/Pu0). On reactive aluminium 
electrode, reduction of Pu3+ to Pu0 occurs at more positive potential due to the formation of 
Pu-Al intermetallic compounds. Open Circuit Potentiometric (OCP) measurements, after 
depositions of Pu metal onto the Al electrode by short galvanic electrolysis, were used to 
identify Pu-Al intermetallic compounds. The curves obtained after OCP measurements 
exhibits 6 plateaus which is in agreement with the Pu-Al phase diagram, containing 5 
compounds stable at working temperature range. The thermodynamic properties of the Pu-Al 
alloys (ΔG, ΔH, ΔS) were deduced from those curves by e.m.f. measurements. Pu-Al deposits 
were obtained by galvanostatic electrolyses on Al plates. XRD and SEM analysis revealed a 
mixture of PuAl3 and PuAl4 alloys. 

 
 
E-mail address of the corresponding author: rikard.malmbeck@ec.europoa.eu 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Partitioning & Transmutation (P&T) strategy is based on reduction of the long-term 
radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel by recovery and recycling of plutonium and minor 
actinides, i.e. Np, Am and Cm. Regardless if transmutation of actinides is conceived by a 
heterogeneous accelerator driven system, fast reactor concept or as integrated waste burning 
with a homogenous recycling of all actinides, the reprocessed fuels used are likely to be 
significantly different from the commercial fuels of today. Because of the fuel type and the 
high burn-up reached, traditional hydrometallurgical reprocessing such as used today might 
not be the most adequate method. The main reasons are the low solubility of some fuel 
materials in acidic aqueous solutions and the limited radiation stability of the organic solvents 
used in extraction processes. Therefore, pyrochemical separation techniques are under 
development worldwide, usually based on electrochemical methods, reductive extraction in a 
high temperature molten salt solvent or fluoride volatility techniques. 
 
The pyrochemical reprocessing developed in ITU is based on electrorefining of metallic fuel 
in molten LiCl-KCl using solid aluminium cathodes. This is followed by a chlorination 
process for the recovery of actinides from formed actinide-aluminium alloys, and exhaustive 
electrolysis is proposed for the clean-up of salt from the remaining actinides. In this paper, the 
main achievements in the electrorefining process are summarised together with results of the 
most recent experimental studies on characterisation of actinides-aluminium intermetallic 
compounds. U, Np and Pu alloys were investigated by electrochemical techniques using solid 
aluminium electrodes and the alloys formed by electrodeposition of the individual actinides 
were analysed by XRD and SEM-EDX. Some thermodynamic properties were determined 
from the measurements (standard electrode potentials, Gibbs energy, enthalpy and entropy of 
formation) as well as information about chemical composition and structure of the deposits 
from electrolyses on solid aluminium electrodes.  
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Experimental Study on Behavior of Americium in
Pyrochemical Process of Nitride Fuel Cycle

Hirokazu HAYASHI, Hiroki SHIBATA, Mitsuo AKABORI, Yasuo ARAI, Kazuo MINATO ()

R&D on the transmutation of long-lived minor actinides (MA) by the accelerator-driven system (ADS) using nitride
fuels is underway at JAEA. In regard to reprocessing technology, pyrochemical process has several advantages in case
of treating spent fuel with large decay heat and fast neutron emission, and recovering highly enriched N-15. In the
pyrochemical reprocessing, plutonium and MA are dissolved in LiCl-KCl eutectic melts and selectively recovered into
liquid cadmium (Cd) cathode by molten salt electrorefining. The electrochemical behavior in LiCl-KCl eutectic melts
and the subsequent nitride formation behavior of plutonium and MA recovered in liquid Cd cathode are investigated.
In this paper, recent results on electrochemical study of americium (Am) on electrolyses of AmN in LiCl-KCl eutectic
melts and nitride formation of Am recovered in the liquid Cd cathode are presented. Electrochemical behavior of Am
on anodic dissolution of AmN and recovery of Am into a liquid Cd cathode by electrolyses in LiCl-KCl eutectic melts
was investigated by transient electrochemical techniques. The formal standard potential of Am(III)/Am(0) obtained
with the liquid Cd electrode is more positive than that calculated for the solid metal electrode. The potential shift is
considered to be attributed to the lowering of the activity of Am by the formation of the intermetallic compound with
Cd. Potentiostatic electrolyses of AmN in LiCl-KCl eutectic melts containing AmCl3 at 773K were carried out.
Nitrogen gas generated by the anodic dissolution of AmN was observed, and the current efficiency was obtained from
the ratio of the amount of released nitrogen gas and the passed electric charge to be 20 - 28 %. Am was recovered as
Am-Cd alloy in the liquid Cd cathode, in which AmCd6 type phase was identified besides Cd phase. The recovered
Am was converted to AmN by the nitridation-distillation combined method, in which the Am-Cd alloy was heated in
nitrogen gas stream at 973K. These results suggest that the pyrochemical process developed for the nitride fuel cycle is
applicable for the nitride fuels containing Am, which is to be used for the transmutation of MA.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Electrorefining in molten LiCl-KCl eutectic-based salt is one of the key separation steps 
in the pyrochemical treatment of spent nuclear fuels. The actinides are separated from the 
bulk of the fission products by electrochemical transport in the molten salt electrolyte.  
Pure U is deposited onto a solid cathode, while group actinides (U, Pu, Np, and Am) are 
deposited into a liquid cadmium cathode (LCC).  The LCC technology takes advantage of 
the low chemical activities of transuranics (TRU) elements in the liquid Cd phase to 
accomplish this separation.  However, rare earth (RE) fission products have similar 
thermodynamic properties to those of TRU elements in a molten salt/liquid Cd system 
and are, therefore, subject to also entering the Cd phase.  The degree to which RE 
contamination of the actinide product will occur needs to be predicted for analysis of the 
overall pyrochemical separations process, and to date the basic separation data needed to 
support such predictions have been lacking. 
 
A series of six bench-scale LCC tests were, thus, run to obtain the basic separation data 
needed with focus on the behavior of rare earth elements. Each LCC assembly contained 
approximately 40 grams of Cd. The electrolyte used for the tests was a mixed salt from 
the Mk-IV and Mk-V electrorefiners, in which spent metal fuels from Experimental 
Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) had been processed. RE chlorides were spiked into the salt 
prior to the first test to increase the RE concentrations and create an extreme case for RE 
contamination of the actinide product.  For the first two LCC tests, an alloy with the 
composition of 40U-30Pu-5Am-3Np-20Zr was loaded into the anode baskets as the feed 
material. The anode feed material for test runs 3 to 6 were spent ternary fuel (U-19Pu-
10Zr).  
 
Salt samples were taken prior to each and after the last LCC test. During the course of the 
LCC experiments, the U, Pu, and total RE concentrations in the electrolyte varied from 
1.1 to 2.0, 1.1 to 1.5, and 5.1 to 5.4 wt%, respectively. The Pu3+/U3+ ratio in the salt 
varied from 0.7 to 1.3. The concentrations of Am-241 and Np-237 in the electrolyte 
varied from <10 to 500 and 110 to 490 ppm, respectively. Preliminary analytical results 
confirmed that U and TRU can be collected into the LCC as a group under the process 
conditions used for these tests. The RE contamination level in the LCC was up to 5 wt% 
of the heavy metal collected. The detailed data for partitioning of actinides and REs in the 
salt and Cd phases will be reported in the paper. 
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 In numerous studies, the limiting current densities for the oxidation of uranium to 
form UCl3 and reduction of UCl3 to uranium have been observed to differ significantly. 
Under typical uranium electrorefining conditions, the cell current is limited by mass 
transport effects at the anode. Consequently, the polarization of the anode is much greater 
than the degree of polarization at the cathode. Under typical uranium electrorefining 
conditions, this anode-limited effect ensures that only pure uranium is deposited at the 
cathode by minimizing polarization at the cathode. We have performed a series of 
fundamental polarization experiments and constructed anodic and cathodic Tafel plots for 
a range of uranium and lanthanide concentrations in the molten salt. One surprising 
observation was that the anodic Tafel plots for uranium oxidation in molten LiCl-KCl 
shows essentially no dependence on salt composition whereas the cathodic Tafel plots for 
the reduction of UCl3 and lanthanide chlorides to the metallic state shows a large 
concentration dependence. The changes or lack of changes in the Tafel plots with 
changing  electrolyte composition can be understood in terms of mass transfer effects. 
The presentation will discuss the experimental data as well as provide an explanation for 
the observed difference in anodic and cathodic Tafel plots for uranium and the 
lanthanides in molten LiCl-KCl eutectic salt. 
 
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, under 
Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357. 
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Electrorefining process is one of the important processes of a pyroprocess. In 
the electrorefining process, uranium metal is deposited at the solid cathode as 
dendritic form. Uranium deposits from an electrorefining process contain about 30 
wt% of salts. In order to recover pure metal and convert it into metal ingots, the 
salt has to be removed. In the salt, there are actinide chlorides and rare earth 
chlorides in addition to uranium chloride. In order to design the salt evaporation 
system, it should be investigated the evaporation behaviors of actinide and rare 
earth chlorides in the salt. 

In this work, the experiments for a salt evaporation of rare earth chlorides in 
LiCl-KCl eutectic salt were carried out with a salt distiller with respect to the 
vacuum pressure and the hold temperature. The vapor pressure of rare earth 
chlorides are lower than those of LiCl and KCl. But the rare earth chlorides were 
co-evaporized with LiCl-KCl salt during the salt evaporation process. A simple 
model based on the Hertz-Langmuir relation was applied for this evaporation 
system and the co-evaporation of rare earth chlorides was discussed.  
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Development of Oxide Reduction Process for Metal Fuel
Fast Reactor Cycle

Y. Sakamura, M. Iizuka, T. Inoue (CRIEPI-Japan)

For connecting the metal fuel fast reactor cycle with the light water reactor (LWR) cycle, the oxide fuels (i.e. UO2,
MOX and spent LWR fuel) need to be reduced to metals. Therefore, CRIEPI has been developing the electrochemical
reduction process expected to be an efficient reduction technique. In this process, electrolysis is preformed in a molten
chloride bath with oxide fuels loaded at the cathode. Then, oxygen is electrochemically ionized and the actinide metals
remain at the cathode. The ionized O2- is transported through the salt and discharges at the anode to form O2 gas.

The reduction behavior of UO2 at the cathode was clarified in both the LiCl and CaCl2 salt baths and indicated that
the LiCl salt bath was more suitable for UO2 reduction. It was verified by using a (55U-40Pu-5Np)O2 fuel that
plutonium and neptunium oxides could be easily reduced to metals.

To investigate the optimum conditions for improving the reduction rate, engineering scale UO2 reduction tests were
conducted in LiCl salt bath at 923K using various types of cathode basket and oxide material. The oxide reduction rate
was determined by the transportation of O2- from the inside of the cathode to the bulk salt. Hence, reducing the
thickness of the UO2 powder layer in the cathode basket improved the reduction rate. In addition, preparing porous
UO2 pellets was attempted. The results indicated that the porous oxide pellet feed was of great advantage in the
reduction process. It was demonstrated that 100 g of UO2 could be completely reduced to metal within 10 h with the
current efficiency of 60-80%.

Since alkali and alkaline earth fission products accumulate in the LiCl salt bath, their effect was investigated. An
addition of CsCl into a LiCl salt bath decreased the UO2 reduction rate. It was verified that solubility of O2- in the
LiCl-CsCl system decreased with increasing the CsCl composition, which affected the UO2 reduction rate.

Some fission products such as noble metals and rare earths accompany actinide metals in the reduction product.
Electrorefining tests were carried out in a LiCl-KCl-UCl3 electrolyte at 773K. The reduction product from a simulated
oxide spent fuel was charged in an anode basket and a stainless-steel rod was employed as the cathode. As a result, the
uranium metal was anodically dissolved into the electrolyte with a high current efficiency and dendritic uranium metal
was collected on the cathode.
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Observations of Oxygen Ion Behavior in the Lithium-
Based Electrolytic Reduction of Uranium Oxide

S. D. Herrmann, S. X. Li, B. E. Serrano-Rodriguez (Idaho National Laboratory-USA)

Development of a lithium-based electrolytic reduction process to convert oxide fuel to metal is being pursued by
various researchers to facilitate subsequent pyroprocessing of the metalized fuel product. In such pursuits, uranium
oxide particles are contacted by an electrically conductive material and immersed in a pool of LiCl-Li2O at 650 °C. A
controlled current is passed between the fuel particles (as the cathode) and a suitable anode to reduce the uranium
oxide to metal at the cathode and to oxidize oxygen ions to gas at the anode. In this process, the effective liberation
and transport of oxygen ions from the oxide fuel particles within a cathode structure to the anode is paramount to the
viability of this process. Parametric studies were performed on a lithium-based electrolytic reduction process at bench-
scale in an inert atmosphere glovebox to investigate the behavior of oxygen ions in the reduction of uranium oxide for
various electrochemical cell configurations. Specifically, a series of eight electrolytic reduction runs in a common salt
bath of LiCl – 1 wt% Li2O was performed with varying applied charges (75 – 150% of theoretical) and fuel basket
containment materials (stainless steel wire mesh and sintered stainless steel). Samples of the molten salt electrolyte
were taken at regular intervals throughout each run and analyzed to produce a time plot of Li2O concentrations in the
bulk salt over the course of the runs. Following each run, the fuel basket was sectioned and the fuel was removed.
Samples of the fuel were analyzed for the extent of uranium oxide reduction to metal and for the concentration of salt
constituents, i.e., LiCl and Li2O. Extents of uranium oxide reduction ranged from 35 – 70% in stainless steel wire
mesh baskets and 8 – 33 % in sintered stainless steel baskets. The concentrations of Li2O in the salt phase of the fuel
product from the stainless steel wire mesh baskets ranged from 6.2 to 9.3%, while those for the sintered stainless steel
baskets ranged from 26 – 46%. The elevated concentrations of Li2O in the reduced fuel product and their potential
interference with uranium oxide reduction prompted follow-on studies to investigate oxygen ion transport from the
metalized fuel product. One study involved dissolution of Li2O in LiCl at 650 °C across various cathode containment
materials (including stainless steel wire mesh, sintered stainless steel and porous MgO) and configurations to compare
dissolution rates and to define diffusion coefficients. Dissolution of identical loadings of Li2O particulate reached
equilibrium within one hour for stainless steel wire mesh baskets, while the same took several hours for sintered
stainless steel and porous MgO baskets. The results of these studies will be reported along with those of additional
uranium oxide reduction runs to investigate passive and active transport mechanisms for oxygen ions in the prescribed
system. 
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For a promising pyro-partitioning process it is necessary to find an effective 
method for a recovery of the residual actinides from a spent salt resulting from an 
electrowinning step prior to a removal of all the fission products in a waste salt 
treatment step. Recently, KAERI has established a residual actinides recovery 
(RAR) scheme by combining an electrolysis using a liquid cadmium cathode 
(LCC) to collect most of the residual actinides in a spent salt phase and an 
oxidation of a part of the rare earth fission products co-deposited onto a LCC by a 
CdCl2 oxidant. Eventually, only the rare earth metal chloride products can be 
transferred into the waste salt treatment step. In this paper, some results obtained 
from RAR experiments using a CdCl2 oxidant will be discussed. Oxidation 
experiments by adding the CdCl2 oxidant into a salt containing a molten Cd-
metals alloy which was obtained by an electrodeposition of metal chlorides onto a 
LCC were carried out to confirm the residual concentration of the actinides in the 
salt to maintain it at a value less than 100 ppm. Uranium and some typical rare 
earths (RE) such as Nd, Ce, La, Gd, and Y were used for the experiments. Cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) results revealed interesting behaviors upon the shape (single or 
multiple) of the redox peaks of the rare earth metals and the distribution of the 
metals between two phases depending on the amount of CdCl2 present in a salt 
phase. Presence of CdCl2 leads to multiple CV peaks of the RE elements from a 
single CV peak shape in the absence of CdCl2 in the LiCl-KCl salt. It provides 
useful information, in that controlling the amount of CdCl2 by adding or 
exhausting it would be one of the important keys to determine an optimal 
operation condition of the RAR system. 
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Electrochemical separation techniques in molten LiCl-KCl using solid aluminium 
cathodes are developed in ITU to recover all actinides from spent nuclear fuel. Actinide 
ions are group-selectively electrochemically reduced on the cathode, forming solid 
actinide-aluminium (An-Al) alloys. Chlorination by pure chlorine gas in presence of 
carbon is under development for recovery of actinides from obtained alloys. 

The proposed route is consisting of three steps: (i) vacuum distillation for removal of 
salt adhered on the electrode, (ii) chlorination of remaining An-Al alloy by chlorine gas 
and (iii) sublimation of formed AlCl3 by heating under inert atmosphere. Initially, a 
thermochemical study of the route was performed using the FactSage software. It 
indicated that the key issue of the process would be to manage full chlorination of An-Al 
alloys without any An losses by volatilization. 

In the present work, systematic studies of the chlorination step are summarized and 
evaluated. The experimental work was carried out with UAl3 alloy prepared by melting of 
metals in an arc furnace. According to the theoretical study, chlorination of all actinides 
should be feasible under conditions enabling chlorination of uranium. The work was 
focused on determination of optimal temperature and Cl2/UAl3 molar ratio, providing full 
alloy chlorination without formation of volatile UCl5 and UCl6. The tested temperatures 
were 150, 160 and 170°C and the Cl2/UAl3 molar ratio varied in a range 18 – 72. In 
addition, the process was verified using U-Al alloy obtained by electrochemical 
deposition of uranium onto solid aluminium plate in molten LiCl-KCl. The recommended 
conditions for the chlorination step are temperature 150°C and minimal possible molar 
ratio Cl2/UAl3. 

 



Closed-Chamber Distillation for a Salt Removal from RE Precipitates 
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This study investigated a closed-chamber distillation for the removal of LiCl-KCl eutectic salt 

from rare earth (RE) precipitates, which originated from a RE oxidative precipitation process. In 
order to aid in the design of the salt distillation system, the distillation rates under different 
vacuums from 0.5 to 50 Torr were investigated by using thermogravimetric (TG) method. A 

distillation rate in the order of 10-4-10-5 mole cm-2 sec-1 was obtained at temperatures of 1200-
1300K and vacuums of 5-50 Torr. A lab-scale salt distillation system with a capacity of 0.1 kg/h 
was designed and installed, based on the obtained vaporization flux data. The distillation system 
has two adjacent chambers for a distillation and condensation, respectively. The system was 

designed to allow for a batch closed-chamber salt distillation test, which is capable of 
recovering all the salt with minimizing the resultant corrosion of the vacuum controlling system. 
After an evacuation of the whole system down to pressures less than an order of 10-2 Torr at 
medium temperatures around 800K, the system was completely closed and the distillation 

operation was performed by varying the local temperatures in the system. Salt vaporizes from 
the left-side distillation chamber’s bottom at temperatures of over 1200 K and the resultant salt 
vapor diffuses toward the top of the right-side condensation chamber, which is maintained at a 
temperature of about 1100K. This transport of the salt vapor from the distillation chamber to the 

condensation chamber occurs continuously due to a difference in the vapor concentration as 
well as the temperature. A relatively lower vapor concentration at the top of the condensation 
chamber was maintained at the top of the condensation chamber, when compared with that in 
the distillation chamber. Continuous condensation of the salt vapor by a supersaturation process 

occurs in the bottom of the condensation chamber. This is accomplished by establishing a steep 
vertical temperature gradient provided by an electric heating at the top of the condensation 
chamber and refrigerating at the bottom of the condensation chamber. A gravitationally stable 
temperature distribution permits a supersaturation layer near the chamber bottom. During the 

closed-chamber salt distillation the total pressures were maintained at vacuums less than 1 Torr. 
The test operations of closed-chamber salt distillation were successful. The results indicate that 
a 100% recovery of the vaporized salt is possible and a corrosion of vacuum controlling system 
can be avoided.  
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Abstract 

For recovery of minor actinide elements from high-level liquid waste (HLLW) generated by Purex 
reprocessing, we have been developing pyropartitioning process because molten salt media has high 
radiation resistance and good separability of trivalent actinide elements from trivalent rare-earth fission 
products (FPs) is attainable. The pyropartitioning process consists of denitration step which converts 
elements in HLLW into oxides by calcination in air, chlorination step which converts the denitrated material 
into chlorides by using chlorine gas and carbon, and reductive-extraction step which separates actinide 
elements from FPs in molten salt/liquid metal system. The recovered actinide elements can be introduced 
into the metal fuel fast reactor for transmutation. 

As we have demonstrated the feasibility of pyropartitioning process with uranium and un-irradiated 
TRUs, hot cell experiments to recover TRUs from genuine high-level liquid waste are necessary to be carried 
out. About 520g of genuine HLLW was obtained mainly from the raffinate of Purex reprocessing of MOX 
fuel irradiated in PWR. The HLLW contained 8400µg/g of uranium, 600µg/g of TRUs, and 2000µg/g of FPs 
including 870µg/g of rare-earth FPs. 

At the denitration step, the HLLW was calcinated at 500°C under air. The mass of the denitrated 
product agreed well with the theoretical value. 

For the chlorination step, the denitrated material was loaded in a graphite crucible together with 
LiCl-KCl eutectic salt. The crucible was placed in a tightly closed quartz vessel and heated to 650°C. The 
salt was melted at this temperature. Then, the vessel was filled with pure chlorine gas. The analytical results 
indicated that almost all of actinide elements, rare-earth FPs, alkaline-earth FPs, and alkaline FPs remained 
in the chlorination product salt. No evaporation of actinide elements was detected during the denitration and 
chlorination. 

At the reductive-extraction step, the chlorination product was heated to 500°C together with cadmium 
metal under argon atmosphere. After both salt and cadmium phases were melted, Li-Cd reductant was added 
to the system step by step. Finally, almost 100% of the TRUs in the initial HLLW were recovered in the 
liquid cadmium phase; suggesting complete reaction and negligible mass loss in both denitration and 
chlorination steps. The separation behaviors of actinide elements from FPs were quite similar to that of 
previous experiments using un-irradiated material. Hence, we have concluded the pyropartitioning process 
was successfully demonstrated. 
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Abstract 
KAERI has been developing pyroprocess facilities for a dry processing research of 

spent fuel about ten years since 1997. A hot cell facility, named the ACPF-Advanced 
spent fuel Conditioning Process Facility, for the demonstration of a head-end part of 
pyroprocess was developed at November 2005. An inactive demonstration facility for the 
integrated pyroprocess, named PRIDE-PyRoprocess Integrated inactive DEmonstration, 
has been developing since 2007. The PRIDE facility consists of two cells: one is an air 
environment cell and another one is an argon environment cell. This facility includes 
several pyroprocess equipment, such as a decladding/voloxidation device, a powder 
mixing device, an electro-reduction equipment, an electro-refining equipment, an 
electro-winning equipment, a Cd distillation equipment, a waste salt regeneration & 
solidification equipment, a salt distillation equipment, etc. In the cell and on the wall, 
some cell equipment, such as one cell crane, one BTDSM (Bridge Transported Dual arm 
ServoManipulator), two HMSM (Horizontally Moving dual arm ServoManipulator) will 
be also installed. This facility will be utilized to obtain the basic requirements for an 
engineering scale pyroprocess facility in which the spent fuels from power reactors can 
be treated. 
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Safety Evaluation of the PyRoprocess Integrated
Inactive Demonstration Facility

I.J. CHO, K.C. Kwon, E.P. Lee, W.M. Choung, D.H.Hong, G.S. You, H.D. Kim (KAERI-Korea)

To challenge the commercial deployment of pyroprocess above the viability of unit process, it will be essential to
integrate demonstration of whole processes in one continuous operation providing the operability and feasibility of the
whole process.

For well known to those issues, PyRoprocess Integrated Inactive Demonstration (PRIDE) Facility is now being
undergone a preliminary design stages and it is scheduled to start construction works in next stages. Inactive
demonstration for pyroprocessing of natural uranium with surrogate materials can be tested in this facility.

In the preliminary design stages, the safety related system and safety evaluation was required to inhibit the release of
radioactivity to the environment. In this paper, several safety systems and hypothetical accident evaluations are
reviewed for ensuring the safety issues being expected to demonstrate the inactive pyroprocess with natural uranium.

The on-site and off-site consequences of several hypothetical accidents are determined to assess the effects to the
public or the workers. These analyses consist of developing a scenario, estimating source terms, release fractions, and
calculating the radiological consequences. The preliminary analyses of accidents scenario are listed along the following
lines: - breaches in argon-cell confinement boundary - event associated with transfer of materials - event associated
with filtration units

Despite using highly conservative realistic assumptions in the analysis, accidents within PRIDE facility would have
little effects on off-site. The radiological impacts are less than 0.1 % of current guidelines for any of the accident. 
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Pyrochemical technology is based on the proliferation-resistant principles and could play an important role in reducing
the hazards of a spent nuclear fuel by separating the uranium and transuranic actinides, which in turn may be
transmuted in a fast reactor. The most effective way to accelerate the development of these technologies is to formulate
physical models of the underlying electrochemical and transport processes. In addition, an integrated multi-physics
simulation offers an efficient approach to designing, testing, and implementing these processes.

In the field of pyrochemical electrometallurgy, an electrorefining is important techniques that allow for a recovery of
uranium to an extreme degree. The computational model is an essential tool for optimizing process parameters and
understanding the fundamental mechanisms that control observed rates of electro-transport. The throughput is
determined by the cell configuration, operating conditions (mixing, applied current and cell voltage), and the chemical
state of the electrolytic cell. The ion current in the bulk electrolyte requires knowledge of the electrode surface which
requires an electro-fluid analysis of a mixing and mass transport.

The set of equations of computational model is solved numerically using the commercially available numerical code as
a computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The transport of uranium ions could be coupled to the Navier-Stokes equations
in a computational framework of CFD software package ANSYS-CFX (version 11). The solution methodology is
schemed on the finite-volume discretization of the transport equations and the continuity equation for an
incompressible fluid of molten-salt electrolyte.

In the present study, electrochemical principles are considered in order to analyze the electrotransport behavior that
appears in a molten-salt electrolytic system. Three-dimensional results of the potential and local current density
distributions are presented in a given electrochemical cell geometry. It is found that the computational multi-physics
model could be shown to be able to understand the many interacting, complex electrochemical, and transport
phenomena that cannot be studied experimentally.

...
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The availability of recyclable fissile and fertile materials to provide fresh fuel is a key, nearly unique, 
characteristic of nuclear energy. Currently several methods are available to separate recyclable materials 
from spent nuclear fuel. Electrochemical processing, sometimes called pyroprocessing, is one of them. 
Electrochemical processing is a non-aqueous method of reprocessing that uses high temperature molten-
salt based electrochemical technology. Electrochemical processing provides several advantages over 
conventional aqueous processing including no pure Pu separation, high radiation stability of the chemical 
reactants, and presence of large decay heat and high radiation barriers to dissuade diversion attempts.  
 
As the current electrochemical processing relies on batch operation, the total throughput of the system is 
inherently limited. Nuclear materials accounting is also difficult due to the nonhomogeneous nature of the 
process. As a way to address these concerns, continuous electrochemical processing operation is being 
considered. The objective of this study is to investigate the feasibility of continuous electrochemical 
processing operation to achieve the desired separation performance by using computer model-based 
simulations.  
 
The current study focuses primarily on the most important equipment of the process – the electrorefiner. 
Three stages of the continuous electrochemical processing are envisioned. In the first stage, chopped 
spent nuclear fuel is continuously loaded into anode baskets at a prescribed rate. The baskets are lowered 
into the molten salt which flows in the electrorefiner channel as the material carrier. By means of an 
applied electric current, U is electrotransported and deposited on a solid cathode which rotates to ensure a 
uniform deposit and moves in the direction of the molten salt flow. Each cathode mandrel and anode 
basket forms an electric circuit. The solid cathode is extracted at the end of the first stage, U deposit is 
removed and the clean cathode is reinserted into the channel. At the same time the plutonium chloride 
builds up in the molten salt. Additionally, cadmium pool at the bottom of the channel collects U dendrites 
dropped from the solid cathode. According to the Faraday first law, the mass of U that can be 
electrotransported from the anode to the cathode is limited to 2.96 g/A·h.  In the second stage, a solid 
cathode is also employed, but now the anode is the cadmium pool which flows in from the first stage and 
the electrolyte is the molten salt also coming from the first stage. The second stage is used to deplete the 
molten salt and the cadmium pool from U until a certain Pu / U ratio is achieved by depositing the U on 
the solid cathode. When this ratio is reached, Pu and U are collected simultaneously at a liquid cadmium 
cathode. This operation is performed in the third stage of the system which uses the cadmium pool from 
the second stage as anode and liquid cadmium as cathode.  
 
Simulation of electrochemical reactions at the electrode surfaces is based on the kinetic modeling 
capability of a time-dependent electrorefining simulation code. The code has been benchmarked based on 
experimental data. The flow velocity profiles and chemical concentration distributions of elements in 
molten salt are determined through 3D multicomponent CFD simulation using ANSYS CFX. Various 
design parameters are investigated to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed concept. Successful 
demonstration of continuous electrochemical processing could lead into development of a new 
reprocessing technology with a large throughput and significant safeguards benefit with the reduction of 
the measurement uncertainties. 
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Recent experimental work focused on the reactions of rare earth oxides, a 
component of spent oxide fuel, during both electroreduction and electrorefining.  
Thermodynamic evaluation of the rare earths suggests that 1) rare earth oxides will not 
reduce during electroreduction except at extreme conditions (i.e., low lithium oxide 
concentrations and high dissolved lithium concentrations) and 2) both rare earth oxides 
and rare earth metals will spontaneously react with UCl3 during the subsequent 
electrorefining step to form rare earth chlorides.  However, previous electroreduction 
experiments have demonstrated a comparable extent of reduction for the rare earth oxides 
in simulated spent oxide fuel under typical electroreduction conditions.  Furthermore in 
subsequent electrorefining experiments, rare earth oxides remained in the fuel basket 
following the experiment, and the rare earth chloride produced during electrorefining was 
consistent with the extent of reduction of the rare earth oxide feed.   

 
To clarify the behavior of the rare earth oxides during electrochemical 

reprocessing a series of experiments was performed on the simulated spent oxide fuel and 
pure neodymium oxide.  Both the simulated spent fuel and pure neodymium oxide were 
electroreduced under similar conditions to compare behavior and extent of reduction.  In 
addition, experiments were performed exposing both simulated spent fuel and pure 
neodymium oxide to electrorefiner salt to evaluate kinetic contributions to the reaction 
with uranium chloride.  The results of the experiments and their implications for 
electrochemical processing technologies will be discussed. 

 
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, under 
Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357. 
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Pyroprocess and Metal Fuel Development for Closing
Actinide Fuel Cycle with Reduced Waste Burden

Koyama, Sakamura, Hijikata, Iizuka, Kinoshita, Murakami, Tsukada (CRIEPI-Japan)

CRIEPI is developing metal fuel and pyroprocess fuel cycle technology for meeting the future requirements on the fast
reactor fuel cycle compatible with LWR fuel cycle of oxide fuel and aqueous reprocessing. Critical elements of this
program are technological development of cycle equipments and demonstration of metal fuel irradiation in the
conditions to be extrapolated into commercial operation. We have been developing pyroprocess through many
laboratory-scale experiments using unirradiated actinides (joint studies with JAEA) and irradiated materials (JRC-
ITU), consequently feasibility and material balances of each process was confirmed. On the other hand, development
of engineering-scale equipments was carried out with uranium or simulating elements. For the electrorefiner, the
electrodes such as ghigh-throughput anode and solid cathode pairh and ginnovative Cd cathode with liquid transport
systemh have been developed with engineering-scale models for improving throughput. Other equipments such as
molten salt extractor, cathode processor, zeolite column and injection fuel casting are also being developed in
engineering scale. According to the experimental results of these models, industrialization capabilities of the process
equipments were discussed with new conceptual designs for commercial scale reprocessing facility. In this paper,
development of the pyroprocess technology described above is reported as well as the overview of recent
technological accomplishments of the metal fuel cycle project of CRIEPI.



Application of pyrochemical method for Am-241 production 
 

A.G. Osipenko, R.S. Galiev, V.V.Novikov, M.V. Kormilitsyn, A.V. Bychkov 
 
 

Research Institute of Atomic Reactors, Dimitrovgrad-10, Ulyanovsk region, Russia, 433510 
 
 
 

Am – 241 has wide range of application in different industrial and medical devices. This 
isotope appears as a result of radioactive decay during long-term storage of power-grade 
plutonium dioxide. In this work it is presented some results of application of pyrochemical 
method for production of Am-241. Pyrochemical partitioning allows decrease quantity and 
dimensions of apparatus because of lack of neutron moderators in solvent and quantity of HLW. 
Obtained americium concentrate (~1wt% of impurities content) is suitable for final purification 
by extraction method. Conditioned plutonium dioxide has high specific surface area and was 
used for fabrication of MOX- and PuO2- pellets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Principal scheme of pyrochemical partitioning of americium in chloride melt. 
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Recovery test on U-Pu alloy from oxide fuel by pyroreprocessing at CPF 
 

Pyroreprocessing is currently being focused in many countries because of their favorable 

economic potential, the feature of being intrinsically proliferation-resistant and the applicability to 

various fuel types. A steady R&D is expected as one of the promising technologies of the reprocessing 

of spent fuel. JAEA and CRIEPI have started a joint study in 2001, to test the whole process in one 

continuous operation. In this joint study program, a new glove box system and various apparatus have 

installed in Chemical Processing Facility (CPF) of JAEA-Tokai Research and Development Center. 

The test using U began in 2002, and the test using PuO2 and unirradiated MOX were ended in 2008. 

 

The reduction of UO2 pellets by using Li-reduction method, the electrowinning using reduced 

pellets, the separation of adhered salt with deposit by distillation, and the ingot formation of deposit 

were performed. As a result, 99% of the loaded U is recovered as metal ingot. 

The tests similar to U tests were performed by using PuO2. As a result, Pu was successfully 

recovered with U metal. 

The reduction method was changed from the Li-reduction to the electrochemical reduction in the 

MOX tests, and the condition that can completely reduce the unirradiated MOX was confirmed. 

Iterative recovery of U and Pu from the reduced MOX was possible in the same electrolyte. The 

concentration in U and Pu of the electrolyte varied in the expected range. The mass balance of Pu was 

maintained at ~100% with respect to the initial amount, because U ion in the electrolyte reacts with 

impurities, the whole quantity of Pu can be detected without forming residues. 

Through the experience of pyroreprocessing tests, some tests concerning a supplementary 

technology were performed. The various residues that contains significant amount of actinides were 

generated in our tests. Recovery of actinide elements from these residues will enhance the potential of 

the pyroreprocessing for the actinide recovery process. By adding ZrCl4, the whole quantity of 

actinides can be recovered from the residues that were generated in the actual electrolysis tests. To 

elucidate the behavior of the formation of residues in the salt, the reaction of oxygen ion and U, Pu and 

Am in salt was investigated. As a result, the sensibility of U to oxygen ion was higher than that of other 

elements. 

 

We try to form the U-Pu-Zr alloy by using reduced MOX. After 2009, the process development 

that uses the alloy will be continued. 
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Operation Results of a High Throughput Electrorefiner
for a Spent Metallic Nuclear Fuel

K.H. Oh, Y.H. Kang, S.C. Hwang, J.B. Shim, H.S. Lee (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute)

In recent years, there has been a renewal of interest in the reprocessing of a spent nuclear fuel. Among the
reprocessing technologies, a pyrometallurgical process has been accepted as one of the promising technologies to treat
a spent fuel and to reduce its volume. A challenge in a pyrometallurgical process, especially in an electrorefining
process, is to enhance the throughput because the processes are still at a laboratory scale and batch-wise.

Recently, a continuous high throughput electrorefining concept was reported by using a multiple graphite cathode
system and it was numerically confirmed that a high purity uranium product could be attained through a separate
arrangement of the uranium and noble metal collectors, and the double layer cathode module is effective to enhance
electrode area.

The purpose of this investigation was to verify the numerical analysis results by using a molten salt system. A
performance of screw conveying system was also evaluated in withdrawing of product from the molten salt.



Nitridation of U and Pu recovered in liquid Cd cathode by molten salt electrorefining of (U,Pu)N 
 

Takumi Satoh, Takashi Iwai and Yasuo Arai  
Japan Atomic Energy Agency 

Abstract 

 
Solid solutions of actinide mononitrides have been proposed as a candidate fuel of the 

accelerator-driven system (ADS) and Gen.IV-type fast reactors because the thermal conductivity and 
metal density are higher than those of actinide oxides and also they have high melting temperature. 
Pyrochemical process has several advantages over conventional wet process in treating of spent nitride 
fuel. One of the key technologies of the pyrochemical reprocessing of nitride fuel is the formation of the 
nitrides from actinides in the liquid Cd cathode. The nitridation-distillation combined method was 
developed and has been adopted to convert the actinides to the nitrides. In this method, the nitridation 
of actinides and the distillation of Cd occurred simultaneously by heating the actinide-Cd alloys in N2 
gas stream. In the present study, the nitride formation behavior of U and Pu recovered in Cd cathode by 
molten salt electrorefining of (U,Pu)N was experimentally investigated. In addition, the nitride pellet 
was prepared form the powder obtained by the nitridation of U and Pu recovered in Cd cathode. 

(U,Pu)N (PuN = 80 mol %) was used as the starting material in the experiment. Molten salt 
electrorefining of (U,Pu)N pellet was carried out in the LiCl-KCl eutectic salt with 1.2 wt% PuCl3 and 
0.3 wt% UCl3 of about 110 g at the constant anodic potential of -0.60 to -0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl for about 
9 hours at 773 K. After the electrorefining, about 42 % of U and Pu in the starting (U,Pu)N pellet was 
dissolved at the anode and recovered into the liquid Cd cathode. The recovered U-Pu-Cd alloy was 
heated in an alumina crucible at 973 K for 10 hours under N2 gas (99.999 %) stream (0.015 L/min). Fine 
black powder was recovered after heating the U-Pu-Cd alloy. The powder was identified as the single 
phase solid solution of (U,Pu)N by the XRD analysis. After milling in the agate mortar for 1 hour, the 
powder was compacted into green pellet under a pressure of about 300 MPa. The green pellet was 
sintered in an Ar+8%H2 mixed gas stream at 2023 K for 5 hours. The density of the green pellet was 
about 61 % of the theoretical density (TD), and that of the sintered pellet was about 84 % of TD. The 
oxygen content in the sintered pellet was 0.13 wt% and the nitrogen/metal ratio was 0.99. 
 



Production of Metallic Uranium by an Electrochemical Reduction of U3O8 in a 

LiCl-Li2O Molten Salt 
 

Sang Mun Jeong, Jin-Mok Hur, Ho-Sup Shin and Hansoo Lee 

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Daejeon, 305-353, Korea 

E-mail: smjeong@kaeri.re.kr 

 

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is developing pyroprocessing technology to 

treat the spent fuels (SFs) discharged from a light water reactor (LWR). In the pyroprocessing 

concept, the SFs of an oxide form including actinides and fission products have to be reduced to a 

metallic form to use them in the electrorefining process or to dispose the SFs as a metal ingot form. It 

is well known that an electrochemical reduction is a promising method to reduce spent oxide fuels to 

their metallic form. In the electrochemical reduction process, the oxide fuels are loaded and reduced 

at a cathode fuel basket and oxygen gas is discharged at the surface of a platinum anode as follows: 

 

Cathode reaction: MxOy (metal oxide) + 2ye-  xM (metal) + yO2-   

Anode reaction: yO2-  y/2O2(g) + 2ye- 

 

We have studied the electrochemical reduction of U3O8 powder, obtained from a voloxidation 

process of UO2 pellet, in a LiCl-Li2O molten salt at 650 °C. Our electrochemical cell consisted of a 

stainless steel cathode basket containing U3O8 powder, a platinum plate anode and a reference 

electrode (Li-Pb or Pt quasi-reference electrode) and 1 wt% Li2O-LiCl salt as an electrolyte. The 

electrochemical runs were performed in an Ar glove box. In this work, we employed the cyclic 

voltammetry and the chronoamperometry methods to investigate the characteristics of the 

electrochemical behavior of the U3O8 at a steel cathode basket. The production of metallic uranium 

has been carried out successfully, exhibiting a high current efficiency higher than 70 %. The 

produced metallic samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction method (XRD), SEM-EDS, TGA 

and so on. The micro-morphology of the reduced metal, which was slightly sintered together and 

looked like a metal sponge, was similar to that of the other metals prepared by the electrochemical 

methods such as the FFC-Cambridge process. We are developing a high capacity electrochemical 

cell based on this work. We will discuss the recent research activities and the findings by KAERI in 

the field of an electrochemical reduction to produce metallic uranium. 



Fate of Noble Metals during the Pyroprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel 
 

B.R. Westphal, D. Vaden, S.X. Li, G.L. Fredrickson, and R.D. Mariani 
 

Idaho National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415 
 
 
During the pyroprocessing of spent nuclear fuel by electrochemical techniques, fission 
products are separated as the fuel is oxidized at the anode and refined uranium is 
deposited at the cathode.  Those fission products that are oxidized into the molten salt 
electrolyte are considered active metals while those that do not react are considered noble 
metals.  The primary noble metals encountered during pyroprocessing are molybdenum, 
zirconium, ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, and technetium. 
 
Pyroprocessing of spent fuel to date has involved two distinctly different electrorefiner 
designs, in particular the anode to cathode configuration.  For one electrorefiner, the 
anode and cathode collector are horizontally displaced such that uranium is transported 
across the electrolyte medium.  As expected, the noble metal removal from the uranium 
during refining is very high, typically in excess of 99%.  For the other electrorefiner, the 
anode and cathode collector are vertically collocated to maximize uranium throughput.  
This arrangement results in significantly less noble metals removal from the uranium 
during refining, typically no better than 20%.  In addition to electrorefiner design, 
operating parameters can also influence the retention of noble metals, albeit at the cost of 
uranium recovery.  Experiments performed to date have shown that as much as 100% of 
the noble metals can be retained by the cladding hulls while affecting the uranium 
recovery by only 6%.  However, it is likely that commercial pyroprocessing of spent fuel 
will require the uranium recovery to be much closer to 100%.   
 
The above mentioned design and operational issues will likely be driven by the effects of 
noble metal contamination on fuel fabrication and performance.  These effects will be 
presented in terms of thermal properties (expansion, conductivity, and fusion) and 
radioactivity considerations.  Ultimately, the incorporation of minor amounts of noble 
metals from pyroprocessing into fast reactor metallic fuel will be shown to be of no 
consequence to reactor performance. 
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New Routes to Lanthanide and Actinide Nitrides
D. P. Butt, B. J. Jaques, D. D. Osterberg (Boise State University, Boise, ID, United States), B. M. Marx (Concurrent
Technologies Corporation, Johnstown, PA, United States), P. G. Callahan (Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,

PA, United States), A. S. Hamdy (Central Metallurgical R&D Institute, Helwan, Cairo, Egypt)

The future of nuclear energy in the U.S. and its expansion worldwide depends greatly on our ability to reduce the
levels of high level waste to minimal levels, while maintaining proliferation resistance. Implicit in the so-called
advanced fuel cycle is the need for higher levels of fuel burn-up and consequential use of complex nuclear fuels
comprised of fissle materials such as Pu, Am, Np, and Cm. Advanced nitride fuels comprised ternary and quaternary
mixtures of uranium and these actinides have been considered for applications in advanced power plants, but there
remain many processing challenges as well as necessary qualification testing. In this presentation, the advantages and
disadvantages of nitride fuels are discussed. Methods of synthesizing the raw materials and sintering of fuels are
described including a discussion of novel, low cost routes to nitrides that have the potential for reducing the cost and
footprint of a fuel processing plant. Phase pure nitrides were synthesized via four primary methods; reactive milling
metal flakes in nitrogen at room temperature, directly nitriding metal flakes in a pure nitrogen atmosphere, hydriding
metal flakes prior to nitridation, and carbothermically reducing the metal oxide and carbon mixture prior to nitridation.
In the present study, the sintering of UN, DyN, and their solid solutions (Ux, Dy1-x) (x = 1 to 0.7) were also studied. 



1 

TRU recycling: recent experiments and results for the conversion of minor actinides into 
oxide 

 
Stephane Grandjean, Benedicte Arab-Chapelet, Anne-Charlotte Robisson, Sebastien Picart 

C. Léorier, Nathalie Herlet, Jean-Philippe Dancausse 
 

Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique, Nuclear Energy Division, Radiochemistry and Process Department 
Marcoule Research Center, France 

 

Co-conversion processes play an important role by closing the actinides co-partitioning steps and producing in 
the same time mixed actinides solid compounds used as starting materials for the fabrication of new objects (fuel 
elements or targets/blankets for transmutation…). As a matter of fact, handling of actinides mixtures, either in 
solution or in the solid phase, requires development of innovative methods, particularly when managing the 
minor actinides (MAs). 
Considering the different designs of nuclear fuels for MAs transmutation, various co-conversion routes are 
currently investigated in the CEA-ATALANTE facility, mainly co-precipitating or co-gelation methods and co-
immobilization in Ion-Exchange Resins before calcination. Recent experimental developments involving minor 
actinides highlight some trends -achievements or still limitations- depending upon the chosen methods and their 
development level.  
 
Oxalic conversion has been adapted since ten years by CEA and AREVA NC and tested to obtain various 
compositions of actinides mixed oxides [1]. It now emerges, among the co-precipitating methods, as a viable and 
innovative way to produce starting materials for mixed oxide fuels fabrication. In addition, this oxalic route is 
particularly suitable for the quantitative and homogeneous immobilization of MAs in a UO2 or (U,Pu)O2 matrix, 
contrary to many other known co-precipitating methods.   
 
Production of homogenous beads of actinide oxides are of interest for some future nuclear fuel or transmutation 
target concepts, to reduce the generation and/or dispersal of minor actinides containing powder. Co-gelation 
methods, mainly based on the well-known internal gelation method, have been tested for a few years to 
synthesize mixed compounds. Experiments with uranium and americium have been noticeably initiated. 
 
Ion-exchange resins are interesting supports used to fix metals and even to produce preformed ceramic phases. 
This process, tested in the past for uranium conversion, is very interesting to handle minor actinides because it 
can produce dust-free particles in a very simple way. First promising results dealing with the immobilization of 
uranium and americium were recently obtained. 
 
[1] S. Grandjean, B. Arab-Chapelet, A-C. Robisson, F. Abraham, P. Martin, J-P. Dancausse, N. Herlet, C. 
Léorier, “Structure of mixed U(IV)-An(III) precursors synthesized by co-conversion methods (where An = Pu, 
Am or Cm)”, accepted in J. Nucl. Mater..       
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Induction heating processing of ceramic nuclear fuel
materials

Y.W. Kim, J.H. Kim, K.W. Kang, Y.W. Rhee, K.S. Kim, K.W. Song (KAERI-Korea)

The fabrication of TRU containing fuel materials requires the development of new fabrication technologies because it
is difficult to handle the highly radioactive TRUs by the traditional fuel fabrication process. In this paper, we propose
sintering process of ceramic fuels by high-frequency induction heating. The specific housing apparatus was made and
used as a pre-heater in order to directily induce the electric current on the ceramic specimens. When the heating rate
and sample dimension were properly controlled, ceramic nuclear fuel pellets with a density of more than 95% TD
could be produced within a few minutes. Induction heating process is simple, clean, energy-efficient and compatible
with hot-cell technology so that it can be a potential candidate process for the rapid fabrication of TRU containing
radioactive nuclear fuel materials.
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Experimental check and justification of application of pyrochemical origin 
plutonium dioxide for fabrication pellet fuel  

A.G. Osipenko, R.S. Galiev, M.V. Kormilitsyn, V.A. Stupin, V.N. Suzev, A.D. Yurchenko, 
A.V. Bychkov 

 
 

Research Institute of Atomic Reactors, Dimitrovgrad-10, Ulyanovsk region, Russia, 433510 
 

At present only Purex process is industrial for reprocessing of spent fuel. This process 
has some disadvantages: long-term exposition of spent fuel before reprocessing, large quantity 
if liquid HLW, application of fire risk reagents, radiolysis of solvent and etc. Cardinal decision 
of these problems is application of “dry” methods of reprocessing. Here are presented results of 
check for two elements of suggested pyrochemical scheme for spent fuel reprocessing: 
production of ceramic grade plutonium dioxide and fabrication of experimental batches of 
MOX- and PuO2-pellets.  

 
Density of pellets fabricated from pyrochemical origin plutonium dioxide 

Molding powder composition 
UO2 industrial/ PuO2 pyrochemical, wt% Density of pellets, g/сm3 

100/0 10.4 
97/3 10.6 
80/20 10.8 
20/80 10.7 
0/100 8.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggested scheme of closed fuel cycle for fast reactors on the base of pyrochemical 
reprocessing 
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Study on the Corrosion Behavior of 316L Stainless Steel 

Immersed in Molten LiCl-KCl 
Wang Chang-shui, Liu Li-sheng, Gao Fan-xing, Chang Li, Chen Yong-qing 

Chang Shang-wen, Guo Jian-hua, Li Rui-xue, Ouyang Yinggen* 

(Department of Radiochemistry, China Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing 102413, 

China) 

Abstract: The corrosion behavior of 316L stainless steel immersed in molten salt has 

been studied through investigating its corrosion behavior characteristics with 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, the corrosion rate with weight-loss method and 

its structures and element content after corrosion by Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). The experimental results show that 

the corrosion rate of 316L stainless steel is evidently influenced by the oxygen content. 

The corrosion course mainly occurs in the roughness of the stainless steel surface. The 

corrosion rate of the weld edge is similar to that of the stainless steel. The corrosion rate 

is fast when the stainless steel immersed in molten salt, but the stainless steel can form 

passive film, with the passive film coming into being, the corrosion rate slow down. 

When the passive film exists, corrosion rate of the stainless steel is 0.0012�/h in molten 

LiCl-KCl at 673K. 

Key words: molten salt corrosion; stainless steel; pyrochemical processing technology; 

LiCl-KCl 

 



Determination of Exchange Current Density of U3+/U Couple in LiCl-KCl Eutectic Mixture 

Inkyu Choi1, Brenda E. Serrano2, Selly X. Li2, Steven Hermann2, Supathorn Phongikaroon3 
 

1 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, 1045 Daedeok-Daero, Yuseong, Daejeon, Korea 
2 Idaho National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID 83415 USA 
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During the spent metallic fuel electrorefining process, uranium is electrochemically dissolved from the 
anode basket to produce U3+ ion, which are then selectively reduced at the solid cathode. These anodic 
and cathodic reactions are assumed to be simple oxidation and reduction reactions of the U3+/U couple. 
Despite numerous studies in this area, the basic electrochemical properties of this redox couple such as 
the exchange current density and charge transfer coefficient have not been thoroughly investigated, thus 
providing a motivation for this study. In the reported experiment, the exchange current density of the 
U3+/U couple was measured in LiCl-KCl eutectic mixture at 500oC by applying a linear polarization 
resistance technique. The UCl3 concentration was 1.54 x 10-4 mol/cm3 and 0.51wt% of Cd was present in 
the salt. This is due to the reaction of U metal with CdCl2 used to generate UCl3 in the salt. Four different 
metal wires - tungsten, carbon steel, stainless steel, and zirconium - were employed as the working 
electrode. Since the U3+/U couple was assumed to be a one step reaction, obtained exchange current 
density values were anticipated to be almost identical. However, the results indicated that they were 584, 
398, 204, and 202 A/m2 for tungsten, carbon steel, stainless steel, and zirconium, respectively. Though it 
is still not clear why these values were different, it may be due to the differences in the interaction 
between electrode materials and uranium metal. To evaluate the charge transfer coefficient of the U3+/U 
couple, Tafel measurements were also carried out for each electrode material, but there were difficulties 
encountered with calculating the exact values. By applying the exchange current densities to Tafel results, 
however, the charge transfer coefficients of this couple for each electrode material could be calculated 
and were found to be in the range of 0.3 to 0.5. In addition, the diffusion coefficient of U3+ in the molten 
salt at 500oC was also measured via chronopotentiometry on a tungsten electrode and was found to be 
1.06 x 10-5 cm2sec-1.  This value is consistent with most other literature values for this molten salt system 
that have been found to be in the range of 7.1 x 10-6 to 3.1 x 10-5 cm2sec-1. 



Real time measurement of fission products released from spent 
nuclear oxide fuel by thermal treatment 

J. Švedkauskaitė-Le Gore, N. Kivel, I. Günther-Leopold 
Isotope and Elemental Analysis, Department Nuclear Energy and Safety, Paul Scherrer Institut, 

5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland 

The development of advanced reprocessing concepts for spent nuclear fuel is a challenging research 
topic worldwide. Various scenarios are being proposed and studied in order to improve the 
reprocessing efficiency and simplify the flowcharts for future aqueous or pyrochemical processes. 
The Paul Scherer Institut (PSI) in Switzerland is investigating the removal of volatile and semi-
volatile fission products by thermal and thermochemical treatment of spent oxide fuel.  

For this study a HELAC (heated laser ablation cell), capable of heating samples up to 650 °C, was 
built. The HELAC is designed so that the actual sample and cell temperatures are monitored 
independently. The cell can be directly connected to an inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometer (ICP-MS, Element 2, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for online monitoring of the fission 
products released as a function of the increasing fuel temperature. 

Using this configuration various tests on simulated spent fuel have been performed to determine the 
optimal operating conditions necessary for the elemental release and for the ICP-MS specifications. 
Results obtained in this study will be presented along with the future concept for the thermal 
treatment of spent fuel up to 2000 °C. 
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Analysis of the Importance of Macro Parameter Perturbation in CMM 
Perturbation Theory for Fuel Lattice Design & Optimization 

 
 

Albert G. Gu & Ralph G. Grummer 
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Abstract – The Combined Micro Parameter and Macro Parameter Perturbation Theory(1) 
(CMM Perturbation Theory) has been used successfully to create a Super Fast Lattice 
Simulator (FLS)(2) to achieve both goals of super fast speed and great accuracy comparable 
with solutions of transport theory for all three important lattice characteristic curves: (Kinf, 
Maximum Pin Power and Feff) from the beginning of cycle (BOC) to the end of life (EOL) 
for different voids, such as CASMO4(3), and FLS  is used in BWR Assembly Lattice 
Optimization (BALO)(4).  BALO includes three models: target curves’ fitting optimization 
model, enrichment saving model (eSAVING), and safety parameter improving model 
(eSAFETY)(5).   

 
The perturbation theory has been studied and successfully used as the first order 
approximation method in science and engineering for many years.  For example, in 
quantum mechanics(6) or quantum chemistry(7), perturbation theory is an extremely 
important method for describing and solving real quantum systems that are very difficult to 
exactly solve, if not impossible.  Another example is for neutron transport equation(8).  With 
the adjoint function, the reactivity, the effective multiplication factor and the multiplication 
rate constant etc. can be estimated by using the first order approximation if the change is 
small.  However, because of complexity higher than second order approximations remain 
very difficult to achieve in most of cases, especially for large-scale systems(9).   If change is 
not small, the first-order approximation can not be used even with adjoint function because 
large changes of variables will disqualify the original reference solution as unperturbed to 
these large changes.  This is the reason why perturbation theory has not widely been used 
for engineering design and optimization which always involves large-scale variations.    
 
As modern computers have made possible to evaluate and use the first or second order of 
perturbation theory with large numbers of variables, a lot of research has taken place for 
engineering design with perturbation theory.  For optimization design, both speed and 
accuracy are all important.  For example, in nuclear engineering, a basic element of design, 
lattice design, will deal with the 2D neutron transport equation and hundreds of variables 
(pins’ enrichments and Gd weights etc.), and a case calculation takes more than a couple of 
hours to obtain a solution even with modern computers.  For lattice optimization, hundreds 
of cases need be solved.  Can we use perturbation theory for lattice design and optimization 
to achieve both requirements of speed and accuracy?  There are many papers published in 
this area (10) (11).  It seems very difficult to fully meet both requirements, especially for Gd 
distribution optimization among fuel pins or large changes of lattice average enrichment, 
which always requires a new reference calculation with 2D neutron transport codes.  
However, CMM perturbation theory considers all independent variables as micro 
parameters and introduces all the important dependent variables (the functions of micro 
parameters) as independent macro parameters with the functions as the all-time and all-
space conditions.  It turns out that the macro parameter perturbation takes into account all 
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the higher orders and non-linear interactions remaining from the first-order micro 
parameter perturbation.  Therefore, CMM perturbation theory can achieve the accuracy 
comparable to the exact solutions and cover all the design ranges, not only for small 
changes, since it allows macro parameters’ (global parameters) variation including Gd 
parameters.   
 
The basic idea of CMM perturbation theory is described below for macro parameter 
perturbation coefficient calculations: 
 
Macro parameter perturbation = exact solution – micro parameter perturbation,  
   

and then, vise versa for neighbor space points with the above coefficients: 
 

                    Macro parameter perturbation + micro parameter perturbation ≈ exact solution. 
 

This paper will give the detail analysis of the importance of macro parameter perturbations, 
which includes the lattice average enrichment E, the total Gd pin number G and the average 
Gd weight W.   Errors without macro parameter perturbation will be very large, up to 10 
percent, and can not meet the design criteria for all three nuclear lattice characteristic 
curves.  All the macro parameters of E, G and W will be evaluated separately and their 
impacts on the accuracy will be discussed.  It will be shown that CMM perturbation theory 
gives perfect results, not only for accuracy (Kinf within 0.001, MPP & Feff within 0.01 of 
exact solutions) but also for super-fast speed (six seconds vs. 2.5 hours) because both micro 
parameter perturbation and macro parameter perturbation are first-order perturbation 
only.  It also will show, with results, that using CMM perturbation theory, BALO can be 
used to reduce the fuel cost and improve safety margins.  Furthermore, it will be pointed out 
that CMM perturbation theory has  great potential applications  for other nuclear 
engineering designs, such  as core design, even to other disciplines of engineering,  and help 
engineers build super-fast simulators for automatic optimization, online monitor and 
control.   
 
Finally, it is concluded that all the above advantages of CMM perturbation theory come 
from macro parameter perturbation and macro parameter perturbation are extremely 
important.  Of course, it must be combined with micro parameter perturbation and meet the 
all-time and all-space conditions.  The possible errors are only numerical errors, such as 
numerical difference, interpolation method  etc, not from CMM perturbation theory itself, 
and can be improved with better numerical methods if necessary.             
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CPACT ¨C a quick and precise physics analysis code for
in-core fuel management

Zhihong Liu, Yongming Hu (INET,Tsinghua University, China)

CPACT is a LWR (Light Water Reactor) core physics analysis code developed by Tsinghua University. For a LWR
core model, CPACT can calculate out all the physics parameters, such as Keff, relative power distribution, worth of
control rods, temperature coefficients, and so on. The precision of CPACT has been identified on many different
reactor models. The calculated results are compared with measured values and other physics codes (such as MCNP,
INCORE, SCIENCE, SIMULATE3, et al), and the conclusion of comparison shows that CPACT has high precision
and quick speed on LWR calculation.

The framework of CPACT is as follows. At first, the assembly is homogenized by a neutron-transportation calculation
module, and homogenized cross-sections lib (with assembly discontinuity factors) is constructed. Secondly, according
to the core conditions, all the nodes¡¯ cross-sections are generated by cross-sections disposing module. Finally, the
core diffusion equation is solved by a Node Green Function Method module. After relative power distribution of each
node is obtained, an assembly inner power reconstructing module can calculate the pin power distribution of each fuel
rod.

Some advantages of the CPACT code are as follows: 1. A flexible and quick disposing method is used on nodes cross-
sections generating. 2. The asymmetry of burn-up in each node is considered and solved. 3. The history of assembly
burn-up (such as history of born, control rods, or burnable poisons) is considered. 4. Control rod part-inserted in one
node is precisely disposed. 5. Pin power distribution is reconstructed by a precise method. 6. CPACT can simulate fuel
cycle with born adjusting or control rod adjusting (for PWR or BWR respectively).

CPACT has been used on many different reactor models. Follow is the result on QINSHAN nuclear plant of China. In
the whole cycle of this model, the maximum difference of Keff calculated by CPACT from measured values is 0.3%,
and the maximum difference of 2-D assembly relative power calculated by CPACT from measured values is only
1.5%.

...



3D coupling of Monte Carlo neutronics and thermal-hydraulics/thermics 
calculations as a simulation tool for innovative reactor concepts 

 
N. Capellan, A. Bidaud, S. David, O. Méplan, A. Nuttin, J. Wilson, J. Brizi, P. Guillemin 

 

 

 Simulations of new reactor designs, such as generation IV concepts, require three dimensional 
modeling to ensure a sufficiently realistic description for safety analysis. If precise solutions of local 
physical phenomena (DNBR, cross flow, form factors,...) are to be found then the use of accurate 3D 
coupled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics codes becomes essential. Moreover, to describe this coupled 
field with a high level of accuracy requires successive iterations between neutronics and thermal-
hydraulics at equilibrium until convergence (power deposits and temperatures must be finely 
discretized, ex : pin by pin and axial discretization). 

 
In this paper we present the development and simulation results of such coupling capabilities 

using our code MURE (MCNP Utility for Reactor Evolution), a precision code written in C++ which 
automates the preparation and computation of successive MCNP calculations either for precision burn-
up and/or thermal-hydraulics/thermics purposes. For the thermal-hydraulics part, the code COBRA is 
used. It is a sub-channel code that allows steady-state and transient analysis of reactor cores. The goal 
is a generic, non system-specific code, for both burn-up calculations and safety analysis at any point in 
the fuel cycle : the eventual trajectory of an accident scenario will be sensitive to the initial distribution 
of fissile material and neutron poisons in the reactor (axial and radial heterogeneity). The MURE code 
is open-source, portable and manages all the neutronics and the thermal-hydraulics/thermics 
calculations in background : control is provided by the MURE interface or the user can interact directly 
with the codes if desired. MURE automatically builds input files and other necessary data, launches the 
codes and manages the communication between them. Consequently accurate 3D simulations of power 
plants on both global and pin level of detail with thermal feedback can be easily performed (radial and 
axial meshing grids are managed by MURE). 

 
A comparison to an NEA benchmark of a heterogeneous PWR MOX/UO2 core is presented. 

Results for hot full-power conditions show an agreement of our simulations with the benchmark (the 
accuracy of the results are within the errors of the benchmark). The temperature dependent cross 
sections for MCNP have been provided for each isotope using NJOY99. The convergence of coupled 
field in heterogeneous configuration is obtained after around five iterations ; the Shannon entropy 
effect which affects neutron source convergence is attenuated using a large number of source particles 
and inactive cycles. 
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A Monte Carlo Modeling of a Burned Full-core for a Characterization of Decommissioning Wastes from a CANDU
Reactor Dong-Keun Cho and GwangMin Sun Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, 150, Dukjin-dong, Yuseong-
gu, Daejeon, 305-353, KOREA gmsun@kaeri.re.kr Hak-Soo Kim, Ho-Yeon Yang and Chan-Kook Moon Nuclear
Engineering & Technology Institute, 25-1, Jang-dong Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 305-343, KOREA Recently, an attempt to
develop a cost evaluation system for a decommissioning was initiated in Korea. As a branch of this R&D project, an
analysis system for a source term quantification of decommissioning wastes has been developed, and a nuclide
quantification method has also been developed to produce reference data by measuring the nuclide inventory in a
specimen discharged from Wolsong unit 1 for a validation of the analysis system. And, its eventual goal is to minimize
the conservatism from operation data, an analysis tool, and cost data, etc. In this study, the feasibility of a Monte Carlo
modeling for an equilibrium core of a CANDU reactor for a source term characterization of decommissioning wastes
was examined through an explicit modeling strategy. Equilibrium core was chosen as reference core model for
activation of structural components which will be the main decommission wastes, because the flux fluctuation revealed
to be within „b5% as operation time went by. Irradiated fuel conditions, reactivity devices, and structural components
surrounding the core were described in detail in MCNP model. To represent burned-core condition of the fuel, burnup-
dependent isotopic composition library was prepared with WIMS-IST. And irradiated fuel number densities
corresponding to each burnup for each region was assigned by program developed in this study. This program
calculates isotopic number density corresponding to the burnup by linear interpolation with the nuclide densities as a
function of burnup for 16 actinides and 24 fission products. From the sensitivity study, it was found that as long as the
model includes structural components attached to the bottom of the calandria tank and side structural components up to
100 cm from the calandria side tube sheet along the horizontal direction, a reasonable flux distribution can be achieved.
Two equilibrium core models, a snapshot assembly-averaged and a bundle-averaged model, were finally proposed.
The multiplication factor from the MCNP simulation was found to be 0.99721„b0.00009 for the snapshot bundle-
averaged model. And, the channel power distribution between the MCNP and RFSP results agreed well to within 4.1%
of a root mean square error. Therefore it is concluded that a Monte Carlo modeling for an equilibrium core of a
CANDU reactor for a source term characterization of decommissioning wastes is feasible. 
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Abstract –  
The Westinghouse AP1000 is a highly advanced Generation 3 pressurized water reactor (PWR).  The 
reactor control strategy is considerably different from today’s Westinghouse PWRs.  AP1000 reactor 
control utilizes mechanical shim (MShim) for reactivity control of load changes and core depletion in 
conjunction with boron reactivity shim.  The system is designed for several days of power operation 

without changing the reactor coolant system boron concentration.  This along with an advanced reactor 
coolant pump design allows for a chemistry and volume control system that is much simplified from 
present PWRs.  Furthermore, the nuclear renaissance provides the opportunity for the application of 

innovative technology in the establishment of behaviors in the operation of the reactor instead of 
modifying already learned and established practices.  The presentation of reactor peaking factor limits, 

limit monitoring, nuclear data and reactor operations predictive capabilities to the control room will 
reflect the advanced core, new operating strategy and the opportunity of the AP1000. 

 
 The proven BEACON™ core monitoring and analysis system will be used in the AP1000.  BEACON is 
presently implemented in over 60 PWRs of different vendor origin on five continents.  It is licensed by 

the regulatory agencies of several countries to provide surveillance of core thermal margins.  In addition 
it provides accurate reactor operations predictions for evolutions like startup and load changes.  The 
AP1000 implementation of BEACON will build on this extensive experience.  From vanadium fixed 
incore detector signals and other online plant data, BEACON will continuously update a core model 

implemented with an advanced 3D nodal code.  From this core model, BEACON will measure reactor 
power distribution, reactivity and shutdown margin and provide information to control room display and 
alarm presentation systems on margin to thermal and shutdown reactivity limits.  Specifically, BEACON 
will provide continuous monitoring of Operating License (Technical Specifications) limits of peak linear 

heat rate, departure from nucleate boiling and shutdown margin. 
   

BEACON integration with AP1000 operations starts with the specific data needed to comply with 
license requirements associated with power distribution and shutdown reactivity.  The Online Power 

Distribution Monitoring System (OPDMS) will be the plant system providing the necessary information 
from BEACON to the reactor operator.  The information displays will be integrated with the control 

room alarm and display systems to be consistent with the other systems requiring interaction with the 
reactor operator.  The Human/System Interface requirements and design that is utilized in every other 

system is utilized with the display of the BEACON data.  Operations integration continues with the core 
information needs of the reactor operator and BEACON functions designed to provide the information.  
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Present reactors often utilize “Core Design Reports” or “Station Curve Books” for transmittal of reactor 
information to the operator.  These will not suffice for the AP1000 and BEACON will be utilized when 
the reactor operator needs nuclear information. BEACON will also provide analysis functions tailored 

for the reactor operator and engineer for use in the control room to support day to day operations 
decision making and planning specifically designed for the unique needs of the AP1000.  The MShim 
control system allows for significant automation and simplicity in reactor operations.  These systems 

will be modeled with BEACON allowing prediction functions that in today’s plants are most commonly 
utilized by a specialist or reactor engineer to be used directly by control room operations personnel. 

 
The AP1000 is the leader of the nuclear renaissance in the United States.  Unlike present PWRs, the 

BEACON system is not just a desirable optional feature but will be incorporated in to plant design and 
integral to day to day reactor operations. 
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Abstract - In Europe, MOX fuel has been supplied by AREVA for more than 30 years, to 35 
reactors: 20 in France, 10 in Germany, 3 in Switzerland, 2 in Belgium. 
The ratio of MOX in the core depends on the needs of each utility. The different ratios 
implemented per country will be presented, together with the performances of MOX fuel in terms 
of burn up and reliability. The EDF French recycling policy, with MOX recycling in the 900 MWe 
reactors will be presented, together with the adaptations realized on the reactors. 
 
Japanese Pu thermal program is a priority for Japanese utilities and their partner AREVA. The 
first MOX fabrications have been made in AREVA MELOX, MOX manufacturing plant, since 2008 
for Shikoku, Kyushu, Chubu, Kansai, etc. 11 utilities are involved in that strategic Japanese 
recycling program. In the US, 4 LTA manufactured in France using plutonium from excess weapon 
grade US stockpile, have successfully been used in Catawba Duke Power reactor during their 
twice 18 month cycles . 
 
For the future, recycling is compulsory in the frame of sustainable development of nuclear energy. 
By 2030 the overall volume of used fuel will reach about 400 000 t worldwide. Their plutonium 
and uranium content represents a huge resource of energy to recycle.  That is the reason why, the 
European Utilities issued an EUR (European Utilities Requirement) demanding new builds 
reactors to be able of using MOX Fuel Assemblies in up to 50 % of the core. 
  
AREVA GEN3 reactors, like EPR™ or ATMEA™1 designed with MHI partnership, are designed 
to answer any utility need of MOX recycling. The example of the EPR™ reactor will be presented 
with different ratios of MOX in the core: 

- EPR™ 30 % MOX for a standard recycling 
- EPR™ 50 % MOX meeting the EUR performance targets 
- EPR™ 100 % MOX optimized for MOX recycling  

 
AREVA offers the utilities throughout the world, fuel supply (UO2, ERU, MOX), and reactors 
designed will all the needed capability for recycling. For each country and each utility, an 
adapted global solution, competitive and non proliferant, can be proposed.  
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ABSTRACT 
The present state in nuclear power exploitation in Slovakia is: 4 units with VVER-440, V-213 
reactor type are in operation, 2 units of the same type are under construction and 2 older 
units with VVER-440, V-230 reactor type were decommissioned (decommissioning of the 2nd 
unit is planned on the end of 2008).  The high electric power consumption leads to looking for 
possibilities of power uprate of operating NPP units.  

The part of the power uprate process is reassessment of the safety important parameters 
operation margins. The reducing of the operation margins of parameters related to safety 
without violation of their safety margins means the benefit for the NPP power uprate without 
any requirement on NPP unit modification or fuel modification. The ambition of the paper 
authors is to reassess the accuracy of parameters characterizing the power distribution in 
active core calculated by monitoring systems and to improve their accuracy where it is 
effective.  

The active core of VVER-440 reactor type consists of 349 fuel assemblies. The power 
distribution in active core is calculated by monitoring system that works with theoretical 
model of power distribution in active core and with in-core measurements. The in-core 
instrumentation consists of 210 thermocouples (TC) at the fuel assemblies’ outlet and 252 
self powered detectors (SPD) in the fuel assemblies’ central tube. The purpose of the in-core 
measurements is to correct the theoretical model of power distribution at the fuel assemblies 
level before the power distribution in active core is calculated at the fuel pins level. 

The fuel assemblies exploited in VVER-440 reactor loadings have got the outer shroud. The 
TCs are positioned about 50 cm above the fuel bundle upper flow-mixing grid. The usual 
assumption is that the coolant is fully mixed in the TC location, i.e. the temperature is 
constant through the flow cross-section area and represents the coolant heat-up in the fuel 
bundle. The operation experience shows that the assumption about fully mixed coolant is not 
quite correct. The insufficient coolant mixing in the TC position is a reason of incorrect TC 
readings interpretation that has an influence on active core power distribution monitoring 
accuracy. 

The paper describes the results of coolant flow in fuel assemblies modeling by CFD code 
FLUENT. It shows the influence of fuel assemblies’ modifications or fuel pin power 
distribution on coolant temperature profile in the TC position. The aim is to apply the results 
of CFD modeling on calculations in active core monitoring system. 
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ACR-1000 Core Design Flexibility
M. Ovanes, P. Chan, J.Hopwood, S.Kuran (AECL)

This paper describes major elements of the ACR-1000 core design and reactor physics characteristics, including
innovations that enhance safety, operability and fuel flexibility. The ACR-1000 reactor is a light water-cooled, heavy
water moderated, fuel channel reactor based on evolutionary adaptations of well understood and well used CANDU
reactor principles and features. The ACR core design and fuel design go together to create core characteristics chosen
to provide a robust safety case and allow a great deal of operational flexibility. The paper describes the overall core
characteristics including the chosen range of reactivity coefficients and behaviours. It outlines how the design is set up
to cover both initial fuel conditions, transition to a reference core configuration, and life-cycle management to the end
of design life. The focus is to design to have reactivity characteristics, and other core physics parameters such as core
power shape, that offer moderate values, that are not subject to substantial variations over life, and that enable very
straightforward operational maneuvering, e.g. with regard to power variation in response to grid demand. One benefit
of the core design with low reactivity coefficients is a more operator-friendly way to go into and out of a Guaranteed
Shutdown state, for certain maintenance activities. The paper also updates the work to establish the ACR-1000
capability to use alternate fuel cycles to a standard LEU cycle. The unique combination of simple fuel bundle design
and on-power fuelling, plus the capability of using different fuelling schemes to optimize the reactor power
distributions for different fuel burnup targets and fuel cycles enables the ACR-1000 to also operate with Mixed Oxide
(MOX) fuel and Thorium fuel using the same basic reactor core design and the same basic fuel bundle design. No
major changes to the basic control and safety systems are required for the ACR-1000 using Advanced Fuel Cycles
because all the reactivity feedback coefficients are moderately negative for the LEU, MOX, and Thorium fuel cycles,
so that the overall safety case remains consistent. Additional studies have confirmed the basic parameters of a MOX
option, and demonstrate the advantages of the ACR-1000 core for this option, indicating an economic benefit. 
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“ONUS”: ON-line fUel performance Surveillance –
Linking Studsvik’s CMS with UK NNL’s ENIGMA-B

Andrew Worrall (UK National Nuclear Laboratory), Arthur S. DiGiovine (Studsvik Scandpower, Inc.)

By combining the respective expertise and experience from Studsvik Scandpower and the UK National Nuclear
Laboratory (NNL), an integrated fuel performance, core design and on-line performance monitoring system has been
developed. Detailed fuel performance assessments are completed as an integral part of the core design, streamlining the
fuel and core design process resulting in resource savings. In addition this system can be deployed for operational
forecasting, for example prior to a reactor power maneuver, fuel performance can be simulated for the maneuver
assessed before the actual event, further assuring fuel integrity. By using actual operating power histories, rather than
assumed, mostly overly conservative bounding histories, margin improvement may be realized. This is particularly
important as operational demands for higher energy cores (fuels duties) continue to increase. This new system consists
of coupling NNL’s ENIGMA-B fuel performance code with Studsvik's automated operational guidance tool for
reactivity management, CMSOps. CMSOps consists of monitoring reactor process data and automatically updating the
reactor core model, SIMULATE, based on changes to this data. SIMULATE is a licensed core model used for core
design and performance analysis and contains among other things the capability to calculated three dimensional pin by
pin powers. Combining this capability, along with the model updated according to actual operating data, these pin
powers reflect the actual core operating history (vs. an assumed operation, typically employed in core design),
providing detailed individual pin power histories. These detailed individual pin power histories from the core tracking
capabilities of CMSOps can then be used by ENIGMA-B to assess a variety of fuel performance related quantities
(such as PCI criteria, rod internal pressure, clad stress etc.). Both ENIGMA-B and CMSOps, individually, have
already demonstrated fuel performance for licensing analysis and operational support for reactivity management
benefits respectively. The combination of the two together is targeted specifically to address new issues emerging in
the industry, e.g., initiative for zero fuel failures by the year 2010 (Zero-10). ONUS provides a risk informed capability
to analyze quantities that could contribute to fuel failure, previously not considered in core design and core monitoring
applications.
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Engineering application of in-core fuel management
optimization code with CSA algorithm

Zhihong Liu, Yongming Hu (INET, Tsinghua university,China)

PWR in-core loading (reloading) pattern optimization is a complex combined problem. An excellent fuel management
optimization code can greatly improve the efficiency of core reloading design, and bring economic and safety benefits.
Today many optimization codes with experiences or searching algorithms (such as SA, GA, ANN, ACO) have been
developed, while how to improve their searching efficiency and engineering usability still needs further research.

CSA (Characteristic Statistic Algorithm) is a global optimization algorithm with high efficiency developed by our
team. The performance of CSA has been proved on many problems (such as Traveling Salesman Problems). The idea
of CSA is to induce searching direction by the statistic distribution of characteristic values. This algorithm is quite
suitable for fuel management optimization. Optimization code with CSA has been developed and was used on many
core models.

The research in this paper is to improve the engineering usability of CSA code according to all the actual engineering
requirements. Many new improvements have been completed in this code, such as:

1. Considering the asymmetry of burn-up in one assembly, the rotation of each assembly is considered as new
optimization variables in this code.

2. Worth of control rods must satisfy the given constraint, so some relative modifications are added into optimization
code.

3. To deal with the combination of alternate cycles, multi-cycle optimization is considered in this code.

4. To confirm the accuracy of optimization results, many identifications of the physics calculation module in this code
have been done, and the parameters of optimization schemes are checked by SCIENCE code.

The improved optimization code with CSA has been used on QINSHAN nuclear plant of China. The reloading of
cycle 7, 8, 9 (12 months, no burnable poisons) and the 18 months equilibrium cycle (with burnable poisons) reloading
are optimized. At last, many optimized schemes are found by CSA code, and the optimized schemes satisfy all the
engineering constraints. For the reloading of cycle 7, 8, 9, the multi-cycle optimization scheme has better economic
performance than reference schemes. For 18 months equilibrium cycle reloading, the CSA code finds feasible scheme
satisfying all the engineering requirements, which is hardly found by manual searching with experiences.

...
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Band Width of Acoustic Resonance Frequency
Relatively Natural Frequency of Fuel Rod Vibration

V. S. Moukhine, K.S. Novikov, E.Yu. Galivets (MPEI (TU) - Russia)

In flow induced vibrations the fluid flow is the energy source that causes vibration. Acoustic resonance in piping may
lead to severe problems due to overstressing of components or significant losses of efficiency. Steady oscillatory flow
in NPP primary loop can be induced by the pulsating flow introduced by reactor circulating pump or may be set up by
self-excitation. Dynamic forces generated by the turbulent flow of coolant in reactor cores cause fuel rods (FR) and
fuel assembly (FA) to vibrate. Flow-induced FR and FA vibrations can generally be broken into three groups: large
amplitude “resonance type” vibrations, which can cause immediate rod failure or severe damage to the rod and its
support structure, middle amplitude “within bandwidth of resonance frequency type” vibrations responsible for more
gradual wear and fatigue at the contact surface between the fuel cladding and rod support and small amplitude
vibrations, “out of bandwidth of resonance frequency type” responsible for permissible wear and fatigue at the contact
surface between the fuel cladding and rod support. Ultimately, these vibration types can result in a cladding breach,
and therefore must be accounted for in the thermal hydraulic design of FR and FA and reactor internals. In paper the
technique of definition of quality factor (Q) of acoustic contour of the coolant is presented. The value of Q defines a
range of frequencies of acoustic fluctuations of the coolant within which the resonance of oscillations of the structure
and the coolant is realized. Method of evaluation of so called band width (BW) of acoustic resonance frequency is
worked out and presented in the paper. BW characterises the range of the frequency of coolat pressure oscillations
within which the frequency of coolant pressure oscillations matches the fuel assembly’s natural frequency of vibration
(its resonance frequency). Paper show the way of detuning acoustic resonance from natural frequency of vibration. The
calculation results show that band width of acoustic resonance frequency is determined by reactor design and NPP
operating mode. 



JASPER and ECLIPSE Systems for RCCA and CRGT Inspection: 
Feedback from Experience 

 
D. MORAS, T. PASQUIER (INTERCONTROLE *), Y.M. PACE (SFC) 

 
 
The JASPER system, designed for the inspection of PWR RCCAs has been qualified and put 
in operation since May 2006. Two sytems are now operational and more than forty 
inspections have been performed. 

JASPER use UT on the whole length of the clad and ET for the detection of cracks. 

UT data are recorded on the whole length of the tube: the Utility thus gets a precise 
knowledge of the status of the assemblies; more specifically  the evolution of the  first 
assemblies which were coated enables to assess the efficiency of the surface treatment that 
had been selected in order to reduce wear of the clad and extend the assembly lifetime.  

Eclipse is a complementary system to JASPER. 

Eclipse, designed for the inspection of PWR CRGT guide cards has been qualified and put in 
operation since 2007. 

ECLISE uses visual Technique with a camera which records each CRGT inspected. 

The Utility thus gets a precise knowledge of the status of the CRGT system. 

AREVA NP will thus be the only one company able to provide an integrated approach with 
both JASPER and ECLIPSE to inspect RCCA and CRGT and make a correlation between 
their degradations in order to improve the lifetime of these components   

 

SYSTEMES JASPER ET ECLIPSE D’INSPECTION DES GRAPPES DE 
COMMANDE ET DE LEUR SYSTEME DE GUIDAGE : 

RETOUR D’EXPERIENCE 
 
Résumé  
 
Le système JASPER, conçu pour l’examen des gaines des crayons de grappes de 
commande des réacteurs de type REP, est qualifié et mis en œuvre depuis mai 2006. Deux 
bancs sont opérationnels depuis début 2007 et plus de quarante inspections ont été 
réalisées. 
JASPER utilise la technique des ultrasons pour la totalité de la gaine et les courants de 
Foucault pour la détection de la fissuration.  
Les données ultrasonores sont enregistrées sur l’intégralité de la gaine à inspecter : 
l’exploitant a ainsi une connaissance exacte de l’état de la gaine des grappes et notamment 
des premières grappes revêtues dont l’évolution renseigne sur l'efficacité des solutions 
mises en place pour augmenter la durée de vie en réacteur de ces composants. 
 
Le système ECLIPSE est un outil complémentaire du système JASPER. 



ECLIPSE, conçu pour l’examen des cartes de guidage et du guide continu des tubes guides 
des crayons des grappes de commande des réacteurs de type REP, est qualifié et mis en 
œuvre depuis 2007. 
ECLIPSE utilise la technique d’inspection visuelle avec caméra qui donne un enregistrement 
vidéo de chaque guidage inspecté. 
L’exploitant a ainsi une bonne connaissance de l(état d’usure du système de guidage. 
Areva NP sera ainsi la seule société à pouvoir proposer un système intégré permettant 
d’inspecter d’une part les gaines de crayons de grappes de commande et d’autre part le 
système de guidage des tubes guides de  ces grappes pour améliorer le suivi et la durée de 
vie de ces composants. 
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CANBERRA-AREVA Silicon technology as a future
avenue to distributed gamma sensors for non

proliferation applications, nuclear fuel and power
plants control

KETERS (CANBERRA - Olen), MORICHI (CANBERRA - CI USA)

The technology recently developed at CANBERRA-AREVA, combines the advantages of large area segmented silicon
drift detectors (SSDD) with the good performances of high luminosity scintillators. The SSDD coupled to an ASIC
read-out circuitry allows developing low power compact sensors that could be installed throughout nuclear fuel
manufacturing process and power plants to improve non proliferation control capabilities as well as optimize fuel
manufacturing process control. Moreover, the identifying capability of the sensor, improves the sensitivity on large
scale detection devices. Potential applications towards distributed sensors are envisioned in radiation monitoring for
next generation of nuclear power and MOX plants, as well as implementations for specific Non Proliferation
applications.



The Reactivity Measurement in the Subcritical OPR1000 Cores in KOREA 

 

Eun-ki Lee*, Sung-man Bae, Ho-Chul Shin  
Nuclear Power Lab, Korea Electric Power Research Institute, 65 Munji-ro, Yusong-Gu, Daejeon,305-

380, KOREA 

 

Abstract  

 

The reactivity of a subcritical commercial nuclear reactor is important factor for the safe and 

efficient operation of the reactor. From 1960s various methods for measuring the subcriticality of 

critical assemblies or research reactors have been developed. However, there had been no 

attempt to estimate directly the subcriticality at Pressurized water reactors. Recently, Hokkaido 

Univ. and Westinghouse Electric Co. have developed the modified neutron source multiplication 

(MNSM) method and the spatially corrected inverse count rate method (SCICR), respectively. They 

have estimated the subcritiality with few percent differences compared with that of the nuclear 

design report but need a post data processing procedure and the known reference subcriticality 

value which was determined by a conventional method. Therefore, these methods cannot 

measure the subcriticality at the very time the neutron counts measured basically . To overcome 

those method’s drawbacks and measure the subcriticality directly from the pulse signals of ex-

core detectors, Korea Electric Power Research Institute (KEPRI) has developed the pulse counting 

system coupled with the traditional neutron noise method, the Feynman-alpha method. Its 

performance for estimating the subcriticality was verified by the subcriticality estimation of various 

subcritical core conditions at the critical assembly in the Kyoto Univ. (KUCA)[1]. Then, the system 

was applied for several optimized pressurized water reactor (OPR) in KOREA. In real situation, 

because of lots of noises and the source-range detector’s limitation reflecting only peripheral 

region of reactor, it is very difficult to get the Feynman curve itself at every measurement case, 

but some cases showing the reasonable effective multiplication factors were observed. Still, there 

are some obstacles such as how to complement the peripheral effect of detector itself, how to 

reflect the spontaneous neutron-source effect on the effective multiplication factors and how to 

get the subcriticality in ordinary situation, etc., however, the new system maybe open a gate for 

constant monitoring the subcriticality during reactor operation.  
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ASSESSMENT OF AXIAL SWELLING FOR LOW ZR METALLIC FUEL ALLOYS 
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Abstract - The axial component of fuel pin swelling presents an important consideration to the 
reactor designer as its associated reduction in reactivity needs to be compensated by the reactor 
core control worth.  This axial swelling has been well characterized in extensive irradiation 
experiments in both EBR-II and FFTF. This data base is almost exclusively for uranium alloys 
containing 10 weight % Zr.  The selection of this composition was made in the 1960’s and was 
based on ex-reactor interdiffusion studies of U-Pu-Zr alloys with stainless steel showing that 10 
wt. % Zr provided optimum performance in terms of eutectic melting in the U-Pu-Zr/SST inter- 
diffusion zone.  Whether this finding translates to in-reactor behavior, and indeed to alloys 
without Pu was never systematically ascertained.  There is always the desire to minimize the non-
fissile elements in a metallic alloy fuel. The effects of such a change are substantial; the fuel’s U 
density is increased by ~10% and so is the thermal conductivity, while the solidus temperature is 
decreased by ~40°C.  These changes are of interest to reactor core designers seeking to optimize 
reactor performance.   This paper discusses the axial growth phenomena in both U-Zr and U-
Pu-Zr fuel metallic fuel and assess the effects of lowering Zr conten tin metallic fuel, e.g.,  from 
10 to 6 wt. % as far as axial swelling is concerned.   
 



Review of Transient Fuel Test Results at Sandia National 
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Reactor driven transient tests of fast reactor fuels may be required to support the 
development and certification of new fuels for Fast Reactors. The results of the transient 
fuel tests will likely be needed to support licensing and to provide validation data to 
support the safety case for a variety of proposed fast fuel types and reactors.  In general 
reactor driven transient tests are used to identify basic phenomenology during reactor 
transients and to determine the fuel performance limits and margins to failure during 
design basis accidents such as loss of flow, loss of heat sink, and reactivity insertion 
accidents.   

 
This paper provides a summary description of the previous Sandia Fuel Disruption and 
Transient Axial Relocation tests that were performed in the Annular Core Research 
Reactor (ACRR) for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission almost 25 years ago. 
These tests consisted of a number of capsule tests and flowing gas tests that used fission 
heating to disrupt fresh and irradiated MOX fuel.   The behavior of the fuel disruption, 
the generation of aerosols and the melting and relocation of fuel and cladding was 
recorded on high speed cinematography.  This paper will present videos of the fuel 
disruption that was observed in these tests which reveal stark differences in fuel behavior 
between fresh and irradiated fuel.  Even though these tests were performed over 25 years 
ago, their results are still relevant to today’s reactor designs.  These types of transient 
tests are again being considered by the Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative to support the 
Global Nuclear Energy Partnership because of the need to perform tests on metal fuels 
and transuranic fuels.  Because the Annular Core Research Reactor is the only transient 
test facility available within the US, a brief summary of Sandia’s continued capability to 
perform these tests in the ACRR will also be provided.  
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Directions of Metal Fuel Development for Fast Reactors
T. Ogata (CRIEPI), T. Mizuno (JAEA)

In the course of progress in fast reactor system development, the metal fuel has come to be considered as one of the
fuel forms for future commercial fast reactors. In the present paper, the authors discuss the directions, current status
and issues of present and potential metal fuel developments.

The directions of metal fuel developments can be categorized into two areas: (1) to confirm that the metal fuel has the
performance to be required in the early stage of fast reactor commercialization, and (2) to explore the advanced
concepts that improve metal fuel performance. The direction (1) includes the demonstration of high cladding
temperature (>873 K) together with high burnup (15 at.%) and the feasibility of the metal fuel containing minor
actinides. The developments in the direction (1) do not alter the conventional metal fuel concept, and their technical
issues are expected to be insignificant. The examples included in the direction (2) are the lined cladding, low Zr (<10
wt.%) metal fuel and He-bond particulate metal fuel. The lined cladding will eliminate the fuel-cladding chemical
interaction which is one of the life-controlling factors in the metal fuel. The low Zr metal fuel increases the fissile
density of fast reactor core and will facilitate the pyroprocess and casting process. The He-bond particulate metal fuel
will realize the lower gas plenum which leads to shortening of the fuel element length. The fabrication of metal fuel
powder does not need the casting molds. The disuse of bond sodium will save the amount of oxidizing agent required
in the electrorefining process.

The developments in direction (2) have some technical issues and may need longer time, but commercialization of fast
reactors may also take decades. Successful development of the advanced metal fuel concepts will promote metal fuel
deployment.



The fuel performance code Celaeno, conception and simulation of fuel elements for gas-cooled fast reactor
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The fuel performance code Celaeno, conception and
simulation of fuel elements for gas-cooled fast reactor

T. Helfer, E. Brunon, E. Castelier, A. Ravenet, N. Chauvin (CEA)

Gas-cooled fast reactor are extensively studied at Atomic Energy Commission for the fourth generation reactors. An
innovative plate-type fuel element, made of two plates enclosing a honeycomb structure containing cylindrical fuel
pellets, has been proposed to meet the specifications of these reactors.

To sustain hight coolant temperature, refractory materials have to be used for plates and honeycomb structure. The
reference material is a silicon carbide composite matrix ceramic SiCf/SiC, but studies on refractory metals are also
underway. The most regarded fuel material is a mixed uranium-plutonium carbide UPuC.

To analyse and evaluate the performance of such fuel elements and materials, reactor concept design studies and
experimental irradiations are being performed, both requiring advanced modelling tools.

Based on the PLEIADES software platform, which uses Cast3M finite-element code as its thermomechanical
component, the fuel-performance code celaeno has been designed for studying the thermal, mechanical and physical
evolutions of the fuel-element concepts of interest under the following constraints~: - provide a unified approach for
all case studies, including experimental irradiations and basic material characterisation; - account for all relevant
phenomena, such as mechanical non linear behaviour, irradiation induced swelling, fission gas release, or material
properties evolution under irradiation, under normal and off-normal conditions; - provide robust and efficient
numerical algorithms; - allow fast developpement of new case studies; - guarantee the flexibility of the code for almost
all aspects of the fuel element, from geometrical changes to material changes; - assess the quality of studies by
enabling designers to focus on physics, which is by far the most important and difficult task.

This paper provides an overview of celaeno abilities. We demonstrate how complex simulations can easily be set up,
the most time consuming part being the meshing. On the other hand, use of shared libraries and code generation tools
makes introducing new material properties or behaviour require only little programming skills. This will be illustrated
by the example of silicon carbide composite. 



Study of oxygen getter materials for the restraining of FCCI in high burn-up FBR MOX fuels
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Study of oxygen getter materials for the restraining of
FCCI in high burn-up FBR MOX fuels

M.MORIHIRA, T.SEGAWA, T.NAMEKAWA (JAEA-Japan), S.MATSUYAMA (Toshiba-Japan), R.YUDA (NFD-
Japan)

In the FaCT project (Fast reactor Cycle Technology development) in JAEA since 2006, a high burn-up of 250 GWD/t
in the bundle peak is targeted. Fuel cladding chemical interaction (FCCI) is one of the life control factors of FBR
MOX fuels. Because the corrosion increases in proportion to the burn-up, more severe FCCI is expected in the high
burn-up region. FCCI is close relation to the oxygen potential in a fuel element. It increases with a burnup because of
the excess oxygen that is generated in the MOX matrix during fission. That is the reason why MOX pellet with a lower
O/M ratio is required for a high burnup FBR fuel. A MOX pellet of 1.95 in the O/M ratio has much capacity to absorb
excess oxygen than a normal pellet of 1.97 to 1.99. It was confirmed that MOX pellets of 1.95 in the O/M ratio were
available for 30 % plutonium enrichment in the laboratory scale test. But it is questionable whether it is possible to
control the O/M ratio properly in a commercial mass production furnace. In addition, prevention of oxidation of the
pellets after annealing is quite difficult under the high heat generation of minor actinide (MA) bearing MOX fuel.
Oxygen getter method is an idea to coexistence of oxidizable metal fragments in a fuel element as absorber of the
excess oxygen. In this case too low O/M ratio is not necessary anymore. The higher O/M ratio, i.e. 1.98, 1.99 can be
acceptable. They are less sensitive against oxygen in the atmosphere than the lower O/M ratio pellets such as 1.95,
1.96. There is no anxiety of oxidation of getter materials because they do not get together with MOX pellets until just
before the loading into a cladding under high purity He atmosphere. Oxygen getter method has potential to increase
absorptive capacity of MOX fuels for the excess oxygen more certainly and easily compared to the low O/M ratio
pellet option. This study was carried out to evaluate the feasibility of oxygen getter option. As a result of the
preliminary surveillance of getter materials, zirconium metal and titanium metal were chosen as the most promising
candidates. In the experimental evaluation, the behavior of oxygen uptake, compatibility with MOX, UO2 and FMS
(ferritic martensite steel) cladding were investigated for those candidates. Based on the test data, an option to load
getter materials into a cladding was recommended. 



Casting Technology Development for SFR Metallic Fuel
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Casting Technology Development for SFR Metallic Fuel
C.T. Lee, S.J. Oh, H.J. Ryu, K.H. Kim, Y.S. Lee, S.K. Kim, Y.M. Woo, Y.M. Ko, C.B. Lee (KAERI-Korea)

Fabrication technology of metallic fuel for sodium fast reactor (SFR) is being developed in Korea as a national mid-
and long-term nuclear R&D program from 2007. The metallic fuel for SFR should be remotely fabricated under a
radiation shielded environment such as a glove box or hot cell, because it contains long-lived minor actinides such as
Np, Am and Cm. In order to design a reliable remote fabrication system, various casting techniques have been studied
by using U-Zr and U-Zr-RE alloys as surrogate fuel material. Rare earth elements such as Ce or Nd were used as a
surrogate for minor actinide elements or solid solution fission products.

Macro-scale soundness, microstructures and compositional homogeneity of metallic fuel samples fabricated by
vacuum-assisted injection casting, vacuum-assisted gravity casting, centrifugal atomization and continuous casting
were compared. Although sound slugs of U-Zr metallic fuel of 4~6 mm in diameter could be fabricated by vacuum-
assisted injection casting or vacuum-assisted gravity casting, it was necessary to consider that vaporization of Am and
volume of radioactive wastes such as crucibles and molds should be minimized.

Effects of casting parameters on the volatile loss, and effects of coatings on the chemical reaction between metallic
fuel and molds are discussed. Some methods to reduce the volatile Am loss and waste molds and crucibles will be
proposed. Short rods of U-Zr or U-Zr-Ce fuel will be fabricated by the vacuum-assisted gravity casting technique for
an irradiation test in the HANARO research reactor from 2010.



Fabrication of Metal Fuel Slug for an Irradiation Test in JOYO 
 

Kinya Nakamura1, Takanari Ogata1, Tetsuya Kato1, Kunihisa Nakajima2 and Yasuo Arai2 
 

1Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, 2-11-1 Komae, Tokyo 201-8511, Japan,  
2Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 4002 Oarai, Ibaraki-ken, 311-1393, Japan 

 
 

The uranium-plutonium-zirconium metal fuel has been recognized as one of the candidate driver fuels for 
sodium-cooled fast reactor. The metal fuel has a potential of superior neutronic performance, such as high breeding (or 
conversion) ratio and excellent safety features. 

Extensive irradiation data for the metal fuel has already been acquired in US under moderate irradiation conditions. 
However, it is still required to confirm the fuel integrity under more prototypic conditions such as maximum cladding 
temperature of > 873 K and peak burnup of > 15 at.% for the future commercial application. For this requirement, CRIEPI 
and JAEA are collaboratively working on fabrication of U-Pu-Zr ternary alloy fuel pins for an irradiation test in the fast 
reactor JOYO. 

The specification of the fuel elements were determined based not only on the results of preliminary tests of injection 
casting and sodium bonding, but also on the specification of EBR-II driver fuels. 

The U-Pu-Zr fuel slugs were manufactured in a small-scale injection casting furnace, and met the specifications. 
TheU-Pu alloy ingots as starting materials were prepared by means of electrochemical reduction technique. All of the 
process for the test fuel pin fabrication can be completed in a few compact glove boxes 

The americium to plutonium ratio in the fuel slug was decreased after the casting process. This is possibly due to 
selective reaction of americium with yttria coating material on the graphite crucible as well as volatilization of americium 
in the casting furnace.  
 



Uranium Carbide Powder Ignition Studies 
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Mixed (U, Pu) carbide, constituted by means of 80% of uranium monocarbide (UC), is considered 
as a possible fuel material for future gas fast reactors or sodium fast reactor. However, UC 
undergoes a strong exothermic reaction with air and fine powders of UC are pyrophoric. Thus, it is 
necessary to understand this high reactivity in order to determine safe handling conditions for the 
production and reprocessing of carbide fuels. 

UC powder was obtained by arc melting and milling. The reactivity of uranium carbide was studied 
in oxidizing atmosphere and different experimental devices were used to determine ignition 
temperatures. The phases formed at the various observed stages of the oxidation process were 
determined by post-mortem X ray diffraction analysis. 

Studies were first performed using small quantities of UC powder (around 50 mg) in Differential 
Thermal Analysis / Thermogravimetric Analysis (DTA/TGA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC). Experiments were realized using different parameters, such as heating rate and gas flow 
rate and composition, to determine their influence on pyrophoricity. Results obtained with small 
quantities (tens of milligrams) revealed that UC powder is highly reactive in air in the range 200-
250°C. Studies were also performed in the “Pyro” test facility multifunction furnace allowing CCD 
camera recording, during heating and ignition, through viewports. Lower ignition temperatures, 
around 100°C, were obtained using around 1 g UC powder samples. 

Results are discussed and analysed with theory of burning curve ignition and numerical 
simulations. Simulations aim to understand the influence of the different parameters on 
pyrophoricity. Small scale simulations (on a spherical grain) confirm the influence of UC grains 
size, heat rate and gas composition on powder ignition temperature with small quantities. The 
issue is now to understand the influence of grain pile form factor and volume on the pyrophoricity 
of UC. Large scale simulations, including mass and heat transport in the UC powder environment 
and into the pile are now under construction. 

Ignition is also analysed thermodynamically along isothermal sections of the U C O ternary phase 
diagrams. Assumptions are proposed concerning the overall oxidation and ignition paths. It 
appears that the chemical reaction of oxygen with UC grains forms several phases that progress 
into the grain during the ignition. This phenomenon is going to be included in our simulations. 
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New type of metal base fuel element is suggested for 
fast reactors. Basic approach to fuel element development - 
separated operations of fabricating uranium meat fuel 
element and introducing into it Pu or MA dioxides powder, 
that results in minimizing dust forming operations in fuel 
element fabrication. According to new fuel element design 
a framework fuel element having a porous uranium alloy 
meat is filled with standard PuO2 powder of <50 micron 
fractions prepared by pyrochemical or other methods. In 
this way a high uranium content fuel meat metallurgically 
bonded to cladding forms a heat conducting framework, 
pores of which contain PuO2 powder.  

Framework fuel element having porous meat is 
fabricated by capillary impregnation method. Granules of 
(depleted U-Mo or U-Zr alloys) fuel and matrix (zirconium 
eutectic alloy) fill up fuel element cladding; fuel element is 
heated to a temperature 500C above the temperature of 
matrix melting. Matrix alloy melts down and under action 
of capillary forces moves into joints between fuel particles 
to form metallurgic bond. In this case inside the resultant 
framework fuel element controllable porosity (20 to 40%) 
is retained that subsequently accommodates Pu and MA 
dioxides. Zirconium matrix layer available at inner surface 
of fuel element cladding protects cladding from interaction 
with both fuel and fission products as well as from cesium 
induced corrosion. Properties of framework fuel element 
have been investigated [1]. New novel components are 
compatible with themselves and fuel element cladding at 
operating and higher temperatures. Preliminary in-pile tests 
of new components were carried out.  

As compared to MOX fuel the new one features high 
thermal conductivity, higher uranium content, hence, high 
conversion ratio, does not interact with fuel cladding and is 
more environmentally clean. Its principle advantage is a 
simple production process that is easily realized remotely, 
feasibility of involving high background Pu and MA 
isotopes into closed nuclear fuel cycle at the minimal 
influence on environment. 

Thus, new concept of designing fuel for fast reactors – 
minimization of process operations with Pu and 

employment of available in Russia materials and 
technologies – is one of the directions for closing nuclear 
cycle that excludes the need in building MOX fuel 
production plants. 

A possibility is demonstrated of fabricating coated 
steel claddings to protect from interaction with fuel and 
fission products when use standard rod type MOX or 
metallic U-Pu-Zr fuel. 

Novel approach to reprocessing of combined fuel is 
demonstrated, which allows to separate uranium from 
plutonium as well as the newly generated fissile plutonium 
from burnt one without chemical processes with repeated 
use in fast, PWR or CANDU reactors, which simplifies the 
closing of the nuclear fuel cycle. 
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The actual usage of the nuclear resources is of about 0.1%-0.2% of the extracted uranium yellow cake wasting a huge
amount of potential nuclear fuel. The development of the new micro-nano-hetero structures may assure both, the
accurate treatment of the fission products upgrading their status from waste to “special ore” and the breeding of both
238U and 232Th. This breeding action opens the way towards vast resources of nuclear fuel estimated at 35 Mt of
natural uranium and over 1.5 Mt of Thorium much more abundant in natural ore and easier of being extracted than
uranium. The direct partitioning of the fission products extends the isotopic batteries application towards the energetic
limits scaled at about 1% from the direct nuclear power. There are two different nuclear fuel concepts – that may be
used together inside a nuclear reactor delivering fissile material and radioisotopes. The micro-hetero structured fuel
also called “cer-liq-mesh” is composed of a radiation resilient metal mesh holding fissile fuel micro-beads with the
dimensions smaller than the effective fission products range that are immersed in a liquid that takes both the fission
products and the thermal spike. This structure forms the inner side of the fuel, making possible of being encapsulated
in cladding and forming a pellet or immersed in an open fuel tube where the immersion liquid is smoothly flowing
draining out the fission products into a separation and partitioning unit. The cooling of the structure remains the same,
relying of fast flowing fluids as He or liquids. The nano-cluster structure “NCDB” is made of fertile fuel nano-
particles near to cluster size, that has cluster effect enhanced self-repairing and impurity rejection properties, making
that the transmutation products to be separated and transferred to a drain liquid driving them out of the reactor hot
zone into a separator, that delivers super grade fuels. A novel design of reactor including the two structures will deliver
both new fissile fuel and radioisotopes together with high-grade heat for power production. As a consequence the fuel
cycle have to be redesigned and enhanced to mitigate the new aspects of storing the separated fission products and
minimal nuclear waste. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Current design studies on Sodium Fast Reactors differ from those performed in the past by the fact that design criteria are 
now those of Generation IV reactors. This means that cores should be break even ones without the help of blankets and with 
improved safety feedback coefficients (sodium void-coefficient, Doppler worth…). The innovative design is based on an 
oxide fuel pin technology to benefit from the important past experience feedbacks.  
The first advanced pre-conceptual design is currently achieving a rather detailed SFR core design at the scale of the pin, the 
sub-assembly and the core. Once the general characteristics of the core have been achieved i.e. a break even oxide fuel core 
with reduced sodium void-reactivity and improved Doppler worth, we proceeded to an optimization of the local 
characteristics of the core with 3D-model geometry. To the macroscopic criteria of the first phase of the conceptual study 
(RZ-geometry) were added more precise criteria concerning the stability of the power map of the core during burn up. The 
3D core lay out exhibits control rods whose locations are such that they can control a local power and the very low reactivity 
swing. The fuel 3D fuel management is also taken into account with a precise load map.   
The fuel sub-assembly design is based on a “fat pin and a small wire” concept, with U/PuO2 fuel and a ODS clad. The 
performances of the core are very much improved compared to any of the past core designs: an average Burn up of 100GWj/t 
with a fuel subassembly residence time of 2050efpd (5 batches refueling strategy), a core breeding ratio of 1 and an average 
volumic power of 207W/cm3. The main parameters bound to the safety aim at an improvement with regard to past core 
designs, with mainly, a sodium void reduced by 2$, a weak loss of reactivity due to the BR and a core pressure drop reduced 
by 30%.  
This very innovative geometry of the core allowed to stabilize the map power and to optimize the Burn up of the sub-
assemblies while respecting the criteria of linear power and fuel temperature. 
The design of the SFR Core allows obtaining a great flexibility in Plutonium management, with a vast scale of breeding ratio 
in configuration with fertile blankets. The transmutation of the minor actinides (AM) in the Core SFR can be envisaged by 
homogeneous or heterogeneous way. 
 

445. 
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Fast Reactor Fuel Type and Reactor Safety Performance 

 
R. Wigeland1, Idaho National Laboratory 
J. Cahalan, Argonne National Laboratory 

 
The sodium-cooled fast neutron reactor is currently being evaluated for the efficient transmutation of the 
highly-hazardous, long-lived, transuranic elements that are present in spent nuclear fuel.  One of the 
fundamental choices that will be made is the selection of the fuel type for the fast reactor, whether oxide, 
metal, carbide, nitride, etc.  It is likely that a decision on the fuel type will need to be made before many 
of the related technologies and facilities can be selected, from fuel fabrication to spent fuel reprocessing.  
A decision on fuel type should consider all impacts on the fast reactor system, including safety.  Past 
work has demonstrated that the choice of fuel type may have a significant impact on the severity of 
consequences arising from accidents, especially for severe accidents of low probability.  In this paper, the 
response of sodium-cooled fast reactors is discussed for both oxide and metal fuel types, highlighting the 
similarities and differences in reactor response and accident consequences. 
 
Any fast reactor facility must be designed to be able to successfully prevent, mitigate, or accommodate all 
consequences of potential events, including accidents.  Measures to prevent accident progression typically 
include multiple/independent reactor control and cooling systems.  Accident consequence mitigation is 
typically accomplished by using multiple barriers to the release of radiation, including the cladding on the 
fuel, the intact primary cooling system, and most visibly the reactor containment building.  More recently, 
accident accommodation has also included the use of ‘inherent safety’ concepts to reduce or eliminate the 
potential for serious damage in some cases.  The inherent safety concept relies on intrinsic thermal, 
mechanical, and neutronic properties to provide enhanced safety margins beyond those provided by 
active, engineered safety systems.  Past experience with oxide and metal fuel has demonstrated that both 
fuel types are suitable for use as fuel in a sodium-cooled fast reactor.  However, safety analyses and 
experiments for these two fuel types have also shown that there can be substantial differences in accident 
consequences due to the neutronic and thermophysical properties of the fuel and their compatibility with 
the reactor coolant, with corresponding differences in the challenges presented to the reactor developers.   
 
Accident phenomena are discussed for the sodium-cooled fast reactor based on the mechanistic 
progression of conditions from accident initiation to accident termination, whether a benign state is 
achieved or more severe consequences are expected.  General principles connecting accident phenomena 
and fuel properties are developed from the oxide and metal fuel safety analyses, providing guidelines that 
can be used as part of the evaluation for selection of fuel type for the sodium-cooled fast reactor.   
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Fast Reactor Subassembly Design Modifications for Increasing Electricity Generation Efficiency 
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Given the ability of fast reactors to effectively transmute the transuranic elements as are present in spent 
nuclear fuel, fast reactors are being considered as one element of future nuclear power systems to enable 
continued use and growth of nuclear power by limiting high-level waste generation.  However, a key 
issue for fast reactors is higher electricity cost relative to other forms of nuclear energy generation.  The 
economics of the fast reactor are affected by the amount of electric power that can be produced from a 
reactor, i.e., the thermal efficiency for electricity generation.  The present study is examining the potential 
for fast reactor subassembly design changes to improve the thermal efficiency by increasing the average 
coolant outlet temperature without increasing peak temperatures within the subassembly, i.e., to make 
better use of current technology. 
 
Sodium-cooled fast reactors operate at temperatures far below the coolant boiling point, so that the 
maximum coolant outlet temperature is limited by the acceptable peak temperatures for the reactor fuel 
and cladding.  Fast reactor fuel subassemblies have historically been constructed using a large number of 
small diameter fuel pins contained within a tube of hexagonal cross-section, or hexcan.  Due to this 
design, there is a larger coolant flow area next to the hexcan wall as compared to flow area in the interior 
of the subassembly.  This results in a higher flow rate near the hexcan wall, overcooling the fuel pins next 
to the wall, and a non-uniform coolant temperature distribution.  It has been recognized for many years 
that this difference in sodium coolant temperature was detrimental to achieving greater thermal efficiency, 
since it causes the fuel pins in the center of the subassembly to operate at higher temperatures than those 
near the hexcan walls, and it is the temperature limit(s) for those fuel pins that limits the average coolant 
outlet temperature. 
 
Fuel subassembly design changes are being investigated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to 
quantify the effect that the design changes have on reducing the intra-subassembly coolant flow and 
temperature distribution.  Simulations have been performed for a 19-pin test subassembly geometry using 
typical fuel pin diameters and wire wrap spacers.  The results have shown that it may be possible to 
increase the average coolant outlet temperature by 20 C or more without changing the peak temperatures 
within the subassembly.  These design changes should also be effective for reactor designs using 
subassemblies with larger numbers of fuel pins. 
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Abstract – In Japan the government and the power utilities have been pushing forward the 
development of the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor (FBR) cycle system as one of the national 
base technologies.  Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), as the key organization, has launched 
the Fast Reactor Cycle Technology Development Project (FaCT Project).  The project aims to 
start up the first commercialized FBR by 2050 and to replace light water reactors (LWRs) by 
FBRs step-by-step from that time point.  The transition period from LWRs to FBRs is assumed to 
continue until the beginning of the 22nd century. 
At the beginning of the transition period, the most of transuranic elements (TRU) for FBR core 

fuel will be recovered from LWR spent fuel.  The TRU is assumed to have various nuclide 
compositions depending on LWR type, discharge fuel burnup, and cooling time of spent fuel.  The 
TRU compositions will also be changed through multi-recycling in FBR fuel cycle.  It is expected that 
FBR can accept those various TRU compositions because of its superior neutronic potential. 

In this paper, the range of TRU composition to be provided to FBR in the LWR-to-FBR transition 
period is evaluated with extended TRU recycling scenario calculations.  And the influence of TRU 
composition changes on FBR core neutronic characteristics are described with explanations of major 
contributing factors.  It is shown that among the core neutronic characteristics, the burnup reactivity 
and the safety parameters such as sodium void reactivity and Doppler coefficient are significantly 
influenced by the TRU composition changes. 

A 750 MWe mixed-oxide fuel core is firstly defined as a FaCT medium-size reference core.  The 
core is a high internal conversion type and has high total average discharge burnup (including 
blanket) of 86 GWd/t.  Its core neutronic characteristics are evaluated according to the TRU 
composition changes in the LWR-to-FBR transition period.  It is found that there are remarkable 
correlations between the burnup reactivity and the safety parameters.  Using those correlations, it is 
possible to identify the design envelopes including any TRU compositions in the LWR-to-FBR 
transition period.  The following two core envelopes have been introduced according whether               
minor-actinides (MAs) are recycled or not: 

- U-Pu core            Plutonium recycle starting with LWR spent fuel (no MA recycled), 
- TRU core            TRU recycle starting with LWR spent fuel. 

The FBR multi-recycle equilibrium state is placed in the crossover region of the two envelopes.   
The key core characteristics are assessed for both U-Pu core and TRU core.  As a result, general 
characteristics in the FaCT core design to cope with TRU composition changes are grasped.  The 
FaCT reference core’s potential capability is shown to accept a broad range of TRU compositions 
expected in the LWR-to-FBR transition period.  

TRU composition changes also influences the fuel-cycle-related quantities such as decay heat of 
fuel assembly.  Some remarks are made about the prospects of mutual conditions between core design 
and fuel cycle system design. 
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                                                         Abstract 

At present the commercial fast sodium cooled reactor (BNK) is under development in Russia. 
Initially electric power output of this reactor was chosen 1800 MW(e). However, further power output 
was decreased down to 1200 MW(e) to provide transportation of the main equipment by rail. The main 
concept of the core for this reactor was taken from BN-1800 reactor: low core specific power, internal 
selfprotection (close to zero sodium void reactivity effect (SVRE) value, decreased reactivity margin for 
fuel burn-up). This paper presents the results of theoretical and calculation studies on choosing and 
optimizing physics parameters of BNK-1800 type reactor core and BNK-1200 type reactor core more 
detail. 

There is a set of possibilities for improving the core for BNK-1200 type reactor, staying within 
limits of new design. These possibilities are to improve flattening of the core power field, to provide 
close to zero value of reactivity margin for fuel burn-up and other. Unique enrichment of fuel and 
flattening of the power field by steel absorbers was optimal solution for BNK-1800 core with diameter 
of above 6m, but for BNK-1200 core of smaller dimensions flattening of power field by two 
enrichments allows an essential decrease (down to 10%) of maximum specific power and maximum fuel 
burn-up (at the same average fuel burn-up). 

In 2008 in Russia Nuclear Safety Rules (PBya RU AS) had been changed. The requirement of 
negative reactivity coefficient on coolant density was removed. Concerning SVRE, new Rules state the 
following: the interval of allowable positive SVRE values should be defined in the design of Reactor 
Installation. It allows to extend the area of optimal values of the core parameters and, in particular, to 
increase the core height up to 100 cm. It is possible to realize it at the expense of decreasing sodium 
plenum dimension. Increase of the core height (with corresponding decrease of its radial dimension) 
leads to essential increase in efficiency of CSS rods that, in principle, allows to avoid the use of 
expensive high-enriched boron in CSS rods. Moreover, the increase of the core height simplifies the 
problem of providing zero reactivity margin for fuel burn-up. For this purpose, it is necessary to 
increase fuel volume fraction (up to ~ 0.53) and to increase the number of SAs within the limits of 
design with the aim to avoid the hydraulics problems. In principle, introduction of the upper blanket 
above the core allows to reach breeding ratio (BR) value of more than 1.4 as  in the case with nitride 
fuel with old fuel volume fraction (~0,4). 

Critical loading of the core together with BR is the principle issue for nuclear power. It can 
restrict the pace of fast reactor introduction. Decrease of the critical loading is possible only at the 
expense of increasing core specific power. Comparison of consumption of plutonium amounts in the 
cores with low specific power and high specific power with external fuel cycle duration of 3 years 
showed that the benefit of high specific power core concept by plutonium consumption has been 
observed only during 5-7 years, and this benefit has been lost on the large time interval. 
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Abstract 
 
Small long-life reactor has been developed for decades as an alternative of nuclear energy 
utilization for special purposes such as small energy utilization, less infrastructure and 
remote areas, and long reactor operation time. IAEA concerns the development of small 
and medium reactor (SMR) as one of the options as future utilization of nuclear energy 
especially for less developed countries (Kuznetsov, 2008). The main concern of SMR is 
the feature of long life operation time without on-site refueling and high proliferation 
resistance. The plutonium production on the reactor is one of the biggest issues, 
especially related to the proliferation resistant issue which leads many scientist classify 
the plutonium production composition and most of them make an effort to reduce the 
potential use of fissile plutonium to become a weapon. Some of the scientific approaches 
are performed by adopting some methodologies in order to increase a material “barrier” 
in plutonium isotope composition by increasing the even number isotope of plutonium 
such as Pu-238, Pu-240 and Pu-242. It can be recognized that higher difficulties (barrier) 
or more complex design of nuclear weapon, material fabrication and handling and 
isotopic enrichment can be achieved by a higher isotopic barrier. In addition, the effective 
of the isotopic material barrier includes critical mass, heat-generation rate, spontaneous 
neutron generation and radiation. Current plutonium characterization is based on the 
pellaud criterion (pellaud, 2002) as a super-grade level, a weapon-grade level, fuel-grade 
level, reactor-grade level and MOX-grade level corresponding to Pu-240<3 %, 
3%<Pu-240<7%,7%<Pu-240<18%, 18%<Pu-240<30%, and Pu-240>30%, respectively. 
Pellaud criterion tries to classify five grades of plutonium mixture for explosive devices 
which based on the concentration of Pu-240. In this present study, we try to evaluate the 
neutronic aspect of different driver fuel type for increasing the utilization of different type 
of fuel and to analyze the plutonium production based on small long life fast reactors for 
different power outputs, reactor operation times and pin diameters. Pellaud criterion as 
the parameter for plutonium characterization is adopted to show the plutonium 
production composition level as a function of reactor operation time. General parameter 
of the reactor is based on several driver fuel types with blanket fuel arrangement and 2 
different inner core (fissile content (FC) 11%) and outer core (FC 13%). 
SRAC-CITATION is used for optimization analysis and JENDL-33 is adopted for 
nuclear data library. Several driver fuels are useded for evaluating core performance such 
as MOX, UOX (Enriched U-235), U-233-Th Oxide and trans-uranium oxide fuel types. 
By arranging inner blanket and inner core and outer core, the reactor can maintains its 
operation longer than 10 years operation. Plutonium production of both blanket fuel pin 
and core fuel pin types can be characterized by adopting pellaud criterion during reactor 
operation time. The reactor-grade (RG) level compositions are always shown by 
plutonium production in core fuel pins during the reactor operation time. Several 
plutonium grade levels are shown by blanket fuel pin along the operation time from 
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weapon-grade level to reactor-grade level. Higher power output obtains higher plutonium 
production of Pu-240 due to higher achievable burnup for the same core operation time. 
At the same power output, longer core operation time is more preferable to obtain more 
Pu-240 production. For analyzing the thickness effect of blanket fuel pin, it shows thinner 
fuel pin gives more Pu-240 production. Plutonium characterization analysis especially for 
blanket fuel pins are strongly depends on long core operation time, higher achievable 
burnup and thickness of blanket fuel pin.    
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Fuel Cycle of Reactor SVBR-100
A.V. Zrodnikov, G.I. Toshinsky, O.G. Komlev (FSUE State Scientific Center Institute for Physics and Power

Engineering)

Modular fast reactor with lead-bismuth heavy liquid-metal coolant in 100 MWe class (SVBR 100) is referred to the
IV Generation reactors and shall operate in a closed nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) without consumption of natural uranium.
Usually it is considered that launch of fast reactors (FR) is realized using mixed uranium-plutonium fuel. However,
such launch of FRs is not economically effective because of the current costs of natural uranium and uranium
enrichment servicing.

This is conditioned by the fact that the quantity of reprocessing the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of thermal reactors (TR)
calculated for a ton of plutonium that determines the expenditures for construction and operation of the corresponding
enterprise is very large due to low content of plutonium in the TR SNF. The economical effectiveness of FRs will be
reduced as the enterprises on reprocessing the TR SNF have to be built prior to FRs have been implemented in the
nuclear power (NP). Moreover, the pace of putting the FRs in the NP will be constrained by the quantity of the TR
SNF.

The report grounds an alternative strategy of FRs implementation into the NP, which is considered to be more
economically effective. That is conditioned by the fact that in the nearest future use of the mastered uranium oxide fuel
for FRs and operation in the open fuel cycle with postponed reprocessing will be most economically expedient.

Changeover to the mixed uranium-plutonium fuel and closed NFC will be economically effective when the cost of
natural uranium is increased and the expenditures for construction of enterprises on SNF reprocessing, re-fabrication
of new fuel with plutonium and their operating becomes lower than the corresponding costs of natural uranium,
uranium enrichment servicing, expenditures for fabrication of fresh uranium fuel and long temporary storage of the
SNF.

As when operating in the open NFC, FRs use much more natural uranium as compared with TRs, and at a planned
high pace of NP development the cheap resources of natural uranium will be expired till the middle of the century that
will cause increase in the uranium cost, the period of FRs operating in the open NFC have to be shortened to the
maximal possible extent.

Changeover to the closed NFC will be cheaper if the plutonium extracted from the own SNF of uranium loads is used
to form the first MOX fuel loads.

When uranium oxide fuel is used for operation, comparatively high breeding ratio (BR) (~0,84) of reactor SVBR 100
provides by the end of lifetime the large content of plutonium in the SNF, which can be used in next fuel lifetimes in
case of organizing the closed NFC. Moreover, in the own SNF of starting loads made of oxide uranium fuel there are
much of unburned uranium 235, which is also expedient to use for formation of the load for the next lifetime.
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That approach to organization of fuel cycles with complete reprocessing of the own SNF will considerably reduce
integral consumption of natural uranium and thus provide competitiveness of NPPs based on RIs of the SVBR 100
type with NPPs based on RIs with TRs.

The report demonstrates that in the closed NFC instead of waste pile uranium the TR SNF (of both WWER and
RBMK) can be used (utilized) without partitioning uranium, plutonium, minor actinides and fission products (FP)
similarly to the DUPIC technology for reactors CANDU.
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The attainable burnup in fast reactors is limited by the mechanical integrity of the fuel rods 
that is constrained by (a) radiation damage to the clad; and (b) gaseous fission products 
pressure buildup. With presently available structural materials that are compatible with liquid 
metal coolants the radiation limit constraint is approximately 200 dpa. This corresponds to an 
average fuel burnup of the vicinity of 100 GWd/tHM. This is one of the reasons for 
associating the deployment of fast reactors with the deployment of commercial reprocessing 
capability. However, near-term deployment of commercial reprocessing plants in the USA is 
presently disputable because of economic viability and proliferation resistance concerns. 
 
The objective of the present study is to estimate the burnup attainable in fast reactors without 
use of chemical or electrochemical separation of actinides from fission products. The 
following scenarios are considered: (1) When the fuel clad reaches its radiation damage limit 
the fuel is discharged and is recladded. In the process, gaseous fission products are removed. 
(2) The discharged fuel undergoes an AIROX-like process. This process involves separation 
of the fuel from the clad, extraction of gaseous and volatile fission products, addition of 
makeup fuel – possibly depleted uranium, and refabrication of fuel rods. This “dry” process 
cannot be used to extract plutonium on any other actinide and is therefore highly proliferation 
resistant. It is likely to be less expensive than either aqueous or pyro-metallurgical processes. 
Whereas the AIROX process is directly applicable to oxide fuel, we envision processing 
metallic fuel by decladding, melting with additional makeup fuel, and refabrication. 
 
The study was performed for both oxide and metallic fuel loaded into either a relatively small 
or an infinite fast reactor core so as to bracket the attainable burnup. It was found that the 
metallic fuel enables a much higher burnup (up to 38-42%) than the oxide fuel (up to 21%) 
because of its higher heavy metal density and its harder spectrum. Also established is the 
attainable burnup sensitivity to the following core design assumptions – fissile material type 
(enriched uranium or TRU from LWR), fertile material type (238U or Th), coolant type (Pb-
Bi/Na), pitch to diameter ratio, power density, and the fraction of fission gas release during 
operation from the fuel to the plenum. 
 
An additional objective of the study is to compare the amount, radiotoxicity and decay heat of 
actinides and fission products in the fuel finally discharged from the fast reactor with the 
composition of the LWR spent nuclear fuel that underwent a 4.95% burnup. It is found that 
for the same amount of energy generated, the fast reactors produce less plutonium and less 
problematic fission products (Tc-99, Cs-137, Sr-90) but more americium and I-129. 
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FLEXIBLE MODIFIED CANDLE BURNUP SCHEME
BASED LONG LIFE Pb-Bi COOLED FAST

REACTOR WITH NATURAL URANIUM AS FUEL
CYCLE INPUT EMPLOYING COUPLED CORE

Zaki Su'ud, Rida SNM (ITB, Indonesia), Hiroshi SEKIMOTO (Tokyo Inst. of Technology, Japan)

Nuclear fuel enrichment and nuclear fuel reprocessing are two very sensitive issues related to the nuclear non-
proliferation in the world especially when it is carried out in the developing countries. However without these two
processes (at least one of them) the optimal nuclear energy utilization is difficult to be achieved. In this study,
conceptual design of long life Pb-Bi cooled fast reactors which can be continuously operated by only supplying
natural uranium without fuel enrichment plant or fuel reprocessing plant is performed. Therefore using this type of
nuclear power plants optimum nuclear energy utilization including in developing countries can be easily conducted
without the problem of nuclear proliferation.

In this study conceptual design study of Pb-Bi cooled fast reactors which fuel cycle need only natural uranium input
has been performed. In this case CANDLE1-2 burn-up strategy is slightly modified by introducing discreet regions. In
this design the reactor cores are subdivided into several parts with the same volume in the axial directions. The natural
uranium is initially put in region 1, after one cycle of 10 years of burn-up it is shifted to region 2 and the region 1 is
filled by fresh natural uranium fuel. This concept is basically applied to all regions, i.e. shifted the core of I’th region
into I+1 region after the end of 10 years burn-up cycle. To increase the criticality we adopt tandem of dual modified
CANDLE cores and coupled them together.

The calculation is performed using SRAC code system (SRAC-CITATION system). At the beginning we assume the
power density level in each region and then we perform the burn-up calculation using the assumed data. The burn-up
calculation is performed using cell burn-up in SRAC code which then give eight energy group macroscopic cross
section data to be used in two dimensional R-Z geometry multi groups diffusion calculation. The average power
density in each region resulted from the diffusion calculation is then brought back to SRAC code for cell burn-up
calculation. This iteration is repeated until the convergence is reached.

Using the coupling dual core concept after some optimization we got several design which can fulfill the criteria can
be obtained. Among of the main results are the design of long-life Pb-Bi cooled fast reactors which fuel cycle input is
natural uranium but the maximum burnup level can be adjusted from about 10% HM to 40% HM. The results show
that the twin(coupling )core concept can work well and give excellent configuration of modified CANDLE with
flexible maximum burnup level up which can reach current fast reactors fuel technology.

References: 1. H. SEKIMOTO, Light a CANDLE An Innovative Burnup Strategy of Nuclear Reactors, COE INES,
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Safe Fast Reactor Based on the Self-Sustained Regime
of Nuclear Burning Wave

S.P. Fomin, A.S. Fomin, Yu.P. Melnik, V.V. Pilipenko, N.F. Shul'ga (NSC KIPT-Ukraine)

The results of further development of challenging conception of nuclear fission reactor with the so-called inner safety
based on the phenomenon of self-sustained regime of nuclear burning wave proposed by L.P. Feoktistov in 1988 are
presented. The initiation and propagation of the nuclear burning wave (NBW) in a fast reactor (FR) are described
using the original deterministic multi-group approach based on the solution of the non-stationary two-dimensional
diffusion equation for neutron transport, the burn-up equations for fuel components and the equations of nuclear
kinetics for precursor nuclei of delayed neutrons. The critical fast reactor of cylindrical form with metal fuel of the U-
Pu cycle that consists of two homogeneous zones along the axial direction is considered. In the first zone (ignition
zone) the fuel consists of uranium enriched with plutonium to 10 %. The second zone (breeding zone) is filled with U-
238. Both zones also include the constructional material Fe and the Na or Pb-Bi eutectic coolant.

The possibility of creating a self-sustained regime of a running NBW in the critical FR under consideration is
demonstrated. Despite forming a large amount of fission products FR is automatically sustained in this regime for a
long time in a state close to the critical one due to an intrinsic reactivity feedback governed by the non-linearity of the
NBW regime. This negative feedback prevents the reactor from the runaway regime and ensures the stable evolution
of the self-organizing NBW regime. The calculation results show a notable stability of the NBW regime towards
distortions of the neutron flux.

The velocity of NBW propagation strongly depends on the transverse size of FR. For the reactor of 117 cm radius the
velocity is about 26 cm/year at steady state of NBW propagation, and in the case of FR of 10 m length the reactor
campaign lasts about 30 years without any refueling or fuel shuffling using the natural or depleted uranium as its fuel.
It means that such FR does not need a human access during its operation time and so can be placed underground that
has an important merit from the fissile material non-proliferation point of view. The average fuel burn-up about 50 %
can be attained in the whole FR volume; therefore this reactor looks also attractive for organizing the process of
efficient incineration of long-lived fission products and MA. The possibility of NBW regime realization for the Th-U
fuel cycle is also investigated.
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The long-term sustainability of atomic fission energy will require the development of new types of reactors, able to 
exceed the limits of the existing ones in terms of optimal use of natural resources, which clearly necessitates breeding of 
fissile material. In this context, fast reactors using uranium-plutonium fuel are the most mature solution from an industrial 
viewpoint. 

In addition to the obvious interest in terms of fuel resources, there is a major incentive to consider the use of the 232Th-
233U fuel cycle as an alternative to the traditional 238U-239Pu cycle for fast reactors: it is an effective way of addressing the 
safety issue of the highly positive void reactivity effect, which is a well-known problem for liquid-metal cooled fast reactors 
of commercial size [1]. 

This work investigates the performance of liquid-metal cooled fast reactors in 232Th-233U fuel cycle and draws a 
comparison with the traditional 238U-239Pu cycle. Four coolants have been considered: Na, Pb, Mg(17%at.)-Pb and 
Li(17%at.)-Pb; a simulation of their use in cores ranging from 700 MWth to 3600 MWth has been performed in two-
dimensional diffusion theory using the European system of codes ERANOS [2,3] developed at CEA. The performance 
parameters such as the breeding ratio have been computed for each concept, alongside safety-related parameters: the delayed 
neutron fraction, the cycle reactivity swing, the Doppler constant and other thermal feedbacks. More specifically, the issue of 
void reactivity is studied in detail using perturbation theory. 

These calculations are performed at equilibrium fuel composition and are complemented by the study of the initial fuel 
loading at start-up which is a mixture of 232Th-239Pu. The isotopic composition of the fissile corresponds to the plutonium 
available from French reactors in 2035. 

The conclusions of this work are that near-zero to large negative void reactivity effects can be achieved in 232Th-233U fuel 
cycle for 3600 MWth concepts with radial and axial blankets, for all lead-based coolants (with the lowest value of -3$ for pure 
lead). In the case of sodium, similar core design options concerning the fuel and the blankets allow to decrease the void 
reactivity from 5$ to 1$ in a concept very similar to the SFR (Sodium Fast Reactor) [4]. In all cases, the use of thorium fuel is 
beneficial to the safety parameters, and the use of blankets ensures favourable breeding performance. 
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Nuclear power currently delivers about 17% of humanity’s electricity needs, and its role is likely to expand further in
years to come as nations seek to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other airborne pollutants produced by fossil
fuel production and consumption. The amount and rate of future growth in nuclear power production will depend in
part on what advances the industry can make in the economics, safety, waste disposal, and proliferation resistance of
current and future reactors. Certain classes of advanced fast-neutron reactors, and in particular novel designs known as
traveling-wave reactors, offer potential improvements in many of these dimensions. In September 2002 the Generation
IV International Forum selected six advanced, next-generation nuclear systems, three of which were fast-neutron
reactors whose characteristics and benefits are well understood within the nuclear engineering community. Fast
reactors use uranium much more efficiently than do thermal reactors such as light-water reactors (LWRs). Early design
work and tests on fast reactors proved that they can operate as breeders. More recent—but as yet unproven—work has
explored designs for fast reactors that consume minor actinides and some of the long-lived fission products in spent
fuel removed from LWRs. One of the challenges of these well-known fast-reactor designs, both old and new, is that
they rely on fuel reprocessing, which has ramifications for their economic feasibility and social acceptability. Recent
design studies and physics calculations have demonstrated the feasibility of a newer variety of fast reactor called a
traveling-wave reactor (TWR), also known as a breed-and-burn or a nuclear burning-wave reactor. Traveling-wave
reactors would require no reprocessing. A TWR primarily uses depleted or natural uranium as fuel, with only a small
amount of enriched uranium required at startup. For example, a 40-year TWR core would require roughly 3% of the
amount of separative work units (SWUs) as an LWR of equivalent nameplate capacity would consume over 40 years,
and the TWR would never need refueling. The longevity of a TWR core depends on the size of the initial charge of
natural or depleted uranium and on the fuel burn-up achieved during reactor operation. We present our current designs
for TWRs, which include both low power (100 MWe) and large (1,000 MWe) generation plants, with core
configuration options that yield fuel burn-ups ranging from 20% to 50%. Specifics of these designs and the technical
challenges that remain will be discussed.
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A Search for Improved SFR Cores Using Carbide Fuel G. Rimpault, L. Buiron, A. Conti, P. Sciora, F. Varaine
Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA) Cadarache Center 13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance Cedex, France
gerald.rimpault@cea.fr ABSTRACT Current design studies on Sodium Fast Reactor Cores are now leading to break
even cores with improved safety features. Various design directions are currently been followed. The main direction is
based on an oxide fuel pin core which, although quite innovative, is based on current fuel technology and will require
limited R&D efforts. Another direction, more challenging, is being followed with carbide fuel pin or plate cores. This
direction will require significantly more R&D but is worth being investigated since it gives more flexibility to achieve
enhanced safety characteristics while preserving fuel cycle sustainability and economy. In this study, a systematic
review of cores using carbide fuel is being made with the aim of either reducing the sodium void coefficient or the fuel
inventory while preserving a positive or zero internal breeding gain. The pre-design of cores using a mixed carbide
fuel was carried out using a sensitivity study. This was achieved by successive iterations between results of the
COPERNIC and ERANOS tools. The COPERNIC code performs simplified thermal hydraulic algorithms while the
physics parameters of the core have been calculated using ERANOS code system. In the course of the carbide fuel
core pre-design studies, two directions were investigated: cores using plate type fuel elements in which mixed carbide
pellets are imbedded into a honeycomb metallic structure closed by two metallic plates or cores using mixed carbide
pellets within metallic pins. The first form has the advantage to better accommodate the carbide fuel swelling with
irradiation and to better enhance thermal hydraulic exchanges with the sodium coolant. However it requires to retain
all fission products within the fissile zone and to exhibit large steel volume fractions. The two concepts which came
out of these studies have features emphasising either a reduced sodium void (factor 2 lower) (plate carbide fuel) or an
increased core power density (20%) and reduced Plutonium inventory (-37%) (pin carbide fuel). The pin and plate
concept were retained for a series of unprotected transient calculations (ULOF and UTOP) using the MAT4DYN
code. Results were compared with those obtained for the EFR and SFR oxide fuel cores. The grace time before sodium
boiling was significantly enlarged. Further work is required to quantify the safety advantage of the plate concept. 
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Molten salt reactors (MSR) are basically different from other reactors mainly because 

the fuel is liquid. It flows through the core, pipes, pumps and heat exchangers. Previous 
studies showed that a particular configuration of a molten salt reactor perfectly fulfils criteria 
chosen by the Generation 4 International Forum (GIF). This configuration, called non-
moderated Thorium Molten Salt Reactor is a 1000 GW electrical thorium cycle based molten 
salt reactor with no moderator inside the core. Consequently, the neutron spectrum is fast. The 
reactor is coupled with a salt control unit, which complicates the studies.  

Reactors simulation is based on resolving Bateman’s equations, which give the 
population of each nucleus inside the core at each moment. Because of MSR’s fundamental 
characteristics, those equations have to be modified adding two terms: a fertile/fissile 
alimentation for the reactivity and the salt composition control, and the reprocessing 
associated term. Equations become:  
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where chemλ  represents the reprocessing capacities and A represents the fertile/fissile 
alimentation.  
 All our studies are made with a homemade code, REM, which is a precision driven 
code for material evolution. Neutron flux and neutron reactions rate are calculated thanks 
MCNP and the temporal integration is made thanks a Runge-Kutta fourth order method. This 
code REM, whose calculation scheme will be described in the paper, does not allow a 
coupling flexible enough between the reprocessing and the core physics. Indeed, reprocessing 
terms in the previous equation ( chemλ ) are set for the whole evolution that can last several 
hundreds of years. A new way is to drive chemical needs to keep the core critical. Therefore, 
we are developing a new interface (called ERE) to make chemλ  in the previous equation a 
parameter that we have to adjust during the reactor operation. The reactor will be completely 
coupled with the reprocessing unit, including fissile and fertile matter needed for the 
operation, so the alimentation term (A) in the equation is replaced by a variable decay from a 
disposal threw the core. 
 The evolution code REM was validated with previous works on the MSBR and MSRE 
studies. As the TMSR-NM has a rather fast neutron spectrum, the deterministic code 
ERANOS seems to be also adapted to study such a reactor. We made simulations with this 
code and we compared these simulations with the simulations based on REM. The results, 
presented in the paper, are coherent between the two codes.  
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Radiogenic lead is a final product of radioactive decay 
chains in uranium and thorium ores. After a number of 
alpha- and beta-decays, the starting isotopes 232Th, 238U 
and 235U are converted into stable lead isotopes: 208Pb, 
206Pb and 207Pb, respectively. Radiogenic lead with a large 
fraction of 208Pb has unique neutron-physical properties 
because 208Pb is a double magic nuclide with closed proton 
and neutron shells in nucleus. That is why 208Pb has an 
extremely low cross-section of thermal neutron capture 
reaction (~0.5 mb) in comparison with common lead (~175 
mb) and graphite (~3.5 mb). In addition, 208Pb is a weak 
neutron moderator through inelastic scattering of fast 
neutrons owing to the higher first energy excitation level 
of nucleus (~2.7 MeV for 208Pb as against ~0.8 MeV for 
common lead) and through elastic scattering owing to a 
high atomic number. So, high 208Pb content in lead coolant 
of fast reactor allows a decrease in the unfavorable spectral 
component in a coolant temperature reactivity coefficient 
[1].  

In spite of 208Pb content being as high as 52% in 
common lead, the remaining lead fraction (mainly 207Pb 
and 204Pb isotopes) is characterized both by a large neutron 
capture cross-section and essential inelastic scattering. 
Radiogenic lead from thorium and uranium-thorium ores 
has a very low fraction of these unfavorable isotopes. 

The use of radiogenic lead as a coolant and graphite as 
a structural material creates favorable conditions for 
development of high-temperature and high-flux reactors. 
Such a high-temperature reactor differs profitably from 
He-cooled HTGR by low pressure and natural circulation 
of coolant, while such a high-flux reactor makes it possible 
to transmute radioactive isotopes with extremely low 
neutron capture cross-sections, like 90Sr and 137Cs. 

Plutonium in (238U-Pu-Th-233U)-fuel could be 
proliferation-protected at an isotopic level by creating 
favorable conditions for intense generation of even Pu-
isotopes. These conditions could be created if radiogenic 
lead is used as a coolant and graphite – as a structural 
material and neutron moderator. In this case, transition 
from hard to softened neutron spectrum results in 
substantial worsening of 239Pu neutron capture properties 
while those of 233U undergo quite insignificant changes. In 

addition, Pu proliferation protection at an isotopic level is 
provided under high rate of secondary fuel breeding 
(mainly of 233U) just due to weak neutron absorption by 
radiogenic lead and graphite. 

Publications on large deposits of thorium and uranium 
ores [2-3] show that radiogenic lead mainly consists of 
208Pb (useful isotope with low cross-sections of neutron 
capture). If necessary, 208Pb may be extracted from already 
available tailing stocks of uranium and uranium-thorium 
ore processing mills as a by-product. 

So, radiogenic lead as a coolant of power nuclear 
reactors can improve their operation safety, provide 
proliferation protection of fissionable materials and 
intensify fuel breeding. In addition to energy generation, 
radiogenic lead-cooled reactors could be used for hydrogen 
production and some other kinds of artificial fuel, for 
production of high-temperature heat and for effective 
transmutation of radioactive isotopes with extremely low 
cross-sections of neutron capture reaction. Radiogenic lead 
opens new opportunities for improving the neutron-
physical parameters of nuclear reactors and for widening 
the areas of their future application. 
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Abstract – 6 March 2009 was the Phénix reactor’s last day of industrial production before being 
deliberately shut down. This article highlights the main scientific knowledge acquired in areas as 
varied as materials, sodium technology, fuel, safety, inspection and repair capabilities, core 
physics and so on, during the 35 years in operation. The article is also a reminder of the 
contributions made to the systems of the future by this global demonstration, including the back 
end of the cycle, breeding operating options and, more recently, actinide transmutation test 
campaigns. 
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The EBR-II test program demonstrated the viability of sodium-cooled fast reactors. It operated for 30 years,
demonstrating the reliability of the reactor operating as a complete power plant. As an irradiation facility, EBR-II
demonstrated the viability of both oxide and metal fuel. As an operational-safety test facility, the self-protecting
response of a metal fuel reactor was demonstrated for Anticipated Transients without Scaram. The safety of operation
with breached fuel was also demonstrated. As the IFR prototype, proliferation-resistant reprocessng and recycle of fuel
was demonstrated and fuel containing minor actinides was fabricated and irradiated. When decomissioned, draining
and reaction of the sodium to produce an acceptable form for disposal was accomplished. Spent fuel from EBR-II is
being reprocessed to produce acceptable waste forms for geologic disposal. The EBR-II experience and test program
has extablished the viability of sodium-cooled fast reactor power plants for managing nuclear materials. This paper
summarizes international experience in sodium-cooled fast reactor operation and details the EBR-II test program and
operating experience. 
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This work deals with the use of high flux gamma spectrometry to monitor the fourth generation of sodium fast reactor
(SFR) power. The simulation study part of this work has shown that power monitoring in a short time response and
with a good accuracy is possible. An experimental test is under preparation at the French SFR Phenix experimental
reactor to validate simulation studies.

First, physical calculations have been done to correlate gamma activity to the released thermal power. Gamma emitter
production rate in the reactor core was calculated with technical and nuclear data as the sodium velocity, the atomic
densities, Phenix neutron spectrum and incident neutron cross-sections of reactions producing gamma emitters. A
thermal hydraulic transfer function was used for modeling primary sodium flow in our calculations. For the power
monitoring problematic, use of a short decay period gamma emitter will allow to have a very fast response system
without cumulative effect. We have determined that the best tagging agent is 20F which emits 1634 keV energy
photons with a decay period of 11 s. The gamma spectrum was determined by flux point and a pulse high tally
MCNP5.1.40 simulation and shown the possibility to measure the signal of this radionuclide.

The experiment will be set during the reactor “end life testing”. The Delayed Neutron Detection (DND) room has been
chosen as the best available location on Phenix reactor to measure this kind of radionuclide due to a short transit time
from reactor core to measurement sample. This location is optimum for global power measurement because
homogenized sampling in the reactor hot pool.

The main spectrometer is composed of a coaxial high purity germanium diode (HPGe) coupled with a transistor reset
preamplifier. The HPGe diode signal will be processed by the Adonis digital signal processing due to high flux and
fast activity measurement. Post-processing softwares will be used to limit statistical problems of the signal. An
analytical pileup correction method using duration variable given by Adonis and a nonparametric Bayesian method will
be used to extract the 20F signal.

Therefore, we think that an on-line gamma measurement system could be settled as another help for generation 4 SFR
reactor power monitoring. We have shown that 20F is a particularly convenient tagging agent to design a fast response
system.
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ELECTRA: A European Lead-bismuth Cooled
Training Reactor
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The lack of low power liquid metal cooled reactors has meant that few engineers within the nuclear power industry and
research community are familiar with operational procedures of this family of coolants, expected to be used for
Generation IV fast neutron systems. The reasons for this lack may include safety issues related to use of Mercury,
NaK or sodium as applied in early low power reactors. Especially in western Europe, no low power liquid metal cooled
reactor was ever in operation.

Here, we present the design of a 2 MWth lead-bismuth cooled reactor with (Pu,Zr)N fuel, relying on natural
convection for full power operation. The combination of low power density with natural convection for heat removal
makes the reactor ideal for training purposes.

The large thermal expansion of heavy liquid metals makes is possible to design low power fast neutron reactors relying
on natural convection. Since at present, there exists no suitable material for pumps operating at high velocity in lead-
alloy environments, the only possible short term solution for constructing such a reactor is anyway to design for 100%
natural circulation of the coolant. For this purpose, a small core height, a large difference between coolant inlet and
outlet temperatures and a low coolant velocity is desired.

By application of (Pu,Zr)N fuel, criticality can be achieved with a fissile inventory of 100 kg LWR grade plutonium.
Monte Carlo simulations show that 19 hexagonal fuel assemblies, each with 91 fuel pins having an outer diameter of
1.1 cm, and an active height of 15 cm is sufficient to obtain a critical core. Including end pellets, gas plenum and end
caps, the total core height is limited to 30 cm. Adopting P/D = 1.25 and a heat exchanger elevation of 4 m, it is found
that 2 MW of thermal power may be removed by a natural circulation velocity of 0.4 m/s. This corresponds to a linear
rating of 8 kW/m and a temperature increase of the coolant equal to 240 degrees. Limiting the clad temperature to 450°
C, austenitic cladding steels maintain corrosion resistance even without oxygen control, allowing to reduce the core
inlet temperature to 200°C without risking irradiation embrittlement of the clad. Reactivity losses may be compensated
by 24 absorber assemblies located in the outer radial reflector, each having a reactivity worth less than 1 dollar.

In this paper, the operational and safety performance of this training reactor concept will be presented in terms of
burnup and dose calculations, reactivity management, reactivity coefficients and dynamic behaviour. It is argued that
the presented design provides a potential fast track towards building a training facility of significant importance for the
Generation IV programme in Europe.
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Code Validation for Decay Heat Removal using PRACS
or DRACS in a Sodium Loop

H. Mochizuki (U. Fukui-Japan)

This paper describes the code validation for the newly developed plant dynamics analysis code NETFLOW++. Up to
now, the NETFLOW++ code has been developed by the author in order to calculate a whole plant dynamics with
various heat transport systems that use water, heavy water or liquid metal such as sodium, lead, or lead-bismuth as a
coolant material, and validated for the heat transport systems with water or sodium coolant under forced circulation.
The fast breeder reactor (FBR) eMonjuf that has three loops has a reactor auxiliary cooling system with an air cooler in
each secondary heat transport system. This system is called the intermediate reactor auxiliary cooling system (IRACS).
In the function test at eMonjuf, it was proved that this system worked well for decay heat removal. This system cools
the reactor core via piping of the secondary and primary heat transport systems. While, a tank type FBR has no pipe
for a direct heat exchanger (DHX) of the direct reactor auxiliary cooling system (DRACS) that has an advantage in
terms of safety when one thinks about a pipe break accident for the heat transport system. In this context, it is
discussed that DRACS should be provided other than the primary reactor auxiliary cooling system (PRACS) or IRACS
in the future Gen-IV FBR in Japan. Coolability of these systems should be evaluated in the design in advance. Tests of
thermal-hydraulic interactions between the primary, secondary loops and a decay heat removal system were conducted
using the Plant Dynamics Test Loop (PLANDTL) that had 7 simulated fuel assemblies, a primary loop with a Primary
Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System (PRACS), a Direct Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System (DRACS) and a air cooler to
remove decay heat, secondary heat transport system and its cooling system with an air cooler. Although this sodium
loop was small compared with the real fast reactor, the test results are very useful to validate the code capability. Since
the above mentioned data are applicable to validate functions of the code, the applicability of the NETFLOW++ code
to thermal-hydraulic simulations under the natural circulation of sodium systems with various auxiliary cooling
systems is discussed before the code will be really used to evaluate the similar reactor auxiliary cooling systems. Good
agreement was obtained between the test result of PRACS and the calculated result because of simple natural
circulation in the loop. However, there remain items to be discussed for the case of decay heat removal with DRACS
although good agreement was obtained between the test and calculated results until the secondary loop was isolated. 
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Abstract 
To increase the fuel utilization for obtaining optimum fuel sustainability can be 
achieved by several approaches such as recycling spent fuel or obtaining higher 
conversion ratio or breeding condition. Thermal reactors as well as fast reactors have 
the same contribution for increasing fuel sustainability with fuel breeding performance. 
However, both reactor technologies have different obstacles each other especially 
related to breeding capability and void reactivity condition. As an established 
technology, water cooled reactors including light and heavy water reactors which are 
widely used as commercialized reactors, have more attractive feature to be analyzed 
especially for improving a breeding condition and void reactivity condition. In this 
study, a comparative analysis has been done for evaluating breeding capability and void 
reactivity of water cooled reactor using light water or heavy water as coolant and 
moderator. Different fuel types such as uranium, plutonium and thorium fuels are used 
to analyze the effect of different fuel to the breeding and void condition for different 
moderation ratios and several burnups. The coupling codes of equilibrium fuel cycle 
burnup code and cell calculation of SRAC code are used for optimization analysis with 
JENDL 3.2 as nuclear data library. The breeding condition is feasible for specific 
requirement which are mainly requires lower moderation ratios and relatively larger 
moderation ratios can be used for heavy water coolant compared with light water 
coolant. Breeding condition can be obtained easier by thorium fuel because of higher 
eta-value of U-233 compared with other fuel types. In relation to void reactivity 
analysis, it shows that void reactivity condition is strongly depends on moderation ratio 
and its profile has different trends for each fuel types and water cooled-types. The 
optimum feasible region which fulfills breeding condition, negative void reactivity and 
relatively higher moderation ratio will be shown as the basic criteria for further 
investigation study.   
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Numerical Simulation on Thermal-Hydraulic
Characteristics in Fuel Assemblies of Supercritical

Water Cooled Reactors Using Two-Fluid Model
Analysis Code ACE-3D

T. Nakatsuka, T. Misawa, H. Yoshida, K. Takase (JAEA-Japan)

The supercritical-water-cooled reactor (SCWR) is a high-temperature, high-pressure water cooled reactor that operates
above the critical pressure of water. The concept aims at a high thermal efficiency and cost reduction based on much
experience for decades of conventional light water reactors and supercritical pressure fossil-fired power plants. The
concept has been selected as a candidate for Generation IV nuclear energy systems.

In order to design the plant system or to confirm the safety system of the SCWR, it is important to assess the thermal
hydraulics in fuel assemblies of the core. For that purpose, Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has been enhancing
the three-dimensional two-fluid model analysis code ACE-3D, which has been originally developed for two-phase
flow characteristics in light water reactors, to predict thermal-hydraulic behavior of the SCWR not only under normal
operating condition, but also start-up, shut-down and transient conditions. To evaluate prediction accuracy of the ACE-
3D code, three-dimensional numerical simulations had been performed based on several experimental data for tubes,
single pins and bundle configurations.

As a part of these assessments, the present paper describes numerical analysis results on thermal-hydraulic
characteristics in the fuel assembly based on the preliminary design of the supercritical water cooled fast reactor (Super
Fast Reactor) concept. The analytical geometry simulates a 19-rod assembly, which is one of the most simplified
geometry of the SCWR fuel assembly and includes three kinds of different subchannel types: (1), adjacent to the
channel box; (2), next to type (1); and (3), located inside types (1) and (2). The results show the influence of existence
of the channel box and variation of the rod surface temperature profiles in the circumferential direction. In the near
future, thermal-hydraulics in the fuel assembly based on the latest core design of the SCWR will also be analyzed.

Present study is the result of "Research and Development of the Super Fast Reactor" entrusted to The University of
Tokyo by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan (MEXT).
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The supercritical-water cooled reactor (SCWR), which operates above the thermodynamic critical 
point of water (374°C, 22.1 MPa), gains advantage over the current generation light water reactors 
(LWRs) in thermal efficiency as well as in design simplification/compactness. To make this potential 
viable, a Japanese joint team launched a development project of SCWR awarded by the Institute of 
Applied Energy (IAE), Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), Japan in the fiscal year 
2000. In this project and succeeding projects, we have been studied the fuel design. And an SCWR 
core design has been done with a 3-D core simulator. 
 The objective of this study is to show the SCWR’s viability from the viewpoint of core design.  
  We have set the design conditions as followings to realize the advantages of SCWR.  

Design conditions: 
       Outlet temperature: 560°C 
       Power density: 100MW/m3 

      372 fuel assemblies in the core 
The purpose of the design criteria for SCWR is the same as that of BWR except critical power ratio 

because there is no boiling transition in SCWR. MCST (the Maximum Cladding Surface 
Temperature) will be one of the design criteria. The design conditions make MCST very high. From 
the viewpoint of material, MCST should be as low as possible. So we have set the design criteria as 
followings. 
Design criteria:  

MLHGR (Maximum Linear Heat Generation Ratio): 44kW/m or lower 
MCST: 700°C or lower 

 

Under these design criteria, the keys to achieve such high outlet temperature and high power 
density are power flattening in radial direction throughout the fuel operating cycle and axial power 
distribution control. We will show how to realize the power flattening in radial direction throughout 
the fuel operating cycle and to show the relation between axial power distributions and MCST. 
To flatten the radial peaking, new 124 fuel assemblies, which have the highest reactivity, are 
charged in the outer-most core. The second cycle and the third cycle fuels are charged like the 
checker board. 
   In this study, we find axial power distribution which has bottom peak is better from the 
viewpoint of the MCST decrease. We show how to realize the axial power distribution. Also core flow 
distribution control is very important. We optimized the core flow distribution to decrease MCST 
and to satisfy the design criteria. 
Design study on SCWR core is done with a 3-D core simulator. And it shows that we can design the 
core that satisfies the criteria for SCWR. 
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     An advanced LWR concept of FLWR, i.e. innovative Water Reactor for FLexible fuel cycle, has been 
proposed and investigated at the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), in order to contribute to establish 
sustainable energy supply in the future by recycling Pu or TRU based on the well-developed LWR technology.  
The concept utilizes the tight-lattice core with the MOX fuel, and consists of two steps in the chronological 
sequence.  The first is to realize early introduction of FLWR and is represented by a high conversion type one 
(HC-FLWR), which is basically intended to keep the smooth technical continuity from the LWR / MOX-LWR 
technologies without serious gap in the technical point of view.  The second is represented by the 
Reduced-Moderation Water Reactor (RMWR), which realizes a very high conversion ratio over 1.0 and is 
preferable for the long-term sustainable energy supply through Pu or TRU multiple recycling.  The key point is 
that the two core concepts utilize the compatible and the same size fuel assemblies, and hence, the former concept 
can proceed to the latter in the same reactor system based flexibly on the future fuel cycle circumstances during 
the expected reactor operation period around 60 years. 
     At present, the conceptual design of RMWR has been established along with some necessary key research 
issues such as the core cooling capability in the tight-lattice configuration including the experimental activities, 
and the design of the early introduction core is mainly performed from the neutronics and thermal-hydraulics 
points of view as presented in this paper.  For this core design, some variations have been proposed to reply to 
the wide variety of future needs.  The representative one is HC-FLWR and the core performances, such as the 
conversion ratio around 0.85 and the core average discharge burn-up around 55 GWd/t, have been obtained.  
This core is also recently evaluated to have a capability of MA recycling around 2 wt%.  The size of its fuel 
assembly is the same as in RMWR, i.e. the hexagonal fuel assembly with the inner face-to-face distance of about 
200 mm.  Fuel rods are arranged in the triangular lattice with a relatively wide gap size around 4 mm between 
rods, and the effective MOX length is less than 1 m.  When the fuel cycle for Pu multiple recycling with the 
MOX fuel reprocessing is realized, the fuel assembly will be replaced with another type of the tight-lattice one 
for RMWR by changing the rod diameter, rod gap width and so forth even in the same reactor system, being 
flexibly corresponding to the fuel cycle circumstances. 
    Another design for the early introduction core has also been proposed to realize early the fissile Pu 

conversion ratio over 1.0 under the current fuel cycle infrastructures for LWRs.  This concept is named 
FLWR/MIX and utilizes a fuel assembly mixed with MOX fuel rods and UOX fuel rods.  MOX rods are 
arranged in the center part of the assembly and UOX rods are in the periphery to increase the conversion ratio and 
realize the negative void reactivity coefficient.   
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The Light Water Breeder Reactor program (LWBR) proved that a sustainable 

closed fuel cycle based on reprocessed uranium 233U and 232Th feed is possible without 
the need to develop an advanced and costly fast reactor technology. The LWBR design 
relied on a complex movable fuel reactivity control to achieve neutron economy 
necessary for breeding ratio (BR) higher than unity. Theoretically, Th-233U is the only 
practical combination capable of self-sustainable breeding in the thermal spectrum.  

Recently, sustainable development with respect to energy and natural resources 
consumption has become one of the top research priorities. Therefore, Th-based fuel 
cycle should be reconsidered with a shift in the design objectives, where savings in 
natural resources becomes important, in addition to non-proliferation and waste issues. 

In previous studies, we explored the basic possibility of achieving a self-
sustainable, with respect to fissile material requirements, Th-233U fuel cycle that can be 
adopted in the current generation of Pressurized Water Reactors. Clearly, the use of 
movable fuel for reactivity control, as employed in LWBR, is not an option nowadays. 
However, high conversion ratio can be achieved in LWR’s through the use of advanced 
materials, heterogeneous reactor core structure and careful optimization of fuel 
composition. 

Neutronic studies performed on fuel assembly level for the modified PWR 
assembly designs with BOXER computer code suggested that net breeding of 233U is 
possible in principle within a typical PWR operating envelope. 

As shown previously, considerable core design tradeoffs would be necessary to 
achieve breeding in PWRs without movable fuel reactivity control. In the new assembly 
design, most of the initial fissile material is concentrated in relatively small “seed” 
regions, which causes a large power peak. Therefore, some reduction in the core power 
density would be required in order to assure the core safety while still having net 
breeding of 233U. 

This study examines the feasibility of such new assembly design from a thermal 
hydraulic point of view. The main parameters that limit the core power density are the 
fuel Central Line temperature, pressure losses across the core and Minimal Departure 
from Nucleate Boiling Ratio. In this work, we establish the achievable power density 
limits for the core with higher than unity BR as a tradeoff between the neutronic 
(breeding) performance and thermal-hydraulic constraints.  
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The concept of high-temperature gas-cooled reactors with the thermal power up to 600 MW 
is based upon the technology of modular helium reactors, highly efficient gas turbines, 
electromagnetic bearings, and highly efficient compact heat exchangers. 

A fine prospect for plants with high-temperature helium reactors for regional power supply 
is determined by the following: 

- high level of passive safety pertaining to the modular reactor concept, which allows 
locating the HTGR power source in the immediate vicinity of cities and production facilities; 

- simple power conversion circuit, which requires few systems and components for the 
reactor plant and entire power plant; 

- expansion of nuclear energy application sphere for the use not only for electric power 
generation and district heating but also for technological purposes including hydrogen production, 
chemical industry, oil refining and petrochemistry, production of synthetic liquid fuel from coal 
etc.; 

- low thermal impact upon the environment due to the high reactor thermal energy 
utilization factor owing to the use of the direct gas-turbine cycle;  

- provision of non-proliferation of nuclear fissionable materials that is based upon properties 
of ceramic fuel particles;  

- possibility to use "dry" cooling towers as ultimate heat sinks; 
- excellent reactor plant maneuvering characteristics for regional power sources; 
- possibility of co-generating electricity and heat; 
- possibility of power unit modular design with a wide power range of modules (from small 

to medium level) and variation of total NPP power through selection of a set of modules; 
The above-mentioned features, few safety systems and high efficiency are prerequisites for 

a decrease in capital and operation costs. 
A power source can be created based on a HTGR to provide an isolated region with 

electrical power, district heating and hydrogen fuel for transport. 
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Decay Heat Analysis of a VHTR Core by Monte Carlo
Core Depletion Calculation

Hyun Chul Lee, Chang Keun Jo, Hyung Jin Shim, Wei Li, Yonghee Kim, Jae Man Noh (Korea Atomic Energy
Research Institute)

The purpose of this paper is to present a very rigorous decay heat analysis for a 200MWth prismatic VHTR (PMR200)
core, which is one of the candidate cores of the NHDD research project carried out to demonstrate a safe and
economic production of nuclear hydrogen in Korea. The PMR200 has an annular core composed of 66 fuel columns
each of which consists of 6 fuel blocks stacked axially. It is enclosed by graphite reflectors of almost the same
thickness as the GT-MHR while the thickness of the inner reflector is smaller than that of GT-MHR. The hexagonal
fuel block has essentially the same dimensions as the GT-MHR fuel block. In order to minimize the reactivity swing
through a fuel reload cycle, the fuel block has 6 burnable absorber (BP) holes which have a sintered mixture of 0.8%
B4C and a carbon matrix. The average power density of the PMR200 core is 5.68W/cc, which is about 15% lower than
that of GT-MHR core. A three batch axial fuel shuffling scheme is adopted for fuel reloading.

The McCARD code and the ORIGEN-2 code were used to analyze the decay heat of the PMR200 core. In this
combination, McCARD performs the Monte Carlo core depletion calculation up to an equilibrium cycle of the
PMR200 core with a great detailed core geometry modeling and a huge number of nuclides. All the nuclides contained
in the ENDF-B/VII library are considered in the McCARD neutron flux calculation. In the depletion calculation, it
additionally includes the nuclides which are not contained in the ENDF-B/VII library but contained in the ORIGEN-2
PWRUE one-group library. The mass of all the nuclides was transfered to ORIGEN-2 at a certain core burnup of the
equilibrium cycle. Then, ORIGEN-2 performs only the decay cooling calculation by using the built-in decay library.
The reactivity equivalent physical transformation (RPT) method was adopted to convert the doubly heterogeneous fuel
compact into an equivalent single-heterogeneous compact model. Such a Monte Carlo depletion calculation is still
very challenging if all the fuel compacts are to be depleted explicitly. Thus, we grouped the fuel holes into several
depletion groups per each fuel block.

In the full paper, the analysis results are going to be presented in detail. Though Monte Carlo depletion for a simple
geometry has been used in the decay analyses by other researchers, we believe that this is the first decay heat analysis
of a VHTR core which is based on the Monte Carlo model involving the great details of core geometry and material
inventory.
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Energy Technologies)

A conventional method to increase efficiency and specific turbine power of a supercritical fossil fired power plant is to
reheat the steam released from the high pressure turbine before entering the medium pressure turbine with heat from
the exhaust gas. In light water reactors, such reheat is usually provided with steam extracted from the main steam line
to avoid medium pressure fuel assemblies in addition to the high pressure fuel assemblies in the reactor. Besides minor
improvements of the efficiency, the idea of this reheat is primarily to avoid excessive condensation and thus droplet
erosion in the steam turbines. Applying the latter reheat concept with extracted steam to the supercritical steam cycle
of the high performance light water reactor with its 500°C live steam temperature and 25 MPa reactor pressure, we get
an optimum turbine power if steam is reheated at 42 MPa to 425°C only. Higher reheat temperatures are hardly giving
any benefit since the extracted steam has only little specific heat beyond the pseudo-critical point of water, resulting in
a small or even negative pinch point of the heat exchanger. A thermodynamic optimization study is discussing this
issue in more detail.

Based on these studies, a mechanical design of a reheater has been worked out. It consists of a tube and shell heat
exchanger without moisture separator in which supercritical steam inside the tubes is pseudo-condensing, i.e. changing
its enthalpy from superheated to sub-cooled conditions, and medium pressure steam is reheated outside to 425°C.
High Cr ferritic-martensitic boiler steels such as P91 can be used for all components. Current manufacturing
limitations for tube length and support plate thickness are taken into account. The reheater dimensions are significantly
smaller than those of conventional light water reactors, underlining again the advantage of the supercritical steam
cycle.
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Plant Control of the High Performance Light Water
Reactor

M. Schlagenhaufer, J. Starflinger, T. Schulenberg (Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe - Institute for Nuclear and Energy
Technologies)

The latest design concept of the High Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR) includes a thermal core in which
supercritical water at 25 MPa inlet pressure is heated up from 280°C reactor inlet temperature to 500°C core exit
temperature in three steps with intermediate coolant mixing to minimize peak cladding temperatures of the fuel rods. A
direct supercritical steam cycle of the HPLWR has been designed with high, intermediate and low pressure turbines
with a single reheat to 441°C at 4.04 MPa pressure. Three low pressure preheaters and four high pressure preheaters
are foreseen to achieve the envisaged reactor inlet temperature of 280°C at full load. A feedwater tank of 603 m3 at
0.55 MPa pressure serves as an accumulator for normal and accidental conditions. The steam cycle has been modelled
with APROS, developed by VTT Finland, to provide thermodynamic data and cycle efficiency values under full load
and part load operation conditions as well as the transient response to load changes. A plant control system has been
designed in which the reactor inlet pressure is controlled by the turbine valve, the reactor power is controlled by the
feedwater pumps while the life steam temperature is controlled by control rods, and the reheat temperature is
controlled by the reheater valve. Neglecting the reactivity control, the core power can also be treated as input
parameter such that the life steam temperature is directly controlled by the feedwater mass flow. The plant control can
handle all loading and de-loading cycles including complete shut down. A constant pressure at reactor inlet is foreseen
for all load cases. Peak temperatures of the fuel pins are checked with a simplified core model. Two shut down
procedures starting at 50% load are presented. A reactor scram with turbine states the safe shut down of the whole
plant. To avoid hard material temperature changes, a controlled shut down procedure is designed. The rotational speed
of the main feed water pump is held constant and the thermal power is decreased. To avoid corrosion in the last stages
of the low pressure turbine, the turbine is tripped and the steam is redirected through a water separator while the steam
is throttled in a valve to enable the constant pressure operation of the reactor. The separated water and steam is fed to
the feedwater tank and pre-heaters respectively to preheat the feedwater as long as possible. The same shut down
system is used in the opposite direction to start up the plant at constant pressure. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
This review article summarizes recent progress by students and faculty at U.C. Berkeley working on the 
development of the Pebble-Bed Advanced High Temperature Reactor (PB-AHTR).  The 410-MWe PB-
AHTR is a liquid salt cooled reactor that operates at near atmospheric pressure and high power density 
(20 to 30 MW/m3, compared to 4.8 MW/m3 for helium cooled reactors).  Operating with a core inlet 
temperature of 600°C and outlet temperature of 704°C, the PB-AHTR uses well understood materials of 
construction including Alloy 800H with Hastelloy N cladding for the reactor vessel and primary loop 
components, and graphite for core and reflector structures. 
 
Recent work by the NE 170 senior design class has developed physical arrangements for the major reactor 
and power conversion components, along with the structural design for the reactor building and turbine 
hall featuring seismic base isolation, design for aircraft crash protection, shielding analysis, and design of 
a multiple-zone ventilation and containment system to provide effective control of radioactive and 
chemical contamination.  The resulting total building volume is 260 m3/MWe, compared to 343 m3/MWe 
to 486 m3/MWe for current large (1150 to 1600 MWe) LWR designs.  These results suggest the potential 
for significant reductions in construction time and cost. 
 
Neutronics studies have verified the capability to design the PB-AHTR with negative fuel and coolant 
temperature reactivity coefficients, for both LEU and deep-burn TRU fuels.  Depletion analysis was also 
performed to identify optimal core designs to maximize fuel utilization.  The additional moderation 
provided by the coolant simplifies design to achieve optimal moderation, and the spent fuel volume is 
approximately half that of helium cooled reactors.  In collaboration with the Czech Nuclear Research 
Institute, initial zero-power critical tests were performed to validate PB-AHTR neutronics models. 
 
Liquid salts are unique among candidate reactor coolants due to the availability of low-cost, low-
temperature simulant fluids that can replicate fluid mechanics and heat transfer phenomena at reduced 
geometric scale and power.  Experiments using mixtures of sugar water verified models for the insertion 
velocity of a novel buoyantly-inserted shutdown rod system, providing a unique reserve shutdown 
method for the PB-AHTR.  Design was also completed on the Compact Integral Effects Test (CIET), a 
Semiscale-like test facility to validate transient models for the response of the PB-AHTR to design basis 
events.  At its design power level of 100 kW, CIET will be capable of replicating integral effects 
phenomena corresponding to power levels of 4.7 MW in the prototypical coolant. 
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The United States Department of Energy’s Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) Advanced Gas Reactor 
(AGR) Fuel Development and Qualification Program will be irradiating eight separate low enriched uranium 
(LEU) tri-isotopic (TRISO) particle fuel (in compact form) experiments in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) 
located at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL), which has been designated as the United States Department of 
Energy’s lead laboratory for nuclear energy development, especially for NGNP. The ATR has a long history of 
irradiation testing in support of reactor development, materials and fuel performance testing because of its 
unique capabilities for performing long term, high flux, high fluence and radiation damage experiments in large 
scale/volume experimental positions.  
 
These irradiations and fuel development are being accomplished to support development of the next generation 
reactors in the United States, and will be irradiated over the next ten years to demonstrate and qualify new 
(TRISO) coated particle fuel for use in high temperature gas reactors. The goals of the irradiation experiments 
are to provide irradiation performance data to support fuel process development, to qualify fuel for normal 
operating conditions, to support development and validation of fuel performance and fission product transport 
models and codes, and to provide irradiated fuel and materials for post irradiation examination (PIE) and safety 
testing.  The experiments, which will each consist of at least six separate capsules, will be irradiated in an inert 
sweep gas atmosphere with individual on-line temperature monitoring and control of each capsule. The sweep 
gas will also have on-line fission product monitoring on its effluent to track performance of the fuel in each 
individual capsule during irradiation.  
 
The first experiment (designated AGR-1) started irradiation in December 2006, and will be completed in the 
summer of 2009. The second experiment (AGR-2) is currently in the design phase. The design of test trains, as 
well as the support systems and fission product monitoring system that will monitor and control the experiment 
during irradiation will be discussed. In addition, the purpose and differences between the two experiments will 
be compared and the irradiation results to date on the AGR-1 experiment will be presented.  
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Abstract 
 
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) and critical fast reactors are currently investigated to 
transmute Am, Np and Cm, present in the spent nuclear fuel as discharged e.g. from Light 
Water Reactors. In Europe this investigation, mostly focussed on ADS, is done within the 
EUROTRANS project.  
The EUROTRANS-ADS systems, foresee the use of Heavy Liquid Metals (HLM) i.e. Pb and 
Pb-Bi Eutectic as coolant and neutron spallation target materials. Therefore the DEMETRA 
sub-project within EUROTRANS addresses material compatibility, thermal-hydraulics 
performances and technological component development to support the design activities.  
The materials studies are focussed on corrosion tests, mechanical behaviour in liquid metal 
and under neutron and proton/neutron irradiation effects. The aim is to produce a robust 
database to enable the assessment of the materials limit and to drive, where possible, the 
design and related safety studies. The present paper reports new results and analysis in 
different areas. For example, it has been shown that the corrosion mechanism, and 
consequently the corrosion products and the corrosion rate, are affected by parameters as the 
oxygen activity in the liquid metal, the liquid metal flow rate, the stresses applied on the steel, 
the temperature and the exposure time. In given conditions, an oxide layer, protective against 
corrosive attack, can develop on steel surfaces. However, these layers have safety 
implications which are related to the maximum allowable cladding temperature. As 
alternative solution to the natural oxide scale, corrosion protection methods are investigated. 
The technology under qualification is the combination of the Low Pressure Plasma Spray 
technique of a FeCrAlY based powder and a successive treatment with a pulsed electron beam 
(GESA). Specific results will be presented in the full paper. 
Technological solutions to monitor and adjust the oxygen content in the liquid metal such as 
the solid state electrolyte probe for the measurement of the oxygen activity and solid or gas 
systems to adjust the oxygen content in the system are as well assessed and results will be 
given.  
Moreover, thermal-hydraulics studies are conducted to address the design of the windowless 
neutron spallation target and the core components behaviour. Both numerical and 
experimental studies are performed. The computational activities on the windowless target 
design have allowed classifying and selecting appropriate physical models and numerical 
codes. The developed numerical codes have been used to improve the spallation target design 
which will be tested experimentally in a water and Pb-Bi loop. The latter loop will be 
equipped with new measurement techniques which are developed within DEMETRA.  
Finally, core components studies are performed through the execution of a series of single pin, 
fuel bundle and integral test experiments. The three experiments are aimed at delivering heat 
transfer correlations along a single pin and a fuel bundle and components interaction as e.g. 
heat – exchanger and pumping system. In addition, transient behaviour simulating loss of heat 
sink, loss of flow etc. are as well described. 
 



Recent Activities for Accelerator Driven System in JAEA 

 

T. Sugawara, K. Nishihara, T. Sasa and H. Oigawa  

 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has studied Accelerator Driven System (ADS) to transmute 

Minor Actinides (MA) discharged from spent fuel of commercial nuclear power plants. The concept of 

the ADS investigated in JAEA is lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) cooled ADS with 800MW thermal 

power and it can transmute about 250kg of MA per one year. Since the ADS is a hybrid system of an 

accelerator and a nuclear subcritical reactor, there are many technical issues to be solved for the 
accelerator, the LBE as a coolant and a spallation target and the subcritical core. As the recent 
activities in JAEA, the results for neutronics design and structural analyses will be introduced. 

 

The subcritical core of the ADS includes a large amount of MA. Therefore, it is considered that 

calculation results in the ADS neutronics design contain much larger errors which are caused by the 

nuclear data than those for the conventional nuclear reactors since uncertainties of the current MA 

nuclear data are supposed to be larger than those of other major nuclides. This paper presents the 

results of the uncertainty analysis for the ADS by using covariance data in JENDL-3.3 and sensitivity 

coefficients. The effectiveness of MA-loaded experiments to improve the accuracy of the neutronic 

design is also discussed. 

 

For the structural analysis, the investigation of a beam window has been carried out. The beam 

window is one of the key components for the ADS because it will be employed in very severe 

conditions such as external pressure by LBE (accelerator side is normally kept in vacuum condition), 

heat generation by the proton beam, creep deformation by high temperature, corrosion by LBE and 

irradiation damage by neutrons and protons. In the recent studies for the beam window, the external 

pressure, the heat generation and the irradiation damage were considered and feasible concepts have 

been determined by using Finite Element Method (FEM). The effect of the corrosion has been also 

discussed based on the corrosion tests for the unirradiated condition. 
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Abstract 
An extensive experimental program devoted to reactivity monitoring of accelerator-driven 
systems has been carried out at the zero-power subcritical facility YALINA-Booster. The work is 
a part of a joint collaboration between several European research institutes through the 
European research programme for the transmutation of high level nuclear waste in an accelerator 
driven system (IP-EUROTRANS) in the 6th EU Framework Programme. Pulsed Neutron 
Source (PNS) experiments have been carried out with detectors operating in pulse and current 
mode. The current mode detectors were included in the experimental program since current 
mode electronic chains will most probably be used in future high power systems. Moreover, so 
far it has not been verified that the subcriticality can successfully be determined by the usage of 
current mode detectors. 
In total, four different core configurations at three different subcriticality levels have been 
studied, with effective multiplication factors ranging from about 0.85 to 0.975. Two of the 
configurations have the same subcriticality level, but different source multiplication, thus making 
it possible to explore possible source multiplication effects. This was achieved by removing 
highly enriched fuel located close to the target and compensating by adding low enriched fuel at 
the core periphery until the same reactivity was reached. For each core configuration, except the 
most deep subcritical configuration, an additional subconfiguration was obtained by inserting the 
control rods into the core, meaning that in total seven subcriticality levels were studied. The 
techniques applied were the Sjöstrand method and the prompt neutron slope fitting technique. It 
is shown that the experimental results from the Sjöstrand method, without correction factors, 
carry unexpectingly strong spatial effects and that the results from the prompt neutron slope 
fitting have only a weak spatial dependence. The strong spatial effects of the Sjöstrand method 
are caused by the complex and extremely heterogenous core design of YALINA-Booster 
including both fast and thermal spectrum. However, the spatial effects can be managed by 
applying correction factors calculated using Monte Carlo techniques. 
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First reactivity determination of a subcritical reactor
using a single beam-trip and fission chambers operating

in current mode.
M.Fernández-Ordóñez, D.Villamarín, V.Bécares, E.M.González-Romero (CIEMAT-Spain), C.Berglöf (KTH-

Sweden), V.Bournos, Y.Fokov, H.Kiyavitskaya (JIPNR-Belarus)

Transmutation of spent nuclear fuel in Accelerator-Driven Systems (ADS) is considered as a key technology for
achieving sustainable nuclear energy. In the design of future ADS facilities, the reactivity monitoring system is of
highest importance. An extensive experimental program devoted to reactivity monitoring of ADS has been carried out
at the subcritical facility YALINA-Booster in the framework of IP-EUROTRANS. The main objective, besides the
qualification of the reactivity monitoring techniques, has been to develop electronic chains that can be used in a full
power ADS. For this purpose, YALINA-Booster couples a D-T neutron generator to a flexible zero-power subcritical
assembly with a coupled fast-thermal neutron spectrum. The high intensity of the accelerator and the possibility to
work in continuous or pulsed mode allowed the study of the current-to-flux relationship and beam-trip experiments. In
addition, the experimental facility provided the opportunity to test electronic chains in current mode, which correspond
to the most probable condition in a full power ADS.

There exists a relationship between the reactivity of a subcritical core, the intensity of the accelerator and the neutron
source intensity. Hence, by monitoring these three quantities it should be possible to determine the origin of any
reactivity or power change within the subcritical assembly. We have developed the necessary acquisition system to
monitor the conditions of these three variables in the millisecond scale.

The current-to-flux technique provides relative changes in the behavior of the core, however, in order to determine
absolute values of the reactivity, we have taken profit of short imposed beam interruptions in the millisecond scale,
thus providing the possibility for applying the Source-Jerk method within few milliseconds. It is the first time that the
reactivity of an ADS is determined in a single beam-trip using fission chambers operating in current mode.

The experiments were performed at several subcriticality levels (with effective multiplication constants of 0.97 and
0.95) and, in addition, two different loadings with similar subcriticality but different source multiplication
characteristics were studied. Relevant information from the three zones of the reactor –fast, thermal and reflector- was
obtained from these experimental results and the validity of the reactivity determination methods using fission
chambers operating in current mode has been stated.

...
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Abstract 

The GUINEVERE project is part of the EUROTRANS Integrated Project of the 6th EURATOM 
Framework Programme. It is mainly devoted to ADS on-line reactivity monitoring validation, sub-
criticality determination and operational procedures (loading, start-up, shut-down, …) in follow-up of 
the MUSE experiments.  

The project consists in coupling a fast lead core, set-up in the VENUS reactor at SCK•CEN Mol 
(B), with a GENEPI neutron source under construction by CNRS. To accommodate the accelerator in 
a vertical coupling configuration, the VENUS building is being heightened. The fast core will be 
loaded with enriched Uranium and will be moderated and reflected with solid lead (zero power 
experiment). For the purpose of the experimental programme, the neutron source has to be operated 
not only in pulsed mode but also in continuous mode to investigate the current-to-flux reactivity 
indicator in representative conditions of a powerful ADS. In this latter mode it is also required to 
make short beam interruptions to have access to the neutron population decrease as a function of time: 
from this spectrum it will be possible to apply different analysis techniques such as “prompt decay” 
fitting techniques and “source jerk” techniques. Beam interruptions will be repeated at a 
programmable frequency to improve time spectra statistics. Different sub-criticality levels (keff=0.99, 
0.97, 0.95, …) will be investigated in order to obtain a full set of data points for the final overall 
validation of the methodology.  

This paper describes the status of the experimental facility assembling, and the foreseen 
experimental programme to be started. 

 
 

                                                 
* Annick Billebaud, billebaud@lpsc.in2p3.fr 
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Novel Spallation Neutron Generator Based On Micro-
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The effectiveness of accelerator driven systems applied to drive a subcritical nuclear structure for energy production
and dangerous isotopes fission byproducts is limited by the energetic cost of the neuron production. The actual
energetic production cost is greater than 50 MeV per neutron, that may release in critical structures about 200 MeV
primary energy, that converted at the actual efficiency is at the limit of positive energy balance. The new nano-micro-
hetero structured nuclear fuel brings significant advantages to the neutron source and sub critical structure making the
energy balance strongly positive and making the ADS an efficient tool able to deliver both neutrons and electricity.
The neutron target will be optimized to harvest the energy only of the high yield accelerated particles, returning as
electricity the beam deposited energy without the spallation reaction opened. The high-energy neutrons are driven
through customized structures that exhibit the optimal fission cross-section maximizing the n amplification. The
nuclear structure usually critical or subcritical will amplify the energy of the generated n and convert in energy and
transmutation products in the blanket specialized channels. Nano-structure or continuous effluent flow may be used in
order to prevent multiple undesired transmutations. The enhanced spallation n generation in accelerator/storage ring
system may be combined with pulsed supracritical reactor structures generating high power levels of electric energy
for pulsed power applications or high neutron fluxes for various experiments.
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The Behaviors of Fe-Cr Oxide Spinel during the
Oxidation Process of Stainless Steel in Flowing LBE

Environments at a Mesoscopic Level
T. D. Tan, Y. T. Chen (Univeristy of Nevada, Las Vegas-USA)

A spinel layer of Fe-Cr oxide usually exists in the protective oxide layer of stainless steel formed in the lead bismuth
eutectic (LBE) environments. The formation of the spinel of magnetite and chrome oxide is a very complex process,
especially with the scale removal effect in a flowing LBE system. This paper studied the behaviors of the spinel of
magnetite and chrome oxide in different environments. The formation of the spinel of magnetite and chrome oxide and
the scale removal effect are simulated at mesoscopic level and the results will be compared with the available
experimental data. 



Exploitation of a Breakthrough in Magnetic Confinement Fusion to Improve 
Transuranic Incineration 
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A fusion‐assisted transmutation system for the destruction of transuranic nuclear waste is developed by 
combining a subcritical fusion‐fission hybrid assembly uniquely equipped to burn the worst thermal 
nonfissile transuranic isotopes with a new fuel cycle that uses cheaper light water reactors for most of 
the transmutation.  The centerpiece of this fuel cycle, the high power density compact fusion neutron 
source (CFNS, 100MW, outer radius <3m), is made possible by a new divertor with a heat‐handling 
capacity five times that of the standard alternative. The number of hybrids needed to destroy a given 
amount of waste is about an order of magnitude below the corresponding number of critical fast‐
spectrum reactors (FR) as the latter cannot fully exploit the new fuel cycle.  Also, the time needed for 
99% transuranic waste destruction reduces from centuries (with FR) to decades. 

The generic Hybrid, combining neutron‐rich fusion with energy‐rich fission, was first conceptualized 
several decades ago. However, it is only now that accumulated advances in fusion science and 
technology allow designing a neutron source like CFNS that is simultaneously compact and high power 
density, offering a neutron source an order of magnitude stronger than that obtained from accelerator 
driven systems.  The former is essential for efficient coupling to the fission blanket, and the latter is key 
to efficient neutron production necessary to yield high neutron fluxes needed for effective 
transmutation. The recent invention of the SuperX‐Divertor (SXD)1, a new magnetic configuration that 
allows the system to safely exhaust large heat and particle fluxes peculiar to CFNS‐like devices, is a 
crucial addition to the underlying knowledge base.     

The subcritical FFTS acquires a definite advantage over the critical FR approach because of its ability to 
support an innovative fuel cycle that makes the cheaper LWR do the bulk (75%) of the transuranic 
transmutation via deep burn in an inert matrix fuel form. This cycle is not accessible to the FR approach 
because the remaining marginally fissionable long‐term radiotoxic and biohazardous transuranics 
cannot be stably and safely burned in critical reactors.   The fission part of the Hybrid consists of 
standard FR components; a sodium‐cooled metal fueled lattice featuring geometry similar to that of the 
Generation‐IV Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) is proposed.  The critical milestone in the development of the 
Hybrid lies in the realization of the CFNS as a relatively inexpensive, high source density fusion neutron 
source. 

1.  P. Valanju, M. Kotschenreuther, S. Mahajan, Fus. Eng. Des., (2008). 
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Abstract 

Transmutation of minor actinides (MA) in the closed nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) is a 
one of the most important problem for future nuclear energetic. There are several 
approaches for MA transmutation but there are no common criteria for the 
comparison of their efficiency. In paper [1] we turned out the attention to the 
importance of taking into account the duration of the closed NFC in addition to a 
usual criterion of the neutron economy. In accordance with these criteria the 
transmutation efficiency are compared of two fast reactors (sodium and lead 
cooled) and three types of ADS-burners: LBE-cooled reactors (fast neutron 
spectrum), molten-salt reactor (intermedium spectrum) and heavy water reactor 
(thermal spectrum).  It is shown that the time of transmutation of loaded MA in the 
closed nuclear fuel cycle is more than 50 years.  
References: 
 
A. Gulevich, A. Kalugin, L. Ponomarev, V. Seliverstov, M. Seregin, 
‘’Comparative Study of ADS for Minor Actinides Transmutation’’, Progress in 
Nuclear Energy, 50, March-August, p.358, 2008. 
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OUTSTANDING POTENTIAL OF CANDU
REACTORS FOR THE TRANSMUTATION OF

MINOR ACTINIDES
S. Þahin (Gazi Üniversitesi - TÜRKÝYE), T. A. Al-Kusayer (King Saud University - SAUDI ARABIA), A. Acýr, H.

M. Þahin (Gazi Üniversitesi - TÜRKÝYE), K. Yýldýz, N. Þahin (Aksaray Üniversitesi - TÜRKÝYE)

Large quantities of plutonium have been accumulated in the nuclear waste of civilian LWRs and CANDU reactors.
Reactor grade plutonium can be used as a booster fissile fuel material in form of mixed ThO2/PuO2 fuel in a CANDU
fuel bundle in order to assure reactor criticality. Two different fuel compositions have been selected for investigations:
1) 96 % thoria (ThO2) + 4 % PuO2 and 2) 91 % ThO2 + 5 % UO2 + 4 % PuO2. The latter is used for the purpose of
denaturing the new 233U fuel with 238U. The behavior of the criticality k-inf and the burn-up values of the reactor
have been pursued by full power operation for > ~ 8 years. The reactor starts with k-inf = ~ 1.39 and the criticality
drops down asymptotically to values k-inf > 1.06, still tolerable and useable in a CANDU reactor. Reactor criticality k-
inf remains nearly constant between the 4th year and 7th year of plant operation and then a slight increase is observed
thereafter, along with a continuous depletion of thorium fuel. After the 2nd year, the CANDU reactor begins to operate
practically as a thorium burner. Very high burn up can be achieved with the same fuel (> 160 000 MW.D/MT). The
reactor criticality would be sufficient until a great fraction of the thorium fuel is burnt up, provided that the fuel rods
could be fabricated to withstand such high burn up levels. Fuel fabrication costs and nuclear waste mass for final
disposal per unit energy could be reduced drastically. There is a great quantity of weapon grade plutonium
accumulated in nuclear stockpiles. In the second phase of investigations, weapon grade plutonium is used as a booster
fissile fuel material in form of mixed ThO2/PuO2 fuel in a CANDU fuel bundle in order to assure the initial criticality
at startup. Two different fuel compositions have been used: 1) 97 % thoria (ThO2) + 3 % PuO2 and 2) 92 % ThO2 + 5
% UO2 + 3 % PuO2. The latter is used for denaturized the new 233U fuel with 238U. The temporal variation of the
criticality k-inf and the burn-up values of the reactor have been calculated by full power operation for a period of 20
years. The criticality starts by k-inf = ~ 1.48 for both fuel compositions. A sharp decrease of the criticality has been
observed in the first year as a consequence of rapid plutonium burnout. The criticality becomes quasi constant after the
2nd year and remains above k-inf > 1.06 for ~ 20 years. After the 2nd year, the CANDU reactor begins to operate
practically as a thorium burner. Nuclear waste actinides can also be used as a booster fissile fuel material in form of
mixed fuel with thorium in a CANDU reactor in order to assure the initial criticality at startup. In the third phase, two
different fuel compositions have been found useful to provide sufficient reactor criticality over a long operation
period: 1) 95 % thoria (ThO2) + 5 % minor actinides MAO2 and 2) 95 % ThO2 + 5 % MAO2 + 5 % UO2. The latter
allows a higher degree of nuclear safeguarding thorough denaturing the new 233U fuel with 238U. The temporal
variation of the criticality k-inf and the burn-up values of the reactor have been calculated by full power operation for
a period of 10 years. The criticality starts by k-inf > 1.3 for both fuel compositions. A sharp decrease of the criticality
has been observed in the first year as a consequence of rapid plutonium burnout in the actinide fuel. The criticality
becomes quasi constant after the 2nd year and remains close to k-inf = ~1.06 for ~ 10 years. After the 2nd year, the
CANDU reactor begins to operate practically as a thorium burner. Finally, in the fourth phase, a CANDU reactor
fueled with a mixed fuel made of thoria (ThO2) and the totality of nuclear waste actinides has been investigated. The
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mixed fuel composition has been varied in radial direction to achieve a uniform power distribution and fuel burn up in
the fuel bundle. The best fuel compositions with respect to power flattening as well as long term reactivity have been
found by mixing thoria with 14 % minor actinides in form of MAO2 in the central fuel bundle and decreasing the
MAO2 content in radial direction at discrete levels down to 2 % at the periphery. Furthermore, as alternative fuel, 5 %
UO2 has been added to the mixed fuel for the sake of a higher degree of nuclear safeguarding through denaturing the
233U component with 238U. The temporal variation of the criticality k-inf and the burn-up values of the reactor have
been calculated for a period of 10 years, operated at full power. The criticality starts at time zero near to k-inf = ~ 1.24
for both fuel compositions. A sharp decrease of the criticality has been observed during the first year as a consequence
of rapid plutonium burnout in the actinide fuel. The criticality becomes quasi constant after the 2nd year after sufficient
233U is accumulated and remains close to k-inf,end = ~1.06 over ~ 10 years. Quasi-uniform power generation density
has been realized in the fuel bundle throughout the reactor operation. 
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The last ten to fifteen years has seen a marked increase in research and development 
programmes aimed at minimising the radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel. Within such 
partitioning and transmutation (P&T) strategies, the spent fuel is dissolved, and the actinide 
elements recovered for fabrication into fuel, and subsequent irradiation in nuclear reactors. In 
one P&T option, it is considered that the resulting spent fuel be sent directly for geological 
disposal. Given its known insolubility in aqueous media, thorium oxide is an ideal candidate 
for the fuel matrix to bear Pu and other minor actinide elements. Furthermore, though being 
fertile, it does not lead to the production of transuranium elements. If desired recycling with 
separation of the 233U can be used for the deployment of the thorium cycle. Given the large 
thorium resource in the world, the latter is a long term energy option. 
 
In this investigation, (Th,Pu)O2 fuel was fabricated from powders, prepared using a sol gel 
method, to give a product exhibiting an atomically homogeneous distribution of the elements. 
The fuel pellets, of conventional pressurised water reactor (PWR) dimensions, were 
encapsulated in zircaloy cladding, before being shipped to KWO Origheim for irradiation. 
The capsule was loaded in a guide tube of a conventional uranium MOX assembly, where it 
was irradiated for four reactor cycles, where it reached a burnup of 40 GWd/tonne. 
Intermediate inspections of the rodlet were made between each reactor cycle. The pin was 
then returned to the ITU hot cells for post irradiation examination. The results have shown 
that an excellent behaviour of the fuel was obtained. This paper provides information on the 
experimental conditions, and the results attained. 
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Starting from the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor project of Oak-Ridge, we have performed 

parametric studies in terms of safety coefficients, reprocessing requirements and breeding capabilities. 
In the frame of this major re-evaluation of the molten salt reactor (MSR), we have developed a new 
concept called Thorium Molten Salt Reactor (TMSR), particularly well suited to fulfill the criteria of a 
generation 4 system. Amongst all TMSR configurations, our recent studies have highlighted the 
configurations with no moderator in the core as simple and very promising. Such a reactor presents 
many intrinsic advantages, avoiding the deterioration of the moderator while ensuring excellent safety 
characteristics. This concept, called non-moderated Thorium Molten Salt Reactor or TMSR-NM, has 
been selected for further studies by the MSR steering committee of the Generation IV International 
Forum.  

The standard TMSR-NM is a 2500 MWth reactor with a total fuel salt volume of 20 m3, 
corresponding to a specific power of 125 W/m3 and operated between 700 and 800°C. The core of the 
TMSR-NM looks like a single cylinder (in the standard version: 2.6m high and 1.25m radius) where 
the nuclear reactions occur within the flowing fuel salt. This salt considered in the simulations is a 
binary salt, LiF-(Heavy Nuclei)F4, whose (HN)F4  proportion is set at 22.5 mole %, corresponding to a 
fast neutron spectrum.  

Our studies rely on numerical simulations making use of the MCNP neutron transport code 
coupled with the in-house code REM for materials evolution. 

Since 233U does not exist on earth and is not being directly produced today, we investigated the 
abilities of this TMSR concept to use the transuranic elements currently produced in the world as 
initial fissile load. We thus aim at designing the most efficient, robust and simple MSR being not only 
an excellent Thorium-based breeder reactor, but also able to burn the Plutonium and the Minor 
Actinides (MA) produced in today’s reactors, and consequently to close the current fuel cycle while 
converting this Plutonium into 233U.  

In this frame, after a presentation of this concept and its characteristics, we will detail an 
optimization of the reactor in terms of MA burning efficiency and deployment capacities. This last 
goal can be achieved, without losing the advantages of the concept (safety, breeding capacities…), 
though the minimization of the fissile inventory, via an optimization of the core geometry, the 
operating temperature of the reactor and its specific power. 
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There is interest worldwide in reducing the burden on geological nuclear fuel disposal 
sites.  In most disposal scenarios the decay heat loading of the surrounding rock limits the 
capacity of these sites.  On the long term, this decay heat is generated primarily by 
actinides, and a major contributor 100 to 1000 years after discharge from the reactor is 
241Am. 
 
One possible approach to reducing the decay-heat burden is to reprocess spent reactor 
fuel and use thermal spectrum reactors to “burn” the Am nuclides.  The viability of this 
approach is dependent upon the detailed changes in chemical and isotopic composition of 
actinide-bearing fuels after irradiation in thermal reactor spectra.  The currently available 
thermal spectrum reactor options include light water-reactors (LWRs) and heavy-water 
reactors (HWRs) such as the CANDU® designs. In addition, as a result of the recycle of 
spent LWR fuel, there would be a considerable amount of potential recycled uranium 
(RU).  One proposed solution for the recycled uranium is to use it as fuel in CANDU 
reactors. 
 
This paper investigates the possibilities of transmuting americium in “spiked” bundles in 
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and in boiling water reactors (BWRs). Transmutation 
of Am in CANDU reactors is also examined. One scenario studies a full core fuelled with 
homogeneous bundles of Am mixed with recycled uranium, while a second scenario 
places Am in an inert matrix in target channels in a CANDU reactor, with the rest of the 
reactor fuelled with RU. A comparison of the transmutation in LWRs and HWRs is 
made, in terms of the fraction of Am that is transmuted and the impact on the decay heat 
of the spent nuclear fuel. 

                                                 
 CANDU® is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). 
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Abstract 

 

Alternative strategies are being considered as management option for current spent nuclear fuel 

transuranics (TRU) inventory.  Creation of transmutation fuels containing TRU for use in thermal and fast 

reactors is one of the viable strategies.  Utilization of these advanced fuels will result in transmutation and 

incineration of the TRU.   

The objective of this study is to analyze the impact of conventional PWR spent fuel variations on TRU-

fueled Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) systems.  The current effort is focused on prismatic core 

configuration operated under a single batch once-through fuel cycle option.  IAEA’s Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

Simulation System (VISTA) was used to determine potential PWR spent fuel compositions. Additional 

composition was determined from the analysis of United States legacy spent fuel that is given in the 

Yucca Mountain Safety Assessment Report.  A detailed whole-core 3-D model of the prismatic VHTR 

was developed using SCALE5.1 code system. The fuel assembly block model was based on Japan’s 

HTTR fuel block configuration.  To establish a reference reactor system, calculations for LEU-fueled 

VHTR were performed and the results were used as the basis for comparative studies of the TRU-fueled 

systems. The LEU fuel is uranium oxide at 15% 235U enrichment. The results showed that the single-

batch core lifetimes ranged between 5 and 8 years for all TRU fuels (3 years in LEU), providing 

prolonged operation on a single batch fuel loading.  Transmutation efficiencies are ranged between 15% 

and 31% for TRU-based fuels.  Total TRU material contents for disposal are ranged between 693 and 847 

kg/yr per metric ton of initial heavy metal loading, reducing TRU inventory mass by as much as 30%.  

Decay heat and source terms of the discharged fuel were also calculated as part of the spent fuel disposal 

consideration.  The results indicated strong potential of TRU-based fuel in VHTRs.   
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Abstract- This report presents overviews regarding to transmutation of TRU (transuranics) burning core 

by fast reactor satisfying the safety requirement. We have studied transmutation system; the specification 

survey of the first Advanced Recycling Reactor (ARR1) with 500MWe considering the technological 

feasibility, the impact of TRU composition on core characteristics, the change of TRU composition 

during recycling in the closed fuel cycle, maximizing TRU burning core and maximizing Am 

transmutation core, comparison of metal fueled core and oxide fuel core, heterogeneous core using MOX 

oxide and Am target subassembly. And we are examining closed fuel cycle using LWR-MOX and ARR. 

Based on these works, we concluded as follows; 

・ Almost all kinds of TRU composition are available in the ARR1; LWR-MOX, high Am contented 

TRU, and recycled in the closed fuel cycle TRU. 

・ TRU to be included in the transmutation fuel will be Pu, Americium (Am) and Neptunium (Np). Radio 

isotopes of Cm haven’t long lived half life that the longest is 18.7 years of Cm244 and give small impact 

on the repository, although Cm244 can be cut by half in ARR1 for 2.5 years.  

・ Both metal fuel and oxide fuel are available for MA burning core of the ARR1. Their performance and 

core characteristics have small differences. 

・ It is difficult to judge the better choice between heterogeneous core and homogeneous core. From the 

nuclear design perspective, the best option for TRU reduction seems to be the homogeneous core with the 

addition of moderator pins. However, the heterogeneous options also offer interesting TRU reduction 

performance and could be considered if the homogeneous mode cannot be deployed.  

・ It is valid to reduce Pu by LWR in the closed fuel cycle. The amount of TRU is reduced and Am contents 

increases so that the core characteristics are degraded satisfying the safety requirement. 

This is a fruit of work by AREVA and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI) in the international 

program supported by DOE of the USA. 

 

Keywords: AFCI, Closed fuel cycle, Advanced Recycling Reactor, TRU burning, Am transmutation, TRU 

conversion ratio, Moderator, Am blanket, Fast Reactor, Transmutation,  
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A New Concept for Increasing in Transmutation Rate of
LLFP in a Fast Reactor

Toshio Wakabayashi (Tohoku University-Japan), Tsugio Yokoyama (Aitel Corporation-Japan), Yoshiaki TACHI
(JAEA-Japan)

One of the distinctive features of a fast reactor is its good neutron economy. Using the excess of neutrons enables us to
construct flexible core to incinerate minor actinide (MA) and long-lived fission products (LLFP) to reduce
radiotoxicity. The fission product Tc-99 (half-life:2.13x10**5 year) is one of the important LLFPs in high-level waste,
it dominates the beta radiotoxicity for long years.

Parameter survey calculations were performed to investigate the characteristics of Tc-99 transmutation in the blanket
region of a fast reactor. A moderated subassembly was used for LLFP transmutation. A new concept of moderated
LLFP target pins in the subassembly was proposed to greatly increase in transmutation rate of Tc-99. The new LLFP
target pin is consisted of a moderator pellet such as ZrH and many needle type Tc-99 materials. The needle type Tc-99
materials are inserted in the moderator pellet by regular arrangement to reduce the self-shielding effect by the neuron
absorption of Tc-99. The number of the needle type Tc-99 materials in the LLFP target pin, the diameter of the Tc-99
materials and the diameter of moderator pellets were selected as parameters.

The calculations were performed by using three-dimensional continuation energy Monte Carlo code MVP and JENDL-
3.3 with MVP-BURN as a burn-up calculation routine.

As the result, it was found that the transmutation rate of Tc-99 in the subassembly using the new moderated LLFP
target pins is higher than that in the subassembly consisting of separate ZrH2 moderator pins and Tc-99 target pins. A
maximum Tc-99 transmutation rate of about 10%/year was obtained by adopting the subassembly loaded in the blanket
region of the fast reactor. 
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                                                     Abstract 

This paper considers the physics issues of minor actinides (MA) utilization as additional 
function of commercial fast reactor-breeder of BNK-type. Two main tasks of MA utilization are 
considered: - utilization of “external” MA and utilization of “outer” MA.  

1. Two options of MA utilization are considered in the task of “external” MA utilization: 
homogeneous (introduction of MA into MOX-fuel) and heterogeneous (allocation of 
MA in special heterogeneous SAs in the core). Calculations have been carried out by 
an example of 241Am utilization. For homogeneous option 241Am was introduced 
homogeneously into fresh or regenerated fuel in amount of 2% h.a. All non-utilized 
MA return into fuel during reprocessing spent nuclear fuel (SNF). In this case BN-1800 
type reactor will transmute 10.2 tons of 241Am into fission products during the whole 
reactor lifetime (60 years).  This amount of americium is produced in 17 VVER-1000 
type reactors. Efficiency of heterogeneous utilization of americium is limited by the 
value of power release in special heterogeneous SAs, which grows from fuel lifetime to 
fuel life time and reaches maximum value by the end of reactor lifetime. So it is 
necessary to decrease the amount of loaded MA and to locate the special heterogeneous 
SAs in the last row of the core. As a result, BN-1800 type reactor will transmute only 
4.8 tons of 241Am into fission products during the whole reactor lifetime (60 years) and 
in this case the amount of unburned MA will be 3.4 tons that twice more than in the 
case of homogeneous utilization.  

2. The task of utilization of “own” MA, which are produced in fuel of fast reactor, can be 
actual for organization of “pure” fabrication of fuel (without MA). MA are separated 
during reprocessing of SNF and then utilized in the same reactor in special SAs. It has 
been shown that allocation of these special SAs in radial blanket is not enough 
effective, since up to 40% of MA keep unburned by the end of reactor lifetime. 
Allocation of these special SAs in the core is more effective and it allows to decrease 
unburned rest of MA down to 20%. 241Am, 243Am and 244Cm isotopes predominate in 
the rest of  unburned MA, and they define radiation characteristics of SNF. 

3. Analysis of radiation characteristics of fuel shows that power release of regenerated 
fuel with MA increases 4-5 times during reaching steady-state isotope composition and 
it is defined by 244Cm content. Capacities of photon emission sources 
increase 2,5 times. Capacities of neutron emission sources increase by two orders, and 
there are no principle differences for homogeneous and heterogeneous ways of MA 
utilization. 
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Abstract- The Advanced Recycling Reactor (ARR) with minor actinide fuel has been studied. 
This paper presents the pre-conceptual design of the ARR proposed by the International Nuclear 
Recycling Alliance (INRA) for FOA study sponsored by DOE of the United States of America 
(U.S.).  
Although the basic reactor concept is technically mature, it is not suitable for commercial use 
due to the need to reduce capital costs. As a result of INRA’s extensive experience, it is 
anticipated that a non-commercial ARR1 will be viable and meet U.S. requirements by 2025. 
Commercial Advanced Recycling Reactor (ARR) operations are expected to be feasible in 
competition with LWRs by 2050, based on construction of ARR2 in 2035. 
The ARR based on the Japan Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (JSFR) is a loop-typed sodium 
cooled reactor with MOX fuel that is selected because of much experience of SFRs in the world. 
Major features of key technology enhancements incorporated into the ARR are the following: 
Decay heat can be removed by natural circulation to improve safety. The primary cooling 
system consists of two-loop system and the integrated IHX/Pump to improve economics. The 
steam generator with the straight double-walled tube is used to improve reliability.  
The reactor core of the ARR1 is 70 cm high and the volume fraction of fuel is 31.6%. The 
conversion ratio of fissile is set up less than 0.65 and the amount of burned TRU is 45-51 
kg/TWeh. According to survey of more effective TRU burning core, the oxide fuel core 
containing high TRU (MA 15%, Pu 35% average) with moderate pins of 12% arranged driver 
fuel assemblies can decrease TRU conversion ratio to 0.33 and improve TRU burning capability 
to 67 kg/TWeh. The moderator can enhance TRU burning, while increasing the Doppler effect 
and reducing the positive sodium void effect. High TRU fraction promotes TRU burning by 
curbing plutonium production. High Am fraction and Am blanket promote Am transmutation. 
The ARR1 consists of a reactor building (including reactor auxiliary facilities and electrical / 
control systems), a turbine building, and a reprocessing building. The volume of the building 
will be approximately 180,000 m3. 
The Capital and Life Cycle Costs for a first-of-a-kind ARR1 and for a first-of-a-kind ARR2 are 
estimated. Also, the construction schedule and regulatory and licensing schedule are estimated. 
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Furthermore, the technology development roadmap is studied and identified to be ready for 
commercial deployment.  
 
 
Keywords: AFCI, Closed fuel cycle, Advanced Recycling Reactor, Fast Reactor, INRA, JSFR, 
technology enhancement, innovative technology, TRU burning, Am transmutation, TRU 
conversion ratio, SFR  
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Actinide transmutation using inert matrix fuels versus
recycle in a low conversion fast burner reactor

M.R. Deinert, E.A. Schneider (), G. Recktenwald (), K.B. Cady ()

Abstract. Reducing the disposal burden of the long lived radioisotopes that are contained within spent uranium oxide
fuel is essential for ensuring the sustainability of nuclear power. Because of their non-fertile matrices, inert matrix
fuels (IMFs) could allow light-water reactors to achieve a significant burn down of plutonium and minor actinides that
are that are currently produced as a byproduct of operating light-water reactors. However, the extent to which this is
possible is not yet fully understood. We consider a ZrO2 based IMF with a high transuranic loading and show that the
neutron fluence (and the subsequent fuel residence time required to achieve it) present a practical limit for the
achievable actinide burnup.

The accumulation of transuranics in spent uranium oxide fuel is a major obstacle for the sustainability of nuclear
power. While commercial light-water reactors (LWR’s) produce these isotopes, they can be used to transmute them. At
present, the only viable option for doing this is to partly fuel reactors with mixed oxide fuel (MOX) made using
recycled plutonium. However, because of parasitic neutron capture in the uranium matrix of MOX, considerable
plutonium and minor actinides are also bred as the fuel is burned. A better option is to entrain the recycled isotopes in
a non-fertile matrix such as ZrO2. Inert matrices such as these were originally envisioned for burning plutonium from
dismantled nuclear weapons [1]. However, because they achieve a conversion ratio of zero, they have also been
considered as a better alternative to MOX [2-6].

Plutonium and minor actinides dominate the long term heat and radiological outputs from spent nuclear fuel. Recent
work has shown that that IMFs can be used to reduce these outputs by at least a factor of four, on a per unit of energy
generated basis [6]. The degree of reduction is strongly dependent on IMF burnup. In principle, complete transmutation
of the transuranics could be achieved though this would require an infinite fuel residence time.

In previous work we have shown that the amount of fluence required to achieve a unit of burnup in yttrium stabilized
ZrO2 based IMF with 85 w/o zirconium oxide and 15 w/o minor actinides (MA) and plutonium increases dramatically
beyond 750 MWd/kgIHM (75% burnup). In this paper we discuss the repository implications for recycle of actinides
in LWR’s using this type of IMF and compare this to actinide recycle in a low conversion fast burner reactor. We
perform the analysis over a finite horizon o 100 years, in which reprocessing of spent LWR fuel begins in 2020.

Reference [1] C. Lombardi & A. Mazzola, Exploiting the plutonium stockpiles in PWRs by using inert matrix fuel,
Annals of Nuclear Energy. 23 (1996) 1117-1126. [2] U. Kasemeyer, J.M. Paratte, P. Grimm & R. Chawla, Comparison
of pressurized water reactor core characteristics for 100% plutonium-containing loadings, Nuclear Technology. 122
(1998) 52-63. [3] G. Ledergerber, C. Degueldre, P. Heimgartner, M.A. Pouchon & U. Kasemeyer, Inert matrix fuel for
the utilisation of plutonium, Progress in Nuclear Energy. 38 (2001) 301-308. [4] U. Kasemeyer, C. Hellwig, J.
Lebenhaft & R. Chawla, Comparison of various partial light water reactor core loadings with inert matrix and mixed-
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Upper Limits to Americium Concentration in Medium Size Sodium Cooled Fast 
Reactor 

Y. P. Zhang1, J. Wallenius2 
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 S-106 91, Stockholm, Sweden 
 

The fastest way to realize transmutation of minor actinides would be using existing reactor 
types, adding some proper modifications to allow for insertion of MA in the fuel. According to 
calculations by Fazio and co-workers, the consumption rate of TRU in a low conversion ratio 
fast reactor may reach 70-75 % of that of an ADS with uranium free fuel [1]. However, 
americium introduction brings a negative influence on several safety parameters such as β
eff, Doppler coefficient, coolant temperature coefficient and void worth. Therefore the upper 
limit of americium that can be included into the fuel needs to be carefully evaluated. 
 
In this paper, fast reactor fuels with various minor actinide fractions are loaded into a SAS4A 
model of the semi-commercial BN600 reactor. Unprotected loss of flow (ULOF) and transient 
over power (UTOP) accidents are modelled using safety parameters obtained from Monte 
Carlo simulations as well as from the deterministic calculations published by Fazio et al. 
 
Applying the latter parameters (obtained with VARI3D), the upper limit to MA concentration in 
the fuel of a medium sized SFR of BN-600 type appears at 12%, corresponding to 8% of 
americium. We note however that the Doppler constants displayed by Fazio et al for MA 
concentrations above 10% have a considerably larger magnitude than those obtained with 
MCNP.  Applying the safety parameters obtained with Monte Carlo simulations and updated 
nuclear data evaluations, we find that the upper limit to the americium concentration allowing 
to survive a ULOF is about half of that inferred by the use of parameters from VARI-3D. 
 
Since such a difference has a major impact on the predicted americium transmutation 
capability of SFR, it is of high priority to analyse the reasons for the apparent discrepancies. 
We note here that the major contribution to the Doppler feedback comes from capture 
resonance in U-238 and Pu-240 residing below the sodium scattering resonance located at 3 
keV, and that the introduction of americium very efficiently removes the neutron population in 
this part of the spectrum. If this fact were not properly modelled, the magnitude of the Doppler 
coefficient would tend to be overestimated. We therefore conclude that a careful assessment 
of the Doppler feedback as function of americium concentration in SFR is required before any 
definite conclusion on its transmutation capability can be done. 
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Independent activities are in progress in Ciemat to explore the role of Sodium Fast 
Reactors as effective transmuters of minor actinides. A basic reference design is being 
used, as proposed by a CEA team, with the purpose of benchmarking results. The 
reactor design consists on a core driver formed by 13 radial rings fuel assemblies 
surrounded by an additional radial blanket ring of fuel elements, being the contents of 
the blanket of 10% weight of minor actinides. The applied computational tool is 
EVOLCODE2, an in-house development to automatically couple MCNPX and 
ORIGEN/ACAB codes for static and burnup estimations, for which experience has been 
obtained in the past when applied to ADS analysis. Basic estimations as isotopic 
evolution in a starting clean first core are to be compared to the reference ones, as well 
as to the ADS performances obtained in past European projects participations. 
Furthermore, selected reactor parameters, like reactivity change at core voiding and 
Doppler coefficient are also computed. 
 
In addition, representative local neutron spectra and burnups in the blanket region are 
obtained from the reactor model and they are used in a reduced model in order to 
obtained local parameters, like power and burnup in the scale of a pellet. The results are 
compared to expected Material Test Reactor (MTR) ones, also calculated with similar 
reduced model, now under several boundary conditions, and in particular under the 
influence of several thermal neutron screens. The objective in this case is to provide 
information concerning representativeness of MTR irradiations to suggest future 
transmutation experiments. 
 
Finally, in order to assess the role of SFR introduction in a regional nuclear power 
reactor fleet, global reactor efficiencies are fed in a parametric model called ECC, able 
to quickly analyze full reactor park expectations. Lumped estimations of inventory are 
provided concerning Uranium, Plutonium, Minor Actinides and Fission Products, 
accounting for elimination or buildup rates in the frame of decades.    
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In the frame of next generation fast reactor design, the minimization of minor actinides 
production is one of the key objectives for current R&D. One option is to consider minor 
actinide multirecycling in a homogeneous way (in the fuel assembly). Unfortunately, the 
strong impact of minor actinides on sodium void coefficient allows only a small fraction of 
the total heavy mass to be loaded in the core (~ 2-3%). This has also a significant impact on 
the whole fuel cycle chain (storage, transportation, reprocessing and manufacturing process). 
An alternative way consists of putting a larger amount of minor actinides in some specific 
locations such as inner core targets, radial and axial blankets. These locations are to be 
optimised in order to lower the impact on the core standard management (stabilisation of 
sodium void worth and power form factor during irradiation). The number of such sub-
assemblies to be manufactured is a compromise between safety criteria (acceptable 
degradation of Doppler effect and other feedback effects), mean term achievable technology 
(maximum minor actinide mass to be loaded in the core to comply with acceptable fuel 
behaviour) and economical considerations (cycle costs such as manufacturing and 
reprocessing). An order of magnitude compared to homogeneous way is also foreseen to be 
carried out in the paper.  
 
Due to the natural radial flux gradient at the core/reflector interface, this particular area seems 
to meet most of these requirements. In this framework, two minor actinide management have 
been studied : 

• A totally decoupled fuel/actinides management by putting minor actinides in radial 
blankets on depleted UO2 matrix. Because of its use of the core neutron leakage, this 
heterogeneous way has nearly no impact on sodium void coefficient and fuel core 
management. It enables high resident time for minor actinides allowing high 
transmutation rates. It also allows loading a significantly higher mass of minor 
actinides in the core than the homogeneous multirecycling way. 

• A mixed of standard homogeneous and heterogeneous management, in which minor 
actinides are put in standard fuel assemblies in some limited areas of the core 
(typically the external core with higher plutonium content). This allows a significant 
gain on neutron flux while concentrating minor actinides in zones where sodium void 
contribution is of less importance.  

 
Starting from the next generation 3600 MW Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor studied jointly by 
CEA, Areva NP and EdF, we investigated the transmutation performances of these two 
particular minor actinides managements as well as their potential impact on other reactor 
systems such as the fuel handling system. 
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Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors : Void Coefficient and Waste Minimization. 

Neutronics Studies using MURE. 
 
J. Brizi, S. David, O. Méplan, A. Bidaud, N. Capellan, P. Guillemin, A. Nuttin, J. Wilson 
 
 
The future of nuclear energy may require breeding and optimized waste management. 
Innovative technologies have to be explored, in order to reduce considerably the ore 
consumption and the associated waste production. Sodium-cooled fast reactors seem to be the 
most achievable technology in the coming decades, and can play an important role to launch 
the generation 4 technologies. However, the standard sodium-cooled reactors face to the 
problem of the positive void coefficient and a major Minor Actinides (MA) production if 
transmutation is not considered. In this context, we perform neutronics studies on innovative 
(or evolutive) sodium-cooled  reactors.  
 
These studies are based on MURE (MCNP Utilities for Reactors Evolution),  a C++ object-
oriented evolution code that couple the Monte-Carlo transport code MCNP with a fuel 
depletion code under given conditions (constant power, refueling, reactivity adjustment, …). 
By construction, MURE  is very versatile and offers the possibility to interact with the system 
during the evolution. Different ways of evolution such as predictor-corrector methods, hybrid 
multi-group binning approach are used to speed up MCNP run time (at least a factor 30), … 
In a first part, a “reference” case, a SFR without recycling MA, is presented ; a propagation of 
statistical error is shown during the whole evolution and several methods are compared 
(predictor-corrector, hybrid multi-group binning, …).  
 
Different configurations of a fast sodium cooled reactor (SFR, ~1 GWe) are investigated, as 
for example a U/Pu core MA-loaded Uranium blankets have been studied and compared to a 
“reference” standard U/Pu systems. The evolution is performed until equilibrium. Safety 
parameters during the whole evolution are studied, particularly void coefficient degradation 
because of presence of minor actinides. The radiotoxicity of the waste leaving the reactor has 
been calculated and compared to the “reference” case. We also consider the use of thorium 
fuels, using U or Pu as fissile material. A self-breeding Th/U configuration has been found, 
using thorium blankets and is characterized by a negative void coefficient. Comparison of 
produced wastes in different strategies (transmutation of MA or not) will be presented.  
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Abstract 
The proliferation-resistant, environment-friendly, accident-tolerant, continual & 

economical reactors (PEACER) have been developed by the NUTRECK, aiming at 
converting all spent nuclear fuel into LILW (Low and Intermediate Level Waste) with 
peaceful pyroprocessing and HLMC (Heavy Liquid Metal Coolant) Technology. For 
demonstration of the transmutation capability for pyrochemically recycled trans-uranic 
(TRU) elements and long-living fission products (LLFP), experimental fast reactor P-
DEMO, 100MWt, is being developed with special enhanced safety features including a 
pool-type vessel, natural circulating LBE (Lead-Bismuth Eutectic) coolant and the 
proven technology of enrich uranium fuel alloyed with zirconium (U38Zr62 w/o). The 
natural circulation capability has been confirmed by computer modeling and 
benchmarked with the HELIOS test results at NUTRECK, SNU. A U/TRU/Zr fuel test 
loop is introduced at the center of the P-DEMO for transmutation and performance tests 
of TRU-bearing fuels. After the qualification tests, the initial U-Zr fuels will be 
gradually replaced with the qualified TRU-bearing fuels. Like PEACER, P-DEMO 
operates at the low temperature range of 300 ~ 400oC in order to assure no corrosion 
problem throughout the 60 years of lifetime. In addition to above safety equipments, a 
three dimensional seismic isolation system is employed for both reactor and the 
preprocess units to assure their structural robustness. The reactor vessel consists of 
double walls such that the loss of coolant accidents can be excluded from potential 
accident scenarios and that the reactor vessel air cooling system (RVACS) can remove 
all decay heat during the worst hypothetical accident. The accident-tolerance of P-
DEMO has been shown in this paper by using both simple analytical models and multi-
dimensional simulation codes. 

 
Keywords: PEACER, P-DEMO, HELIOS, metallic fuel, LBE, Transmutation 
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Sodium-cooled fast reactor(SFR) is being developed in combination with pyro-
processing of spent fuel in KAERI. It can solve accumulation of PWR spent fuels 
and can increase utilization of uranium resource while maintaining higher 
proliferation resistance. Prototype SFR is planned to be operated by 2028. Pyro-
processing of LWR spent fuel extracts uranium and TRU, and separates fission 
products for disposal. Extracted uranium and TRU are used to fabricate the metallic 
fuel. Pyro-processing of spent SFR metallic fuel can also extract uranium and TRU 
for recycling in SFR after separating fission products.  
 
Metallic fuel, U-TRU-Zr was selected as the fuel for SFR. Metallic fuel is fitted well 
with pyro-processing of spent fuel. In terms of fuel performance in SFR, metallic 
fuel is considered the best fuel materials. At first, it has noble compatibility with 
sodium reactor coolant which guarantees flexibility and margin in reactor operation. 
Higher thermal conductivity of metallic fuel and adoption of fuel design with sodium 
fuel gap can keep fuel temperature low during irradiation. Therefore, SFR using 
metallic fuel can be operated with passive safety which implies that fuel failure does 
not occur during transients without support of active reactor cooling system. 
Compared with other fuel materials, metallic fuel maintains higher energy neutron 
spectrum, and therefore can transmute TRU more effectively. 
 
Minor actinides from pyro-processing of spent LWR fuels such as Np, Am and Cm 

generates high energy radioactivity, so that they should be handled under shielded 
environment. Therefore, fuel fabrication need to be performed in the hot cell, which 
gives big challenge to maintain reliability and efficiency. Practical fuel fabrication 
technology with high reliability, simplicity and easy maintenance is being 
investigated. During metallic fuel casting, radioactive volatile element such as Am 
can be vaporized and cause difficulty. Therefore, advanced fuel casting equipment 
which can control the transport of volatile elements is being developed. And, 
microstructure of fuel metal and uniformity of fuel elements need to be maintained to 



keep good fuel irradiation performance. 
 
SFR core with metallic fuel gives higher sodium void coefficient. Therefore, fuel 

rod is designed with short length to have lower sodium void coefficient. Then, the 
number of fuel rods needs to be increased with use of short length fuel rods. Fuel 
performance and safety need to be verified. In metal fuel, in addition to the minor 
actinides for transmutation, some fraction of rare earth fission products in LWR 
spent fuel are also carried over during pyro-processing. Effects of those rare earth 
elements on fuel fabrication and irradiation performance needs to be investigated. 
Interaction of metallic fuel and metal cladding could results in eutectic melting of 
cladding, which limits the flexibility of reactor power operation. Fuel design with 
barrier to prevent the fuel and cladding chemical interaction is investigated. 
 
For economy, higher burnup and higher temperature are necessary. High burnup 

fuel can decrease work load of fuel recycling and fabrication per unit energy 
generation. Higher temperature fuel can keep coolant outlet temperature higher, and 
therefore increase the electricity generation efficiency. To achieve higher burnup and 
higher temperature, fuel cladding with better performance is being developed. The 
desirable cladding performance is to keep low irradiation swelling and high ductility 
up to high irradiation damage, and to have better mechanical properties at higher 
temperature.  
 
Development of fuel design, fabrication and fuel components should be verified by 

performance tests, and improved by feedback of test result evaluation. Fuel 
performance up to target burnup is verified by irradiation tests. Fuel irradiation 
behavior under all the postulated irradiation conditions needs to be predicted through 
modeling of fuel performance. To resolve one of technical issues in metallic fuel 
performance, barrier concept is developed. Eutectic melting test between fuel and 
claddings will be performed to evaluate the effects of the barriers. Irradiation tests 
will be performed in HANARO research reactor under the simulated neutron energy 
spectrum similar to fast reactor.  
 
It is expected that metallic fuel for SFR will meet four major requirements of GEN 

IV SFR such as economy, safety, sustainability and proliferation resistance. 
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Fast reactor metal fuels containing minor actinides (MA: Np, Am and Cm) and rare earths (RE) are being developed by 
the CRIEPI in collaboration with the JRC-ITU. From the previous study, it was confirmed that the homogeneous metal 
fuel rods containing 5wt.% or less MAs and REs can be fabricated by a casting method without practical change of the 
mechanical or thermal properties of the usual U-Pu-Zr alloys. On the basis of the result, two MA-containing metal fuel 
pins, in which the test alloys U-19Pu-10Zr-xMA-yRE (wt.%, x=2, 5, y=0, 2, 5) were loaded into part of a standard U-
19Pu-10Zr alloy fuel stack, and a reference fuel pin of U-19Pu-10Zr alloy without MA or RE was set in an irradiation 
capsule. Two other capsules with this same configuration were also irradiated to achieve three different burnups of 
~2.5at.%(METAPHIX-1), ~7.0at.%(METAPHIX-2) and ~10.0at.%(METAPHIX-3). The irradiation experiments have 
been completed by May 2008. 
For the METAPHIX-1 irradiation pins, neither crucial damage nor excessive deformation was observed from the visual 
inspection and cladding profilometry. Then, the detailed destructive post-irradiation examinations were started at JRC-
ITU.  
Fission gas analysis revealed that the volume of upper plenum decreased 2.80-2.91cc during irradiation due to the fuel 
rod swelling and its resultant bond sodium migration. Taking account of the fuel rod elongations measured by γ-ray 
spectrometry or neutron radiography and thermal expansion of sodium, it is evaluated that the bond sodium 
accumulation height on the fuel stack is 11.75-12.63cm at the irradiation temperature. Fission gas release fraction from 
the METAPHIX-1 fuels is 44.0-48.9%. This result is consistent with the existing data on the EBR-II test fuels. 
The cross-sectional phase structures of the irradiated metal fuels were observed with the optical microscope. From the 
high temperature γ-phase distribution, it is evaluated that the highest fuel temperature at the end-of-irradiation was 660-
700°C, which is in fair agreement with the calculation. In the MA- and RE-containing alloy samples, those inclusions, 
which were uniformly dispersed in the fuel alloys before irradiation, appeared to have been redistributed among the 
concentric phase structure formed during irradiation. In a dense morphology region that corresponds to (γ+ζ) phase of 
irradiated U-Pu-Zr matrix, a distinctive deposition phase appeared along the grain boundaries.  
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One prominent irradiation feature of metallic U-Pu-Zr fuel is redistribution of fuel constituents 
driven by the radial temperature gradient and thermochemical conditions in the fuel. This results in 
depletion of Zr from the fuel mid-radius region and accumulation of Zr in the fuel center region 
and the fuel periphery at the fuel operating temperature range of 550 – 750 oC.  The melting point 
of the Zr-depleted region decreases from the as-fabricated condition leading to possible safety 
implications. In addition, the result of the redistribution is the formation of concentric zones with 
different microstructures having different swelling behavior in each zone, which enhances the 
disparity between radial and axial fuel swelling. More importantly, fuel constituent migration 
probably enhances the migration of minor actinides (MA) and rare earth fission products to the 
cladding, which can affect the cladding integrity. This paper discusses the phenomenon and an 
update to existing ANL model for constituent redistribution in U–Pu–Zr fuels as more accuarte 
thermochemical and thermodynamic properties data became available. Comparison between 
model calculations and experimental data provides an estimate of thermochemical and transport 
properties such as heats of transport in relevant phases and effective interdiffusion coefficients. 
These properties are critical in understanding the behavior of U-Pu-Zr and advanced metallic fuels 
with a MA addition. 
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Fast reactor development programs have been conducted over the past five decades. Early U.S. fast reactor developers
originally favored metal alloy fuel due to its high fissile density and compatibility with sodium. As metal alloy fuels
continued to be developed it was discovered that low smear density allowed for the fuel to operate to much higher
burnup. The goal of fuel development programs for future fast reactors is to develop and qualify for operation, a
nuclear fuel system that performs all of the functions of a conventional fast spectrum nuclear fuel while destroying
recycled actinides. This fuel would provide a mechanism for closure of the nuclear fuel cycle. Metal fuels are
candidates under consideration for this application, based on documented performance of metallic fast reactor fuels
and the early results of fuel tests currently being conducted in U.S. and international transmutation fuel development
programs. This paper presents the status of metal fuel development under the Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative program
in the U.S.A. First, a brief review of the historic data for highly enriched uranium – zirconium (HEU-Zr) binary fuels
and plutonium-uranium-zirconium (Pu-U-Zr) ternary fuels is presented. Recent experience with minor actinide
addition to ternary fuel compositions (U-Pu-Np-Am-Zr) fuels is summarized. The overview includes the fabrication
process development efforts, with emphasis on minimizing americium losses during fabrication process. The
characterization data and the results of the fuel-clad chemical interaction (FCCI) tests are discussed. Finally, the
limited results from irradiation testing, primarily conducted in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) are presented.
Limited fast reactor testing data from domestic and International programs also are discussed. The results to date
demonstrate the technical feasibility of metal fuel for transuranic management (including minor actinides). The limited
performance data available to date, show that for critical phenomena of interest for fuel performance, the transmutation
fuels behave similar to the ternary fuels with extensive previous experience. Achieving high burnups (greater than
10%, up to 20%) appear feasible using the previously tested cladding alloys such as HT-9. More advanced alloys
along with coating and liner options also are being considered to achieve even higher burnups. Considerable additional
steady-state and transient data are required to assess irradiation performance under prototypic conditions. In addition,
the fabrication process requires further development prior to fully-remote large-scale applications while minimizing
the fabrication losses and cost. The paper also includes a summary of the development program to achieve fuel
qualification along with the modeling and simulation component, which is essential in qualifying the transmutation
fuel over the entire range of compositions. 
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Abstract – Americium is one of the radioactive elements that mostly contribute to the 
radiotoxicity of the nuclear spent fuel. Transmutation of long-lived nuclides like 
Americium is an option for the reduction of the mass, the radiotoxicity and the decay 
heat of nuclear waste.  The HELIOS irradiation experiment is the last evolution in a 
series of experiments on americium transmutation. The previous experiments, 
EFTTRA-T4 and T4bis, have shown that the release or trapping of helium is the key 
issue for the design of such kind of target. In fact, the production of helium, which is 
characteristic of 241Am transmutation, is quite significant. The experiment is carried 
out in the framework of the 4-year project EUROTRANS of the EURATOM 6th 
Framework Programme (FP6). Therefore, the main objective of the HELIOS 
experiment is to study the in-pile behaviour of U-free fuels such as CerCer (Pu, Am, 
Zr)O2 and Am2Zr2O7+MgO or CerMet (Pu, Am)O2+Mo in order to gain knowledge on 
the role of the fuel microstructure and of the temperature on the gas release and on 
the fuel swelling.  
 
The experiment was planned to be conducted in the HFR (High Flux Reactor) in 
Petten (The Netherlands) starting the first quarter of 2007.  Because of the innovative 
aspects of the fuel, the fabrication has had some delays as well as the final safety 
analyses of the original design showed some unexpected deviation.  Besides, the 
HFR reactor has been unavailable since August 2008.  Due to the reasons described 
above, the experiment has been postponed. HELIOS should start in the first quarter 
of 2009 and will last 300 full power days.   
 
The paper will cover the description of the new design of the irradiation experiment 
HELIOS. The experiment has been split in two parts (HELIOS1 and HELIOS2) which 
will be irradiated together. Moreover, due to the high temperature achieved in 
cladding and to the high amount of helium produced during transmutation the 
experiment previously designed for a high flux position has been moved to a position 
which has a lower thermal flux of about 0.5*1018 m-2s-1 and a total neutron flux of 
about 3.3*1018 m-2s-1. The updated nuclear analyses and thermal analyses will be 
presented in the paper. The paper will also address the detailed thermo-mechanical 
analyses of the most critical components in term of safety as well as the assembly 
work performed to prepare the experiment to be safely irradiated in the HFR.    
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The MATINA irradiation program has been carried out by the CEA in order to investigate the 
performance of transmutation targets bearing minor actinides.  

The MATINA 1A irradiation experiment, which was completed in 2004, was performed in the fast 
neutron reactor Phenix, to assess the behavior under fast neutron flux of various matrix materials 
(ceramics, refractory metals and nitrides) intended as support matrix for transmutation targets.  

In this paper, some of the post irradiation examinations (PIE) results obtained for Al2O3, MgAl2O4 and 
MgO are presented and discussed, in particular: 

1) density, lattice parameter and microstructure determined by CEA  

2) thermal diffusivity and specific heat measured  at ITU.  

These measurements were performed for both fresh and irradiated materials. The impact of the 
irradiation on geometrical and crystallographic swelling of the three materials is depicted in this paper.  

Besides, the effect of thermal annealing treatments at 1000 and 1400°C on the density and the lattice 
parameter of irradiated samples for Al2O3, MgAl2O4 and MgO is described.  

The thermal diffusivity degradation was estimated and its recovery was investigated as a function of 
the annealing temperature by performing thermal annealing cycles. The apparent specific heat 
measurements on irradiated samples showed an exothermic effect linked to the recovery of irradiation 
damages. The impact of irradiation damages on the thermal conductivity of these materials and the 
annealing behavior are discussed and compared to the literature. 
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Management of high level waste generated by the nuclear industry is an important 

environmental issue. Transmutation of minor actinides (MA) is of great interest since it can 
reduce the long-term potential radiotoxicity of long-lived elements by a factor of several 
hundreds. Americium is of main concern as it is present in the highest amounts. For its 
transmutation in dedicated Accelerator-Driven Systems (ADS), CERMET or CERCER 
composite fuels such as (PuxAm1-x)O2 + inert matrices are promising candidates. However, 
to design such innovative fuels and to predict their behavior under irradiation, a better 
knowledge of their physico-chemical properties is necessary. 

 
In the frame of the Euratom Sixth Framework Program (FP6), we have performed 

chemical compatibility tests between actinide oxides (PuO2, AmO2 and Am0.5Pu0.5O2) and 
selected inert materials (Mo, Cr and MgO) under various atmospheres (Air, Ar, Ar/H2). 

 
A specific protocol has been defined to allow a comparison between the different 

systems. First, the actinide oxides were calcined under air at 1273K to avoid the presence 
of potential impurities. Then, the actinide oxides and the inert materials were mixed and 
calcined at 1773K under the suitable atmosphere. Due to the γ -irradiation of 241Am, tests 
involving americium were realized on a few milligrams scale. Structural characterisation 
was carried out with X-ray diffraction. 

 
In the presentation, we shall provide structural analysis for each chemical 

compatibility test performed. Depending upon the test evidences for multiphase or single-
phase systems will be described. Chromium either oxidizes in air or reacts to form an 
orthorhombic structure regardless of the actinide oxide investigated. Magnesia and 
molybdenum are better suited especially under a reducing atmosphere. 

 
Our results provide relevant data that will complement the existing materials 

database and improve both the fuel design and safety modelling. 
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Results of post-irradiation examinations of inert matrices fuels irradiated in BOR-60 reactor up to 19 at% of burn-up
in frame of Russian-French BORA-BORA experiment F.N. Kryukov 1, C.V. Kuzmin 1, O.N. Nikitin 1, L.M. Zabudko
2, I.S. Kurina 2, Yu.A. Ivanov 3, B.D. Rogozkin 3, Bejaoui Syriac 4, Jean Noirot 4 1. Research Institute of Atomic
Reactors (RIAR), Dimitrovgrad, Uljanovsk region, 433510, RUSSIA e.mail: 2. Institute for Physics and Power
Engineering (IPPE), Bondarenko sq., 1 , Obninsk, Kaluga region, 249020, RUSSIA, e.mail: 3. All Russia Research
Institute of Inorganic Materials (VNIINM), Moscow, 123060, RUSSIA e-mail: 4. CEA- CE Cadarache,
DRN/DEC/SESC/LIAC, bat 315, 13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance cedex, FRANCE e-mail: Within the framework of
agreement between CEA (France) and Minatom (Russia) on fast sodium-cooled reactors the experiment BORA-BORA
has been carried out on irradiation behavior study of different fuels with high plutonium content in the BOR-60
reactor. For the period of 1996 – 2007 the experiment covered fabrication, irradiation in BOR-60 and post-irradiation
examination (PIE) of the experimental pins with oxides, nitrides and inert matrices fuels. The dismountable assembly
design used for the fuel irradiation allows the intermediate unloading of some fuel pins for PIE and prolongation of
other pins irradiation up the higher burn-ups. The first irradiation stage has been completed on October 2002, the
second – on May 2005. The post-irradiation examinations of fuels after the second irradiation stage have been
completed on 2007. The results of non-destructive and destructive PIE of fuel pins with 40%PuN+60%ZrN and
40%PuO2 +60%MgO after the second irradiation stage are presented in the paper. The non-destructive investigations
did not show any anomalies in fuels condition. The distributions profiles of Co-58 and Mn-54 cladding activation
products for all pins have been corresponded to the neutron flux distribution. The Zr-95 and Ru-106 activation product
distributions testified the absence of some anomalies for fissile components axial distribution, of fuel column
disruptions and of big metallic fission products inclusions. The Cs-137 distributions confirmed the absence of its
migration from the core to the axial blankets. The results of fuels microstructure study, of fuels density measurements,
of fuels crystal lattice parameters measurements and fission products distributions study are presented. 
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The Advancement of Work on Inert Matrix Fuel
()

Recent aims to destroy plutonium in the most effective way have led to the development of a uranium free fuel based
on zirconia concepts for this so-called "inert matrix fuel-IMF." IMF is a non-fertile oxide fuel consisting of PuO2
diluted in inert oxides such as stabilized ZrO2, its main advantage is that it does not produce new plutonium during
irradiation, as it does not contain uranium (U-free fuel). An addition of thoria in the matrix (thoria-doped fuel) may be
required for coping with reactivity feedback needs. Several cercers (ceramic + ceramic) and cermets (ceramic + metal)
are good candidates for plutonium fuels without uranium or for the targets related to the heterogeneous recycling of
minor actinides. Those cercers are actinide compounds (PuO2 or AmO2) dispersed in inert matrix such as MgO or
MgAl2O4. All U-free fuels are envisaged to be operated under a once-through cycle scheme - the spent fuel is
supposed to be spent directly to the final disposal in deep geological formations without requiring any further
reprocessing treatment. The objective of this paper is to discuss the advancement of work on inert matrix fuels and
discuss the damage sources of inert matrix fuels for transmutation of minor actinides or for burning excess Pu, which
are the following: 1. Thermal or fast neutrons. 2. á-decay (5-6 MeV He-ions, 100 KeV daughter recoil atoms). 3.
Fission fragment impact (70-100 MeV heavy ions of elements between Ga and Dy ). 4. Intense â- and ã- radiation. 
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Development and Verification of a Migration Model for
Minor Actinide Redistribution

T. Ozawa, M. Kato (JAEA)

In the current nuclear fuel cycle system, which is a once-through system, the minor actinides (MAs) generated in light
water reactors (LWRs) would remain in the high-level radioactive waste. Their separation by reprocessing and their
transmutation in fast reactors have been technically discussed and development work on reprocessing and
transmutation is now in progress to reduce the environmental concern. Americium, one of MAs, is contained even in
MOX fuels due to decay of plutonium-241. The radial redistribution of americium has been observed with that of
plutonium in the irradiated MOX fuel. The development of a migration model for plutonium and americium
redistribution would be important for fuel design because of their influence on thermal properties, i.e. thermal
conductivity and melting temperature. In this study, the migration model for plutonium and americium redistribution
was developed by taking into account thermal diffusion concurrently with vapor phase transport via pores in the fuel.
The mass flux J can be calculated from the following equation: J = Jsol + Jpore where Jsol is the mass flux by thermal
diffusion and Jpore by vapor phase transport via pores. Thermodynamic forces of thermal diffusion are determined by
temperature gradient in MOX fuel,@which appears in the radial direction during irradiation, on the other hand, the
concentration gradient generates the ordinary diffusion. The matter flow due to thermodynamic forces disappears due
to a balance in diffusion by the temperature gradient and by the concentration gradient. The lenticular voids move
towards the fuel center by an evaporation-condensation mechanism during irradiation, and this void migration is
important to determine the fuel restructuring and the central void formation of MOX fuels. In this void migration
process, vapor species would carry MAs, i.e. plutonium and americium, along the temperature gradient. The short-term
irradiation test, for which the objective is the investigation of MA-MOX fuel thermal behavior in the beginning of
irradiation, i.e. fuel restructuring and MAs redistribution, was performed in JOYO in 2006. In this test, 2% neptunium
and 2% americium doped uranium plutonium mixed oxide (U, Np, Pu, Am)O2-x fuel was irradiated for 24 hours with
the maximum linear power of approximately 43 kW/m. In this study, the migration model for plutonium and
americium redistribution was developed, and verified by using the results of this irradiation test. The computed radial
redistribution of plutonium and americium was found to be in good agreement with the results of post-irradiation
examinations. 
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In order to realize recycling of MAs (minor actinides) generated from LWRs at an early stage of  

introductory period of FBR, we proposed the heterogeneous MA recycle concept, based on high 
Am-MOX as the target fuel, which was expected to provide economical competitiveness and be 
technically. (1)(2)  
In this paper, an economical evaluation made from the viewpoint of reduction of the amount of high 

level vitrified waste by MA separation from high level radioactive waste and development of the high 
Am-MOX fabrication process are shown. 
 
[Cost estimation for vitrified waste management] 
The evaluation of waste management cost reduction by MA recycling was carried out. The construction 

costs of the facilities for the waste storage and vitrification were estimated from the cost data of 
reference facilities (3) by comparison of the waste treating scale. Also the transport and disposal costs 
based on the number of waste containers and the unit costs (3) were estimated. The estimation results 
showed that a 37% cost reduction for construction of the facilities and a 41% cost reduction for waste 
disposal could be possible because of the decreased number of waste containers by MA recycling. 
 
[Development of high Am-MOX fuel fabrication process] 
To mitigate undesirable irradiation behavior of high Am-MOX fuel due to inner surface corrosion of 

cladding dominated by the oxygen-to-metal ratio of the oxide fuel, small particles of uranium metal 
should be dispersed in the Am-MOX fuel. Also, to improve thermal conductivity of the fuel, particles of 
a metal with high conductivity should be dispersed in Am-MOX. The innovative fabrication process, 
which includes a pelletizing step for Am-MOX including U and Mo particles using a hot-press apparatus 
and a granulating step for Am-MOX powder to prevent high level radioactive dust generation, has been 
developed. A preliminary hot-press test using UO2 powder was done to determine the pelletizing process 
conditions. The test results showed that high density UO2 pellets (92% of TD) with 5wt% of U and 
5wt% of Mo were prepared under specific process conditions such as U and Mo particle size, 
compression pressures (before heating and during the heating period and the cooling period), sintering 
temperature etc. Another preliminary pellet sintering test for (10%Am-30%Pu-60%U)O2 by a 
conventional cold-press machine was performed to check the host material of the composite fuel. As the 
result, the density of the pellets with 10wt%-Am content was as high as that of pellets made with 
5wt%-Am under the same preparation conditions.  
From the viewpoint of MA handling, a high level radioactive dust control method to decrease 

contamination levels in the area where the pelletizing step is carried out is a key point for stable facility 
operation. Tests with a mixer/granulator and an extruder/granulator, which were performed using UO2 
powder with about 0.8 micron particle diameter, led to the following results. The granule size obtained 
with the extruder/granulator was distributed in a narrow range and residual powder in the 
extruder/granulator was less than that in the mixer/granulator. On the other hand, the mixer/granulator 
had an advantage in remote operation and maintenance because of its simpler equipment design. 
 
1) K. Tanaka etal. “A Rational Minor Actinide (MA) Recycling Concept Based on Innovative Oxide 

Fuel with High Am Content” GLOBAL2007 Boise USA 
2) S. Ohki etal. ”An Effective Loading Method of Americium Targets in Fast Reactors” 

GLOBAL2007 Boise USA 
3) The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan, “Preliminary cost surveying of MOX fuel 

fabrication business in Japan”  January 2004 
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In the Fast Reactor Cycle technology Development (FaCT) project conducted by Japan Atomic 

Energy Agency, minor actinide-containing MOX (MA-MOX) fuel has been developed. The fuel is a 
homogeneous MOX fuel which contains a maximum of 5% MA such as Am and Np. The 
oxygen-to-metal (O/M) ratio of the fuel is adjusted to less than 1.97 to control fuel and cladding 
chemical interaction in a high burn-up of 150GWd/t. To realize this new fuel, an advanced fabrication 
process called the simplified pelletizing process has been developed. In the simplified pelletizing 
process, raw powder is provided from a nitrate solution, with a controlled Pu/U ratio, by micro wave 
direct heating de-nitration. The powder is directly pressed without a mixing process and it is sintered 
and annealed into low O/M MA-MOX pellets. 

In the fabrication process of MA-MOX, raw powder is heated by its high decay heat and it is 
oxidized during the powdering step. The oxidation of the powder is considered to affect sintering. In 
this paper, the thermal properties of raw powder and sintering behavior of oxidized powder were 
investigated. In addition the O/M ratio adjustment procedure was established. 

Effective thermal conductivity and oxidation rate of raw powder were measured. The effective 
thermal conductivity of raw powder was estimated to be 0.061 to 0.13 W m-1K-1 at about 318 K. The 
oxidation rates were measured by thermal gravimetry, and were modeled as follows: 

( ) ktf =−− 231 ]11[  
( )RTk 37 1094exp104.2 ×−×=  

where f is fraction of oxidation, k is rate constant, t is time, R is the gas constant and T is absolute temperature. 
The temperature and O/M ratio of raw powder were evaluated using those data. The temperature of the 
powder should be kept in the temperature range of lower than 343 K to prevent oxidation over O/M 
ratio=2.3. 

The sintering behaviors were investigated as a function of O/M ratio of the powders. The pellets were 
obtained from raw powder with O/M ratios of 2.00-2.33, but many cracks appeared in the sintered 
pellets prepared from oxidized powder with O/M ratio of 2.4 in which the M3O8 phase was present.  

The O/M ratio adjustment of pellets was carried out based on the experimental data of the oxygen 
potentials and chemical oxygen diffusion coefficients. The pellets of (U0.8Pu0.2)O1.95 were obtained by 
annealing at 1973 K for 15 h in an atmosphere of Ar /5% H2 gas mixture. The annealing conditions 
were affected significantly by Pu content. 
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In the frame of the 2006 second French Act related to the long-lived nuclear waste management, CEA is 
currently assessing minor actinides (MA) recycling in nuclear fuels for fast neutron reactors. Two main routes 
are investigated: homogeneous recycling, where MA are added up to several percents in MOX fuel to be used in 
the whole core of the reactor or heterogeneous recycling which consists in larger amount of MA in uranium 
oxide fuel to be specifically used on periphery of the core. Both are under progress. 
Regarding the homogeneous recycling, CEA is involved with JAEA and DOE in the Global Actinide Cycle 
International Demonstration (GACID) program. A first attempt to fabricate minor actinides (Am, Np, Cm) 
bearing MOX fuel pellets was successfully achieved in the ATALANTE facility by a conventional powder 
metallurgy process. The sintered pellets were submitted to a visual inspection where neither crack nor strain was 
detected. In addition, the pellets exhibit a density in the range 93-96% TD which makes them proper to the 
irradiation in FR. The pellets were characterized by XRD, SEM combined to image analysis and microprobe 
investigations. 
In order to test the feasibility of heterogeneous recycling, several irradiation programs are planed or under 
development. For instance, CEA is responsible for the pellets fabrication for the MARIOS experiment, which is 
conducted in the frame of the FAIRFUELS program (7th Framework Program supplied by the European 
Community). Both dense and tailored porosity pellets incorporating between 10 and 30 wt% of americium in 
uranium oxide were then fabricated. Geometrical stability versus time as well as further characterisations, 
including XRD and SEM analysis, are underway. 
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The objective of our R and D work is the elaboration by the use of ionic exchange resin of minor actinide 
precursors for target or blanket dedicated to their transmutation in sodium fast reactor. 
From the beginning, the resin process called WAR (acronym of Weak Acid Resin) was developed in the 
70’s at the ORNL for the making of uranium carbide kernels for the high temperature gas reactor [1] [2]. 
By now, our aim is to extend this concept to the manufacturing of minor actinides oxide mixed with 
uranium oxides [3]. 
More precisely, this process can be divided in two major steps : the loading of the resin and the thermal 
treatment of the fully loaded resin driving either to oxide or carbide phases depending on the gas 
atmosphere. The difficulty stems from the preparation of the loading solutions which must fulfill precise 
conditions of pH in presence of actinides cations prone to hydrolysis. Furthermore, the proportions of 
uranium and minor actinides in solutions must be adjusted to fit the right ratio in the solid. 
The study presented here will then focus on the experiments and tests which enable us to optimize the 
fixing of minor actinides on ionic exchange resin and their carbonization in oxide. 
 
[1] G. W. Weber, R. L. Beatty et V. J. Tennery, Nuclear Technology, 35, 217-226, (1977), "Processing and 
composition control of weak-acid-resin derived fuel microspheres" 
[2] K. J. Notz, P. A. Haas, J. H. Shaffer, Radiochimica Acta, 25, 153-160, (1978). "The preparation of 
HTGR Fissile Fuel Kernels by Uranium Loading of Ion Exchange Resin" 
[3] S. Picart, H. Mokhtari, I. Ramière, "Plutonium Futures, The Science2008", 7-11 july 2008, Dijon, 
France. "Modelling of the ionic Exchange between a weak acid resin in its ammonium form and a minor 
actinide" 
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In support of the transmutation fuel development as part of the effort to close the fuel cycle, 
research has been carried out to gain an in-depth understanding of the evolution of material 
properties during sintering as well as the properties of post-sintered oxide fuels. Of course the 
effects of material and test parameters such as starting powder O/M, green density, particle size 
distribution, heating rate and atmosphere on the densification of oxide and mixed oxide fuels 
have been widely studied, sometimes with conflicting results. However, the evolution of 
thermophysical properties such as specific heat and thermal conductivity during densification is 
not well known. Further, the effects of lanthanides on densification as well as on other 
thermodynamic and transport properties during sintering have not been widely studied.  
 
The purpose of this work was to characterize the effects of key material and test parameters on 
the thermophysical properties during sintering (both surface and volume transport) and on post-
sintered UO2+x and UO2+x + lanthanide samples. Mixtures of UO2+x and lanthanide component 
powder as well as pre-synthesized solid solutions have been studied. In addition to the standard 
bulk characterization methods such as dilatometry (thermal expansion / densification), laser 
flash (thermal diffusivity / thermal conductivity), differential scanning calorimetry (specific heat 
and transformation energetics) and thermogravimetric analysis (mass change), we have 
employed ancillary techniques such as neutron scattering, laboratory X-ray diffraction and 
scanning electron microscopy to help evaluate phases, lattice parameters and microstructure 
during sintering. The experimental data from the methods mentioned above have been cross-
correlated to help explain the physics which govern the sintering process as well as those which 
govern the development of the thermophysical properties of these materials. The results of this 
work will be presented and discussed in detail. 
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Fuel to be used in an Accelerator Driven System (ADS) for transmutation in a fast spectrum, can be 
described as a highly innovative concept in comparison with fuels used in critical cores. ADS fuel is 
not fertile, so as to improve the transmutation performance. It necessarily contains a high 
concentration (~50%) of minor actinides and plutonium. This unusual fuel composition results in high 
gamma and neutron emissions during its fabrication, as well as degraded core performance. So, an 
optimal ADS fuel is based on finding the best compromise between thermal, mechanical, chemical, 
neutronic and technological constraints. 

CERCER and CERMET composite fuels consisting of particles of (Pu,MA)O2 phases dispersed in a 
magnesia or molybdenum matrix are under investigation within the frame of the ongoing European 
Integrated Project EUROTRANS (EUropean Research prOgramme for TRANSmutation) which aims 
at performing a conceptual design of a 400MWth transmuter: the European Facility for Industrial 
Transmutation (EFIT). 

Performances and safety of EFIT cores loaded with CERCER and CERMET fuels have been 
evaluated. Out-of-pile and in-pile experiments are carried out to gain knowledge on the properties and 
the behaviour of these fuels. The current paper gives an overview of the work progress. 
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Nano-Clustered Recoil Based Transmutation Structure
()

The actual fuel is based on the total sequestration in place of the fission products inside the fuel structure with the
disadvantage that exposes the fission products to n flux for long time offering them the chance of several neutron
absorption and transmutation expanding the initial map of fission products, by their n absorption derivatives. The
liquid systems as molten salts have the disadvantage of an increased difficulty of controlling simultaneously the
reactivity and flow under high pressure of chemical aggressive mixtures. The nano-clustered structure is using a stable
granular solid phase with the dimensions near nano-cluster that have the capability of eliminating the new isotopes
created by n induced transmutation out of the grain. The structure is immersed in a liquid that take the rejected isotope
and smoothly carries it out of the reactor zone into a separation device. In this area it is partitioned and extracted from
the system for further purification and reuse or storage. There are several isotopes of interest to be transmuted as long
lives minor actinides or undesirable fission products exhibiting high radio toxicity and no direct application. The
actinide transmutation is also of a special interest for alpha emitter generation as 238Pu to be used in radio-isotopic
batteries. The NCR structure has the advantage of having a constant reactivity, eliminating the reactor poisoning and
delivering high purity of transmuted isotope. The collateral contamination is usually from fission products or
accompanying residues that usually is easy to eliminate by chemical procedures living the desired isotope in a high
purity stage.
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Transmutation concept of long-lived fission products (LLFPs) is one of attractive options of fast reactors 
(FRs) utilization, and it has some possibilities to decrease radioactive waste and to minimize long term 
environmental burden. Especially, transmutation of radiotoxic nuclides in LLFPs such as Tc-99 and I-129 will 

enable to remove a radiotoxic risk from human surroundings effectively. However, suitable loading forms of 
LLFPs to FR's core have not been clear because LLFPs have some problems concerning material chemistry 
under FR core conditions. Selection of chemical form of I-129 is very important and difficult because it is 
corrosive halogen and unstable at elevated temperature. It is the most important requirement for LLFPs 

transmutation in FRs to have good compatible between LLFP targets and cladding tube. 
In order to search the promising LLFP target forms of Tc-99 and I-129 for transmutation by FRs, loading 

form, chemical composition and their fabrication process have been studied. From the results of nuclear 
calculations, it was clarified that homogeneous composite form of LLFP and neutron moderator would be 

higher transmutation rate than their individual loading. 
Composite form of LLFP target for FRs was chosen two types. One is a sintered pellet of mixed LLFP 

and moderator powders. This is ease to make a fine composite target, and needs their powder sinter-ability. A 
candidate target form for I-129 transmutation is selected mixed powder sintered pellet. BaI2 is chosen as iodine 

form of I-129 and ZrH2-x is chosen as a neutron moderator. Another is complex pellet of neutron moderator 
contained needle typed LLFP. This is a unique composite method for making target without heating at high 
temperature. This method is applicable to mixture of both moderator and LLFP have high melting points. This 
complex pellet, which are drilled many small holes and insert needle typed LLFP in those, is a promising 

candidate of a Tc-99 target form. A neutron moderator is ZrH2-x and needle Tc-99 is used by pure metal. These 
target forms of LLFPs is thought to have big possibilities to realize effective and efficient transmutation. 
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Abstract 

 
Studies on the transmutation of minor actinides (MA) in fast reactors have focused on 

different recycling options. Homogenous recycling was initially studied through the incorporation of 
low concentrations of minor actinides in the fuel. Studies have more recently focused on 
heterogeneous recycling with higher minor actinide concentrations on the outer rings or on the 
peripheral ring of the core. These two management solutions have been evaluated in another paper 1 

 
 This paper describes the preliminary thermomechanical design of a pin and the thermal 

hydraulic features of both a Minor Actinide Bearing Blanket (MABB) assembly and a Minor 
Actinides Bearing Fuel (MABF) assembly loaded with different amounts (from 7 to 40%) of minor 
actinides. . In the MABB concept, the MA are embedded in a UO2 matrix positioned on the peripheral 
ring of a sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR). In the MABF concept, the MA are embedded in a 
(U,Pu)O2 matrix located in the outer rings of the core. The thermal mechanics of the pin in the two 
cases is very different as in the MABB, the pin experiences low temperatures whereas in the MABF, 
the pin experiences the same power level as in the outer core of the reactor. The behaviour of such fuel 
under irradiation and the variation in its physical characteristics are generally unknown. Furthermore, 
results show that the quantity of helium generated is significant and, depending on the temperature, it 
will be released to the free volume of the pin or it may promote the matrix swelling. These different 
behaviours will need different and specific design evolutions in order to fulfil the design criteria. The 
thermal hydraulic behaviour of the bundles is less problematic. Results show that the flows and 
pressure losses fall within an acceptable range that makes it possible to meet the cladding nominal 
temperature criterion. The influence of the strong power variation between the start and the end of the 
irradiation on the core outlet temperature should be addressed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 “Minor actinides transmutation in SFR: heterogeneous managements evaluation”,  L. Buiron CEA, D. Verrier 
AREVA NP, S. MASSARA EdF, GLOBAL 2009 
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Abstract 

 

ECRIX-H experiment is performed in the framework of studies devoted to the behavior of magnesia-

based inert matrix fuels and targets for minor actinide transmutation under irradiation in Accelerator 

Driven Systems (ADS) or in fast neutron reactors (FR) according to the heterogeneous route. A 

composite ceramic target made of AmO1.62 microdispersed in a MgO matrix has been irradiated under 

a moderated neutron flux in the Phenix Sodium Fast Reactor. Targets initially containing up to 17% in 

mass of Am were irradiated during 318 EFPD in a specific carrier subassembly equipped with annular 

blocks of CaHx as a moderator. Moderation of the fast neutron flux allows an increase of the 

transmutation efficiency. 

Purpose of the irradiation is to test the ability of magnesia to make up an efficient support matrix. That 

means first to confirm its good expected properties (fabricability, stability under irradiation, thermal and 

chemical properties, neutronic cross section, recycling, …) and, second, to assess the composite 

target swelling under irradiation, regarding in particular the high content of helium production linked to 

Am transmutation. 

ECRIX-H design and fabrication are briefly recalled. Next, irradiation conditions are described based 

on post irradiation neutronic simulations. First results of post irradiation examinations are presented 

including non destructive examinations (profilometry, gamma spectrometry, Eddy current testing) and 

some destructive examinations (puncturing and gas analysis, geometrical and hydrostatic density of 

pellets, ceramography of an axial section of pin with several pellets). Then post irradiation thermal 

simulations are detailed together with an analysis of the behavior under irradiation of MgO-AmO1,62 

targets in comparison with results of other inert matrix fuel irradiations having implemented MgO or 

AmOx. 

Results indicate that magnesia based inert matrix targets have a moderated swelling under irradiation, 

even for significant values of helium production and burn up (in comparison with the values 

corresponding to recycling studies in ADS and/or FR). In particular, measured experimental swelling is 

consistent with transmutation fuel pin and assembly pre-design. 
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A Nonproliferation Impact Assessment of the GNEP
Alternatives

M.W. Goodman, J.K. Sprinkle, A.M. Scheinman (DOE-USA)

In January 2009, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Nonproliferation and International Security released
a draft Non-Proliferation Impact Assessment (NPIA) of the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP). The draft
NPIA analyzes the U.S. domestic nuclear fuel alternatives identified in the draft GNEP Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (PEIS) for their potential impacts on the risk of nuclear proliferation and on U.S. nonproliferation
goals.

GNEP started as an initiative by the U.S. Department of Energy to offer a framework for world wide use of nuclear
power while reducing the risks of nuclear proliferation and the impacts of radioactive waste. The GNEP PEIS
addresses the environmental impacts of U.S. domestic fuel cycle choices, including possibly closing the nuclear fuel
cycle; the NPIA addresses the nonproliferation impacts of those same choices.

In evaluating the proliferation risk associated with the GNEP fuel cycle alternatives, the NPIA considers both policy
and technical factors. The policy evaluation draws on the relevant objectives of U.S. policy, which include
discouraging the spread of enrichment and reprocessing technology, minimizing stocks of separated plutonium,
promoting proliferation resistant technology, and improving international safeguards. The technical evaluation draws
on the Proliferation Resistance/Physical Protection methodology used in other technical studies and considers such
factors as the attractiveness and availability of nuclear materials in the fuel cycle and the cost and difficulty of
applying safeguards to the relevant facilities.

The draft NPIA finds that recycling of spent fuel may offer opportunities for the United States to discourage the spread
of enrichment and reprocessing technologies by participating in comprehensive nuclear fuel services. However, by
separating relatively attractive materials from spent fuel, such recycling also involves new risks compared to the
current once-through fuel cycle.

The draft NPIA has been released to the public during the official public comment period for the draft PEIS. This
paper will report on initial public and expert reactions to the draft NPIA.
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This discussion is based on a review of the Congressional Research Service (CRS) Report for the U.S. 
Congress, completed by Sharon Squassoni and Marcia Smith dated March 2, 2005.  Though the CRS 
Report will not be updated for the U.S. Congress as stated in its own summary, the author thinks it is  
useful to review and update the information for the Global 2009 American and international nuclear 
society nonproliferation community from a policy review stand point.  
  
The original Iran Nonproliferation Act of 2000 was designed to prevent or punish the transfer of weapons 
of mass destruction, missile technology, and advanced conventional weapons technology to Iran by other 
countries, but particularly by Russia to Iran by withholding or stopping payments to Russia from the U.S. 
for funding of the International Space Station (ISS) if such transfers were suspected or discovered. The 
Squassoni and Smith CRS report did an excellent job of providing the details and the impacts to NASA 
and the U.S. space program involvement in the ISS as a result of this Nonproliferation Act.  The current 
relevance of connecting ISS funding to nonproliferation agreements since 2005 will be briefly discussed 
for this session. 
 
The discussion will next present the highlights, impacts, issues, and options as stated in the Squassoni 
and Smith report. Then the most significant events that occurred within Iran during 2005 (the presidential 
election of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in June, his inauguration in August, and his speech at the United 
Nations in September) related to a proliferant state on the rise will be subsequently addressed. Relevant 
events in the following three years will be included.  A brief analysis of the perceived successes or 
failures of the Iran Nonproliferation Act of 2000 will be attempted and contrasted to the impacts and 
effectiveness of the overall Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and International Atomic Energy Agency 
Inspections in Iran. This will be done in light of openly published reports of Iranian advances in recent 
uranium centrifuge enrichment equipment numbers and quantity of material produced. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Japan has established the commercial nuclear fuel cycle with LWR as a non-weapon state (NWS), and 
now has been developing FR fuel cycle as the next generation technology. The Governemnt of Japan 
intended to start the discussion in 2010 on the second reprocessing plant next to Rokkasho Reprocessing 
Plant (RRP) in  the “Framework for Nuclear Energy Policy” , October 2005. “Five Party Council” has 
established a working group for the preparations toward the national discussion on the second 
reprocessing plant, and will submit the report in December 2008. It will be the transition period from 
LWR cycle to FBR cycle, therefore, the reprocessing plant may be required to receive the spent fuels 
from both LWR and FBR. The challenges in the aspect of nuclear nonproliferation will be complex 
depending on what technologies will be adapted, how it will be developed, and its R&D schedule. JAEA 
is expected to continue being responsible on the R&D including nonproliferation technologies. The key is 
the close communication between the designers of the nuclear energy system and the process, and 
nonproliferation analysts including safeguards and proliferation resistance. In this regard, the four key 
areas, which are critical in order to acquire the international acceptance and are needed to work together 
with the designers and nonproliferation experts, are identified. They are 1) Technology that enhances 
proliferation resistance, 2) Advanced safeguards technology, 3) Development of proliferation resistance 
evaluation methodology, and 4) Nuclear security and physical protection technology. They are all needed 
to be developed on the international consensus basis. This paper presents 1) Japanese R&D programs for 
future nuclear energy system including the transition period, 2) Four key areas of nuclear nonproliferation, 
3)JAEA’s efforts for the establishment of international consensus. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Interest among the nations of the world to use nuclear energy is increasing. One of the first 
considerations is connected with the escalation in the prices of fossil fuels in world’s markets. An-
other important factor is the ecological attractiveness of nuclear power as a "green" energy source. 
Use of nuclear energy provides enhanced economic stability in energy production for various appli-
cations under the conditions of low sensitivity of energy generation cost to natural uranium price 
oscillations.  

The expected increase in the number of nations that are planning to use nuclear energy is 
causing concern among certain politicians and members of the public. Is there any temptation in 
some nations to apply nuclear power technologies to nuclear weapons development? Will be reli-
able barriers organized in these nations to prevent thefts of nuclear materials by terrorist organiza-
tions or criminal groups? All of these questions need to be answered properly, and serious measures 
should be taken in order to minimize risk of proliferation in connection with the awaited renais-
sance of nuclear power. The problem of nuclear weapons proliferation is an extremely complicated 
and complex task, the solution of which depends on political, technological, institutional, socio-
economic and other factors. 

In January 2006 president of Russia put forward an initiative on broad cooperation of the 
countries in peaceful use of nuclear energy. The president considers necessity to create such a 
global infrastructure which will let providing equal access to nuclear energy of all interested coun-
tries with reliable observing requirements of nonproliferation regime. The key element of such in-
frastructure should be creating of system of International centers to provide services of nuclear fuel 
cycle including uranium enrichment under the IAEA control on the basis of nondiscrimination ac-
cess. Later on Russian president noted that International fuel centers besides uranium enrichment 
will take duty on utilization of nuclear spent fuel as well. 

Taking into account Russian plans to realize national program of nuclear power with fast re-
actors and closed fuel cycle, Rosatom considers the possibility of creation on Russian territory In-
ternational fuel center which will provide services not only on uranium enrichment and on the recy-
cling of nuclear spent fuel in fast reactors as well.  
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Nuclear Symbiosis - A Means to Achieve Sustainable
Nuclear Growth While Limiting the Spread of Sensitive

Nuclear Technology
David Shropshire (Idaho National Laboratory - US)

Global growth of nuclear energy in the 21st century is creating new challenges to limit the spread of nuclear
technology without hindering adoption in countries now considering nuclear power. Independent nuclear states desire
autonomy over energy choices and seek energy independence. However, this independence comes with high costs for
development of new indigenous fuel cycle capabilities. Nuclear supplier states and expert groups have proposed fuel
supply assurance mechanisms such as fuel take-back services, international enrichment services and fuel banks in
exchange for recipient state concessions on the development of sensitive technologies. Recipient states are slow to
accept any concessions to their rights under the Non Proliferation Treaty. To date, decisions to not develop indigenous
fuel enrichment capabilities have been driven by economics. However, additional incentives may be required in the
future to offset the user state’s perceived loss of energy independence.

In order for a country to forgo development of sensitive nuclear capabilities, the basis for an equitable economic trade-
off must be established. This paper proposes that the nuclear trade-off can be made through a combination of fuel
supply assurances, leveraging work by the United Nations and International Atomic Energy Agency on sustainable
nuclear development, and use of “nuclear symbiosis”. The primary focus of this paper is on how nuclear symbiosis
could be used to achieve a user-state’s desired economic, energy, and infrastructure development end states. The
desired result from this “symbiosis” is a nuclear-centered industrial complex that creates new economic opportunities
through infrastructure improvements, human resource skills development and the development of new sustainable
industries.

This paper also describes the Nuclear Materials Exchange (NME) as a practical tool for performing nuclear symbiosis.
The NME can be used to define existing and new international nuclear resources and their linkages and relationships
with current and future users within the international nuclear system. The NME was developed as a prototype
relational database and populated with data sets of the capacities and operational data for existing reactors and fuel
cycle facilities located throughout the world. Country, regional, and supplier-specific data is required for full
implementation.

...
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Global climate change and concerns about energy supply security fuelling the 

nuclear desires of an increasing number of states, there is growing interest within the non-
proliferation community to promote the establishment of an international system for the 
provision of nuclear fuel cycle services that would be "equitable and accessible to all users of 
nuclear energy" (Rauf, 2008) while reducing proliferation risks. Although the idea was 
already voiced on the cradle of civilian use of nuclear energy (Baruch, 1946), the IAEA 
director’s 2003 call for a group of international experts to examine the issue (ElBaradei, 2003) 
triggered renewed interest that resulted in up to twelve different proposals for multilateral 
nuclear fuel cycle arrangements (Rauf, 2008; Simpson, 2008). 

 
Nonproliferation experts have examined the conditions under which equitable and 

accessible access to enrichment, reprocessing and spent fuel disposal services can be granted 
to all users (Rauf, 2008; Braun 2006; Pellaud & al 2005). They suggested putting together 
multilateral nuclear approaches (MNA) that could consist in the establishment of mechanisms 
to assure fuel cycle services, or the shared ownership by recipient and host countries of fuel 
services facilities through either the creation of new multilateral centers or the conversion of 
existing national facilities into multinational enterprises. 

 
While countries that possess nuclear fuel facilities would benefit from the increased 

global security and strengthened non-proliferation situation that would result from the 
establishment of these MNAs, they would also be baited into participating by possible 
attraction of foreign investments as well as the opportunity to export high value services 
(Rushkin, 2006). Yet, what incentives would there be for a recipient non-nuclear state to 
participate in an arrangement that would intrinsically strip it of its sovereign right to ensure its 
fuel supply security?  

 
In addition to the economic benefits of forgone costly investments and quickened 

access to state of the art technology, we argue that the current distribution of uranium 
enrichment and spent fuel reprocessing facilities is geopolitically such that no country should 
fear its supply be interrupted unless it breaches the non-proliferation commitments that would 
condition its taking part in an MNA. This conclusion is based on an analysis of current fuel 
services providers’ assessed reliability in providing these services commercially on the short 
term, and whether they form a diverse enough to be competitive set of orthogonal foreign 
policy decision makers.  
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India’s Global Nuclear Energy Quest: Impact on the
Non-Proliferation Regime

Rajiv Nayan (Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi)

Contrary to the opinion expressed in a section of the nonproliferation community, India has strengthened the global
nonproliferation system/order in its pursuit for global nuclear commerce. True, the Indian government has consistently
held that NPT is discriminatory in nature. The position did not change even after the 1998 tests and even the
installation of new government in May 2004 did not change the stance. After the nuclear tests in 1998, on a number of
occasions, the Indian government made it clear that it is committed to the principle of nuclear non-proliferation. On
May 9th 2000, the then Indian Minister of External Affairs stated before the Indian Parliament, “India holds that
genuine and lasting non-proliferation can only be achieved through agreements that are based upon equality and non-
discrimination, for only these can contribute to global peace and stability.” On October 7, 2004, the present Indian
Prime Minister, Dr Manmohan Singh, in a press conference stated that circumstances were not ripe for India right now
to sign the NPT. However, India has embedded itself with the evolving nonproliferation system in a unique way.
India's Quest for nuclear energy has also witnessed changes in the domain of nonproliferation Principles, Rules and
Procedures. India voted in the International Atomic Energy Agency’s Board of Governors meeting to ensure Iranian
compliance for the treaty it had signed. A new safeguards system, voluntary nuclear test moratorium, Fissile Material
Cut-off Treaty, export controls by adhering to the guidelines and technology annex of the Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG), enrichment and reprocessing restraint, interdiction, terrorism-related control have become the pillars of the
Indian nonproliferation policy and system now. India accepted to include reprocessing and enrichment technology to a
non-possessor country in its non-proliferation regulations much before the NSG members struggled over control of
such technologies in the May 2008 plenary meeting. India has taken its institutional engagement with the organisations
like IAEA and United Nations to a new height. And most importantly, It is engaging itself to the new nonproliferation
initiatives actively and in a highly autonomous way. Nuclear India has been sending positive signals to the global
nuclear non-proliferation order before and after the nuclear deal. Before the India-specific exemptions in the NSG and
July 18, 2005 joint statement it had adopted several non-proliferation measures. The pay-off structure of the July 2005
statement further strengthened the non-proliferation regime. The domestic debate in India may have seen division on
nuclear deal, but the entire political class articulated its support for the principle of non-proliferation. Despite adopting
some non-proliferation measures the Indian political class was quite critical of the idea of non-proliferation. The norm-
building provides foundation stone to any regime-building. Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in his statements, on the
Indo-US nuclear deal (the deal signifies a major India-oriented international engagement for nuclear commerce), to
both the houses of the Indian federal law-making body, reiterated India’s commitment to non-proliferation, and India’s
impeccable record on that. The proceedings of the debate in the Indian Federal legislative body underlined the
evolution of a national political consensus on non-proliferation, even though the disagreement on different aspects of
the deal came to the fore. The nuclear deal also found the Indian support for additional protocol. Earlier, India had seen
it in terms of intrusive and discriminatory mechanism. Now, all its all current and the future civil nuclear facilities are
under safeguards. In the Conference on Disarmament, India did not obstruct the possibility of serious negotiations for
Fissile Material cut-Off Treaty in early 2007. It even wants verification mechanism in the future treaty. 
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The Role of Non-Proliferation in Nuclear Energy
Expansion: An Asia Pacific Cooperative Framework

Jor-Shan Choi, Yusuke Kuno (Tokyo University)

The growing interest in nuclear energy deployment for countering global climate changes, providing energy
security/independence, and raising standards of living would result in the increasing needs of nuclear fuel cycle
services. For the front-end, these include uranium mining and refining, conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication,
and for the back-end, spent fuel storage, reprocessing and final disposal of spent fuel/HLW in geologic repositories. In
global nuclear energy expansion, many newcomer countries, especially those in Asia Pacific would prefer an assurance
of fresh fuel supply, free of any political disruptions to fuel their nuclear reactors. The fresh fuel would be guaranteed
by market mechanism based on the contracts made with the fuel service providers. The ability that such fuel-supply
assurance can be provided could minimize or eliminate the incentives for the newcomer countries to acquire their own
enrichment capabilities. At the same time, the ability to provide assurance that the spent fuel could be managed
properly is equally important. Such assurance may include spent fuel take-back/take-away, interim storage,
reprocessing, and spent fuel/HLW repository disposal. Furthermore, the peaceful utilization of plutonium separated
from reprocessing is essential for a sustainable nuclear future. Such utilization must comply with the most stringent
safety, safeguards and security (3S) requirements. To study the non-proliferation implications of the fuel-service
assurances including reliable fresh fuel supply, spent fuel management, and peaceful plutonium utilization, the Non-
proliferation Study Committee at Tokyo University proposes a cooperative framework in Asia Pacific where member
parties could cooperate within the framework to meet their specific fuel-cycle service needs, and where the fuel-cycle
services could be provided without discrimination, and meet the international safety, safeguards, and security
requirements. The study group focuses also on the non-proliferation aspect of plutonium utilization and considers it a
sustainable nuclear energy option, with the understanding that the disposal of high level waste is of common interest to
countries reprocessing and recycling their spent nuclear fuel. The objectives of the cooperative framework are to
facilitate member parties to form partnerships for providing nuclear fuel-cycle service needs; to coordinate
international safeguards and inspection of fuel-cycle facilities; to assure that member parties would receive the reliable
and economically-competitive fuel-cycle services; and to enhance the profile of peaceful use of nuclear power in Asia
Pacific. 
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The 2008 fall crisis showed the limits of globalization under the actual rules and deregulations promoted by few
developed countries. It also showed the weakness of the planetary economy induced by strong economic connections
that makes the propagation of crises faster than the spread of welfare. The increase in severe weather and natural
disasters showed how fast the civilization can be spoiled while the competition for oil resources made the interstate
tensions grow. For almost all states, the development of the nuclear power becomes a prime option, even oil producers
started to show interest in nuclear technology and also, policies that in particular are clearly oriented towards national
development policies. The fact that anybody mastering nuclear technologies and uses for power production is capable
in a reasonable time to produce weapons is a well-known fact. Therefore, in order to reduce the proliferation risk it is
necessary to contain the nuclear science development. An alternative is to shift the weight in promoting renewable
energies, as potential future energy alternative. Considering rigorously the future climate change effects, it becomes
obvious that any delay in nuclear development will turn very costly for any nation ignoring all these facts and, the
complexity of the real nonproliferation is growing. This new trend raises serious challenges in front of all states
regarding the non-proliferation and, in order to keep control and stimulate a sound nuclear development, some of the
actual non-proliferation concepts and policies have to be reformulated and enhanced. This has to be done in parallel
with a more intensive implication of the international organisms in the real development of the nuclear power at
national level. The large diversity of nuclear applications with huge collateral implication in every national economy
makes the role of the international organisms orders of magnitude more important. The new challenges posed in front
of the planet as a whole drives towards developing new understanding on the possession and usage of nuclear
materials, both for the planetary survival and, for future space application promoting a cleaner, safer nuclear
technology based on global advanced research. This seems to be the key in successfully passing the ecologic exam,
coming soon and becoming a cosmic civilization in the respect for life and knowledge. 
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Experience of Cooperation between the U.S. National
Academies of Sciences and Russian Academy of

Sciences in Studying Urgent Problems of Nuclear Non-
proliferation

Ashot A. Sarkisov (Russian Academy of Sciences), Rose Gottemoeller (Carnegie Moscow Center)

The Russian Federation and the United States of America have achieved substantial progress in the implementation of
joint nuclear non-proliferation projects, carried out under Cooperative Threat Reduction Program. However, both
countries face a variety of problems and impediments, which significantly reduce the effectiveness of joint efforts.

This paper provides a review and examination of the experience of U.S.-Russian efforts to analyze nuclear non-
proliferation issues, impediments to cooperation in this field, solutions to these problems, and the development of
particular recommendations. This paper shows that a joint workshops format is the most effective one for such work,
as independent experts representing different countries and organizations provide knowledge and experience in a
variety of areas, such as science and technology, management and administration, political science, finance and
economics, and others. Particular attention in these studies is paid to review and analysis of possible proliferation-
resistant technological schemes for the nuclear fuel cycle. The high level of the experts’ qualifications and the
complexity of the review process enable them to reveal the most important key problems, which must be solved to
progress in achieving the strategic goals of strengthening international non-proliferation security. The format discussed
was successfully applied to the studies “Overcoming Impediments to U.S.-Russian Cooperation on Nuclear
Nonproliferation” (2004), “Strengthening U.S.-Russian Cooperation on Nuclear Nonproliferation” (2005) and “Future
of the Nuclear Security Environment in 2015” (2008).

These studies were carried out in the framework of cooperation between the U.S. National Academies of Sciences and
Russian Academy of Sciences. It enabled prominent scientists and specialists to be involved in preparing analytical
materials and recommendations, which formed a basis for the workshop proceedings. The present paper emphasizes
the importance of using the accumulated experience of U.S.-Russian cooperation in the field of nuclear non-
proliferation, as recommendations and lessons learned may be applied to solving nuclear security and safety problems
in other countries.
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ABSTRACT 
Acquisition and analysis of open source information plays an increasingly important role 
in the IAEA’s strengthened safeguards system. The Agency’s focal point for open source 
information collection and analysis is the Division of Safeguards Information 
Management (SGIM) within the IAEA’s Department of Safeguards. In parallel with the 
approval of the Model Additional Protocol in 1997, a new center of information 
acquisition and analysis expertise was created within SGIM. By acquiring software, 
developing databases, retraining existing staff and hiring new staff with diverse analytical 
skills, SGIM is proactively contributing to the future implementation of information-
driven safeguards in collaboration with other Divisions within the Department of 
Safeguards. Open source information support is now fully integrated with core safeguards 
processes and activities, and has become an effective tool in the work of the Department 
of Safeguards. 
This paper provides an overview of progress realized through the acquisition and use of 
open source information in several thematic areas: evaluation of additional protocol 
declarations; support to the State Evaluation process; in-depth investigation of safeguards 
issues, including assisting inspections and complementary access; research on illicit 
nuclear procurement networks and trafficking; and monitoring nuclear developments.  
Demands for open source information have steadily grown and will likely continue to 
grow in the future. Coupled with the enormous growth and accessibility in the volume 
and sources of information, new challenges are presented, both technical and analytical. 
This paper discusses actions taken and future plans for multi-source and multi-
disciplinary analytic integration to strengthen confidence in safeguards conclusions 
especially regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear materials and activities. 
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Abstract – Safeguarding nuclear material involves the detection of diversions of significant 
quantities of nuclear materials, and the deterrence of such diversions by the risk of early 
detection. There are a variety of motivations for quantifying plutonium in spent fuel assemblies by 
means of nondestructive assay (NDA) including the following: strengthening the capabilities of 
the International Atomic Energy Agencies ability to safeguards nuclear facilities, shipper/receiver 
difference, input accountability at reprocessing facilities and burnup credit at repositories.  Many 
NDA techniques exist for measuring signatures from spent fuel; however, no single NDA technique 
can, in isolation, quantify elemental plutonium and other actinides of interest in spent fuel.  A 
study has been undertaken to determine the best integrated combination of cost effective 
techniques for characterizing Pu mass in spent fuel for nuclear safeguards.   
 
A standardized assessment process was developed to compare the effective merits and faults of 12 
different detection techniques in order to integrate a few techniques and to down-select among the 
techniques in preparation for experiments.  The process involves generating a basis 
burnup/enrichment/cooling time dependent spent fuel assembly library, determining and 
identifying limiting diversion scenarios, developing detector models and quantifying the capability 
of each NDA technique.    Because hundreds of input and output files must be managed in the 
couplings of data transitions for the different facets of the assessment process, a graphical user 
interface (GUI) was development that automates the process. This GUI allows users to visually 
create diversion scenarios with varied replacement materials, and generate a MCNPX fixed 
source detector assessment input file.  The end result of the assembly library assessment is to 
select a set of common source terms and diversion scenarios for quantifying the capability of each 
of the 12 NDA techniques.   
 
We present here the generalized assessment process, the techniques employed to automate the 
coupled facets of the assessment process, and the standard burnup/enrichment/cooling time 
dependent spent fuel assembly library.  We also clearly define the diversion scenarios that will be 
analyzed during the standardized assessments.  Though this study is currently limited to generic 
PWR assemblies, it is expected that the results of the assessment will yield an adequate spent fuel 
analysis strategy knowledge that will help the down-select process for other reactor types.  
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Nuclear Reactor Simulations for Unveiling Diversion
Scenarios : capabilities of the antineutrino probe

V.M. Bui, M. Fallot, L. Giot, B. Guillon, J. Martino, F. Yermia (SUBATECH (CNRS-IN2P3 - Univ. of Nantes -
EMN), Nantes, France), A. Nuttin (LPSC (CNRS-IN2P3/UJF/INPG), Grenoble, France), and the Nucifer Collaboration
(APC (CNRS/IN2P3), CEA/DAM, CEA/DSM/IRFU/SPhN and CEA/DSM/IRFU/SPP, SUBATECH (CNRS/IN2P3-

Univ. Nantes - EMN))

After many years of fundamental research, physicists have a good understanding of the neutrinos detection techniques.
It is now possible to apply neutrino physics as a new tool to monitor nuclear power plants. We already know that
modest size detectors are achievable to fulfill that task such as the SONGS 1 and the future Nucifer detectors. In
parallel, sophisticated simulations of reactors and their associated antineutrino flux and energy spectrum have been
developed to predict the neutrino signature of the fuel burnup and of a diversion. Taking advantage of the tremendous
quantity of information available nowadays in nuclear databases, the total ß spectrum of a reactor is built by adding the
contributions of all the ß branches involved in the decay of all fission products (FP). A package called MCNP Utility
for Reactor Evolution (MURE) computes the fuel and FP inventories by simulating the neutronics and time evolution
of a reactor core. MURE, initially developed by CNRS/IN2P3/LPSC Grenoble and IPN Orsay to study Generation IV
reactors, is a precision code written in C++ which automates the preparation and computation of successive MCNP
calculations either for precision burnup or thermal-hydraulics purpose. MURE will be soon available at NEA.

The only user-defined inputs driving the time evolution of the isotopic composition of the core are the initial fuel
composition, the refueling scheme, and the thermal power. The evolution of the antineutrino flux and energy spectrum
with the fuel burnup, as well as the effect of neutron capture on various nuclei are taken into account. Non-
proliferation scenarios and burnup monitoring with antineutrinos have been studied using these tools for PWR and
CANDU reactors. A full core simulation of an N4-PWR will be presented in a first part. Gross unveiling diversion
scenarios using a PWR have been simulated in order to test the ability of the antineutrino probe. A channel of a Heavy
Water Reactor (CANDU 600) loaded with natural Uranium, has been simulated also in order to provide a first hint of
what antineutrino detection would bring to the monitoring of such on-line refueled reactor which are maintained in a
steady state through quasi-continuous refueling. Very simple proliferation scenario studies with CANDU reactors,
based on several channel calculations, made at various fuel dwell-times, will be shown in a second part. In both cases,
the response of a Nucifer-like detector placed at 25m from the core to these scenarios has been studied.

...
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The Nucifer experiment : antineutrino detection for
reactor monitoring

S. Bouvier, V.M. Bui, H. Carduner, M. Fallot, L. Giot, G. Guilloux, J. Martino, C. Renard, D. Roy, F. Yermia
(SUBATECH (CNRS/IN2P3 - Univ. of Nantes - EMN)), for the Nucifer Collaboration (CEA/DAM -
CEA/DSM/IRFU/SPhN - CEA/DSM/IRFU/SPP - CNRS/IN2P3/APC - CNRS/IN2P3/SUBATECH)

During the last decades, tremendous progresses have been achieved on the fundamental knowledge and detection of
neutrinos which give new opportunities of applied neutrino physics. Among them, antineutrinos could be exploited for
two nuclear reactor monitoring applications: the thermal power measurement and the control of the isotopic
composition of the reactor fuel. This application arouses the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) interest as a
potential new safeguard tool. Large quantities of antineutrinos, about 10^20 electronic antineutrinos per second in a 1
GWe reactor core, are produced by ß decays of the fission products. Since the distribution of fission fragments depends
on the fissile and fertile isotopes (235U, 238U, 239Pu and 241Pu), the average number of emitted antineutrinos and
their mean energy are sensitive to the isotopic composition of the core.

Recently, thanks to a cubic meter sized antineutrino detector with Gd-doped liquid scintillator installed at the San
Onofre power plant, SONGS1, Bowden et al. have confirmed that it is possible to monitor precisely the thermal power
over hour to month-time scales in a non intrusive and unattended mode but also to have information on the plutonium
content of the reactor core.

The Nucifer detector, under development in France, will be dedicated to non-proliferation and thermal power
applications. The design of the detector takes advantage of the technical improvements performed for fundamental
neutrino experiments such as Double Chooz. Nucifer, encouraged by the results of SONGS1 and based on the same
detection techniques, aims at increasing the overall neutrino rate by a factor 8, using a larger and one-piece target
volume and better shielding without increasing the complexity, and keeping a footprint compatible with the restricted
place near a power reactor. Nucifer will be tested within the next two years at the OSIRIS (Saclay-France) and the ILL
(Grenoble-France) research reactors. Its improved design should allow reaching a 1% statistical accuracy on the
antineutrino flux on less than a week scale when placing Nucifer at 25m of a 1GWe reactor core.

After a brief overview on the worldwide effort in the field of reactor monitoring with antineutrinos, the Nucifer
experiment will be presented.

...
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Abstract 
 

 The nuclear energy tends to grow, as the promising solution for national and global energy security, and for the 
global warming. Future Aqueous Reprocessing is studied in the major future nuclear energy programs such as FaCT in 
Japan, GNEP in US, and French program. They will reprocess the spent fuel released from Fast Reactor (FR) or Fast 
Breeder Reactor (FBR) and fabricate the fuels including MA and some FP. It means the reprocessing facility will 
process the fuels with high radiation and temperature, furthermore, large throughput of Plutonium. This is a great 
challenge in the aspect of nuclear non-proliferation including safeguards. 
  The number of nuclear facilities including nuclear energy plants will intensively grow, whereas, the resources of 
IAEA for inspection is strictly limited. Especially, current safeguards for reprocessing plants still need large resources 
for the inspections, even for the countries like Japan that has been implemented Integrated Safeguards (IS) since 2004. 
Drastic optimization of safeguards is essential for future sustainable nuclear energy. 
 The basis of safeguards is the material accountancy, even after the IS implementation. Large amount of Plutonium 
throughput makes the material accountancy difficult. Innovative idea of safeguards concept and technology is therefore 
needed. This paper will present the optimized safeguards system for the future aqueous reprocessing, and the evaluation 
result in the aspect of proliferation resistance It will include small process inventory design, the combination of real-
time process monitoring with remote monitoring in order to improve the detection capability, more accurate Interim 
Inventory Verification (IIV). It will also include the concrete suggestions to realize them economically, in other words, 
“Safeguards by Design”. The evaluation was used the Markov model approach developed Brookhaven National 
Laboratory under the GIF PR&PP Experts Group. 
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Recently, the price of resources rapidly increased and the stable supply of resources is a big issue internationally.
Specially, countries which have highly dependency on the oil face more severe situation in the energy supply.
Moreover, from the current environmental change, air pollution by carbon dioxide, drain of oil resource, increasing
demand of electricity, and energy independence, nuclear energy is reconsidered and is the most feasible option in
meeting the expanding world energy demand, as a sustainable manner. However, nuclear power plant has an inevitable
situation in the production of radioactive wastes. Therefore, the management for spent fuel is an urgent problem and
issue to be resolved for a safe next generation.

The nuclear reactors related to nuclear fuel cycle are developed as a generation IV type. Nuclear fuel cycle facility will
increase through GNEP and advanced nuclear fuel cycle program to expand the use of nuclear energy. Pyro-
processing is developed to reduce the volume and the radiotoxicity of spent fuels for a permanent storage, and to reuse
fissionable elements in a spent fuel. The pyro-processing produces uranium and uranium-TRU (neptunium, plutonium,
and americium) mixture. The uranium-TRU is fabricated for the fuel of sodium fast reactor (SFR), enhanced
proliferation resistance.

The development for a practical application of the assay of nuclear fissile materials was initiated in KAERI for pyro-
process related SFR fuel cycle, compact and integrated spent fuel storage design and safety enhanced fuel recycle. The
isotopic fissile assay is very important for reuse of fissile material. Specially, the accuracy of fissile assay in a recycled
fuel including TRU enhances safety and economy in a nuclear power plant operation. Lead slowing down time
spectrometer (LSDTS) is the most proper tool and being developed in KAERI. It has good feature to analyze the
isotopic fissile contents in a near real time without an interference of neutron and gamma rays background from spent
fuels[1]. Another advantage of the slowing down time spectrometer is the direct assay of fissile materials. Advanced
and accurate assay of fissile material contents plays an important role for the increase of transparence and credibility
of generation IV nuclear energy system.

References [1] YongDeok Lee, et al., ¡°Design of a Spent Fuel Assay Device Using a Lead Spectrometer,¡± Nucl. Sci.
& Eng., 131, 45, 1999.

...
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The application of a Safeguards-by-Design (SBD) process for new nuclear facilities has the potential to minimize
proliferation risks as the use of nuclear energy expands worldwide. This paper describes a project to define a generic
SBD process and determine how it could be incorporated in existing facility design and construction processes. It is
expected that the result could ultimately form the basis for a new international norm and standardized process for
nuclear facility design. This effort is a component of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Next Generation Safeguards
Initiative (NGSI), and is jointly sponsored by the Office of Nonproliferation and the Office of Nuclear Energy. The
ultimate objective of SBD is use for a global standard to ensure the early, efficient and cost effective integration of
international and national safeguards, physical protection features and potentially other nonproliferation objectives into
the overall design process for a nuclear facility, i.e. from initial planning through design, construction and operation.

The project team examined facility design processes, best practices and lessons learned from previous facility projects,
and developments in nuclear safety, and project and systems engineering, in order to identify the essential elements of
SBD and a framework for implementation. Further, a generic SBD process was identified, which is expected to be
readily adaptable to almost all regulatory, management and engineering environments and applicable to a wide range
of facilities. It is available to give immediate benefit for nuclear design projects. Key features of the SBD process
include: initiation of safeguards design in the planning phase, early incorporation of safeguards requirements into the
formal project structure, early appointment of a SBD team, participation in facility design options analysis in the
conceptual design phase to enhance intrinsic safeguards features, definition of new deliverables akin to safety reports,
and formal communication of risks and management strategies to reduce cost and schedule uncertainties. In the near
term, this approach is expected to as a minimum avoid the cost and schedule risks associated with security and
nonproliferation being latecomers to the facility design project.

Future progress is proposed through pilot testing in a nuclear facility design environment such as a U.S. commercial
plant as regulated by the NRC or through a joint international program for a commercial or experimental nuclear
facility. Broader acceptance would be greatly enabled by wider stakeholder review, and demonstrated value in real
projects.
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Based on current projections of world economy, population expansion, and increasing 
pressure on the environment, there is a general consensus that the demand for low carbon 
emitting energy supplies is likely to lead to substantial growth in the use of nuclear power.  
With that growth, there will be an additional burden on the IAEA to ensure that the nuclear 
material and facilities are adequately safeguarded. 
 
Growth in the number of nuclear power generating facilities implies a corresponding increase 
in other fuel cycle activities such as fuel fabrication and enrichment; industries which require 
the application of safeguards.  Based on funding experience, it is not expected that the 
resources available to the IAEA will increase at a rate comparable to the increase in nuclear 
energy related facilities.  Faced with this challenge, the IAEA is developing a strategy on how 
it will be able to achieve its objectives. 
 
Safeguarding nuclear material and facilities can be made more efficient and cost effective by 
improving the proliferation resistance of the system.  By taking into account design features 
that facilitate the implementation of international safeguards very early in the design phase, a 
concept known as safeguards by design, the proliferation resistance of system can be 
improved.  This improvement process requires an understanding by designers and operators 
of proliferation resistance and its underlying principles. 
 
The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) and the International Project on Innovative 
Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) are two organizations addressing the relationship 
between proliferation resistance and safeguards.  The Proliferation Resistance and Physical 
Protection (PR&PP) working group under GIF is developing a methodology for evaluating 
the proliferation resistance of a nuclear energy system.  Under the concept of 
“safeguardability” an assessment is made of the ease of effectively and efficiently placing a 
system under international safeguards.  This assessment, which could provide insight to 
designers and operators, is made considering the system features with regard to design 
information verification, nuclear material accountancy, and containment and surveillance 
characteristics.   
 
Taking this work into account and recognizing the need to provide nuclear facility designers 
and operators, as well as other stakeholders, with concrete guidance on improving 
proliferation resistance by considering safeguards requirements early in the design, the IAEA 
through its Member State Support Programme (MSSP) has initiated a task proposal.  The 
purpose of this task is to work with Member States to produce guidance for designers and 
operators on facility design features that are suitable for facilitating safeguards.  This paper 
will review the rationale for the development of this task, describe the progress that has been 
made and outline the path forward.  
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which may provide additional insight to designers and operators. 
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International safeguards in Nuclear Weapon States ;
status and look into the future

()

This paper shall recall the framework for the application of international safeguards in the 5 Nuclear Weapons States
and give an overview on their implementation. It shall then discuss some reasons for an evolution of those States and
IAEA’s commitments to apply its safeguards and suggest some ideas for an increased but efficient involvement of
IAEA in those States fully taking into account the specificities of those States within the State Level Approach. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The proliferation resistance and physical protection (PR&PP) working group produced a case study on the 
Example Sodium Fast Reactor (ESFR).  The ESFR is a hypothetical nuclear energy system consisting of four 
sodium-cooled fast reactors of medium size collocated with an on-site dry fuel storage facility and a spent fuel 
reprocessing facility using pyroprocessing technology.  This study revealed how safeguards would be applied 
at such site consisting of integrated multiple fuel cycle facilities and the implications of what safeguards 
technology and safeguards concepts would need to be adapted and developed to safeguard successfully this 
Generation IV nuclear energy system concept. 

 

The major safeguards concepts driving our safeguards analysis are timeliness goals and material quantity goals.  
Because the fresh transuranic (TRU) fuel to be produced in the ESFR fuel fabrication facility contains 
plutonium, the ESFR will be reprocessing, using in the reactor, and storing material on site that will have IAEA 
defined “direct use material” in it with stringent timeliness goals and material quantity goals that drive the 
safeguards implementation.  Specifically, the TRU fresh fuel, pyroprocessing in process material, LWR spent 
fuel sent to the ESFR, and TRU spent fuel will contain plutonium.  This material will need to be verified at 
interim intervals four times per year because the irradiated direct use material, as defined previously, has 
three-month timeliness goals and 8 kg material quantity goals for plutonium.  The TRU in-process material is, 
of course, irradiated direct-use material because of keeping the plutonium and uranium together with TRU 
products that should provide a radiation barrier that slows down the ability to reprocess the fuel and by the 
process if it intrinsically will take major modification to be able to separate plutonium from the uranium and 
TRU mixture.  This is an issue that the EFSR design must answer to state it has valuable proliferation 
resistance.  The technical difficulty in diverting material from the EFSR is at least as strongly impacted by the 
adversaries overall technical capabilities as it is by the effort required to overcome those barriers intrinsic to the 
nuclear fuel cycle.  The intrinsic proliferation resistance of the EFSR will affect how extrinsic measures in the 
safeguards approach for the EFSR will provide overall proliferation resistance.   
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ABSTRACT 
Renewed interest in nuclear energy as a sustainable, carbon emission free component of a 
nations’ energy portfolio has prompted the international non-proliferation community to 
evaluate how the expanded use of nuclear power can be effectively and efficiently 
safeguarded and how proliferation of materials and technologies can be prevented.  
Concepts discussed here range from the concentration of sensitive technologies in a select 
group of countries (multi-national fuel cycle models) to extrinsic and intrinsic 
proliferation resistance feature catalogues for new nuclear installations that would 
provide increased confidence in compliance with non-proliferation commitments. While 
such concepts complement each other, the main concern in the decade to come will be the 
worldwide distribution of reactor and fuel fabrication plants as one can expect a large 
increase of reactor number in countries with little or no experience and background in 
nuclear in general and in safeguards in particular.  
 
Another concept under the name ‘Safeguards By Design’ aims more at the efficient use 
of limited safeguards resources. It is a concept that was introduced in the mid-1990s and 
is currently under renewed review by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 
The IAEA would work with installation designers to facilitate the implementation of 
safeguards throughout the design and construction phases. The international non-
proliferation community has picked up the discussion and the nuclear industry is ready to 
contribute to the implementation of this concept not only by investigating the impact of 
Safeguards By Design on schedule and resources of projects but also by evaluating if a 
broader, synergetic engineering approach of a holistic design concept can be developed 
that would consider provisions for safety and security of new nuclear facilities. 



 
The following paper will outline the background of Safeguards By Design and how the 
comprehensive concept of Safety, Security, and Safeguards By Design (3SBD) was 
developed. It will then address the expected synergies lying in a multi-user approach to 
instrumentation (illustrated with a sample infrastructure applying distributed sensor 
networks with separated data authentication and encryption schemes) and highlight the 
potential advantages for day-to-day operation of installations. An overview on the 
expected challenges, ranging from sensitivities concerns on the operator side to 
authentication of data to allow for independent evaluation by safeguards authorities will 
follow. Finally, it will sketch an opinion on the best way for a project, from its very 
beginning, to technically interact with the Agency and how the formal process at the state 
level could be accommodated with. 
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From a nuclear materials management standpoint, spent-fuel recycling is considered a very challenging activity. This
challenge has its positive counterpart as a lot has been learned from confronting a large variety of nuclear materials,
complex material transfers and transformations.

Since the inception of its computerized nuclear materials management system, AREVA NC La Hague has relied upon
its IT subsidiary EURIWARE for software design and development. In 2003, the founding milestone was the
implementation of the new GMP software package (Gestion des Matières et des Produits - Materials and Products
Management). GMP was underpinned by the following principles: reliability, transparency and close integration with
the process control layer, so as to mitigate human errors and keep the management process smooth and efficient. In
2005, another major milestone was reached with CMNR (Comptabilité des Matières Nucléaires Réglementaire -
Regulatory Nuclear Materials Accountancy), a system in charge of local accounting and multi-site consolidation at
corporate level. In spite of an auspicious start, GMP came up against the same stumbling block as many information
systems: the multiplication of interfaces and technologies (entropy increasing over time).

For the sake of maintenance, evolutions and performance, AREVA has decided a progressive modernization of its
Nuclear Materials Management (NMM) information system. The underlying principle is a clear separation between the
main functions: • Physical Follow-up, performed at the plant-level, • Regulatory Accountancy (for IRSN, EURATOM
and IAEA safeguards), offering consolidation at the corporate level, • Patrimonial Accountancy (allocation of materials
and conditioned wastes to AREVA’s customers).

The pivotal piece of this multi-year programme is the implementation of a dedicated data repository. We describe its
main building blocks and demonstrate how it helps in managing changes to regulation, products, customers and
operating processes. It allows a standardized definition of physical objects (such as containers, boxes, tanks or nuclear
materials), a multi-scale representation of inventories and flows (technical view at the installation or equipment level,
regulatory view based on Material Balance Areas, multi-site view at corporate level). Eventually, we give some insight
of further steps under consideration by AREVA for the next few years, encompassing technological upgrades and
improved integration.
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Abstract: There are a variety of motivations for quantifying Pu in used (spent) fuel 
assemblies by means of nondestructive assay (NDA) including the following: strengthen 
the capabilities of the International Atomic Energy Agencies to safeguards nuclear 
facilities, quantifying shipper/receiver difference, determining the input accountability 
value at reprocessing facilities and providing quantitative input to burnup credit 
determination for repositories.  
 
In order to determine Pu mass in used fuel assemblies, twelve NDA techniques were 
identified that provide information about the composition of an assembly. A key point 
motivating the present research is the realization that none of these techniques, in 
isolation, is capable of both (1) quantifying the Pu mass of an assembly and (2) detecting 
the diversion of a significant number of rods. As such, the focus of this work is 
determining how to best integrate 2 or 3 techniques into a system that can quantify 
elemental Pu and to assess how well this system can detect material diversion. 
Furthermore, it is important economically to down-select among the various techniques 
before advancing to the experimental phase. In order to achieve this duel goal of 
integration and down-selection, a Monte Carlo library of PWR assemblies was created 
and is described in another paper at Global 2009 (Fensin et al.).  
 
The physics of the various NDA techniques was outlined in other publications. The 
purpose of the research presented here is the integration among techniques. In particular, 
the focus will be on either (1) preliminary modeling results for the Monte Carlo assembly 
library described above, or (2) the research planed for a given instrument.  The following 
6 NDA techniques will be discussed: Delayed Neutrons, Differential Die-Away, Nuclear 
Resonance Fluorescence, Passive Neutron Albedo Reactivity, Self-integration Neutron 
Resonance Densitometry, and Total Neutron. In addition to discussing integration, the 
neutron source strength needed with Delayed Neutrons and Differential Die-Away will 
be quantified. Additional topics discussed include cooling time, fingerprinting and the 
potential use of burnup codes in integrating NDA techniques.   
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Evaluation of a Novel Hybrid Spectroscopic System
Developed at Canberra-AREVA

W. Russ, M. Morichi (CANBERRA-AREVA)

Radiometric systems used to screen and prevent illicit trafficking of radiological materials are designed with the goal
of being very sensitive and selective. While high sensitivity of such non proliferation technologies enhances the
probability of detection, selectivity is also needed to accurately corroborate or refute manifests of legal shipments and
to better avoid false alarms caused by innocuous sources. Selectivity is best achieved using high resolution
spectroscopy detectors, but such detectors are limited in size and by cost. The efficiency of a spectroscopic
measurement system can be improved by adding detectors to the system and combining all the signals. Historically,
this has been done using detectors of the same type, all with the same peak response function. Summing measured
spectra with matched energy calibrations allows analysis of the final summation spectrum using the common peak
response function. The benefit is improved sensitivity at the cost of the additional detectors and additional calculations
to match energy calibrations prior to spectral summing. This traditional approach does not support combining different
types of detectors with very different peak response functions. Standard summing would require subsequent analysis of
the summed spectrum using a complex multi-modal peak response function dependent on the relative efficiency ratio
as a function of energy. A novel approach developed at CANBERRA-AREVA has been proposed for combining
spectroscopy detectors of any type, producing a hybrid spectrum that can be analyzed with a simple peak response
function, accommodating existing analysis methods. This hybrid detection system (Patent pending) would combine
detectors of different types into a single spectroscopy system. A hybrid detection system might combine a higher
efficiency, lower resolution detector with a lower efficiency, higher resolution detector, achieving both higher
efficiency and better energy resolution in a single system. A much greater variety of performance and cost possibilities
might be considered. Future potential applications envisioned by CANBERRA-AREVA are related to low level waste
characterization as well as internal contamination measurements and more generally all applications that require
simultaneously high detection efficiency and high resolution. To evaluate the efficacy of such a hybrid system
designed for non proliferation applications, a test system consisting of the combination of a higher efficiency, lower
resolution NaI(Tl) detector and a lower efficiency, higher resolution HPGe detector has been established. Source
measurements have been performed to benchmark system performance and validate the accuracy of spectral
simulations. Extensive simulations have been generated to establish the bounds of performance with sufficient
statistical significance to determine identification performance. These results are presented in terms of detection
probability and false alarm rate as a function of acquisition time for a wide variety of nuclides of interest for security
applications. 
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Validation of the Multi-Isotope Process Monitor – A
Novel MC&A Approach to Safeguarding Nuclear

Reprocessing Facilities
C.R. Orton (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and The Ohio State University), J.M. Schwantes, C.G. Fraga, M.

Douglas (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), R.N. Christensen (The Ohio State University)

Researchers from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, in conjunction with personnel from The Ohio State
University, are working to develop a system for monitoring spent nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities on-line, non-
destructively, and in near-real-time. This method, known as the Multi-Isotope Process (MIP) Monitor, is based upon
the measurement of distribution patterns of a suite of indicator (radioactive) isotopes present within particular process
streams. Distribution patterns, monitored on-line by gamma spectrometry, are then compared in near-real-time to
patterns representing "normal" process conditions using multivariate pattern recognition software. By targeting
gamma-emitting indicator isotopes, the MIP Monitor approach is compatible with the use of small, portable, high-
resolution gamma detectors that may be easily deployed throughout the facility. In addition, utilization of a suite of
radio-elements, including ones with multiple oxidation states, increases the likelihood that attempts to divert material
via process manipulation would be detected. Proof-of-principle modeling exercises simulating changes in acid strength
have been completed and the results are promising. Laboratory validation is currently under way and significant results
are available. The latest experimental results, along with an overview of the method will be presented.
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Abstract – Assay of fissile materials in spent fuel that are produced or depleted during the operation of a reactor, is of 
paramount importance to nuclear materials accounting, verification of the reactor operation history, as well as for criticality 
considerations for storage.  In order to prevent future proliferation following the spread of nuclear energy, we must develop 
accurate methods to assay large quantities of nuclear fuels.   
 
We describe the analysis of an experimental technology to assay spent PWR fuel bundles, using a Lead Slowing Down 
Spectrometer (LSDS).  A LSDS is  large block of lead, typically 1 m3,  where neutrons from an injected fast-neutron pulse 
collide, scatter and are slowed down.  As time evolves, the average neutron energy decreases.  One can use the response of a 
threshold fission detector (e.g., 238U) to fast neutrons produced by fission,  as a function of time, to assay the major fissile 
isotopes in the bundle. 
 
We have performed a detailed analysis of the performance of the LSDS for spent fuel assay, using a combination of Monte 
Carlo and analytic techniques.  Monte Carlo cannot provide sufficient statistical precision for the required analysis in a 
reasonable computation time.  Therefore, we have augmented these calculations with an analytical model.   
 
Using this model, we analyze the precision that can be obtained with a measurement duration of a few hours, using a high-
power neutron generator that is commercially available.  For an assay duration of 2-4 hours, one can determine the 
concentrations of 239Pu, 241Pu and 235U in the bundle, to about 1%.  This assumes medium to high-burnup of the fuel.  To do 
so would require a high-power neutron generator, that is currently commercially available, combined with threshold fission 
detectors using 238U, or possibly, 232Th.  Such measurements would be important for nuclear materials accounting.(especially 
verification of reactor operation declarations), as well as spent fuel storage and disposal (e.g., criticality considerations). 
 
This method can also provide additional information about the history of the bundle;  hydrogen contained in zircalloy 
cladding has a unique signature, and its assay can provide additional insight into the utilization history.  LSDS analysis can 
also be sensitive to asymmetries in the fuel bundle, providing additional confirmation of the declared operation history.  
Fission-product neutron absorbers can also provide a unique signature that ties in to the history.  Incorporating all these 
issues into the analysis method will require further research to make LSDS a standardized spent fuel measurement 
technology. 

.  
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The Attractiveness of Materials in Advanced Nuclear
Fuel Cycles for Various Proliferation and Theft

Scenarios
C. G. Bathke (Los Alamos National Laboratory), B. B. Ebbinghaus, B. W. Sleaford (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), R. K. Wallace (Los Alamos National Laboratory), B. A. Collins (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory),
K. R. Hase, G. D. Jarvinen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), K. S. Bradley (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), J. R. Ireland, M. W. Johnson (Los Alamos National Laboratory), A. W. Prichard, B. W. Smith (Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory)

This paper is an extension to earlier studies that examined the attractiveness of materials mixtures containing special
nuclear materials (SNM) and alternate nuclear materials (ANM) associated with the PUREX, UREX, COEX,
THOREX, and PYROX reprocessing schemes. This study extends the figure of merit (FOM) for evaluating
attractiveness to cover a broad range of proliferant state and sub-national group capabilities. The primary conclusion
of this study is that all fissile material needs to be rigorously safeguarded to detect diversion by a state and provided
the highest levels of physical protection to prevent theft by sub-national groups; no “silver bullet” has been found that
will permit the relaxation of current international safeguards or national physical security protection levels. This series
of studies has been performed at the request of the United States Department of Energy (DOE) and is based on the
calculation of "attractiveness levels" that are expressed in terms consistent with, but normally reserved for nuclear
materials in DOE nuclear facilities. The expanded methodology and updated findings are presented. Additionally, how
these attractiveness levels relate to proliferation resistance and physical security are discussed.
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Abstract – One approach to addressing the advanced light water reactor LWR (Gen-III 
Plus) intermediate-term disposal need is to reduce spent fuel storage while enhancing 
proliferation resistance. One proposed solution includes increasing burnup of the 
discharged spent fuel and mixing minor actinide (MA) transuranic nuclides (237Np and 
241Am) in the high burnup fuel. Thus, reducing the spent fuel volume while increasing the 
proliferation resistance by increasing the isotope ratio of 238Pu/Pu. For future advanced 
nuclear systems, MAs are viewed more as a resource to be recycled, and transmuted to 
less hazardous and possibly more useful forms, rather than simply disposed of as a waste 
stream in an expensive repository facility. MAs play a much larger part in the design of 
advanced systems and fuel cycles, not only as additional sources of useful energy, but 
also as direct contributors to the reactivity control of the systems into which they are 
incorporated.  

A typical boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel unit lattice cell model with UO2 fuel pins will 
be used to investigate the effectiveness of the minor actinide reduction approach 
(MARA) for enhancing proliferation resistance and improving the fuel cycle performance 
for the intermediate-term goal of future nuclear energy systems. However, adding the 
MAs will increase the Pu production in the discharged spent fuel. In this work, the 
Monte-Carlo coupling with ORIGEN-2.2 (MCWO) method was used to optimize the MA 
loading in the UO2 fuel such that the discharged spent fuel demonstrates enhanced 
proliferation resistance, while minimizing Pu production. The MA transmutation 
characteristics at different axial elevations within the model were compared and their 
impact on neutronics criticality discussed. 

The concept of MA loading optimization (MALO) approach, which involves the use of 
transuranic nuclides (237Np and/or 241Am), dramatically increases the 238Pu/Pu ratio for 
proliferation resistance, as well as minimize the Pu generated in the discharged spent fuel. 
It is believed that MALO approach can play an important role in atoms for peace and the 
intermediate-term of nuclear energy renaissance. 

 
KEYWORDS: Plutonium, 241Am, 237Np, Minor Actinides, BWR, Proliferation Resistance, MA loading 
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ABSTRACT 

 Recently, Protected Pu Production (P3) by transmutation of Miner Actinides (MA) concept has been 

proposed by Saito et.al1,2,3,4,5,6,7. In this concept, MA is utilized as a resource of 238Pu and 242Pu to 

increase the proliferation resistance of Pu in the fuel. In the present paper, MA was doped in the 

active core and blanket fuels of the large FBR in order to denature of Pu. The proliferation resistance 

of Pu produced in the active core and the blanket was discussed based on the evaluation function 

“attractiveness”8. It is confirmed that the proliferation resistance of Pu produced in the active core 

and the blanket was increased by doping MA. It is also found that the longer life core can be 

designed by the effects of burnable poison and fertile material of MA. 
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Abstract 
 
Pu accumulation and its recycling is important in the term of energy resources, however one of the most 
sensitive issues is non-proliferation in the future fuel cycle based on fast breeder reactor (FBR). The 
present paper utilizes Protected Pu Production (P3) concept for the production of 238Pu and 242Pu by 
Minor Actinides (MA) transmutation to enhance the proliferation resistance of Pu in the fuel. Increase in 
the 238Pu and 242Pu isotopic fraction creates a high rate of internal heat generation by alpha decay (DH) 
and/or a high neutron source of spontaneous fission (SFN) in Pu that would be encountered during 
manufacturing and maintaining of nuclear explosive device. 
 
The feasibility of denaturing of Pu by MA transmutation in medium size FBR has been studied from the 
viewpoint of even-mass number Pu accumulation during multi-cycle of Pu and MA. The proliferation 
resistance property of Pu is also evaluated based on the specific decay heat and spontaneous fission 
neutron, compared with the reference criteria. In present paper, the P3 technology based on multi-
recycled Pu and MA is compared with the conventional technology based on multi-recycled Pu only. 
The detail of mass balance behavior is, however, beyond the scope of the present paper. 
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This work is devoted to the development of 

calculational models, on the basis of which it is possible to 
evaluate proliferation protection for various fissionable 
materials. The main physical, kinematic and thermal 
processes that take place in a hypothetical nuclear 
explosive device (HNED) are simulated. Consideration is 
referred both to gun-type and implosion-type HNED. 

The objective of the gun-type HNED model is to 
estimate the maximum speed at which subcritical masses 
can be assembled. At the basis of the model it is laid the 
assumption that the movement of the projectile in the 
barrel is uniformly accelerated. To estimate maximum 
allowable explosive gas pressure the model of A. V. 
Gadolin (proposed in 1852 year) is used.1 

The addition of spontaneous neutron source (for 
example, 232U with beryllium admixture) into nuclear 
material (U) in order to provide a premature initiation of 
chain reaction (predetonation) was analyzed. Required 
neutron source strength and fraction of 232U with beryllium 
admixture for a predetonation were evaluated. 

The principle design of implosion-type HNED is 
based on the model which was proposed by Doctor G. 
Kessler.2 The implosion-type HNED consists of a central 
plutonium charge surrounded by spherical layers of natural 
uranium, aluminum and chemical high explosive (HE).  

To protect nuclear material (Pu) it is suggested2 to add 
some amount of radioactive isotope (238Pu), the alpha-
decay heat of which could overheat HNED and render it 
non-functional. When heated up, HNED loses its 
effectiveness mainly due to the high-temperature instability 
of HE (meltdown, pyrolysis and self-ignition). 

A calculational model of non-stationary warm-up of 
implosive-type HNED has been developed in order to 
evaluate the rate of loss of its effectiveness for different 
isotopic compositions of plutonium and for different 
methods of heat removal. 

The paper presents the obtained results in numerical 
studies of the transient behavior of temperature distribution 
in implosion-type HNED by resolving the time-dependant 

heat transport equation in one-dimensional spherical 
geometry. Different boundary conditions are used to 
simulate different options of HNED cooling: “ideal” heat 
removal from the outer surface of HNED (by liquid 
nitrogen, for example), “ideal” thermal isolation of HNED 
from the environment, heat removal from outer surface of 
HNED by natural air convection and radiation. Besides, 
two additional options were analyzed, namely heat 
accumulation induced by phase transitions and the 
introduction of heat-isolating inter-layer into the HNED 
structure. 

The analysis of time-dependant temperature 
distributions in HNED has shown the weak influence of 
HE layer thickness on 238Pu content required for plutonium 
protection. 

The paper highlights the need to perform a thorough 
analysis of non-stationary heating-up processes in different 
schemes of plutonium implosion-type HNED, in order to 
formulate the well-grounded recommendations on 
proliferation resistance of plutonium with different isotopic 
compositions. 
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Resolution of proliferation issues for a SFR blanket
with a specific application

N.E. Stauff (MIT), B. Forget (MIT), M.J. Driscoll (MIT)

The Sodium Fast Reactor is seen as the most realistic Gen-IV reactor to be built in the near future. France and the US
are still developing their designs; these will require improved safety, competitive economics, and also proliferation
resistance. To meet this last requirement, both French and American designers show some concerns with the use of
breeding blankets.

France and the USA won’t need breeding blankets to produce plutonium because they already have large amounts of
plutonium bred from their LWR fleet to start a new SFR fleet, thus breeding blankets are mainly of interest for minor
actinide burning. On the contrary, India and China express great interest in blankets for their SFR designs, to reach a
positive breeding gain. For example, the Indian PFBR, a 500MWe oxide-fueled SFR has a breeding ratio of 1.05.

Blankets are used in a Fast Reactor to increase the breeding ratio of the core, by breeding a significant amount of
plutonium. The Plutonium bred within these blankets, if these are loaded with Uranium only, is generally of a very
high quality, which makes it easily used in a nuclear explosive device.

Our research has shown that the plutonium in breeding blankets can be made less attractive to make a nuclear
explosive device than LWR-bred plutonium with a burnup of 50MWd/Kg. Minor actinide doping and moderator
addition were the two options studied, as they increase Pu238 and Pu240 production.

In the work reported here, the methodology developed for securing a breeding blanket was successfully applied to the
Indian PFBR. The full paper will describe a design of the PFBR breeding proliferation resistant plutonium within its
blankets. The blankets were rendered secure by adding a zirconium hydride moderator and a small volume of MAs. It
was demonstrated that reducing the attractiveness of the blanket plutonium would require no external MA dependency
by choosing an adequate fuel cycle.

The characteristics and performance of this design compared favorably with the PFBR reference. Adopting this
strategy will increase the cost of reprocessing and fuel fabrication, however it will also decrease the quantity of waste
containing MAs and will avoid the separation of weapon grade plutonium during its fuel cycle. 
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Proliferation Resistant Fuel Cycles Based on
Reprocessed Uranium-Plutonium Mix

S.N. Filimonov, V.V. Artisyuk (SCICET-Russia), A.N. Shmelev (MEPHI-Russia), G. Kessler (Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe-Germany)

Uranium recycle in thermal reactors has been traditionally considered as a viable option to save uranium resources and
reduce environmental burden of final nuclear waste disposal [1]. The concern about plutonium proliferation extended
this option toward recycling of unseparated U-Pu compositions [2,3]. To further increase plutonium protection against
unsanctioned proliferation doping of minor actinides (MA) (due to accumulation of Pu-238 in the course of MA
incineration) has been recently revitalized [4]. The latest trends in assessing of proliferation resistance reviled the fact
of proliferation concern of enriched uranium that might require radiation barrier created by U-232[5]. To summarize
the proliferation resistance issues, the present paper deals with conceptual study of advanced fuels based on
reprocessed unseparated U-Pu doped with thorium and mix of minor MA to increase proliferation resistance of both
enriched uranium and plutonium. This paper focuses on burnup calculations and safety analysis of advanced U-Pu-Th-
MA fuel for conventional PWR. As a result the details of recycling (burnup, cooling time, feeding) were identified. All
the calculations were performed with SCALE 5 code package [6] by TRITON control module.
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ABSTRACT 

A project of Produce Protected Plutonium (P3) was proposed by Tokyo-Tech as a part of 
non-proliferation research for Plutonium (Pu) utilization to nuclear reactor. The project 
is to reach the production of inherently protected Pu by addition 237Np to Uranium (U) 
fuel. In order to validate this P3 concept, two irradiation tests were performed.  

Experimental determination of Pu isotopes in 237Np samples irradiated in the 
experimental fast reactor JOYO was done to evaluate 238Pu production from 237Np 
under the fast neutron spectra. The amount of 238Pu in the irradiated 237Np samples 
was determined by a radiochemical analysis in Alpha-gamma Facility of JAEA. The 
produced 238Pu in the samples was found to depend on the neutron spectrum, ranging 
from that of a typical fast reactor to a nearly epi-thermal spectrum. The fast reactor can 
potentially control the 238Pu production from 237Np by the spectrum shift in the different 
irradiation position. Within the framework of the P3, the fast reactor can make roles of 
protected Pu production which can be better performed in the reflector region, the ratio 
of 238Pu is achieved up to around 90% produced from 237Np. 

On the other hand, 2, 5 and 10% 237Np containing U samples were also irradiated in 
Advanced Thermal Reactor of INL to evaluate the 238Pu production under thermal 
neutron region. The irradiation condition and its loading position of samples were fixed 
based on a calculation with MCWO (MCNP Coupled with ORIGEN2) code. The fuel 
specimens were removed from the core at 100, 200 and 300 effective full power days 
(EFPD), and then post irradiation examination was completed at Chemical lab. in MFC 
of INL. For the samples after 300 EFPD irradiation, Np depletion were about 60 % for 
2%Np-U samples, about 50% for 5 and 10 % Np-U samples. The 238Pu to Pu ratio was 
about 20%, 30% and 45% for 2%, 5%, and 10%Np-U samples, respectively. The 
neutronics calculation results were coincident with the experimental ones. 
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 “Protected Plutonium Production (P3)” has been proposed to enhance the proliferation 

resistance of plutonium by the transmutation of Minor Actinides (MAs). Doping the small 
amount of MAs such as 237Np or 241Am with large neutron capture cross-section into the uranium 
fuel to enhance the production of 238Pu or 242Pu, which have high spontaneous fission neutron 
source or also high decay heat to makes the process of the nuclear weapon manufacture and 
maintenance technologically difficult, can be effective for improving the isotopic barrier of 
proliferation resistance of the plutonium in thermal reactors.  
 
Super weapon grade plutonium could be produced in the blanket of a conventional FBR. 

However, by increasing the 238Pu or 242Pu ratio in the total plutonium by MAs doping into the 
fresh blanket, the protected plutonium with high proliferation-resistance can be bred.  
 
A new evaluation function, “attractiveness”, defined as a ratio of potential of fission yield to the 

technological difficulties of nuclear explosive device, has been proposed to evaluate the 
proliferation resistance of Pu based on the nuclear material property for Plutonium Categorization.  
 
In the conference, the fundamentals of P3 mechanism by transmutation of MA, and the 

comparison of the “attractiveness” of the Pu produced in advanced reactors based on P3 
mechanism  and in the conventional reactors will be presented.  
 
Instead of the geological disposal or just their burning of MAs by the fission reaction, they 

should be treated as valuable fertile materials to enhance the proliferation resistance of plutonium 
produced in the thermal and fast breeder reactors for peace and sustainable prosperity in future.  
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Abstract 
The most attractive barrier in term of technical difficulties is material barriers. This characteristics show 
the technical “barrier” or difficulties to make a nuclear weapon from a particular fissile material and this 
material can be made as an “acceptable” chemical form. It can be recognized that higher difficulties 
(barrier) or more complex design of nuclear weapon, material fabrication and handling and isotopic 
enrichment can be achieved by a higher isotopic barrier. The effective of the isotopic material barrier 
includes critical mass, heat-generation rate, spontaneous neutron generation and radiation. In case of 
plutonium isotope, heat generation depends strongly on the concentration of 238Pu; spontaneous neutron 
generation depends strongly on even isotope plutonium of 238Pu, 240Pu and 242Pu as the fertile materials; 
and radiation depends strongly on the concentration of 238Pu, 240Pu and 242Pu and for 233U of thorium 
cycle depends on 232U. This paper focuses on proliferation resistance analysis based on the plutonium 
isotope composition. Intrinsic properties of plutonium isotopes with even mass number (238Pu, 240Pu and 
242Pu), in regard to their intense decay heat and high spontaneous fission neutron rates were used as a 
parameter for improving the proliferation resistance of plutonium itself. In this study, minor actinide 
(MA) is used as doping material to be loaded in to the reactors with thorium fuel. The design parameter is 
based on a heavy water-cooled actinide closed-cycle reactor. An equilibrium burn-up calculation code 
(Equilibrium Cell Iterative Calculation System: ECICS) was used for various fuel cell designs and burn-
up conditions. This equilibrium burn-up calculation code employed 1238 fission products and 129 heavy 
nuclides and is coupled with the PIJ cell calculation module of SRAC and JENDL3.2 nuclear data library 
as used nuclear data. Some sensitivity parameters are evaluated for analyzing the proliferation properties 
of the reactor which based on several doping rate of MA, moderator to fuel ratio (MFR) and several 
burnup constants. The result shows the reactor obtains higher Pu-238 production compared with others 
plutonium isotope. Increasing the MFR is effective to increase the production of 238Pu as well as 
increasing burnup constant. Doping rate of MA is effective for increasing 240Pu production as well as for 
obtaining higher breeding capability of the reactors. 
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Degrading the Plutonium Produced in Fast Breeder
Reactor Blankets

Jor-Shan Choi, Yusuke Kuno (Tokyo University)

Plutonium quality, defined as the plutonium isotopic composition, is an important measure for proliferation-resistance
(PR) of a nuclear energy system. The quality of the plutonium produced in the blanket assemblies of a fast breeder
reactor could be as good as or better than the weapons-grade (WG). The presence of such good quality plutonium is a
proliferation concern. There are various options to degrade the plutonium produced in the breeder blanket. The obvious
one is to blend the blanket plutonium with those produced from the reactor core during reprocessing. Other options try
to prevent the generation of good quality plutonium (Pu). The Protected Plutonium Production (P3) Project proposed
by Tokyo Institute of Technology (TIT)1,2,3 advocates the doping of certain amount of neptunium (Np), or americium
(Am) in fresh blanket fuel for irradiation. The increased production of 238Pu, 240Pu and 242Pu by neutron capture in
237Np and Am would degrade the blanket plutonium. However, as 237Np is a controlled material according to IAEA,
its use as doping material in fresh blanket fuel presents a concern for nuclear proliferation. In addition, the fabrication
of fresh blanket fuel with inclusion of americium would be complicated due to the emission of intense low-energy
gamma radiation from 241Am. Am is normally accompanied by Cm since the separation of those 2 elements is very
difficult. Fuel containing both Am and Cm may make Safeguards measurement difficult. A variation would be doping
the fresh blanket fuel with minor actinide (e.g., a group of neptunium, americium, and curium), or with separated
reactor-grade (RG) plutonium. The drawback of such schemes would be the need for glove boxes in fresh blanket fuel
fabrication. It is possible to fuel the breeder blankets with recycled (reprocessed) uranium oxide. The recycled
uranium, recovered from reprocessing, contains 236U, which when irradiated in the blanket would enhance the
production of 238Pu. However, using recycled uranium as blanket fuel may degrade the neutron economy (as two
neutron-captures are required by produce 238Pu). Another option is to fuel the blanket with thorium and uranium
(natural or depleted) oxide. The intent here is to facilitate a controlled production of denatured uranium with about 5%
or 20% 233U in total uranium discharged from the breeder blanket by innovative fuel design. The outcome of this
option is to produce 5%-enriched uranium (in 233U) which can be used as fuel for LWRs, or 20%-enriched uranium
(in 233U) to be used as driver fuel in fast reactor cores. The challenge for this option is to deal with the presence of
high radiation from 232U and its decay daughters which could complicate its use as fresh fuel for LWRs and fast
reactors. This paper addresses the pros and cons of these options of degrading the breeder blanket plutonium, and
discusses their effectiveness for proliferation resistance. References 1. M. Saito, H. Sagara, and Y. Peryoga,
gDevelopment of Innovative Nuclear Technology to Produce Protected Plutonium with High Proliferation Resistance -
Grand Design of Project,h Trans. ANS Winter Meeting, Washington DC, Nov. 2004. 2. H. Sagara, M. Saito, Y.
Peryoga, A. Ezoubtchenko, and A. Takivayev, gDenaturing of Plutonium by Transmutation of Minor-Actinides for
Enhancement of Proliferation Resistance,h Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology, Vol. 42, No.2, pp. 161-168,
February 2005. 3. M. Saito, gMulti-component Self-consistent Nuclear Energy System: Protected Plutonium
Production (P3),h Int. J. Nuclear Energy Science and Technology, Vol.1, No. 2/3, 2005. 
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Abstract 
Scientific approaches are performed by adopting some methodologies in order to increase a 
material “barrier” in plutonium isotope composition by increasing the even mass number of 
plutonium isotope such as Pu-238, Pu-240 and Pu-242. Higher difficulties (barrier) or more 
complex requirement for peaceful use of nuclear materials, material fabrication and handling 
and isotopic enrichment can be achieved by a higher isotopic barrier. Higher barrier which 
related to intrinsic properties of plutonium isotopes with even mass number (Pu-238, Pu-240 
and Pu-242), in regard to their intense decay heat (DH) and high spontaneous fission neutron 
(SFN) rates were used as a parameter for improving the proliferation resistance of plutonium 
itself. Pu-238 has relatively high intrinsic characteristics of DH (567 W/kg) and SFN rate of 
2660 n/g/s can be used for making a plutonium characteristics analysis. Similar 
characteristics with Pu-238, other even mass number of plutonium isotopes such as Pu-240 
and Pu-242 have been shown in regard to SFN values. Those even number mass of plutonium 
isotope contribute to some criteria of plutonium characterization which will be adopted for 
present study such as IAEA, Pellaud and Kessler criteria (IAEA, 1972; Pellaud, 2002; and 
Kessler, 2004). The study intends to evaluate the trans-uranium doping effect for increasing 
protected plutonium proliferation in long-life small reactors. The development of small and 
medium reactor (SMR) is one of the options which have been adopted by IAEA as future 
utilization of nuclear energy especially for less developed countries (Kuznetsov, 2008). The 
preferable feature for small reactors (SMR) is long life operation time without on-site 
refueling and in the same time, it includes high proliferation resistance feature. The reactor 
uses MOX fuel as driver fuel for two different core types (inner and outer core) with blanket 
fuel arrangement. Several trans-uranium doping and some doping rates are evaluated for 
different power output and core operation time. The two dimensional core optimization 
analysis (SRAC-CITATION) has been used with nuclear data library (JENDL-33). Higher 
plutonium production rate of Pu-238 can be achieved by Neptunium (NP)-237 doping 
compared with Minor Actinide (MA) doping. However, higher plutonium production rate of 
Pu-240 can be obtained by MA doping. Pu-238 production decreases and Pu-240 production 
increases with increasing core operation time for both MA and NP-237 doping materials. In 
case of different doping rate of MA, it shows Pu-238 and Pu-240 productions are strongly 
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depends on the content of MA doping and different core operation time. Finally, some 
plutonium characterizations will be shown based on several basic criteria which have been 
adopted in this study. 
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FUELS
D. M. Wachs (Idaho National Laboratory)

New nuclear fuels are being developed to enable many of the most important research and test reactors worldwide to
convert from high enriched uranium (HEU) fuels to low enriched uranium (LEU) fuels without significant loss in
performance. The last decade of work has focused on the development of uranium-molybdenum alloy (U-Mo) based
fuels and is an international effort that includes the active participation of more than ten national programs. The US
RERTR program, under the NNSA’s Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI), is in the process of developing both
dispersion and monolithic U-Mo fuel designs. While the U-Mo fuel alloy has behaved extremely well under
irradiation, initial testing (circa 2003) revealed that the U-Mo fuels dispersed in aluminum had an unexpected tendency
toward unstable swelling (pillowing) under high-power conditions. Technical investigations were initiated worldwide
at this time by the partner programs to understand this behavior as well as to develop and test remedies. The behavior
was corrected by modifying the chemistry of the U-Mo/Al interfaces in both fuel designs. In the dispersion fuel design,
this was accomplished by the addition of small amounts of silicon to the aluminum matrix material. Two methods are
under development for the monolithic fuel design, which include the application of a thin layer of silicon or a thin
zirconium based diffusion barrier at the fuel/clad interface. This paper gives an overview of the current status of U-Mo
fuel development, including basic research results, manufacturing aspects, results of the latest irradiations and post
irradiation examinations, the approach to fuel performance qualification, and the scale-up and commercialization of
fabrication technology. 
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Results of Microstructural Examinations of Irradiated
LEU U-Mo Fuels

D. D. Keiser, Jr., J. F. Jue, A. B. Robinson (), M. R. Finlay (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization)

INTRODUCTION The RERTR program is responsible for converting research reactors that use high-enriched uranium
fuels to ones that use low-enriched uranium fuels [1]. As part of the development of LEU fuels, a variety of irradiation
experiments are being conducted using the Advanced Test Reactor. Based on the results of initial fuel plate testing,
adjustments have been made to the characteristics of fuel plates to improve the stability of the fuel microstructure. One
improvement has been to add Si to the matrix of a dispersion fuel. This material is also being added at the
fuel/cladding interface of a monolithic fuel. This paper will discuss the irradiation performance of these fuels, in terms
of the stability of their microstructures during irradiation. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The post-irradiation
examinations of fuel plates are performed at the Idaho National Laboratory. These examinations consist of visual
examinations of fuel plates, gamma scanning, thickness measurements, oxide thickness measurements, and optical
metallographic examinations of the fuel plate microstructures. Microstructural analysis is also performed using
scanning electron microscopy. Overall, U-7Mo and U-10Mo alloy fuels have displayed the best irradiation
performance, particularly, when a Si-containing Al alloy is used as the dispersion fuel matrix. The benefit of using this
type of matrix is that the commonly observed fuel/cladding interaction that occurs during irradiation is reduced and the
interaction layer that forms exhibit stable behavior during irradiation. Monolithic-type fuels, which consist of a U-Mo
foil encased in Al alloy cladding, are also being developed. These types of fuels are also showing promise and will
continue to be developed. One challenge with this type of fuel is in trying to maximize the bond strength at the
foil/cladding interface. Fuel/cladding interactions can affect the quality of the boding at this interface. Si is being added
to improve the characteristics of the fuel/cladding interface by stabilizing any interaction phases that may develop
during irradiation. For the dispersion fuels, the addition of Si to the matrix has resulted in the fuel maintaining a stable
microstructure during irradiation. For the monolithic fuels, the presence of Si at the fuel/cladding interface has also
shown evidence of positively affecting fuel performance. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS This work was supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Materials Threat Reduction (NA-212), National Nuclear Security
Administration, under DOE-NE Idaho Operations Office Contract DE-AC07-05ID14517. REFERENCES 1. J. L.
Snelgrove, et al., Nuc. Eng. and Design, 178 (1997) 119-126. 
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(State University))

The possibility of reducing proliferation risk by increasing the protection of fresh light water reactor fuel from
unauthorized use, even in the absence of international monitoring regimes, has been considered and the physical
principle of manufacturing light water reactor fuel with inherent proliferation resistance to diversion to nuclear
explosive devices has been suggested. It is shown that the principal point to manufacture of such a fuel is the inclusion
of recycled uranium that will result in serious difficulties and limitations in diversion a nuclear material from an
assembly due to presence of the U-232 isotope. Moreover, the U-232 isotopic content will increase with each attempt
to enrich U-235 isotope. In a combination with restriction on access to the uranium isotope separation technologies by
deploying international centers for uranium enrichment, this technical measure may essentially reduce the proliferation
risk connected to export deliveries of LEU fuel. The estimation of a pollution level of enriched nuclear material with
the U-232 isotope for given isotope composition of the initial fuel was also obtained while further research on the self-
protection potential of fuel export deliveries for light water reactors with recycled uranium is suggested. 
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GEN IV Example Sodium Fast Reactor Using the GEN

IV PR&PP Methodology
M.D, Zentner, G.A. Coles (PNNL-USA), I.U. Therios (ANL-USA)

An experts working group was created in 2002 by The Generation IV International Forum for the purpose of
developing an internationally accepted methodology for assessing the proliferation resistance of a nuclear energy
system (NES) and its individual elements. A two year case study was performed by the working group using this
methodology to assess the proliferation resistance of a hypothetical NES called the Example Sodium Fast Reactor
(ESFR). This work demonstrates how the PR&PP methodology can be used to provide important information to
designers at various levels of details, including pre-conceptual design stage. The study analyzes the response of the
ESFR entire nuclear energy system to different proliferation and theft strategies. The challenges considered comprise
concealed diversion, concealed misuse and abrogation strategies. This paper describes the work done in performing a
qualitative assessment of potential concealed diversion scenarios from the ESFR, and includes an evaluation of the
potential effect of changes in the conversion ratio on diversion strategies. 
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Abstract: 
 
The Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Working Group of the Generation 
IV International Forum (GIF) conducted a high-level pathway analysis of a hypothetical sodium 
fast reactor and integral fuel processing facility (called collectively the “Example Sodium Fast 
Reactor” or ESFR), as a test of the effectiveness of its analysis methodology.  From a common 
set of assumed host-state capabilities and objectives, a number of threat scenarios emerge 
(Concealed Diversion, Concealed Misuse, Breakout or Overt Misuse, and Theft/Sabotage).  This 
paper presents the results of the analysis based on the Breakout scenario. 
 
A distinguishing aspect of Breakout scenario consideration concerns the optimal use of the time 
from breakout to weapons readiness, which is related to the Proliferation Time measure. The goal 
of analyzing the breakout scenario was therefore to complement other analyses involving the 
Concealed Misuse and Diversion scenarios by exploring the minimum post-breakout time to 
weapons readiness. 
 
Four target strategies were chosen for analysis: (1) Diversion of LEU feed material at front-end of 
the ESFR facility; (2) Misuse of the reactor facility to irradiate fertile material; (3) Misuse of the 
reactor facility to irradiate material in the in-core fuel storage basket; and (4) Misuse of the fuel 
processing facility to higher-purity TRU.   
 
The investigation identified several general “substrategies” within the Breakout scenario, 
dependent upon the aggressiveness with which a State pursues its intent to break out (including 
its aversion to the risk of detection).  The substrategy chosen by a proliferant state will affect both 
the time available and potential complexity for proliferation activities.  The substrategy chosen is 
itself affected by political factors (foreign relations agenda of state, probability of external 
intervention after breakout, external dependence of proliferant state’s supply chain, etc.) These 
factors, although of interest, were necessarily excluded from the ESFR case study. 
 
A high-level qualitative pathways analysis was conducted in the case of each candidate target 
strategy to determine relative ranking of the “proliferation time” measure, specifically as it applies 
to the post-breakout period.  The results of this analysis are presented in this paper, along with 
key insights gained from the process.  In particular, a key issue is the definition of the proliferant 
state’s strategy around detection, and how the state’s aversion to detection risk changes as it 
progresses closer to the end of the pathway.  Such “dynamic strategy” considerations add 
another level of complexity to the analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
This paper provides an overview of the evaluation methodology for proliferation resistance and physical 
protection (PR&PP) of Generation IV nuclear energy systems, developed by the Generation IV 
International Forum PR&PP Working Group. The evaluation framework identifies a set of challenges, 
analyzes system response to these challenges, and assesses outcomes. 
 
The challenges to the nuclear energy system are the threats posed by potential actors (proliferant States or 
sub-national adversaries).   Threats are defined at the level of detail appropriate to the analysis.  For 
proliferation, threat categories commonly considered include concealed diversion or production in 
declared facilities, breakout and misuse of declared materials and facilities, and construction and 
operation of clandestine, concealed facilities.  For physical protection, threat categories commonly 
include theft of material for nuclear explosives and radiological sabotage. 
 
The analysis of system response involves a set of systematic processes:  system element identification, 
target identification and categorization, pathway identification and refinement, and estimation of 
measures for individual pathways. The outcomes of the system response analysis are expressed in terms 
of six measures for PR and three measures for PP, which are the high-level PR&PP characteristics of the 
NES. The methodology is organized to allow evaluations to be performed at the earliest stages of system 
design and to become more detailed and more representative as design progresses.  At the conceptual 
design stage, assumptions about the design of subsystems are documented and become part of the design 
bases for subsequent detailed design.  Including PR&PP analysis assumptions in the system design bases 
documentation assures that the final system design achieves the PR&PP performance level predicted 
during initial conceptual design analysis. PR&PP analysis is performed simultaneously with safety and 
reliability analysis, and the methodology recommends that these activities be closely integrated. 
 
Pathway comparisons based upon the PR&PP measures provide the basis for assessing system 
performance.  Results may be presented in a variety of formats to identify pathways of particular concern 
or interest, and to illustrate how different design options may alter key pathways and reduce their 
attractiveness to potential adversaries.  The results are intended for three types of users: system designers, 
program policy makers, and external stakeholders. Program policy makers will be more likely to be 
interested in the high-level measures that discriminate among choices, while system designers will be 
more interested in measures that directly relate to design options that will improve PR&PP performance 
of the NES. 
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The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) Proliferation Resistance and Physical 
Protection (PR&PP) Working Group has developed a methodology for the PR&PP evaluation 
of advanced nuclear energy systems. The methodology is organised as a progressive approach 
applying alternative methods at different levels of thoroughness as more design information 
becomes available and research improves the depth of technical knowledge.  
 
The GIF Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Working Group 
developed a notional sodium cooled fast neutron nuclear reactor, named the Example Sodium 
Fast Reactor (ESFR), for use in developing and testing the methodology. The ESFR is a 
hypothetical nuclear energy system consisting of four sodium-cooled fast reactors of medium 
size, co-located with an on-site dry fuel storage facility and a Fuel Cycle Facility with 
pyrochemical processing of the spent fuel and re-fabrication of new ESFR fuel elements. The 
baseline design is an actinide burner, with LWR spent fuel elements as feed material 
processed on the site. 
 
In the years 2007 and 2008 the GIF PR&PP Working Group performed a case study designed 
to both test the methodology and demonstrate how it can provide useful feedback to designers 
even during pre-conceptual design. The Study analysed the response of the entire ESFR 
system to different proliferation and theft strategies. Three proliferation threats were 
considered: Concealed diversion, Concealed Misuse and Abrogation. An overt theft threat 
was also studied.  One of the objectives of the case study is to confirm the capability of the 
methodology to capture PR&PP differences among varied design configurations. To this aim 
Design Variations (DV) have been also defined corresponding respectively to a) a small 
variation of the baseline design (DV0), b) a deep burner configuration (DV1), c) a self 
sufficient core (DV2), and c) a breeder configuration (DV3).  
 
This paper builds on the approach followed for the qualitative assessment of the ESFR 
baseline design for a misuse scenario, and presents both the approach and the results of the 
assessment for the design variations DV0 and DV1. The results are then critically compared 
with those previously obtained for the baseline design and lessons learned are derived both on 
the system designs and on the methodology. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents an overview of the objectives and accomplishments of the program on the evaluation 
methodology for proliferation resistance and physical protection (PR&PP) of advanced nuclear energy 
systems (NESs). The Generation IV Roadmap recommended the development of an evaluation 
methodology to define measures for PR&PP and to develop a methodology for evaluating them for the six 
NESs proposed within the Gen IV program. Accordingly, the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) 
formed a Working Group in December 2002 to develop a methodology. The current version of the 
methodology (Revision 5) has been approved by GIF for open distribution and is available at the GIF 
website*. For a proposed NES design, the methodology defines a set of challenges, analyzes system 
response to these challenges, and assesses outcomes. The challenges to the NES are the threats posed by 
potential actors (proliferant States or sub-national adversaries). The characteristics of Generation IV 
systems, both technical and institutional, are used to evaluate the response of the system and to determine 
its resistance against proliferation threats and robustness against sabotage and terrorism threats. The 
outcomes of the system response are expressed in terms of a set of measures, which are the high-level 
PR&PP characteristics of the NES.  The methodology is organized to allow evaluations to be performed 
at the earliest stages of system design and to become more detailed and more representative as the design 
progresses. It can thus be used to enable a program in safeguards by design or to enhance the conceptual 
design process of an NES with regard to intrinsic features for PR&PP. The results are intended for three 
types of users: system designers, program policy makers, and external stakeholders. The methodology has 
been illustrated in a series of demonstration and case studies and these will be summarized in the paper. 
Within GIF there is any ongoing activity to incorporate PR&PP notions into the design process for the six 
GIF concepts. Further, collaboration with the GIF Risk and Safety Working Group is underway to assure 
that both PR&PP and safety are coordinated in the development of the design concepts. Another 
important activity related to PR&PP is the development of an understanding of how PR&PP can be used 
within the program on innovative reactors (termed INPRO) that is sponsored by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency to facilitate proliferation resistance in the design process. Over the past two years there 
have been various applications of the PR&PP methodology in national programs and these will also be 
summarized. 
 
* www.gen4.org/Technology/horizontal/PRPPEM.pdf 

: 
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Lessons Learned from PR&PP Case Study
D.C. Bley (Buttonwood Consulting, Inc.)

The Generation-IV International Forum (GIF) working group on proliferation resistance and physical protection
(PR&PP) has developed a methodology for evaluating the PR&PP effectiveness of Gen-IV nuclear energy systems. A
number of applications studies culminating in the 2008-2009 Case Study have been helpful in developing the
methodology, and in testing its ease of use and ability to provide useful information to designers and policy/decision
makers. This paper examines the lessons learned from these studies.

The applications studies evaluated a set of PR&PP measures for an “Example Sodium Fast Reactor” (ESFR), a
hypothetical design incorporating many features of anticipated Gen-IV energy systems. The objectives of the 2008-
2009 Case Study were to exercise the GIF PR&PP Methodology for a complete Gen-IV reactor/fuel cycle system; to
demonstrate, via the comparison of different design options, that the methodology can generate meaningful results for
designers and decision makers; to provide examples of PR&PP evaluations for future users; to facilitate transition to
other studies; and to facilitate other ongoing collaborative efforts (e.g., INPRO) and associated efforts (e.g., GNEP).
We will explain how the Case Study met these goals.

PR Lessons Learned. We found that completeness in “diversion” pathways can be ensured and that a set of diversion
pathway segments can be developed along with proliferation resistance measures for each pathway. The examination
of “misuse” found that misuse, for achieving weapons-usable fissile material, is a complex process, i.e., it is not a
single action on a single piece of equipment, but rather an integrated exploitation of various assets and system
elements. We found that “breakout” is a modifying strategy within the diversion and misuse threats and takes various
forms that depend upon intent and aggressiveness, and ultimately the proliferation time assumed by a proliferant state.

Several of our PR measures proved difficult to evaluate and led to some confusion between which are intrinsic and
which are extrinsic. A unifying idea affecting several of our measures appears helpful: every nuclear energy system is
embedded in a soft system (state owning it and operator running it, inspectors checking it, etc.), which in its turn is
placed within a given context (political situation). The overall proliferation resistance comes from the interaction of
these layers, and therefore it is not just an intrinsic characteristic of an engineering asset. An example from this point
of view, offers a useful clarification: technical difficulty is an intrinsic measure in the sense that no matter which soft
system and context we are dealing with, the would-be proliferator will have to make technical modifications to the
system to reach his goals.

PP Lessons Learned. For theft and sabotage scenarios response time is key, as well as insider cooperation. The
methodology and measures were effective in supporting the analysis and generating useful and unambiguous results.
PP measures have undergone significant adaptation and revision in earlier applications studies.

The paper will describe anticipated improvements to the methodology, resulting from the Case Study.

Note: This paper is planned to be part of a series of sessions on PR&PP being organized by Bob Bari 
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Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection in the
Generation IV International Forum System Design

Concepts
F. Carre (CEA-France), S. Felix (CEA-France)

Proliferation resistance and physical protection (PR&PP), together with economics, safety and sustainability are
criteria selected to assess performances of Generation IV System Design Concepts. Even though refined
methodologies have been developed for assessing Gen IV concepts against these criteria, difficulties arise from either
the rough or incomplete stage of design of the concepts or the proprietary nature of mature designs' details. This paper
presents guidelines that have been suggested to shape the near term PR&PP assessment so that it may generate
preliminary information about the merits of each system and recommend directions to optimize its PR&PP
performance. The suggested approach aims at three goals: capturing in the short term salient features of the design
concepts that impact their performance in PR&PP, conducting crosscutting studies that assess against PR&PP criteria
design or operating features common to various Gen IV systems, and derive functional requirements for the global
layout of future nuclear power plants beyond nuclear island and power conversion system that are the only parts
investigated in the Gen IV Forum to identify R&D needs. First, white papers are encouraged to list and possibly
analyze at least qualitatively design features that condition proliferation resistance (fuel cycle technologies, nature and
throughput of nuclear materials in the fuel cycle, achievable surveillance and physical protection…) and physical
protection (nature of safety features (active, passive...), details on the confinement / containment of radioactive
materials, possible collocation with spent fuel processing or co-generation plants…). Secondly, results and
recommendations of generic interest on PR&PP features may be derived from the application of the assessment
methodology to a consistent set of Gen IV systems such as fast reactors with closed fuel cycles, whichever their
coolant (sodium, lead alloy or gas). Candidate options for all fast spectrum reactors that are worth being analyzed for
their impact on PR&PP features include their operation in the actinide burning and/or breeding mode, their possible
use of breeding blankets, the collocated or centralized nature of associated fuel cycle plants, the nature of spent fuel
treatment (pyro- vs aqueous), and the recycling mode of actinides (partial or integral, homogeneous or heterogeneous).
Specific recommendations that may be derived from such generic studies on fast spectrum reactors are expected to
yield valuable guidelines to proceed with further details of GenIV systems conceptual studies. Thirdly, functional
requirements for the global architecture of future nuclear plants to minimize risks of proliferation and optimize
physical protection constitute another type of generic study that may lead to recommendations on the layout of fresh
and spent fuel storage areas, on handling nuclear materials on the site, on hardening parts of nuclear service buildings,
as well as on implementing dedicated instrumentation to achieve an effective surveillance of nuclear materials and/or
sensitive subsystem. An action plan that builds on the current PR&PP assessment methodology and its application to
the case study of an example sodium fast reactor, and that makes use of the three types of above suggested studies is
being currently followed in the Generation IV International Forum. This leads the PR&PP working group to interact
with fast spectrum systems Steering Committees to conduct generic studies on these systems, and to oversee
assessments made by the Steering Committees of their specific system for the sake of consistency across all Gen IV
systems. This approach leaves the ultimate responsibility of the final assessment of PR&PP features to the system
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Abstract: 
 
This paper presents guidelines and recommendations for performing structured proliferation 
resistance evaluations of nuclear energy systems (NES) using the Proliferation Resistance and 
Physical Protection (PR&PP) Evaluation Methodology.* Practical techniques and a software tool 
are introduced to demonstrate a structured approach to proliferation resistance evaluations that: 
1) records key assumptions about a NES, including the expected safeguards implementation, 
and the threat scenarios to be examined; 2) identifies and records critical system elements, 
proliferation targets, and proliferation pathways; 3) evaluates the proliferation resistance 
measures; and 4) records the basis for choosing particular values for the measures. The 
techniques will illustrate a practical way of applying the PR&PP Evaluation Methodology in a 
traceable way, leading to accountable and dependable results for proliferation scenarios at a 
qualitative level. Improvement in the techniques and additional development of the software tool 
will also be discussed. 
 
* www.gen4.org/Technology/horizontal/PRPPEM.pdf 
 
 



Integration of Safety and Reliability with Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection 
for Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems 

H. Khalil1, R. Bari2, G-L. Fiorini3, T. Leahy4, P.F. Peterson4, R. Versluis6 

ABSTRACT 
The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) is carrying out research and development for several 
Generation IV systems with the aim of meeting goals in the areas of sustainability, safety and reliability 
(S&R), proliferation resistance and physical protection (PR&PP), and economics. It has formed three 
working groups to help define design guidelines and to develop methodologies to assess progress in 
meeting the S&R, PR&PP and economics goals: the Risk and Safety Working Group, the PR&PP Working 
Group, and the Economics Modeling Working Group.  Their methodologies [1,2] are at different stages of 
development, testing, and application for system development and assessment. 
The optimization of a nuclear energy system’s performance requires an integrated consideration of all the 
goal areas and careful evaluation of tradeoffs for different system design and operating parameters.  Design 
approaches motivated by each of the goal areas (in isolation of the other goal areas) may be mutually 
compatible or in conflict.  However no systematic methodology approach has yet been developed to 
identify and maximize synergies and optimally balance conflicts across the possible design configurations 
and operating modes of a nuclear energy system.   
Because most Generation IV systems are at an early stage of development, design, and assessment, GIF is 
only beginning to identify synergies and conflicts between PR&PP, S&R, and economics goals.  The 
coupling between PR&PP and R&S goals is perhaps most apparent.  For example, passive systems and 
structures tend to be synergistic for both safety and security, if designed for both functions.  Likewise, it is 
important to know where nuclear materials are and how their protection against hazards and threats is 
organized from both PR&PP and S&R standpoints.  Human performance programs can also be designed to 
be synergistic for both areas.  In emergency response there are clear areas of potential conflict between 
safety and physical protection. 
The close coupling between PR&PP and R&S goals has motivated early attention in GIF to their integrated 
consideration to facilitate the optimization of their effects and minimization of potential conflicts. The 
assessment challenges for both goal areas are similar in many ways. For example, both must consider how 
to have their respective objectives reflected in the design process as early as possible and both must 
consider the behavior of the nuclear energy systems under abnormal conditions, caused by a spectrum of 
challenges. In addition to such similarities, there are some significant differences: accidents vs. intentional 
acts, acceptance criteria, and national vs. international purviews.   
 
References 
[1] “Basis for the Safety Approach for Design & Assessment of Generation IV Nuclear Systems,” Rev. 1, 
Generation IV International Forum, GIF/RSWG/2007/002, November 24, 2008. 
 
[2] “Evaluation Methodology for Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection of Generation IV 
Nuclear Energy Systems,” Revision 5, Generation IV International Forum, GIF/PRPPWG/2006/005, 
November 30, 2006. http://www.gen-4.org/Technology/horizontal/PRPPEM.pdf 
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Interpretation and Use of the Results of Proliferation
Resistance Studies

M. Zentner, (PNNL-USA), G. Pomeroy (DOE-NNSA), R. Bari ( BNL-USA), G. Cojazzi (EC-JRC), P. Petersen (UC
Berkeley), J. Whitlock (AECL-Canada)

Proliferation resistance (PR) evaluations of nuclear energy systems provide a structured approach for assessing the
value of both intrinsic and extrinsic barriers to proliferation. Ultimately, PR studies allow an evaluation of proposed
safeguards, an identification of potential weaknesses or alternative safeguard approaches, and a basis for improving
and enhancing safeguards. Decisions affecting the proliferation resistance of a nuclear energy system are likely to be
made over the complete facility life-cycle, from concept selection, system design, system engineering, prototype
development and evaluation, export arrangements, system performance reviews, facility operation, through needed
system upgrades, and finally at facility end-of-life. Valid and useful information must be available to allow decision
makers to make informed PR-related decisions at each step along the way, and it must be recognized that reevaluations
are likely to be required over time as knowledge and circumstances evolve.

To be useful, PR evaluations must be carried out following a standardized approach that has international acceptance
and that provides consistent results independent of the analysts carrying out the evaluation. Proliferation assessment
methodologies such as those being developed under the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) and IAEA’s
International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) provide the technical platforms for
supporting overall evaluations, but their findings are unlikely to be directly used by decision makers. This situation
arises because, while all PR evaluation approaches develop valuable information about the proliferation resistance of a
nuclear energy system, a significant effort is still required to make results of PR evaluation usable and understandable
to decision makers.

This paper identifies a reference set of decision makers and other users who could be informed by the results of
proliferation resistance assessments. Whether the INPRO, GIF, or another methodology is used, the need for useful,
information about the PR of their systems must be met. The paper examines the information needs of different classes
of decision makers, and describes some ideas on how the results of the various PR studies can be interpreted and
presented to them in a more usable, understandable fashion.
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Proliferation Resistance: Issues, Evaluation and Initiatives *Joseph F. Pilat, Los Alamos National Laboratory

The vision of a nuclear renaissance has highlighted the issue of proliferation resistance. The prospects for a dramatic
growth in nuclear power may depend on the effectiveness of, and the resources devoted to, plans to develop and
implement technologies and approaches that strengthen proliferation resistance. The GenIV International Forum (GIF)
and others have devoted attention and resources to proliferation resistance. However, the hope of finding a way to
make the peaceful uses of nuclear energy resistant to proliferation has reappeared again and again in the history of
nuclear power with little practical consequence. The concept of proliferation resistance has usually focused on intrinsic
(technological) as opposed to extrinsic (institutional) factors. However, if there are benefits that may yet be realized
from reactors and other facilities designed to minimize proliferation risks, it is their coupling with effective safeguards
and other nonproliferation measures that will be critical. Proliferation resistance has also traditionally been applied
only to state threats. Although there are no technologies that can wholly eliminate the risk of proliferation by a
determined state, technology can play a limited role in reducing state threats and perhaps in eliminating many nonstate
threats. These and other issues are not academic. They affect efforts to evaluate proliferation resistance, including the
methodology developed by GIF’s Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) Working Group as well as
the proliferation resistance initiatives that are being pursued or may be developed in the future. This paper will offer a
new framework for thinking about proliferation resistance issues, including the ways the output of the methodology
could be developed to inform the decisions that states, the International Atomic Energy (IAEA) and others will have to
make in order to fully realize the promise of a nuclear renaissance.

* The views expressed are the author’s own and not those of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, the National
Nuclear Security Administration, the Department of Energy or any other agency.
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Abstract  
 

The Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) is one of the most promising concepts proposed for 
generation IV nuclear power plants. The concern regarding large-scale adoption of this type 
of reactor is the amount of Weapon Usable Material (WUM) introduced by the overall 
nuclear energy system. Additionally, one of the major goals for fast reactors is to close the 
fuel cycle; therefore traditionally the plant is co-located with fuel facilities. A SFR co-located 
with a reprocessing electrochemical facility and a fabrication facility constitute the minimal 
configuration, or energy system, required for the initial utilization of this technology. The 
worldwide experience available for this technology suggests that its economic feasibility is 
related to different metrics such as plant’s availability, safety, and non-proliferation; the 
assessment of which concurs with the final success of this technology.  

In order to accomplish this multi-goal objective, an innovative approach modeling the 
non-proliferation metric of the SFR Energy System is described by means of a competition 
model between two actors: the safeguarder of the energy system, and a possible proliferator 
interested in diverting fuel from it. 

The approach developed starts with the creation of a success tree model that starts 
from basic events, and analogous to fault trees used in determining a plant’s reliability, leads 
to the measure of a top metric called Diversion Resistance (DR). This metric is calculated in 
terms of risk, and is therefore affected by uncertainties. The entire distribution of possible 
outcomes of the metric DR constitutes the “operating region” in which the two actors 
compete. The addition of new detection devices reduces the margins exploitable by a 
proliferator to divert WUM, while the inclusion of design options in the system characterized 
by significant uncertainty increases the chances of diversion from a proliferator’s perspective.  
 

The development of the model makes use of a reference design inspired by different 
designs, and it is implemented using criteria for security and safety in accordance to 
regulations currently being studied in the US for gen IV reactors. The model operates within 
a risk-informed and performance based framework.  

This paper demonstrates the possibility of properly quantifying “proliferation 
resistance” for a given design architecture and relates this metric to the economical feasibility 
for each of the design deviations from the initial energy system design.  

The two examples analyzed, fuel blankets and target fuel with or without minor 
actinides addition, suggest that the inclusion of such metrics and criteria in the current 
international regulatory framework would be a reasonable first step toward strengthening the 
current ability of AIEA in defining appropriate measures to protect nuclear power plants, and 
thus fuel cycle, and therefore lead to a more peaceful diffusion deployment of nuclear energy. 



Evaluating Proliferation Resistance and Safeguards in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
through a Fuzzy Logic Barrier Framework 

 
Steven E. Skutnik 
NC State University 

 

With the renewed global interest in nuclear power, modeling proliferation resistance (PR) has become 
more critical than ever to the maintaining and improving the security of the nuclear fuel cycle. 

One of the most prevalent approaches to this problem has been Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), in 
which specific proliferation scenarios and pathways are considered and developed.  The disadvantage of 
this approach is its resource‐intensiveness; often PRA methods require access to sensitive (or even 
classified) information. 

A proposed alternative to PRA approaches is a Fuzzy Logic Barrier Model (FLBM), in which each fuel 
cycle stage is broken up into attributes which represent “barriers” to a proliferation attempt.  Fuzzy logic 
naturally allows for a means of assessing linguistic variables (such as those found in multi‐attribute 
utility analysis models), thus allowing for a method of qualitative analysis of different barriers.  Likewise, 
by establishing a consistent process for establishing barrier weights and “calibrating” the weights given a 
well‐characterized system, the envelope of subjectivity for this method can be significantly constrained.   

The advantage of this approach is in its ability to function as an open, configurable model which can be 
used to characterize PR for various fuel cycle technologies. The approach can also be extended to 
identify both critical needs areas for proliferation safeguards as well as the efficacy of current and 
proposed safeguards.   

Such a model can be applied to analyze the PR performance of a proposed fuel cycle system at the 
individual stage level (making a relative comparison of the vector of the PR value between stages), and 
by decomposing individual stages to quantify the effect of individual barriers upon the stage (and 
therefore system) PR behavior.  The obvious application of this technique would thus be to identify and 
characterize “weak links” in the intrinsic properties of the fuel throughout different fuel cycles; in this 
fashion, safeguards can be specifically targeted to the needs of the individual fuel cycle. 

Likewise, this model can be applied to make a test comparison of different technologies within a fuel 
cycle.  For example, looking forward to advanced fuel cycle initiatives, one can apply the model to 
directly compare the PR performance of different spent fuel reprocessing technologies, such as UREX 
and PUREX.  A similar comparison can be made of the safeguards requirements for such proposed 
alternatives within a cycle. 

Thus, such a model has direct utility for both utilities and policy‐makers as a complimentary approach to 
PRA‐based methods for “roughing out” proposed new fuel cycles and assessing future safeguards needs. 
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PR&PP in INPRO Studies for DUPIC Fuel Cycle
Jung Won Lee (KAERI-Korea), Yong Deok Lee (KAERI-Korea)

The IAEA initiated the INPRO (International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles) program in
2000 for fulfilling the energy needs of the 21st century along with its economics, sustainability, environment, and
safety of nuclear installations, waste management, and proliferation resistance. INPRO proposed proliferation
resistance as a key component of the future innovative nuclear system and produced the evaluation methodology for
proliferation resistance. Through the 6 national and 8 individual case studies during the period of Phase 1B Part 1 of
INPRO, the INPRO methodology was updated with 2 Basic Principles and 5 User Requirements in the proliferation
resistance area. After Phase 1B Part 1, the extended INPRO case study was conducted to assess the applicability of the
updated INPRO methodology to an Innovative Nuclear Energy System. KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute) has performed the National Case Study on the DUPIC (Direct Use of PWR spent fuel In CANDU reactors)
and the result was published in IAEA-TECDOC-1362. Several finding and recommendation from the Korean case
study were done and the revised INPRO methodology was published in the TECDOC-1434. KAERI also performed
extended case study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle. From this extended case study, further improvement was done
and finally User Manual for the evaluation of proliferation resistance was published in 2007. In this paper, based on
the updated INPRO User Manual, the overall proliferation resistance characteristics of DUPIC fuel cycle are assessed
and the assessment results of the DUPIC fuel fabrication as one of the system elements of the DUPIC fuel cycle are
described.
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Management, The University of Tokyo), Shinya Nagasaki (Nuclear Professional School, The University of Tokyo),

Satoru Takana (Department of Nuclear Engineering and Management, The University of Tokyo)

The increasing number of countries that wish to introduce nuclear power plants raises attention to proliferation
resistance in nuclear power plants, and nuclear fuel cycle facilities. In order to achieve adequate proliferation
resistance, it is important to evaluate it and to construct effective international institutional frameworks as well as
technologies involving high level of proliferation resistance. Although some methods have been proposed for
evaluation of the proliferation resistance, their validities have not been investigated in detail. In the present paper,
therefore, we compare some of the proposed methodologies.

It is essential to detect the abuse or diversion of nuclear material before the nuclear explosive device can be
manufactured in order to prevent proliferation. The time needed for the detection of material primary depends on the
safeguards that the country applies, and the time needed for fabrication mainly depends on the attributes of the nuclear
material. Hence, we divided the proliferation resistance into two parts: the level of safeguards and the material. For
examination of evaluation methods such as the one proposed by Charlton [1] or the figure of merit (FOM) [2],
sensitivity analysis was performed on weighting factors and scenarios. The validity and characteristics of each method
were discussed, focusing on the applicability of each method to the assessment of multi-national approaches such as
GNEP.

[1] W. S. Charlton, R. L. LeBouf, C. Gariazzo, D. G. Ford, C. Beard, S Landeberger, M. Whitaker, gProliferation
resistance assessment methodology for nuclear fuel cycles,h Nuclear Technology, 157, 1 (2007). [2] C.G.Bathke et al,
gAn assessment of the proliferation resistance of materials in advanced nuclear fuel cycles,h 8th International
Conference on Facility Operations (2008). 
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A status of methodology developments in France for assessing proliferation resistance of nuclear energy systems. -----
-------------------ABSTRACT---------------------------- This presentation will provide an update of methodological
developments carried in France to assess proliferation resistance of nuclear systems. In a first part we will give an
outlook on the SAPRA approach (SAPRA stands for “Simplified Approach for Proliferation Resistance Assessment”),
developed by AREVA in collaboration with EDF. SAPRA is aiming at providing a simple approach which may be
easily implemented to assess and make use of provisions for enhancing Proliferation Resistance (PR) of nuclear
systems (that is nuclear reactors and their associated fuel cycles). In the initiatives to develop innovative nuclear
energy system (Generation-IV, INPRO), PR is one of the key elements, along with economics, safety, sustainability
and environment which has to be addressed. Assessment of proliferation resistance is therefore of timely importance.
This method uses the classical concept of barriers. Four categories of barriers are distinguished: material, technical,
institutional and specific barriers for the weapon making phase. In the proliferation process (or route), four steps are
considered: diversion of materials, transformation, transport and making of the nuclear weapon using either high
enriched uranium or plutonium. All steps of the fuel cycle from uranium mining to final disposals of spent fuels or
nuclear waste are examined. A scale of value is then defined in order to quantify each of these elementary steps and
figures are aggregated to obtain global performance indices for PR and to identify weak points. Various nuclear
systems have been analyzed and general conclusions drawn from these results will be presented. This approach offers
a first developed framework to derive a practical and effective use of a proven tool to the needs and specificities of
proliferation resistance assessment. In a second part, we will describe the current developments undertaken at the CEA
to implement the “multi-attribute” method proposed by the Texas A&M university (W. Charlton) in the COSI
computer code, which is a tool allowing to simulate various scenarios of nuclear fuel cycle deployments. In the last
part we will deal with French involvement in international or bilateral collaborative programs, such as PR&PP working
group of the GIF (Gen-IV International Forum) or specific collaborative work with the Sandia laboratory in the USA. 



Analysis of options for a decision process towards P&T implementation 
 

M. Salvatores (FZK-Germany), M. Caron-Charles (AREVA-France), H. Aït Abderrahim (SCK•CEN, 
Belgium), C.Fazio (FZK-Germany) 

 
The process of P&T implementation in European countries has to take into account various aspects 

such as: political and environmental issues; feasibility, rationale and added values of P&T and 
industrial capacities required for fuel treatment and fabrication. 

Three families of fuel cycle scenario, based on a regional approach, have been proposed in support 
to deployment of P&T, regarding sustainable development of nuclear energy, waste management, and 
resources optimization: 1) Sustainable development of nuclear energy: multi-recycle in Fast Reactors 
of TRU as unloaded from LWR, both in homogeneous or heterogeneous mode; 2) Double strata: 
reduction of MA inventory in dedicated systems, while Pu is considered as a resource; 3) Reduction of 
all TRU from LWR (e.g. legacy inventories) 

In the present paper we specify areas, and associated technical options, where options are still open 
and where choices will be needed, in order to help shaping a progressive down-selection in the path 
towards P&T implementation. Associated to each option, practical realisations and facilities in support 
are needed. 

Seven domains are identified, as indicated in the scheme below, on the basis of past studies and 
findings towards P&T research and development program, whatever the selected process: core 
conversion ratio value (high versus low conversion ratio), ADS versus critical FR, fuel versus target, 
heterogeneous versus homogeneous recycling mode, MA content, recovery of full TRU versus MA/Pu 
separation, aqueous versus pyrometallurgy reprocessing for dedicated fuel. The common trunks for 
critical fast Reactor (and its subsequent variant options), and ADS technology development is related 
to the need of large research infrastructures: fuel and material irradiation facility, fuel treatment and 
fuel fabrication installations. Beyond this generic R&D, the range of operating conditions requested 
for P&T process validation may greatly vary according to the different P&T modes, and decision 
should be taken for designing specific research facilities. 
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Pyro (P)                     
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Sustainable nuclear energy 
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a) MA/(MA+Matrix)     b) MA/(U+TRU) c) MA/TRU
The novelty in this approach is to allow the clear identification of common trunk research 
topics independently of the scenario considered or if a decision making (indicated by ?) in the 
above scheme) is made or not. The full paper will describe in detail the technical background and 
will propose a number of possible criteria for future down selection. 
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Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation (VISION) Model
J. J. Jacobson, G. E. Matthern, S. J .Piet, D. E. Shropshire (Idaho National Laboratory), A. M. Yacout (Argonne

National Laboratory)

The Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI) is developing a dynamic simulation model as part of their systems analysis
of future nuclear energy in the United States. The Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation (VISION) model is being used to
analyze and compare various proposed technology deployment scenarios, and to better understand the feedback
between the various components of the nuclear fuel cycle that includes uranium resources, reactor number and mix,
nuclear fuel type and waste management. VISION links these components into a single model for analysis and
includes both mass flows and economics as a function of time. VISION tracks the life cycle of the strategic facilities
that are essential in the fuel cycle such as, reactors, fuel fabrication, separations, spent fuel storage and conditioning
and repository facilities. VISION is intended to assist in evaluating “what if” scenarios and in comparing fuel, reactor,
and fuel processing alternatives at a systems level for U.S. nuclear power. This paper describes the current
functionality of the system dynamics model, discusses the assumptions, presents some results and presents plans for
future development of VISION.

The objective of VISION is to evaluate the elements of the nuclear fuel cycle that discriminate the different advanced
fuel cycles. Specifically:

• Perform dynamic scoping trade studies of alternative fuel cycles to obtain qualitative and quantitative comparisons of
resource requirements, reactor types and mix, sequencing and timing, waste streams, and geologic repository
requirements.

• Quickly assess relative differences in fuel cycle strategies and timing with reasonable accuracy.

• Provide a range of model outputs that can support both technical and management review.

• Interact (in some fashion) with higher-level models, e.g., that compare among energy source options.

• Interact (in some fashion) with lower-level modules, e.g., those providing detailed cost and process estimations for
individual facilities.

• Provide parameters that are critical to comparing AFCI options, including repository capacity and performance,
separation capacity, interim estate storage, energy recovery, proliferation resistance, and safety. Specific waste
parameters include waste mass, wasteform mass, wasteform volume, long-term radiotoxicity, and long-term heat
commitment to a repository.
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DANESS v4.2 : Overview of capabilities, developments and applications 
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The DANESS‐code,  i.e.  ‘Dynamic Analysis of Nuclear Energy System Strategies’, has been developed 
at  Argonne National  Laboratory  (ANL, USA)  since  2001  and  been  in  use  by  various  organisations 
worldwide for a variety of applications where a dynamic analysis of nuclear energy system scenarios 
is  needed.  Version  4.2  of  DANESS  was  released  early  2009  including  new  features  such  as  full 
isotopic  follow‐up  and  full  radiological  analysis  (radioactivity,  radiotoxicity,  dose,  decay  heat) 
throughout  the nuclear  fuel  cycle. Waste management models  for  tuff and  clay disposal  sites are 
incorporated as well as  improved economic models allowing to perform a more detailed cash‐flow 
and investment analysis for nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities.  

Next  to  various  improvements on  the physics  and nuclear  energy  systems  layers of DANESS  (see 
figure), both  layers essentially performing detailed mass‐ and cash‐flow analysis of nuclear energy 
systems,  new  developments  led  to  providing  a more  complete  set  of  sustainability  criteria  and 
indicators being addressed  in  the Assessment  layer based on Generation‐IV,  INPRO, GaBe and CA‐
Waste activities. DANESS v4.2 features are summarized in figure 2. 

 

Figure 1. Layered structure of DANESS. 

 



DANESS 
Kernel model

DANESS iso

DANESS eco

DANESS waste

•Actinide and fission product mass‐flow analysis for reactors and fuel cycle
•User‐defined nuclear energy system scenario
•Use of tabled characteristics for reactors, fuels, facilities

Capabilities

• Isotopic follow‐up  throughout the nuclear fuel cycle
•Calculation of activity, n‐strength, dose, radiotoxicity, … throughout fuel cycle
•Customizable isotopes‐list with access to parameter‐files and ORIGEN‐DANESS iso tool

Reactor Burn‐Up 
model

•Burn‐up model allowing to calculate fresh and spent fuel compositions for reactors

Cash‐Flowanalysis

•Net‐Present‐Value calculation for reactors
• Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) generation for reactors
•Decomposition of LCOE in capital, O&M, and fuel cycle cost structure per reactor

•Analysis of cash‐flows between reactors and fuel cycle facilities

Reactor Investment
analysis

Facility Investment
analysis

• Investment analysis and decision‐making for new reactors

• Investment analysis and decision‐making for new fuel cycle facilities

Thermal response

• Secondary waste arising throughout the nuclear energy system (SF, HLW, technical waste)
•Calculation of waste container volumes, transport needs
•Calculation of waste management costs

•Calculation of thermal response repository (paramterizable per type of repository)
•Calculation of repository gallery length

DANESS lci • Life‐cycle inventory model for intranuclear environmental assessment

 

Figure 2. Key features and capabilities of DANESS v4.2. 

The paper  and presentation will provide overview of  current  status of DANESS  v4.2, examples of 
applications  and  latest  results  on  verification  and  benchmark  activities  as  well  as  overview  of 
ongoing developments. 
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Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) is nowadays being considered as an additional 
element in the fuel cycle with the aim of reaching the long term sustainability of nuclear 
energy; in particular, the optimization of natural resources consumption and the 
minimization of the long term legacy of hazards for future generations. The full 
potential of P&T can be exploited only if the strategy is utilized for a minimum time 
period of about a hundred years. During this period of time, the spent fuels of the 
advanced reactors are reprocessed to obtain the useful elements for the new fresh fuel 
(partitioning). The procedure is repeated along the forthcoming cycles for single 
reactors or for a whole reactor fleet fuel cycle. The fuel isotopic composition will 
evolve along a number of cycles, being finally very close to the equilibrium 
composition, defined as the long-term state reached after infinite cycle iterations. 
 
In this paper, it is described a fast numerical method, based on the Banach’s Fixed Point 
Theorem, for the calculation in a zero-dimensional approach of the equilibrium isotopic 
composition of a transmutation system in an advanced fuel cycle. The method is based 
on the division of the fuel cycle in successive stages: fuel fabrication, storage, 
irradiation inside the transmutation system, cooling, reprocessing and incorporation of 
the external material to the new fresh fuel. The fuel isotopic composition, represented 
by an isotope vector, will be modified by each stage, described in a matrix formulation. 
The fuel cycle is hence represented as a contractor mapping over the fuel composition 
vector. 
 
The method (whose mathematical basis is explained in the paper) has been successfully 
applied to a double strata fuel cycle with LWR and ADS. After comparison to the 
results of the EVOLCODE2 burn-up code, the observed differences are about a few per 
cents in the main actinides mass estimations (being these isotope masses the main 
contributors to the total fuel mass). 
 



Studying international fuel cycle robustness with the GENIUSv2 discrete 
facilities/materials fuel cycle systems analysis tool 
 

P.H. Wilson 
 

Dept. of Engineering Physics, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

 
 
GENIUSv2 (Global Evaluation of Nuclear Infrastructure Utilization Scenarios, hereafter 
“GENIUS”) is a discrete-facilities/materials nuclear fuel cycle systems analysis tool 
currently under development at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. For a given 
scenario, it models nuclear fuel cycle facilities (reactors, fuel fabrication, enrichment, 
etc.), the institutions that own them (utilities and governments), and the regions in which 
those institutions operate (sub-national, national, and super-national entities).  
 
Facilities work together to provide each other with the materials they need. The results of 
each simulation include the electricity production in each region as well as operational 
histories of each facility and isotopic and facility histories of each material object. 
GENIUS users specify an initial condition and a facility deployment plan. The former 
describes each region and institution in the scenario as well as facilities that exist at the 
start. The latter specifies all the facilities that will be built over the course of the 
simulation (and by which institutions). Each region, institution, and facility can be 
assigned financial parameters such as tax and interest rates, and facilities also get 
assigned technical information about how they actually operate. Much of the power of the 
data model comes from the flexibility to model individual entities to a fine level of detail 
or to allow them to inherit region-, institution-, or facility-type-specific default 
parameters. 
 
Most importantly to the evaluation of regional, national, and international policies, users 
can also specify rules that define the affinity (or lack thereof) for trade of particular 
commodities between particular entities. For instance, these rules could dictate that a 
particular region or institution always buy a certain commodity (ore, enriched UF6, 
fabricated fuel, etc.) from a particular region or institution, never buy from that region, or 
merely have a certain likelihood to do so depending on what other suppliers are available. 
 
The GENIUS development team is currently working through a suite of benchmarking  
problems and scenario studies to demonstrate both the code's reliability with respect to 
existing results (namely, from VISION, Idaho National Laboratory's continuous-
materials tool) and its novel approach to difficult-to-model international problems. 
Benchmarking problems include single- and multi-facility scenarios to validate GENIUS 
mass flows, isotopics, power production, and separations plant behavior. Early scenarios 
of interest probe international fuel cycles' robustness to perturbations and interruptions of 
a political or economic nature and include early work to model IAEA fuel bank concepts. 
In this paper, we present detailed results from this demonstration suite. 
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New developments on COSI6, the simulation software
for fuel cycle analysis

Maryan Meyer (CEA-France), Lionel Boucher (CEA-France)

New developments on COSI6, the simulation software for fuel cycle analysis “COSI”, is a code simulating a pool of
nuclear electricity generating plants with its associated fuel cycle facilities. This code has been designed to study
various short, medium and long term options for the introduction of various types of nuclear reactors and for the use
of associated nuclear materials. COSI calculates the mass and the isotopic composition of all the materials, in each part
of the nuclear park, at any time. Following the complete renewal of the code in 2006, new developments have been
implemented into improve physical models, user convenience and to enlarge the scope of utilisation. COSI can now be
coupled with CESAR 5 (JEFF 2.2 : 200 FP available), allowing to perform waste packages calculations : high level
waste (glasses), intermediate level waste (compacted waste), liquid and gazeous waste coming from processing, reactor
high level waste. Those packages are managed in new kinds of facilities: finished warehouse, interim storage, waste
disposal. The calculable features for waste packages are: mass (initial heavy metal), isotopic content, packages mass,
packages volume, number of packages, activity, radiotoxicity, decay heat, necessary area. Developments on COSI are
still ongoing. The reactivity equivalence function (based on Baker formula) is now available: - for thorium cycle :
compositions for [Th+Pu] or [Th+U] can be calculated taking into account all nuclides impacts. - for ADS :
compositions for [MA+Pu] can be calculated taking into account all nuclides impacts. The physical model is also
developed: nuclear data (branching ratios, fission energies, fission yields) will be different between thermal reactors
and fast reactors. The first step towards proliferation resistance methodology implementation is the evaluation of
physical data needed for proliferation evaluation : heating rate from Pu in material (Watt/kg), weight fraction of even
isotopes, concentration (SQs/MT), radiation dose rates (rem/hr at a distance of 1 meter), inventory (Significant
Quantities). Those results allows to assess proliferation resistance of fuel cycle or to implement an integrated method.
The coupling between COSI6 and ERANOS is on the way : the initial composition of fuel is given to MACCAO
software, MACCAO builds an ERANOS input mixing it and a reference case, ERANOS is run and the results returns
to COSI. This coupling will be a reference calculation way, which provides other results like end-of-cycle reactivity or
core dynamic coefficients. For international collaboration COSI is available in French language or English language,
with total compatibility of data sets. COSI is used in France, Italy and Germany within licence agreements. COSI
utilisation involves a nice graphical user interface, including graphical post processings. The next evolution will
include the coupling with CESAR5.3 (JEFF3.1 nuclear data). Examples of studies and results obtained with COSI are
presented in the paper. Specific papers about scenario studies made with COSI are also presented. References : [1]
Lionel Boucher, Jean-Paul Grouiller : “COSI : the complete renewal of the simulation software for fuel cycle
analysis”, proceedings of ICONE 14, Miami, USA, July 17-20, 2006. [2] G. Rimpault, “The ERANOS Code and Data
System for Fast Reactor Neutronic Analyses”, Proc. of the PHYSOR 2002 International Conference on the New
Frontiers of Nuclear Technology : Reactor Physics, Safety and High Performance Computing, Seoul, Korea, October
7-10,2002. 
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This paper describes the methodology for evaluating nuclear energy systems in FaCT (Fast 
Reactor Cycle Technology Development) project of Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) 
and the efforts to develop the knowledge database system in the field. Recently, it is of 
increasing importance to seize the dynamic behaviors of the typical Fast Reactor (FR) 
deployment scenarios with Japanese Sodium Fast Reactor (JSFR) and related fuel cycle 
facilities developed in FaCT Project. The discussed evaluation methodologies have been 
revised from the one used in the dynamic analysis conducted in the “Feasibility Study on 
Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle System” in 2005. 
 
This paper emphasizes the importance of the management of the related knowledge as well as 
the development of evaluating methodology itself. In Japan, the deployment of commercial 
JSFR is planned in around 2050, very long-term research and development activities with 
many handovers between engineers. Considering the scale and the period of the FaCT project, 
a knowledge management system to handle the works of system development strategies and 
system evaluation is necessary to share the objectives, methodology, and results of the works 
with stakeholders and to takeover the related knowledge to new generation. Furthermore, 
knowledge management is important from the viewpoint of quality management. 
 
Subsequently, the way of designing the data formats and contents suitable for the nuclear 
energy system strategy evaluation are discussed based on the JAEA’s activities in the FaCT 
project. The data used in the evaluation will be favorable if they can match the way of 
thinking of designers and evaluators. Then, the supply chain management methodology with 
object-oriented design used in the dynamic analysis of nuclear industry / nuclear fuel cycle is 
shortly discussed as a typical example. Many documents are also used in the decision-making 
process besides the evaluation results. Finally, the outline and the functions of the prototype 
database system to handle various types of input and output data, documents, and other 
information. It can also connect the stored data, information, and knowledge to track the 
chain of decisions with the rationale behind them for the purpose of knowledge management. 
The database is intend to comprehend the total process of the management judgments and 
political decisions with rationale and to assist the evaluations and decisions in the future 
works for the commercialization of JSFR and related fuel cycle system. 
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Dynamic Analysis of Deployment Scenarios of Fast
Burner Reactors in the U.S. Nuclear Fleet

A.J. Machiels (EPRI-USA), S. Massara, C. Garzenne (EDF-France)

Current civil uses of nuclear power in the United States are based on a once-through fuel cycle involving the
irradiation of low-enriched uranium fuel in LWRs and the subsequent storage and eventual disposal of the spent fuel.
However, continued use of nuclear power may be predicated on improved economics and sustainability, especially
when it is assumed that applications of nuclear technology may expand beyond production of electricity to areas such
as the production of hydrogen for industrial and transportation applications. New strategies may be required to balance
the needs for 1) sustainability —particularly, the shift to a plutonium economy and reduction in high level waste
(HLW) burden on permanent geologic repositories, 2) operational efficiencies, and 3) diversion resistance of
plutonium-based fuel cycles. Such strategies may rely on interim storage of spent fuel as well as on partitioning and
transmutation of plutonium and minor actinides before final HLW disposal in a permanent geologic repository.
Although equilibrium system analysis gives indications on the end states of any transition between current and future
nuclear energy systems, closing the fuel cycle introduces complex dynamic feedback effects with regard to mass flows,
inventories, and isotopic fuel and HLW compositions. Dynamic, i.e., time-dependent, process models simulating
nuclear energy systems—from uranium mining to final waste disposal—have been used to model potential transition
scenarios from the current U.S nuclear fleet (entirely composed of LWRs) to a future fleet that consists of evolutionary
LWRs and fast burner reactors. This paper presents the results of a dynamic simulation analysis for deployment of
advanced light water reactors (LWRs) and fast burner reactors (with a nominal conversion ratio = 0.5), as proposed in
the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) program. Dynamic simulations of GNEP-type scenarios, consisting of
the deployment of a significant number of fast burner reactors, are challenging due to substantial variations in the
burner fresh fuel composition during the transient period before equilibrium conditions are approached. The
deployment of fast burner reactors in the 2040-2045 time frame allows a quasi-immediate stabilization of transuranic
(TRU) nuclides, with the total TRU inventory being reduced by a factor of two by the end of the 21st century
compared to a once-through fuel cycle scenario. Reducing the TRU inventory by a factor of ten would, however,
require several centuries. An important insight derived from this work is the need for a powerful technical environment
for validating the proper use of nuclear fuel simulation codes. 
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 A sustainable nuclear energy system has been 
developed based on the concept of Self-Consistent Nuclear 
Energy System (SCNES). Many countries aim at their 
energy security and environmental harmonization with 
nuclear utilization. Along with current strong energy 
demands worldwide, LWR systems occupy major positions 
in energy production during the 21 centuries. As those 
efforts encounter challenges associated with long-lived 
radionuclide issues of high-level wastes (HLW), universal 
technical approaches are important with sharing common 
understanding and goals in meeting requirements in energy 
production and minimization of HLW burden, under 
consideration of basic neutron property in long-lived 
nuclide transmutation capability using fission systems 
which guarantee self-consistent energy balance.  

Early realization of the SCNES concept can be the 
most viable option to solve the HLW issues in a few 
decades while keeping high growth of nuclear energy, 
effective use of natural uranium and non-proliferation 
consistently. To realization of SCNES goals, a three-step 
approach is proposed to solve such concurrent problems 
raised in the LWR systems. The first and second 
generation SCNES systems mainly play roles in reduction 
of minor actinides (MAs) and long-lived fission products 
(LLFPs) yielded in LWR fuels, but not roles in energy 
supply as coexisting fission systems with LWRs. 
Especially, the first generation system contributes to burn 
MAs and convert TRU compositions vectors to stabilize to 
lower fraction levels of MA/TRU from those in the 
discharged LWR fuels. In addition, the first generation 
system can cover very wide range of fuel production 
capability with maintaining fuel isotopic compositions 
within ranges of the reactor grade plutonium vectors even 
with high breeding ratios around 1.4 using fast neutron 
spectra. This capability can potentially offer supportive 
capacity to meet growing energy demands in the future. 

The second generation system includes innovative 
capabilities to incinerate LLFPs effectively with in the 
limited available spaced around core. The third generation 
system corresponds to the initial stage of the SCNES goals 
which target full-recycling of uranium-238 to extract 
inexhaustible energy and full-utilization of FPs, such as 
rare metals, for adding new values to the future 
contributions to society..  

This study has identified and rationalized 
transmutation capabilities for TRU and long-lived fission 
products burning and high fuel production under enhanced 
non-proliferation aspects toward the future no-HLW 
disposal. A 300-MWe class metallic fuelled fast core and 
recycling facilities can work along with the SCNES 
concept towards substantial reduction of HLW from LWR 
in connection with the current social needs.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
A very topical problem of nuclear power is the fuel cycle back-end. One of the options is a 
LWR spent fuel reprocessing and a fissile nuclides re-use in the fast reactor (FR). A large 
amount of spent fuel have been stored in the power plant intermediate storage during the 
operation of VVER-440 reactors in Slovakia. This paper is based on an analysis of the Pu and 
minor actinides content in actual stored VVER-440 spent fuel in Slovakia. The next part 
presents the possibilities of reprocessing and Pu re-use in fast reactor under Slovak 
conditions. The fuel cycle consisting of VVER-440 reactor, reprocessing plant and fast 
reactor was designed. The last section compares two parts of fuel cycle: one is the UOX cycle 
in VVER-440 reactor and the other is the cycle in the fast reactor - SUPER PHENIX loaded 
with MOX fuel (Pu + Minor Actinides). The starting point is a single recycling of Pu from 
VVER-440 in FR. The next step is multirecycling of Pu in FR to obtain equilibrium cycle. 
This article is dealing with the solution of power production and fuel cycle indicators. All 
kinds of calculations were performed by computer code HELIOS 1.10. 
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Multiple Recycle of Uranium-Plutonium Fuel in
Thermal Reactors WWER -1000

Yu. Fedorov, B. Bibichev, B. Zilberman, A. Shadrin (Khlopin Radium Institute)

Unseparated mixture of uranium and plutonium recovered at radiochemical processing of spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
after its makeup with natural enriched uranium can be multiple recycled in the thermal reactors of WWER-1000 type
at 100% charging of the core region. Such fuel was named REMIX (REgenerated MIXture of uranium and plutonium
oxides). Using TVS-M and AFPA programs the calculations were performed on the content of uranium and plutonium
isotopes in the spent uranium fuel, SNF MOX fuel, and SNF REMIX fuel after five recycles in reactor WWER-1000.
The results obtained showed: 1. The contents of odd plutonium isotopes after second recycle remain nearly unchanged.
The fraction of fissile plutonium isotopes in the spent REMIX fuel after first and fifth recycles comprises 60 and 54%,
respectively. For comparison, the fraction of fissile plutonium isotopes in the spent MOX fuel decreases from 65 to
50% even after first recycle. 2. At five recycles, the required enrichment of uranium fraction for regenerated REMIX
fuel changes within 16.5±0.5%. In this case, saving of natural uranium at preparation of the REMIX fuel for a single
fuel assembly comprises 22.0±3.0% as compared to the amount of natural uranium required for preparing of the fuel
for uranium fuel assembly with initial enrichment of 4.3%. 3. Labor consumption on separation processes at preparing
of regenerated REMIX fuel for a single fuel assembly between second - fifth recycles is smaller than that at the
preparation of the fuel for standard uranium fuel assembly and labor saving on separation works before second – fifth
cycles changes within 4.1±1.7%. 4. Spent REMIX fuel after five recycles possesses somewhat higher energy potential
(sum of fissile elements except for compensation of the even nuclides) as compared to the spent uranium fuel with
initial enrichment of 4.3% and strongly exceeds given parameters for the spent MOX fuel even after first recycle.
Preparation of the REMIX fuel does not require recovery of pure plutonium at SNF reprocessing, which strongly
simplifies reprocessing and improves the regime of non-proliferation of the fissile nuclides. 



Advanced Fuel Cycle Treatment, Recycling, and Disposal of Nuclear Waste 
 

Emory D. Collins, Robert T. Jubin, Guillermo D. DelCul,  
Barry B. Spencer, and John Paul Reiner 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee  37831   USA 

 
Nuclear waste, in the form of used and spent nuclear fuel, is currently being stored in the U.S., 

mostly at reactor sites to await future direct disposal or treatment to permit recycle of re-usable 

components and minimization of wastes requiring geologic disposal.  The used fuel is currently 

accumulating at a rate of over 2,000 tons per year and a total of over 60,000 tons is in storage.  

New dry storage capacity is estimated to cost ~ $0.6 B per year.  Technologies have been 

developed and deployed worldwide to treat only a portion of the nuclear waste that is generated.  

Recent research, development, and systems analysis studies have shown that nuclear waste 

treatment could be done at the rate of generation in a safe, environmentally friendly, and cost-

effective manner.  These studies continue to show that major benefits can be obtained by 

allowing the used fuel assemblies to remain in safe storage for 30 years or longer before 

treatment.  During this time, the radioactivity and decay heat generation decrease substantially, 

such that the separations process can be simplified and made less costly, waste gases containing 
85Kr can be released below regulatory limits, and the solid fission product wastes containing 
137Cs and 90Sr require decay storage for a much shorter time-period before geologic disposal.  In 

addition, the need for separating curium from americium and for extra purification cycles for the 

uranium and uranium-plutonium-neptunium products is greatly diminished. Moreover, during 

the 30+ years of storage prior to treatment, the quality of the recyclable fuel is only degraded by 

less than 5 percent.  The 30+ year storage period also enables recycle of long-lived transuranic 

actinides to be accomplished in existing light water reactors without waiting on and incurring the 

cost of the development, licensing, and deployment of future Gen IV reactors.  Overall, the 

safety, environmental, and cost benefits of treating the longer aged used nuclear wastes are 

substantial. 



Mexican Uranium Resources to Support a National Nuclear Program 
 

Jose R. Ramirez, Gustavo Alonso 
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares 

Carretera Mexico-Toluca s/n, Ocoyoacac, Edo. de Mex. 52750, Mexico  
 
 

One point on the government electricity policy in Mexico is to have a better mix sources 
including nuclear energy, currently there are two BWR units with a capacity of 1375 MW 
of nuclear power that provides around 4.5% of the electricity generation in Mexico and it 
represents 2.7 of the whole installed capacity. There is some planning to include the 
constructions of new nuclear units and they are comprised on three scenarios. The current 
paper deals with Mexican Uranium resources and how they can be used to support a 
Nuclear Program in Mexico. 
 
Currently, there are around 14000 tons of uranium in a category of probed reserves, 
however just a little has been done to search and quantify for new reserves in the last 25 
years. Based on that quantity an study is carry out to learn the fuel assemblies supply that 
these resources could provide under a Nuclear Mexican Program. 
 
The scenarios considered assumed the ABWR as the reactor choice to be implemented with 
a single capacity of 1356 MW and the time frame is 2015-2030. The low scenario 
comprises the construction of two units starting in 2015 and the second one 5 years later; in 
the medium scenario 4 new units will be built starting in 2015 and every four years a new 
one and the high scenario assumes that 6 new unit will be added and each one of them will 
start construction with a three years of difference starting at 2015. 
 
Under these scenarios the availability of indigenous uranium resources is tested and an 
economical analysis is provided. 
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Dynamic Analysis of Fuel Cycle Transitioning
B.W. Dixon, S.J. Piet, D.E. Shropshire, G.E. Matthern (Idaho National Laboratory)

This paper examines the time-dependent dynamics of transitioning from a once-through fuel cycle to a closed fuel
cycle. The once-through system involves only Light Water Reactors (LWRs) operating on uranium oxide fuel UOX),
while the closed cycle includes both LWRs and fast spectrum reactors (FRs) in either a single-tier system or two-tier
fuel system. The single-tier system includes full transuranic recycle in FRs while the two-tier system adds one pass of
mixed oxide uranium-plutonium (MOX U-Pu) fuel in the LWR. While the analysis primarily focuses on burner fast
reactors, transuranic conversion ratios up to 1.07 are assessed and many of the findings apply to any fuel cycle
transitioning from a thermal once-through system to a synergistic thermal-fast recycle system. These findings include
uranium requirements for a range of nuclear electricity growth rates, the importance of back end fuel cycle facility
timing and magnitude, the impact of employing a range of fast reactor conversion ratios, system sensitivity to used
fuel cooling time prior to recycle, impacts on a range of waste management indicators, and projected electricity cost
ranges for once-through, single-tier and two-tier systems.

The paper summarizes a comprehensive study conducted in 2008 by the Systems Analysis campaign of the U. S.
Department of Energy’s Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative. The study assessed a range of issues associated with the U.S.
transitioning to a closed recycle system before mid-century. The study focused on the dynamic behavior of the system
during the transition period, including introduction of initial fast reactors and recycle facilities, work-off of stores of
used fuel and the eventual stabilization of the ratio of fast reactors to thermal reactors in a dynamic equilibrium by the
end of the century. Sensitivity studies were used to increase understanding of the impact of several key assumptions.
The study confirmed that significant waste management benefits can be realized as soon as recycling is initiated, but
natural uranium savings are minimal in this century. The use of MOX in LWRs decouples the development of recycle
facilities from fast reactor fielding, but also significantly delays and limits fast reactor deployment. Total plutonium
inventories are reduced in all the recycle scenarios assessed as compared to once-through.



 
Comparison of Different Options for Transmutation Scenarios Studied in the 

Frame of the French Law for Waste Management 
 

C. Coquelet, M. Meyer, R. Girieud, L. Boucher (CEA - FRANCE) 
P. Barbrault, C. Garzenne (EDF - FRANCE) 

D. Greneche, I Hablot, JG. Devezeaux (AREVA NC - FRANCE) 
B. Carlier (AREVA NP - FRANCE) 

 
 
In the frame of the French law for waste management, scenarios studies are carried out with 
the simulation software COSI to compare different options of separation and transmutation of 
plutonium and minor actinides in the French fleet of reactors. The goal of these studies is to 
evaluate the consequences of these options on the deployment of Sodium cooled Fast 
Reactors from the plutonium inventory viewpoint, the possibility to transmute the minor 
actinides in SFR, the capacity and the design of cycle facilities, the economic and technical 
impacts, the waste production and their effects on geological storage. The paper will focus 
on the two first items.  
 
Each option has been evaluated in different dynamic scenarios taking into account the 
transition between the current nuclear reactor park and a generation IV park, with the 
deployment of SFR in replacement of PWR.  
 
In this paper, we discuss the results of 3 main scenarios:  Scenario 1 - plutonium recycling in 
SFR; Scenario 2 - plutonium and minor actinides recycling in SFR in heterogeneous mode; 
Scenario 3 - plutonium and americium recycling in SFR in heterogeneous mode. 
 
Scenarios have been optimised to minimize the impacts on fuel cycle: stabilization of global 
reprocessing capacity over 40 years, limitation of separated plutonium and minor actinides 
storage…  
 
Whatever the scenario and with the used assumptions, it is possible as from 2040 to deploy 
SFR to replace PWR in the French fleet of reactors without an external input of plutonium. 
Nevertheless it is necessary to shorten the minimum cooling time before reprocessing of 
SFR fuel at the end of SFR deployment. 
 
The 1st scenario with plutonium recycling in SFR fuel can stabilize the total plutonium 
inventory around 900 tons, on the condition of having an iso-generator SFR concept. 
 
For the second one, with plutonium and minor actinides recycling in radial blankets of SFR, it 
is possible to transmute all the actinides of fuel reprocessed after the beginning of separation 
(2038) by considering 2 rows of blankets during the SFR deployment. At the end of the 
deployment, a single row of blanket is enough to stabilize both cycle and waste MA 
inventories. Moreover, the radiotoxicity of accumulated High Level Waste is reduced by 
comparison with the scenario 1, where only plutonium is recycled. 
 
The conclusions of scenario 2 can be transposed to the 3rd scenario which considers the 
deployment of SFR recycling plutonium in the fissile core and americium in radial blankets.  
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Abstract 

According to the Japan’s Nuclear Energy Policy, commercial Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR) will be 
deployed from around 2050 under the suitable conditions for the replacement of Light Water Reactors 
(LWR) to FBR.  There are many unpredictable factors in the future including FBR deployment start-
time and rates.  Thus flexible management of the transition period fuel cycle from LWR to FBR is 
quite important to complete the successful FBR deployment.   

The transition scenario from LWR to FBR is investigated in detail and the Flexible Fuel Cycle 
Initiative (FFCI) is proposed as a suitable transition system.  The FFCI removes ~90% uranium from 
LWR spent fuel in LWR reprocessing and residual material named recycle material (RM), which 
contains ~50% U, ~15% Pu and ~35% other nuclides, is treated in FBR reprocessing to recover Pu and 
U.  If the FBR deployment rate becomes lower, the RM (~1/10 volume of original spent fuel) will be 
stored until the higher rate again.  Storage form of the RM will be either liquid or solid considering the 
easiness for Pu/U recovery afterwards and RM storage.   

The FFCI has some merits compared with ordinary system that consists of full reprocessing 
facilities for both LWR and FBR spent fuels during the transition period.  The economy is better for 
FFCI due to the smaller LWR reprocessing facility (no Pu/U recovery and fabrication).  The FFCI can 
supply high Pu concentration RM, which has high proliferation resistance and flexibly respond to FBR 
introduction rate changes.  Volume minimization of spent LWR fuel is possible for FFCI by its 
conversion to RM.   

Several features of FFCI were quantitatively analyzed such as Pu mass balance, reprocessing 
capacities, spent LWR fuel amounts, RM amounts, and proliferation resistance to compare the 
effectiveness of the FFCI system with other systems.  The calculated Pu balance revealed that the 
FFCI could supply enough but no excess Pu to FBR.  These analyses demonstrated the applicability of 
FFCI system to the transition period from LWR cycle to FBR cycle.   
 
*This study includes the result of “Research and Development of Flexible Fuel Cycle for the Smooth 
Introduction of FBR” entrusted to Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd. by the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan (MEXT). 



Evolution of Multi-recycled Uranium Isotope Composition in Closed Fuel Cycle of 
Light Water Reactors  

 
P.N. Alekseev, A.A. Dudnikov, V.A. Nevinitsa, V.N. Proselkov, A.V. Tchibiniaev 

Russian Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” 
V.D. Borisevich, A.Yu. Smirnov, G.A. Sulaberidze 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute (State University)  
 

Spent nuclear fuel consists of more than 90% of uranium. However the modern condition of nuclear 
science and nuclear technologies is such that the problem of a mined and single-irradiated uranium 
usage is mostly postponed for a long-term future or for ever. Nowadays only limited number of 
countries has an experience of a recycled uranium usage. But even this experience is limited to a 
single-recycled uranium usage. Meanwhile its multiple recycling will allow to decrease the needs for 
new uranium deposits mining and to increase the efficiency of already mined uranium usage.  

In the present work the physical problems of recycled uranium multiple usage in a light water reactors 
fuel cycle were analyzed. For that it was applied the complex approach on the basis of the simultaneous 
modeling of neutron-physical processes and processes of cascade separation of isotopes.  
In this study a set of scenarios of multiple irradiation of recycled uranium in light water reactors was 
considered. Thus additional absorption of neutrons by uranium–236 isotope was compensated by 
additional enrichment on uranium-235 isotope. Specific expenditures of natural uranium for enrichment 
of recycled uranium were received depending on the contents of uranium–232 isotope. 
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Fig. 1. Uranium enrichment and irradiation scenario. 
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Preliminary Approach to Sustainable Nuclear Scenario
Definition. Case Study: Italy

B. Vezzoni, G. Forasassi (CIRTEN, UNIPI-Italy)

The Sustainable development is an issue that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own energy needs. In this context the reduction of CO2 emissions and the
preservation of natural resources are the main challenges. In order to answer these questions, national and international
researches on energy field are focusing on the identification of possible energy scenarios, where the improvement of
energy efficiency and the intensive use of free-carbon energy sources (renewable and nuclear sources) are base factors.
This work was developed as a part of a more general project in the frame of research program foreseen in the general
agreement among Italian MSE, ENEA, CIRTEN. It focused on the determination of a suitable methodology to compare
different nuclear fuel cycle scenarios with particular attention to strategies able to minimize nuclear wastes. One of the
possible solution is the transmutation of Minor Actinides (MA) using fast fission processes. Crucial aspects for this
analysis are the identification of principal indicators available for the nuclear energy-electricity sector (where the
radiotoxicity vs. time of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) is one of the most interesting indicator for both acceptability and
wastes reduction points of view) and the definition of energy demand and mix up to 2050. In this work, as a case
study, the Italian situation has been investigated. Italy does not have nuclear electricity production at present but the
nuclear production will be probably inserted in the new energy action plane. In this context, several scenarios have
been simulated: for the medium term Gen-III facilities (e.g. EPR) have been introduced in synergy with Gen-IV
reactors (e.g. LFR), for the long term (starting from 2035). Computational tools used are MCNPX-2.5.0 and ORIGEN-
2.2 codes, coupled within MONTEBURNS-2 burn-up code. Scenario analyses have been performed by means of
NFCSS scenario code released by IAEA in 2008. 
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Lessons Learned on Fuel Cycle Simulation Dynamics
S. J. Piet, B. W. Dixon, J. J. Jacobson, G. E. Matthern, D. E. Shropshire (Idaho National Laboratory)

Nuclear fuel cycles are inherently dynamic, yet many (if not most) comparisons of nuclear fuel cycle options compare
them via static time-independent analyses. Instead, assessments need to consider dynamics in at least three senses -
transitions from one fuel cycle strategy to another, how fuel cycles perform with nuclear power growth superimposed
with time delays throughout the system, and variability of fuel cycle performance due to perturbations. This paper
explains some of what we have learned from dynamic fuel cycle simulations using the VISION model. Dynamic
analysis shows details not available through static analysis alone.

• The fraction of fast reactors at any point in time will be much lower than predicted by simple “static equilibrium”
calculations due to multiple system constraints that impact the amount of TRU available for fueling new reactors at
startup.

• TRU management needs to account for both the TRU consumed in fast reactors and the additional TRU generation
avoided due to fast reactors replacing some LWRs.

• It is difficult to match the timing and size of deployment of reactors, separation plants, and fuel fabrication plants.

• The holdup of transuranic material in the system impacts system performance so that short time lags (e.g. when
facilities are co-located instead of at different locations) can lead to faster system evolution.

• The higher the nuclear power growth rate, the higher the fast reactor TRU conversion ratio should be from the
standpoint of uranium usage and the further the fast reactor fraction from static equilibrium.

• The impact of transitioning to a closed fuel cycle on waste management is large and depends on processing loss rate
and how long the closed fuel cycle has been implemented.

• Fuel and separation facilities must accommodate variation in fuel mixture elemental composition.
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TRANSITION COSTS TO THE CLOSED NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE WITH 
FAST REACTORS AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE STRATEGIES OF ITS 

INTRODUCTION  
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Ahmed Irej JALAL (T: +431 2600-22780, E: A.Jalal@iaea.org), Vladimir USANOV 
(T: +431 2600-22979, F: +431 2600-29598, E: v.usanov@iaea.org),  

Galina FESENKO (T: +431 9471397, E: gafesenko@mail.ru) 
IAEA, Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400, Vienna, Austria   

 
The paper presents results of the study on economic aspects of the transition from the 

current nuclear energy system (NS) overwhelmingly based on the open nuclear fuel 

cycle (NFC) with thermal reactors to the NS with substantial inclusion of the closed 

NFC and balanced fleet of thermal and fast reactors. This transition will require pre-

commercial investments (transition costs) which include R&D cost, investments in 

prototype/demonstration facilities, non-recurring NPP deployment costs, etc.  

Assessments made in the countries that were leading in the development of fast 

reactors and associated fuel cycle have shown that the scale of transition costs is 

rather high.  

The approach used in the study includes analysis of scenarios for technological 

structure of nuclear power development in the 21st century by taking into account (i) 

two groups of counties; group one develops closed NFC with fast reactors (CNFC-

FR) while other does not; (ii) need for nuclear energy for the two group over the next 

100 years; (iii) uranium resource availability and costs; (iv) the construction and 

operation costs of nuclear reactors and fuel cycle facilities; (v) R&D investments and 

timings for development of CNFC-FR technologies; etc.  

The study demonstrates that the transition costs have significant impact on economic 

viability of the CNFC-FR systems. In some cases, the timings and amount of 

investments necessary for transition to CNFC-FR do not fit to the expected returns 

from new nuclear capacity deployments and thus exclude the CNFC-FR from optimal 

capacity expansion strategies. In general, transition costs formulate additional rules 

with regard to building of the optimal architecture of the global nuclear fuel cycle and 

their accounting leads to many important conclusions as discussed in the paper.  
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Fuel Sustainability and Plutonium Characterization Analysis on 
Water-Cooled Reactors for Some Actinide Closed-Cycle 

Schemes 
 

Sidik Permana1, Abdul Waris2, and Hiroshi Sekimoto1 
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Abstract 
Energy sustainability using nuclear energy may be possible using several different ways 
such as increasing breeding capability of the reactors. Another way is by optimizing the 
fuel utilization of spent fuel after reprocessing, and in the same time exploring 
additional nuclear fuel resources from other sources such as from sea water. Concerning 
reprocessing spent fuel, the issue of plutonium production is one of hot issue related to 
proliferation resistance concern. Water cooled reactors including light and heavy water 
reactors which are widely used as commercialized reactors, have more attractive feature 
to be analyzed when actinides-closed cycle options are adopted as well as once through 
case. The features such as optimizing the utilization of spent fuel, fuel conversion ratio, 
uranium enrichment and plutonium production are our focus analysis which will be 
presented in this present study. Several actinides closed cycle options are examined 
from only recycled plutonium into recycled all heavy metals. The optimization analysis 
uses coupling codes between developed equilibrium fuel cycle burnup code and cell 
calculation of SRAC code. JENDL 3.3 is used for nuclear data library. Fuel 
sustainability of the reactor which related to fuel breeding capability can be achieved by 
both light and heavy water-cooled reactors depending on moderation ratio and fuel 
cycle option. Plutonium characterization which based on plutonium production 
composition is shown for different moderation ratios and several recycling actinide 
schemes. Fissile plutonium production as plutonium quality concern decreases, 
meanwhile the total even mass number production of plutonium isotope increases with 
increasing moderation ratio. In addition, higher even mass number production of 
plutonium isotope can be obtained by adopting higher recycled actinides. Light water 
coolant shows lower attractiveness level of plutonium proliferation concern compared 
with heavy water coolant due to lower plutonium quality. Heavy water coolant shows 
better breeding capability than light water coolant; however, it requires higher enriched 
uranium. Utilization of recycling actinides not only for obtaining optimum nuclear fuel 
utilization from spent fuel, but also to increase fuel breeding capability, reducing 
required uranium utilization, reducing the accumulated materials of long-lived spent 
fuel waste and moreover, it can be used for increasing protected nuclear material by 
improving protected plutonium production.   
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Long term prospective on the electronuclear fleet: from
GEN II to GEN IV

A. Baschwitz (CEA Saclay DEN/I-tésé), C. Loaëc (CEA Saclay DEN/DDIN), J. Fournier (CEA Saclay DEN/I-tésé),
M. Delpech (CEA Saclay DEN/I-tésé), F. Leger (CEA Saclay DEN/I-tésé)

According to almost all of the forward-looking studies, the world energy consumption should increase in the future
decades, essentially because of the growth of the world population and the long term development of emerging
countries. This trend occurs under specific circumstances, at a time when greenhouse gas emissions have to be sharply
curbed and when security of energy supplies has to be enhanced. Nuclear energy is a currently available technology,
adapted to both issue. In this context, the nuclear power should be an essential strategic element to meet this
increasing energy demand. The objective of this study is to simulate the evolution of the nuclear fleet from light water
reactors to fast reactors, in a world context up to year 2150. The study, realized with the GRUS model (Management of
the Uranium Resources under STELLA environment), deals with the deployment of the various types of reactors, their
rate and limits of installation, the constraint of the Plutonium (Pu) availability, the impact on Uranium consumption as
well as options allowing to give some flexibility to the various constraints. A sensitivity study determines the impact
of some key parameters to achieve the objectives. Four scenarios from IAASA have been retained (A2, A3, B, C2). •
For the C2 scenario corresponding to a slow increasing demand, there is nearly no constraints to install fast reactors
(FR) due to the plutonium availability. For the others, the nuclear capacity that could be installed with FR will be
driven by Pu availability, leading to install PWRs to achieve the total demand with higher uranium consumption. • For
the A2, A3 and B scenarios, the 15 Mt of conventional uranium resources (as referenced by the Red Book) will be
consumed before the end of this century. The 22 Mt of unconventional resources will have been already engaged. • It
is important to regularly increase the nuclear power fleet to produce more Pu. On the other hand, the launch of FR as
soon as 2040 doesn’t seem critical for their long-term deployment. • The breeding, even strong, will not significantly
impact uranium consumption before the next century but impacts the engaged uranium by then. • The decrease of the
burn up in PWR is also studied to calculate the impact on the FR introduction, based on a higher Pu production in
UOX fuels. • The installation of the FR was optimized by being more progressive and by avoiding peaks in PWR
capacities due to temporary lack of Pu availability. This study is realized in a global context without geopolitical
considerations on the Pu availability. 
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Preferred Track: 10, Sustainable fuel cycle options and nuclear material management  

This paper proposes a multinational collaborative fuel cycle between five Asian nations: China, Japan, 
the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam. For this collaboration, China and Japan will be the two 
major driver nations, with the other three fulfilling user‐state roles. The collaborative strategy, reaching 
full development after 2035, is based upon published forecasts of the participant nations’ targeted 
nuclear generation capacity at that date. Each nation will generate its projected nuclear energy demand 
for this year. The most ambitious projection is China’s, who nominally intends to produce 160 GWe from 
nuclear power, representing a nearly 20‐fold increase over its current generation [1]. The major 
objective of the collaboration is to utilize uranium and transuranics more efficiently through a 
synergistic exchange of materials and fuel cycle services than would be the case if each nation continued 
to develop its nuclear capacity in isolation. 

Mass balances were produced using specifications from a model reactor in each country.   The system 
will have simple PWR fleets in both Vietnam and Japan, using services from China and Japan, 
respectively.  Korea will utilize reprocessed uranium from China in CANDU fleet with Japan developing a 
MOX and fast reactor fleet to deal with minor actinide waste. All fission product waste is emplaced in a 
repository in China. The total cost to each country in the collaboration was compared to a once‐through 
scenario, in which each nation produced the same amount of power but did so independently.  A 
repository impact analysis examines the burden of the fuel cycle on the repository with respect to three 
metrics: decay power, activity, and toxicity. Consideration was also given to the quantity and character 
of waste produced by each nation in the collaboration. 

The results from the mass balance in the proposed collaboration yielded a significant increase in 
uranium utilization, as compared to an analogous once‐through scenario. The economic analysis was 
performed under the assumption that participating countries paid country housing each fuel cycle 
facility for services performed on materials burned in their reactors.  The analysis revealed that the 
collaboration scenario would provide cost savings to every participant as compared to a once‐through 
approach, excepting Japan.  The cost borne by Japan reflects the construction of 31 GWe of fast burner 
reactor capacity to accomplish the consumption of transuranics produced by the participating countries.  
The cost premium for Japan relative to a once‐through approach is about 10%.  Therefore, equitable 
implementation of the strategy would require other participating nations to provide Japan with an 
additional service fee to support the cost burden associated with deployment of a large number of 
advanced reactors. 

[1]  Nuclear Power in China, http://www.worldnuclear.org /info/inf63.html, September 2008. 
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CLOSED NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLES WITH FAST
REACTORS: SCENARIOS OF WORLDWIDE

NUCLEAR POWER EXPANSION
A. A. Andrianov, Yu. A. Korovin, E.V. Fedorova (INPE-Russia)

Modeling results of global nuclear power system economic optimization taking into account non-proliferation aspects
in the context of GNEP and GAINS approaches are presented. Various scenarios of global nuclear power system
expansion for closed U-Pu nuclear fuel cycle with fast burners and closed U-Pu and U-Pu-Th nuclear fuel cycles with
fast breeders are considered.

A full mass-flow analysis for several scenarios has been carried out to estimate fast burners and breeders share in
worldwide nuclear power. Possible allocation of fast reactors in specific countries is discussed.

Energy system optimization tool - MESSAGE (Model of Energy Supply Systems and their General Environmental
Impacts) which is supported by International Atomic Energy Agency have been chosen to solve optimization problem.
The model is designed to formulate and evaluate alternative energy supply strategies consonant with the user-defined
constraints such as limits on new investment, fuel availability and trade, environmental regulations and market
penetration rates for new technologies.

Information available from reliable international sources on resources, extraction, production, consumption, import and
export of the primary components of nuclear fuel, as well as on the history of reactors and nuclear fuel cycle facilities
commissioning and decommissioning taking into account uncertainty of nuclear power development in a long-range
outlook was used as initial data. 
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Effects of Plant Capital Costs on Market Introduction
of Advanced Reactors
A. van Heek, F. Roelofs, U. Läuferts (NRG)

In order to make reasonable forecasts about the future market shares of the different reactor types in the energy market,
scenario studies are used. For this purpose, the future nuclear reactor park mix in Europe has been analysed applying
an integrated dynamic process modelling technique. Starting point in the analyses is the current nuclear reactor park in
the EU27 countries, taken into account the foreseen lifetime of each individual reactor as well as the nuclear fuel cycle
infrastruc-ture. Furthermore, an energy demand scenario, which is derived from the World Economic Council and the
European DG-TREN, has been applied as input for the analyses. Various market share scenarios for nuclear energy are
derived including sub-variants with regard to the intra-nuclear options taken, e.g. introduction date of Gen-III (i.e.
EPR) and Gen-IV (i.e. SCWR, HTR, FR) reac-tors, level of reprocessing, and so forth. Realistic assumptions with
respect to introduction dates of advanced reactors, reactor characteristics and fuel cycle facility characteristics were
taken attempt-ing to provide an as realistic as possible framework for the assessment of future nuclear energy system
scenarios in Europe. The assessment was undertaken using the DANESS code (Dynamic Analysis of Nuclear Energy
System Strategies, developed by Argonne National Laboratory) and providing a complete picture of mass-flow and
economics of the various nuclear energy system scenarios. The present as-sessment recognizes the integrated nuclear
fuel cycle and foresees the evolution in cost of elec-tricity. For the evaluation of the different future development paths
for nuclear energy, reactor, front- and back- end specific cost factors are associated with the mass flow of uranium,
plutonium, and minor actinides. The energy costing model covers capital cost, O&M costs and fuel cycle costs and
consequently calculates levelized cost of electricity for the given nuclear system. The analyses show that the future
European nuclear park will exist of combinations of Gen-III and Gen-IV reac-tors. This mix will always consist of a
set of reactor types each having its specific strengths. This paper focuses on the effects of capitals cost of the nuclear
power plants, to which the sce-nario analyses appear very sensitive. Departing from estimated costs of Generation II
and III reac-tors currently under construction and in planning, cost projections for advanced reactors from lit-erature
are assessed. In practice, this means an increase of the estimated capital costs in most cases. As a decreasing factor
however, the effect of real options analysis on the capital cost is taken into account. This financial technique attributes
a value to a specific attribute of the ad-vanced reactor, like being able to vary different energy products (electricity,
hydrogen) according to market demand, to delay investments by modular construction, or to switch between fuels.
These advantages could be valued as a capital cost decrease. The effects of these capital cost variations on the
European newbuild scenarios are shown in the paper. 
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The  decarbonization  of  our  future  society  is  a  prime  objective  put  forward  by many 
authoritative  studies  of  which  the  UN  Panel  on  Climate  Change  provides  the  most 
compelling  signal demanding  to  reduce  the global greenhouse gas  (GHG) emissions by 
the year 2050 by 70% to avert catastrohic change in our planet’s climate system. One of 
the central tasks is a change in the global transformation of energy away from the use of 
fossil  fuel  burning  towards  non‐GHG  emitting  energy  transformation  technologies. 
Today’s  energy  technology  assessments  identify  two  main  categories  of  such 
technologies,  i.e. renewable energy technologies and nuclear  fission, being available to 
start curbing now towards decarbization of an ever‐expanding global energy system.  

Nuclear energy can fulfill a significant part of future’s energy demand worldwide though 
he  deployment  of  nuclear  energy will  be  strongly  depending  on  local  energy market 
conditions while  sustainability  of  nuclear  being  a  global objective  via  the nuclear  fuel 
cycle. A multi‐regional  analysis of nuclear  energy deployment  scenarios  is  therefore  a 
neccesity taking account of all constraints, from energy market and fuel cycle (i.e. fissile 
material availability) perspective,  in order to assess the potential for a regional or  local 
nuclear  power  park  deployment while  also  benefitting  of  synergies  between  nuclear 
power  plants  via  the  nuclear  fuel  cycle  in  seeking  reduced  natural  resources  use  and 
reduced waste arising. 

ANL undertook a six‐region dynamic analysis of nuclear energy system strategies using 
the multi‐regional version of DANESS. Various scenarios  including no exchange of spent 
fuel and/or separated transuranics between regions up to a well‐controlled international 
exchange  policy  aimed  at  global  nuclear  energy  sustainability were  analysed  in  detail 
looking to mass‐flows, natural resource use, waste management and economics globally 
and  per  region.  The paper will detail  the  results next  to providing  insights  in  the  key 
trade‐offs  for  such  multi‐regional  nuclear  enegry  system  deployment.  The  regional 
nuclear  energy  demand  is  based  on  the  2008  World  Nuclear  Association  ‘Nuclear 
Century Outlook’ with  the  regional  nuclear  power  park  starting  from  today’s  existing 
power park towards nuclear power parks including Generation‐III LWRs and Generation‐
IV SFRs, HTGRs and SMRs. The  important  role of  regional nuclear  fuel  cycle  centers  is 
analyzed as tools for a global governance towards a sustainable nuclear future. 
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TRU Recycling in Thorium Fuel Cycle of PWR with
various moderator-to-fuel volume ratio

Abdul Waris, Zaki Su'ud, Rizal Kurniadi  (Institut Teknologi Bandung, INDONESIA)

Global attention to proliferation resistance has increased and as a result advanced nuclear core and fuel designs are
required to possess a high level of proliferation resistance. Thorium fuel is well recognized for its inherently high
proliferation resistance potential because of the low production rates of plutonium and minor actinides as compared
with uranium fuel. Thorium has less radio-toxicity of spent fuel and also displays a good breeding ratio in thermal
reactors. Therefore, study on thorium-based nuclear fuels has become interesting again. It is believed that by using a
modern thorium-based fuel design in current reactor, a better economic performance can be achieved [1, 2]. Thorium
can be utilized as fuel in nuclear reactors like uranium even though thorium is not fissile material, since 232Th is
capable to capture thermal neutrons to produce 233U, a fissile isotope. Therefore, the common thorium fuel consists of
232Th and 233U for initial loading fuel. For this reason we need a thorium breeder to realize the thorium fuel reactor
system, since 233U does not occur naturally. As a part of revisiting the thorium-based nuclear fuel for the present and
future nuclear energy system, the present study focuses on analysis of trans-uranium (TRU) recycling in thorium fuel
cycle of pressurized water reactor (PWR) to overcome the need of thorium breeder. PWR was chosen since it will still
dominate the nuclear energy system up to 2050. For comprehensive study, an influence of moderator-to-fuel volume
ratio (MFR) changes by changing the pin-pitch of fuel cell is also evaluated. The MFR ranges from 0.5 to 4.0. The
result show that the standard PWR with MFR = 2.0 may be a good design for TRU recycling in thorium fuel cycle.
The complete results will be given in the full paper. References: [1] A. Waris, H. Sekimoto and G. Kastchiev (2002),
Influence of Moderator-to-Fuel Volume Ratio on Pu and MA Recycling in Equilibrium Fuel Cycle of PWR, PHYSOR
2002, Seoul, Korea, October, 7 – 10, 2002 [2] S. David (2004), Future Scenario for Fission Based Reactors, INPC
2004, Gotenberg, Sweden. 
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Application of MSR MA Burner for Multi-Component
NP with Various Nuclear Fuel Cycles

L.D.Alekseevskiy, A.A.Dudnikov, S.A.Subbotin (Russian Research Center )

In the paper 3-component nuclear power (NP) systems were considered. They include: Thermal Reactors (TR), Fast
Breeder Reactors (FBR) and Molten Salt Reactors (MSR). Three types of NP systems with different nuclear fuel cycles
(NFCs) were investigated: U-Pu, U-Th and U-Pu-Th. For all NP systems equilibrium states and corresponding system
characteristics were defined: contribution of different reactors in total power production and minor actinides (MA)
equilibriums. The investigation of system parameters of NP shows advantages and disadvantages of different NFCs.
The considered U-Pu system in the equilibrium state has a smaller FBR contribution, larger MSR contribution, and
TRU equilibrium is two orders greater than for the U-Th system. The considered U-Pu-Th system is a sort of
compromise option. It has minimal FBR contribution, relatively small MSR contribution and almost three times less
TRU equilibrium in comparison with the U-Pu system. 



 
 

Homogeneous Thorium Fuel Cycles in CANDU Reactors 
 

B. Hyland, G.R. Dyck, G.W.R Edwards, and M. Magill 
Chalk River Laboratories, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Canada 

 
The CANDU® reactor has an unsurpassed degree of fuel-cycle flexibility, as a 
consequence of its fuel-channel design, excellent neutron economy, on-power refueling, 
and simple fuel bundle [1].  These features facilitate the introduction and full exploitation 
of thorium fuel cycles in CANDU reactors in an evolutionary fashion. 
 
Because thorium itself does not contain a fissile isotope, neutrons must be provided by 
adding a fissile material, either within or outside of the thorium-based fuel.  Those same 
CANDU features that provide fuel-cycle flexibility also make possible many thorium 
fuel-cycle options. 
 
Various thorium fuel cycles can be categorized by the type and geometry of the added 
fissile material. The simplest of these fuel cycles are based on homogeneous thorium fuel 
designs, where the fissile material is mixed uniformly with the fertile thorium.  These fuel 
cycles can be competitive in resource utilization with the best uranium-based fuel cycles, 
while building up a “mine” of U-233 in the spent fuel, for possible recycle in thermal 
reactors.  When U-233 is recycled from the spent fuel, thorium-based fuel cycles in 
CANDU reactors can provide substantial improvements in the efficiency of energy 
production from existing fissile resources.  The fissile component driving the initial fuel 
could be enriched uranium, plutonium, or uranium-233.   
 
Many different thorium fuel cycle options have been studied at AECL [2,3]. This paper 
presents the results of recent homogeneous thorium fuel cycle calculations using 
plutonium and enriched uranium as driver fuels, with and without U-233 recycle. High 
and low burnup cases have been investigated for both the once-through and U-233 
recycle cases. 

                                                 
CANDU® is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). 
1. Boczar, P.G. “CANDU Fuel-Cycle Vision,” Presented at IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on “Fuel 
Cycle Options for LWRs and HWRs”, 1998 April 28 - May 01, also Atomic Energy of Canada Report, 
AECL-11937. 
2. P.G. Boczar, P.S.W. Chan, G.R. Dyck, R.J. Ellis, R.T. Jones, J.D. Sullivan and P. Taylor, “Thorium 
Fuel-Cycle Studies for CANDU Reactors”, 1998.  Published in Thorium Fuel Utilization:  Options and 
Trends, IAEA-TECDOC-1319, 2002 November. 
3. P.G. Boczar, G.R. Dyck, P.S.W. Chan and D.B. Buss, “Recent Advances in Thorium Fuel Cycles for 
CANDU Reactors”, 1999.  Published in Thorium Fuel Utilization:  Options and Trends, IAEA-TECDOC-
1319, 2002 November. 
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 Optimizing natural resources utilization and developing affordable technology 
plants are necessary to make nuclear energy more competitive. Based on existing 
technology, this study focuses on Th-fueled CANDU and PWR reactors as the third 
and last component of a reactor fleet. Plutonium extracted from spent fuel of a 
standard CANDU or PWR is converted to Uranium (mainly 233U) in the second 
component (FR or CANDU). This Uranium then feeds a possible deficit incurred of 
multi-recycled Th/U fuel of the third component.  
 The possibility of breeding and multirecycling 233U with a CANDU is 
examined by applying some changes to the core. It has been shown that slight 
moderation ratio (MR) variations have no sensible impact on conversion. We 
demonstrate that heterogeneous bundles with fertile and fissile zones allow savings of 
about 7% of 233U initial inventory for the same burnup. However, for all the examined 
geometric modifications in Th/U fueled CANDU, the conversion ratio (CR) is 
observed to be only dependent on the final burnup. Breeding is achieved for short 
burnups of 6-7 GWd/t. Multirecycling in CANDU is also simulated. In the 
multirecycling regime, higher burnup (~15-20 GWd/t at slightly lower conversion) 
can be sustained by the addition of a small quantity of Uranium from the second 
component of the reactor fleet at each recycle. A simple Th/U cycle neutronic analysis 
explains why the irradiation time is identical at each recycle if the 233U initial mass 
introduced is kept constant. 
 For the PWR case, studies show that variations in either the MR or the use of 
heterogeneous seed/blanket assemblies do little to improve the CR. In fact, it is found 
that at equivalent burnup the Th/U conversion progress margin by standard 
modifications is smaller in PWR than in CANDU. Detailed comparisons will be given 
in the paper. It becomes clear that the faster neutron spectra, achievable by extreme 
sub-moderation, are required to expect breeding in existing PWR vessel and core. We 
check that reactivity management can be carried out by movable fertile rods, 
replacing inefficient boron in fast spectra. Obviously lower values of MR provoke 
difficulties in proper heat extraction and thermal-hydraulics. To get rid of these 
difficulties, we propose to use a standard MR and a heavy water coolant in a classical 
PWR core, achieving a global CR close to one. 
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Thorium Fuel Cycle - an Alternative Options for LWRs
J. Breza (VUJE a.s.), P. Èudrnák (FEI STU), P. Daøílek (VUJE a.s.), V. Neèas (FEI STU)

In the paper, different thorium nuclear fuel cycles are examined and compared under light water reactor conditions,
especially VVER-440. Two investigated thorium based fuels include one solely plutonium-thorium based fuel and the
second one plutonium-thorium based fuel with initial uranium U-233 content. Both of them are used to carry and burn
or transmute plutonium created in the classical UOX cycle. Different thorium fuel distribution in fuel assemblies is
modeled - homogeneous and heterogenous.

The article shows main features of VVER-440 reactor, analysed fuel assemblies and fuel cycles. Fuel cycles and fissile
content in the fuel are tuned to fulfil operating conditions of VVER-440 reactor. The conclusion is concentrated on the
rate of Pu transmutation and Pu with minor actinides cumulation in the spent thorium fuel and its comparison to UOX
open fuel cycle.
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Abstract –Thorium-plutonium oxide fuels will provide an evolutionary way to 
simultaneously reduce plutonium volumes and capture energy from this material. In this work 
we compare the neutronic properties of thorium-plutonium fuel and MOX fuel. 
 
The extent to which MOX fuel is used in the currently operating generation of PWRs is 
limited by the fact that the harder spectrum reduces the worth of control rods and soluble 
boron. Hence, we thoroughly investigate the reactivity dependence on soluble boron and 
control rod presence. 
 
The plutonium content, and thus the maximum possible burnup of ordinary MOX fuel, is 
limited by the fact that the coolant void reactivity (CVR) is positive for a plutonium content 
above a certain threshold. In order to investigate whether the use of thorium-plutonium fuel 
can offer an advantage in this respect, the CVR dependence on plutonium content is 
investigated for both fuel types. 
 
For these studies, burn-up simulations were performed for;  (i) a regular MOX PWR fuel 
assembly and, (ii) for a thorium-plutonium PWR fuel assembly. The properties and 
performance of the assemblies were investigated by lattice calculations using CASMO-5. The 
plutonium content of the two fuel types was chosen for achieving the same discharge burnup 
of 55 MWd/tHM, which demanded a somewhat higher plutonium content in the thorium-
plutonium case. The assemblies were then analyzed with regards to reactivity coefficients, 
delayed neutron fractions, control rod and boron worths, CVR and spent fuel characteristics.  
 
The results show that the coolant void reactivity of the thorium-plutonium fuel is negative for 
plutonium contents up to 21%, whereas the transition lies at 16% for MOX fuel. Control rod 
and boron worths for the thorium-plutonium fuel are slightly bigger in amplitude than those 
of MOX fuel. The Doppler coefficient of the thorium-plutonium fuel is very similar to that of 
MOX fuel, and the moderator temperature coefficient is negative and somewhat smaller in 
amplitude. The delayed neutron fraction is similar in the two cases, as expected. Spent fuel 
studies indicate that the decay heat and activity of the spent fuel are very similar, but that 
plutonium is more efficiently consumed in the thorium-plutonium fuel. 
  
Overall, the results show that MOX and thorium-plutonium fuel have fairly similar neutronic 
properties in existing PWRs. Thorium-plutonium fuel seems to offer some advantages over 
MOX fuel with regards to control rod and boron worths, CVR and plutonium consumption. 
The conclusion is therefore that introducing thorium-plutonium fuel would improve these 
factors without imposing any major hurdles from a reactor physics point of view, and that 
burnup can probably be extended further with thorium-plutonium fuel than with ordinary 
MOX. 
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The authors proposed an efficient transmutation scenario of minor actinides generated in LWR 

and coming FBR by using thorium breeder reactor based on current LWR plant technology. 

Our previous study indicated that heavy water cooled thorium breeder reactor with MFR  (moderator 

to fuel volume ratio) =1 and pellet power density of 140W/cc is possible to achieve both negative void 

coefficient and comparably high burn-up as current LWR. The heavy metal inventory for a 3000MWt 

thermal rating core is about 200 ton and the total fissile inventory is not more than 15 ton. The core size is 

almost comparable with the standard PWR. 

Minor actinides are generated by successive neutron capture reactions by uranium and plutonium 

that are major constituents of fuels. Therefore secondary minor actinide production can be hardly 

avoided in any kind of reactor with uranium - plutonium fuel cycle. On the other hand, reactor core 

loaded with thorium fuel generates less Np, Am, and Cm by one order or two order of magnitude 

because successive build-up of heavy metal isotopes is originated from smaller mass of fertile Th-232 

instead of U-238. Less amount of Am and Cm production is preferable in all process of fuel cycle 

because of low heat production and neutron emission from materials to be treated.  

In the proposed fuel cycle scenario, minor actinides generated in LWR and FBR are stored in 

facility for cooling (and heat/radiation utilization) for a certain period, then fabricated and loaded into 

thorium reactor as thorium and minor actinides mixed oxide fuel. Our preliminary analysis showed 

that one thorium reactor can consume minor actinides from 5 LWRs without performance 

deterioration in terms of safety and burn-up. 

Thorium reactor based transmutation scenario of minor actinides is possible to eliminate the 

necessity of their recycling into uranium and plutonium fuel cycle. This could contribute to minimize 

the negative impacts of MA recycling on economy and reliability of whole commercial nuclear energy 

system.  
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Feasibility Study for Thorium Fuel
T. Lefvert (Vattenfall), Ö. Asphjell (Thor Energy)

Feasibility study for Thorium fuel Tomas Lefvert (Vattenfall), Öystein Asphjell (Thor Energy) A study was made to
assess various aspects of using Th fuel in reactors that could be built today. Thus the following reactor systems were
analysed: The pressurised light water reactor (PWR) The boiling light water reactor (BWR) The pressurised heavy
water reactor (PHWR) The gas cooled pebble bed reactor (PBMR) The gas cooled high temperature reactor (HTGR)
The study covers the whole Th fuel cycle and three different seed fuels: enriched uranium, reactor grade Pu and U233.
The study was divided into the following sub-items: Sources of Th and seed fuel Proliferation aspects Th fuel
behaviour in the reactor Reprocessing, refabrication and spent fuel issues Safety issues Environmental issues Some
conclusions are: -No technical showstoppers have been identified for the use of thorium fuel based on any of the three
seed fuels in light water reactors, heavy water reactors or gas-cooled high temperature reactors. -Using reactor grade
(rg) Pu as seed fuel has several attractive features: >Reusing Pu extends the energy extraction from the initial uranium
and reduces waste volumes. >The use of Th-rgPu MOX fuel is an effective way of ‘burning’ existing fissile Pu (initial
Pu amount reduced, and no new fissile Pu is produced). >Today’s experience of uranium-based MOX in LWRs has
paved the way for the introduction of Th-rgPu MOX in these reactors >Initial, once-through RgPu-Th-MOX could be
produced at existing MOX-factories with very little modifications > It is very hard to make substantial uranium
savings by mixing Th with MEU fuel in once-through scenarios. -Thorium oxide has excellent physical and chemical
properties with respect to in-core and spent-fuel management: it is has a very high melting point, it retains fission
products tightly within its lattice, (i.e. exhibits lower fission gas release than uranium oxide fuels), it is hardly
oxidisable, and highly insoluble in water (thus spent thorium fuels are very resistant to leaching of radioactive
components). There are also indications that Th fuels can perform well to very high burn-up. - The reprocessing of
spent thorium fuels in order to capture the in-built U-233 content will be technically challenging, but ultimately
possible. Pyrochemical processes may have an edge over aqueous, PUREX-type methods, but development of either
will require large investment and many years. The manufacture of Th fuels with reprocessed U233 will also require
development work, mainly involving higher degrees of automation to ensure adequate radiation protection. - The
development of fuel processing and fabrication technologies in support of Generation IV reactor programs could serve
as a useful platform for establishing technologies necessary for building closed thorium fuel cycles, and in such a case,
this would reduce the overall cost of developing the latter. 
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Present Research Status and Develop Proposal of
Thorium-uranium Fuel Cycle

Xiuan Shi (CNNC-China), Zhiwei Zhou (INET-China)

As a potential nuclear fuel, thorium has good application foreground. Compared with uranium, thorium has many
advantages. For example: (1)thorium has large reserves; (2)less long-lived actinides are produced in thorium-based
reactors; (3)thorium has better performance of thermal conductivity, thorium oxide is very stable and resistant to high
temperature; (4)U-233 , which is produced from thorium absorbing neutron, has excellent performance of nuclear
nonproliferation. However, compared with the mature uranium-plutonium fuel cycle, the thorium-uranium fuel cycle
has some problems to be solved. In recent years, more importance is attached to research of thorium-uranium fuel
cycle in some countries, especially in those countries that have much thorium resource but little uranium. And main
research motivations can be summarized as: (1)effectively prevent nuclear proliferation. Using thorium can reduce
plutonium¡¯s accumulation in existing reactors without large change; (2)save nature uranium resource and make full
use of plutonium; (3)thorium can be used to breed U-233 in some reactors and form closed thorium-uranium fuel
cycle. Our research group has devoted to research of thorium-uranium fuel cycle in pressurized water reactor (PWR)
and in high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) since 2002 year. What¡¯s more, we have attached much attention
to research of thorium-uranium fuel cycle in other reactors. After six-year research and by comparing of thorium¡¯s
utilization potential among PWR, CANDU reactor, HTGR, fast reactor, ADS and fusion-fission hybrid reactor, we
make some conclusions and proposals on how to utilize thorium resource as below: (1)Compared with conventional
uranium-plutonium fuel cycle, thorium-uranium fuel cycle can't effectively utilize thorium resource in existing PWR.
(2)It's not good for CANDU reactor to utilize thorium resource. (3)Among existing reactors, HTGR is the perfect
reactor to adopt uranium-thorium fuel cycle. Uranium-plutonium fuel cycle can be easily transformed to thorium-
uranium equilibrium fuel cycle in HTGR, which will make full use of thorium resource and save uranium fuel.
(4)Thorium-uranium fuel cycle is the best choice for fast reactor, since commercialization of fast reactor with
uranium-plutonium fuel cycle will be delayed. (5)ADS and fusion-fission hybrid reactor are two perfect reactors of
utilizing thorium resource. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Thorium Power, Ltd. seed and blanket fuel assembly design for VVER-1000 
reactors was analyzed against three accident conditions.  The three scenarios 
considered were loss of power to all four main circulating coolants pumps; loss of 
power to one main coolant pump and loss of power to a coolant pump with a 
seized rotor.  The analysis was performed using the TIGR-1 point kinetics code 
developed by OKBM, the Russian experimental mechanical engineering design 
bureau that develops certified fuel assembly designs for the VVER-1000 reactor, 
in collaboration with the Russian Research Centre “Kurchatov Institute”.  In all 
cases, the Thorium Power seed and blanket fuel assembly met or exceeded all 
requisite VVER-1000 regulatory safety limits. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM  

 
 
The year 2009 will mark 20 years since the Environmental Management program was 
first established in the Department of Energy (DOE) just as the Cold War was coming to 
an end.  At that time, nearly 50 years of nuclear energy research, uranium enrichment, 
isotope production and weapons production had left a legacy of enormous amounts of 
nuclear waste and environmental contamination at more than 100 sites across the United 
States.  The extent of the risk to our citizens and communities was literally unknown, and 
certainly many of the processes and technologies to reduce that risk had not yet been 
invented. Since then, DOE has closed 86 of 108 sites nationwide.  The national 
“footprint” of the Department’s nuclear complex originally distributed across 30 States, 
and the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, has now been eliminated in 17 states (and the 
commonwealth of Puerto Rico), reduced in 10 states, with 4 states still containing 
significant contamination to eliminate (Washington, Idaho, Nevada, and South Carolina).  
DOE has packaged and safely stored the nation’s entire excess plutonium inventory.  
Furthermore, the Department has pioneered new technologies that have allowed progress 
in retrieving millions of liters of tank waste, and to dispose safely of tens of thousands of 
cubic meters of transuranic waste.  In  FY 2006 through FY 2008, DOE demolished 
approximately 500 buildings (nuclear, radioactive, and industrial) as part of our 
decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) projects.  Finally, there have been great 
strides in restoring groundwater contaminated with radionuclides using innovative 
treatment systems.  In August 2005, a rigorous project management system was instituted 
with continued focus to emphasize safety for the workers, the sites, and the communities, 
and risk reduction by cleanup or remediation of the contamination.  DOE refines and 
independently verifies our project baselines – the estimates of scope, schedule, and cost 
that guide every project – to ensure that they are realistic, executable, and consider 
technical and programmatic risk.  
 
The DOE program is built on the principle of prioritizing risk reduction across the entire 
complex for which DOE is responsible, supported by our four guiding tenets of safety, 
performance, cleanup, and closure.  The mission activities at our cleanup sites are 
targeted at our highest risk activities of stabilizing tank waste, nuclear materials and spent 
nuclear fuel; as well as cleaning up contaminated soil, groundwater, and excess facilities, 
and managing wastes streams related to those cleanup activities.  In planning its 
environmental cleanup efforts and developing the budget for those activities, the 
Department seeks to focus on work that will produce the greatest environmental benefit 
and the largest amount of risk reduction.  The Department strongly believes that setting 
priorities and establishing work plans in this way is the most effective use of taxpayer 
funds and will have the greatest benefit, at the earliest possible time, to the largest 



number of people.  In determining these priorities, the Department works closely with the 
governmental environmental regulators, both federal and state, and will seek the 
cooperation of those entities in helping evaluate needs and focus work on the highest 
environmental priorities based on current knowledge, particularly where doing so 
necessitates modification of cleanup milestones embodied in prior agreements with the 
Department. 
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Decommissioning of the Nuclear Licensed Facilities at
the Fontenay aux Roses CEA Center; Cleanup of
Nuclear Licensed Facility 57 and Monitoring of

Operations and Operating Feedback
M. Jeanjacques (CEA-France)

This is a summary of the program for the decommissioning of all the CEA’s Licensed Nuclear Facilities in Fontenay
aux Roses. The particularity of this center is now it is located in a built-up area. The Fontenay Aux Roses Atomic
Energy Commission's Center (CEA-FAR) was created in 1946 to house the ZOE reactor. Laboratories relating to the
fuel cycle activities were installed in the existing buildings. The irradiated fuel reprocessing activity was subsequently
developed under a pilot workshop known as Plant Pu. After dismantling of the first-generation facilities, a number of
buildings were erected to house the research and development installations and provide for the management of the
resulting radioactive effluents and waste. A radiochemical laboratory devoted to R&D into reprocessing was built in
the early 1960s - building 18. During the 1960s building 54 (warehouses and offices) and building 91 (hall and
laboratories for engineering-chemical studies with natural or depleted uranium) were built. These three buildings make
up NLF 57. The R&D programs in NLF 57 focused on studies of irradiation reprocessing processes: dry process and
PUREX process, waste treatment processes (vitrification, decontamination of alpha waste, etc.) and studies and
production of transuranic elements for research and industrial purposes. Analysis methods required to follow up these
studies were also developed. The R&D programs were finally halted on 30 June 1995. The purpose of the NLF
57clean-up program is to minimize the nuclear and traditional hazards and to reduce as much as possible the
production of high- and medium-level waste during subsequent dismantling work. To facilitate operations, clean-up
work has been grouped by type of operation: treatment and evacuation of nuclear materials, evacuation of radioactive
sources, treatment and evacuation of aqueous and organic effluents, treatment and evacuation of solid waste, pumping
out the PETRUS tank, rinsing and decontaminating tanks and reservoirs and cleaning up buildings 18 and 91/54. It
was developed a method applied to establish the multi-annual budget, monitor the progress of operations and integrate
"as work continues" the operating feedback. To be able to alter the NLFs perimeter, it was necessary to dismantle
Buildings 07 (incinerator for incinerable Low Level Waste and animal for the radiobiological studies), 40/94 (Low
Level Solid Waste drum storage), 53 (liquid effluent treatment plant (STEL) by evaporation for the Low and Medium
Level Aquesous Liquid Waste) and 91/54 in advance. The other main operation is the remowing of the High Level
Legacy Waste approximaly 1 400 drums (50 liters). The safety analysis studies before the evacuation have consisted to
the management of the radiolysis phenomena (quantification of the hydrogene production) and of the chemical hazard.
(absence of the nitrocellulosique molecules). The paper will deal with a short description of the operations as well as
the lessons learned and the feedback experience which could be of any help in on going or planned DD&R projects. 
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Decommissioning Program of FUGEN and Current
Activities

M. Tezuka, H. Mizui, A. Matsushima, Y. Nakamura, H. Hayashi, K. Sano, T. Nanko, Y. Morishita (JAEA-Japan)

FUGEN is a proto-type heavy water moderated, boiling light water cooled, pressure tube type reactor with 165MWe
and has been shut downed on Mar. 2003, after 25 years operation. The decommissioning program of FUGEN has been
approved on Feb. of this year. Following the approval, stage of FUGEN was changed to the decommissioning of the
facilities.

The program consists of following four periods scheduled with considering the transportation of remaining spent fuel,
the accumulation of experiences for the facilitated dismantling work and the decrease of radioactivity of highly
activated materials; (1) Spent fuel transportation, (2) Periphery facilities dismantlement, (3) Reactor dismantlement and
(4) Building demolition. It is expected that the whole decommissioning will be completed until 2028. In the first
period, spent fuel and heavy water will be transported out of FUGEN. It is also initiated to dismantle some facilities
contaminated with relatively low radioactivity. In the second period, equipments surrounding the reactor core will be
removed for allowing to access the core and for installing the remote-controlling machine to dismantle the core. The
reactor core will be dismantled in the third period, and emptied buildings will be decontaminated and released from
the radiation control.

In the program, the amount of the radioactive waste from the decommissioning was estimated with taking account of
operation records on each facility. About 50,000 tons in 362,000 tons of the whole mass was categorized as the low
level radioactive waste, in the case that any decontamination processes were not considered.

As a part of the work in the spent fuel transportation period, the main steam system and the feeder water system etc.
are being dismantled in the turbine building. The remaining tritium in the heavy water system is also being removed by
drying with aerating and/or vacuuming for facilitating the dismantlement of the heavy water system. Moreover,
method on dismantlement of the reactor core is being studied with considering the process under the water for the
radiation shielding and the dust suppression.

In this paper, the decommissioning program of FUGEN and current activities on decommissioning are described.
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Decommissioning of a vitrification facility : rinsing
phase

F. Bouchet (AREVA-SGN), M. Asou (CEA), S. Leblanc (AREVA-TA), F. Martin (AREVA-NC/Nuclear Site Value
Development Business Unit)

The Marcoule site was the host of the very first electricity-generating nuclear reactors (3 gas-graphite reactors
operated between 1956 and 1984) and spent fuel reprocessing plant (UP1 and various ancillaries operated between
1958 and 1997). Reprocessing plant has been shut down ten years ago and since this time decommissioning,
dismantling and waste retrieval activities are under way. An important part of this decommissioning program concerns
the vitrification facility of Marcoule. This facility includes 20 tanks devoted to interim storage of highly active
solutions, awaiting for vitrification. The main objectives of the rinsing phase are to decrease radiological activity in
equipment before dismantling and to minimize the amount of highly radioactive waste resulting from rinsing, which
are to be vitrified. In 2006, the rinsing program was defined: •during the period 2007 to 2010, rinsing of all tanks and
equipment with specific reagents is taking place, •during the period 2009 to 2010, vitrification of concentrated liquid
solutions will be performed. Then, decommissioning of the vitrification facility will be started. This strategy aims at
producing less than 5% “B” type waste (Long lived active waste) from the decommissioning operations of the tanks, as
well as reducing the dose rate and the risks by simplifying remote dismantling. Clean up operations had begun in 2007
and radiological surveys are followed up so as to monitor the efficiency of the decontamination process. The paper will
assess the main options that were selected regarding the decontamination process, and will present the first results and
the feed back experience of the rinsing operations.
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Delicensing of HARMONIE Reactor
E.Gouhier, P.Lisbonne (CEA-France)

Delicensing of HARMONIE Reactor Eric Gouhier, Pierre Lisbonne Within the CEA Cadarache Center, the
HARMONIE reactor was started up in 1965. It was part of the joint program with Euratom on Fast Reactors R&D.
With a low power 2 kW, HARMONIE was intended to provide a hard neutron spectrum for development and
calibration of nuclear instruments, and to be used for experiments with degraded and thermal spectra. HARMONIE
was shut down in 1997 after the removal of start-up sources. The facility is made of two main parts : the reactor hall
including the reactor block, and basement with reactor mechanism pit, ventilation room, experiments room, power and
control room. As soon as 1997 CEA started the decommissioning studies aiming the Greenfield. The dismantling
scenario was defined in 3 phases : conventional waste zones, nuclear waste zones, and complete demolition of the
building. The regulatory file was sent to the NSA in April 2002. The first phase of dismantling was started in 2003,
and the dismantling decree was obtained on January 8th 2004, allowing the second phase of the dismantling operations.
First phase operations were conducted between April 2003 to July 2004, and produced 60 ton of conventional waste.
Between July 2004 and May 2006 the reactor block was dismantled and the concrete slab was cleaned up in the frame
of the second phase. A cleanup methodology was followed in respect with the French principle for nuclear facility de-
licensing, requiring an analytical approach of history, activation calculation and contamination transfer and designing
proper treatment for each surface category. Since there is no threshold when it comes to recycling or releasing
materials from nuclear facilities, treatment is aiming a very low radiological target value. This value, known as
“decision criterion”, was setup at 0.4 Bq/g, and comforted by a risk assessment. 250 ton of nuclear waste were
produced throughout that phase. After treatment, a measurement campaign was carried out to confirm that the
remaining structure was free of any artificial activity, and the request to declassify the nuclear waste zones was
submitted to the NSA in December 2006. After the authorization given by NSA in May 2007, the whole building was
demolished as conventional waste from July to October 2007, producing 2800 ton of waste. A report describing the
whole process of dismantling, cleaning and demolishing was sent to NSA in 2008, the decree of HARMONIE de-
licensing is expected for mid 2009. 
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DATA ACCUMULATION AND ANALYSIS FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF DISMANTLING PROJECT OF
URANIUM PRODUCTION OBJECTS OF KIROVO-

CHEPETSKY CHEMICAL PLANT
V.G. Volkov (RRC ), A.V. Chesnokov (RRC ), V.I. Pavlenko (RRC ), S.G. Semenov (RRC ), I.A. Rastorguev (RRC ),
A.G. Volkovich (RRC ), M.V. Gizay (Center for control of Federal property), I.B. Kim (Center for control of Federal

property), S.A. Krahotkin (Center for control of Federal property)

The Kirovo-Chepetsky Chemical Plant produced the uranium hexafluoride (UHF) and uranium tetrafluoride (UTF) in
1949-1991. At the end of 80-th the Plant processed the raw uranium material. In the middle of 90-th Plant became
private. Objects of uranium production were returned under the responsibility of Center for Control of Federal
Property of Rosatom at 2004 and the accumulation of the data for remediation was started in 2007. The main objective
of this work is the development of project of remediation of the uranium production structures and contaminated
territories. Buildings and structures, which were used for UHF and UTF production, were in the focus of the
preliminary radiation survey performed in 2007 by the Kurchatov Institute’s specialists. It was obtained that some spots
in the industrial premises were contaminated with uranium isotopes to the levels exceeding those admissible for using
these rooms any further. The territory adjacent to these buildings is partially contaminated with 137Cs and requires soil
decontamination. Sludge and radwaste repositories situated beyond the Plant’s industrial site contain mainly low-level
waste with total volume over 300 000 cubic meters. Process radwaste repositories contain mainly medium-level waste
and are situated in the immediate proximity of the buildings, where uranium raw materials were processed. In 2008 the
main attention was paid to measurements of the contaminated objects of environmental around the sludge and radwaste
repositories outside of the Plant territory. It was shown that ground water is contaminated by the Sr-90 and uranium
isotopes. The measuring program of environmental objects was developed based on these data. According to this
program in 2009-2010 the area of contamination should be determined and the model, which will forecast the velocity
of contamination spreading in ground water should be developed. Amount of contaminated equipment and volume of
the waste which will originate from the decommissioning of uranium production will be estimated. All these data will
be accumulated and analyzed for development of the remediation project of the Plant contaminated objects and
territories. The remediation project should be developed by Rosatom design organization at the end of 2010. 
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Geostatistical sampling optimization and waste
characterization of contaminated premises
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At the end of process equipment dismantling, the complete decontamination of nuclear facilities requires a radiological
assessment of the building structure residual activity. From this point of view, the set up of an appropriate evaluation
methodology is of crucial importance. The radiological characterization of contaminated premises can be divided into
three steps. First, the most exhaustive facility analysis provides historical and qualitative information. Then, a
systematic (exhaustive) control of the emergent signal is commonly performed using in situ measurement methods
such as surface controls combined with in situ gamma spectrometry. Finally, in order to assess the contamination
depth, samples are collected at several locations within the premises and analyzed. Combined with historical
information and emergent signal maps, such data allow the definition of a preliminary waste zoning.

The exhaustive control of the emergent signal with surface measurements usually leads to inaccurate estimates,
because of several factors: varying position of the measuring device, subtraction of an estimate of the background
signal, etc. In order to provide reliable estimates while avoiding supplementary investigation costs, there is therefore a
crucial need for sampling optimization methods together with appropriate data processing techniques.

The initial activity usually presents a spatial continuity within the premises, with preferential contamination of specific
areas or existence of activity gradients. Taking into account this spatial continuity is essential to avoid bias while
setting up the sampling plan. In such a case, geostatistics provides methods that integrate the contamination spatial
structure. After the characterization of this spatial structure, most probable estimates of the surface activity at
unsampled locations can be derived using kriging techniques. Variants of these techniques also give access to estimates
of the uncertainty associated to the spatial prediction, or to the probability to exceed a given decontamination
threshold.

The activity spatial continuity similarity for comparable contaminations allows us to propose adequate sampling plans.
The ability of geostatistics to provide such alternative sampling strategies to the systematic control has been
successfully evaluated on several premises located in former nuclear facilities of the CEA in France. The ATUE
(enriched uranium workshops) premise, located in Cadarache, is a case in point. Focusing on this premise, the paper
presents the geostatistical methodology and its added value to optimise the sampling strategy, to get a reliable mapping
of the contaminated areas and to estimate the corresponding waste volumes. Besides, the ability of this geostatistical
framework to provide answers to several key issues that generally occur during the clean-up preparation phase is
discussed: How to optimise the investigation costs? How to deal with data quality problems in a spatial data analysis?
How to consistently take into account auxiliary information such as historical inventory? How to integrate the
remediation support into the modelling? How to quantify uncertainties in the remediation costs while computing
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The “Commissariat à L’Energie Atomique (CEA)” and “AREVA NC” develop foams to rinse fission 
products storage tank in order to reduce the volume of liquid effluents ,and so on, the volume of 
wasted radioelements confinement parcels. Indeed, foams composition can reach 90% and more of 
air phase. This tends to lower the volume of the final effluent. 

An industrial scale model of a fission products storage tank is used to prepare and to optimize the 
foam injection process. Several parameters could influence injection process of such a complex fluid. 
For instance, foam stability depends on concentration and nature of chemical components used to 
formulate the solution. The air content or liquid fraction is a parameter influencing drastically foam 
timelife. Thus, the structure of foams evolves with time as the gas bubbles could coalesce quite 
quickly depending on the inter-bubbles film viscosity. At the end of the foam life, the liquid fraction is 
therefore close to 1. This phenomenon is called drainage. 

The longtime filling operations of high-volume tanks by foams are very dependent with drainage 
speed. As the foams remain unstable, the maximal filling volume is linked to an equilibrium between 
drainage speed, liquid and air flow and liquid fraction. This means that fixing process parameter allows 
us not to oversize a given foam volume. This is very important with regard to the high-control needed 
in nuclear field. 

This paper deals with the relations between laboratory experiments and conclusions about foam 
behaviour (drainage speed...) and the scale-up filling process. The decontamination efficiency is also 
treated with analyze of solid deposits dissolution into the foam. These deposits are similar to well 
known solids located in fission products storage tanks. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
STMI, subsidiary company of the AREVA Group with over 40 years in the D&D business, has been 

continuously innovating and developing new, decontamination, cleaning and cutting techniques, with the 
objectives of achieving more efficient decontaminations and cuttings on a growing spectrum of media. 

 
In the past years, it has partnered with AIR LIQUIDE, world leader in industrial and medical gases and 

NITROCISION, a US based company, to develop and commercialize in the nuclear field a revolutionary D&D 
technology “NITROJET” patented by NITROCISION and based on pressurized cryogenic nitrogen. 

 
This technology uses nitrogen at low temperature (-140°C) and extreme pressure (3 500 bar) to 

decontaminate or scabble all types of surfaces: metals, polymers, concrete. Cutting operations can also be carried 
out by addition of abrasive materials. 

 
Liquid nitrogen is collected from a tank to be pressurized in a specific skid which includes a combination of 

pumps and heat exchangers. The nitrogen stream can then be applied on the substrate. A combination of 
phenomenon can be distinguished when applying the nitrogen jet: mechanical effect thanks to the high kinetics 
energy of the stream, thermal impact, blast impact due to the vaporization of the nitrogen and finally solvent 
power. 

 
Advantages of the technology are plentiful; indeed no secondary waste are produced because liquid nitrogen 

quickly converts to a gas, there is no hot spot, nitrogen is an inert/non-flammable gas providing a safe 
environment, this is a dry technology (no effluents) and further more the process can be deployed manually with 
hand held tools, or remotely with the use of robotics. Finally the operating rate is high compared to other 
mechanical techniques (concrete scabbling) or classic decontamination processes (gels, foams…) which implies 
a cutback in the operation durations. For example, for concrete, the system is able to scabble up to 25 mm of 
concrete in one pass. A vacuum capture system can also be integrated to capture the contaminated material that 
is removed.  

 
 
While the number of D&D operations is growing and the operating and environmental constraints being 

more and more restrictive, nitrogen based technology brings a new and innovative solution both environmentally 
friendly, safer in the nuclear environment and economically viable for upcoming operations 

 
The following paper will focus on the theoretical principle of the technology, the way it can be implemented 

on nuclear sites and its associated economics. In the end the lessons learnt collected by Nuclear Site Value 
Development BU will be illustrated. 
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Extraction of radionuclides using complexing agent solutions in 
supercritical fluids or compressed gases is a promising low-waste 
technology for fabric deactivation. As compared to the common treatment 
with aqueous solutions this procedure allows to: 
• decrease the volume of secondary liquid radioactive wastes by a factor 

of about 50;  
• provide both deactivation and disinfection of fabrics 
At present, both the technology of deactivation in supercritical fluids and 
appropriate equipment are developed in Great Britain, France, the USA, 
Japan, and Russia. It should be noted that safe operation of supercritical 
technologies requires rather expensive equipment. 
The effectiveness of fabric deactivation in compressed gasses and 
perchloroethylene attained in this work is comparable with the 
effectiveness of deactivation using aqueous solutions. 
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Abstract 
 
Interventions design in radiating environment must bring answers to technical and economical constraint on 
one hand and, on the other hand, to radiation protection principles and rules. Simulation is a key point for a 
good understanding of the scene and for testing hypothesis.  
 
The paper presents how a simulation tool (called NARVEOS), based on Virtual Reality technology and on fast 
coupling between geometries descriptions and a solver, can provide significant support to engineers in charge 
of scenario design. Besides feasibility study scenario design for one-shot project such as dismantling 
operations, such a tool is well adapted also for dose projection reduction on regular operations such as 
maintenance and outage. 
 
The technologies used to interactively and simultaneously compute the dose estimate within a CAD model are 
presented. By using CAD model and available radiological data (source term description), the software allows 
simulating the evolution of the different features of the digital mock-up (virtual human workers, robots, sources, 
biological protections, etc.) and evaluating the accessibility issues using interactivity with the end-user. Thanks 
to this software, users can virtually test the operation feasibility, optimise the costs and estimate the dose rate 
according to ALARA principle. This tool offers new perspectives for studies, costs and deadlines management 
of decommissioning projects, as well as for communication between project teams, providers and safety 
authority about integrated dose optimisation. 
 
The first results of NARVEOS will be reported through several applications carried out within on-going 
decommissioning projects in several nuclear sites. Some evaluation tests are also presented and discussed. 
 
Keywords: Simulation, modelling, nuclear radiation, risk management, radiation protection, Virtual Reality. 
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In the nuclear facilities of the nuclear fuel cycle, as fuel manufacturing and reprocessing plants, power reactors, 
waste temporary storage units …, materials handling must be carried out remotely, taking into account the high 
nuclear radiating environment. Telerobotics technologies clearly aim to improve the working conditions of human 
operators with respect to the ALARA principle.  
 
The Laboratory of Applied Research on Software-intensive Technologies of the French Nuclear Commission (CEA 
LIST) has developed, in collaboration with AREVA NC company, a wide range of robotics and remote handling 
technologies for the maintenance of the operating nuclear fuel cycle facilities and for the dismantling of the older 
nuclear facilities having shut down.  
 
The paper gives an overview of the progress of these developments which cover a wide range of technologies, like 
force-feedback master-salve systems, master arms, slave manipulators, long range inspection robots, radiation 
tolerant electronic systems, interactive environment modeling and simulation software, as well as generic control 
and simulation software tools for teleoperated systems.  
 
Several recent applications are presented in the paper: 

- electrical industrial robot arm remotely operated with force feedback 
- hot cell telemanipulator remotely operated with an electrical master arm 
- hydraulic telemanipulator with its embedded electronics controller 
- modular articulated arm for inspection of blind cells or vessel  

 
The paper shows how the results of this R&D program, carried out by CEA LIST along 15 years in the framework 
of industrial partnerships, will be valuable for the introduction of new robotics and remote handling technologies in 
current and future nuclear hazardous facilities.  
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Abstract –  
Compared to electric manipulators, hydraulic manipulators can handle higher payloads 
with respect to their size and mass. However, due to their limited positioning resolution 
and dexterity, they are usually disqualified for precise telemanipulation and high quality 
teleoperation. More over, experience feedback has shown that on-the-shelf hydraulic 
manipulators are not reliable when performing high demanding tasks in teleoperation for 
dismantling applications.  
 
In order to solve this problem and ensure the civil and defense clean up program high 
reliability and productivity, CEA (Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique), in collaboration 
with Cybernetix company, has developed a computer-aided, high-precision remote 
handling system with force-feedback featuring the advanced hydraulic telerobotic arm 
Maestro. 
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Abstract:  
Dismantling is a great challenge for nuclear companies which are facing with the 
cleaning of former nuclear sites. Among the available cutting processes is the 
multikillowatts laser whose power is transmitted through optical fibers. Unlike other 
cutting processes such as the plasma arc cutting process or the oxyfuel cutting process, 
the laser process can be easily implemented by robotic equipments. The mechanised 
robotic arm carries a laser cutting head to perform, with remote-controlled equipments, 
the cutting operation. In order to insure the civil and defense clean up program, the CEA 
dismantling division support an R&D program for industrialize the laser process for 
their applications with their specific conditions of used, and risk management. 
The present study deals with the performances which can be reached with high power cw 
ND:YAG lasers. The cutting tests were carried out up to 8 kW. The laser power was 
delivered through a specific power supply chain: a 0,4 mm fiber was transporting the 
power from the laser to a first interface (coupler) then a second 0,6 mm fiber was 
bringing the laser power to the cutting head. This solution allowed a power delivery 
chain whose length could be as high as 100 + 20/50 m. Another advantage of this kind of 
power supply is that the first fiber can be set in a non contaminated environment whereas 
the second fiber lies in the contaminated area. The cutting head used for these tests was a 
specific tool developed for this laser dismantling work: it is a laser cutting head cooled 
by pressurized air. This tool was developed with the requirement to be able to sustain a 
laser power of 14 kW. The pressurized air used to cool the head is also used as cutting 
gas. 
The cutting capability was about 10 mm by kW, we have achieved cutting an austenitic 
steel plate of thickness 100 mm. These performances were reached with the cut started on 
the plate’s edge. If the cut started in the middle of the plate, the cutting performances 
were not so high: 8 kW became the power to drill and to cut plates of thickness 40 mm. 
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Abstract – In 1993, the MR reactor was shut down for decommissioning. For the time that passed since, a set of 
preparatory works has been carried out on this reactor, including radiation survey of reactor equipment and loop-
type facilities and inspection of reactor engineering and technological support systems; reactor decommissioning 
concept, draft program and technical design specifications have been developed. Currently RRC “Kurchatov 
Institute” is developing the MR decommissioning project. Reactor decommissioning option was determined, as well 
as the final state of the object of decommissioning. In accordance with the decommissioning option chosen, all in-
vessel reactor devices, all equipment and pipelines of reactor cooling circuits and loop-type facilities will be 
dismantled completely. In-vessel reactor devices are installed in the pool in the central hall of the main reactor 
building. Some pipelines and valves of the primary circuit, as well as loop-type facilities, are very near, in the space 
under the same hall’s floor. The rest of reactor equipment and pipelines is distributed over more than 70 reactor 
premises, mainly in the basement of the building.  
The paper presents the results of environment and population radiation impact assessments developed for normal 
dismantling conditions and for emergency situations.  It was shown that radiation impact on population and 
environment would be determined by the scope of dismantling operations, by the level of radioactive contamination 
of reactor structures and equipment, as well as by technologies to be used in the process of dismantling. Intensive 
urban development of Moscow has brought the apartment blocks very close to the Institute’s territory and the MR 
reactor site; now apartment blocks are as close as 100−200 meters from the reactor. Radiation impact on the 
environment would be determined by atmospheric releases of radioactive aerosols, which could be mostly caused by 
reactor primary circuit and loop-type facilities’ dismantling. These works should result in up to 1300 tons of 
contaminated equipment to be dismantled and removed from the reactor premises. That’s why “cold” methods, such 
as hydraulic shears and pliers, cutting tools with diamond wires or chains, etc., which are the safest from their 
environment and population impact viewpoint, were selected for dismantling operations. 
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The activity of a radwaste package is usually evaluated from gamma measurements 
associated with transfer functions. These functions are calculated assuming that both activity 
and mass distributions are homogeneous. 
But generally, activity and mass distributions are not homogeneous, leading to huge possible 
errors. 
 
We propose a method for creating a numeric model for mass and activity distributions, 
adjusting and justifying the representativeness of this model, so that, on a first hand the 
uncertainty due to non homogeneous distributions may be evaluated, and, on a second 
hand, this uncertainty may be reduced. 
Uncertainties as low as ±30 % may be obtained. 
 
We demonstrate that it is possible to simulate even complex geometries, like metallic scraps 
in a tangle. 
 
We show 2 examples of application of this method to acquisition data obtained from field 
experiment. 
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1. Introduction

  
ONECTRA was in charge of the design and the realization of operations of the whole 
dismantling of the sphere.  

The responsability of the project is describing on the logic diagram below :                    

2. Context

  

The UF6 Sphere belongs to the Installation 01 at the AREVA NC Pierrelatte site, and 
thus, is a part of the UPASS decommissioning and dismantling program.  

Description of the UF6 Sphere

   

Storage of depleted uranium (< 1%) 

 

Capacity : 624 m3 

 

Diameter : 10,6 m 

 

Drained to reach the final shut down status in 1979   

CEA/DAM 
Owner 

AREVA NC 
Lead contractor 

ONECTRA 
Supplier 
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3. History of action

   
1969 : Building and commissioning  

 
1970-1974 : Under operation  

 
1979 : Drained by sublimation, reaching the final shut down status  

 

1999 : Internal televisual inspection  

 

2004 : Sampling operations and tests for  decontamination performances                  

 

2006 : Retrieval of the asbestos-covered painting for specific treatment  

 

2007 : Decommisionning  
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Initial status (after brushing) : 
- 4 Bq/cm² in 

 

- 120 Bq/cm² in 

  

Final status : 
- 0,04 Bq/cm² in 

 

- 0,4 Bq/cm² in 
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4. Objectives

   
Decontamination of the sphere and control of interior surface with specific 
remote controlled tools.  

 
Cutting the sphere without any containment after agreement of safety 
authorities.  

a) Internal cleansing of the « Sphere » with a limited production of effluent using 
a remotely operated arm.  

 

Brushing of the internal sidewall and  aspiration of 
deposits  

 

Optional graving (engraver hammer) of deposit of 
incrustation  

 

Wet system process cleansing  

 

Radiological controls   

b) Decomissionning of the Sphere after its cleanup, and after performing 
radiological controls of about 100 % of the internal sidewall  

c) Cutting of the lower part of the sphere under containment  

d) Cutting of the sphere in the free air  

e) Demolition of the whole concrete structure (after decontamination of 
hotspots on the concrete ground)  

f) Building a mud slab on the floor   
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5. Phases of the project

  
a) Commissioning studies

   
Establishing dedicated phasis procedures and operational procedures 

 
Duration : from march to june 2007 (4 month)  

b) Design engineering of specific tools

   

Design engineering of  the four mechanical sub-units  

 

Timeline : from february to june 2007 (5 month)   

c) Tests

  

Operability testing 

 

Hands-on workers training (SOGEDEC et ONECTRA)  

d) Cleansing and decommisionning operations

   

Scheduled planning : from mid December 2007 to may 2008    

6. A few highlights

   

Studies workload : about 3500 Hrs  

 

Duration of the on site works : about 8 months 
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7. Test

  
TThhee  oo bb jjee cc tt iivveess  oo ff  tthhee  tteesstt iinngg  aa rree

  
::        

 
To control the operability of any equipment 

 
To perform a simulation for the operations due to be done in the Sphere 

 
Hands-on workers training (ONECTRA &  SOGEDEC)           

ONECTRA Platform of tests 
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8. Pictures of the testing phase

                                  

Model scale 1 of portion of Sphere 
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Installation of the rotary base plate                                          
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Raising of the arm for its installation                                        
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Positioning of the arm to the vertical of the inspection pit   
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View of the arm on the platform test 
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Abstract 
 

For some years now the dismantling and subsequent storage of the large components, e.g. 
steam generators and reactor pressure vessel, have been taken into consideration in decom‐
missioning strategies in Germany. The intention is to make use of the decrease of radioactivity 
with time and to store the components until a further treatment becomes much less involved. 
In this way one can reduce the volume of radioactive material to be finally disposed, the dose 
rate for the workers and therefore altogether the costs in comparison to other strategies. 
A basic information for the assessment of the decay storage is the exact knowledge of the 
relevant  radio nuclides in the activated material in order to track their decay over time. Apply‐
ing modern calculational tools this inventory can theoretically be determined quite accurately 
if the exact material composition as well as the activating neutron flux strength and spectra 
during the lifetime of the plant are known to a good degree. An activation and shielding se‐
quence has been developed in order to calculate the radioactive inventory and the resulting 
dose rate from this activation for interim and final storage aspects. The program sequence 
consists of well known standalone programs which were coupled by new developed transfer 
and interpretation tools, so that a closed calculation cycle is generated. 
An important point is the need for experimental data in order to validate the model. The decay 
storage strategy has already been applied at the Greifswald site and the available data from 
the former Greifswald NPPs, which include information on the dose rates as well as material 
compositions, offer a possibility here.  
The calculation involves basically three steps: The first step is to determine the neutron flux of 
the nuclear facility in the running mode. The geometry covers the whole pressure vessel as 
well as the biological shield in RZ geometry. The second step involves the activation of the ma‐
terial by using the calculated flux from step one. Once the inventory is calculated, the gamma 
source term can be determined from the activated material. The last step constitutes a shield‐
ing and transport calculation to determine the dose in the environment of the activated com‐
ponents.  
The model is presently at development. First results are on the way and will be available soon. 
These results will comprise detailed information on the flux, the inventory produced by activa‐
tion as well as the resulting dose rate. The results will also incorporate studies on how the 
storage time influences these quantities. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The ever increasing pressure to reduce the release of radioactive and other toxic substances 
into environment requires constant improvement/upgrading of processes and technologies for 
treatment and conditioning of liquid radioactive wastes. 
The extensive research is carried out on various processes including ion exchange, sorption, 
coprecipitation, membrane separation and photocatalytic degradation of organics substances. 
A judicious combination of the processes is being pursued to meet the end objectives of 
improved decontamination and waste volume reduction. 
In a previous study, an elaborated model is proposed to predict the radioactive strontium 
decontamination factor of nuclear waste solutions which can be realized by using a 
coprecipitation process with barium sulphate. Simulations of the coprecipitation of strontium 
ions with barium sulphate have been performed in continuous and semibatch reactors. Thanks 
to these simulations, laws of the treatment efficiency variation as a function of several process 
parameters (mean residence time, stirring speed, concentration) have been determined and 
experimentally verified. 
This study leads to the determination of optimal treatment conditions. Three apparatus 
(recycling apparatus, fluidised bed and reactor/settling tank) providing these optimal 
conditions have been successfully tested and offered significant outlooks for the reduction of 
the residual sludge volume.  
Since the development of new ceramic membranes with large filtration area and their long 
term use verification in conventional water purification fields, these membrane processes 
have been adopted by the nuclear industry as a viable alternative treatment method for liquid 
radioactive wastes. 
Ion exchange is one of the most common and effective treatment methods for liquid 
radioactive. Spent ion exchange resins are considered to be problematic waste that requires 
precautions during its immobilization to meet the acceptance criteria for disposal. Efforts to 
develop new ion exchangers for specific applications are made. When compared with 
standard ion exchange resins, the new class of specific ion exchanger has higher capacity and 
selectivity for particular radionuclides (137Cs, 90Sr). Novel inorganic ion exchangers are also 
being investigated which are more resistant to the effects of radiation than ion exchange ion 
resins. 
The presence of organic complexants interferes in treatment of radioactive effluent. It is 
therefore essential to degrade complexants prior to treatment for effective management of 
radioactive waste. The photocatalytic degradation of organic complexants had been 
investigated in liquid waste using titanium dioxide as a semiconductor photocatalyst in 
presence of UV light. 



The application of new materials with combined properties as well as the application of 
combined processes allows effective treatment wastes of a complex chemical nature, which 
are otherwise difficult to treat by traditional or conventional processes and techniques. 
 
 



Addressing Waste Management Issues for D&D of Excess Facilities  
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
 
Since the Manhattan Project, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has been engaged 
in developing and demonstrating nuclear and radiochemical processes at the laboratory 
and pilot plant scale.  Many of these processes were later implemented in Department of 
Energy (DOE) production facilities across the U.S. and in producing radioisotopes for 
medical and industrial applications.  These activities have resulted in a large variety of 
unique remote handled legacy wastes and contaminated hot cell facilities.  The DOE has 
established the Integrated Facility Disposition Project (IFDP) to dispose of the legacy 
waste and to deactivate, decontaminate and decommission (D&D) ~300 facilities no 
longer needed for the Oak Ridge mission.  
 
The IFDP will be required to characterize, treat, package, and dispose of a variety of 
waste streams, including remote handled solid waste streams for which no treatment 
capability currently exists at ORNL.  In addition, the existing waste management systems 
at ORNL are thirty plus years old and are reaching the end of their design life.  They will 
require replacement and/or significant upgrades in order to meet the future needs of the 
IFDP.   
 
Difficult-to-handle remote handled solid materials that must be dispositioned include 
materials that contain approximately 27 million curies (Sr-90 equivalents) with dose rates 
as high as one million R/hr.  The materials that must be handled range from less than inch 
in all dimensions to extremely large components; the largest identified to date are 
9’x9’x9’, 34 ton casks.  Included in this list are a number of Radioisotope Thermoelectric 
Generators (RTG) containing ~104-106 curies of cesium or strontium and hazardous 
components (e.g., mercury and other heat transfer and heat sensing materials) that must 
be dismantled to allow recovery and segregation of the radioisotope from the hazardous 
materials and repackaging of the materials to meet waste acceptance criteria.  A number 
of materials will require “down-blending” followed by solidification to meet disposal site 
waste acceptance criteria.  In addition to these discreet RH solids materials that must be 
handled as part of the facility deactivation and legacy waste streams, significant 
quantities of RH waste materials will be generated during the D&D and demolition of 
excess hot cells and several shutdown nuclear reactors. 
 
This paper describes the efforts that have been undertaken to estimate future waste 
generation, define efficient waste treatment and disposal options, and develop a strategy 
for implementing them in a cost-effective manner, including waste treatment systems that 
are being designed to support the IFDP D&D efforts. 
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The European Commission’s Joint Research Centre Ispra Site (JRC-Ispra) has initiated a 
Decommissioning and Waste Management (D&WM) Programme of all its nuclear facilities. In the 
frame of this programme, it has been decided to build an interim storage facility to host conditioned 
low level waste (LLW) that had been produced during the operation of JRC-Ispra nuclear research 
reactors and laboratories and that will be produced from their decommissioning. This paper presents 
the main characteristics of the facility. 
The storage ISFISF has a rectangular shape with uniform height and it is about 128m long, 41m 
wide and 9m high. The entire surface affected by the facility, including screening area and access 
roads, is about 27.000 m2. 
It is divided in three sectors, a central one, about 16m long, for loading/unloading operations and 
operational services and two lateral sectors, each about 55m long, for the conditioned LLW storage. 
Each storage sector is divided by a concrete wall in two transversal compartments. 
The ISFISF, whose operational lifetime is 50 years, is designed to host the conditioned LLW boxed 
in UNI CP-5.2 packages, 2,5m long, 1.65m wide, and 1,25m high . The expected nominal inventory 
of waste is about 2100 packages, while the maximum storage is 2540 packages, thus a considerably 
large reserve capacity is available. The packages will be piled in stacks of maximum number of 
five. The LLW is going to be conditioned with a cement matrix. The maximum weight allowed for 
each package has been fixed at 16.000 kg.  The total radioactivity inventory of waste to be hosted in 
the facility is about 30 TBq (mainly β/γ emitters). 
In order to satisfy the structural, seismic, and, most of all, radiological requirements, the external 
walls of the ISFISF are made of pre-fabricated panels, 32cm thick, consisting of, from inside to 
outside, 20cm of reinforced concrete, 7cm of insulating material, and again 5cm of reinforced 
concrete. For the same reason the roof is made with pre-fabricated panels in reinforced concrete 
having a thickness of 25cm.  
Moreover, in order to increase the protection from rain, often seasonally torrential in the region, and 
from snow infiltration, and in view of the considerable operational long lifetime of the ISF, it has 
been decided to add a second roof on top of the concrete one. This upper roof consists of a 
galvanized steel structure that sustains a cover of “sandwich” panels, composed of two Sendzimir 
galvanized aluminium sheets with in between a layer of insulating material. The two roofs have 
separated drainage systems making it possible to spot eventual infiltration from the upper to the 
lower one. 
The main access to the ISF is through two large doors located in the service sector each located at 
the centre of the long side of the ISF. They are principally going to be used for loading and 
unloading trucks or forklifts carrying the LLW packages. The operators can enter into the service 
sector through two service doors and two pedestrian accesses, annexed to the main doors. The two 



pedestrian doors function also as emergency exits. There are no accesses from outside to the storage 
sectors.  However, there are six emergency exits distributed along their perimeter walls.  
The main doors are sliding, motorized, and made with “sandwich” panels, of the same type used for 
the upper roof, supported by a robust galvanized steel frame. Nevertheless, although the design of 
the ISF has been verified for the impact of a tornado, its main doors are not designed to sustain it. 
The doors accessing the storage sectors are similar to the external ones and they are sliding and 
motorized as well.  
All the pre-fabricated structures and the external and internal doors are REI 120. 
Concerning radiation protection, obeying to licensing procedure, the ISF satisfies the requirements 
of the Italian nuclear authorities (ISPRA), and it takes also in consideration the IAEA 
recommendations contained in IAEA TR n.390. Its design fulfils the indications of “ENEA-DISP – 
Technical Guide Nº 26 – Radioactive Waste Management” regarding β/γ high emission waste and 
for α/n emission waste deriving from fuel cycle and research laboratories. 
Specifically, for the 50 years operation lifetime of the ISF, the main radiation protection objectives 
are to assure that the dose allowed for the operators and for the population stays below the 
admissible legislative limits, to apply all the possible measures in order to keep the radiation 
exposure level as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA), and to minimize the probability of 
incidents and, in their eventual occurrences, to minimize the consequences for the operators and for 
the population. 
The radiation protection objectives for the population are the followings: 10 µSv/year for category 1 
conditions (normal operation); 1÷100 µSv/event, maximum 10 µSv/year, for category 2 conditions 
(abnormal but possible events in 50 years lifetime); 1 mSv/event for category 3 conditions 
(incidents not expected in 50 years lifetime). 
The measures applied in order to achieve the above mentioned objectives are the radiation physical 
screening, the monitoring of the working areas during operations, the minimization of operators 
permanence inside the ISF, and the control of its accesses. 
The physical screening is provided by: 
- the cement matrix used to condition the waste; 
- the steel of the CP 5.2 packages; 
- the packages loading arrangement scheme that will be adopted, which has already been 

studied according to the inventory and the characterization of existing operating and future 
decommissioning waste; 

- the prefabricated concrete walls and roof; 
- an artificial terraced embankment surrounding three sides of the ISF taller than the piles of 

packages.  
The construction works are planned to begin by mid 2010 and are envisaged to be concluded by the 
end of 2011. The LLW interim storage ISF is scheduled to be operational at the beginning of 2012. 
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The tracking system CARAÏBES : Control of the
constraints required by the repository operator for the

storage surface and time
L. PANTERA ()

The French nuclear waste regulation requires the classification of nuclear waste into several categories according to the
radioactive activity and the nature of the isotopes. According to this classification, a set of constraints to be respected
for the processing of the packaging has been established in order to authorize the storage in a final surface repository.
These constraints are very drastic and the repositories are managed by an independent institute. Furthermore, there are
several kinds of packaging (from big bags to big containers). For each of them, depending on the waste category to be
put inside, all the possible verifications and measurements have to be carried out to be sure that the agreement is
entirely respected.

The CARAIBES database appeared in 1999 and is presently used by all the nuclear research centres of the
Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique. It was designed to assist people in the process of making up waste packaging in
order to guarantee its release to a surface repository. All the data, ranging from the physical characteristics of the
waste to more than three hundred efficiency curves necessary to assess the activity of the radio-nuclides measured by
gamma spectrometry, are embodied into the framework of a Relational Database Management System in order to
centralize and guarantee the coherence of the collected data. This framework is closely linked to the release approval,
integrating the activity thresholds calculation early in the life cycle in order to choose the proper orientation for every
waste packaging.

The CARAÏBES database is regularly audited by an independent institute in order to verify the good behaviour of the
process which controls the compliance of the final packaging in terms of activity and nature of the waste before giving
the authorisation for shipment to a surface repository.

The people in charge of the database maintenance have to allow for the evolution concerning both the framework of
the database and the constraints required by the repository operator. Using the same simulated data, generated for
every control to check, the difficulty consists in giving all the time the prove that the calculation carried out for a given
agreement according to a kind of packaging give always the same results.

We will describe in the article the methodology used to reach this objective.
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The Analysis of Nuclear Power Development due to
Own Investment Potentials of Power-Companies

G.I. Toshinsky, O.G. Komlev (FSUE State Scientific Center Institute of Physics and Power Engineering)

Different types of reactors and their fuel cycles will play major role at different periods of time during development of
nuclear energy. Three stages of nuclear energy development could be considered. Each stage differs from other ones
by investment needs and by types of basic reactor installation.

The first stage of nuclear energy development is the “young” nuclear energy that is characterized by growth of nuclear
power plant installed capacity (time is less than nuclear power plant life time). Thermal reactors are considered to be
basic ones to grow nuclear power plant installed capacity. These reactors operate in open fuel cycle.

The second stage of nuclear energy development is a steady development of nuclear energy that is characterized by
simultaneous replacement and growth of nuclear power plant installed capacity (time is greater than nuclear power
plant life time). Both thermal and fast reactors are considered to be basic ones. These reactors operate in open and
closed fuel cycles.

The third stage of development is stationary level of nuclear power plant installed capacity with replacement of
withdrawn nuclear power plants (time is much greater than nuclear power plant life time). Both fast and thermal
reactors are considered to be basic ones. And these reactors operate in closed fuel cycle.

At the all stage of nuclear energy development nuclear power plants should be competitive with thermal power plants
in the market conditions for electricity and investments. On the other hand after TMI and Chernobyl reactor accidents
safety requirements became tougher. Conflict of safety and economics requirements for nuclear power plants with
conventional (LWR, FR) reactor installations is solved by increase of nuclear power plant power level. That increases
in turn capital costs and construction period, requires presence of large scale grids and transportation of large-size
equipment. It results in necessity to develop innovative reactor installations that has potentials to overcome this
conflict.

One may formulate approach to develop nuclear energy at its steady development stage: to get highest annual growth
of electricity generation subject to given value of annual investments. To develop nuclear energy by this approach we
propose to consider innovative SVBR-75/100 reactor installation that is used to renovate nuclear power plant with
LWR type reactor installations under their decommissioning stage.

To illustrate effectiveness of renovation by SVBR-75/100 reactor installation simple balance model of NPP installed
capacity evolution is considered. Investment potentials of nuclear energy based on investment part of power rates,
specific capital costs for building new power-generating units and for replacing power-generating units under
decommissioning are taken into account.
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In this paper an analysis will be performed to assess the economical competitiveness of 
Nuclear Power against other base load technologies. There are several plans to build more 
nuclear power plants in western countries; these plans are result among other things of the 
fossil fuel high prices and the concern for the global warming. France started the 
construction of one EPR at Flamanville in 2007 and at the end of 2008 there were 17 
applications before NRC for construction and operation licenses (COL) to build as much as 
26 new reactor units in USA, among the designs selected are the US-EPR, APWR, 
ESBWR, ABWR and AP1000. 
 
Currently, there is a lot of uncertainty about what is the overnight cost for a new generation 
III nuclear power plant and the vendors are not providing too much information. However, 
it is expected that under the new economy conditions the overnight cost will be between 
2500 and 3500 USD/kW, the output electricity power of the units mentioned above are 
between 1100 and 1600 MW, construction time, from first concrete to commercial 
operation, is about five years as it has been demonstrated in the latest reactors built in Asia 
(e.g. Japan and China), also Flamanville is under schedule and budget.  
 
In the current paper we perform a levelized electricity cost analysis using the conditions 
given above, to compare the generation cost of electricity using nuclear reactors against 
using natural gas in combined cycle plants and also coal plants. The levelized cost analysis 
developed here assumes overnight cost in the range of 2500 to 3500 USD/kW to assess the 
levelized cost impact. Also a sensitivity analysis for construction time delays and different 
capacity factors in the range of 80% to 90% is offered along with a uranium fuel cost 
sensitivity analysis. The investment scenarios considered here comprise three different 
discount rates, 5%, 8% and 10%.  

 
Results obtained are presented in several graphs that show under which circumstance 
nuclear energy is a competitive option against other base-load electricity options. 
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Forecasting Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Costs: Why
have they been increasing 6.8% per year for 40 years?

G.S. Rothwell (Stanford University)

This paper describes an econometric, cost-engineering, forecasting model of LWR spent fuel reprocessing facility
construction costs. The U.S. Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative’s Advanced Fuel Cycle Cost Basis (INL/EXT-07-12107
Rev.1, March 2008), Module F1, “Spent Nuclear Fuel Aqueous Reprocessing Facility” provides the most recent review
of the non-proprietary aqueous reprocessing cost literature. Module F1 examines more than 20 facilities and suggests a
simple equation for projecting the construction costs (in billions of 2005 dollars) of a PUREX-like reprocessing
facility: COST = $2.7B + $1.8B x Q, where Q is the planned throughput of the facility in thousands of MTHM per
year. This regression equation explains only 13% (= R2 ) of the variation in the data. However, underlying these data
is an important fact: actual and estimated costs in real dollars have increased on average 6.8% per year (above
inflation) from 1974 (GE Morris) through 2007 (Rokkasho). Using these same data, the equation, COST = $0.3B x
(Year since 1968), explains over (R2 >) 50% of the variation in the data. This paper identifies those accounting
categories where cost has increased by modeling each estimate using the Generation IV International Forum Economic
Modeling Working Group’s Cost Estimating Guidelines for Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems and its associated
software, G4-ECONS, with its Fuel Cycle Facilities module. This will allow a more detailed comparison of cost
estimates under different regulatory regimes. For example, the treatment of the cost-of-capital and ownership issues
has changed over time, as has security and licensing costs, and the accounting for decontamination and
decommissioning costs. By disentangling these changes in accounting, we should be able to construct a more accurate
top-down representation of aqueous reprocessing to help assess the economics of closing the LWR fuel cycle.
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In the absence of or prior to the development of traditional detailed “bottom-up” cost estimates, engineers and analysts
are often asked to develop quick and less-detailed "top-down" life cycle cost estimates for nuclear facilities or
processes of various types, i.e. nuclear reactors, chemical process facilities, nuclear materials storage facilities, and
waste disposal facilities. Each type of facility engenders a different approach to evaluation, depending on the following
factors: nature of the radioactive materials handled or processed, required physical security and natural phenomena
safety envelope, percentage of fixed and variable costs, facility lifetime, material throughput or storage capacity, and
labor and energy intensities of the intended operation. These types of estimates are usually needed early in the
planning process, prior to when funding and siting decisions are finalized and before detailed conceptual design of the
facilities is underway. The United States Department of Energy Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative and International
Generation IV Reactor Systems programs require this type of “top down” analysis for hypothetical facilities, such as
advanced reactors or fuel recycle facilities that might be constructed based on technology R&D performed under these
programs. In many cases, the estimator must start from “bottom up” estimates for existing facilities or technologies.
This is especially true for nuclear power plants, and requires that older data from Generation II or III reactor plants be
utilized. These form a “reference plant” for estimating purposes from which the use of scaling factors and various
types of cost indices can be applied to generate an estimate for the new facility. Experience-based “rules of thumb"
developed by estimators and systems analysts, as well as other estimating tools will be described. Among these are: •
Fractional allowances for the calculation of indirect costs • Cost indices for escalation • Volume ($/m3) and area
($/m2) estimating factors as a function of facility security and hazard levels • Cost versus capacity scaling
relationships and exponents • Decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) and capital upgrade fractions as a
function of direct capital costs • Nuclear material handling unit costs as a function of hazard level Examples of the
application of “top down” estimating principles will be discussed in this paper. Many of these principles are presently
described in the Generation IV Reactor Systems Cost Estimating Guidelines, a public document available on the
Generation IV Website. 



Economic Analysis of
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A spreadsheet-based “static equilibrium” economic analysis was performed for three nuclear fuel cycle scenarios, each
designed for 100 GWe-years of electrical generation annually: 1) a “once-through” fuel cycle based on 100% LWRs
fueled by standard UO2 fuel assemblies with all used fuel destined for geologic repository emplacement, 2) a “single-
tier recycle” scenario involving multiple fast burner reactors (37% of generation) accepting actinides (Pu,Np,Am,Cm)
from the reprocessing of used fuel from the uranium-fueled LWR fleet (63% of generation), and 3) a “two-tier”
“thermal+fast” recycle scenario where co-extracted U,Pu from the reprocessing of used fuel from the uranium-fueled
part of the LWR fleet (66% of generation) is recycled once as full-core LWR MOX fuel (8% of generation), with the
LWR MOX used fuel being reprocessed and all actinide products from both UO2 and MOX used fuel reprocessing
being introduced into the closed fast burner reactor (26% of generation) fuel cycle. The latter two “closed” fuel cycles,
which involve symbiotic use of both thermal and fast reactors, have the advantages of lower natural uranium
requirements per kilowatt-hour generated and less geologic repository space per kilowatt-hour as compared to the
“once-through” cycle. The overall fuel cycle cost in terms of $ per megawatt-hr of generation, however, for the closed
cycles is 15% (single tier) to 29% (two-tier) higher than for the once-through cycle, based on “expected values” from
an uncertainty analysis using triangular distributions for the unit costs for each required step of the fuel cycle. (The fuel
cycle cost does not include the levelized reactor life cycle costs.) Since fuel cycle costs are a relatively small
percentage (10 to 20%) of the overall busbar cost (LUEC or “levelized unit electricity cost”) of nuclear power
generation, this fuel cycle cost increase should not have a highly deleterious effect on the competitiveness of nuclear
power. If the reactor life cycle costs are included in the analysis, with the fast reactors having a higher $/kw(e) capital
cost than the LWRs, the overall busbar generation cost ($/MWh) for the closed cycles is approximately 12% higher
than for the all-LWR once-through fuel cycle case, again based on the expected values from an uncertainty analysis. It
should be noted that such a percentage increase in the cost of nuclear power is much smaller than that expected for
fossil fuel electricity generation if CO2 is costed via a carbon tax, cap and trade regimes, or carbon capture and
sequestration (CCS).
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Energy profit ratio is defined as the ratio of output energy 

/ input energy. In case of electric power generation, input 

energy is total for fuel such as uranium mining and enrichment, 

for fuel transportation, for build nuclear power plant, for 

M&O and disposal waste and decommission of reactor vessel. 

Output energy is total electricity during the life. 

EPR on both PWR and BWR is high value using gas centrifuge 

enrichment compared other type of electric power generation 

such as thermal power, hydraulic power, wind power and 

photovoltaic power. 

How is the EPR on LWR by MOX? We need understanding the energy 

of reprocessing spent fuel, MOX fuel fabrication, low level 

waste disposal and high level radioactive glass disposal.   
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Abstract: 
 
This paper describes the key obstacles and challenges facing the integration of nuclear reactors with 
process heat applications. The paper also presents capabilities and shortfalls of current modeling and 
analysis tools available to investigate these issues.  A pragmatic approach to an analysis is developed with 
the ultimate objective of improving the viability of nuclear energy as a heat source for process industries.  
The extension of nuclear energy to process heat industries would improve energy security and aid in the 
reduction of carbon emissions by reducing demands for foreign-derived fossil fuels. 
 
The paper begins with an overview of potential nuclear reactor and process application systems for 
integration. Reactors are evaluated against specific characteristics that determine their compatibility with 
process applications such as heat outlet temperature, capacity factors, availability, and thermal output. The 
reactor system categories include: light-water, heavy-water, near-term1 high temperature, far-term high 
temperature, and fast reactors.  Near-term process systems include:  desalination and heating, steam 
reforming, steam cracking, tar sands and shale oil recovery, and hydrogen production by electrolysis. Far-
term applications consist of hydrogen production processes including sulfur-iodine and high temperature 
electrolysis. A simple matching between complementary systems is performed, however to gain a true 
appreciation for system integration complexity, time-dependent dynamic analysis is required. For example, 
reduced availability (e.g., maintenance, refueling) of a reactor may result in direct economic losses to the 
application due to loss of heat supply; in turn a decrease in production from the application would result in 
dumping or redirection of the heat supplied from the reactor. 
 
The paper identifies critical issues arising from dynamic issues associated with integration of the systems. 
Operational issues include scheduling conflicts and competition for heat and electricity generation. 
Additionally, economic and safety considerations that could impact the successful integration of these 
systems are considered. Economic issues include the cost allocation between the production of electricity 
and process heat, and the cost differential arising from the transport of heat between the reactor and the 
process application. Safety issues include changes in regulatory constraints imposed on the facilities, such 
as the increased radioactive contamination risk due to integration. Modeling and analysis tools, such as 
System Dynamics for time-dependent operational and economic issues and RELAP5-3D for chemical 
transient affects, are evaluated. The results of this study advance the body of knowledge towards 
integration of nuclear reactors and process heat applications. 

                                                 
1  Near-term denotes technology available for implementation before 2020 and far-term denotes 
implementation beyond 2020. 
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A theoretical model is developed in order to analyze energy efficiency of high temperature 
heat exchanger and decomposer for hydrogen production by the sulfur iodine thermochemical 
water splitting cycle at different operating temperatures. The present study is concerned with the 
use of a bayonet type heat exchanger which is a Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) silicon 
carbide integrated decomposer (SID). This SiC based design concept uses a SID for boiling, 
superheating and decomposing functions and decomposes sulfuric acid to produce sulfur dioxide, 
oxygen and water. In the present analysis, the chemical decompositions were first calculated 
using ASPEN-PLUS as a function of operating temperature. The required heat supply is then 
estimated and the recuperating efficiency is obtained. In addition, effects of the separation factor 
of a membrane which is installed after the decomposer on the energy efficiency of the bayonet 
heat exchanger and decomposer are also investigated. 
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IAEA Study on Advanced Applications of Water Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants

S. Bilbao y Leon, A. Rao (IAEA), J. C. Cleveland (Consultant to IAEA)

About one-fifth of the world’s energy consumption is used for electricity generation, with nuclear power contributing
approximately 14% of this electricity. However, most of the world’s energy consumption is for heat and transportation.
Nuclear energy has considerable potential to penetrate these energy sectors now served by fossil fuels that are
characterized by price volatility and finite supply. Advanced applications of nuclear energy include seawater
desalination, district heating, and heat for industrial processes. Nuclear energy also has potential to provide a near-
term, greenhouse gas free, source of energy for transportation.

These applications rely on a source of heat and electricity. Nuclear energy from water-cooled reactors, of course, is not
unique in this sense. Indeed, higher temperature heat can be produced by burning natural gas and coal, or through the
use of other nuclear technologies such as gas-cooled, liquid-metal-cooled or molten-salt-cooled reactors. Water-
cooled reactors, however, are being deployed today while other reactor types have had considerably less operational
and regulatory experience and will take still some time to be widely accepted in the market.

Both seawater desalination and district heating with nuclear energy are well proven, and new seawater desalination
projects using water-cooled reactors will soon be commissioned. Provision of process heat with nuclear energy can
result in less dependence on fossil fuels and contribute to reductions of greenhouse gases. Importantly, because nuclear
power produces base-load electricity at stable and predictable prices, it provides a greenhouse gas free source of
electricity for transportation systems (trains and subways), and for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles, and in the
longer term nuclear energy could produce hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles, as well as for other components of a
hydrogen economy.

These advanced applications can play an important role in enhancing public acceptance of nuclear energy. 



Energy scenario after oil peak for automobiles, food system… 

Is hydrogen by nuclear power plant good candidate from view of Energy Profit 

Ratio 

 

 

Dr. Osamu Amano 

 

 

Oil is usefully for us for automobiles. 

A hydrogen vehicle is thought as a better candidate for an ordinal vehicle 

after oil peak. Nuclear hydrogen is the best choice to make hydrogen from 

water compared to the other way. From view of EPR we must consider whole 

process, such as making hydrogen by a nuclear power plant, storage it in 

a tank as liquid, carry it by a tanker to a gas stand ( a hydrogen stand),keep 

it as high pressure  in a stand and supply it to a car as high pressure   

like from 35 to 70 Pa. I would like to introduce the EPR value of hydrogen 

vehicle and the points to improve. 

I would like to introduce other candidates like bio-ethanol from corn and 

sugar or an electric vehicle or some real candidates by EPR. 

I would like to show EPR value on food system. Then we will have to seek  

Energy generation ways which are high EPR value up to 10 compensating low 

food system EPR value. 

Nuclear power is the best way to achieve high EPR value. 
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MaRIE ; a proposed materials facility at Los Alamos
National Laboratory

M.A.M. Bourke (Los Alamos National Lab-USA)

This presentation will describe the current definition of a proposed new facility called MaRIE at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. The concept is of decadal scope and is predicated on the collocation of a fourth-generation X-ray light
source with a proton accelerator spallation neutron source and complementary synthesis and characterization
capabilities. MaRIE is an acronym which stands for Matter-Radiation Interactions in Extremes. The facility has been
conceived partly in response to the increasing role that control science is expected to play in materials research
compared to observation science. If new materials are to be implemented in a timely fashion for the most aggressive
conditions of proposed fission and fusion energy applications they will have to rely, at least in part, on models,
simulations and scientific insight. Validation of these models will require measurements at spatial and temporal scales
that have only recently become enabled by the latest generations of light sources. A hallmark of the MaRIE concept is
an emphasis on in situ studies (under extremal neutron, photon and ion irradiation conditions) of the phenomena that
lead to swelling, phase transformations, thermal properties and corrosion. Insights and data , relevant to atomistic and
quantum mechanical models, are major goals, as well as the facilitation of rapid materials discovery. It is hoped that
this presentation will solicit input on aspects of the facility definition that should be strengthened or diminished to
meet the needs of the fission community.
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Abstract – Nuclear fuel burnup is a key parameter used to assess irradiated fuel performance, to 
characterize the dependence of property changes due to irradiation, and to perform nuclear 
materials accountability. For advanced transmutation fuels and high burnup LWR fuels that have 
multiple fission sources, the existing Nd-148 ASTM burnup determination practice requires input 
of calculated fission fractions (identifying the specific fission source isotope and neutron energy 
that yielded fission, e.g., U-235 from thermal neutron, U-238 from fast neutron) from 
computational neutronics analysis in addition to the measured concentration of a single fission 
product isotope. We report a novel methodology of nuclear fuel burnup determination, which is 
completely independent of model predictions and reactor types. The proposed method leverages 
the capability of Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) to quantify multiple 
fission products and actinides and uses these data to develop a system of burnup equations whose 
solution is the fission fractions. The fission fractions are substituted back in the equations to 
determine burnup. This technique requires high fidelity fission yield data, which is not uniformly 
available for all fission products. We discuss different means that can potentially assist in indirect 
determination, verification and improvement (refinement) of the ambiguously known fission 
yields. A variety of irradiated fuel samples are characterized by ICP-MS and the results used to 
test the advanced burnup method. The samples include metallic alloy fuel irradiated in fast 
spectrum reactor (EBRII) and metallic alloy in a tailored spectrum and dispersion fuel in the 
thermal spectrum of the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR). The derived fission fractions and 
measured burnups are compared with calculated values predicted by neutronics models. 
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The Advanced Test Reactor as a National Scientific
User Facility

R. V. Furstenau (U.S. Department of Energy-Idaho Operations Office), T. R. Allen (Idaho National Laboratory and
University of Wisconsin-Madison)

The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) has been in operation since 1967 and mainly used to support U.S. Department of
Energy (USDOE) materials and fuels research programs. Irradiation capabilities of the ATR and post-irradiation
examination capabilities of the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) were generally not being utilized by universities and
other potential users due largely to a prohibitive pricing structure. While materials and fuels testing programs using the
ATR continue to be needed for USDOE programs such as the Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative and Next Generation
Nuclear Plant, USDOE recognized there was a national need to make these capabilities available to a broader user
base. In April 2007, the U.S. Department of Energy designated the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) as a National
Scientific User Facility (NSUF). As a NSUF, most of the services associated with university experiment irradiation and
post-irradiation examinations are provided free-of-charge. The USDOE is providing these services to support U.S.
leadership in nuclear science, technology, and education and to encourage active university/industry/laboratory
collaboration. The first full year of implementing the user facility concept was 2008 and it was a very successful year.
The first university experiment pilot project was developed in collaboration with the University of Wisconsin and
began irradiation in the ATR in 2008. Lessons learned from this pilot program will be applied to future NSUF
projects. Five other university experiments were also competitively selected in March 2008 from the initial solicitation
for proposals. The NSUF now has a continually open process where universities can submit proposals as they are
ready. Plans are to invest in new and upgraded capabilities at the ATR, post-irradiation examination capabilities at the
INL, and in a new experiment assembly facility to further support the implementation of the user facility concept.
Through a newly created Partnership Program, universities are also being encouraged to nominate their facilities (for
example, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor) to complement and support the nuclear
research capabilities of the NSUF. The NSUF has also developed an active educational program to increase the
knowledge of conducting reactor-base experiments. This paper will discuss the user facility concept for the ATR and
other INL support facilities, the advantages of the ATR NSUF designation, progress made toward implementing the
user facility concept, current capabilities, and plans for new and upgraded capabilities. 
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PALLAS, the new research & isotope reactor in Petten
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PALLAS, the new research & isotope reactor in Petten Klaas Bakker, Sander de Groot, Hans Hegeman, Lida
Magielsen, Bob van der Schaaf, Ronald Schram Track number: 12. Crosscutting issues, policies and programs NRG
Phone: ++0031224564665 Westerduinweg 3 Fax: ++0031224563480 1755 ZG Petten E-m: vanderschaaf@nrg.eu The
Netherlands ABSTRACT: At present the nuclear reactor fleet consists mainly of so-called second generation reactors
The third generation is added to the existing fleet. The next, fourth, generation will have improved sustainability and is
foreseen to become available in the period 2030-2050. In the same period the demonstration for a fusion plant, the
successor to ITER, should become operational. In the EU most of the existing research reactors will terminate
operation before 2020 after more than half a century of operation The thematic network FEUNMARR, recommended
in 2002 that the irradiation capacity for research and development for fission and fusion power, and isotope production
must be replaced. The replacement of the HFR, Petten, with a new research reactor called PALLAS addresses that
recommendation. PALLAS will make possible accelerated developments of new fuels, and improvements of existing
concepts. PALLAS will provide tools to guide the way to more sustainable nuclear fuel cycles and adding to the long-
term security of energy supply. The recycling of plutonium and the burning of the separated actinides, americium, will
allow increased utilization of fission fuel and reduce waste storage costs. The development of a closed thorium fuel
cycle is another road to increased sustainability. Lithium ceramics will generate tritium for fusion plasma's in ITER
and later DEMO. There are positive cross cutting influences of fission fuel and lithium ceramics developments
foreseen. The major requirements for PALLAS, derived from the expected utilization, are: • Peak fast neutron flux at
least one and a half time the value of the HFR • Peak thermal neutron flux two to three times the HFR value, •
Compact flexible core with a replaceable beryllium reflector concept to economize on the use of fissile and reflector
material. These high flux values in the centre of the Pallas core will speed up the testing of cladding materials, HTR
fuel coating materials, transmutation targets, fast reactor fuels, etc. High flux values are also particularly useful for
certain types of fuel accident simulation testing. Irradiation of standard fuel types under LWR operational conditions
can be performed in a peripheral position of PALLAS. Of course the core design incorporates a sufficient number of
spacious positions for loops and components for accelerated testing and isotope production. The isotope production is
an asset needed in the EU, as presently the HFR produces for example isotopes allowing 10,000,000 patient treatments
each year. Important requirements for operation are: • Tank-in-pool type for reliable handling of experiments and
isotope production. • The reactor power level should be flexible within the boundaries of 30 MW to 80 MW to
optimize fuel utilization in line with demands for irradiation services. • At least 300 full power days per year will allow
increasing the flow of scientific experiments with shorter duration and, provide a regular supply of isotopes. The
tender process for the conceptual design started in July 2007 and will result in awarding the design and build contract
in early 2009 in order to have PALLAS operational in 2016. 
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Radioactive waste generated from nuclear power plant had been managed by Korean 

Hydro and Nuclear Power Company (KHNP). Due to the concern about waste 

management by the waste generator, the Radioactive Waste Management Act was 

promulgated in March, 2008. The enacted law envisaged that establishment of an 

independent organization for the check and balance through the separation of waste 

management from waste generator.  

 

Driven by the law, the Korean Radioactive Waste Management Corporation (KRMC) was 

established on January 2, 2009 as an independent government agency for the safer and 

more efficient management of radioactive waste generated from Korea. It will be in 

charge of construction of low and intermediate radioactive waste disposal facility and 

its operation, spent nuclear fuel management and research related above activities. 

 

Radioactive Waste R&D Center, a research division of KRMC, will focus on the research 

related spent nuclear fuel interim storage, transportation and disposal under national 

R&D roadmap. Although the roadmap has been fixed yet, it will be completed until 

March of this year. Through this paper, we hope to have a chance to introduce KRMC’s 

detailed research plan based on the national R&D roadmap and to extend an 

international relationship for research collaboration in spent nuclear fuel management. 
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Abstract Title: 
GIF Quality Plan Checklist for Universities and Organizations without Formal QA 

Programs 
Quality is conformance to requirements.  The achievement of quality is paramount, and it 
requires careful planning and the consistent control and execution of work activities. 
The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) Quality Management System (QMS) was 
published in 2007 July.  The purpose of the GIF QMS is to describe and establish the 
quality requirements framework (i.e., 19 quality program elements) that supports GIF 
R&D activities.  The goals of the GIF QMS are: to ensure that the levels of quality 
necessary to achieve GIF objectives, as defined by customers, are specified and 
implemented; to ensure that sufficient documentation is maintained to demonstrate 
achievement of the required objectives; and to use resources effectively and efficiently. 
To this end, the GIF Quality Plan Checklist was developed to facilitate achievement of 
the goals of the GIF QMS through careful planning and the consistent control and 
execution of work activities.  In addition, the motivation for developing the GIF 
Checklist was to help universities and other organizations that do not have a formal QA 
program in place to comply with the GIF QMS.  This paper provides a hands-on walk-
through of the successful completion of the GIF Checklist. 
The GIF Checklist has two (2) distinct parts to be completed by the researcher.  The main 
body of the GIF Checklist identifies the planning of quality program elements required 
for R&D activities.  The researcher will need to answer a series of yes / no questions to 
plan the quality requirements that are applicable to the R&D project.  For example, basic 
research involves the planning of six (6) quality program elements: organizational 
responsibilities, quality assurance (QA) program, control of procured items and services, 
identification and control of items, document control and QA records.  The quality 
program elements shown in the main body of the GIF Checklist reflect the quality 
program elements identified in the GIF QMS. 
The appendices of the GIF Checklist identify the control and execution of quality 
program elements required for R&D activities.  The researcher will need to identify 
established procedures used to control and execute the quality program element or check 
a series of tasks that were completed to control and execute the quality program element.  
The checklists of tasks shown in the appendices of the GIF Checklist reflect the activities 
identified in the GIF QMS. 
Currently, researchers at recognized Canadian universities are using the GIF Checklist to 
demonstrate conformance to the quality requirements outlined in the GIF QMS. 
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During more than half a century of using nuclear techniques and technologies huge amount of 
radioactive waste of all categories has been generated (in the order of tens of million m3). It 
has been generally agreed that the safest and most efficient way of managing those waste is 
their concentration, conditioning and disposal in designated facilities. This strategy has been 
implemented mostly in countries using advanced nuclear technologies (nuclear power). 
However, many countries have not reached this status; they are still in a predisposal phase of 
the whole cycle. Just recently, about 40 states revealed their plans for developing a disposal 
facility and about half of them also consider or even have initiated embarking on nuclear 
energy. Common problem of these countries is inadequate or even missing radioactive waste 
management infrastructure and, thus, capacity and capability to safely manage existing and 
future waste.  

The radioactive waste management infrastructure consists of several elements, in particular: 
legislative environment providing rules; allocation of responsibilities among regulators, waste 
generators and waste disposer; adequate financing scheme; and human capability and 
technological ability to manage waste. All these elements shall be best established through 
formulating/implementing a national policy in the area and strategies for managing particular 
RWM streams. 

The IAEA systematically supports such approach and requests that the infrastructure is 
introduced in all Member States. This is, among others, required by the Joint Convention on 
the safety of spent fuel management and on the safety of radioactive waste management 
(entered into force on 18 June 2001, 42 signatories). In their regular (biannual) reports the 
signatories shall deliver information about existing spent fuel and waste management policies 
and practices, infrastructure, responsibilities of involved institutions, inventories, existing 
facilities, etc., – all being infrastructural items.  

Just recently the IAEA has published a practical guidance on establishing national radioactive 
waste management policy and relevant strategies. The document includes information on 
bases for the policy/strategy creation, lists the prerequisites needed for their successful 
formulation, enumerates and discusses their typical elements, and advises on their practical 
implementation.   

The paper discusses the role of national policy and strategies in creating a national radioactive 
waste management infrastructure. It contains some examples of documents in question and 
based on experience with their developing and implementing in some countries it highlights 
the key points for their incorporation in national radioactive waste management programmes.  
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Abstract 
Many countries recently have expressed strong interests to nuclear power for reducing 

poverty, raising living standards, improving healthcare, and increasing industrial and 
agricultural productivity. Developing the appropriate environment and infrastructure is 
essential to successful operation of nuclear power plant. However, creating the 
infrastructure for a nuclear power plant is challenging issues for developing countries 
launching nuclear power program.  

We have created the education program of infrastructure development with basic 
guidelines of the IAEA and remarkable Korean experiences from least developed 
country to advanced country with nuclear power. This course sufficiently reflects 
today’s international trends of infrastructures and covers all relevant issues for 
developing nuclear power from issues of energy, living and human, importance of 
nuclear power in economic development to 19 issues recommended by the IAEA.  All 
issues are provided with the implications of national development and sustainable 
nuclear energy vision, Proliferation-resistance, Environmental-friendliness, Accident-
tolerance, Continuity, and Economy (PEACE). Audiences of this course are decision 
makers and energy planners in the government, utilities, regulatory body and research 
institute and the public opinion leaders and students who leading their countries in the 
future. 

Most powerful characteristic of this course is that all issues are able to be provided 
with realistic and proper Korean examples to many developing countries. Unlike other 
countries, Korea started nuclear power program from devastated conditions after 
Korean War’s Ceasefire Agreement in 1953 and has emerged one of major nuclear 
power technology holders during the past 50 years of unprecedented growth in economy 
and democracy. With extreme difficulties encompassed in the early Korean experiences, 
valuable lessons and critical information can be provided to developing countries. 
According to countries’ infrastructure situations and requested periods, provided courses 
can be changed and this will lead best impression and realistic approaches to national 
development with nuclear power.  

 
Keywords: Education, Training, Infrastructure, Nuclear Power, Korea 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has established a programme in nuclear reactor simulation computer
programs to assist Member States in education and training. The objective is to provide, for a variety of advanced
water-cooled reactor types, insight and practice in their operational characteristics and their response to perturbations
and accident situations. To achieve this, the IAEA arranges for the supply or development of simulation programs and
training material, sponsors training courses and workshops, and distributes documentation and computer programs.
Currently the IAEA has simulation programs available for distribution that simulate the behavior of BWR, Passive
BWR, HWR, PWR, Passive PWR and VVER reactor types.

The desktop simulator codes provide insight and understanding of the designs as well as a clear understanding of the
operational characteristics of the various reactor types. The simulators operate on personal computers and are provided
for a broad audience of technical and non-technical personnel as an introductory educational tool. The preferred
audience, however, are faculty members interested in developing nuclear engineering courses with the support of these
very effective hands-on educational tools. The application of the simulator programs is limited to providing general
response characteristics of selected types of power reactor systems and they are not intended to be used for plant-
specific purposes such as design, safety evaluation, licensing or operator training. 
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The Reversibility/Retrievability Demand for the Deep
Geological Repository: Dialogue Tools and the Role of

Social Sciences
L. Aparicio, J.N. Dumont, J.M. Hoorelbeke (Andra-France)

Following the sustainable management principle stated by the 2006 Planning Act, the French national agency for the
management of radioactive waste (Andra) is taking seriously the social potential for the co-production of knowledge.
Specific tools have been developed to enhance the dialogue with stakeholders and Social Sciences research is now
fully integrated into the scientific program of the Agency.

One clear example of this new approach, in which the social and the technical are closely interlinked, concerns the
reversibility/retrievability issue. According to the law, Andra must submit a license application to construct an
underground repository for the high level and intermediate level long-lived radioactive wastes by 2015. But
authorization can only occur after a new law defines the reversibility conditions of such a repository.

Andra considers that there is a need to support dialogue with stakeholders on this subject. The notion of reversibility
refers to a socio-political demand, which is not clearly stated, but with strong implications for the project design. A
project sufficiently robust should provide all the elements that policy makers need for making their decision. Therefore,
Andra has the responsibility of exploring the many sides of reversibility and its various socio-technical implications.
Our proposal is about the various actions that have been initiated so far to this aim.

First of all, it explains how social sciences have been mobilized in order to create a space where engineers, scientists
(of the different kinds) and the public can meet and speak together. The text refers, in particular, to information and
communication devices, the scientific strategy, and the program of scientific meetings that has been created to open-up
the topic.

Secondly, our text will concentrate on a particular tool designed to facilitate the dialogue with stakeholders when
discussing the stepwise approach and the decision making process. As communication with stakeholders on this subject
is a shared issue at international level, this tool is being developed within the NEA project “Retrievability and
Reversibility”. The main steps of development of a deep geological repository are represented on a scale, based on
easiness of waste retrieval. This scale could be used to describe, on a chronogram, the foreseen evolution of the
repository over time, and possible retrieval scenarios. 
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Research on sustainable fast neutron nuclear reactors
D. Haas, G.G.M. Cojazzi, L. Debarberis, J.-P. Glatz, R.J.M. Konings, V.V. Rondinella, J. Somers (European

Commission, Joint Research Centre)

Although uranium resources are large and diversified, they are not infinite. Considering the NEA/ IAEA Red Book
estimated exploitable resources of 15 million tonne uranium, and the current annual consumption rate of about 67000
tonne uranium per year, the resources are sufficient for the next centuries. However, this optimistic view in term of
resource utilization might be reversed if one considers the anticipated nuclear expansion. Thus, the deployment of a
new generation of reactors (the Generation IV fast neutron reactors, FR) with a closed fuel cycle leading to a better use
of natural resources needs to be prepared. Another sustainability aspect concerns the reduction of waste volume and
hazards to be achieved by the recycling of all actinides. Three main FR systems are being considered now in the
international community, namely those cooled with sodium, helium or lead. Moreover, the molten salt reactor, in its
fast neutron version, is also under development and considered for its sustainability potential using the
thorium/uranium cycle. A large R&D effort is being undertaken at international level, and in particular in Europe. It is
coordinated within the Generation IV International Forum, in which the Joint Research Centre (JRC) represents the
EURATOM interests. But JRC also contributes directly, through its multi-annual research programme. The main
emphasis in terms of research budget is put on the fuel cycle of the FR designs mentioned above. It includes the
development of fabrication processes for oxide, nitride and carbide advanced fuels (which include plutonium and
minor actinides), their materials property determination, and irradiation behaviour. Emphasis is also put on the
property studies of potential molten salt fuels. Moreover, extensive reprocessing and partitioning (using aqueous and
pyro processes) experimental studies are performed on irradiated fuels. Besides fuel developments, the new generation
of fast reactors will need reliable structural materials with proven capability to ensure extended plan life time
comparable to the present nuclear power plants. Research in that field is still necessary for most advanced concepts.
Development of new tailored materials both for reactor pressure vessel, core internals and cladding capable to sustain
new and very severe environmental conditions is also required. Finally, the JRC research programme also incorporates
the proliferation resistance and physical protection aspects of FRs (mainly for the development of evaluation
methodologies). The paper will present a global overview of these programmes and of their results, as well as
projections of their future evolution, considering our European dimension, and our contribution to the Sustainable
Nuclear Energy Platform. 
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Overcoming Obstacles to Sustainable Nuclear Energy
Through Integrated System Approaches

J.P. Wheeler (U.S. DOE)

There are a number of challenges to achieving a sustainable nuclear energy future including waste disposal, advanced
reactor system deployment costs, and nonproliferation, among others. Often proposed solutions to these challenges
manifest themselves in the form of advanced technologies and/or facility design concepts. While these can be
beneficial, they are typically not sufficient per se. This paper presents, through some specific illustrations, how
integrated system-level approaches can be applied to support the development of potential solutions to obstacles in the
path of attaining fully functional advanced nuclear fuel cycles. Examples related to fast reactor construction costs,
nuclear waste disposal, and nuclear energy expansion are discussed. Such solutions need to take a broader set of
considerations into account, rather than those of a more purely technical nature. When possible, their formulation is
also best informed by relevant historical experience, in addition to findings from contemporary analytical studies. 
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Kearns, Paul (Battelle Memorial Institute), Marston, Ted (Marston Consulting)

The energy crisis looming before the United States can be resolved only by an approach that integrates a “portfolio” of
options. Nuclear energy, already an important element in the portfolio, should play an even more significant role in the
future as the U.S. strives to attain energy independence and reduce carbon emissions. The DOE Office of Nuclear
Energy asked Battelle Memorial Institute to obtain input from the commercial power generation industry on industry’s
vision for nuclear energy over the next 30-50 years. With this input, Battelle was asked to generate a set of research
and development capabilities necessary for DOE to support the anticipated growth in nuclear power generation. This
presentation, based on the report generated for the Office of Nuclear Energy, identifies the current and future nuclear
research and development capabilities required to make this happen. The capabilities support: (1) continued, safe
operation of the current fleet of nuclear plants; (2) the availability of a well qualified and trained workforce; (3)
demonstration of the next generation nuclear plants; (4) development of a sustainable fuel cycle; (5) advanced
technologies for maximizing resource utilization and minimization of waste and (6) advanced modeling and simulation
for rapid and reliable development and deployment of new nuclear technologies. In order to assure these capabilities
are made available, a Strategic Nuclear Energy Capability Initiative is proposed to provide the required resources
during this critical period of time. 
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Introduction 
 
 The ISTC is a unique international organization created in Moscow in 1994 by Russia, USA, EU and Japan.  
Later Korea and Canada, and several CIS countries as well acceded to ISTC. The basic idea behind 
establishing the ISTC was to support non-proliferation of the mass destruction weapons technologies by re-
directing former Soviet weapons scientists to peaceful research thus preventing the drain of dangerous 
knowledge and expertise from Russia and other CIS countries.  
Presently, the ISTC now has 40 member countries (27 from EU), representing the CIS, Europe, Asia, and 
North America. The  Partner list includes over 200 organizations and leading industrial companies from all 
ISTC parties. 
Numerous science and technology projects were realized with the ISTC support in different areas, from 
biotechnologies and environmental problems to all aspects of nuclear studies, including those focused on the 
development of effective innovative concepts and technologies in the nuclear field, in general, and for 
improvement of nuclear safety, in particular.   
 
Concept 
 
Challenge of the World Nuclear Community is to prove to Public over the World, that newly proposed 
nuclear concepts are safe and effective. 
The only acceptable method, which is trusted and accepted by Public both now and always, is basic-type and 
demonstration-type Experiment, in advance of computer or paper-type arguing.  
Important that results of these experiments are to be available for international analysis and validation.  
 
Problems are that nuclear experiments are very complex, its require special licensing, long time preparation, 
appealing to high-skilled personnel, purchasing by nuclear and special materials and tools, as a result - raised 
budgeting. 
 
In this sense the ISTC clients (first of all – nuclear and “nuclear weapon” institutes in Russia and CIS) have 
all set, ready, licensed, and equipped unique nuclear installations, high-skilled personnel, good cooperation. 
Essential, that the ISTC projects: 
• Are managing internationally; 
• Have plans and results, available for international collaborators;  
• Results may be passed to international centers (OECD/NEA and/or others) for further international 

benchmarking. 
 
As for today - a set of demonstration and basic-type experiments, which fit closely with IAEA/ INPRO and GIF 
program, with EU Frame-Work programs, - had been done or under development now in the frame of ISTC 
projects and programs with active international collaboration. The ISTC - as a unique international tool – is 
ready to take part and manage further this activity. 
Among five thousand project proposals submitted to ISTC, there are about five hundred related to different 
aspects of nuclear technologies and Nuclear Fuel Cycle (NFC). 
 
Survey of the ISTC project results 



 ICAPP-2008  ISTC  (L.Tocheny) 2 
 

The following information will be included in the review, with special attention on details of corresponding 
experimental programs: 
 
• Novel reactor concepts, corresponding to GIF: 

• Fast reactors (Sodium-, Lead-and  Lead-Bismuth-cooled); 
• Supercritical Pressure Water aspects; 
• HTGR – critical modeling, engineering. 
• Molten salts. 

• Nuclear Fuel Cycle options (including Partitioning and Transmutation). 
• Reactor data benchmarking and verification, critical experiments. 
• Nuclear Power Plant life management (Reactor pressure vessel and internals control, etc.). 
• Nuclear data measurements. 
• Severe accident study (Corium modelling, Quench-effect, Chernobyl). 
• Sky-shine experiments.  
• Depleted Uranium for RAW storage.  
• Technical and economical analysis of NFC, including non-proliferation issues. 
• Novel reactor engineering systems – experimental and computer modelling (steam-generators, etc.). 
• Accelerator Driven Systems (experimental modeling). 
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Fast Breeder Reactor Development : EDF’s point of view. 
 
 
 

Noel Camarcat (EDF/DPI) , Jean Michel Delbecq (EDF R&D), , Jean François Sauvage 
(EDF/ Septen) and Danièle Verwaerde (EDF R&D) 

 
 
 
 
 
Abstract : This paper presents EDF’s views and contributions to fast breeder development 
and to the French SFR program. LWR reactors will be ordered and built worldwide for still a 
long time. The main Gen IV deployment criteria is the scarcity of uranium resources. In 
addition, Gen IV reactors can help to facilitate the management of long lived radioactive 
wastes and hence the acceptability of nuclear energy. Among Gen IV systems, the priority is 
given in France to SFR. Utility requirements for SFR are first outlined, based on the approach 
followed for the EPR reactor: safety level, natural resources utilization, operations, 
competitiveness and investment protection, proliferation resistance. EDF contributions to SFR 
research and development are presented in the areas of core physics, safety, technology 
innovations, materials, deployment and fuel cycle scenarios. The paper also deals with some 
of the issues of the “2020 French prototype” defined in the French Act of June 28, 2006 
relative to the management of nuclear materials and of waste, as seen by EDF.  
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Overview on the French Nuclear Fuel Cycle Strategy
and Transition Scenarios Studies

F. Carre (CEA-France), M.F. Debreuille (AREVA-France), J.M. Delbecq (EDF-France)

France is reprocessing the spent fuel of its PWR nuclear generating fleet since 1976. This strategy affords retrieving
re-usable nuclear materials and segregating fission products with minor actinides (currently) for a safe packaging as
vitrified waste and interim storage until disposal in a geological repository. Plutonium and reprocessed uranium
(partly) are recycled once in PWRs (respectively as MOX and Rep-UO2 fuel) thus reducing by almost 15 % needs for
uranium and enrichment separative work. Spent MOX fuel subassemblies are stored as fissile resource for future fast
reactors. Scenario studies of nuclear power deployment and utilization of uranium worldwide lead to anticipate an
industrial deployment of fast neutron reactors around 2040 in the French generating fleet. This sets an overall time
frame for research and pilot-scale demonstrations on next generation fast reactors and advanced recycling modes to
prepare their industrial deployment in time. Besides, the French bill of June 28, 2006 on "A sustainable management of
nuclear materials and radioactive waste" institutes a strategy for the nuclear fuel back-end in France with plans to open
a high level long lived radioactive waste repository by 2025. Moreover, it establishes a link between continuing
research on partitioning and transmutation to further decrease the long term burden of current waste packages, and
research on Generation IV fast neutron systems with closed fuel cycles, thus acknowledging future fast power reactors
as most likely nuclear systems to perform transmutation at industrial scale. This bill calls for identifying by 2012
recycling modes that have most promising industrial prospects and to proceed with their demonstration in a prototype
fast reactor in the 2020s. Subsequently, French nuclear stakeholders (CEA, AREVA and EDF) currently conduct
active research on advanced fast reactors, fuel and fuel cycle technologies for screening promising design features for a
new generation fast nuclear system with enhanced safety and economic competitiveness. Transitional fuel cycle
studies from LWRs to fast reactors are conducted with a view to assessing: • Strategies for managing plutonium
stockpiles to deploy fast reactors • Potential benefits of homogeneous or heterogeneous recycling of minor actinides to
alleviate long term radioactive waste burden (decay heat and radiotoxic inventory) • Limitations of transmutation
strategies if prematurely stopped • Needs for new fuel cycle plants for advanced recycling modes • Strategies for
enhancing proliferation resistance of closed fuel cycles • The overall time line and cost associated with advanced
recycling modes. Research and development on advanced partitioning processes (in the hot laboratory Atalante) as well
as on co-precipitated and/or minor-actinide bearing fuels (including irradiation tests in Phenix) proceed in line with the
national research program that was conducted from 1991 to 2006 on high level radioactive waste management. They
aim at providing sound scientific and technical bases for decisions to be made in 2012 and developing key
technologies for the prototype. This prototype and the associated facilities to produce its driver fuel (MOX, possibly
co-precipitated) and experimental minor actinide bearing fuel provide an opportunity to demonstrate all steps of a
sustainable fuel cycle at a pre-industrial stage in the 2020s. Other initiatives such as the Global Actinide Cycle
International Demonstration (GACID) conducted by Japan, the United-States and France are other essential steps to
acquire sound scientific bases and build consensus on international safety and security standards that will apply to
future nuclear systems and associated fuel cycle services in national or international centers. 



 

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) involvement with criticality-safety related subjects in 
the nineteen-seventies. In the mid-nineties, several activities related to criticality-safety were 
grouped together into the Working Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety (WPNCS). The WPNCS 
operates under the auspices of and reports to the Nuclear Science Committee of the OECD/NEA. 
Six Expert Groups (EGs) have been established within the WPNCS.  These EGs co-ordinate 
various activities that range from experimental evaluations, to code and*data inter-comparisons 
for the study of static and transient criticality behaviours.  
 
Several activities supervised by the expert groups cover lessons learned from power reactors and 
fuel cycle management. The most significant are the lessons learned guide for Burn-up Credit 
(BUC) and the lessons learned guide for Source Converge (SCONV) analyses, which are 
currently under preparation. Both reports emphasise the relevance of the Expert Group on BUC 
and the Expert Group on SCONV benchmark evaluations and comparisons in deriving these 
conclusions. The EGBUC report addresses systems containing irradiated LWR (PWR, BWR, 
MOX and VVER) fuel. 
 
The various reports produced by the Expert Groups attempt to establish practical rules and 
identify applicable tools when appropriate.  A very complete database under the framework of the 
International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) was created in 1992 at 
the initiative of the US/DOE.  This project became an official activity of the NEA in 1994. 
 
Two Expert Groups have been recently created in order to address current and future needs 
related to fuel cycle management. In 2006, a group on Assay Data for Spent Nuclear Fuel 
(ADSNF) was established and in 2007 another expert group on Uncertainty Analyses on 
Criticality Safety Assessment (UACSA) was also formed.  
 
The main activities of the ADSNF expert group are to develop and publish a state-of-the 
art report on assay data for spent nuclear fuel and to update the SFCOMPO database’s 
structure and content. Since the establishment of this expert group, the volume of data 
compiled for the SFCOMPO database has more than doubled. New data from recent 
experimental programs for PWRs, BWRs and MOX fuel will soon be uploaded as will 
data from VVER experimental programs. The database format has also been reviewed to 
include not only experimental uncertainties, but complete information enabling full 
analysis of the data using the state-of-the-art computer code systems.  
 
The second expert group, UACSA, deals with the development of tools and methodologies that 
help perform complete analyses of criticality safety assessments, including the determination of 
                                                           
* Corresponding author, Tel +33 1 45 24 10 99, Fax +33 1 45 24 11 28, E-mail: yolanda.rugamai@oecd.org 
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uncertainties, for both current and future criticality safety applications.  
 
This paper will describe current activities performed within the framework of the WPNCS and 
the achievements of the various expert groups. 
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Reassessing the long-term radioprotection criteria for
the deep geological disposal of long-lived radioactive

waste
A.G. REGENT (CEA-France)

The deep geological disposal of long-lived radioactive waste is now a widely shared option. But as yet there is
insufficient coherence in the long-term radioprotection criteria used today. The basic idea of geological disposal is to
provide a system capable of offering the same level of radioprotection for future generations as for people living today.
Unlike surface disposal of short-lived radioactive waste, the general hypothesis for the long-term development of
geological repositories is that safety cannot depend on monitoring or institutional controls. It has to be passive. The
actual radioprotection criteria differ according to the availability of such controls and possibility of interventions.
Although this hypothesis is stated in many documents (ICPR, IAEA, country guides) it does not seem to have been
fully taken into account. In the absence of any intervention by any nuclear authority, the detriments and doses to the
critical group have to remain below a trivial value in all circumstances. Such a principle and the associated criteria are
well defined within the concepts of exemption or liberation. For geological disposal it means that, after putting the
waste in the geosphere, the impact of radionuclides leaking out and reaching the biosphere must be below such a
value. And safety must not depend on any intervention of a nuclear authority or licensee to deal with abnormal
scenarios. Moreover, and consequently, it would be better to assess detriments and radioprotection criteria on a human
lifetime basis than on an annual basis. As the radionuclides are not natural ones, specific care is needed in some cases,
such as that of long-lived radioiodine. A dose of 100mSv to the thyroid is currently considered a reference value with
significant detriment. Due to a low tissue weighting factor (4%), this corresponds to an effective dose of 4mSv. As the
leakage from the repository could be chronic, continuing for more than hundreds of thousands of years, such a dose
over a human lifetime is reached with an effective annual radioiodine dose of around 50microSvy-1. The basis for
passive geological disposal is that even large quantities of radionuclides do not matter provided they are not in the
biosphere. Risks of intrusion in the repository are therefore a very important issue, as this would breach that principle.
We need to understand the exact nature of these risks before we can decide how best to tackle them: possible impact of
drilling and subsequent release of nuclear material into the biosphere and modification of the hydrology around the
geological repository. This is as important as the robustness of the geological barriers preventing any natural leakage. 
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Reliable Fuel Supply & Service Regime Approaches:
Restricting the Spread of Enrichment and Reprocessing
Through Voluntary Reform of Global Market Structure

J. Phillips, S. Short, M. Weimar, T. Wood (PNNL)

To enable the expansion of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes while discouraging the spread of enrichment and
reprocessing technology to additional countries, existing front and back end supplier States may consider approaches
to encourage the establishment of Reliable Fuel Service & Supply (RFS&S) arrangements for providing fresh fuel and
taking back spent fuel. Important aspects of such a regime are the economic basis, the product offerings, and
alternative business models for RFS&S arrangements. The paper also discusses approaches that might help offset
international and domestic political factors that might trump economic considerations when customer States make fuel
cycle infrastructure decisions. Specifically addressed in the paper are possible complications from asymmetric business
risks posed by the front and back end, impact of current customer State market structure, simple cost estimates of
alternative supply and service options, related estimates of incentives to encourage regime development, and impact on
incentives of possible future escalations in uranium fuel price. ...
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Industrial Challenges of Fuel and Fuel Cycle 

 
 

Joe Belechak 

Westinghouse 

 

Abstract – Continued safe, reliable, and economic operation of the current fleet of 
power plants is an important enabler to the nuclear renaissance. Westinghouse products 
and services continue to support this goal with a clear commitment to operational 
excellence, technology and growth initiatives.  With core management evolution in recent 
years pushing fuel duties to higher levels, Westinghouse introduced advanced fuel 
products to meet more demanding operating requirements while maintaining a high level 
of fuel reliability.  The advanced alloy ZIRLOTM has performed consistently and 
predictably enabling fuel cycle extensions and power upratings required by customers 
worldwide.   With Westinghouse AP1000TM technology uniquely positioned to serve the 
nuclear renaissance demand, Westinghouse is also investing in people, processes, and 
facilities to support this growth, while continuing to meet our customers' requirements 
for their operating plants.   
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Technical Issues for US Fuel Operation 
 

Stephen Kuczynski 
Senior Vice President 

Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
 
 

Abstract-Today U. S. nuclear plant operations are dealing with several issues related to 
fuel technology.  The issues being managed are related to fuel manufacturing, materials, 
and software.  None of the issues are insurmountable and all are being managed. 
 
This paper will discuss examples of each issue and how the issue is being addressed.  For 
example, many Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) are dealing with Channel Distortion and 
its potential to impact control blade operation.  Channel Distortion will be discussed 
briefly while the issue focus will be on the steps taken to manage the issue until such time 
as a permanent remedy is found.  Various interim measures have been established but the 
problem will not be considered solved until new materials are proven to be unaffected by 
the conditions that lead to channel distortion. 
 
The paper will also relate the issues raised over the last several years due to pellet 
quality.  Establishing the root cause of fuel failures was both time consuming and 
expensive.  The timing issue also introduced the question of identifying appropriate 
interim measures in an attempt to manage the failure rate until the root cause was 
established.  Hot cell examination ultimately revealed the cause of the failures and as a 
result fuel suppliers have undertaken improvements in manufacturing and inspection in 
order to significantly reduce the likelihood of fuel failure due to missing pellet surface. 
 
Another important facet of fuel reliability is the introduction of sophisticated non-line of 
sight debris filters.  Exelon has found the debris filters effective without having a negative 
impact on core flow. 
 
The paper’s final section will address issues related to analytical software and today’s 
sophisticated fuel designs.  Software, by its nature, is conservative and that is 
appropriate.  However, some of the simplifying assumptions in the software necessitated 
by the computing power available at the time the software was approved are no longer 
necessary.  Updating the software will allow plant operators to recover some of the 
margin resulting in more economic operation without compromising safety. 
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A new start for European nuclear energy: the forum and the 

sustainable nuclear energy platform 
 

Ralf Güldner 
Vice Chairman  E.ON Kernkraft GmbH 

Hanover, Germany 
 
Abstract-In the next years we will face significant switch stands regarding the future energy mix in 
Europe. In general, European energy policy has to address three energy challenges for a competitive 
electricity production1: 

- Security of supply; 
- Limitation of greenhouse gas emissions; and 
- Providing affordable energy to consumers. 

Regarding climate precaution the goal of a low carbon economy is very ambitious. The NPP in 
operation already today contribute to all three goals. Nuclear energy generates two thirds of the EU’ 
low carbon electricity, is one of the most economic energy sources and is less vulnerable to fuel price 
changes, thereby protecting EU economies against the price volatility of raw materials.2 
 
The investment decisions, which have to been taken in the next 5 to 10 years, will determine the 
electricity production portfolio in the European Union for the next 50 years: 
1. Around 800-900 GWe capacity will be required by 2030 to replace the existing capacity and to 

address increasing demand. 
2. More than 50 % of the electricity in 2030 will be generated in plants have not been build today. 
3. A total of 57.6 GWe of new nuclear power plants are projected to be commissioned between 2000 

and 2030.3 Only 9.4 GW of these are already certain investments. 
 
To ensure sustainable investment decisions, there needs to be reliable and effective framework 
conditions with the underlying principles: 

- competition among vendors; 
- efficient licensing; 
- solvent capital markets; 
- political framework; and  
- public acceptance. 

 
With regard to public acceptance, the Commission launched, based on the results of the EU summit in 
2007, a platform for a broad stakeholder discussion about risks, challenges and opportunities of 
nuclear energy, the European Nuclear Energy Forum (ENEF). E.ON is actively involved in both 
discussion during the annual ENEF-summit and the working group sessions throughout the year. We 
appreciate these discussion and we face up the pros and cons about the use of nuclear energy and 
emphasis that every stakeholder is welcome for a constructive dialog. 
And the results so far are very remarkable and promising, e.g. 

- Support for and contributions to the Nuclear Safety Directive; 
- Recommendations on information, communications, participation and decision making; 
- First draft of a SWOT4 report under preparation; and  
- Comparative analysis of seven energy scenarios. 

                                                 
1  An Energy Policy for Europe, COM (2007) 1 final 
2  Update of the Nuclear Illustrative Programme in the context of the Second Strategic Energy Review, COM(2008) 776 final 
3  Energy and Transport – Trend to 2030, Update 2007, COM 
4  Strength – Weaknesses – Opportunities - Threats 
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With regard to competition among vendors in the highly technological nuclear sector, where 
investments for new build contribute about 70% of the total generation costs, improvement in 
competitiveness is needed.  
 
Like all Technology Platforms under the 7th Framework Program, the Sustainable Nuclear Energy 
Technology Platform (SNETP) is a Europe-wide forum and is gathering stakeholders from the nuclear 
community 5 . Its overall goal is to enhance the sustainability of nuclear fission by supporting 
technological development. It is worth pointing out, that nuclear is addressed as “sustainable” energy. 
The SNETP was launched in 2007 and ensures actions for ensuring sustainability of nuclear power in 
the field of: 

- Ensure long term safe operation  of current Generation II reactors, 
- Built and ensure safety and competitiveness of evolutionary Gen III reactors, 
- Develop Gen IV fast breeders with closed fuel cycle, 
- Enlarge the nuclear fission portfolio beyond electricity production: H2, synthetic fuels, H2O 

desalination, paper, cement industry, and 
- Developing Research Infrastructures. 

 
EON Kernkraft supports this initiative gives feedback of current Generation-II fleet operations and 
topics for the deployment of new technologies. We are active in the SNETP in several organisation 
bodies, and are also in direct cooperation with research organisations, e.g. CEA. We will launch 
projects within our bilateral cooperation in the platform to provide added value for the community. 
We also support vendors in the development of new types of reactors, and these vendors are part of 
the SNETP as well. 
 
To summarise, EON Kernkraft believes, that nuclear makes on important contribution to a sustainable 
energy mix today and will continue do so in the future. In Europe nuclear technology along the whole 
value chain is a cutting edge technology. Therefore research and development has to increase on 
European level to face the challenges. Finally public acceptance has to be stabilised and even 
increased as well. 
 

                                                 
5 The Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform, A vision report, 2007 
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Plenary 2: Advanced nuclear fuel cycles: which options, which strategies ? 
 
 
 

Toward Generation IV systems: choosing the right challenges 
 

Sylvain Granger, EDF 
 
 
 
Abstract-A great hope is aroused by 4th-generation systems which should be part of a 
sustainable energy policy for the very long-term, I mean the centuries to come. In contrast to 
Generation III reactors that can only use less than 1% of the resource extracted from uranium 
mines, essentially isotope 235, Generation IV systems have the ability to burn the whole 
amount of uranium. Such systems could thus allow the utilization of the whole stockpile of 
depleted uranium and ensure an energy resource of virtually indefinite duration. To this end, 
the combustion of uranium isotope 238 has first to be lit on by a match of plutonium, and then 
to be kept going by plutonium recycling. 

It is of the utmost importance not to disappoint these expectations and to tenaciously develop 
in depth these promising advanced nuclear systems. Such systems encompass not only 
reactors but also dedicated fuel fabrication and recycling facilities. These elements are 
closely interdependent and their performance must be consistent. In France, owing to the 
experience gained with three Sodium-cooled, Fast neutron Reactors (SFRs): Rhapsodie, 
Phenix and Super-Phenix, an ambitious development program of a Generation-IV system is 
performed in close cooperation with the Generation-IV International forum. A major effort is 
made on systems with sodium-cooled fast reactors, since it seems that starting a complete 
industrial advanced cycle of such a type might be possible by mid-century (in the 2040-2050 
decade). 

At that time, many nuclear reactors currently in operation should be replaced and advanced 
systems might be implemented concurrently with well-proven Gen-III reactors. However, 
utilities will have to be encouraged to face the risks of investing in advanced systems. It is 
often believed that uranium price could be a sufficient incentive, but this is most probably a 
misconception. 

Considering the proven Uranium resources and owing to their distribution between many 
countries, the average long-term evolution prospects of uranium price are not likely to modify 
noticeably the electricity generation cost by means of Gen-III reactors, in the decades to come, 
even if the nuclear generation optimistic prospects were fulfilled. The prospect of uranium 
resource exhaustion seems still far away; it would not in itself justify in the next five decades 
a call to Gen-IV systems. These systems will take part in the renewal of the existing reactor 
fleet only if they can provide advantages first of all with regard to safety, operation conditions, 
economic competitiveness and waste management in the long term. This competitiveness 
might be anticipated by calculation but it is to be proven by experience: if they come to 
service by mi-century, advanced systems will be operated simultaneously with Gen III-systems 
and they will stay in close competition for a long period. 

The technical and economic conditions for a breakthrough of these new systems as early as in 
the 2040-2050 decade are very stringent: safety first, since the highest degree of safety must 
be met, not less than that of Gen-III systems. The work on safety options, computation tools, 
etc. is resuming and it is very challenging. A significant improvement of the operating 
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performance is also required: the availability factor of the first fast neutron reactors was 
rather poor and must be greatly improved. This is a prerequisite for reaching competitiveness, 
but many other improvements are also required: the maintenance of the first experimental  
SFRs has turned out as well as it might have but should be made easier and in-service 
inspection must be facilitated. Lastly, investment cost has to be drastically reduced. An 
innovative design process is needed and it should take into account all the experience gained. 

From the fuel cycle point of view, starting 4th generation systems will necessitate to produce a 
fairly large amount of plutonium over a limited period. EDF’s current reprocessing policy is 
consistent with this prospect: used PWR MOX fuel is stored, pending reprocessing at the time 
of emergence of Gen-IV systems. As used MOX fuel contains five times as much as plutonium 
as used uranium fuel, reprocessing used MOX fuel to start Gen-IV systems has two major 
advantages. Firstly, the appropriate plutonium inventory is progressively built up in a limited 
number of used fuel assemblies safely stored in pools. Secondly, when the time is come to 
start Gen-IV systems, the necessary amount of plutonium can be recovered by reprocessing a 
limited number of used fuel assemblies, in adequacy with normal reprocessing capacity. The 
existing reprocessing process and facilities have the capability to handle reprocessing for 
Gen-IV systems. 

From a waste management outlook, Gen-IV systems will thus allow to recycle used MOX fuel, 
which is not practicable in PWRs. This will be a major achievement that will enable the whole 
amount of high-level waste to be disposed of in the sole form of glass canisters taking up a 
limited disposal place in a safe long-term containment. 

A recent French planning Act on sustainable management of nuclear materials and 
radioactive waste provides for research on partitioning and transmutation of long-lived 
radionucleides proceeding in relation with the development of Generation-IV nuclear systems 
(and Accelerator-Driven systems). The corresponding research began in the 90s within the 
frame of a previous law; it is currently oriented on the recycling of minor actinides: this 
recycling is not a necessity as it seems to have no particular advantage in terms of disposal 
safety. However, it is guessed that reducing the high-level waste long term thermal load by 
removing americium could lead to an interesting decrease in disposal area. On the other 
hand, recycling minor actinides implies constraints and over-costs that should be accounted 
for and weighed against benefits. Compared to standard MOX fuel, minor actinide bearing 
fuels feature a considerable increase in γ and neutron dose and of the decay heat. This would 
require specific protection and cooling means for manufacturing, handling and transporting 
these fuels, together with much longer decay times before unloading, transportation and 
further processing. Managing such highly radioactive and hot materials in the fuel cycle 
rather than leaving them in glass canisters is a serious challenge. In brief, the transmutation 
of minor actinides would modify so notably the characteristics of materials in the fuel cycle 
that it is necessary to assess precisely and thoroughly its potential effects on the reactor and 
on the whole fuel cycle. The studies must attempt to present in a realistic way the technical 
and economic consequences of a minor actinides transmutation policy, by comparison with 
the gain already obtained by used MOX recycling. The risks incurred by utilities are of such a 
nature and seriousness that they must carefully scrutinize the R&D results and operating 
experience before making any decision leading to industrial development. It is still uncertain 
that a convincing case can be made on the basis of waste management considerations alone 
that the assumed benefits of transmutation will outweigh the operation, safety & security 
considerations and economic costs. This point should be clarified before undertaking any 
significant investment in this way. 
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Plenary session on "Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles: 

 Which Options? Which Strategies? 
 

Research and Development Strategy of France 
 towards Sustainable Nuclear Fuel Cycles 

 
Frank Carré 

 

Nuclear Energy Division 
French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) 

 
 

Abstract-France is reprocessing the spent fuel of its PWR nuclear generating fleet since 1976. This strategy 
affords retrieving re-usable nuclear materials and segregating fission products with minor actinides (currently) 
for a safe packaging as vitrified waste and interim storage until disposal in a geological repository. Plutonium 
and reprocessed uranium (partly) are recycled once in PWRs (respectively as MOX and Rep-UO2 fuel) thus 
reducing by almost 15 % needs for uranium and enrichment separative work. Spent MOX fuel subassemblies are 
stored as fissile resource for future fast reactors. 
 
Scenario studies of nuclear power deployment and utilization of uranium worldwide lead to anticipate an 
industrial deployment of fast neutron reactors around 2040 in the French generating fleet. This sets an overall 
time frame for research and pilot-scale demonstrations on next generation fast reactors and advanced recycling 
modes to prepare their industrial deployment in time. 
 
Besides, the French bill of June 28, 2006 on "A sustainable management of nuclear materials and radioactive 
waste" institutes a strategy for the nuclear fuel back-end in France with plans to open a high level long lived 
radioactive waste repository by 2025. Moreover, it establishes a link between continuing research on 
partitioning and transmutation to further decrease the long term burden of current waste packages, and 
research on Generation IV fast neutron systems with closed fuel cycles, thus acknowledging future fast power 
reactors as most likely nuclear systems to perform transmutation at industrial scale. This bill calls for identifying 
by 2012 recycling modes that have most promising industrial prospects and to proceed with their demonstration 
in a prototype fast reactor in the 2020s. 
 
Subsequently, French nuclear stakeholders (CEA, AREVA and EDF) currently conduct active research on 
advanced fast reactors, fuel and fuel cycle technologies for screening promising design features for a new 
generation of fast nuclear systems with enhanced safety and economic competitiveness. 
 
Transitional fuel cycle studies from LWRs to fast reactors are conducted in parallel with a view to assessing 
strategies for managing plutonium stockpiles and potentially minor actinides, identifying subsequent 
requirements for new fuel cycle plants, and estimating the overall time line and costs associated with advanced 
recycling modes. 
 
Research and development on advanced partitioning processes (in the hot laboratory Atalante) as well as on co-
precipitated and/or minor-actinide bearing fuels proceed in line with the national research program that was 
conducted from 1991 to 2006 on high level radioactive waste management. Collaborations with Japan and 
Russia are sought to conduct fast-neutron irradiation tests needed to further develop advanced fast reactor fuels 
beyond the performances already demonstrated in Phenix until 2009. The whole program aims at providing 
sound scientific and technical bases for decisions to be made in 2012 and developing key technologies for the 
prototype. 
 
This prototype and the associated facilities to produce its driver fuel (MOX, possibly co-precipitated) and 
experimental minor actinide bearing fuel will provide a unique opportunity to demonstrate all steps of a 
sustainable fuel cycle at a pre-industrial stage in the 2020s. Other initiatives such as the Global Actinide Cycle 
International Demonstration (GACID) conducted by Japan, the United-States and France are other essential 
steps to acquire sound scientific bases and build consensus on international safety and security standards that 
will apply to future nuclear systems and associated fuel cycle services in national or international centers. 
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Abstract-Due to the tremendous advantages of Nuclear power over conventional power 
plants, there has been an upsurge in building up of the Nuclear power plants all over the 
globe. There are over 60 nuclear reactors under construction in the world. These new 
nuclear reactors need manpower – both scientific and technical.  The current reactors 
also need continuous replenishment of manpower due to retiring staff, expansion 
programs etc.  Presently, there is an acute shortage of manpower which is responsible 
for creating a serious problem faced by most of the countries. This problem is discussed 
here   particularly in the context of the needs of India. Various steps taken by India for 
imparting education and training are discussed. In order to train the students in state-of 
art   technology, we have entered  into collaboration agreements with French institutions 
where students are sent to France for course work and internship in Nuclear 
Engineering, Nuclear power design and Nuclear Operations.                                                                            
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Abstract-Using nuclear energy to generate electricity continues to be a topic of 
considerable debate.  Currently, 20% of the electricity in the U.S. comes from its fleet of 
104 commercial nuclear reactors, and they annually displace on the order of one 
hundred million metric tons of carbon emissions.  These reactors currently account for 
70% of the non-carbon emitting electricity production in the United States.   Due to the 
recent interest by the Federal government and others in expanding the nuclear energy 
option, the American Physical Society’s Panel on Public Affairs sponsored a study of the 
U.S. workforce and educational facilities’ readiness for three scenarios out to the year 
2050.  They range from maintaining the current number of nuclear reactors, although 
some may be retired and replaced by new ones; significantly increasing the number of 
reactors, to perhaps as high as 200 or more; up to significantly increasing the number of 
reactors while closing the fuel cycle by reprocessing and recycling spent fuel.  This 
presentation summarizes the results of that study and offers comments on the path 
forward. 
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